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DEDICATION.

TO

ROBERT ALLEN, ESQ. M.A. F.S.A.

barrister at law.

Dear Allen,

As a very inadequate tribute of a most warm regard, do

me the favour to accept these pages. Many of them were written in

the enjoyment of your society, and containing as they do sketches of

characters we both esteem, may thus acquire in your eyes an interest

not otherwise to be discovered in their discursive story.

Time out of mind it has been the privilege of the dedicator to say

something handsome of the dedicatee. But though neither of us has

been particularly accused of taciturnity, I confess in this case, though

I exhausted my vocabulary, it would still leave untold the brightest part

of that manly and accomplished excellence to which these lines shall

be sacred.

Wishing you in Oriental fashion, therefore, to take a year in the reading

of each leaf, and yet to get safely to the end of my story.

Believe me ever to remain.

Dear Allen,

Your faithful friend,

W. JOHNSON NEALE.

Middle Temple, Jan. 1841.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

In offering to the Public the following Tale, the most distinct disclaimer

is entered of the least intention to trespass on the domaia of Mk.

Dickens, the originator of this species of publication. In style, plot,

and story, the greatest dissimilarity will be found. But while the thirsty

world of readers, are famished during the long intervals of the " greater

rain " from month to month, it is conceived that the humble " water-

course" of "The Pressgang," springing up betwixt and between, may

serve to moisten the parched lips of a few of those literary imbibers,

who, like the writer, delight in renewing a periodical acquaintance

with the amiable and inimitable " Boz."
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CHAPTER THE FIRST,

WHICH PLUNGES INTO THE MIDDLE OF OUU TALE.

"Sir Job!—Sir Job Periwinkle!—For heaven's sake get up, Sir

Job! Here's murder in the house!" vehemently exclaimed the old

butler, knocking- long and loudly at his master's door. The grey twi-

light of a December's day was just breaking, as the old domestic, half

dressed and wholly frightened, stood shivering in the long oaken
gallery, endeavouring to make his voice penetrate through the double

door of Sir Job's chamber.
It was in truth no easy matter. Fashioned in the same substantial

manner as the rest of the old Grange, which had been built by a loyal

officer of Ehzabeth's court, the thin voice of the caller appeared unable

to arouse the sleeper within, whose slumbers were at no time of the

lightest. In addition to this difficulty, the old man seemed to labour

under some apprehension cf disturbing others for whom his summons
vi^as not intended; still, as he repeated it, his eyes glanced fearfully

round the grim-looking corridor, and his head was stretched out in that

peculiar attitude which marks the act of listening.

Nothing, however, appeared to move insight, unless it was the fitful

lifting of some of the old pictures, which, covered with the smoke and
dirt of a century and a half, looked like the portraits of the doomed,
as they borrowed a degree of life from the sudden gusts of the north-

east wind that shook the walls on which they hung, and howled round

the many angles of the house outside. When the butler found that

his efforts were ineffectual to gain attention, he took a few steps to and

fro before the closed door, wringing his hands, as if uncertain what to

do, he then repeated the summons once again, and finding it unan-

swered, glided noiselessly to a recess where one of the old fashioned win-

dows projected, in the middle of the building. Opening the lattice, he
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looked out upon the view in front. The snow had been falling thickly

in the early part of the ni^ht, and was stilllying deep upon the ground,

while the sky wore that dull heavy appearance which bespoke it charj^^ed

with much more. In the east, the light began to clear away the thick

leaden clouds, and the wind poured down fiercely upon the vast expanse

of ocean, where line upon line of dazzling foam, marked out the long

seas rolling in towards the land, and spoke of the quarter from whence

the wind blew, as intelligibly as the compass itself could have done.

On the right, a huge headland reared its abrupt height, and the

waves broke thundering at its base, filling the ear with the perpetual but

not unpleasing murmur of their roar. Placed, as the Grange was, on

an eminence that commanded an extensive view around, the beach

itself was nevertheless hidden from the windows, by the gigantic trees

of a v.inding avenue of oak and elm that led down almost to the sands,

and was the nearest communication Avith the little fishing village to the

left. From the branches of this avenue, innumerable rooks were rising,

circling in the air, already on the look-out for prey, and making with

their melancholy cries the only sound of life.

But the attention of the butler was rivetted on a sight more intensely

absorbing than any of the objects we have mentioned. Along the

dazzlingly pure surface of the snow was seen a tract of footsteps, in-

termingled with which, at every step, was a closely dotted line of

blood, which wound their way together down the avenue, and with a

slight deviation to the left, as if to avoid the lodge gates, crossed

through a gap in the surrounding hedge, and made towards the sea.

Still nearer, however, to the house, and almost immediately under

its windows, a far larger stain seemed to have been caused by the same
•sanguinary fluid, though of a much paler tint, and when the old man'a
eyes rested on these deadly tokens, his agony seemed to increase ten-

fold. Hastily closing the lattice, he hurried back to Sir Job Peri-

winkle's door, and recommenced his attempts to awake the knight.

At last a fall was heard within, that might have answered for the

overthrow of the Farnesian Hercules ; three or four heavy footsteps

followed, a night bolt was drawn up from the inner door, which at the

same time unfastened the outer, and Sir Job Periwinkle, in his dress-

ing-gown, stepped into the gallery.

He was a tall commanding personage, in figure being something
over six feet two inches high, and bulky in proportion ; the hair was
fast retreating from his forehead, which was bold and open, but on the
crown of the head, and round the temples, it still curled freely, though
speaking plainly of the sixty years which had passed over it.

" Oh, Sir Job !" exclaimed the butler, as he appeared, " I am so
glad I've made you hear at last."

The frown that had gathered on the knight's brow relaxed, as he
looked on the pale and terrified countenance of his servant. " What's
the matter, Corkindale ?''

" God only knows the whole of it, sir; but I fear something very
terrible

!"

*' What is it ' what is it
'" repeated Sir Job, passing his hand once
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or twice before his eyes, as if rightly to comprehend what was tlie

matter. " One would think the French had begun the war with an

invasion. Have they landed, or what?
"

" Oh no, sir ; something much -worse than that, I fear."

" Worse than that, you scoundrel ; what d'ye mean ? what can hap-

pen worse than that?"
" Oh, sir, it's nothing to do with the French ; 'tis some terrible

calamity in our own family. I got up this morning, sir, just before

•daybreak, as I usually do, and went to open the window and look out,

for I thought Fd heard some curious noises during the night. Well,

sir, I could not see anything just then ; it was too dark ; so I went
away and dressed, and presently, when I came to look, there I saw
footsteps right from the front door, with drops of blood, going all tlie

way down the avenue, while directly a'most under my window was a

large splash, as if some bloody water had been thrown out of the

house ; well, directly I saw this, sir, I took the light I had been dress-

ing with, and went down stairs, and on this floor, sir," here the butler

lowered his voice and looked fearfully round, " I found the drops of

blood leading directly out of Mr, Paul's room, all the way down the

great staircase, to the very door; well, sir, I thought some accident

might have happened, so I crept back, and opening the door as softly

as I could, I looked in, and there was Master Paul lying in bed covered

with blood, the bedclothes blood all over, and the floor too; while Mr.
Jack, you know, sir, who took half his bed last night to make room
for Counsellor Doubtful, who came so late

—

"

" Yes, yes, I remember."
" Well, sir, Mr. Jack was not in the room. Do come and see, sir,

what's happened, for we've all of us suspected, that is, the servant's

of the house, sir, that there would be some terrible quarrel between the

two young gentlemen."
" Quarrel, Corkindale ! How—why—-on what account ?"

"Miss Nora, sir. They've been heard at high words several times

lately, sir, and the young lady's name was mentioned several times

be-tween them, and no one can have helped seeing that neither of 'em
are ever out of her company, sir, if they can help it. Two or three

times I have been a'going to mention it to you, sir, but 1 was afraid of

doing wrong. I only wish I bad, for now I fear worse has come of it."

" Of course, you old fool I of course ; anything of importance you
must put off till it's too late to be useful. If it had been some cursed

rubbish, as a barrel of ale running out a week too soon, I should have
been sure to hear of it ; however, come away and let me see what the

truth is;" and Sir Job, who had gone into his dressing-room for some
further clothing, now walked quickly, but quietly, towards his son's

door.

By this time the degree of light that streamed through the narrow,

but numerous windows of Berrylea, the name of the Grange, was quite

sufficient to distinguish every object. The first point to which the

father directed his attention, was the blood upon the floor,. Avhich, as

Corkindale had said, went down the chief staircase to the front door.
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Having' opened tlie latter, and looked out at the continuance of the

fatal line throufjh the snow, he then returned, gently opened his son's

door, and looked within.

Sir Job Periwinkle was one of those to whom nature had given an
iron constitution, both of frame and mind; neither the one nor the

other was easily disturbed from its usual course. Forced to fight his

way through the world single-handed, without the aid of money or

friends, he had risen from the lowest ranks of commercial life to its

highest point : from earning a scanty livelihood as a clerk at twenty-

three shillings a week, to occupying the chair of London's first ma-
gistrate, to which dignity he had a few weeks since been elected.

But, however accustomed to bear the huffets of the world, everything

in his family had hitherto gone well with him ; when he heheld, there-

fore, his son's bedroom dabbled over with bloody footsteps, the pillow,

the counterpane, the clothes on which the young man lay, all covered

with the same revolting marks, the colour forsook liis ruddy cheek
with instantaneous rapidity, and compressing his lips together, he.

stood for a moment as if utterly at a loss how to act.

During this saddening pause, time was afforded him for more narrow
observation of everything around. Inside the bed, some one, whom,
from the dark colour of his hair, he took to be his son, Paul Peri-

winkle, was lying with his face buried in his hands, and looking more
like one who had been weeping violently, than sleeping peacefully in

his own chamber. His appearance at once tending to confirm the
fears that had already been raised in Sir Job's mind, he waited for a
few seconds to see if his son spoke. The heaving of the body, as the
breath was drawn, was visible, and a low moaning sound every now
and then broke forth, but no attempt was made to discover who were
the intruders on his repose, nor any sig-n given that their presence was
perceived.

With suspicions still more strongly excited at every moment, Sir
Job stepped into the centre of the room, and there beheld, in the
wash-hand basin, the remains ofsome bloody water, as if some one, with
hands incarnadine, had been attempting to wash out the stains, thrown
away the impure water, and yet left enough behind to tell the fatal

tale. \Vith a motion of the head, that plainly told how this appear-
ance had [been translated. Sir Job strode towards the window, and
throwing it open, perceived the bright yellow surface of the house
outside bearing too evident traces of just such a stream having been
sprinkled down it in the passage of the water to the ground. Scarcely
daring to hope tbat all these odious appearances could be satisfactorily
explained away, he returned to the bedside. Still the son neither- at-
tempted to move nor speak. Unable any longer to bear the suspense.
Sir Job laid his hand somewhat roughly, as well as powerfully, on the
young man's shoulder, and turning him over on his back, it was evi-
dent, as had been expected, that he had been weeping violently—his
eyes and eyelids being much inflamed, and the traces of tears still

visible on his cheeks.
" What's the matter, sir," demanded his father.
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" Nothing, my Jord, nothing ; only let me sleep," was the reply, as

Paul, quickly facing round to the wall, pretended to be yet half slum-

bering,
" Come, come, sir, this won't do," resumed the other; " I insist on

knowing what has happened—where is your cousin Jack ?
"

The very mention of the last named seemed to afiect the son with

some strange emotion, and after gasping forth some inarticulate sounds

between a sob and a groan, he dashed his hand violently on the clothes

beside him, exclaiming, " I may never see his face again !"

" Come, sir," and the stern tones of Sir Job's voice bespoke how
much he was alarmed, " sit up this instant, and tell me what you have

done with your cousin ?—where is he ?—-what has happened between

you ?---what is the meaning of all this blood about your room and

clothes ?"

" Blood 1" repeated Paul, now for the first time awakening, or seem-

ing to awaken, to the consciousness of what was going on around him.
" Where is there blood ?---\Vhat ? " and again he passed his hands over

his eyes. " Am I awake, or am I still dreaming ? What is the mean-
ing of all this ? Who has made the room in this disgusting state ?

''

" Look at yourself, sir," said Sir Job, " before you feign so much
astonishment ! Your room might have been covered with bloody foot-

marks without your knowing it, though that would not have been

easy ; nor do I see who could have equally daubed your bedclothes

without your knowledge, or, still more, what purpose it could have

answered ;
yet these acts mir/hi be within the bounds of possibility.

But all the acting in the world won't suffice to prove you ignorant of

some person having tried to wash the blood off your face and hands,

and only left the traces of it more undeniable. I suppose you know
nothing of him either."

As Sir Job Periwinkle said these words, he handed to his son, with

a degree of abhorrence and disgust he could not control, the looking-

glass. Snatching it eagerly from his father's hands, Paul gave but

one glance. Too truly did it reflect the terrible condition of his per-

son, since all round his face and ears, as Sir Job had said, was
smeared a blurred red tint, deeper in some places than others, and
evidently arising from the cause attributed.

On his hands, these damning proofs were still more strongly at-

tested. Letting fall the glass before him, the v/retched young man
looked first at the right hand, slowly scrutinizing now the inside and
now the out, and then at the left ; then, looking up in his father's

face, while the most ghastly pallor overspread his own, replied

—

" I know no more of this than I do of the rest!
"

" Answer me this one question, sir !
" continued the knight, his scorn

and rage rising at every denial of facts so self-evident. " Did you
wash your hands in that basin, and throw the water out of window ?

"

" Not I ! I don't remember any thing about the basin. Yet stay,"

— -for a minute he hesitated, then jumped out of bed, looked at the

basin in question, then out of the open window. When he returned

from his inspection, he was seen passionately to clasp first one hand
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and then the other, raise them to his face, and burst into a flood of

tears.

The poor father was scarcely less affected. No convulsive twitch-

ing- appeared in his limbs, as in that of his son. Paralyzed by the

intense force with which the brows w^ere knit together and the lips

compressed, contracting- every few seconds like the Avrithing of tlie

whip-cord under some very heavy power; these symptoms showed,

as he paced up and down the room, with his hands folded behind him,

that his agony was not less than that of the accused. Still he uttered

no reproach, expressed no word that might be construed into intimi-

dation, unless the few syllables, "So unlike a Briton!" which he

seemed unable to refrain from half growling to himself, at every few

minute's interval.

As for the butler, true old Corkindale, he stood just outside the

door, now throwing himself into one attitude, now into another, and

making a thousand expressions to the idle sounds, and muttering

whole sentences, which none could hear, for his master had peremp-

torily cautioned him to say or do nothing till he came out of the room.

NEW CHAPTER,

IN WHICH FRESH EVENTS DEVELOPE THEMSELVES, AND NEW
CHARACTERS ARE INTRODUCED.

While Sir Job's son stood near the window, to all appeara ice utterly

unable to suppress the deep grief that moved him, Sir Job himself

continued his slow pace, to and fro, across the room, trying if, in the

dismal mist before him, hope could discern any land of comfort, how-
ever distant, or experience suggest to him what course would be the

most proper to pursue. He now also began to remember, that sur-

prise had, for an instant, banished the necessity of making instant

and unceasing search for his nephew. Turning- round to Paul once

more, he said, " Now, sir, have you determined yet what answer you
think most desirable to my question—whether you used that basin, and

then threw its contents out of window ? First you denied it ; then it

seemed to me you were about to acknowledge it. Pray which do you
think the best line of the two ?

"

" I do not deserve this at your hands, Sir Job. I remember how I

did use it ; but how the water came to be tinged with blood, I know
no more than you do."

" Do you know, then, sir, how you became so anxious to throw it

away, out of a front window ?
"

" Yes ; I thought I heard my cousin's dog howling just below, and
I wanted to get to sleep."

" Sir, I sleep one story nearer to the ground than you do, but I ,

heard no dog; and pray, sir, do you generally get up in the dark, at

night, to wash your face and hands ?
"
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*' No."
" Then what led to this exception ?

"

" 1 %vas feverish and uneasy."
" What made you feverish and uneasy, sir, last night particularly,

after a hard day's shooting- ?
"

In reply to this query, Paul was silent ; and as Sir Job fixed his

bright glance upon the young man's countenance, it gradually deep-

ened into a hue that entirely shamed and hid the washy tint before

evident upon it, and while his head as slowly sank upon his bosom,
the latter responded to the shocks of the heart, with a vehemence
that denoted the intense excitement under which he laboured.

For several seconds the old man also stood silent, hoping that the

suspicions his son was now every moment rendering darker, might
yet be dispelled by some sort of explanation, however lame or impar-

tial. But when Sir Job perceived that not even an attempt was made
at this, he turned away, exclaiming, as he lifted up his hands

—

" Oh, Paul Periwinkle ! you have this night disgraced a British

family. Storm after storm have we braved, and every sea has left us

—like the little shell from which we are named—more firmly rooted

to the land where we were born. But a stream like this," pointing

to the clothes of Paul, and the bed from which he had risen, " unde-

fended, unexplained—who can stand before it ? If you wish to do a

favour to a father you've done your best to ruin, answer me this

:

Have you had any quarrel with your cousin Jack ?
"

" Yes, sir, I confess I have."
" Did it relate to my niece, Nora?"
At th^ mention of that name, all Paul's agitation seemed to return.

His blanched cheek was again crimsoned, his bosom once nio.-.»

laboured—"Suspect me, wrong me, torture me if you will; but do

not attempt to drag from me any answer to such a question. Uh,
that I had never seen her fatal beauty !"

And flinging himself down on the spot from which he had risi^n,

he gave way to the intolerable anguish that seemed weighing on his

mind.
Finding that it was utterly hopeless to expect from this quarter

any clue by which to arrive at a solution of the tragic mystery whifh
the past night had produced. Sir Job left his son's room, scarcely less

mournful, though more composed.
" Corkindale!" addressing the butler, Avho was still waiting at tlie

door, " remain in Mr. Paul's chamber till my return ; see that he
does himself no harm. Above all, do not let the knowledge of what
has happened transpire to a sing-le being more than you can help

—

especially the ladies of the family. Miss Nora and Lady Periwinkle

in particular; and try if you can send up some story by and by to keep
the chattering maid-servants in bed an hour later to day tlian usual.

I am going to call Mr. Charles, and see if my nephew can by any
happy chance be found to explain these appearances."

" Very well, my lord," replied the old man, whose scattered senses

had not before alloutd him to bear in iniiui the fact of his master's

c:
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nevvly-acquired dignities as chief citizen, an honour which, in truth,

that master was ah'eady beginning to discover, gave additional point

to every sting in life, as well as additional pleasure to it.

As the old man watched the knight depart, he shook his head
sorrowfully, muttering, "Ye may search long enough before these

old eyes see Mr. John in life or health again, I fear."

From the room of sorrow, and agony, and shame, in which we have

just left Paul Periwinkle, let us now accompany the father to that

of his eldest surviving son, Charles ; or, as he was affectionately

called by his family, from his profession. Counsellor Charley. It was
a good old fashion of a good old time, when men were designated

after their various callings. The ancient and legitimate name and
style of parson, in the church, and its aforesaid corollary in law, seem
to have been somewhat unwisely allowed by the two professions to

vanish from among us, leaving the doctors and professors only in the

field ; yet who can recal the clerical designation without a thought of

Fielding, and the whole file of connected worthies ? or hear the legal*"

cognomen given in the provinces, and not linger for a moment on the

memory of Silvertongue and Balthasar in the Merchant of Venice ?

It lessened, moreover, the chances of awkw^ard positions. Now, a man
is as likely to venture on some sly touch at church-rates or tithes

to a reverend vicar, or growl out the reminiscences of some unhappy
suit to one of the long robe, as utter them safely and softly to good
Mr. Thomson, who deals wholesale in cheeses or cotton-twist, just as

the case may be. You may tell a naval man by the cut of his jib;

a military hero by his having his head up and his coat buttoned ; but
when art has refined the rest of the world to the high pitch of wear-
ing black and saying nothing, it has become somewhat difficult to

respect your neighbour's avocations.
" Charles, my boy !' said the father, entering the room of his son,

who like himself was a heavy sleeper ; a partial snore, and a turn

round on the other side, as if to get out of the way, formed the only

reply.

" Charles, Charles!" repeated the knight, bestowing his heavy fist

most freely on his heir's shoulder. In an instant the barrister was
sitting up, rubbing his eyes, and groaning most dreadfully.

" I say, Mr. My Lord Mayor, this won't do, you know, this

won't do. I object, my lord— I object most decidedly to this line

of proceeding. You don't call this, 1 hope, leniter manus imposuit

;

according to the pleadings. I'm sure such a slap as that was not
laying your ' hand gently on liim as you lawfully might ' No,
my lord, I say it was a dead case of assault ; one that calls for

heavy damages: and I shall get them, too, from a person in your
station: and it's no use your saying anything in defence, for I

won't be interrupted, my lord. It isn t because a nian's made Lord
Mayor, you know, that he's to knock about every poor devil in his

house at six o'clock in a winter's morning, when there isn't light

enough to see even whether his bruises are black or blue. I shall

state the case at length to the jury, you may depend upon it, my
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lord. You think,. I suppose, because there are no witnesses, you

may come here and whack me as much as you please : I know, since

you've got on the Mansion-house bench, and that sort of thing, you

imagine you're a lawyer made all at once ; but that intuitive law won't

do, it won't hold water. Be pleased to remember an indictment will

lie for the breach of the peace, at any rate ; and I'm not sure I

couldn't make it out a burglary, at a pinch. You've no business,

^
you know, to break and enter my room ; and that you've come-with

a felonious intent I see in your eye. You've heard, I suppose, of my
picking up a fee or two last sessions ; but you're too late, old boy,

they're all spent.—Won't do—won't do ; though it's equally bad of

you to come and try to bone 'em. First break my neck, and then

bone my fees ! Too bad ; too bad."

"Charles, my poor boy!" said Sir Job, seating himself on the

couch, and taking his son's hand, with a melancholy smile, " I can-

not laugh to-day, not even with you ; something has happened in our

family—

"

The old man could go no farther. As the vivid contrast came be-

fore him—the exuberant gaiety of one son, and the deadly anguish of

the other, a large tear gathered on his eyelid and rolled slowly down his

cheek. It was but the weakness of the moment. Dashing it instantly

aside, he resumed, in his usually collected voice, " Something, I fear,

has happened in our family, which may banish laughter from this old

house for the rest of our lives. John and Paul have, I fear, had some

dreadful quarrel, as far as I can learn, about poor little Nora ; John

is missing, and Paul's bed-clothes and room are covered with blood

:

forpohn, you know, took part of Paul's bed, last night, to make room

for your friend, Mr. Doubtful, who came after the servants had all

retired. I have been endeavouring to get from Paul some account or

explanation of the affair, and the many appearances that make so much
against him, but he will give nothing of the sort."

" Well, this is a nice tale for a December morning, certainly.

But don't be alarmed ; I dare say it may turn up all right. Cousins

and brothers always light, but rarely do one another much damage

;

and when such a pretty face as Nora's is in the case, we must make
extra allowance ; besides, Jack and Paul are both good-natured

fellows enough. Have you had any search made for the body?
"

" No; I've only just been called up myself."
" Oh, then, I'll tell you all about it.—Paul and Jack each began to

sing out little Nora's name in their sleep. One wakes the other, and

the other wakes the one ; both claim exclusive right to the personal

property ; and neither has a right to mention it, without the other's

consent. First, they have some words ; then an altercation ; then,

as the night is cold, two or three anucable rounds in bed, just to keep

them warm ; Paul, who's much the better boxer of the two, gives

Jack, you see, a bloody nose, and then they think they've fought

enough; but, as the bleeding won't stop. Jack goes quietly off to

take a dip in the sea, sees a light in the village public-house, goes

in, insists on a bottle of grog, and, what's more, won't start till it's
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finished ; and now, as I'm dressed, you and I will go quietly down

there, and lind him over his last glass, with nothing on but his

trowsers and shirt, a cigar in his mouth, and the landlady's daughter

on his knee ; and that little fool, Nora, all the while is fast asleep,

slighting poor Paul, and dreaming of her constant Jack."

As Charles ran on in this way, more with the kind view of relieving

the deep fears he saw so plainly expressed in his father's counten-

ance, than with any solid belief himself, that the affair was likely

to have any such favourable termination, he dashed througli his toilet

with the rapidity that belonged to all his actions, and in a few

minutes was leading the way down stairs.

" Would to heaven, Charles, we miglit find this matter no worse

than you make out."
" Never fear, sir ; it's just like one of these sailor's tricks— I know

them so well. First, they will go to sea, whether you like it or not ;

then they find out they've got hold of a deucedly bad bargain ; next

they run away on the first opportunity, come into a quiet family,

play the devil's delight at home, make love to all the girls in the

neighbourhood, get up a mutiny among the servant-maids, and when

they've thrown everything into the most utter confusion, you go oft"

to find the general disturber, and discover him ensconced in some

snug corner, with his hand in his breeches' waistband, enjoying the

best of whatever's going, and when you begin to express your

wonder, he says something markedly uncivil to your eyes, and tells

you what weak nerves you've got, not to take things more coolly.

But stay, before we set off, we'll go and call Dick Doubtful, and ask

him to follow us. In a case of this sort, Dick's invaluable. His

judgment and good sense are unfailing, and he never allows his fancy

to outrun discretion, or a single point to escape without examination.

It's true I have to bully him, now and then, for splitting hairs, yet

Dick's a capital lawyer and most useful auxiliary. Which is his

room ? next but one to mine, isn't it?"

"Yes."
" Oh, here we have it ; come in ; let's draw the blind up ; that will

wake him. Now, just look at the careless fellow. Hang me, if he

has not got into bed, and gone fast asleep, with his black cloth

waistcoat on. View his hat, too, stuck on his pillow, with one of his

stockings hanging out of it, and no doubt the other's still on his leg;

and here 'a a volume of La Place stuck under his pillow. So like

the man ! Dick— Dick, you lazy rascal, jump up."

In an instant Dick was on the floor, with one stocking on, as

Charles had prophesied,

"What's the matter, Charles.—Ah, my lord! I hope I see you

well. Has anything happened ?
"

" Yes ; my brother and cousin have had a fall out, and the latter

is missing I

"

" Indeed !—Indeed !—That's rather awkward—isn't it ? But stay ;

let us see how this is !

"

Dick first pushed one hand through his dishevelled locks, and then
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placed the tip of one forefinger on the point of the other, in a style

peculiar to himself, when about to dissect an argument to its most
subtle depths.

" No, no ; I can't stay a moment," replied his impetuous brother

of the robe, as soon as he saw this demonstration on Dick's part.

" But my dear fellow," replied Dick, " I should certainly doubt
—

"

" Of course you would— you always do. It's only going again at

your old story ; but I won't hear a single doubt you have to express,

or you'll go on till you raise the question, whether doubt itself be

doubting; and cite cases, on circumstantial evidence, that would last

from now till then, and back again ; beginning, no doubt, with that ever-

lasting, never-dying, ever-to-be-remembered, never-to-be-forgotten

case, in the time of lord Hale—a man was supposed to have murdered

his niece ; Second Pleas of the Crown, page 290, &c. &c. &c. ; so

make haste, and follow us dov/n the avenue, but take care you don't

interfere with the track of blood-drops which, I'm told, you'll find

in the centre." And away he went, without giving Dick, who was a

person of grave deportment, a moment's time to express any opinion

that might reconvey Sir Job to that state of apprehension, from which

Charles' assumed coolness had rescued him, only to feel the weight

transferred to his own mind.

As they descended the stairs, the early rays of a December sun

enabled both plainly to see the fatal track, which led down to the

front door, hence following it out on the snow, they pursued the line

in the direct course which Corkindale had mentioned, till it crossed

the hedge, at some little distance from the lodge gates, and directed

its course towards the village.

At this instant they heard Dick Doubtful's voice shouting in their

rear ; he soon came up, and they all went forward together. The trail

on which they were proceeding, now suddenly turned down to the

beach, and winded along towards some secluded rocks, a spot which
had not the best'reputation. After proceeding onwards a few hun-
dred yards, the tract was lost in a general disturbance of the sand

and snow, as if a violent trampling had taken place by more than one

man, at least ; and, indeed, the place bore the marks of a regular

conflict. It was plentifully sprinkled over with blood, and partly

washed by the sea, Avhich, there being spring tides, seemed to have

come 'up since the affray, and obliterated all further trace. The
three paused for some minutes, and were mournfully discussing these

appearances, each afraid to confess the extent of his own thoughts,

and wondering whether these footsteps hadn't been continued round

the rocks, which the state of the water now rendered inaccessible.

Presently, Sir Job said, " What is that?" pointing to a dark rugged
object, which appeared to have been buried in the sand, and partially

washed out again by the tide.

" See if you can extricate it from the surrounding sand, Charles,"

continued the old knight, unable himself to approach it from extreme
agitation.

•'Why, it's woollen," said Charles, complying with the request
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made to him, and dragging the soaked clothes to light, there appeared

a torn soiled jacket, with mother of pearl buttons.

" Know you not whose that is ? " inquired the father, shading his

eyes from the sight as he spoke. Neither of the young men attempt-

ed to answer him, for both distinctly remembered to have seen that

very article of dress, only the night before, on the person of poor

Jack Periwinkle, who, full of glee and happiness, sat amidst the

cheerful circle, amusing all with jokes and stories from his sea life.

In a romp at blind man's buff, only a few hours before, he had ac-

cidentally torn the cuff from one of the sleeves, which Nora had replaced

with pins. There lay the cuff before them, pinned precisely as they

had observed it at supper. The sand upon it was dyed of the same
red hue as the chamber in which he had gone to rest, and in turning

it over, to see if it bore any other marks, two large stabs were ob-

served in the left breast, and the other sleeve was wanting ; while, in

lifting it from the ground, to lay it on a dry part of the beach, there

became disentangled from it an open clasp knife, which fixed with a

spring, and was covered with blood also. At Charles' desire. Doubtful
picked this up, and there, on a silver plate upon the handle, was
engraved, at full length, the namf of

—

Paul Periwinkle.
Surprise and horror seemed to render Charles utterly speechless.

So little had he imagined anything of this nature could possibly have
arisen, that even now he seemed unable to believe it. Poor Sir Job
bent his steps back towards his house, like one who was heart-

broken by some sudden stroke of calamity and shame. On the

road back was also espied one of Paul's shoes. Doubtful endea-
voured to suggest subjects for comfort, and grounds to question

whether their suspicions might not have taken a wrong direction
;

but the proofs were so strong, that they had already overcome his

own belief, and therefore left him but a poor chance of arguing against

that of others. No reply was moreover made to bis well-intended

arguments, and by degrees he lapsed into a silenCe as deep as that

of his friend.

" What course, Mr. Doubtful, do you consider I ought to pursue,
with regard to rendering i\Ir. Paul Periwinkle up to justice, on the

grounds that have come lo my knowledge?" inquired Sir Job, as they
drew near to the house. But before Dick could frame a reply, one of
Sir Job's servants stepped out from the side of the avenue, saying,
** Please, my lord, in your absence a warrant has con)e here from
Admiral Acorn, to apprehend ]\lr. Paul, on suspicion of murdering
his cousin, John ; we wouldn't let the officers take him till you came
back, sir, and we've got the carriage out in readiness."

Had a thunderbolt fallen at Sir Job's feet, he could not have more
suddenly altered in his whole bearing; pride and rage seemed to fill

his soul to the last pitch of endurance, and in the tempest of the

moment even his grief was forgotten. Nor was the matter without a
great share of awkwardness for Doubtful, to whom old Acorn stood
in the near and double relation of uncle and trustee.

Between the admiral and the alderman had long raged a feud of
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most unmitigated ferocity, exacerbated to a fearful extent since the

alderman had been made Lord Mayor. The causes of this we will

explain hereafter; but Acorn having learnt, through some extraor-

dinary channel, what had happened at the Grange, took this step as

the surest means, and certainly also a somewhat remorseless one, of

making his old enemy participate in the grief of the Douglas, who,

stricken at Chevy Chase, seemed to find the bitterest pang of death in

the fact, " Earl Percy sees me fall."

But Sir Job's good sense soon came to his aid ;
" Pitiful, decrepid

old despot," he muttered. The wisest thing, after all, for a father so

cruelly placed is, to take no part in such a measure. "Tell the con-

stables," addressing the servant, "when they've finished their refresh-

ment, they have only to consult their own duty and the feelings of

their prisoner." Then sending a request to Lieutenant Envee, to

allow his men to search the rocks for the body, as soon as the tide

went down. Sir Job retired to his room.

CHAPTER THE THIRD.

WHICH PUTS IN SOME OF THE SUBORDINATE BUT NECESSARY PARTS

OF THE PICTURE.

While the unfortunate prisoner is being conveyed for examination

to the residence of the testy Admiral Acorn, it will conduce to the

better understanding of the reader, if we detain him a few minutes

with a little more precise detail of the characters and persons of the

parties to our story than w^e have yet had breathing time to afford.

The night before the fatal morning which thus converted into a

day of the deepest woe a festival usually so merry as that of Christ-

mas, few families seemed less threatened by calamity, more favoured

by fortune, or more thankful for those favours. Supper had been

served in the great oak hall ; and the servants having retired to the

entertainments provided for them in their own quarters, Sir Job sat

with all his family and sisters around, the very picture of virtue, hos-

pitality, and happiness. In his front blazed and roared that most

cheering and delightful even of English fires, the yule log, a vast pile

of ash and holly, well backed by huge layers of oak, in a fire-place

whose capacity recalled the oldest and best time of " merrie Eng-
land ;" while the additional comfort and refinements wliich were

added to its rude hospitality, spoke also of the improvements of more

modern days. Large iron dogs, modelled from the life, of tAvo favourite

bull-terriers, and kept perfectly bright, supported the burning stack

on either side; and oaken seats, beautifully carved and stuffed, filled

up each of these recesses, time-honoured by the name of chimney-

corner. Two sprites of wondrous guise, boldly sculptured in the same

wood, extended their wings and arms in form of a roof, as if to sup-
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port the chimney ; and the space enclosed by tlie latter served as the

vent through which the fragrant smoke eddied.

In one of these seats on the left of the fire, sat the young sailor,

Jack, and inside him, in the extreme nook, young Nora Creina, the

orphan child of Sir Job's only brother. Her uncommon personal

beauty, and melancholy story, seemed to have drawn from her uncle

a degree of attachment, stronger, if such a thing were possible, than

that which he felt for his own children.

Till nearly eight years old, she had been brought up by her father,

who was a widower, long residing, and ultimately murdered, for some

real or believed political offence, in one of the wildest parts of the

South of Ireland. With some slight traces of her country yet linger-

ing on her lip, her countenance at once bespoke that land which seems

to concentrate the beauty of its daughters into fewer specimens, for

the purpose of rendering them more exquisite in themselves, and re-

sistless by others ; a noble forehead, a complexion transparent almost

to a fault, large deep blue eyes, and a profusion of the darkest hair,

were added to a form most synmietrically proportioned, Avith advan-

tages of mind scarcely less conspicuous or decided : still you could

not regard her for a moment w'thout being struck by the expression of

deep melancholy that seemed to pervade her features— a singular

circumstance that has more than once been remarked in those whose
after-lives have experienced a more than ordinary share of human
trials.

A narrower observer of circumstances might, perhaps, have found

a readier solution of this appearance, by watching the furtive glances

that occasionally stole from beneath the eyelids of the young sailor

sitting next her, whose face, tanned by an Indian sun, and naturally

dark, offered the deepest contrast to her own. It might, too, have

been observed by accident, that while pretending most affectionately

to nurse Lady Periwinkle'^ -dog on the lady's knee and his own, some-
thing very like a hand of Jack's clasped one of the young Nora's.

In the 'Opposite corner sat Lady Periwinkle herself, a tall damsel of

a very certain age, with considerable rouge, high cheek hones, and
the greatest dignity. Indeed, no poor idea will be gained at once of

her character and person, when we say that Counsellor Charley, her

son-in-law, for she was Sir Job's second wife, generally called her

Lady Macbeth, which she took to be a very great compliment,

—

"Though," she was heard to remark, " with regard to that leddy's

moral character, I have heard it surmised she was not altogether

canny; and though I have na' read the play myself, yet if all that J\lr.

Shakespeare says of her is true, she must have been a shocking black-

guard ;" a term by which her ladyship was always pleased to express
her opinion of the worst faults in her sex.

She had, however, her good points ; and provided her family wore
flannel, and went at least twice to church on Sundays, held up their

heads, regarded the proprieties of sayings and doings, and Sir Joh
kept up his cellar of old port wine, there were many worse })coplc in

the world than Lady Periwinkle. On her right hand sat her favourile
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daughter, Julia; a little gem, Avell worthy of heing a favourite with

anyone. Her face was one perpetual picture of harmless delight;

and though her younger promise could not compare with her cousin's

more matured beauty, yet Lady Periwinkle " prophecied "—here fol-

lowed three nods of the head," but what her ladyship prophecied she

never told any body, which is certainly the wisest way of doing it.

Beside Juha sat her brother, Paul Periwinkle, abstracted and silent;

his gaze steadfastly fixed on the sparkling pile before him, or only

lifted for a few seconds to glance liurriedly and in no slight agitation,

at his cousins, Nora and her too happy companion. In this oc-

cupation was engaged one v^hose appearance was the strongest

contrast to that of every person in the room ; for while a feeling of

happiness and satisfaction mantled over the face of all present,

with the exception of Paul, the guest we are describing fixed at in-

tervals, when he fancied himself unseen, a look of such intense hatred

and malice on the lovers, and more especially Jack, as might well

have curdled the blood of an observer. A broad lowering face, in

which the worst ravages of the small-pox and traces of the mulatto

were equally evident, little deep set twinkling eyes, brows singed

away by gunpov\der, a " villainous low forehead," and strait black.

hair, here and there streaked with gi'ey, combined with a small pug

nose, and a large thin-lipped mouth, turned down at the corners, to

poict out a man with whom no prudent person would willingly ven-

ture down a dark lane at night. But still he styled himself a man
of honour; and on occasions, if nobody were likely to contradict him,

talked loudly of vindicating it to his sovereign and brother officers

—

for he too was an officer— Lieutenant Envee of the pressgang, with

a build of figure sufficiently powerful to back up and encourage any

plan likely to be engendered in such a head. Placed in coannand of

a station in the neighbourhood, he was among the first to pay his

respects to Sir Job, when the rich aldern|iin, two years since, pur-

chased the old Grange of Berrylea, a sort of trysting-spot for his

comniercial soul; where a few weeks holiday, spent in sight of a

Briton's idol, the sea, and refreshed by the breezes of the Channel,

sent him back to 'Change stringent as a tariff, and sharp as a bill-

broker.

Now there was one idea in Sir Job's mind, most aptly carried out

by nature in his huge body, and this was

—

British. If a matter

was not British, it ft'as nothing. Towards this grand stream flowed

every little tributary that irrigated his capacious soul. He was a Pro-

testant, because it was Biitish; he loved his wife and family— they

were all British ; it was Biitish so to do. In the same spirit did he

eat, drink, sleep, and hate the French, the four great necessaries of

a Briton's life. He swore most fervently—aye, and what's more,

believed it too, that one Englishman could thrash three Frenchmen
;

it was a true British principle, and ought to be upheld. Moreover,

he had a vast variety of arguments to show that whatever had been

done, at whatever place, and in whatever time, was done by—The
ancient Britons. Did any one inadvertantly let fall a hint that his

country had formerly been conquered by the foreign power of Rome,
1)
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lie bluslied at their ignorance ; it was but a more family-visit, or

quanel—for these two were generally much tlie same, he observed.

yEneas and Caractacus were cousins, somewhat removed, 'twas true,

but yet sprung from the same branch. Even the far back Phoenicians

were but a colony from our mother-country ; and the very Jews

themselves, merely the descendants of some expatriated Druids,

.slifrhtly altered by time and cliange of climatf?.

By what extreme dexterity he managed to reconcile those patriotic

notions with some other little credences of his, was a point on which

no one ventured to examine his lordship. Like the rest of the an-

cient Britons, Sir Job Periwinkle was hot and hasty, and would

have thought much less of kicking an offender from Dan to Beer-

sheba, than travelling the same distance. Everything about him
was in the same keeping, his house, horses, dogs, children, servants

—even his very oaths were ancient British to the back bone. As a

proof, moreover, of his sincerity, and that his patriotism could stand

that harshest test, self-interest, there was not a collector in the

countr)', from the extreme of window-lights to the abyss of poors '-

rates, but was sure of instant payment, a ready smile, and a bumper
of port, on the Jirst time of calling ! mark that, good reader. If

that be not great, where is grandeur to be found ? The port en-
couraged the British commerce with Portugal, and what in the world
was half so British as taxation?

These being the integral principles of Sir Job's character, he no
.«iOoner learnt that the British officer in command had sent in Jiis

pasteboard, than he instantly returned the visit in person ; went over
the guard-room of the station ; expressed his great delight ; and gave
ihe lieutenant a cordial invitation to dine at the Grange.
The first resolution which presented itself to the mind of Envee, on

the acquisition of this unexpected acquaintance, was, that the wealthy
cit should get him his promotion. He had not, however, been
many minutes in the drawing-room of Lady Periwinkle, before he
became cognizant of the fact of that majestic dame having herself
a son in the navy, and that this young hopeful would prove a perfect
absorbent of all the family interest at the admiralty.

While deeply deploring in his soul this contre temps, and pondering
in vhat other way he could turn to account what he conceived to be
the simple nature of the cit, there entered Sir Job's niece, Nora Cnina.
.At the first glance, her striking beauty made as deep an impression as
anything could do on such a nature, and he soon discovered her to be
a gnat favourite with the knight. As there were no bounds either to the
vanity or avarice of Envee, he at once determined that Nora should
be his wife. No doubt she would have a rich fortune, and be a much
more desirable acquisition than mere promotion. From that day for-
ward, all his plans were directed to this issue.

Nor was he one to frustrate his own schemes by any inadvertent
up, any haste, oversight, or ebullition of personal feeling. He soon

perceived how much he was detested as a suitor. This merely led him
to vow ample re\eu'^e. Neither would he allow his admiration of
Noras beauty to lead him into such decided attentions, as might by
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her be considered sutiiciently annoyinj^ for complaint. He saw that

he had two foniiidable rivals in Paul Periwinkle and the absent Jack,

who was then at sea ; that the former of these was as much formed in

person to inspire love, as he himself was to afiFrig'ht it; while Jack, by-

all accounts, possessed some charms of form, or mind, or manner,
which had kept pace with those of Paul himself. Still his modest self-

reliance never forsook him. He trusted to the chapter of accidents.

Jack mig-ht be drowned or shot, or both, and Paul might be jockeyed.

In the meantime, a better house than the Grange of Berrylea never

yet offered for any short-paid officer to play the tame lion in, so he
stuck t<i Sir Job and the ancient Britons, heard all his long stories,

fostered all his prejudices, praised everything to him belonging, and
when any story of the French was to be attested, played the part of

clerk to lawyer Stubbs, a worthy solicitor in the neighbourhood, who,

to all his briefs for counsel, invariably appended this nota bene—
" If a witness is wanted to prove any other facts in this case, call

mv clerk—Tom Affidavit.

CHAPTER THE FOURTH,

HOW THE MAX OF WAR KEPT WATCH AXD WARD OVER TIIK MAX.
OF ML'RUER.

To the amiable officer described in tlie last chapter, was committed, as

we have seen, the task of searching for the remains of the unfortunate

Jack Periwinkle. The moment after the request had been received,

every man in the lieutenant's command was ordered off to pace the

beach and rocks, and pass by no cranny where the remains of a human
being might be secreted. Evening, however, closed in, and no such
discovery had been made.

In the meantime, Paul Periwinkle had been carried off in his father's

carriage, by three constables, to the residence of Admiral Acorn.
Everything around this specimen of the old school bespoke the officer.

A high and heavy stone wall ran round the whole domain, to which
access could only be had through a pair of strong oak gates, covered,

with large copper nails, and flanked by a postern of similar appearance.
When the carriage drew up, and entrance was demanded, a small
grated port-hole was let down inside one of the gates, and a weather-
beaten old phiz appeared to scrutinize its character, and demand
" What craft is that '.

" This being satisfactorily answered, the gates
were slowly unbarred by the old seaman, the purposes of w'hose right

hand were answered by an iron hook, worn bright by continual use.

Paul was then driven past two formidable nine-pounder long-guns,
which had been taken by the admiral in some prize, and were now
planted on either side, to command the entrance. The road up to the

house, to which old Singlefin made haste to follow, was so contrived,

that it seemed to go over every inch of the small quantity of land in-
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dosed ; nn,v lliey came in sight ot" tlie castle, and now again it was lost,

till :it liist tiiey found themselves at the gangway, as the admiral termed

Jiis front door, which Singlefin had gained before them. So, if a Avind-

infr avenue is of no other use, it enables one servant to officiate both at

the lodge gate and the hall door. When the unhappy Paul looked from

the carriage window, his heart sank within him ; and, in truth, there

was much in the prison- like appearance of Acorn Castle that might

have struck upon the nerves of many wholly free from so fearful a

position as that in which he was situated. The buildiiig was very

high, of an octagon sliape, and an order of architecture so gloomy,

it might have puzzled the Goths. Situated on a somewhat marshy

piece of grjund, with a small river running at its back, a deep broad

moat had been cut all round it, lined with brick, and flooded. The

communication across this was effected by a drawbridge, so narrow

that only one person could pass at a time. The drawbridge, also, was

of such an ingenious plan, tliat any one attempting its passage with

hostile intentions, could at once be plunged, despite of all resist-

ance, into the moat, instead of lifting up, the bridge simply drew in

bv uiachinery in the loAver part of the castle, the walls of which, at that

point, descended perpendicularly into the moat, Avitliout any ledge,

resting-place, or projection whatever, so that the passenger would have

found his support gliding from under his feet, v.ithout the possibility

of helping himself.

On a level with the ground, were a tier of round port-holes, painted

black, through which protruded the nmzzles of eight guns, similar to

those at the gate. This room Avas called by the admiral his lower-

deck ; beneath was the cellar and magazine ; the floor above, contain-

ing the dining-room and kitchen, was the middle-deck; the ne.xt,

containing the drawing and bed- rooms, was the main-deck ; and over

these, the leads were surrounded by a high parapet wall, and formed,

in the nautical parlance of tlie builder, waist, poop, and forecastle, in

the middle of which rose a huge flagstaff, displaying to the admiring

world a union jack, now half mast high, in token of mourning, for the

death of what old Acorn termed his signal officer— a huge Newfound-
land dog, that allowed no stranger to approach, v.ithout setting up a

terrific howl. Who or what it was the admiral expected to attack in

this marine fortification, no one could ever well make out, though it

was equally certain that it was somebody, since he had for ever on his

tongue a mysterious language, compounded chiefly of—" The Enen)y

—gun-boats— land-sharks—sharp look out— row guard—sleeping at

quarters—on the \\eathor bow," and many other expressions ofequally

Avarlike nature. Some folk were ill-natured enougli to sav, that " the

enemy" meant the ladies, for since the death of liis wife, with whom
lie had lojig lived most unhajipily, no one had ever seen a petticoat

v.ithin the gates ; whoever the entniy might be, however, the gallant

ofjiccr hud provided most amply for their reception, since, in addition

to the defences I have named, evi ry story was arched, or bomb-proof,

and the walls of proportionate thickness, being faced chiefly with

black flint.s, so inferppnscd with vhite, as to resemble the checquered
^idrs (»f a man cf-war.
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But however curious the den might be, it was nothing' to the dragon

who resided in it, and into whose 'presence Paul Periwinkle was now
led by the three constables. At first, the prisoner was surprised to

find himself in abed-room, and, looking round, could perceive no one

but his own guards.
" Vv'ho goes there? " presently demanded a gruff voice from behind

the curtains of a queer-looking tent-bed.

" The prisoner, admiral," replied the constables. Here ihe animated

bed took to a violent fit of coughing, and as soon as this was subsiding,

the same gruff voice was heard at intervals contending with it, and

crying out, with much energy, " D your eyes, I say, Mr. Cough,

for a son of a sea-cook of a cough, as you are. Where is this mur-

dering ruffian ? Let me bring my top-lights to bear on him. John,

brail up the awning." Here another seaman, whom Paul had not yet

observed, so utterly motionless bad he been standing on the other side

of his master's bed, drew aside the curtains by a string, and there,

large as life, sat Admiral Acorn.

On his head he wore a huge cocked hat, of the true old style,

fiercely placed athwart-ships, while, sticking out before, was the fly

of a night-cap. A large blue boat-cloak, lined with red, was secured

around his throat by a silver clasp, v.hile, on his counterpane, lay four

enormous pistols.

The couch on which this son of Mars reposed, was, as we have said

before, of the kind denominated a tent-bed, having a round canopy at

the head, from whence the curtains depended, and fastened to the

wall by a regal crown. Under this canopy was suspended, on two

brass hooks, a heavy naked cutlass, which, from its position, seemed

to threaten the owner much more than anybody else. On the right,

was the model of the ship Avhich the admiral had last commanded, and

round the room was hung prints of his battles, actions, and engage-

ments, with many other naval ren)iniscences equally dear.

The constables, who seemed to have the most perfect knowledge of

his worship's peculiarities, now placed Paul in the middle of the room,

at the foot of the admiral's bed, and stood back, " a grisly row," be-

fore the door. Old Acorn, whose face exhibited a curious admixture

of all the sternness of discipline and command, induced over a charac-

ter of considerable fun and drollery, now eyed the prisoner for a few

seconds in grim silence, and then, without moving a muscle, gave the

command—
" Blowhard ! pipe to quarters !

"

" Aye, aye, sir," replied Blowhard in the same gruff key, and

whipping out from his waistband a silver whistle that was suspended

round his neck, he produced a sound that re-echoed through the room,

till Paul thought the tympanum of his ear was gone for ever, while the

noise n<ight distinctly have been heard throughout the castle, for

Blowhard, having been promoted from the post of the admiral's cox-

swain, to hold " a brown paper warrant," as boatswain of a seventy-

four, liked a touch of his old art as well as his master. As soon as

the shrill tempest had subsided, old Acorn's lips once more moved.
" Load with ball !

"
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Fortli tlew a snsall drawer at tlie touch of the obedient Blowhard,

and displayed inside two divisions, one filled with blank cartridges,

and the other with musket balls. Taking out four of the first, the

end of each was regularly bitten off, and one rammed down into each

pistol, four leaden bullets Avere then in like manner added.

" Prime !'" said the admiral.

Blowhard primed, and as he did so to each deadly weapon, he laid

it down, at half cock, on the admiral's bed, the handles of all being

thus left within convenient reach of the old warrior's hand, and the

threatening muzzles pointing full on the person of poor Paul.

Now the best part of Paul's life had been spent in the counting-

house of his father, to whom he was always intended to be the fop-

tunate successor and sole prop—the young Astyanax of the ledger.

But though, like Sir Job, it was thus intended that he should shine

forth as a substantial iron-master, yet none of his family ever contem-

plated that his contact with cold iron should be anything like so close

as it was at present. In truth, he had not learn't the art of what

naval men call " standing fire." Though possessed of much courage,

both moral and personal, he did not therefore feel altogether com-
fortable when he beheld his repose thus threatened by the loaded

barrels of four pistols, with the virtue of whose rusty locks he was by
no means so satisfied as not to believe that a sudden movement of the

admiral's legs njight at any moment cause one or more to go off at

lialf-cock.

Dejected as he was, he was seriously meditating a remonstrance,
when the flag-officer addressed the myrmidons of the law, who, like

cautious men, were hugging the wall most strenuously, to keep out

of the line of fire.

" The constables may retire."

In a twinkling open flew the door, and the last rag of the con-
stable's coat vanished down the stairs.

*' Well, youngster," resumed the admiral, in a most admonishing
growl, " I suppose you know you're in the presence of one of Her
Majesty's justices of the peace ?"

Paul eyed the loaded pistols at the last w-ords, but wisely held his

tongue.
" And a rear-admiral of the red," concluding the sentence. " Now,

d'ye see, it's a very serious thing this you've been about---a d d
serious affair altogether. Murdering your brother

—

"

" Not his brother, your honour, he's only up here now upon a
charge of skivering a cousin, or the like of that."

" Oh ! a cousin is it, Blowhard? very good. Well, youngster, it's

all the same, d'ye see, in the articles of w;ir aloft. Whoso niurdereth
his brother—aheni'— Is it niurdereth or killeth, Blowhard?"

" Killeth, your honour, as dead as mutton."
" No, it isn't, you lubber! How can it be ? One man may kill

another on an occ;asion, as 'in battle, for instance."
" Bight, your honour ! I made a bit of a mistake there ; so it must

be niurdereth."

" To be sure it is, you swab. So. prisoner, d'vc sec whosn itinr-
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dereth his brother—I— I can't give ye the exact words of tlie article

as the chaplain could, may-be, if he was here ; but I'm sure, young-

ster, you must know as well as I do, that you've done a—a very

heinous—a—very—terribly heinous In short, sir, you've put your

foot in it ; so look out for squalls !''

" Really, I assure you. Admiral—

"

" Not a word, prisoner—not a word. As justice of the peace, I

never allow of interruption ;" and in an instant the admiral had in

his hand one of the aforesaid pistols, whose threatening muzzle looked

so ominous in Paul's eyes, that he remained mute as a mummy till

the address from the bench should be finished. When the admiral

saw he was quiet, he proceeded—
"What I have to say, youngster, is this: If you have anything

to tell in your defence, it shall all be taken down presently. I've

written to a brother magistrate to come over and assist me in holding

the necessary court of inquiry on your case; and I've sent my clerk

off with the despatch : and as I'm no lawyer—God be praised ! my-
self, and hate all those that are, I shall have nothing farther to do in

the matter till the court is ready to sit. In the meantime, I've thought

it my duty to the king's peace, d'ye see, to have you apprehended ;

as it appears to me it's neither delicate, nor ship-shape that a father

should have the custody of a son guilty of such a blood-thirsty crime

as you have been. If you and )'our cousin, who, I understand, have

fallen out about a wench, had had a fair stand-up fight, and exchanged

some five or six and twenty rounds of ball-cartridge, or so, and an

accident had then happened to the lad, why, I shouldn't have had a

word to say about it, tho'fit might have been a little awkward to your

friends ; but to ' kill men i' the dark,' as the great Admiral Ben-

bow* says, is neither ship-shape nor Bristol fashion ; so.you're appre-

hended for murder. And now hear what I have to say : The only

proper stow-hold that I have in this stone ribbed craft, for a criminal

like you, is the lower deck ; but as it's full of arms, and I see you're

a regular blood-thirsty young Turk, I sha'nt trust you down there,

•where you may get foul of some of my people, who are not quite so

active as they used to be ; for old Blowhard there, ye see, has lost a

leg, and Singlefin is minus an arm. Now, though it has pleased God
to lay me up with a most d le attack of the gout

—
" Here a sud-

den twinge seemed to give a very lively notion of the fact to the in-

valid ;
" yet, d'ye see, if you go to windward of me, why, I'll forgive

ye. So, till the clerk comes back, I shall keep you here in limbo;

and if you make a single effort Co come the old soger over me, and

get away, all I say is, you may safely trust Bob Acorn for blowing

your brains out, youngster, d'ye hear ?—Blowhard ! lash the prison-

er's hands."
" Please your honour, may I step below for a few fathoms of half-

inch rope ?"

" Rope, you lubber I haven't you got such a thing as a piece of rope,

without going below ? I Avish, for yoiir sake, Master Blowhard, I

* Shakespeare puts the words in the mouth of lago ; but Benbow is near enough, it

seems, " on an occasioD."
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was able to get out of dock, I'd not only give you a rope, but a good

rope's ending. Kowever, since you are such a blockhead, step on the

chair by my bed-side, and cast loose the spare bell-rope ; that'll do

as well as the best.—Now, 'way aloft!"

"Aye, aye, sir;" and obedient to the Avord, the tar proceeded to

mount ; but the room being very lofty, he was obliged to step on the

extreme back of tlie chair, and as a wooden leg is not the most manage-

able of understandings, he just contrived to effect his object, when,

making a stuhible, he was under the necessity, in order to save his

own person, of leaving the bell-rope to shift for itself. This it ac-

cordingly did, by falling, as a matter of course, right on the gouty toe

of Admiral Acorn.
'* Murder and Irish!" cried the irritable old officer, shrieking with

the excessive pain, and striking out right and left at Blowhard under
the ribs, till he made the boatswain dance again. In the meantime,
the sudden and unequal motion of the counterpane caused three of
the loaded pistols to fall on the Hoor, two of which, striking on their

long-u:-ed locks, went off, bang, bang, in rapid succession, sending
their balls whistling and racketting about the room, and making Paul
skip a minuet with the boatsv/ain.

" \oa rascal !'' cried the admiral, taking no more notice of this dis-
charge than if it had been quite regular, and shaking the remaining
pistol at Blowhard's head all the while, *' I've a very good mind to
sbie this at that thick numskull of yours, for your pains. I do be-
lieve, you lubber," rubbing his offended shin w^ith the other hand,
and muttering the most fearful oaths, " that because you have the
luck to possess a timber toe yourself, you think there is vo such a
thing as gout in the world !— all sham, 1 suppose— all sham ! I wish
to my soul you had it."

" Ax yorr honour's pardon a thousand times, sir," muttered old
Blowhard, giving the admiral as wide a berth as possible, and know-
ing the less he said the better ; so, quickly lashing Paul Periwinkle's
hands, and re-loading the discharged pistols which seemed to have
alarmed none of the household below, he awaited further orders.

" Now, you lubberly swab !" resumed his superior, when his wrath
had in some degree given itself vent, "give me tli^ other end of that
bell-rope with which you've lashed the prisoner. So; that'll do.
Now place a table at the foot of my bed— that's it— a little more to
the right; move it square by the lifts and braces—belay— that'll do.
Now, youngster, bring yourself to an anchor on the top of that
table.'

^

" But, really, admiral—

"

" Mount, 1 say, this instant, sir, without a word!" catchin"- up
a pistol again. ° ^

Paul got on the table without delay.
" Now, sir. sit down, face towards me."
Paul obeyed.
" Now mind, youngster," hauling taut the bell-rope, " (hat's vour

post for the next two hours; and if 1 catch you attempting to" cut
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and run, you may as well beat the muster-roll for your brains ; for,

depend upon it, I shall let daylight in upon them."
As the warlike justice of the peace said this, he put his weapon at

full cock, and once more levelled it at the head of 'the prisoner;

screwing up one eye all the while, in order to take the most unerring

aim with the other, Avhile in the effort a fourth pistol fell down. Paul,

in the meantime, who had seen him, in his hasty carelessness, seize

one of the identical fire-arms that had discharged itself upon the floor,

became apprehensive, as he well might, that the lock, thus faulty,

would go off when the admiral least intended it, and so endeavoured, by
ducking his head, and throwing up his legs, to get out of the range

of the ball, and cover himself from the blast of the powder; urgently

remonstrating, all the while, upon the total absence of any necessity

for this warlike demonstration.

To this no reply was made by the admiral, who seemed far from

insensible to the amusement of his part in the scene, while old Blow-

hard, in obedience to his master's orders, now hobbled off; tipping

a broader grin and wink to the unfortunate Paul as he passed, and

knowingly holding up, as he went out of the room, his stumpy fore-

finger to his loner red nose.

CHAPTER THE FIFTH.

Conformably with the wish expressed by Sir Job Periwinkle, and

fully shared by his son, Charles, every effort was made to keep from

the knowledge of Nora the disastrous events which had happened in

her family; and in which, however innocently, she was supposed to

have acted as a powerful cause. For this purpose, a strict blockade

was instituted round the chamber of herself and Julia, who must in-

evitably have suffered much misery, on hearing such an accusation
;

which might yet be cleared up.

Lady Periwinkle herself, on hearing what had happened, though not

particularly given to the ailments of weak nerves, wa% evidently too

much, and too powerfully, affected, not to betray the secret should she

see her daughters. Her long-tried lady's-maid, therefore, Mrs.

M' Larry, was entrusted with full powers to do or say anything she

thought fit, provided only she could succeed in confining the young
ladies to their chambers, which opened, en suite, with a dressing-

room between. This she undertook to effect. Their own maid, who
slept in Miss Julia's room, was inveigled away before she herself had
obtained any knowledge of what was passing in the house ; and the

young ladies were boldly assured by the veracious M'Larry, that

one of the under-housemaids had been attacked by a fever, and that,

until the doctor could pronounce what it was, whether small-pox or

scarletina, it was the particular injunction of Sir Job and Lady Peri-

winkle, that both the beauties should undergo quarantine.

At the frightful vision of the small-pox, the harmless little inno-

E
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cents asked no further questions than the name of the sufferer, when
she was taken ill, how she felt, who attended her, &c. ; and then

calling- for their mirrors, looked intuitively to see if any hectic herald

appeared upon their cheeks ; wondered if the infection could travel

through closed doors, and mutually protested against any more stimu-

lating diet than chicken broth. All these cogitations and predisposing

credulities, M'Larry took good care to improve to the utmost ; and

clenched the whole affair with delivering a most affectionate message.

—

" Both Mr. Paul and Mr. John desired their kind luves, and hoped
the leddies wouldna' suffer themselves to be alarmed, as in a day or

two, at furthest, a' might be weel."

Every sound of the confusion, which really did exist in the Grange,
so far from leading to an eclaircissement, only tended the more fully

to rivet the delusion that had been put upon them ; and while Sir

Job and Lady Periwinkle, with hearts nearly broken, thought only

of the cloud that had so suddenly darkened all their happiness, and
wearied heaven with prayers for its aversion, these two young beings,

so deeply interested in the event, were occupied in sending messages
of kindness and sympathy to an imaginary invalid, all of which
M'Larry pretended to have delivered, and of which she duly reported

the answers she feigned to have received.

In the meanwhile. Admiral Acorn's brother justice arrived; a gen-
tleman of large possessions in the county, deputy-lieutenant, and
colonel of the local militia. Sir Job was requcsted^to attend their

meeting, and bring with him any of his servants who could speak to

the facts of the case. Every circumstance that has been already laid

before the reader, was then elicited in evidence, but (hough it made
out a case of very strong and terrible suspicion, it amounted to no
more. No body was found—no one had seen the absent man—all

clue to his discovery appeared lost.

One or two of the villagers who lived nearest to the lodge-gates of
Berrylea, 'came forward, and deposed to having heard some cries on
the night in question; but they were so confused in their accounts as

to time, that little or no dependance could be placed on their impres-
sions. Under these circumstances. Colonel Barton considered it

would be their duty to remand the prisoner till further lapse of time
should decide whether any more pregnant proof was forthconiing, for

or against him.

Admiral Acorn expressed his belief, ihalr it was as full a case of
murder as ever yet was made out, but as the majority of the court were
against him, he wouldn't give them the trouble to put it to the vote.

In this manner, then, it was ruled. P^iul, whose countenance
presented a melancholy mixture of grief, horror, surprise, and irre-
solution, with that peculiar wildncss which is often the result of some
overuhelming calamity, obstinately persisted in maintaining the deep-
est silence on the subject, broken only by his still deeper sighs, and
the involuntary murmuring of broken sentences, which could not well
be distinguished, except that they every now and then most passion-
ately breathed Ibrth the name of Nora, and betokened the intense
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anguish of a mind reflecting- on subjects far distant and distinct from
those discussed in his presence.

After it was all over, Charles and Doubtful held a long and anxious
consultation, as to what course they had better adopt. The room in
which they sat, was the hall at Berrylea. Every one seemed to have
flown from it, as if not only a fever, but the plague, reigned around.
That hearth, formerly so cheerful and so crowded ! not one of the be-
loved and accustomed faces was there to grace it now; even the
domestics glided stealthily along the passages, which resounded no
more to the bustle of life, or aught but the guarded closing of some
door, that seemed to think the slightest noise a treason.

Overhead might be heard, occasionally, the heavy footfall of Sir
Job, in his own little library—then came a pause—a deep groan^—

a

few steps more—and then all was still. Doubtful sat with his face

averted from the light, in one of the old carved chairs, and opposite to

him, in another, Charles buried his head between his hands, trying,

for a long while, to hide the tears that slowly trickled through them.
Impetuous, daring, and possessed of coolness in public life, to a

degree rarely equalled at his age, long versed in the world, and there-

fore not easily prone to form deep attachments, yet when these once
took root, affectionate to the last, sensitive and open as a child, all his

emotions rushed to the surface, as the strongest springs break soonest
into daylight ; was he angry, no prudence seemed able to restrain his

language; did grief affect him in the real depths of his heart, its

concealment appeared still less under his control. His quick blue eye,
and profusion of light curling hair, seemed to bear out this disposition,

and scarcely an emotion of the mind but might be traced almost as
soon as it arose, in a countenance not strictly regular in its features,

but eminently pleasing, and open as ':,he day.

Still quietly as ever the day wore on, as though human sufferino*

were but a fable and a farce, which we ourselves get up for mutual
endurance. Still the sunshine struggled to get through the dense
heavy clouds that enwreathed the earth, and permitted only an occa-
sional ray to stream through the many- tinted glories of the old stained

window. Still the rooks Avithout, made mournful music to the gale
that sighed through the avenue. In fitful murmurs, the long roll of
the distant sea still broke upon the ear, as it thundered on the beach
and reverberated down the vast old chimney. A hundred years a^o
the same scene was passing; the same sounds were heard; while sor-

rows, no doubt equally heavy and unexpected, were raining down their

"coals of living fire." Now how peaceful slept the mourners ! But
reflections such as these, so useful in teaching man the vanitv of
struggling with his woe, offered not their melancholy solace to the

mind of Charles, his thoughts went no farther than yesterday, when
the happiness of all around him seemed full to overflowing. He
thought of the endeared circle to whom in all probability was now
given the cup of woe for years—painfully recalled a beloved relative,

swept from all knowledge in a way frightful to contemplate— a
favourite brother branded as a murderer. He reflected on the shame,
the disgrace, the agony, of a public trial, the ruin, the infamv of a
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conviction—possibly a public execution. In a few hours seemed

blighted all the hopes, the struggles, the efforts, the sacrifices of his

whole life, and by a cause with which he had not the most remote

connection.

How could he ever hope to hold up his head in a profession so

lately his pride, when every briefless child of envy, might reproach him

as the brother of a murderer ? with what confidence or consistency

could he denounce crime or animadvert upon the law, one of whose

nearest relations had been most flagrantly guilty of the worst species

of the former, and undergone the severest penalties of the latter. Even
supposing that this last was to be averted, yet unless all suspicion

were cleared up would not the case be nearly as ruinous ?

" Tell me, my dear fellow," said he, unable any longer to bear the

misery of his own mind, and rising and hurriedly pacing the hall,

" what course had we better pursue ? I've thought and thought of it

again, until my mind is absolutely maddened, and I think my rea-

son is going. You are comparatively an uninterested spectator. Your
judgment is cool and dispassionate. What ought we do ?

"

" Upon my word it's a very diflScult question. Oh ! upon my word
it's a very nice matter indeed. A v^ery doubtful point to say the best

of it."

" Sometimes I think I ought to go and see Paul and implore him
to tell me the whole truth that we may know how to act for the best.

Then again I think such a step would only add to our confusion, and
might very seriously embarrass the whole of us. Sometimes I indulge
a strong hope in the utter impossibility of his having been led to this

enormity, at other moments, the many concurrent proofs of his guilt

overwhelm me absolutely with despair,"

"Stay, stay now, never mind; nevermind; let these alone while
we examine how the case stands. The points that make most in his

favour are these—His character throughout life is against any tenden-
cy to commit such an act ; the mode in which it has been supposed
to be done, if. so careless, so ill contrived, that detection w^as inevita-
ble ; and thirdly, where is the body?"

" Now, look at the host of facts against him. First as to incentive

—

Jealousy is a madness so sudden and overwhelming as to have caused
the most humane characters to have been plunged into the most incon-
sistent and atrocious crimes. A mind so unhinged as to commit nmr-
der, is rarely composed enoujjh to plan effectively all concealment; a
body sunk or thrown into the sea, or hidden among rocks, may long
remain undiscovered. Look at the state of agitation in which he was
found

; his washing his hands and face, and throwing away the water

;

his declaration of never having quitted the house, yet his clasp knife,
a most deadly and improper instrument for any man to possess, found
on tlie shore, covered with blood, and buried with the best part of poor
.John's jacket —tlie jacket itself bearing two stabs, that could scarcely
fail of being fatal, and corresponding with the blade of this very
knife

; one of his shoes found on the shore, also covered with blood,
and corresponding witli the footmarks in the avenue

; poor John's
shoes left at home in tlio hall ; the bed and bedroom all stained with
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gore

:

—Gracious heaven ! is it not maddening to think that all these

proofs are accumulated on the head of a brother ! If the body should

be found, what can a jury say to all this ? What can the whole world?

What can even a father, a brother, say to it, but the fatal word ?

—(juilty ! Then, added to all, is his own determined obstinacy and
utter silence."

" For which we should be very thankful—very thankful, indeed, let

me tell you. It is the best part of his case ; at least he has invented

no idle defence, which, by breaking down, might make matters hope-

less, and the fact of the shoes might be reconciled ; so take this to

comfort you in the midst of your distress—that ifno body is discovered,

he must be discharged, and try if some other country
—

"

" It can matter little to what country he flies, as far as he is con-

cerned ; he has made his own misery, and must bear it : but even in

this, the most favourable termination of this awful calamity, in what a

condition will his family be left !

"

"Time is the only leech for wounds like these, my dear fellow;

and the only credit left to the sufferer is that of bearing what it is

idle to mourn. I only pray heaven that this affliction may not strike

deeper. The case for our consideration, is, what ought you to do

now ? My present opinion is, that you ought to remain quiet.

Write and retain the services of the attorney-general without delay
;

to which I think I would add the two best men at the criminal bar;

for money is of course of no object. I do not think you should go
beyond this, at all events, just now. For suppose you obtained his

confidence, and he were innocent, you would be just where you are ;

while if he confessed being guilty, it would, as you say, embarrass
you very greatly. And the only help that any being could render
him, that of safe and instant flight, would be utter madness, unless

the body be discovered."
" I think you are right. You are a cooler, and a safer judge;

Bo it shall be as you say. As for myself, no child could feel more
lost than I do.''

'' Never mind, never mind ; we may at least struggle with the

storm. Go, try if you can get some sleep. I'll take a turn on the

shore, and see if we could have formed a better conclusion."

CHAPTER THE SIXTH,

AVIIICH CONTAINS SOME UNEXPECTED DISCLOSURES.

Leaving the two friends to execute their various intentions, we
must, for a few minutes, return to the prisoner. As soon as it was
resolved that he should be remanded, to await any further proofs

that might be discovered for or against him, a debate arose as to the

proper place for his confinement. It was finally agreed that he should
remain at Acorn Castle, with no more restraint placed on his person
than was necessary for his safety. To accomplish this, the admiral,
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with many a grumble, had all the small arms removed from the lower-

deck, a temporary hammock slung between two of the guns, and Paul

left at leisure to ruminate, with a few books.

Colonel Barton, on going away, had expressed to the old seaman

a strong hope that no possible means of suicide should be left in the

prisoner's room.
" Come, come, colonel, let's be a little charitable," returned the

old tar; for thof he has pinked his cousin, and may be sunk the hull,

in a way which isn't quite of the handsomest, still no man likes the

yard-arm—car\'t say I should myself. So if he has a fancy to make
a clean cut of it before, I don't think we need be so oversmart in our

duty as to baulk him ; for, baiting this affair of a murder, as we call

it, 1 rather think him a well disciplined reasonable chap ; and if Mell

brought up, might have made a devilish smart seaman."

For two days matters continued in this state. The family at the

Grange began to hope that the worst of their calamity was already

known to them. On the afternoon of the third day, however, an arm
was discovered among the rocks, clothed in the remainder of the

jacket already found ; and severed at the shoulder and the wrist, so

that the hand was wanting. On being taken to the Grange, it was
reluctantly but positively identified ; and though much swollen, by
lying in the water, the sleeve Avas carefully ripped off, and there,

on the inside of the lower arm, was seen, tattooed in blue figures,

the crown and anchor, with the initials, J. P. ; marks which John
Periwinkle was known to hare borne on the left forearm. Scarcely

the slightest doubt now seemed to remain. While, however, the

shuddering spectators were gazing on in horror, word was brought
that a trunk, without either limbs or head, had been cast up on the

shore, near the same spot, and answered to the size of John Peri-

winkle. The state of the unliappy father, on hearing this, was such,
that Doubtful kindly suggested the propriety of ordering the seamen
by whom it was discovered to take it to the quarters of Lieutenant
Envec ; offering to attend himself and see if the dissevered shoulder

before them corresponded in such a degree as to warrant a belief

that they had belonged to one person. Accordingly he did so; and
when he saw the mangled edges of the two wounds placed together,

the certainty produced in his mind of their former union was such,
that he was obliged precipitately to quit the room. No time was now
lost in informing Colonel Barton and his colleague of what had taken
place ; and those gentlemen having inspected the sad remains, ex-
pressed a conviction of the identity ; and having taken the necessary
depositions, made out a conmiittal of the prisoner to the county gaol.

Everything being in readiness, the wretched Paul was sununoned
before them, the finding of his cousin's body detailed, and himself
questioned as to what he had to say. Being previously cautioned,
however, by Doubtful, much to Acorn's indignation, that whatever he
said would be made use of against himself.

On hearing these several facta, no words can do justice to the
horror and amazement that gathered in his face.

Tliroc scveial attempts he made to speak, and at the last had
managed to articulate a few words; suddenly the sounds grew faint—
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they ceased— his eyes gradually closed^ and he fell temporarily lifeless

into the arms of BloAvhard, who stood beside him.

Every effort made to bring him back to any state of consciousness
now seemed perfectly futile. Life returned, it is true ; and he was
heard continuously uttering some faint sounds—now in prayer to

heaven—now in passionate entreaty on Nora Creina---why did she
not write to him!—why did she not come to him .'---send to him one
single word—dear Jack—murdered ! and many other incoherent ex-
pressions were heard. And in this melancholy state he was placed in
a carriage, and conveyed, strongly guarded, to a felon's cell.

The strictest orders having been at the same time issued for a re-

newed search, by drag-nets, for the other pojtions of the body, it

was suggested that two trawling-boats should drag over every portion
of the bay, opposite to where the trunk had been cast up. This was
accordingly done ; and on the first day was found, at different places,

the head ; the right arm, with its hand also severed, and the two legs,

each of which had been taken from the trunk at the groin. The
skull itself presented a sight we must pass over ; the shell-fish had
begun to attack it, and all trace of feature was gone. The rest of the
remains were also sadly disfigured ; but one fact stood beyond all

doubt—in life they had been part of the same body with the trunk and
arm first discovered ; and a coroner's inquest being held, found them
to be the remains of John Periwinkle ; and his cousin, Paul Peri-
winkle, guilty of his wilful murder.

In the meantime, the excitement produced throughout the country
by these terrible details and the time taken in gradually bringing
the truth to light, had reached a point altogether unprecedented.
Hundreds flocked down daily to the spot where events so shock-
ing had occurred, and might be seen continually strolling on the
sands, looking down as if they momentarily expected to discover the
only portions of the deceased not yet found—the hands. The rank of
the murderer, his mild and attractive person, all gave new interest to

the tale. Every species of bad taste Avas perpetuated in pursuit and
indulgence of this sad appetite for the horrible. Not a newspaper
was published in the county, or even in the kingdom, which did not
contain "some further particulars," some "more minute description,"

some strong presumption and conviction of the guilt of Paul.

Overwhelmed by the utter intensity of their blow. Sir Job and his

wife and son scarcely knew or heeded what was going on without.
With every blind in the house drawn down, they remained heart-

broken in their own rooms, scarcely speaking or communicating,
otherwise than through Doubtful, who, kind as ever, went from one
mourner to the other, and, deeply suffering himself, did his utmost to

whisper some kind of comfort to all. At last, however, the utmost
pertinacity of the servants became scarcely adequate to repulse the
rude and vulgar curiosity of some of the visitors to the scene of horror.

They invaded the privacy of the grounds in every direction ; boldly

penetrated beyond the avenue ; kept up a perpetual espionage on the
house; looked into the hall windows, which descended to the ground

;

and some of them actually knocked at the door, and offered to the
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butler a bribe of five shillings, to exhibit them the room in which, they

said, " the murder had been coiiuuitted."

In the faces of these wretched unfeeling creatures the door was

shut, and the bribes were thrown, but the servants grew so irritated,

that at last, despite of every entreaty and assurance from Doubtful,

that this prying and disgraceful curiosity would soon wear off, the

batler informed Sir Job of the fact, and his fears, that unless the

fanaly moved, every servant would quit the place.

" 1 can't woilder at it, Corkindale, replied Sir Job, on hearing these

complaints ; not at all. God knows it's grievous for any British heart

to bear. After what s happened, I'm sure I'm no ways wrapped up

in this poor old place, though I've spent many happy hours in it,

Corkindale —many—more than I ever shall know again, go where

I will." There was a pathos in these words, as the old man uttered

them, that went to the heart of the hearer. Then, as if muttering

to himself—" But it's no use mourning; there are duties to the liv-

ing as well as to the dead. ' Absalom ! my son ! my son ! would I

had died for thee! ' I will arise and eat bread. Corkindale, let the,

dinner be laid in the hall as usual, and tell your fellow-servants I shall

consider their feelings as well as my own—in every probability I shall

leave Berrylea immediately."

There is a class of minds, powerful in the extreme in their con-

struction, but which are, nevertheless, occasionally beat down and

overthrown ; from this stress of soul, however, they seem to arise re-

freshed, rather than palsied, and with greater energy and decision

rather than less. Of this class was the mind of Sir Job Periwinkle.

The time for mourning helplessly and hopelessly, was past; the blow
was struck ; irreparable he beheld it was, but this rendered it more im-

perative upon him to see that the consequences went no further—that

the head of the family which had suffered so dire a misfortune, should as-

sume the air of innocence and fortitude that of right belonged to it.

" We are lot, nor can be, answerable for all the errors of those be-

longing to us. If my unhappy son has offended against the laws, it

shall never be said that his father stepped in to avert their just venge-

ance, or was a helpless repiner against the providence that decreed

them. When everything went well with me, I sought to bear myself
as a true Briton, and nothing more ; now God has been pleased to

afflict me, shall I be less. ?"

Little had Sir Job been troubled in youth by classic studies, but if

for Briton we substitute the name of Roman, what hero of those days,
when all were heroes, could have resolved more nobly.

Stifling his sorrows as he best might, he communicated his inten-

tions to Lady Periwinkle, and Doubtful conveyed them to Charles.

In sober sadness and deep silence they once more met at table, and
when the servants had withdrawn, and the massive polished oak bore

that harvest of gleaming bottles in which the hospitable host so lately

took delight, he mentioned his intention of leaving Berrylea, and the

propriety of endeavouring to break to the poor girls the sad intelli-

gence, that must reacli them sooner or later, and for delaying which
there was now no sulhcient reason.
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Indeed, it had become a very pressing question, how mucli longer

the tale so industriously imposed upon them could be maintained.

Confined as they were, it was impossible to frame any excuse for keep-

ing their blinds drawn down ; and the unusual number of people whom
they beheld straying at intervals across the park, and all staring most
intensely at their windows, had already attracted their attention, and
excited their eager inquiries. Again, they wondered and guessed at

the non-appearance of any of the family, more especially Lady Peri-

winkle, and anxiously demanded whether she herself had been taken

ill of the apprehended fever. The female servants in the establish-

ment, headed by their own lady's-maid, had thought fit to take up the

matter of their imprisonment, and as the enthusiasm of this class is

invariably sure to take a direction the very opposite of that which you
wish it to assume, so they one and all declared, that the imposition

practised on their young mistresses was a scandal, shame, cruelty, &c.
&c. &c., including a long string of enormities. Out of pure compas-
sion and good nature, therefore, they determined that the ladies

should be made aware of what had happened, " spite of Mrs. M'Larry
and her airs." Actuated by these laudable motives, when the supper-

tray was sent up to the young ladies' room, a newspaper, containing

an account of everything that had happened, and not in the most cold

or unornamented style, was placed between the napkin and the tray,

in such a manner that it could scarcely fail to be noticed. When the

footman carried up this combustible service of refreshments, he men-
tioned causually at the door to the wary Mrs. M'Larry, "That a tall

handsome gentleman, who had the Scotch accent—slight, very slightly

---had been inquiring for madam to-day at the hall porter, who had
told him Mrs. M'Larry was in such close attendance on the young
ladies, she could see no one."

Numerous interrogatories were here put by the interested fair one,

but Topknot knew nothing more— -the hall porter had mentioned no-

thing more. To lay the tray, and seize the first moment for hurrying

below— nothing, she was sure, could occur in her short absence-—was
the unavoidable result on the part of Mrs. M'Larry. She found the

hall porter in a mood circumstantial to a nicety.

" The stranger was a very tall gentleman,"
" Was he very dark?"
" Yes, ma'am, very dark—had the air of a gentleman who had been

a good deal in foreign parts."

" Was he very good-looking?
"

" Uncommon good-looking, ma'am—wore a most beautiful coat—
and such a riding-whip, mounted with gold knobs."

" Had he a tall black horse ?"

"Not with him, ma'am; but his trowsers were so splashed, he

must have travelled a long way— -looked very much tired—sadly dis-

appointed on hearing Mrs. M'Larry was not to be seen—-said some-

thing, though he couldn't be heard quite rightly, about going to the

village inn-— calling to-morrow morning."
" Did he leave no name?

"
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" No name, ma'am.
'

" Very strange ; but what---'

A shriek, indicative of the greatest agony, and in a female voice,

was now heard from the great hall, followed by so violent a ringing of

the servants' bells, that every wire in the Grange seemed moving.

The servants made a general rush to where the family were sitting.

Conscience-stricken at her neglect of duty, and some slight glance at

the quick flight of time while she had been questioning the porter,

induced Mrs. M' Larry to follow, and there she beheld, kneeling, in

tears and the deepest anguish, at the feet of Sir Job Periwinkle, her

charge, Miss Nora. With one arm she clasped his knees, whilst with

the other she lifted up the fatal paper---
" Is this true?—It cannot be! For God's sake I my dear uncle,

speak to me !—Is there one word of truth in it ?—Is this the secret of

our imprisonment ?—Tell me— tell me only one w^ord !
" Then looking

round with a glance of despair that froze the hearts of the beholders

—

" Where is my dear cousin John ? and Paul—where is Paul ? Ah !

I see we have been deceived—I see it is all true. Oh, God ! why was
I not told !

" As this torrent of entreaty and imprecation Avas poured

forth, every trace of colour forso^'k her cheek— the dark fringed lids

closed over those brilliant eyes of blue—her hands forsook their clasp

—and she fell along the ground, like some exquisite but fragile

flower, which the sickled hand of sorrow had laid low, never to bloom
more.

" Help ! Lady Periwinkle—Julia—Charles—How^ can this have

happened? Mrs. M' Larry, you old fool ! how have you neglected ;

—

don.'t stand staring there. Will you see your mistress die before you ?

—lift her on a chair. Charles—Corkindale—Mr. Doubtful—run one
of you for the doctor—bring him here this instant

!
''

" I'll go. Sir Job," replied Charles, snatching up his hat, and dart-

ing off, accompanied by Dick Doubtful, they made straight for the re-

sidence of Doctor Bamboozle.
Now the doctor was one of those numerous excrescences of science,

who, not content with possessing a fair quantity of average ability,

must further the advance of it by every little species of charlatanism

in his power. A part of this system was the affecting the utmost
eccentricity, not only in manner, but in dress. He had a clever

French face, with a singularly hooked nose corresponding ; and some
one having accidentally told him of a sort of likeness he bore to Vol-
taire, this may in all probability have given him the hint of the outre

appearance he affected. His dress was always that of the old gentleman

—pantaloons, silk stockings, buckles,large shirt and wrist frills, a coat

that seemed to have been purloined from the wardrobe of the Great
PVederick, a liat like a loaf of sugar, with a broad brim, turned up
all round, an amber-headed cane, and invariably, out of doors, a large

silk umbrella, hung round his neck by a silver chain—now dangling
before, now dangling behind, according to the pleasure and convenience
of the wearer.

Whenever questioned as to the reason of this singular custom, his

rei)ly was invariably the same

—
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" That umbrella, good gentleman, is one of the most singular things

in nature. It is not my barometer—no, nor even solely my pluviantidor

—certainly not. It is more than both, sir. It's my baro-regulator.

Whenever I want a fine day, sir, I always hang that umbrella round

my neck, and not a cloud ever thinks of breathing its moist influence

on that quarter of the land where / am. On the other hand ; does the

earth appear parched? is the grass dying? are the crops famished? and

the farmers complaining? I have but to leave that illustrious parapluie

at home, and the greater and the lesser rains descend incontinently."

This incongruous mixture, then, of ability and humbug, our friends

found quietly reading in his study— a room crammed full of all sorts of

preparations and remains, the most remarkable of which was a female

skeleton, that wore, by way of ornament, round the bones of the neck
and breast, a large gold chain, composed entirely of mourning rings,

first severed, and then joined together in links.

When the doctor heard their hasty errand, he quietly arose, and

simply muttering to himself, "as well to have a dry walk home and

no snow,'' hung his umbrella round his neck, and walked back with

his young companions to the Grange. Here they found Nora in the

same chair into which she had been lifted, and nearly in the same
state as when Charles left. Julia and Lady Periwinkle, in tears, were

plying her with salts ; Sir Job was pacing up and down the hall in

great distress, and the servants had all been sent away.

As soon as her ladyship beheld the doctor, she took him by the

hand, and implored his services. He, without laying down his hat,

advanced to his patient, and felt her pulse. It was not easy to discern

from Dr. Bamboozle's countenance what was passing in his mind in

general, but on this occasion, he looked at his patient—looked, and

looked again—and at every glance seemed more and more surprised.

He then seemed to trace the course of something over the neck and

chest of the beautiful but still senseless girl, laid his hand on her

heart, and placed his ear close to the motionless form.
" Has your niece, my lady, been in perfect health lately ? " inquired

the doctor, with a curious latent smile, that boded little good, for it

was known that no one better loved a little amusement at his neigh-

bours' expense.
" I canna' say she has, doctor ; she has taken little or no food, nor

scarcely any exercise ; her spirits, too, have been lost ; she's grown, too,

a deal paler ; and yet I canna' exactly say she has had any very extra-

ordinar' indisposition, except, indeed, that she seems to have a some-

what unhealthy fat, which at her tizne of life, you know, doctor,

shouldna' be."
" Has your niece, do you know, formed any attachment?"

"Why, sir, something of that sort, I fear; for once or twice,

since she fell into that state, she has uttered the word, ' husband,'

or, * husband murdered
!

' though that must be mere raving, yet I

believe, sir, there is reason to fear
—

"

" Ah, ah ; I see how it is. I'm very sorry—very awkward—can't

help it," and the doctor appeared to be edging off towards the door.
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" But, surely, Doctor Bamboozle—is there nothing we can get

for her?" cried Sir Job and Lady Periwinkle in a breath, closing

round.
" Do you insist upon my answering that question truh*?" asked

the doctor in reply ; but in so low a tone, that only the knight and

his ladv could hear.
" Undoubtedly we do, sir.—What ?— What, sir ?"

—

" —Some baby-linen. Lady Periwinkle; and that quickly. Your

niece's ravings are, unfortunately, no flights of fancy— she must soon

become a mother.
"

" — Out of the room, you scoundrel !—you ignoramus ! You lying

quack, begone !
" vociferated Sir Job, seizing both candles, and usher-

ing out the unfortunate doctor.
" —Aye, you atrocious calumniating creature !

" joined in her lady-

ship, forgetting for a moment all her dignity, in me depths of her

anger and surprise ;
" Is this the way you insult the honour of a family

to which you owe so much ?—Never dare to enter these walls again."
" — Nay, nay, my good friends ! you little know what you are say-

ing; and I forgive your violence, when I think of the cause. Yet do

have some reason ;
your niece m?y not be to blame beyond the im-

prudence of a private marriage, which she may not yet have had an

opportunity of explaining.
—

"

" — 'Tis false, sir!
—

'tis false, sir ! She has had no opportunity of

a private marriage !—Begone, I say, this instant ! She ! the girl I

have been so wrapped up in I—To make a private marriage and not

tell me •'
—'Tis a rank falsehood, sir ! You know nothing of your

profession.—It's false altogether.—Get out of my doors, sir, before I

kick you out !
—

"

" —With all my heart. Sir Job, with all my heart ; though, as your

friend, I'll not go far. I shall be in the way. Sir Job, when you want
me; and that won't be long. Excuse me, Sir Job, excuse me; but

I've no meaning in it,—Sir.—Your most obedient." And bowing most

obsequiously, and getting as fast as possible out of the way of the

incensed patriarch. Dr. Bamboozle made his exit much more rapidly

than his entrance ; leaving behind him a scene of confusion not fre-

quently beheld,
"—Oh' Sir Job, Sir Job!" sobbedher ladyship, from under her hand-

kerchief, as soon as the Dr. had departed, " is this what you always

called your 'Irish prudence of demeanour ?'

"

" Hold your peace, woman, or you'll drive me mad !"

" I can't hold my peace. Sir Job ; and 1 won't hold my peace ! If

the Doctor's tale prove true—To think iof my house being thus scan-

dalized by your niece, and after all we've done for her ! Oh, what a

shocking blackguard she must be !"

" —Begone to your room, madam, I say, or hold your peace. The
woman who can be guilty of stabbing with her tongue the character

of another, on the bare surmise of a babbling quack, is as much worse

than an assassin as dishonour is worse than death,

—

True !— It cannot

be true.

—

True !—No.— I could have borne even bankruptcy itself

more calmlv !"
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CHAPTER THE SEVENTH.

AN ASSIZE TOWN THE DAY BEFORE THE TRIAL WHAT HAPPENED
SINCE WE LAST PAKTED FROM OUIl OLD FRIENDS—A SLIGHT GLANCE
AT TWO NEW ONES.

At the termination of our last chapter, fate seemed to threaten the

Periwinkle family with some of the most dreaded visitations in her

power. How far and to what extent these befel, those who have
any curiosity on the subject to gratify, will most readily learn by re-

signing themselves to the current of our story, which now leads us to

the ancient assize town of .

The first warm day of spring was fast verging upon noon; the ca-

thedral bells were rolling forth a joyous peal ; the gay citizens, with
all bravery of apparel on their backs, and gaiety in their counten-

ances, were thronging forth towards one of the principal entrances

of the city, as the cry was bandied from mouth to mouth—" The
judges are coming !"

Every balcony ' along the line ' seemed to wear a more bright ap-
pearance. The windows were open ; gay colours flitted to and fro on
fair shoulders within ; and every now and then a plumed head and
expectant face popped forth to reconnoitre in the direction in which
the ermined dignity of the law was expected to appear. Even the

chief hair-dresser of the place, in the general excitement, rashly ex-
posed his bald cranium uncovered to the rays of the sun, and fumbled
for a while with one hand in the capacious pouch of his white apron,
among every description of comb and scissors, while with the other
he protected his vision from the effects of a most searching gaze at

—nothing.
Bustle, the rich saddler, in all the dignity of a cocked hat, sword,

emblazoned truncheon, and gold-laced coat, had put himself at the

head of an army of urchins, and, after perpetually turning the flank

of the houses in Castle-street, during the space of one hour, now pro-

ceeded to the awful undertaking of mounting his own nag, and tak-

ing his part, as city marshal, in the civic pomp of the procession.

Then was the time when every aspiring youth, who had interest

with the authorities, might obtain a white peeled withe-wand for

—

nothing. Then did the conscientious possessors of " elegant apart-

ments," feel the coming of that hour when three guineas were mo-
derately to be taken for the use of tvvo small closets from "gentlemen
of the bar," whose " travelling the circuit " has been significantly

done into English by the phrase of" riding in po'-chays, and chang-
ing fi'-pun notes." Then did the unlamented bodies of dead poultry

rise two shillings a head, while others that crowed at morn, alive and
hearty, fell —never to rise more.

It was the assize week. All seemed to hail it with gladness and
t.
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with joy ; for love, for glory, or for gain. Before the fancies of some
flitted the assize ball ; of others, the delight of going back to their

homes, the victors in their suit. A more considerable number, re-

flected on the truth, that for every guinea the long robes of the cir-

cuit swept away, they left one and a half behind them. The painful

part of this reflection was resigned to the Great Unbriefed, and they had
not yet arrived ; while the great majority were glad, because it was the

fashion with the few. At last, the sources of all these vivid emotions

began slowly to roll into the city. The judges in the high-sheriff's

carriage ; the leading counsel in their own; the juniors in the afore-

said " po'-chays," two and two. The marshal-men, the white wands,
and all the indescribable rout that follow alike a triumph or an cxe -

cution—a marriage or a funeral.
" Besotted fools ! I wonder if they have the least idea of what

they're shouting for ?" muttered a sturdy cynic, as he elbow'ed his

way through the crowd towards the principal hotel.

" Who are you, I should like to know ?" angrily demanded some
of the parties whom the stranger thus unceremoniously thrust aside.

" Your lord and master, dog ! so don't forget to give a true account

of me when you write home ; and if you'll ask it on your knees, I'll

give you a penny to pay the scrivener."
" Holloa ! where be you a pushing to?" demanded others.
" There and back," was the equally courteous reply ;

" follow your
nose and you'll find out the road."

** I say, Mr. Sauce-box, if you're inclined for a fight,"—began to

remonstrate the rebuffed, but, clearly, Sauce-box w'as not inclined for

a fight, for, without ever looking round, he continued his route, and
soon gained a part of the road, where, being less pressed for room, he
seemed to regain some portion of his endangered equanimity. Just
as he had arrived at a corner, and was about to cross the street to-

wards the hotel in question, forth popped an elderly man, of middle
height, dark as a berry, with eyes that seemed to pierce whatever they
encountered, and form so thin and slight, that even feathers flew away
at his approach, for fear they should be cut through.

" Ah, Mr. Kickup," cried the keen phantom, seizing in his attenu-
ated fingers the large paw of the more burly stranger, "I am so glad
to see you.—But how's this ? " feigning to start back in sorrow.
" You appear out of humour, Mr. Kickup !

"

" Out of humour, Mr. Kickup ? How can a gentleman help being
out of humour when he's used so rascally ill by the weather ? Here
comes a piping-hot day— I've seen a cooler, broil a beef-steak in the
sunshine, on the bare gridiron—catches us in the midst of frost

and snow, with all one's frigod ideas about them, and never so much
as gives us twenty- four hours' notice of trial ; while here have I been,
Costs, I protest, on the honour of a gentleman, walking through these
beasts at Ephesus ever since 1 took my luncheon, a whole half hour,
without moistening my lips with a drop of anything."

" Oh, if that's the case, I don't wonder at the ruffling of your tem-
per ; for 1 know such excesses are not a part of your system. But
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what says the law, Mr. Kickup ?—what says the hiw ?
—

' It is never

too late to do justice.' Step over with me to mine. I always put up

at the Bunch of Grapes, close at hand, you know. I've now ordered

a shoulder of lamb and mint sauce at three o'clock, and we can just

amuse ourselves with a pint of brandy or so till the cloth's laid. It

doesn't want above two hours or so, and there was two or three little

things I wanted to knock up a little chat with you upon—one or two
little matters."

" Yes, yes ; I know you do, but I can't stay now ; I've other fish

to fry."
'* You know'd I do, Mr. Kickup ! Why, I'm surprised at you !

'*

looking as if he would dissect every thought in the astute brain of

his bulky companion. " How can you know anything about it—why,
I hardly know'd it myself."

•' Psha, Psha ! Mr. Costs ; what of that ? How can a sharp hand
like you talk in that childish way ? That sort of thing may be all

very well for the general run of practising attornies ; but when a

man's been clerk to a lord chancellor, you understand, he knows a

man's thoughts before he utters them."
" Well, well ; I must say, Mr. Kickup,- for a barrister's clerk you're

always for cutting it rather fat ; and I suppose you'll never be con-

tent till we poor devils fall down and worship you like Nebuchadnez-
zar's golden calf—Ha, ha I

"

" Come, come, Mr. Costs, if you're going to have a laugh, I think

it would be just as honest if you paid for it ; and before you talk of

gold again, be pleased to hand up those two guineas, clerk's fees on
your briefs last Monday, or else, when I come to settle with myself

to-morrow morning"

—

" Tut, man, don't be so dirty particular ; I've got two prosecutions

and a defence, which I shall be bringing you to-night, and we'll set-

tle it altogether ; and now, joking apart, can you take a snack with

me this afternoon ?
"

"Not possible, sir, I'm afraid ; but I'll look in on you about seven

o'clock, perhaps."
" So do—now don't forget—a little before if possible

—
'cause I've

got a client coming at nine."
" Aye, aye, Mr. Costs, I'll remember it." Then, as soon as Costs

had turned the corner—" If it suits my convenience, that is. Jona-

than, my boy, look sharp ; that worthy practitioner wants something

out of you. Costs—in— the—cause never calls you Mr. Kickup
for nothing, or all I can say is, he's very much changed in the last

three days !"

<<;.
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CHAPTER THE EIGHTH.

POURTRAYS THE PECULIAR MODESTY 01' JONATHAN KICKUP.

As Jonathan muttered the last phrase, in that peculiar grumbling

sotto voce in which all great and thinking men are known to hold

their conversations with themselves, he walked into the yard Oi" Sef-

ton's hotel, and in the authoritative tone and manner that pre-emi-

nently distinguished him, began bawling for the waiter. The waiter

not replying, he changed his note to boots. Boots being equally

deaf, as a last resort he applied to Ostler. Still no one came.

"Eternally confound these people !" cried he, looking round at the

massive stone pillars that upheld that part of the building, and among
the deserted spaces of which his voice played with the echo as merry

a game of hide-and seek as most impatient men might desire. "A
man might as well expend his lungs amid the marble wastes of Tad-
more, as stand calling here on knaves in buckram, who leave their

duty to look at every fool'l amusement. I suppose nothing* will at-

tract attention but making for the silver spoons !"

While, however, Jonathan is reconnoitring for this bold but cer-

tainly original manoeuvre, we may take leave to examine his outer

man, with some of that curiosity for which the recent nature of our

acquaintance may perhaps stand as an excuse.

In height, Jonathan Kickup stood sorhe five feet ten inches ; his

limbs were all of strong and fine proportions, and presented to the

eye little beyond the ordinary appearance of such a figure. It is true,

that the apparel in which they were clad was donned in that dainty
style which at his tune of life—some forty years—and in his station,

bespeak a touch of the dandy disease. His black trowsers were care-
fully strapped down, with as great a degree of tension as the some-
what attenuated texture of their knees would warrant, without fear of
rupture. The blue coat also was carefully buttoned round the waist;-
and despite some portions of the gilding being worn oft" its brass but-
tons, would doubtless have been a very smart aftair, but for the little

discrepancies of a tiny hole in the left elbow, and one or two of the
button-holes having given way and been darned over. The hat, how-
ever, atoned for all.— In brim—in height— in depth and breadth—the
hat indeed was irreproachable ! While several truly charming ladies—most discreet women, too, in every other act of life—declared their
hearts captured at sight ! And the jaunty cock with which it was
worn !—Oh ! nothing, on our honour, could be said against the hat—

•

except that it turned up slightly, from long Avear, behind; and Jona-
than, from sheer necessity, was obliged to make " the majority equal,"
by wearing the wrong part before. Some sons of jealousy did object,

that its colour was of that hue termed " brown-black ;" and this ob-
jection they strengthened by the assertion, that it no longer possessed
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a nap. Jonathan replied, that his hat was like himself—wide awake,

and that he held it on a tenure somewhat similar to that by which the

Lombard kings did their iron crown. Hk could not say God had
given it him ; No !—but no man would have been more ready to ex-

claim, " Beware who touches it."

But these were mere externals. It was in the face divine, the

aspect, and the attitude—the front, that Jonathan stood apart from

other men. His hair, dark and glossy, curled over a good expanse

of forehead ; his eyes, large and black, were quick and hawk-like in

their intelligence ; his nose possessed the prominence of a Turk ; the

nostrils were large and distended to a degree that, while it took very

seriously from his pretensions to beauty, strongly heightened the

determined cleverness of his expression; while his mouth was large,

and boasted a beautiful set of teeth. Perhaps no man possessed

more natural eloquence, or turned it to so little real advantage ; since,

properly seconded or directed, it must have led its possessor to great

dibtiuction. His utterance was ready as a rapid river, and his enun-
ciation clear and distinct. His youth seemed to have passed in vagrancy
and indulgence. That he had at some time read with great avidity, and
retained what he read with singular memory, was clear ; both from the

language he could at all times command on any subject, and the ori-

ginal way in which he often treated it. Such is a brief hint of Jona-

than's character ; though unfortunately to the spirit, the drollery,

and the manner that accompanied it, little justice can be done on
paper. His attitude was of the same self-possessed style as his

speech ; he inclined somewhat to en-bon-point , and the whole cut of
the man was that in which Cato may have been supposed to—" give his

little senate laws." For the rest, we must leave it to himself to utter,

and the reader to conceive.
" Now, Jonathan, my boy !'' continued he, in his self-address, after

rummaging the deserted bar for a fevv seconds, " here we have the

plate-drawer at last. Such a chance as this doesn't occur every day.

How much have we here?—let's get down those scales.—So, that's

it—devilish dusty they keep everything. Now for the weights ;" and
placing all he could find in one scale, he began flinging the silver

spoons and forks into the other, having previously secured the beam
on a nail.

The noise thus produced was of course considerable. Little seemed
Jonathan to care for the dents and bruises, or the silver farthings

which the immemorial wisdom of old women has decreed to be lost

whenever silver gets either fall or blow. Hei'e it had both in plenty ;

scarcely two minutes had elapsed when a distant running was heard
over-head—away came the footsteps leaping down the stairs—bounce
rushed the enemy into the bar, and tlien in a scream of mingled fury

and surprise, a female voice shouted

—

"Thieves!—John!—Thomas!—waiter!—What are you doing,

rascal?"

"Merely boning the plate, my dear!" replied the complacent
Jonathan, not even turning to see who addressed him; then as he

continued to bundle spoon after spoon into the scales—" in my e.K-
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tensive way of business, you see, it's necessary to weigh the metal

first always. It isn't worth my while to transact, under a quarter of

a hundred weight. I say, young woman, whoever you are, you

couldn't oblige me with a few troy weights, ^could you ? These are

only avoirdupois, and the Jews where I have my silver melted dowu
won't take that for orthodoxy any day in the week/'

" Thieves !—thieves !" reiterated the bar-maid, flying hither and

thither like a bird in a cage with a rat breaking in.

" Why, you keep a most blackguardly plate chest, I must say," re'

turned the immovable Jonathan; "I don't believe, after all, I've got

much more than eighteen pounds and a half here. This won't do, my
dear! If you can't make it up to a quarter of a hundred, it won't b&

Avorth my taking."

In a few seconds, two of the waiters had rushed to the succour of the

bar-maid, and when at length the peculator turned to face them, aa
utter end was put to the excitement of " a most daring robbery," by
the unmistakeable face of Jonathan.

*' Well, you lazy rascals! a pretty pitch you're come to !
" cried he,

" that nothing but the sound of a silver bell can bring you to attend

to your duties. Here was I calling and cracking my lungs one whole
hour by Shrewsbury clock, to get a living soul of some kind to answer

the question—whether Sir Job Periwinkle's within doors ? Does your
master pay you for poking your heads out of window to look at the

judges' procession ? Or do you think prisoners are so scarce at these

assizes, that you must leave a hundred guineas worth of plate lying-

about for the first comer ? One would think the attornies of the Crown
Court had clubbed together to reward such lazy rogues as you for the

temptation. If that's the case, you know, you'd better advertize it re-

gularly. There's many a fine fellow will be transported yet, for not

half the value of so many farthings. But come, you vagabond, look

sharp, and bring me a go of brandy."

To this reproach the waiters replied in a breath ; while the bar-^maid,

notwithstandiiig the privileges of Jonathan, who, as a never-failing

customer, was known in every inn and tavern in the city, bridled up
with an air of great indignation.

—

"There were the bells in the house," she supposed, " that might
have gained him as quick attention as pawing and dirtying all the

silver spoons. Some people took great liberties, because they fancied

themselves favourites ; but even favourites might go too far."

"Too far, my darling !
" repeated the gallant Jonathan, whispering

something in the ear of the incensed damsel, as she replaced the in-

sulted plate, that forced a smile and a blush on her cheek, in spite of

all her anger ; then, continuing aloud, " As for the plate, my dear,

you must not judge of any thing under a cloud ; the brightness of

somebody's eyes would put field plate out of countenance to say no-

thing of silver."

" Mr. Jonathan," said one of the waiters, returning, '' Sir Job's been
gone out half an hour; but here's his walley."

" Did you inquire for Sir Job Periwinkle ?" demanded the valet, a

spruce cockney, entering in mourning livery.
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" Sir, I did," replied Jonathan, lifting his hat, and slightly mimicking
the mincing manner of the London serraut.

" Pray, sir, may I ask your business with Sir Job ? He sees scarcely

any one at present, and as I really have not the pleasure of your ac-

quaintance"

—

" Yes, yes, I perceiv^e ; that is a bene6t you have yet to profit by

;

but I never communicate my business to gossips."
" Sir, I don't understand you— I don't know who you are."
" Don't be alarmed as to understanding, my lad. I never laid

any accusation against you on that score ; and as to who I am, every-

body knows Tom Fool, you see, but Tom Fool doesn't knovv everybody.
The fact is, my herald most unfortunately put his trumpet so far down
his throat, in announcing my arrival in this city last night, that a
team of six horses have been deeply engaged ever since, in endeavour-
ing to drag it out again. This, you will observe, imposes upon my
modesty the necessity of briefly informing you, that you have here
your humble servant, Jonathan Kickup. In my hours of relaxation I

permit a little familiarity, which my friends take with my style, and
titles,—that of Nathan Fling for shortness—better known, perhaps, dur-
ing the period when I and Lord Blujffspeech held the great seal ; but,

unfortunately, the great seal was not large enough to hold us both,

for his lordship fell out with me, and I fell out of the. great seal. But
let that pass— I abhor unnecessary distinctions—I adore liberty— I love

variety—and the confidant of the great seal is now clerk to Charley
Periwinkle, Esquire.—Waiter, a glass of gin and water."

" Oh, sir, 1 beg your pardon ; no one is better known to me by re-

putation—your humour, Mister Kickup, has, I see, not been misrepre-
sented. I'm sure I'm very sorry you have been kept waiting here so
long; but seeing you with a blue coat on, I had no notion that you
were one of the family. Perhaps the refreshment you've ordered
you'd like to take in my private room ? " extending at the same time
the hand of friendship.

** Umph !
" returned the imperturbable Jonathan, placing his arms

a-kimbo, and bending his head down for a closer inspection of the

proffered palm ;
" very clean hand that, certainly !—does you much

credit— no hard work there, at any rate ! How often do you wash that

paw?— Musselman-like, eh?—every half hour ? As to my dress, I

always travel in a blue coat, because it looks half-pay-captainish, and
signifies I have no money to spare for road-side impositions. Now
listen to me, young man I—are you at all acquainted with the English
language ?

"

" I believe, I am," replied the other, not a little nettled, and mar-
yelling greatly at the immortal Jonathan,

" Then, at your time of life, my lad, you'll find it very useful to cul-

tivate this apothegm—"Too much familiarity breeds contempt ;"—after

that, as I have a little of what you call ' family' business to settle with
you, perhaps you'll follow me. Waiter! show the way to Sir Job's

servants' room, and bring me a jug of your best ale."
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CHAPTER THE NINTH,

CONTAINS AN EXPLANATION OF THE PAST, WHICH TENDS CONSIDER-

ABLY TO INVOLVE THE FUTURE.

For some minutes after Jonathan had issued his peremptory instruc-

tions to the waiter, Sir Job's valet remained undecided whether he

should yield obedience or not, as nothings could be further from plea-

sure than the feelings produced by Jonathan's assumption of supe-

riority. When John quitted the dominion of the butler as Sir Job's

attendant into the country, he fondly imagined all domestic discipline

of this sort was at an end.- Remembering, however, the influence he

had always heard ascribed, in the servants' hall, to the aforesaid Jona-

than with Sir Job and his son, as well as the rest of" the family,"

consideration pointed out the prudence of submission, and internally

resolving to hate Mr. Kickup most cordially, by way of set off, he fol-

lowed Charles' clerk into a small sitting room.

At first, all John's replies were of a very surly character. The fact of

Jonathan so far sharing his jug of ale with him, as to drink three glasses

only to his one, and this followed by his laying aside his dignity, to the

extent of taking his dinner with the valet, added to Jonathan's drollery

and fun, of which John soon began to feel the influence, all contributed

quickly to smoothe down the offended vanity of the valet. He forgot

his fine gentleman's-gentlemanism, and gradually expanded into a ra-

tional lacquey. Having been hired a brief time previous to Sir Job-

Periwinkle's leaving town for Berrylea, he was there during the tragic

period recorded in our first chapters ; and Jonathan having been sent

on some money business into Ireland, where the knight had previously

been British enough, to purchase some property, he had only returned

in time for his master's circuit, and was still in considerable ignorance

of the correct particulars relating to those unhappy events. The gene-

ral outline of the facts he, of course, knew, and now, with that curio-

sity which distinguishes all men of science, he availed himself of an
opportunity, which fortune had thrown in his way, to learn all that

occurred.

It required little pressing to engage the valet in the narration, and
by the time their meal was finished, John had just reached tliat point

at which the knight and Lady Periwinkle, having in wrath ejected

Dr. Bamboozle, for daring to prophecy the heresy of a private marriage
on the part of Nora Creina, were, in the course of another hour,

obliged once more to admit the correctness of his prognostication,

and implore his assistance in preserving the lives of the mother and
her child. Notwithstanding the many untoward circumstances that

attended its premature birth, the latter seemed likely to live and do
well ; l)ut of the foriner little or no hope Avas held out : puerperal

fever and delirium having instanXly followed labour, and defied every
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attempt to moderate tlieni. The maddened grief of Sir Job ; the rage

of her ladyship; the sorrow and anguish of all, were fully dwelt upon
and described. Every desk of the unfortunate Nora was broken open

;

every trunk, drawer, or receptacle of any kind whatever ransacked, to

ascertain if some correspondence might not discover whether such a

marriage had ever taken place. Not a line was found. In the breasts

of Sir Job, of Charles, and Julia, affection, too powerful to be sub-

dued by either shame or resentment, insisted on this the innocent

view of their relative's conduct, despite of every accumulated proof;

but all they could find to oppose to the torrent of the stepmother's

fury, was a wedding-ring, from which the gloss of the manufacturer

was not yet worn, enclosed in a silk covering, and suspended round

the beauteous neck of the young and senseless mother. This, in the

eyes of prejudice and outraged dignity was held to be worse than no-

thing ; and ill as Nora was, Lady Periwinkle insisted that one roof

should not contain the erring niece with her spotless self and
daughter.

The relentless nature of this piece of propriety caused a total revul-

sion in the bosom of Sir Job. Indignantly refusing to desert his

niece, he heard in silence the orders given by his wife to put the horses

to the carriage ; and at three o'clock in the morning she set off for the

county town. Everything that was necessary to be done for the pre-

servation of Nora and her child was now confided to the housekeeper
and Bamboozle, while servants were sent to procure the instant assist-

ance of two other medical attendants residing at some distance.

A fortnight passed. All that wealth or art could do, had been
effected. The child throve apace, Nora was still living, and hope
4?ould say no more. The violence of the fever had passed into a low
delirium, in which memory, sense, almost speech itself seemed to be

swallowed up. A few disjointed words—moans that chilled the hearts

of the hearers, and childish tears, that appeared unable to bring re-

lief, alone remamed of life ; and if her condition vvas not insanity, it

was but a mere term that raised the distinction.

To avert this horrible calamity, the physicians one and all agreed,

that change of scene, the most distant from that of her sorrows, was
the only resource.

The great revolutionary war with France, which then had not long
broken out, entirely closed the ports of the continent; and Ireland,

as the place of her birth, and therefore the most likely to excite a fresh

train of emotions, was one of which choice was made. As soon as

her strength permitted, the journey was begun under Sir Job's care.

Her infant was allowed to be taken also ; with strict injunctions,

however, that as she had hitherto seemed unable to recognise it, so,

that it should never be presented to her, unless at her own entreaty.

Sir Job having seen her safely placed among those on whom he could

depend, left some of his own servants to wait on her, and returned

to give that heart-rending evidence which justice, demanded from him
on the acts of his own son. Up to this time the accounts of Nora's
health continued much the same. In the mind alone seemed to be

H
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concentrated the darkness of disease ; and it was only from the con-

tinued lapse of time that any expectation was held out of her ultimate

recovery.

Meanwhile, though no direct communication had taken place be-

tween Paul and his family, owing to the fact of their being so unfor-

tunately mixed up with the evidence against him
;
yet no assistance,

no aid, no comfort, which they could procure, had been spared. Of
his acquittal, however, even the most sanguine could entertain but

little hope. For a long time he remained perfectly silent on all that

had taken place, praying only to be granted an interview with

Nora. His own guilt or innocence—his hopes of life, or fear of

punishment, all seemed to fade away before the intensity of this de-

sire ; and though told that this was impossible, yet no cause was as-

signed, because it was conceived right that his conduct should not be

actuated by a knowledge of anything that had occurred subsequent to

the charge on which he had been apprehended. This treatment, how-

ever, led him to take up the idea of her death, a notion that appeared

to produce such deep misery as to warrant a disclosure of the truth.

Here, however, his conduct only increased the mystery that seemed

to envelope this dark murder. The knowledge of her having given

birth to an infant, and lying at the point of death, seemed to agitate

him greatly, it is true
;
yet just in such a manner as, under all the

circumstanceSj might have been expected. On the day after learning

this intelligence, he desired that two of the county magistrates might
visit him, as he wished to give a formal explanation of part of his con-

duct. His wish was complied with; and having been cautioned, that

anything he said would be used as evidence against him, he made a

statement explanatory of some of the suspicious circumstances under

which he had been found on the morning of the murder, and to this

effect:—
On the preceding evening some difference had arisen between him-

self and the deceased, relative to the intimacy subsisting between him
and his cousin Nora, in which difference she also took part against

him ; that having his suspicions aroused, he determined that night ta

lie awake and watch the conduct of his cousin John, who usually slept

in an adjoining room, but was that night to share his bed. That hav-

ing pretended to be asleep, his cousin rose, as near as he could recol-

lect, about one o clock, and left the room, closing the door. That he
immediately rose after him, gently opened the door, and listened for

his footsteps. That they, contrary to his suspicions, were heard by
him descending the stairs. That he then left his door ajar, and re-

turned to his bed. That he laid awake and watching for more than

two hours ; and at length, unable to resist the effects of fatigue,

unconsciously fell asleep. That he awoke in the morning, just before

daylight; and remembering what had passed the night before, felt

for and missed his cousin. That in an agony of self-reproach and
jealousy, he arose again and listened; but could hear nothing except

the baying of his cousin's dog under the window. That in bopes to

calm himself, he had bathed his face and hands, and then thrown the
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water from the window at the dog, to drive it away ; and that finally,

unable to conquer the feelings that assailed him, and the thought that in

his sleep all his previous watchfulness had been rendered futile, he had

given himself up to that phrenzy of passion which had prevented him
from sleeping again, and left him in that state of agitation in which

he had been found by his father. Of the blood, however, discovered

in his room, and all the other suspicious circumstances, he declared

his solemn inability to offer the least explanation ; and disclaimed

in the most sacred manner alike all knowledge of them, or participa-

tion in the death of his cousin : declaring finally, that his only motive

for hitherto withholding this statement, was his unwillingness to say

anything in his own defence which could either in the eyes of his

own family or that of the world militate against his relation, Nora,

for whom he entertained the deepest affection and devotion ; and who,

he felt assured, had acted under the sanction of a marriage, however
private and concealed it might have been. That the results of this last

step having disclosed to the world her secret, he conceived it a duty

he owed to his family and his own innocence to withhold this explana-

tion no longer.

As we will not trench on matters that will more properly be no-

ticed at the trial, it is unnecessary to add the commentaries of Jona-

than and his companion on this act of Paul's, and the various other

matters they had been discussing. The entrance of Sir Job and his

son called away the gentleman's gentleman to attend to his master,

and rendered unnecessary the delivery of the message with which
Charles had charged his clerk to his father. Jonathan, thus set at

liberty, took up his hat, and meditating with a sombre aspect on the

probable issue of the trial, determined to refresh his nerves by a quiet

piece of rurality, as he termed a stroll among the green lanes, an enjoy-

ment by which none were more delighted, or less frequently indulged.

CHAPTER THE TENTH.

HOW JONATHAN S PROTEGEE, CHAWBACON, CONTRIBUTED TO THE
ENTERTAINMENT OF HIS PATRON AND FRIEND.

As Jonathan was passing out of the city, he saw before him two
figures, which he soon recognised as those of Dick Doubtful and Dr.
Bamboozle.

" Nay, doctor, wait a minute ; let us see how this is!" Jonathan
heard Dick saying to the doctor, as the ex-assistant chancellor came
up with the learned pair; "you say that consumption and decline are

diseases of so similar a type, that there is scarcely any difference be-

tween them. With all the deference of a tyro, speaking in the pre-
sence of a professor, I should be strongly inclined to doubt that posi-
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tion— exceedingly so indeed. It seems to nie extremely doubtful

that—extremely so;—that is, at the first glance of it."

" Come, come, Mr. Counsellor, let every cobbler stick to his own
last. I'm not going to lay down the law of evidence to you ; neither

must you teach me physic. I've practised forty years, and the only

difference I've ever found between the two coniplainta>rs this— people

in a decline always die with the aid of physic ; but those in a con-

sumption—die—with or without physic."
" Oh ! if you come to that, we all do much the same, though we

have neither complaint. Have it as you like, however ; have it as

you like."

" Good morning, gentlemen ; a fine broiling afternoon this,
'

chimed in Jonathan.
" To be sure it is, Master Jonathan ; where did you spring from ?

To be sure it is ; how can it help being- a broiling day ; don't you

see my umbrella is covered with new silk ?" demanded the doctor,

pointing to his parapluie, which maintained its usual position behind

this light of science.
" Jonathan, where may you be wandering?" inquired Dick.
" Just to take a walk, sir ; nothing more. But perhaps you gentle-

men are discussing some privileged matters, on which my presence

may be intrusive.^'

" Not at all, Jonathan," chimed in both at once.
" Let us hear how the world is using you," said the doctor.
" H.ave you seen the calender yet," inquired the counsel; "and

liow many causes are set down for trial, do you know?'
" Not exactly, Mr. Doubtful. 1 believe the harvest is pretty plen-

tiful, though 1 dare not say the labourers are few. As to the calen-

der, I did buy a copy of that—here it is, sir. I am happy to see that

crime is rapidly on the increase :—four murders, eight arsons, twenty-

one burglaries, seven rapes, felonies in profusion, and a grand jury

room full of misdemeanors. Costs-in-tlie-cause has got a face as

joyful as th^, first of May, and swears he shall be able to pay one
clerk's fee in three, for every brief he gets out of the ganl. Devil

take him ! no one doubts his being able to pay ; but the worst of it is,

he's so willing to bilk !"

*' Costs-in-the-cause, Master Jonathan ! By the great Apollyon !

who possesses such a name as that ?"

" Why, doctor, 'tis a name, I may say, of my christening. You
see there are two of them, Messrs. Costs, attornios, cousins—and the

devil a soul else can cozen them besides. The elder one, who's as

tall, lean, and sharp as a kite, does hs little work as he can, over and
above grabbing nearly all the profits ; while the younger, who's as

i'at as a cormorant, does all the work, and gets little pay. Now the

elder, you see, doctor, who boils the pudding in his pan, and eats all

the fruit, 1 call Costs-in-tiie-cause ; but the younger, who has to roll

the dumpling, and then get nothing but the dough, I call Taxed-costs,

to distinguish tbem."
" Hpon my word, Jonathan, a very nice legal distinction."
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"Oh! upon my word, very good;" and having duly considered

whether, " upon the merits," he was entitled to say so much, Doubt-
ful began to signify his approbation by a hearty laugh.

" Now, gentlemen," said Jonathan, pausing at a stile, " if either

of you are inclined to see a farm right well worked, there's a young
rural protegee of mine lives down yonder where you see the smoke,
who can show us one to a nicety—young Chawbacon— his fathers

have been farmers—for forty generations I v.-as going to say—but I

know they have for Jour. He has a nice bit of property himself, and a

tidy young wife
—

"

" But won't it cut up our walk, Jonathan ?''

" Not a bit of it, doctor ; you can't take a pleasanter walk than

this. And between ourselves, gentlemen, Chawbacon has some of

the most crafty tipple, as Mr. Straitonend would call it, in the shape

of old ale, that ever went over the lips of mortal man. Doctor Bam-
boozle, it would break my beart, to say nothing of my gullet, to pass

this stile without one jug of it."

"By the shade of the deathless Hippocrates, Jonathan! breaking

men's hearts is not my killing them. We'll say nothing of the gullet,

as you suggest. Thou sbalt have thine ale in thine inn ; so, Mr.
Doubtful, let us cross the stile," and in a moment the three were
walking towards the farm house.

In a i'ew minutes our party reached the house. Nothing could be

more hospitable than Chawbacon's reception. Forth came the crafty

tipple, and right good ale all hands pronounced it. By some mistake,

Jonathan contrived in wondrous little time to appropriate about two
whole jugsful to his own peculiar comfort ; and this accident it was,
perhaps, which induced him, as he rose, to lay his hand on the hypo-
gastric region, saying, " Chawbacon, my lad, that ale has almost got
too good since I was here last. You hav'nt a stray glass of brandy at

hand, have you, just to keep it steady in its place ?"

"O! mun !
" said Chawbacon, with a knowing smile, " thee's

a'most the poorest haand to drink that ever I've a met.''
" Why, I believe that's true," replied the modest Jonathan, all un-

conscious of the quiz, till the loud laugh of the hearers awoke him
to some distant glimmer of the fact. However, down went the

brandy, and forth the party sallied into the fold yard.

Then was the soul of Chawbacon greatly comforted by all the

praises sounded on his various herds. The farmer's sires had always
been famous for their prize cattle of different kinds ; and whether
their homely shades rested content with the walking evidence exhi-

bited in the bulky person of their son, or the various prints of their

prizes which hung round the best parlour, few that looked on either

would be inclined to question the justice of their particular re-

nown.
When, however, the laudatory vocabulary of the party was becom-

ing greatly exhausted, and Chawbacon had somewhat got over the fit

of immense astonishment and ill-suppressed mirth that seized him at

sight of Dr. Bamboozle, he suddenly <snye tongue, in tone of most un-
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mitigated delight, to the wondrous breed, temper, properties, and pro-

pensities of " a young bitch puup," of the mastiff breed—" Nane of

yere yalf and yalf koinds, Measther Jonathan, but a rale out and
outer. Her feyther, mun, was got out o' a Spanish dog, with a iiaame

nigh three toimes as lang as his tail, and crossed, too—so I'm told

—

with soom'at of the French, where the breed be left ever since we
waaped the Parleyvous, langsyne back."
" Aye, aye, Chawbacon, I suppose you're thinking of the Calais

breed."
" That's the naame, man, that's the naame. Most toimes I ca'&

the town Killus, aniang- neighbours ; for none o' them know betther,

and 'tisn't so baad a naame for a good buuU dog."
" True, Chaw, true ; they have the right good breed there, I know ;

and how did you get such a choice bit of stuff ? ''

" ^^ by, ye see, Measther Jonathan, thot's a little bit o' secret.

My lord's under-gamekeeper's head-man was a matther of a foive pun'

note i' my debt, and I'd been looking" out for't mother puupirrg for

some toime past, and, soome how or other, one bright morning I foond

the puup in my stable ; but how she came there no body can guess,

Measther Jonathan, not at all. Her mother was aye fed by my
friend, and so, maybe, out of gratitude and the loike of that, the

ould bitch moight have sent one of her puups down to me. Here,

Black Bess ! Black Bess !
'* cried Chawbacon, after opening a

kennel door and whistling, and presently out came the v^Juod " puup,"
looking such a perfect devil of ferocity, as made all but her master
draw sagaciously on one side. Jonathan alore affected an indiffer-

ence to any retreating emotions, while the vile whelp, Avitli its ears

not yet healed from their cropping— its savage black eyes glancing

fire—its under-hung snarling teeth, glistening white as it growled at

the strangers—and its tail most suspiciously hung between its legs

—drew behind its master, and only seemed not to bite off his finger-

ends, as a mark of that " gratitude and thot loike,'' which was so

admirably supposed to have distinguished her mother.

"There, gen'lemen," cried Chawbacon, seizing the head of Black
Bess, and showing her precocious fangs, while she growled all the

while like distant thunder ; "there's hold for ye—there's breed

—

Whoy, a week agone I thought sure I must a made two hoondred
goolden guineas by her—all bets—right down gude 'uns too. There

was to have been a most famous buull-bait noigh handy here, in one of

my meadows ; but them there joostices nmst think to shoove their

paw in the dish, with a talk of their humanity.—D the joos-

tices ! 1 say. Provided they shoots all the coocks and paartridges in

the country, they don't care a cooss what coomes o' the rest. They
never think any thing o' their humanity to us poor varmers !—As if

God A'mighly didn't give us the buulls to be baited as soon as any-

thing I'lse. Whoy, now look at that puup, will any one tell me she

wasn't made a pooposc to pin a buuU's nose to the ground, and nothing

else ? Whoy, the little aangel's so much bliide in her, I warrant-
that though she's never had a chance for a single try yet— if ye Avas
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to go behind a hedge and make a bit of a bellowing loike, she'd spring

slaap in among the thooriis to look for 'e."

" Come, come, now, Chawbacon," interposed Jonathan, " we don't

at all doubt, you know, that you can spin as tough a yarn as most
folks, and we've heard all you have to say in praise of your pup and
all that; but before you want us to believe such a story as the last,

you must remember we're not like your friend, the under-gamekeeper's

man, * a matther of a foive pun' note in your debt.'
"

" What ! thee won't believe it, won't thee, mun ? Then thee knoAvs

nothing of a buull-dog puup, I can tell thee !—Thee may'st know plenty

of law, and be a main good hand a' dreening a pitcher of yill, but thee

knows little of a buull-dog puup— that's all I say."
" And I say this, Master Chawbacon," retorted the immortal Jona-

than, warming up equally with the farmer, " that! know just as much
of a buull-dog puup,' aye, or any other country-bred puppy, a» you
do. Master Chawbacon."

" Weel, weel. Brag's a main gude dog, at any rate, Measther Jona-

than, but Holdfaast, you know, was always a soight betther ; now I'll

bet you foive goold guineas you don't, and if that bean't faair, what
is ? and these gen'lemen shall see the wager."
" Don't talk like a fool, man ; how can we decide such a wager as

that?"
" Decide it?—in a minute, mun—in a minute.—Just step out wi'

me into yon meaddy of moine, and get thee a one soide of a hedge,

and me and the puup will get t' other, and if thee canst maak any
noise in the world at all loike a buull, and the puup don't spring baang
into the hedge after it, the goold's yoar'n ; and this here gen'leman,

from foreign parts, wi' the ombrelly on his baack, shall hoold the

staakes."
" Well, Dr. Bamboozle, what do you say to it? " asked Jonathan,

turning to the little gentleman from foreign parts. " Do you think

any dog would do such a thing ?
"

" By the genius of Galen ! most learned Nathan Fling, I should

say not. First, nothing but a dog of most rare breed would care to

fly at such a noise ; and, secondly, per contra, a dog of rare breed

would not be so taken in : I hold it an indisputable fact in nature, that

animals of instinct are led far less by sound than scent, so that, although

thou couldst roar like Juno's ox, yet unless thou couldst smeil like

a bull, as well as bellow like one, I do not see how the worthy Chaw-
bacon can be right; yet how thou art to do that, I don't see, unless,

indeed, I were to vaccinate you upon the spot ; and that, you know, is

an operation that will take time. However, (aside) since Clodpole is so

ready with his cash, brother Jonathan, just let the dog in for it. The
hound ! to debate a matter with men of science !"

" Why, so I think too, sir," replied Jonathan aloud ;
" Mr. Doubt-

ful, what do you think of the question ?"

" Oh ! upon my word, I don't know what to say to it ! It's a very

nice'matter—a very nice n)atter indeed ; a great deal may be said on
both sides. On the very threshold, you see," patting the finger
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against the thumb, " are several questions, and in each of which at

least five points to be considerpd."
" No, no, there bean't tho'," interrupted Chawbacon, whose blood

was thoroughly warmed. " Begging your pardon, Measther, there

bean't foive points in the whole matter, unless it be the foive guineas,

and here be they," pulling from his fob a little dirty leathern bag,

quite full, in one hand, and counting out the coin with the other.

"Baiting these here, sir, with all respect to you, as I say, there's

only one point more in the whole waager—yea or nay—and that'*

the whole of it. If Measther Jonathan be foolish enough to think he's

right, let un doun wi' the doost ; but if he zees he's wrong', and
afeard to bet, let un say as much at once."

"That's enough, Master Chawbacon. Here, doctor, just oblige us

by holding the money, will you, for a few minutes, till I can take the

conceit out of this country body. These clodpoles think there's as

little end to their knowledge of flesh, as there is to the flesh that clogs

their knowledge.—There are my five."

" And here be moine, zir, and thank yee. Now, gentlemen, this

be the way to the meaddy. Black Bess! hey, there. Black Bess !

coom along—coom along! That's a darling puup !" and away trudged

the trio; the farmer leading with his cudgel, as sternly resolved

as ever was a batoned marshal, with a stall" of chivalry to support

him.

A few minutes brought them to the field of battle. It was a large

grazing meadow, separated from another of nearly equal extent by a

long straggling hedge, through which the cattle had broken gaps in-

numerable.
" Now, then, gentlemen," said Chawbacon ;

" do you go on the

roight haand, I'll take the left. There's a nice little brak in the yedge
lower down—he be neither too large loike, nor too smaal. Mind,
Measther Jonathan, the bet. Thee must roar, mun, as much loike a

buull as thee can'st, or it bean't a fair waager."
*' Aye, aye, Chawbacon; never you fear. There shall be only one

better bull in the business—the bull of your venturing such a bet at

all. Now, Mr. Doubtful and Dr. Bamboozle, here's the spot for a

halt—are you ready oti the other side there, Chawbacon ?
"

" E'es— rout away, man—rout loike a good un' now!
"

" Boo-oo-oh !—boo-oo-oh !—boo-oo-oh !

"—roared Jonathan, toning

down his voice to a pitch of deep bass, that most admirably mimicked

the monarch of the pastures:

"Hiss!—hiss'—hiss!—now then Bess!—hiss!—at un'— in to

un'," replied the more distant dialect of Chawbacon.
" Boo-oo-oh !—boo-oo-oh '" returned the fictitious bull.

Scarcely had the last roar ceased to vibrate in Jonathan's chest,

when crash! went the brambles of the hedge. Something white was

hastily seen to v. bisk through the air, and before either Kick up or

any of the party could move to avert the danger, the promising young
" Black Bess " was seen to have seized the immortal Jonathan by

the nose and upper lip ; and there she hung, to all appearance utterly
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reckless of eveiytliing but sustaining his part in the entertainment,

and the character given of him by his master ; while the unfortunate

clerk, stamping about with the agony, was obliged either to suspend

the ferocious animal in this unexpected manner by his own proboscis,

or be pinned to the ground like the bull he had too truly imitated,

"Take him off!—you fools ! take him off! " cried Jonathan, mak-

ing the most desperate but futile efforts to liberate himself, and seeing

tliat Dr. Bamboozle was enjoying a most convulsive fit of laughter at

liis expense, while Dick Doubtful was standing in a trance of the most

mathematic wonder and surprise, muttering, just loud enough to be

heard

—

" Let us see how this is !—let us see how this is '

"

Chawbacon, meanwhile, was scrambling across the ditch, and just

looked over the hedge in time to hear the fiftieth appeal of poor Jona-

than, as the sanguine current began to flow from his wounded front.

'* Take him off, you fools!— take him off !—Chawbacon, you ras-

cal ! call him oft'" repeated Jonathan.

The farmer, however, no looner beheld the real state of the case,

than his whole aspect beamed forth with a look of admiration and de-

light perfectly cheering*.

" Foine ! Foine ! little Black Bess !
" cried he, in a perfect ecstacy.

*' Thee's worth a hunner'd pun' noate, if thee's worth a farding !

"

Then addressing, with extended palm, the unhappy sufferer
—" Now,

doan't 'e, Measther Jonathan—now, doan't 'e pull un off just yet !

—

He'll never do thee no haarm, mun !—Do 'e let un suuck a little

bluid—Do 'e let un suuck a little bluid, now !—Nevermind the paain,

mun !— It'll be the maaking- o' the puup."

On hearing this deprecatory speech in favour of Black Bess, uttered

as it was, too, by her master, with all the serious and beseeching gra-

vity of one who entreated for his life. Bamboozle burst out into re-

doubled roars of mirth. A smile even began slowly to gather on the

cheeks of Doubtful, and it was clear he was fast approaching the

formation of something like a decision, whether Black Bess was, or

was not, to hang on Jonathan's lip for the unexpired freehold term,

including the whole remainder of their natural lives. Jonathan, how-
ever, who had studied La Place much less, and the passions much
more, than Dick, now seized the pup by the neck, and closely press-

ing together the windpipe till suffocation compelled her to unclose her

teeth, lifted up " the game little darling's" body in his powerful arms,

and rapidly swinging it round his head, dashed the insensible carcase

full ill the face of its admiring master.

Chawbacon, who, it seems, in his undisguisable delight, had been

trusting to a most insecure footing, no sooner received this energetic

projectile on the broad full moon of his countenance, than over he

went at once—a splash was heard in the ditch on the other side, and

then a noise so fearful, that it might fairly have been supposed that

the bull was taking his turn there, had not the bleeding and incensed

Jonathan made. a furious run at Bamboozle, loudly proclaiming his iu-

1
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tent, with many oaths, to toss that light of science into the neighbour-

ing horse-pond.

Bamboozle, however, was too light of foot and too quick of eye

;

for away he went, over hedge and stile, fence and ditch, and Jona-

than, out of breath, gave up the chace, and turned in furious mood

towards the city, stenching, as he went, his deadly wounds ; when

the parts quickly swelling up from their loose texture, made him look

less like a bull than some furious old sow returning fresh ringed from

the blacksmith's.

By this time Dick began to entertain a glimmering of doubt whether

he should not have interfered in favour of his fiiend's clerk, without

waiting to see " How this is."

With a view, it has been supposed, of saying something expiatory,

consolatory, and so on, Dick now approached Jonathan, and asked

him, " //"he was inpainV"

Jonathan, in whose soul the flood-gates of all fury and unmitigable

ferocity were now open, turned round and eyed the philosophic in-

quirer with a glance that might well have become the bull he had so

unfortunately mimicked ; then, without vouchsafeing a single syllable

in reply, away he strode, as fiercely as before.

Seeing that this attempt at kindness and compassion had so signally

failed, Dick Doubtful, with a view, it is inferred, of saying something

more sympathizing, quickened his steps, so as to get up quite by the side

of the agonized clerk ; and then, in the same tone of deep feeling in

which he would have soothed a man who had splashed his boots, or

ruffled his hat, or dropped his pocket-handkerchief, he rapidly re-

peated the words— '* Never mind—never mind—never mind."
In an instant the rapid strides of Jonathan came to a dead halt.

"With a voice of thunder and insulted dignity that, notwithstanding

his swollen lip, might have been heard throughout the whole meadow,
Kickup replied, " I tell you Avhat it is, Mr. Doubtful ! I do mind

—

and W yuu have any mind— which I very greatly dispute, I advise you
to mind this—Jonathan Kickup owes you a heavy debt, but he re-

spects your profession, sir. This alone restrains him from repaying
it on the spot. In these matters he is a punctual man ; and if he
does not cancel the obligation by a check at sight," clenching his
fists in almost uncontrollable anger, " why he will by note of hand,
at a very short date. So remenjber this, sir, and look out accord-
ingly."

For some moments Dick came to a dead halt of surprise. How
could any one have misunderstood—still more, how could any one
have rejected his little sentences of good-will, conciliation, and sym-
pathy ?

" Stay, stay— let us see how this is, Kickup!" began Dick, in-
voluntarily fulling into his usual attitude of debate and cogitation.
But Joiiatlian wa.s already in the next field. The man with the cork
leg was an adar/io, or mere t»low movement, compared to him. Away
he went into the vani.shing point of the perspective in less time than
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it took Dick to ask himself what it all meant ; and when he turned,

with his head hanging smiling on his breast, and his hands immersed,

deep as a deep-sea lead-line in his pockets, to question his late com-

panions, Bamboozle and Chawbacon, he beheld the former " afar off,"

on a little hill, watching the retreat of the foe ; and the farmer on his

knees, beside the " puup," which he had brought through the hedge,

watching how much life was yet left in '* Black Bess," ihe darling,

that he so benevolently valued at " a hunner'd pun' noate."
" There seems to be some kind of misunderstanding here," mut-

tered Dick Doubtful, as he pulled out his watch, " well, well—no

matter; as I'm junior at to-day's mess, it's time for me to retura and

dress for dinner."

CHAPTER THE ELEVENTH.

WHICH DESCRIBES THE GRAND COURT OK THE * * CIRCUIT.

Some of the most illustrious names that have graced the first profes--

sion of Europe—the English Bar, gathered the earliest fruits of

their celebrity on the circuit. As a natural consequence,

some of the brightest ornaments of the purest bench of justice in the

world—the English judges, the circuit has contributed. Of
the most unyielding champions of freedom, of the most astute law-

yers, of the most brilliant orators, of the keenest wits, that circuit

has contributed its full share. Yet let not the aspiring chancellors of

the Home, the Oxford, or the Western, accuse our humble muse of

slighting their strong claims to our remembrance. We forget not one

of the proud names that grace their rolls, from the Erskine and the

Best of a former day, to the Talfourd and Wilde of the present.

But it is with the circuit that we have at present to do ; and
it is both the common law and equity of all authors to usher in their

heroes with a flourish of trumpets. Among a host of other precedents,

the memorable case, Othello v. Desdemona, Shakspeare, fol. 287 :

—

" It is the noble moor; I know him by his trumpet."

Among other points that distinguished the circuit, almost

as much as the crowd of able men who have composed its members,
was an immemorial custom of its bar mess, known by the designation

of" The grand court of the —' circuit.'' As this was most pe-

culiar and amusing in itself, and as in our limited reading we are un-
able to point out any printed records of its proceedings ; and as,

moreover, they formed a part of the events the veritable his-

tory of which we are writing, we are sure that our readers will

rather thank than blame the course of truth which, in the flow of

its too frequently troubled stream, takes in at the present writing this

pleasant little islet, among the deeper waters of its current,

Upon this circuit, from time immemorial, or in more legal phrase,
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" to which the memory of man runneth not to the contrary," has

been established an institution which seems to stand in England as

the only parallel of one formerly found among the members of the

Scottish bar, and since immortalized in " Guy Mannenng," by the

genius of Scott, under the title of " High Jinks." This institution,

if it may be so called, is "The Grand Court of the Circuit."

It is held twice during each round of the judges, at the two principal

cities, at one of which our story now lies.

In every assize town, except the mere minors, the bar mess dine

togetlier at least one day during the assize week. Here all the members
of the horse-hair-helmet-and-silk-and-stuff-robes order, refresh their

legal souls with intellectual converse, and mortify their fainting

bodies on turtle, venison, champagne, and claret, preparatory to the

grander fast given a day or two afterwards by the judges, on claret,

champagne, venison, anil turtle. Then before the bashful gaze of

the juniors, sit those illustrious liosts, to whose ermined state each

aspiring young Coke disclaims the slightest thought of looking, and
internally vows, at the same time, the most unalterable resolves to

attain—of which vows, we may just remark in passing, that for-

tunately for the bench, where one is kept, a thousand at least are

broken.

The nature of these grand courts will perhaps be best shown by at

once introducing our readers to the mystical arena of one of them ;

merely premising, of their two grand features— first, that the usual

order of all sublunary matters is reversed—the first being last, and the

last first; and next, that not even the Eleusinian mysteries, the sports

of the fairies, or the enigma of the Cabala itself, can be half so
.'Strictly kept, or so jealously preserved, as at the transactions of the

«5mgust body we are venturing to approach. While, therefore, we are

ready to vouch for the fidelity of our picture, in its main points, we
may vary some minute details—possibly from not knowing better,

possibly from wishing not to discover the '* open sesame " of our in-

formation. For scribblers too have their privilege, and though
among the most retiring of mankind, now and then venture upon acts
of audacity that would annihilate the unlicensed. No scene of harm-
less fun and jocularity can be greater than that which these courts
often presented

; all license of speech and drollery is encouraged,
and everything taken in good part.

Now Dick Doubtful and the Imperative Mood lodged together.
We will explain—Dick Doubtful had a bedroom in which a cat could
not be swung, and a sitting-room in which a cat could be swung, at
the moderate sum of five guineas for the assize week. In the same
house the Imperative Mood had a sitting-room in which a cat could
not be swung, but a bedroom in which a cat could be swung, at the
same reasonable price. Now the worth and virtues of these two
gentlemen will at once appear, when I assure the world that neither
of them, either directly or indirectly, ever did attempt to swing a cat
in either of the aforesaid rooms. Now the Imperative mood was the
btyle ami title bestowed on Charles Periwinkle by his brothcr-rober,
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Horace Straitonend—a compliment duly returned by the quality and
desig-nation, added to many others, of Sir Horace de Pump—so given

to him from his chambers in Pump-court, Middle Temple ; a spot illus-

trious since the days of the knig-ht templars for the abundance of water

yielded by its well, and the paucity drank by its dwellers—a title

n)ost becoming Sir Horace, .the father of the temperance societies,

who made a vow, and kept it too, of never drinking anything stronger

than brandy.
" Why*, Dick !

" said the Imperative, as the former entered his

sitting-room, dressed for mess ; for notwithstanding the deep gloom
in which he was plunged, Charles could not keep his love of quizzing

without some outbreak, " come here and let me look at you with the

candles. Oh, if you intend to come it as strong as that, no man at

mess will be able to draw near you !

"

"Do you think so? Bless me ! what's the matter ?" demanded
Dick, in great perturbation.

"Matter! why, you've actually combed and brushed your hair;

your white handkerchief doesn't seem to have been worn above twice
;

not more than one stocking is down at heel, and actually the chain
cable on your waistcoat looks almost as bright as if it had been
washed. Why, you surely must be going to preside as junior, or

you never could have turned out so fine."

"Bah—bah! Periwinkle! you knew that a week ago. But I

must be off; it only wants three quarters of an hour to dinner time,

and there's the wine, the waiters, and Lord knows what, to see to.

\ou may call the junior p7-esident, if you please, but I call it butler,

lacquey, groom, and boots, with a seat at table.'' And away ran

Dick to the large room in which the mess was held.

At last the worst of his sorrows were over. The dinner, with all

its formalities, concluded ; when one of the juniors rose, and, as crier

of the grand court, made the following proclamation, in a stentorian

voice

—

"All you who owe suit and service to the 'Grand Court of the

Circuit,' draw near and render the.same on behalf of all such
matters as shall be now brought before you. The officers of the

grand court will take their stations."

The holding of the court had now commenced ; and, as all its

officers are juniors, two more arose—the door-keepers, and having-

locked the doors, and pocketed the key, that no one might depart
thence, or intrude upon them, the marshal rose and resumed his seat,

to show himself in readiness, and Dick Doubtful opened the proceed-
ings of the court by calling " Mr. Solicitor General."

In answer to this honourable appellation, rose a gentleman, whose
florid countenance was marked by a look of extreme good humour
and vivacity ; a clever sharp grey eye, and that good looking

cast of countenance which then even was helping a vigorous intellect

to get as quickly at the heart of a juryman as any that was ever con-
trived by those who have cither preceded or followed him to the

bench. Nothing on earlh could be more delusive iluiu his style of
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speaking. Apparently he would make you believe he knew nothing

about the matter ; had none of its art, nor a particle of its manoeuv-

ring ; he affected to stammer, spoke in a low tone, and quizzed the

" eloquence" of his opponents; then, when he had wound his hearers

into believing that any effect he produced was solely owing to the

justice and reason of his cause, he would put his arguments in the

most astute and clever manner possible; and weaving to perfection

the spotless colours of candour, took care to wrap up his facts in very

robes of scarlet. Such was Mr. Crimson in his day, one of the most

formidable opponents at the bar.

" Now, gentlemen of the grand court," continued he, after opening

his speech, to which our space forces us to do the injustice of abridg-

ment, " the first matter before you is the appointment of one of your

chief officers, the Attorney -gc7ieral. All important as this post is,

we are happy in having two most eligible candidates. The lirst on

the list is of respectable standing, Mr. Harry Versatile Botherem,

more commonly called Harry Botherem.— (Applause.)—Well he

bears out his name. The surname of Botherem, I need not re-

mark, is one that has always been of high standing and considera-

tion at the bar. That he either is or will be the Lord Harry, seema
already settled—at least among the ladies. As to his being versatile, I

am well assured thatno reader ofthe ' Blue-wasp-vvith-the-yellow-back,'

review can entertain a doubt of that. The most overwhelming proofs

exist, not only in the aforesaid Indigo and Gamboge Journal, but in

ten encyclopaedias, eighteen magazines, four histories, forty-four mis-
cellanies, two poems, half a dozen novels, one set of 'Memoirs,' nine
hundred and ninety pamphlets, together with endless ' new editions,*

including one of the ' Faery Queen,' which created great disappoint-

ment at th'c time of its publication, from the badness of the Italian

proofs, though pulled on very costly paper, I say, in all these, the

versatility of my learned friend is brilliantly apparent; nothing,
gentlemen, surpasses his knowledge of chemistry but his acquaintance
with engineering, his engineering is excelled only by his theology,

his theology only beat by his knowledge of whist, his whist only
competed by his hydrostatics, his hydrostatics by his pyrotechnics

;

and nothing, if I may use an expression somewhat familiar as well as
apposite—nothing takes the shine out of his pyrotechnics but his

Sunday schooling. Then again the worth of his Sunday schooling is

only to be outweighed by his botany, his botany by his cross-examina-
tion, and the last by his art in compliments.—Not that 1 mean in the
least degree to insinuate my learned friend was ever known to 'gloze.'
No! his is that style of elegant compliment, to which nothing can ap-
proximate but hi^ art of sarcasm. Then again, gentlemen, his sarcasm
is only distanced by his geology, his geology by his dexterity at opera-
tive surgery, and his surgery by his devotion to the sex. Nor can we
pause here, (or his devotion to the sex, I make bold to affirm, was
never rivalled by aught except his mathematics, his mathematics by
his skill in languages, and his languages by liis connoisseurship in
foreign bramly and wines. I liave heard something whispered touch-
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ing his knowledge of drill and platoon exercise, and book-keeping

by double-entry ; nautical manoeuvres, and skill in the science and

practice of medicine. But as I am given to understand that these

are his mere lighter amusements, to which he is only driven on a

pinch, I pass them, one and all. Out of kindness, doubtless, to his

brothers of the robe, however, he has left one little acquisition un-

touched—a barren rock in the ocean of his acquirements unexplored.

Need I tell you, gentlemen, it is the law ! And it is on this ground

he comes forward—no doubt you will say properly— to claim the ap-

pointment of Attorney-general.—(loud cheers.) If, after what I have

stated, there should be any doubt of his fitness among the sceptical

gentlemen of the grand court,— (cries of " No, no.") I could give

further and most abundant proof of his qualification as a candidate.

Not from anything I have seen, nor from anything I know—of course

that would not be evidence before this august tribunal— but from

what I have actually heard at seventh, eighth, ninth, aye and even

itenth-hand !

"

" Quite fit—quite fit—proceed !"

" I thought, gentlemen, no one could doubt bis fitness. The other

candidate, then, is Mr. Youngmutton, a gentleman scarcely less

worthy of your choice than the former. Mr. Youngmutton's eligi-

bility rests on a precedent that I am sure will carry the greatest weight

with the court. I allude to the well-known case of " Crossgrain v.

Gabblefast,"—Joe Miller's Reports, folio 5371. That was an action

for a nuisance, brought against the defendant, who slept in the same
room with the plaintifif, for speaking the German language in his

sleep, to the annoyance of the latter. To this the defendant pleaded

in confession and avoidance, that true it was he had a habit of speak-

ing in his sleep, but not in the language complained of in the declara-

tion— the German language—and therefore no nuisance. The plain-

tiff, to support his case, endeavoured to show that the language used

by the defendant must have been the German language ; and for this

purpose called several most unimpeachable witnesses, to prove that de-

fendant's brother played the German flute. Defendant's counsel here

objected that playing the German flute was a distinct nuisance in itself,

and that the proving any such unlawful act was an attempt to raise a

collateral issue ; and Chief Justice Crotchet, after much doubt, and a

most able argument, rejected this evidence as inadmissible, and the

plaintiff was non-suited. Now, as this court always rules and holds

contrary to every other court in the realm, I submit that such evi-

dence was of the very best description; and that pari passu Mr.
Youngmutton's claim to be Attorney-general of the ' Grand Court of

the Circuit ' is indisputable. It rests on this fact— his elder

brother was, in like manner, lately and successfully defended by the

Attorney-general of the king, in an action brought to recover heavy

damages for an imagined trespass on some very desirable premises

near Norton Falgate. Now, strong as this claim is, it may perhaps

be imprudent to weaken it by one less potent; still it is but justice to

say, that when he came into court on circuit for the first time, not a
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leaf of one of liis law-books was found to be cut—if I except, indeed,

the first dozen or so of Blackstone, which were cut out. Moreover,

it should be stated, that nobody ever found him in court till at least

an hour and a half after the judges had arrived—a degree of modesty

that cannot be too much praised. In addition, I have only to add,

that he sings a most excellent song, and can carry his three bottles

with any gentleman on circuit; qualities which, I need not tell

you, are, in an Attorney-general, most indispensably requisite."

The solicitor-general having resumed his seat, the various excel-

lencies of the rival candidates and friends were discussed ; somewhat

puzzled with so much worth, opinions were very various. At last a

member of the court proposed that they should both be seen, and for

this purpose mounted on chairs. The idea was instantly carried into

efiect. Two chairs were set aside, and the candidates ordered to

ascend. They did so ; but no sooner had the eagle eyes of the com'-

pany lighted on them, than there arose a universal shout—" A fine !

—

a fine ! " Down jumped Botherem ; but it was all too late. In an

unlucky moment, he had that morning indued his nether man into a

pair of inexpressibles that mingled grey and black ; while the proper

canonicals of the court was composed of black only. A fine, there-

fore, was inevitable; and the election to the post of attorney-general

having fallen on him, it was resolved that he should experience the

lenity of the court, in having his fine reduced to four gallons, the

technical term for guineas; and be ordered in addition to go through

with the case of " Litigate v. Standonpoints." Now, as this case

has had the fate of all illustrious martyrs, to go through many per-

secutions— as a fragment has been treasured up here, and a portion

enshrined there, till many honest people doubt where flourished the

original source from which it sprung, we will here give the whole of

this one of the most celebrated cases in all the books ; boldly assert-

ing, that if this be not the parent from which all similar have been

basely fabricated—why then— Ave are much mistaken—that's all

!

CHAPTER THE TWELFTH.

CONTAINS THE CASE OF LITIGATE VEIISUS STANDONPOINTS WITH
OTUEft JIATTERS.

But what sort of man was the new attorney-general?—No one who
ever saw, could possibly forget him. A pair of sharp brilliant eyes,

that wandered incessantly hie ct ubiquc, sufficiently answered, at the

onset, for his ability, even if they had not been supported in this cer-

tificate by a nose of the most splendid— but, if we are to describe liis

nose, wc must Iny down our pen in flat despair. Storne must havr
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liatl it in prophetic anticipation when he wrote his nieninrable Chapter

on Noses, and the stranger with the crimson, plush, and silver fringe,

did not possess one more unique. It is, indeed, ditHcult to speak with

sufficient respect of a nose worthy to have wagged over the woolsack,

or led the House of Lords, or be hailed with applause from the Insti-

tute of France to. the Commons of Great Britain, vvhile, at every sar-

casm uttered by the lips beneath—neither few nor slight sometimes,

let us observe—the organ above has ever been accustomed to give an

expressive rebound ; so that, could we learn what passed in the nose's

mind, we should find it taking all the credit of the tongue's attacks,

to which it certainly did give double point and venom.
"The first dutv imposed upon me," said this formidable attorney-

ffeneral, rising, "is to return my thanks to the grand court for the

honour they have conferred. It is an honour which has left me in

debt in every way;—materially, to the extent of four gallons for the

unhappy complexion of my pantaloons ;—metaphorically, to the court

for the post bestowed ;—and most ironically, to my learned friend for

the manner in which he has been pleased to speak of my poor capaci-

ties ' The gallons I shall be able to pay ; to the court I give my
thanks ; but to my learned colleague, Mr. Solicitor-General, I can

only express my delight, that he had to speak in my praise, and not I

in his !
"—Twitch went the nose.—" I do assure him, I could not haA'e

urged of him one-fiftieth part of what he has been pleased to assert of

me !"— Twitch.—" I should have been the last man on earth to men-
tion any sort of* versatility ' with his name, unless, indeed, it might

be a little in the matter of politics."—Twitch, twitch.—Cheers.—" No
stretch of fancy, I can assure him, should ever have tempted me to

say, that any thing was ' brilliantly apparent' in him, unless guarded

by that protecting form of speech, the ' lusus a non lacendo.' "

—

Twitch.—"As little, I protest, would I have breathed the least suspi-

cion of his acquaintance with engineering, theoloiry, whist, hydrosta-

tics, pyrotechnics, and criticism."—Twitch.—" I solemnly declare I

should have been the last man in the world, rashly to have attributed

to him the least perception of the benefits of Sunday schooling, botany,

or cross-examination."—Twitch.—" As to his art in compliments, to

mention that would be as idle as to have hinted one word on his sar-

casm. The Grand Court has heard both ; and perhaps, gentlemen, in

this matter yotc may be able to command the art, which, 1 am sorry to

confess, / do not, of distinguishing, nan)ely, the one from the other."—
Twitch, twitch.—Continued applause.—" As for his skill in ge6logy,

I am almost petrified at the thought of such a charge against so innocent

a man. I am sure, also, that the same might be fairly said of the rest

of the long catalogue of his proscribed arts ; but, as he has not kindly

handed over to me the pocket dictionary of the sciences which by used

himself, i will at once pass to the last he named

—

the law. Tiiis,you

will remember, was the only point on which he made no charge what-

ever. I am sorry I cannot imitate, but must reverse, the example.

We may acquit him freely of all the rest, but must convict him here.

You have all, gentleman, had the most splendid opportunities for ob-

K
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servatioii, iind I appeal to you if 1 am not correct in asserting-^ that

howevfr arduously my learned friend either has, or ever may, devote

himself to its drudgery, yet still, long as his name may be Crimson, he

never, in law, can be deep re(-&)d."—Twitch, twitch, twitch, twitch.

—

Loud applause.

The attorney then proceeded to prefer several heavy and serious

charges against various seniors of the circuit, in the same peculiar

style, and having pressed for convictions in all, which the court was

most mercifully pleased to award, we will just mention the names of

the prisoners—the crimes of which they were found guilty — and the

sentences passed on them.

—

The leader of the circuit, for presuming to beg pardon of an attorney

after treading on his toes— fine and imprisonment : ten minutes in his

chair, and half a dozen of claret. Mr. Serjeant Sharpshins, for daring

to ask after a solicitor's wife, with whom, though the charge could not

be proved, he was suspected of dining a month before— fine : a dozen

and a half of port. Mr. Quickthought, king's counsel, for taking

luncheon at his brother's hotel—fine: a dozen of sherry. Mr. Buifer,

stuft'-gownsman, of t.venly yeart standing, for venturing on the heresy

of preferring silk to worsted—imprisonment and hard labour : half an

hour in his chair, and to drink three glasses »if hock without taking-

breath. Mr. Greenhorn a junior counsel, for too much familiarity

with his first client— the solicitor observed it was a fine day ; Mr.
Greenhorn replied " Very "—fine: a dozen of champagne.* Various

minor offences were then disposed of, and the crier of the court called

on the case of Litigate versus Standonpoints.
" Cocky, will you open the pleadings?" said Botherem to a junior

sitting next him.

Up jumped as sharp a looking little fellow as ever made needle

ashamed of its point, with a figure somewhat redundant on both sides

of the question ; the bust was of the most complete proportion ; the

legs, however, were below the standard, and this made his stature

small ; he always spoke with one hand in his breast, and the other

holding an eye glass, at short, quick, intervals. It having been agreed
that the junior was to stand for the judge, and the first six on either

hand, the jury, the cause proceeded.

"May it please your lordship:—gentlemen of the jury, in this

case VVilliam Litigate, of Queer-street, in the city and county of

World*6-end, is the plaintiff, and John Standonpoints, of Slaughter-

house-square, in the same city and county, is the defendant. This is

an action on the case. The declaration states, that on the fourth of
March, in the year of our lord

—

"

Here the learned counsel was interrupted by Serjeant Nearsight, at

the bottom of the long table, remarking, that " the learned counsel
ought to stand up when he addressed tiie court."

" Sir, I'm on the table already," «aid the little gentlenuin, somewhat
warmly. " Whut do you want '.— would you wish me to get into the

chandelier
'

"

Tiio seijcant begged pardon, he " did not wish the learned counsel
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to jret up into the chandelier—certninly not. He ;vas quite luarm, as

well as luminous enough already."
" As 1 was about to tell you, gentlemen, wlien interrupted, On the

fourth of March "—
" I'm sorry, my lud, to arrest this important case a second time, but

I rise to order," said the attorney-g-eneral, pointing to the door, where

n member of the mess, who had joined that day for the first time, was

insisting on leaving the room, while the door-keeper as stoutly main-

tained that no one could depart till the grand court adjourned at nine

o'clock. Sir Bobadil Bashful, however, a young baronet, who was tiie

retiring party, insisted that he would go, and riobody should keep him,

having, in fact—though this did not appear-^made an appointment

with liis mamma, who came circuit to take care of him.
" Well,'' said the doorkeeper, " apply to the court for leave."

" No—he knew nothing of any court—why should he ?
"

" Well, then, the door-keeper would apply."
" Not at all—he knew nothing either of courts or door-keepers—he

had dined, and had enough, and must begone."

Dick Doubtful liere interfered, " What was the matter ?
"

" Why, sir," answered Bashful, " Ihave an appointment which is

pressing, and I must go to keep it."

" An appointment, sir!" replied Dick, most gravely; "the court

are sorry to see a young gentleman of your promise falling into habits

like these at your very onset in life—the court must interfere to pro-

tect you, since you cannot take—the court cannot think of your keep-

ing an appointment. Door-keeper ! on no account allow Sir Bobadil

Bashful to pass out !

"

" Sir, I don't understand you." Roars of laughter, and cries of
" Julia will wait !—Julia will wait !

"

" Gentlemen, 1 don't understand you,'* cried poor Sir Bobadil, red

as a turkey. Here the laug'hter and shouting increased. " Gentle-

men ! 1 scorn your unworthy insinuation, and I will go."

"Then, if you go, you never can return," said Dick.
" I never wish to return,'' quoth Sir Bobadil ; " and never will."

Here some of his friends getting round him, popped him back into

liis seat, and kept him there, vi et armis, till the hubbub s-ubsiding,

the trial went on.
" Gentlemen of the jury,"said tlie opening counsel, "at last, perhaps,

I may be permitted to tell you, that on the fourth of March last, the

defendant unlawfully blocked up, by his person, the public footway in

the city of World's end, by taking the wall of the plaintiff, thereby

causing the latter to tread on a piece of orange-peel, which he had put

in his way, and be thrown on his nose, which he then, there, and

thereupon, did break, injure, danmify, and destroy, to the damage of

one hundred pounds. There are forty- three counts in the declaration,

which are slightly varied to meet the facts of the case. The first

count state the defendant to have been, at the time of the offence,

walking in the streets—the second, that he was standing still—the

third, that he was standinc: on the right leg—the fourth, that he was
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Standing on tlie left—the fifth, that tlie orang-e-peel was the red side

uppermost— the sixtli, that it was the white—the seventh,"—
"We should almast doubt, Mr. Weathershins, whether you need go

through all the forty-three," said the chief baron.
" Oh ! if your lordship is satisfied, certainly not -it can make no

difference. Well, then, gentlemen of the jury, defendant has plf-aded,

to the whole declaration, not guilty ; besides several special pleas, to

each of the counts on all of which issue is joined."

The attorney-general rose, and throAving into his manner all the

old-fashioned gravity of the last century, and dressing thus up with a

style and tone to which paper can do no justice, proceeded :

—

" May it please your ludship—gentlemen of the jury—during the

many years which I have had the honour of being at the bar, it has

often been my lot, like that of all counsel, to rise most painfull)' im-

pressed with the responsibility of the cause intrusted to their hands,

and the delicate nature of its facts. Gentlemen ! I do assure you a

more ]iainful, a less agreeable, a more distressing, a more responsible,

a less ordinarv, or more flagitious case, I never was engaged in, in the

whole course of my professional career. Gentlemen ! I shall not de-

tain you long ; a few words will show the cruel wrongs—the crying

injury—that- has been done to us. Gentlemen' my client is, Iain
instructed, a person of the highest respectability, and of as old

a fan)ilv as any gentleman in this distinguished country. He is a

man advanced in life, and therefore not td. be subjected to the brutal

violence of youth. He is possessed of ample means, and therefore one

who could never stoop to bring an action for the mere sake of lucre.

As for the law of the case, gentlemen, I leave that in the hands of his

ludship. No one is more able than my lud to point out each nice dis-

tinction, where no difference exists. It will suffice for me only so far

to anticipate his ludship, as to recal to you the beautiful compendium
of all legal science, treated of by Stevens, in his Treatise on the

Heads of Action. Mv /(<rf will correct me if I am wrong; but that

writer, I tJ.Ke it, divides law into five parts. The first, is the be-

ginning, or incipienduvi— the second, the uncertainty, or duhitandnm
— the third, the delay, or puzzlie7idum— the fourth, the replication,

•without cndum—and fifth, the monstrum horrendum. Do not think,

gentlemen, by my reciting this passage, that I wish to work upon
your passions. No! I appeal to your judgment ! The incipiendum

you gained by instalments from my learned friend—the duhitandnm
is the doubtful character of defendant— the puzzliendum is shown in

the fortv-three counts of the declaration, which, though my learned

friend, Mr. Weathershins, did draw them, I venture unequivocally to

assert, are a masterpiece of the delicate framing of an action, to meet
the emergencies of the case—while the replication without endum,
\ou will shortly discover in the speech of my learned friend, no moan
part of those proceedings with which the defendant has so infamously

swelled the costs in this cause, and clogged at every step our

advance to the sacred footstool of justice—nor is the fifth part less
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wanting; I say , gentlemen, the monstrum horrendum of the case is

here—that a man should be found so shameless as to defend, in court,

conduct so atrocious as defendant's. What are the facts of the case ^

On the fourth of March last, we were engaged in our avocations, pro-

ceeding down Queer-street, in the city of World's- end. Now, Queer-
street, gentlemen, is very narrow at one pass, where two ancient

Druidical remains are bound to be kept up by one of those corporation

charters, which seem to have been expressly instituted for the preser-

vation of every nuisance ; and we being pressed for time, and hurry-

ing on our business, met defendant standing-, or loitering, in the middle
of the footpath, eating an orange—a cruel, wanton thing to do at any
time in such a place ; but more cruel, more wanton still, gentlemen,
when done at the very busiest period of the day— at noon. What,
then ! can human flesh and blood possibly conceive it? that this atrocious

wretch, bred up and inured to scenes of bloodshed and horror, as a
butcher, could be guilty of the enormity, the crying barbarity, of set-

ting a trap for the lives of his fellow creatures, ia a crowded thorou"-h-

fare, in a populous city, when the bright and busy tide of life was
flowing fast arcund. And how did he do this?—Why, gentleman,
Avith more than fiend-like contrivance—with more than snake-like

cunning—by trapping in the very middle of the path—what do you
think, gentlemen ?—why, pieces of orange-peel ; some of them abso-
lutely with the white side up, and some with the red—a colour but too

typical, 1 regret to say, of t^re sanguinary intentions of the wretch that
placed them there. What was the inevitable consequence, gentle-
men :'—Now, niark the issue !—Address your minds to this !

A fiery spirited charger ir. a coach, was coming by at a fearful

pace. We, anxious, as we well might be, to escape the im-
minent peril of its*heels, saw the space vacant between defendant and
the wall, and made for it. He, with ferocious malignity, blocked
up the only avenue of escape by his bulky and resistless per-
son—precipitated us in an instant upon the snare he had laid—our
feet were taken from us—some one struck us on the head—we were
dashed with violence to the ground—and on coming to ourselves, the
blood of our heart's core bedewed the pavement. Our nose, which I

will prove to you, gentlemen, incontcstibly, was before this a nose of
the most exact symmetry and worth, Avas now broken—wrecked
destroyed in its proportions for ever—flattened to the cheek, and fear-
fully mutilated ! And where was the defendant?—ready to assist us ?

— proffering us support?— offering us aid? Nothing of the sort!
Gentlemen, you will scarcely credit it when I telJ you, he was leaning
against our own house, and holding his sides for laughter. 1 see
gentlemen, you are ready to weep for the humanity that can produce
such a wretch ! One word more, and I have done. The defendant
not content with his barbarity, has brought against us a cross action
for the damage done to his watch, which our head struck in falling-

a damage, gentlemen, which we clearly have no right to pay ; and
the attempt to extort it from us, increases tenfold the conduct of de-
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fendant, which you are called upon to visit. For—so I am informed

— so I am instructed—the watch in question was not the defendant's

watch, but merely lent to him by a watchmaker who is repairing his

own. The watchmaker, however, conceiving his own to be worth

double that of defendant's—and, gentlemen, it would be worthless

enouG-h if it were not—brings his action against defendant for the

difference. Thus, no less than three actions are, I may say, in a man-
ner dependent on your verdict. In conclusion, gentlemen, I will call

witnesses to show you the state of our nose—not only what it is

—

but what it was—and what it will be ; for our client, gentlemen, has

since this brutal maiming been nicknamed Nosey— a title he may
bear for the rest of his days. Gracious Heavens, gentlemen ! is one

of the greatest blessings in nature to be thus perverted ? What, then !

were noses given us for this? Clearly not! 'I'hen, gentlemen, I ask

vou what for? A nose is neither an eye, nor an ear, nor a mouth,

but a nose, gentlemen. It is intended neither to see with, nor to lis-

ten with, nor to devour with, but ornaments the countenance, as the

sun does the heavens I throwing life and expression round it, and in-

haling every sweet and delicious odour that earth can offer up to it, in

propitiatory oblation. As I said before, my hid avjU fully explain the

law of the case. I cheei fully leave it in his ludship's hands. At
yours I claim the amount of damages set forth—r-lOO guineas; and I

entreat you solemnly to examine your ovvn souls, whether there is anv
gentleman in that box who would part with his nose for so moderate

a sum ?
"

The plaintiff's Avitnesses were now called, and proved the facts on

the A'ery best circuit evidence, which is hearsay. So strict, indeed,

was his " ludship," that a case of this importance should be decided

only by the purest testimony, that two Avitnesses were rejected for

liaving some sort of a knoivledge of the facts, though very slight;

togetlier with another, for having seen the affray, though from no
nearer a distance than the other end of the street, with seventeen

carts and carriages of one sort or another between them. ]Mr. Soli-

citor General then rose.

" May it please your lordship— gentlemen of the jury—of all the

absurd, ridiculous, preposterous cases that revengeful dispositions

and grasping avarice have ever forced into court, this, I think, you
will term the worst. Don't be alarmed, gentlemen. I'm not going
to indict on you any more ' eloquence.' My learned friend's— Mr.
Attorney's—was not only enough for him, it was quite enough for mo
—I'm mistaken if it's not more than enough for you. / don't pre-

tend to that style of thing— first because I couldn't if 1 Avould, and
ntxt because 1 wouldn't if I could. Yet still vou must not suppose
my client su(;h a fool as to come here without having a word to sav
lor himself. Now, let's have a little glance at the facts. Who is

the plaintiff? The respectable old gentleman who, my learned friend

tells you, is of ancient family, substantial possessions, and advanced
ago ^ Oil! it's all quite true' No one who knows Mr. .Attorney,

and prizes him ss 1 do, e\cr dreamed of iiis abilitv to colour tlie
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slightest fact. Yet still, you know, a little explajiation, gentlemen.

—(cheers.) The ancient family is the family of Moses, and a very

ancient wide-awake family it is, for plaintiff is an old Jew clothesman.

The substantial possessions of plaintiff, also, no one would be insane

enough to doubt. The Jew clothesman has been also a Jew money-

lender for the last sixty years. His advanced age is a truth not less

notorious. The usurious old creature at seventy- six, with one leg in

the grave, hobbles into court with the other, and brings with him

too a cause more lame than himself; for this, as we say, hasn't a leg-

to stand upon at all. Why, gentlemen, old Litigate, I am instructed,

is so feeble as to be obliged, when he travels to country in summer
time, to hire a boy to go before him, and avert the danger of his get-

ting knocked down by the butterflies. Yet this infirm old man, with-

out a relation to inherit all the gold already heaped together, must

venture through the most crowded thoroughfares, to make a few

farthings at the risk of his life, with a stinking old clothes-bag on

his shoulder ! Why, I say, gentlemen, if such a man had no nose at

all, it would be a blessing for him. In that case, to quote my learned

friend's eloquent appeal, it would be unable to detect ' the sweet and

delicate odour offered up to it in propitiatory oblation '—by the rags

behind. As for ' oblation,' gentlemen, my learned friend did not

condescend to explain what he meant by that ; we must therefore

take it, I suppose, as his last designation of second-hand slops. AnA
now for this redoubtable nose, respecting which my learned friend has

so loudly blown the trumpet in the new moon, as plaintiff's ancestor,

King David, says. To hear Mr. Attorney, one would think it was
the nose of Antinous. Now, g'entlemen, we may have heard some
value attached to. a ' Jew's eye,' but I deny that the premises ever

can be extended to Jews' hoses. Why, what came out on cross-

examination of my friend's own witnesses ? ^Vhy, that it was but a

hook-nose at the best—and a hook-nose, too, in a very bad state of

repair. The bridge of it, gentlemen, like some of your county bridges,

was in the arch as rickety as a young lord's acceptance—broken and

patched, from innumerable rows and quarrels ! Mr. Attorney, too,

should have shown that plaintiff had at least some years to run in his

lease of this precious property. At seventy-six, he could not reason-

ably expect to have even four years longer tenure. Now, what would

that be a year '. Talk of a hundred guineas ! W'hy, it would be

six-and-twenty pounds worth of nose in a year ! Address yourselves

to that fact, gentlemen ! Either plaintiff must have a most extra-

ordinary consumption of the article, or even a Jew himself shouldn't

be allowed to make as much of his nose as that. We've all heard

that Mr. Attorney has both great experience in and partiality to the
' noes ' line, but it really strikes me this is carrying it toe far.

And now, gentlemen, if we may for a moment take leave of the lead-

ing feature of the case, what aspect is worn by the rest ? It is one,

J am sure, which you would be sorry to countenance for a moment.
j\Iy client, who is a most respectable butcher, and well to do in the

world, was eating an orange in the street, as he lawfully might ; and
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seeing plaintiff running towards him, and knowing the querulous

character of Litigate, he naturally drew aside to his own proper right

hand, the wall. Now, plaintiff, who, for aught we know, was alarmed

by the coming of a bee or a butterfly—-"

" No—no, Mr. Sohcitor," interrupted the attorney-general, rising,

" state the case fairly—it was a coach."
" Well, a coach then be it. For aught I know, it might have been

Queea Mab's coach, in size no bigger than a shell, drawn by a fairy

team. Well, this alarming apparition then frightened Litigate from

his propriety. He tried to pass on his wrong side—he endeavoured

to take the wall— and failing in that, was next, much against his will,

obliged to give up the attempt of passing^through my client, which, 1

assure you, gentlemen, he tried very hard to do, and stepping volun-

tarily, and—as I am instructed— with the wilful and double predeter-

mination of breaking our watch and bringing this suit, on a piece of

orange-peel accidentally dropped by us, fell down ! What, then, gen-

tlemen, are we to be responsible for the malignity of his premeditated

fall ? Monstrous I—What !—because we respectfully decline either to

buy his old clothes, or to sell h-m our new ones—what! because we

will neither borrow his money, nor give him oars— is he deliberately,

and under colour of the law, to attack and destroy an unsuspecting

watch, he knowing it not to be so hard as his own head, and then to

put his hand into our pocket—not to pull out the splinters, gentlemen,

—nothing of the sort—^he wouldn't be content with tliat—but to wring

from us an hundred guineas for an old, patched up, broken nose, that

never was worth the handkerchief. Mr. Attorney has been pleased

to quote Stevens ; I admit the weight of that authority in this

court. But what says Balderdash, gentlemen ? a writer of more au-

thority. If possible, than even Stevens. Take the celebrated case of

the King v. Trumpeter, p. 28 1, ' Omnes droivnderunt qui swimaway non

potuerunt.' Doesn't that clearly prove, that he who can't stand up,

must be content to fall down? Again, the memorable maxim of the law

comes in here, ' Ille qui weakus est—ad wallum sneakus est/—

a

maxim beautiful in itself, and. if possible, even more exquisitely ren-

dered by Mr. Attorney, in one of his varied publications. Thus—
' The man what's weak,

To the wall must sneak.'

After that, gentlemen, you might suppose Mr. Attorney's lips would

be closed, but this, I must do him the justice to say, is a task that

even he himself has never been able to accomplish. As this is gene-

rally a sore point, perhaps he will excus'^ uie for dwelling on it a little.

And then, too
—

" a nickname, he would have said ; but here his eye

fell horror stricken on a top-kni»tted servant, who from ignorance or

Htupidity had remained in the room the whole time. : An' intrud«'r on

the " Witches' Sabbath" would not have been greeted with surh in-

dignation.—"The infinite rascal!—What should be his punishment '."

But our space reminds us we must close the chapter.
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CHAPTER THE THIRTEENTH.

•WHICH CONCLUDES THE REPORT OF "LITIGATE «. STAN DON POINTS."

AVe have already stated how great was the consternation of some mem-
bers of the Grand Court, and how immitigable the indignation of

others, on beholding within their secret precincts the intruding animal,

in a pair of shoulder-knots and hair-powder. After sundry rash

devices as to the mode in which his life should be taken, by those

members in the immediate vicinity of the president, one of the most

moderate proposed that the offender should be made to take a bottle

of cold water internally, and two bottles of port externally—the for-

mer, in other words, being poured down his throat, and the latter over

his person, and in this state kicked down stairs. In vain the luckless

livery-man yelped and prayed—he fell into vigorous hands. When
the court gave him over unto judgment,, the " grisly pursuivants " lis-

tened to no one word respecting the exchange proposed by the waiter,

nor attended in the least to the argument, by which it was attempted

to be set forth, how both the stomach and the uniform of the offender

would benefit by the substitution of the liquids, one for the other.

Judgment was duly had upon him, in manner and form aforesaid,

until, as the culprit afterwards described it, he felt as if he had been

made to swallow the Falls of Niagara, and then dipped in the Red
Sea; and sanguine enough in truth he looked, as drenched with

port-wine, pre-eminent on a buff livery-coat, he was expelled from the

legal paradise in which he had been caught transgressing. This mat-

ter disposed of, the trial of Litigate v. Standonpoints proceeded,
" When, I ask, was plaintiff' ever without a nickname ? " re-

sumed Mr. Solicitor General. "It is not the question of a new
nickname, gentlemen, but simply a nickname amended ; and I put

it to you, gentlemen, whether ' Nosey' isn't better than ' Moshes,' any
day, in the week? to say nothing of the rest of his days. In con-

clusion, gentlemen, so sure am I of the propriety of your views in this

case, that I shall trouble you with no witnesses, but simply put in, and

read to you, the charter of the corporation of the city of World's-end,

Avhere this occurred, together with a bye law founded on that charter.

The charter proves the right to govern the approaches to the market-

place, in one of which this accident happened, by all necessary bye-

laws, and the bye-law directs all passengers to take the right of their

neighbours in passing. This wise act of legislation, I am sure, gentle-

men, you will see the necessity of supporting; and in so doing, you
will teach plaintiff, however late for his pocket, that, so far from the

case of his nose being one which should ever be heard within the sa-

cred walls of justice, it is, on the contrary, one which, it would be best

for all parties, should be blown out of court."

The solicitor- general having resumed his seat, the charter and bye-

L
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law were put in and read. The bye -law was as described, and the

clause of the charter in the following classic form :—

Extract from the Corporation Charter of World's-end.

" Item nos lieges amatis hunc hie concedimus et omnibus tem-

poribus, et weatheris dedimus, pro usu proprio nee nemini elsi

jura ad omnes ligandos et makare, in market-womanibus pueris

et puellis. Quos ad hoc emporium cum goodibus sunt passi, super

mulos aut sequucs, aut pannieros-jackassi cum kiddibus, aut Iambi-

bus, aut calvibus, aut gregebus, aut ovibus, aut poultribus, aut

bovibus. Peasibus et beanibus, cum greenibus et cabbagibus, in-

ganibus et leakibus, horse-raddish et asparagus. Nee minus pro-

gramina-vegetabilia ; cauliferi, artichoki, parsnipii.parsleyi, turnippae,

aut brocoli. Etiam fructi in omnes, sint peachi, sint peari, sive pomae,

aut raellonse, et formosae nectari, aut stulti baccorum in vulgos goose-

goggos, qui in usu et homines sunt etiam ad hoggos."

The attorney-general now rose and claimed his reply, when Doubt-

ful, chief baron, said

—

" Mr. Attorney, though deeply grieved to stop this important case

at this stage, we are inclined to spare you your reply. There are

seventeen points of very great difficulty on which we think you ought

not to be permitted to go to the jury. The first is, that neither

party has any right of action ; but this might be got over. The
next is

—

"

Attorney and solicitor generals rising and speaking together—

•

'* My lud, if that be your ludship's opinion, we should be most sorry

to take up your ludship's valuable time, and the time of the court, by
asking for the other sixteen.'^

" Exactly, Mr. Attorney and Mr. Solicitor; we were about to say,

that the other sixteen must be reserved for a written judgment at the

next meeting of the court. For it is of the last importance that the

course of the law should be fixed and consistent throughout. It

. may, however, be consolatory to your clients to know, that such

is our deep opinion of the merits of this case, that if both parties

to the suit agree to a stet processus, they may, on the payment of all

costs, have leave to begin again."

All the counsel retained on either side here rose, and making a

profound bow to the bench, their leader said

—

" My lud, we assure your ludship, that your ludship's decision is

one which will give the most infinite satisfaction to our clients."
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CHAPTER THE FOURTEENTH.

INTRODUCES " EXCELLENT JACK ALIBI " TO THE READEr's KIND
CONSIDERATION.

During the time the masters had been making merry, their subordi-

nates had not been altogether idle. The clerks who, of course, were

not to be left a whit behind any of the rest of the world in their eti-

quette, have, on the circuit, a gathering together, which they dignify

by the term of a mess of their own, affecting to go through all the

forms of their betters, so much so, that unless rumour be a greater

story-teller than ordinary, the clerk's '' mess " had determined on giv-

ing a dinner to the clerk of his majesty's attorney-general, who had
just arrived on a special retainer. The clerk, however, who, it seems,

when in his cups, was rather over-gallant than over-discreet, was un-

able during dinner to refrain from saluting the attendant bar-maids.

This unthinking conduct in so distinguished a guest, drew down first

a remonstrance, and then a reprimand from the chair. The guest re-

belled— the chair insisted—the company divided—some took one side
•—some another—till at last the madness reached to such an extraor-

dinary pitch, as to prompt the chairman actually to send off to the

junior of the bar to settle their dispute—an appeal which, of course,

ended in the dismissal of the offender from his master's employment,
since clerks generally perform the duties of somethmg like a writ-

ing valet, only with still more reserve and hauteur intervening between
themselves and their employers, though a solitary case will occur of

an old follower of superior abilities and qualifications, becoming some-
what licensed to transgress, like Kickup, who, having got the entire

mastery of Sir Job, was somewhat difficult for Charles to keep in his

exact position. This many a time and oft had brought on him a threat

of discharge, but he always found means, by ample and timely repent-

ance, to avert the consequences of his indiscretion. On this evening
he was, however, beyond all danger. The attack of Black Bess on his

lip, made him take a secluded meal, and in the evening, according to

appointment, he called on Costs-in-the-cause. This worthy he found
busily engaged with his pipe and brother, for the pipe had infinite pre--

ference, in his mind, over his relation; while poor but taxed Costs
who looked like a jelly gradually working down in the sun, sat at a dis-

tance half asleep, thinking all the while that he attended to a loud

mysterious conversation, which the respectable head of his firm was
carrying on with a huge sinister-looking specimen of humanity, that

stood nearly six feet seven inches, listening attentively, with con-»

tracted and small wandering eye, to the wily discourse of the thin

attorney.
" Good morning— or, I should say, good evening—Mr. Kickup.

Pray take a chair. Which will you have ?— long cut, or chopped
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negro-head, or, perhaps, as a legal gentleman, you'd like rehirnsf—
Ha, ha, ha ! Here's a clean pipe, I think, and there's the bottle."

" Thank ye, Mr. Costs.— I'll take a chair, certainly ! As to your

bottle, I've a moral objection to that !—-it's nearly empty ! Returns

may, as you say, be good legal smoking, but I think a ' bird's-eye

'

view may be best of such a long clay as that— especially in a dark

night," casting a look at the ominous stranger.

" Umph !— 1 understand, Mr. Kickup, allow me to introduce to

you, a faithful, though a humble, friend of mine, excellent Jack Alibi.

Jack, this is Mr. Kickup, a clever gentleman, as you may find out

some day, if you ever trust him!— Ha, ha, ha!—connected with a

very old and distinguished family in this county—the Periwinkles."

"Your humble servant, sir!" said excellent Jack Alibi, giving a

most expressive scowl at Jonathan.
" Now, pray, excellent Jack Alibi," said Jonathan, sticking his

arms a-kimbo, and foregoing for a while the filling of his pipe, " pray,

excellent Jack Alibi ! who and what are you ? You look more like a

cut-throat than a cow- doctor, a precious deal!—whence comes your
preferment, excellent Jack Alibi ?

"

" Didn't I tell ye he was a rum un, Jack ? " interposed Costs.
" I don't understand your honour!—What d'ye mean, sir?" re-

plied Alibi, looking by no means either pleased or satisfied with Jona-
than's exceeding candour.

" What do I mean !
" replied Jonathan, quite unabashed, and re-

turning to the charge ;
" I begin to suspect you're not a very moral

character. You must know more of Calais sands than the Church of
England, by the cut of you ! When I ask a man how he comes by
his preferment, it's a polite way I've got of inquiring how he gets his

living.'*

" Why, to be sure, sir, I get my living in any honest way that

I can."
" Aye, aye ; and 1 suppose any way's honest to you. Costs, my

boy, 1 wish jou'd ask for spirits ; this gin of yours is three parts

water."
" Come, come, Mr. Jonathan, you mustn't be too witty on your

neighbours. Our friend Jack, there, possesses an honesty much
greater than either yours or mine, only unfortunately the world
doesn't quite think so. His main trade, d'ye see, is, helping folks
to judge of the excise regulations, by bringing over to England occa-
sionally a little Geneva and brandy, which has never passed through
tlieir hands

; and besides that, you understand me, Mr. Jonathan, he
makes one of the best witnesses in a difficult case that can well be—
no cross-examination ever bothered him—some fifteen or sixteen
causes of mine he's happened to be witness to—accidentally, of
course—in one way or another, in dilVerent parts of the country, and
I never saw him bogle at it yet. However, let's push about the
bottle, and be merry, if you want a keg of spiiit, overproof. Jack
Alibi's the lad for you. Hah! here comes the bar-maid with a fresh
bottle !

"
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" Never mind the bottle, sir; we came to talk of business—not to

drink," said Jonathan, filling as he spoke—unconsciously, of course

—

two wine glasses with the fresh spirit, and mixing a most potent

joram ; "if business is to be done, let us to it; drinking interferes

with the free exercise of intellect. Besides, I've a dislike, to say the

truth, gentlemen, to its introduction before the more absorbing mat-
ter. It looks, d'ye see, as if something were about to be proposed to

a man, which it was not wanted his whole mind should see—a sort of

one-sided subject, and that side not your own but your entertainer's.

Gentlemen, your health," and down went the joram at a single

draught. " I was about to say, gentlemen, I object to this on prin-

ciple It is as bad in its way, as that gin and water.—Excuse me,
Mr. Costs, but if I may make myself at home, I'll ring for a glass of

weak brandy and water, just to take the taste out of my mouth."
•' Oh ! certainly, but you needn't ring; here's some of Jack Alibi's

in the closet behind me. Let's have your opinion of it."

" Well, well, a thimble-full, or so.—Is this it ? Aye, that looks

somewhat likely," holding it up to the light.—To give a good opi-

nion requires a drop neat."—Down went a glassful.—"Jack Alibi,

if this is your importing, I fear my first impressions may have wronged
your high moral character."

" Yes ; I think you must admit, Jonathan, that'll do."
" Not quite so hastily, Mr. Costs. Brandy's like a well-dressed

woman—very charming when neat ; but show me the lady in lier

dishabille Mr. Costs, before I swear to her perfections. Hand me
the cold water, Jack Alibi, and let's see how your eau de vie dilutes."

Another mixture, if possible more potent than the first, here took

place, and Jack, who witnessed with growing wonder its disappear-

ance down the tartarus of Jonathan's throat, began to edge off his

chairj so as to leave a free passage to the floor. Jonathan, however,
slowl}^ refilling his tumbler, remarked, " That's a promising young-

brandy, is that. But, as I said before, I must set my face against

any kind of drinking till business is over. For what is it, Mr.
Costs, you've done me the honour to ask my attendance here this

evening ?
"

"Oh!—ah!—yes!— to be sure! Why, the fact is, Jack Alibi,

there, says—that is— I believe—I don't know if I've misunderstood
him—but I think I'm right—Alibi says he knows some little matters

which, if I might suggest his being called as a witness in this unfor-

tunate affair of Mr. Paul Periwinkle, Avould clearly prove that he
can't be the murderer of his cousin, though matters do look so dead
against him.—Isn't that so, Jack ?

"

" Yes, sir," growled Alibi, "just so."

"Just so; and that, in fact, on the night in question, Alibi saw
him, and was with him, during the best part of the time ; and that,

in fact, it was morally impossible he could have committed the mur-
der.—Isn't that so, Jack ?

"

" Just so, sir."

" And that, indeed, he can account for all the suspicious circum-
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stances that have thrown so much doubt on the matter.—Isn't that

so, Jack ?
"

" Just so, sir."

" Exactly ; and that the real truth of the story is this— that Mr.

Paul had some little kind of a flirtation with the daughter of one of

Jack's men, and used to make a pretence of coming out at nights to

see a cargo run, to have a chaff with her, and that, on the night in

question, Jack, here, ran a cargo, and Mr. Paul went down to see,

and was in truth on the beach when it was run, and then went home
and had a crack and a glass with them, when two of their crew fell

out, and must have a slash at one another with their cutlasses, and

Mr. Paul, m endeavouring to separate them
—

"

" Now, before you go any farther, Mr. Costs," interposed Jona-

than, " tell me what part it is you wish me to take in this true

history ?
"

" Why, of course, as a follower of the family, you'll feel it your

duty to mention these facts to Sir Job ; because, as Alibi there would

subject himself to a prosecution for smuggling, of course Sir Job

would indemnify his family anf^ friends in another way ; and no doubt

a feeling of delicacy on this score has made Paul so obstinate in giv-

ing no explanation of the matter.—Isn't that so, Jack ?
"

" Just so, sir."

" To be sure ;—but then, anything's better than seeing a young
gentleman of good family hung on false grounds."

" Exactly so, that's just my opinion, Mr. Costs ; and being of that

opinion, I shall have no hand in bringing* into a court of justice any
such evidence as that you're mentioning. Not that I pretend to doubt

a single fact being true ; but unfortunately it doesn't look like truth,

and as it's been kept back so long, it must now be kept back alto-

gether. I've a very high idea of Jack Alibi's disinterested friendship,

which is only to be excelled by your own, Mr. Costs ; because, after

all, he wf s to be indemnified, which, of course, you were not. But
in the first place, you would not find a counsel on the circuit to call

a witness to speak to such singular facts ; and next, if you could per-

suade Mr. Paul to call Alibi himself, that alone would suffice not
only to hang one man, but fifty. No, if a verdict should unfortunately

go against us, which, I must say, under all circumstances, I greatly

fear, in such case, excellent Jack may be useful in another way; but
I'll have no hand in placing him in the witness-box. So now, having
settled all of business that 1 mean to discuss to-night, I've no objec-

tion to a moderate glass.—Avast, there, Costs—you've drowned the

miller's thumb !

"
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CHAPTER THE FIFTEENTH.

WHICH CLEARLY PROVES THAT THERE IS SUCH A MAN IN THE
WORLD AS ONE " MR. WRYNECKER."

It has been a remark often made, and always truly, that if the adven-

tures of a day were duly chronicled, few matters could be more
diverting or more varied. In this case, but a very small portion of

the day is at our disposal to give, but this portion has not yet run to

a close. At the hotel to which Taxed-Costs went—for being of a

fat habit, he utterly protested against much self-denial in personal

matters. At the hotel in question, therefore, which was among the

first in the city, a grand ball was this night given. In addition to

this public amusement, there were also some little private divertise-

ments not mentioned in the general bill. They were not, however,

without their instruction to the public, and thus they arose.

Among the numerous horAs of solicitors bis-annually drawn to this

city to attend the assizes, was Mr. Wrynecker.
" Wrynecker !

" exclaimed Charles, when one day he got a brief,

bearing that respectable attorney's endorsement ;
" who the devil is

so impertinent as to send me fictitious names. There cannot be
such a man !

"

But there was such a man, though, for all that ; and a man, too,

every way worthy of his name. We'll describe him. Mr. Wrynecker
«vas going to bed, and he stood before his bed-room fii-e. His round
bullet-head was covered with a low-crowned, broad-brimmed white hat.

He always wore a white hat, the under part of the brim being dyed
green. This was to preserve his eyes—Mr. Wrynecker was always
most particular about his eyes. His coat was of a green hue also, but

of a darker tint—the regular bottle hue. It had an ample cut behind
—and very necessary was the amplitude—a square-tailed, capacious,

silver-buttoned, large-pocketed, country gentleman's coat; and for

fear there should be any mistakes as to who or what was the wearer,

it was always crammed with briefs and papers, the ends of the former
sticking out an inch or so, and most legibly inscribed each and all,

" Wrynecker \" A name at once so singular and conspicious, was
of course read easily, even upside down, as in the present case. Few
folks, therefore, were better known in the place than Wrynecker.
Beneath the old gentleman's coat always appeared a yellow waistcoat,

and an ample display of cambric frill, the neatness and cleanliness of

both of which had, during a series of years, impressed upon the public

mind a very high opinion of the Wrynecker laundress. Mistress

Wrynecker, as the Scotch say, there was none. Wrynecker had of
course been crossed in love ; and though forty odd years ago, he said

he had not yet quite got over it. The ladies, in truth, all wished he
had, for forty thousand reasons, which old Wrynecker had taken the
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liberty to put out to mortgage, at five per cent. So that the female

friends of Wrynecker did, what many old bachelors would be glad to

see them do— grow more and more reasonable every year. And this

naturally brings us to the description of Mr. Wrynecker 's small-

clothes. They fitted under the Avaistcoat with admirable precision,

having a graceful rotundity of outline, were of the colour called buff,

and terminated in a pair of brown leather leggins—the finality prin-

ciple of which. Lord .John Russell, consisted of a pair of shoes. Like

the base of your Reform Bill, they were ten-pounders, and so your
lordship would find out, if you had to walk to Downing-street every

day in them. At a subsequent period, they brought poor Wrynecker,
who was an outrageous radical, under the suspicion of the privy

council, that august body having directed on the worthy attorney

a vigilant share of their secret espionage, on the credible rumour
that Wrynecker had been in treaty with Napoleon to sell them
as part of his invading flotilla—the Wrynecker shoes. The alarms

of government were said, however, to have been allayed, on hearing

that Andreossi, who came down incog, as engineer-ambassador, to

survey the same, drew up a report to the First Consul that they were

rather fitted for canal navigatijn than prudent to venture in on the

English channel. On this, Wrynecker, it is confidently affirmed, was
only called on to give bail, and allowed to wear his shoes in quiet.

But still the public persecuted him, as he said, for his opinions ; and
as he openly affirmed he would narrow his understanding for no man,
he had been known, from time immemorial, to pass by the name of
*' Old Squaretoes.'* But though we have found it impossible, in

justice to our united characters—his and ours—to suppress the liistory

of his shoes, we are equally unable to pass by the biography of his

breeches. They were no ordinary inexpressibles— don't suppose
it, reader! We called them buff—it's a good expansive colour, and
takes in many shades. But they had once been white, for they were
buckskin. It was a customary thing among Wrynecker's friends, to

ask as oft''n as they conveniently could—for of course Wrynecker
was a testy fellow — however, once a day, on an average, they asked
him what sort of unmentionables he had on. His answers, when he

. gave any other than a frown, were various—" Find out—not yours

—

•what d'ye think !
" and many other not quite so polite replies. But

when some fit of particular complacency seized him, he would Avink,

smile, stretch out the well-proportioned limb, give it a slap that

might have answered a minor theatre for summer thunder, and
exclaim

—

" Ah, my boy! those are a pair of tights for you, and no mistake I

Why, what d'ye think?— I gave Black Sam, the famous prize-fighter,

three times the price for them that they cost when new !—Sam had
worn 'em ten years, and I've worn 'em sixteen more ; and please God I

live as long, will for sixteen to the back of that."
" But, Mr. Wrynecker, don't they—excuse me, you know—but

don't they look a little soiled ?—Wouldn't they be the better, perhaps,
for being washed ?

"
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*' Washed !—washed !—whew!—spoil 'em!—ruin *em !—Wouldn't

have them washed for a hundred pounds !—Pretty fellow you are '

—

Much you know about bre&ches !—All I Black Sam's the boy!—Now,
there's a clever fellow for ye !—A regular out-and-out man of in-

tellect ! —Why, would you believe it ! I've known him five-and-twenty

vears, come Lady-day next, and never since the 6rst month of our

friendship, have I had the trouble of being measured for a single

article of dress!—Hats, coats, waistcoats, leggins—anything!

—

Whenever I want a new fit-out, I just write a line to Black Sam to go

and get measured by the tip-top tailor of Bond-street—down comes

the toggery— fits to a hair. Now, here's a coat—this is one of his !

—Did ye ever see a fit like this before ?" and round old " Squaretoes
"

would back upon his listener for a full view.
" Never, sir, except the fit behind," replied Jonathan Kickup to

him, on their first acquaintance ; for Jonathan, with his usual im-

pudence, had taken the first opportunity of drawing him out on the

subject.

" D me, my boy," said old Squaretoes, quite delighted, " give

us your hand. I've a high opinion of your candour and integrity."

Well, then, old Squaretoes stood in his bed-room on the night in

question, before the fire, dressed and habited as aforesaid; but stern

and ireful was his look. Little wonder, either, that it was so. His

right hand was plunged deep into his capacious dexter pouch ; his

left rested, as was ofttlmes usual with him, on the ivory cross handle

of his stout walking-stick.—But why that fearful grin upon his chops ?

Why did his nose look " fiery-red," almost as much so as the ignited

weed within the enormous long Dutch pipe that projected its yard of

unsullied clay from a fissure between his front teeth ? We freely

admit that these are vital questions, and solemnly demand an answer.

Why then, the fact was, that old Squaretoes, being on all hands ad-

mitted to be wliat is usually termed " a character," everybody fancied

a right to take liberties with him—a supposed right which we must in

justice say was very freely exercised. All sorts of tricks and pranks

were regularly fired upon him at every assize town throughout the cir-

cuit, where he had business, by his professional brethren, the young-

solicitors and attornies ; and though these not unfrequently found the

joke rebound against themselves, they persisted in their efforts to

make him a travelling martyr. At this city in especial there was a

dead set made. First because old Squaretoes always took care to

secure the best bedroom, sitting-room, and other accommodations,

long before hand; and secondly, because the attendance of his tor-

mentors was here larger than on any other point ; and thirdly, because

among them always came a clever young mischief-lover, Esauson by
name—more commonly distinguished as the son of Esau—who always

planned the troubles of his fnend, but took excessive good care that

others should execute his plans. On the present occasion, they had
directed against iVIr. Wrynecker, ever since his arrival the day be-

fore, a most unceasing artillery of " sells," of large and small calibre,

M
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(luring the hours of lig-ht ; and when he retired to rest, perpetually

knocked him up to say, " The coach is starting, sir."

" D the coach and you too, sir ;—what have I to do with the

coach ? " was a reply too indistinct for their concern as to his punctu-

ality. They all in turn made the mistake of taking his room for their

own ; sent up, on one pretext or another, boots, ostler, and a variety of

minor demons, nor even allowed the old radical to get what he em-
phatically termed "a refreshing slumber," till four of the clock.

The first day of assizes—being able to indulge a few extra hours

—

this did not signify. But his v/rath was great, and he publicly an-

nounced, with many imprecations, his intention of making an example
of the next of the offenders. In proportion, however, as these found
out one "sore" more sensitive than the rest, they directed all their

attacks upon it. The son of Esau more especially, seeing how vindic-

tive old Squaretoes was getting, determined to effect a double purpose,

not only of carrying his original object of attack, but putting for-

ward some one to do it against whom he would by no means be sorry

to see all the retaliation of Mr. Wrynecker exerted. The happy youth
on whom the son of Esau pitched for this kind distinction, was Taxed-
Costs. Him they found little difficulty in persuading not only of the

great delight of further persecuting old Squaretoes, but also of the

great facility and safety which attended the act. The obese Costs
quite agreed in this view of the case, and as his bedroom, he said,

was only down one passage on the same floor with Wrynecker, he
confessed it would add greatly to his comfort to demolish that of
Squaretoes, and knocking him up on one pretence or another every
half hour till four o'clock—beginning from such a time as the brother of
Jacob should be able to ascertain that the worthy Wrynecker had
fallen into his first nap. Now Taxed-Costs, who had been busy all

day with his brother, knew not one word of the fearful threats which
old Squaretoes had been making ; while the latter had greatly the

advantage o^ him, in shrewdly suspecting that some annoyance was
in preparation—and he prepared accordingly, by bringing to bed his

heavy hunting horsewhip. For a long time he, as before described,

•stood smoking before the fire, and expecting the first summons ; but
as it was past one, ahd no disturber was heard, he began to congra-
tulate himself on the good effect produced by his published resent-

ment ; but that he might be all ready to receive the enemy, he laid

his whip on the pillow, undressed, put out " The Shoes " for Mr.
Boots, left his door unlocked, with a clear passage to the bed, and
without extinguishing the light, retired to rest. Now, when a body
of that size which belonged to Mr. Wrynecker con)es suddenly down
upon a bed, of however soft materials, it has a very natural tendency
to give a distinct groan, like a sensible animal as it is. For this sig-

nal the son of Esau and his party were waiting in the room below,

and they no sooner heard it in the midst of their cups, than they pro-

ceeded to drink to " The bonn repass of old Squaretoes," and in twenty
n^inutes sent up a message to the room of Taxed-Costs, who, being
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very tired, had insisted on not only going to bed, but going to sleep

himself.

Nothing but threats of treble vengeance from the whole gang
ever got him out to do his duty, and even then he internally vowed
that this should be both the first and last time of asking— utterly ab-

juring the every half hour system, and fully resolved to lock his own
door when he returned, and unclose it again that night for no one.

However, up he got, slipped on a loose spencer and a pair of slippers,

and away he went, half asleep, to the door of old Squaretoes. As a

matter of course, the first thing he did was to stumble over " The
Shoes," and scarcely had he struck one blow with his knuckles on the

Wrynecker panels, than open flew the portal, and down came a

most vigorous lash of the Squaretoes horsewhip upon Taxed-Cost's

fat shoulder.

Away flew Costs, heedless whither—now only for the first time
*' wide awake," and as instantly after him rushed Wrynecker.

Now, we hope it is understood by our readers that the passage from

old Squaretoes' bedroom had a wrong as well as a right turning. This

being known, it is needless for us to add, that Taxed-Costs took the

wrong one.— Away he went, at the full top of his speed, his heavy
feet sounding most awfully among the long walls and confined

turnings. As to his own room, his flight seemed scarcely to allow of

his considering anything in particular relating to it ; and certainly by
his course he seemed to think that if he dashed right a-head, nothing

could keep him from getting into it.

As yet he had only received the first blow, but that still smacked so

warmly on his shoulder, that he entertained not the remotest wish of

testing the strength of a second from the same hand. Still they

sounded thick and three-fold behind him, and still he heard, with an
admixture of delight and dread, that the surrounding walls received

the best portion of them. With every blow bestowed upon the sense-

less plaster, he distinguished, or thought he could distinguish, quite

as fearful, the gradual approaching vicinity of their violence, as if the

pursuer gained rapidly on the pursued. Again he redoubled his ex-

ertions, and again he seemed to leave the sounding lash behind, for

what tended in no slight degree to increase his wonder, was the mute
malignity with which old Squaretoes pursued him. Not a word, not a

single expression, good, bad, or indifl"erent, could he be heard to utter

—nothing but his involuntary puffing, and his most voluntary lashing,

escaped him. At last, a sudden turning in the passage brought Costs

in front of its termination—a closed door. He thought it looked rather

large, but that would allow him to escape through it so much the

quicker. It was made of mahogany, too ; and his own, if be remem-
bered rightly, was of wainscot colour. But this was no time for the

nice consideration of an artist. It did also faintly glimmer on his sen-

sorium, that mingled and unusual sounds were audible within. But
the blows behind him struck so much harder, that this was no time to

stand upon the delicate impressions of a musician. The Tom cat had
got in—or—or—but no matter. Not an instant did he hesitate.
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Dashing at the door with the whole velocity at which he was then

travelling, away it flew open. A blaze of light burst upon him.

Powers of darkness ! what did he see? A momentary glance at the

spectacle seemed to occupy involuntarily his mental vision. A rapid

turn of the liead " over his left" shoulder followed. There, panting-

round the corner came the grim and remorseless Squaretoes, whip in

hand, his red-hot face and glaring eyes like some vengeful whipper-in

of the infernal regions, declared either retreat or inaction impossible,

and, ill-accoutred as he was, away he dashed once more.

How shall the nmse her further tale relate ? Taxed, as poor Costs

might often have been hitherto, never, never was he so taxed before !

On what adventurous region had he rushed? Alas ! one for which, of

all others, he was least suited. In short, nothing less than a crowded

suite of ball-rooms, for these being in the hotel, with a private door,

opening from one of the card-rooms ; this was the unlucky opening

which he had mistaken for his own chamber, and before he knew where

he was, he stood in the midst of some three-and-forty dowagers, with

no alternative but either to rush into their arms, or fall into those of

the infuriated Wrynecker. The choice he made is already known to

us. The dowagers might possess fans, but what were these to a stout

horsewhip. Away he flevv, threading the whole group, and breaking"

the blockade which they had formed around both dancers and card

players, in the most gallant manner. Then arose from floor to ceiling

the terrific shriek of ladies, in such an agony of perplexity as scarcely

to know whether they should most laugh or shriek—-then the air was
darkened with a show of hands which, though outspread, yet most in-

effectually protected their own eyes from the blasting sight—then many
heads were turned, which had long since escaped the charge of every gid-

diness—then did the hearty and unequivocal roar of sundry male voices

add a most cheering bass to the universal chorus, which, with the
various cries of "What's the matter?"—"Who the devil!"—
" What's this?"—" Mason, you've trumped my trick !"—" Sir, will

you draw your card ?
"—" May I ask you to take down your score ?

"

altogether completed a babel of sounds to which nothing could add,
but the heavy stamping of poor Costs' feet, as he darted panting among
the crowd, who all, as if touched by some electric wand, made way
before this fiery comet. While yet, however, every eye was fixed
upon him, a still heavier charge was heard, and in rushed old Square-
toes, fiery-hot witii haste, cutting away with his whip, puffing like a
porpoise, and utterly disregardful of the scene around him so that he
came up with his prey ; but this was no easy matter. Costs once put
to the dodge, displayed infinitely more activity than any one could
have been led to suppose possible, till having dodged in rapid circlets,

hither and thither, with Wrynecker close at his heels—old Mrs.
Pigou, who had buried three husbands, and was looking out for a
fourth, got upset by him in a crack, while Squaretoes, making no>
more of her than an old rat, strided across her back, and Costs'
just contrived to reach another door as the music stopped. Up tame/
old Squaretoes before his prey could contrive to unlock it, and, iof
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tlie midst of the comparative pause made by the cessation of the

band, were heard the heavy lashes of the whip—the cries of Costs

—

and the combined uproar of the dancers. At last away went the

door, out shot Costs, and swiftly impelled after him, away vanished

the substantial form of Wrynecker into utter darkness—a shriek

and heavy fall were heard, as both hound and hare were precipitated

down a very steep staircase, and then every other sound was drowned

amidst the cries and moans of forty-foar hysterics, and twenty-three

faintinc: fits.

CHAPTER THE SIXTEENTH.

THE PRESSGANG— ITS WORKING ITS MERCIES AND DELIGHTS.

" Have these pressed men made their appearance yet, Mr. Mainstay?"
inquired Captain Fidget of the officer of the morning- watch, on board

the king's frigate, Nero ; a day or two after the first opening of our

tale.

" No, sir," replied the lieutenant, touching his hat. " I see our
boat is still lying- alongside the Relentless."

" Slow—very slow—cursed slow people these Guardoes. As soon
as you see our boat shove off with the men, pipe ' all hands up an-
chor.' " Then, muttering to himself, " We might be half way to

Jamaica by this time, and making prize-money." Then diving below
once more to his cabin, he left Mr. Mainstay, to his great delight, all

the pleasures of solitude, and the easy task of watching the departure

of the Nero's boat from alongside the Relentless seventy-four, moored
as guardship in the Downs. This was just such a task as Mainstay
liked—with a little assistance. The morning was dark, cold, and
foggy, in the middle of winter, and somewhat about six of the clock.

Telling the quarter-master and mate of the watch to keep a sharp look-

out in the same direction, he carefully laid his glass across the ham-
mock-nettings, and leaning both arms on the hammock-rail, put his

eye carefully to the small end of the telescope, and went fast asleep.

This proceeding his mate of the watch noted most carefully, much
more so than he did any proceedings on board the Relentless, and then
strictly cautioning the quarter-master to be most vigilant, he followed

the lieutenant's example. As for the old quarter-master, he kept
awake, for the simple reason of being unable to help himself, for quar-

ter-masters form a distinct class in the natural history of man, and
seem never to require that their leathern lids should close.

At last, the desired moment arrived. A large pinnace pushed off

from the side of the seventy-four, and rowed, with slow and measured
cadence of their oars towards the frigate. At the stern sat something
that was intended for a midshipman, and beside him four marines,

with, loaded muskets, watched that no attempt at escape was made by
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those wlio were hastening to " defend their native land," under the

pleasant auspices, and generous sympathies of the pressgang.

After a slow pull against the tide, they reached the frigate. Just as

the ship's anchor was at her bows, the pinnace arrived alongside ; for,

in accordance with Captain Fidget's order, the pipe " hands up an-

chor " had been given, and himself called to command at the opera-

tion.

" Let that boat be veered astern till the ship is fairly under weigh,"

said Captain Fidget to the first lieutenant; and accordingly a rope's-

end being flung to the bowmen, and passed under one of the thawts,

the pinnace was towed at the stern, till the frigate's topsails, jib, and

driver being set, she was fairly on her way down channel, and the

watch called.

But though one half the crew were thus set free from the duty of

working the ship, they did not attempt to go below. That curiosity

which we all possess, to inspect either the unfortunate who are plunged

beneath, or those who are placed beyond us, induced all hands to loiter

still on deck, to view the twenty new pressed men, who had that morn-

ing been drafted from the guard, to fill up their scanty complement for

foreign service. The pinnace at length was slowly hauled alongside

to leeward, and then, while the marines with their charged fire-arms

kept strict watch, the victims of the pressgang slowly ascended the

ship's side. Many of them had never mounted but one before—others

were still unable to ascend the frigate—some, to whom the method
was but too well known, rose with many a bitter curse upon their lips

—while one resolutely flung himself down in the bottom of the boat,

and swore that no persuasion should ever induce him to enter such a

prison ! Vain resistance ! the end of a rope was fastened round the

prostrate body, and in a few seconds it was hauled up upon the quarter-

deck, with as much distinction, respect, and feeling, as the quarter of a

slaughtered bullock would have been.

The melancholy row stood ranged at length. A sentry posted at

the gangway forbade all retreat to the boat. The ship was hove
to— the tackles rigged aloft—the pinnace hoisted in-board and stowed
away—the last communication with the shore they loved, cut oflf—the

land on which they had been born, the country that still held their

wives, their children, or those who, possessing the relationship of

neither, were as dear as both— that land, the boasted home of freedom
—the vaunted refuge from every tyranny and oppression, was in

sight, almost within grasp—the very air they breathed was redolent

of its odours, and yet now they beheld themselves torn from every-
thing they held most dear, and borne away, they knew not whither,
by the very act of that government—the sufference of that very so-

ciety, which, with equal falsehood and robbery, had taxed them for

yielding " protection," and insulted them with the mockery of mutual
assistance. Oh ! iniquitous anomaly ! most impudent illusion ! The
savage who ranges wild on the shores of New Zealand, and feeds on
the half-roasted flesh of the prisoner whom the strength of his arm
has taken, possesses nobler laws, and a more generous society.
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But there they stood— broken-hearted and desolate—the twenty

new pressed men—the victims of despair and the most treacherous

cruelty—many of them now for the first time upon the sea, and all on

their road to the most unhealthy region in the world—where the

breath of the pestilence was to aid the sword of the enemy and the

sorrows of their own bosoms, in outstripping the pangs of hell, and

hastening those of death ! Could the hearts of those twenty have

been mercifully laid open, and mental vision have been temporarily

endowed with material power, what an anatomy of the passions would

have been seen ! All the most touching relations of life violated—all

the sweetest and the tenderest ties rudely torn asunder— all that the

mind can image and the heart forbode of sorrow and distress embodied

with all the magic quickness of a dream and the sternness of

reality.

The crew stood grouped at a little distance on the lee gangway,

watching with a mute and melancholy interest the expression on each

countenance, as the captain, the first lieutenant, and the clerk, went

round taking down the names, and allotting their various stations

to all in the duties of the ship.

Some, pale and deathlike, with sickness, confinement, and mental

agony, were unable to render any answers at all to the queries ad-

dressed to them. Others, who had been at sea before, replied in a

sullen dogged tone, that seemed to fear the authority against which

it well knew the futility of kicking ; while in the flashing blood-shot

fiery eye, the swollen and compressed lip, might be read the deep but

silent vow of future vengeance.

Many implored most bitterly to be let go, alleging their utter use-

lessness as sailors ; but to these no answers were returned but the vain

command of silence. Others again raved and protested at the atrocious

outrage upon their liberty, and told the circumstances of suspense and
difficulty in which their forced absence must have left their families ;

while one, named Henley, a tall, fine, manly fellow, seemingly not more
than four and-twenty, threw himself on his knees, embraced the captain's

feet, and with the rude but melting eloquence of agonized feeling, im-
plored to be let go. He had been seized, he said, while on the road

to fetch the doctor to his young wife, in labour with her first child.

Four nights had passed since he was dragged on board the Relentless,

and whether mother or child, or one or both, or neither, lived or died,

he knew no more than the deck on which he knelt. The distraction

,

of his mind—the intensity of his love—the madness of his separa--

tion—all were painted with an unstudied strength—that affected ^

every hearer. Why should he be kept ? Could he be useful to

,

them who had never before ventured so far even in an open boat

whose mind was so maddened by suspense that he knew not scarcely

whether he dreamed or lived ?—What had he done ?—Why should he
and all belonging to him meet a fate more relentless than was shown
to the murderer at the gallows?—To serve his country!—where

—

how—to what purpose could he serve his country better than by re-
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maining on shore supporting the wife that he loved, the cliild that de-

pended on him—the sister he protected, and the mother that bore him,

by the industry of his hands? All these must come to want and

misery if he were taken from them. Perhaps even now^ their agony

was exceeding his. The very life of two might depend on his suc-

couring them then. He was a cabinet-maker, and not a sailor. Why
then sliould he be kept ? It would be useless cruelty. He could

not and he would not live to serve a country that could use him so.

But it was all in vain. Not a muscle of Captain Fidget's face moved
in answer to the appeal made to him, and without even desiring the

poor wretch to rise from his feet, which he still embraced, he turned

slightly to his first lieutenant

—

" Mr. Toggle, as this man says he is a cabinet maker, put him into

the carpenter's crew—you'll find him very useful. I shall stand a

chance, at last, of gettiug a good sideboard made."

The poor expectant wretch, with protruding eyes, lips tremulously

quivering, and muscles stretched to the last degree of tension, was
vainly hoping for the sentence that was to set him free. The efl'orts

made in pleading his unhappy cause, had for a moment caused a hectic

colour to chase away the deadly pallor that before sat on his sunk
cheeks ; the light glistening on the half-dried tears, for a second
appeared almost as bright as his fevered and restless eye: but when he
heard this sentence, the last effort of life seemed over—every motive

for further exertion gone. His eyes closed—his hands relaxed their

clasp—his head sunk on his bosom—and then roiled down upon the

deck, when, as from a mass of pliant clay. Captain Fidget extricated

his feet, and passed on lo the last of the pressed men, carelessly

adding

—

" Take care of him till this little matter's over. Well, sir," address-

ing the last man, " what's your name ?
"

The party addressed paused for some minutes, as if considering what
to say, and then rephed, "John Prestone."

" Oh !" grunted Fidget in reply, looking at the man from head to

foot.

The object of his scrutiny seemed even younger than the unhappy
'cabinet-maker, and though not so tall, was of that compact frame
which generally results as one of the very few benefits that accompany
the hardships and privations of a sea life. His shoulders were broad
and muscular, without being fat ; while his waist and hips were small
as his limbs were large. He wore nothing but a tine linen shirt, and
a pair of black cloth trowsers, also of a fine texture. He was covered
with dirt and blood ; his left arm was slung in a black neck-handker-
chief; and his face, though pale and unwashed like the rest of his

fellow-prisoners, was eminently handsome.
" I say, young man," continued the captain, after aminute scrutiny,

" you've been to sea before, if I'm not mistaken."
" Yes, sir, I have." -

" What ship ?
"
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*' In the merchant service, sir."

" Are you sure you'v^e never been in the king's navy before, sir?
"

" Certain."
" What were you in the merchant service ?

"

" First mate, sir, to the Mary-Anne, West Indian trader."

" Where are your papers ?
"

" Lost, sir, unfortunately. If I liad not lost my papers, I should

have claimed exemption from the Pressgang on board the Relentless."
" Well, v;:ell, it's no use asking any awkward questions

; you look

like a fellow who can be smart if he likes. If you choose yes, you'll

get on ; and if you choose no, you'll get flogged, so you may take

whichever choice pleases you best. Mr. Foggle, there is a vacant

berth as second captain of the foretop, if this is a smart hand you may
give it him."

As Fidget said this, he turned round to depart to his cabin.

"Stay, sir!—stay, I implore you!" cried the miserable Henley,

who, having come to himself, sprang forward to make one last eifort.

'* Do not detain me, I implore you, for the love of God !—Useful to

you !—I am a madman while I remain here !—I could not work if I

would!—Let me but return to the shore, and instead of one piece of

furniture, I will send you fifty I—I will work my hands off my arms
for you ! and send you all you want, however distant the ship may be I

—'You shake your head !—Well, if you cannot give me up, only let

me go to see my wife and child !—Only let me know that they are

well !—Only let me tell them where I am !—See, sir, the ship is pass-

ing the very village where they live !—where I was so cruelly seized !

—only let me do this !—It will not keep you a single hour ! and I will

come back cheerfully and submit to my fate 1

"

" Mr. Toggle, let that fellow be taken below," was the captain's

only notice.

Toggle gave a signal to three of the afterguard— they advanced

—

laid their hands on Henley's collar—and were dragging him as gently

as they could off the quarter-deck along the gangway. The wretched

being fixed his wild and streaming eyes for a iew seconds on the little

village, whose distant spire was seen to rise above the waves that

washed the coast of Kent. There, where all he loved was, or had

lately been !—there, where his anguish too truly painted all the misery

his forced absence was creating !—then, while the words nearly

choked him in their utterance, he said to his reluctant conductors

—

'' Let me go alone !—I promise I will give you no more trouble !

"

Too well he fulfilled his words, for scarcely had they relaxed their

hold, when, with a sudden spring, he dashed through the entering-

port, opposite to which he had arrived, and before they could prevent

the act, the troubled sea flowed over all his sorrows !

" Man overboard !—Man overboard !
" was the instantaneous cry.

" Who is it? " said Captain Fidget, without turning round.
" Henley, sir, that young pressed man," replied Toggle,
*' D obstinate fool '

" muttered Fidget, still maintaining his

walk.

N
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" I don't see him, sir. Hadn't we better lower a boat, Captain

Fidget?"
" No !

" cried Fidget, in a harsh tone, walking on as before, while

Toggle joined for a second the gazers astern. " It'll mend his man-
ners to let him have a swim."

" There he is !— there he rises I
" cried several of the junior officers

aloud.
" I don't think he can swim, sir,"' cried Toggle, running back to

Fidget. " Hadn't we better lower the boat without more delay ?
''

" Certainly not."

"Oh, very well, sir! Then we may say good-bye to your side-

board,"
" What is it you're talking about?

—

a man overboard ?—Good God,
sir! why didn't you make yourself understood ? Quick, sir; why the

devil don't you heave the main-topsail aback, and order the larboard

quarter-boat to be lowered down?—What are you dreaming of?—Why
didn't you explain?

"

Late as these orders came, no time was lost in carrying them into

effect. Six active volunteers leaped into the boat, and the best part

of an hour was passed in endeavouring to rescue Henley from the peril

he had so precipitately preferred to the loss of his liberty—but all in

vain. By the time the ci'ew got out their oars, not the slightest trace

could be found, even of any particle of his dress, much less of the

wearer ; and after a long and dispiriting pull, the boat's crew returned

to that life which they had seen a fellow- creature perish rather than
endure ! while the outrage of the law had driven, as the last resort for

refuge, to the cold bosom of the sea, the husband—the parent—the

brother—and the son.

CHAPTER THE SEVENTEENTH,

WHICH SHOWS WHAT MAY BE DONE BY SOME FOLKS* NOTIONS pF
" FIRMNESS OF MIND."

The boat having been hoisted up at the quarter-davits, from which it

had been lowered. Captain Fidget very kindly paused in his walk, and
beckoned to the first lieutenant.

"Sir?" said that oihcer, coming up to his superior, and lifting

his cap.
" Tell the surgeon to take a little blood from that man Henley, as

soon after he comes-to as possible."
" I am sorry to say, sir," replied the first lieutenant, shaking his

head very gravely, " that the surgeon will have no opportunity of

carrying your orders into execution, for we've not been able to find

him."
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" Ob I not able to find him, eh? Very well. Now, sir, attend to

me, for this is a matter of importance, and I will brook no paltering on
it—il've told you three times in the last two days, that I insist on the

brass dogvane not being moved. Half an hour since, and it was in its

right position ; now, sir, look at it, who has dared to do that ?
"

As Fidget thus disclosed the " important" matter, he pointed to a

little brazen image, that had been formerly made by the armourer of

the frigate, and stood on a kind of arch connecting the two binnacles

in front of the steerage-wheel.

The figure represented an image of Victory, holding in her hand a

perpendicular spear, from which streamed a pennon, ingeniously made
of feathers. The original design of this exquisite piece of art, was to

point out the direction of the wind, for the assistance of those at the

conn, as the steering of a man-of-war is termed. Soon after it was
made, however, the designers found, as is generally the case with all

finery, that the purpose in -view was far less efficiently answered by
the brass effigy of Victory, placed, as she was, amidships of :ae quar-

ler-deck, than the plain simple rod, with its string of feathered corks,

which shifted from one quarter to the other, according to the tack on
which the frigate might be standing. Still Victoria was then—as

please Heaven she ever will be—too great a goddess of their idolatry to

be displaced easily, on grounds however valid, so as an ornament,
there she remained.

Anxious, as all good seamen are, that the ladies shall be endeared
to us no less by their utility than their beauty, the lieutenants of the

ship, soon after Captain Fidget assumed the command of her, had
come to an understanding of working a secret telegraph by Victory's

agency. They soon found out—if there be auy discovery in that

which never was concealed—the crotchetty nature of Captain Fidget's

disposition, observing, that at some periods of the day, and during

many days in the week, he stood much more upon his P's and Q's
than any other letters in the alphabet.

Feeling how far more safely they could manage him, if they only

knew when these fits were on the little man, they one and all deter-

mined, that whoever was officer of the watch, should leave some pri-

vate signal upon deck, to say in what degree and condition of mind
the gallant captain was to be found. It certainly is to be regretted,

that the etiquette of the service was rather against their setting doivn

in the log-board, after the regular fashion, this important piece of in-

formation. No one can doubt, who has ever served on board an Eng-
lish man-of-war, that the slightest variations in her captain's temper is

of infinitely more consequence, than all the changes in the wind,

bearings taken, or distances run. It would also read so well ; as, for

instance, " 8.30 a.m. Discovered a strange sail on the lee-beam

—

made the private signal-—signal not understood—fired a gun to leeward

—shook a reef out of the fore and main-topsails, and set top-gallant-

sails, jib, and driver—weather fine, with fresh breezes—Captain rather

black about the bows." Such a system we say, and in the present

instance more especially, would have saved a world of trouble. But
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it might not be. The expression of public feeling is limited in H, M.
Service, so the lieutenants aforesaid concocted a system of pri-

vate telegraphing as follows :—When Fidget was in a good humour,
they allowed Victory's head to remain quite straight on her fairy shoul-

ders. When he was beginning to be a little, and only a little, queer,

but so that good management, and conciliation, and talking, might
win him over, then they set Victory's head with a little inclination to-

wards the right side, for the visage being put on after the body of the

figure was completed, the cranium of the goddess turned all round. In

proportion, therefore, as the task of soothing him was difficult, so did

the right twist in her neck become more absolute.

But if their superior's humour was of that irreclaimable sort that

nothing could be done with him but to let that humour have its vent,

then in that case the head was made to look the other way ; as much
as to say to those thus warned, that it was all over the left with them
if they attempted to interfere with the peppery Captain Fidget till the

tide of his mind went down^ and the waters of his spleen began to

abate. And indeed it is solemnly affirmed by Lieutenant Mainstay
to this day, as the original inventor of this matchless mode of intel-

lectual communication, that from this incident first arose the death-

less expression, now so beautifully grafted on the English language,
of " over the left." Be that as it may, we leave this to the next
Johnson, or Walker, or Carey, or Chambers, or Sheridan, or any
other groper among roots and derivations, who chooses to dedicate

his mind to so illustrious a subject. This, at least, is certain, " over

the left " was an expression of awful significance and magic im-
port, on board H. M. S. Nero, as far back as the beginning of the first

revolutionary war.

Fidget was of an inquiring mind ;
" Nothing," he said, " escaped

him," and we humbly take it, that the percolator of our reader's

coffee-pot would with equal justice make the same remark to the

grounds, after the coifee had all run through.

The percolating class of minds is by no means an uncommon or

trivial one in this world; and I think, if we watch Captain Fidget's

proceedings for a short time, we shall become fully convinced of his

title to be considered as first-rate among them. Captain Fidget had
commanded the Nero now some two months. She had come home
from the East Indies, after nine years' hard service. The constitution

of the ship had been thoroughly repaired in dock, and in considera-

tion to his high rank and long services, the same great privilege had
been allowed her former captain, who, having procured during his

service considerable prize-money and an enlarged liver, was allowed

to retire into the bosom of his family—a comprehensive phrase that

took in the whole range of himself and his—valet ; the latter, di-

vested of this high-sounding title, was plain Jack Jibstay. He had a
huge pair of brawny shoulders, to be sure, but we utterly defy him
to have carried—for any number of yards worth mentioning—even
under the sanction of an admiralty order, the bulky form of Captain
Curry in his vest; so much reason, indeed, have we in this our ap-
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prehension, that the chaplain of the flagship had, he said, consider-

able doubts as to Curry's future welfare; not seeing clearly how he

could be carried even in Abraham's bosom, let alone anybody else's.

But this might have been merely a chaplain's concern for his client.

Curry departed—Fidget came—the crew were paid six years' pay
and prize-money in one day, in order that they might fool it away in

two ; and the government, quite content that these forty-eight hours

spent in every kind of lowering excess and ruinous debauchery, must
have perfectly set up frames shattered by the burning exhaustion of the

East Indies, caused them to sail on the third day for the West—

a

refreshing sort of change, which the First Lord of the Admiralty,

who had once crossed the channel, was quite confident would do all

that was necessary for them. Indeed, he was a man of very strong

nerve himself, and utterly without the least fears for his own life,

unless seized, perchance, with an attack of headache, or a fit of indi-

gestion, or a twinge of gout. But even then he was satisfied with

three physicians, two apothecaries, a muffled knocker, and three

acres of Whitehall littered with straw, which, for a Dundas, was very

moderate.

That the duty, however, might he efficiently discharged on board

the frigate, and the old seamen raised in their own estimation, the

day before the Nero sailed, she received a draught from all the

neighbouring gaols of ninety-seven heroes, more or less celebrated

for their ingenious turns of mind, and the supreme contempt of others'

lives and property. While

—

Finis coronat opus—to prove the admir-
able manner in which English legislators work out the minutiae, and
temper down the superflous blessings of the English constitution, the

ship was ordered to pause in the Downs, as we have seen, on her way
from Chatham, to flavour the distillation from the prisons, with the

extracts from the Pressgang ; while, to give an extra value to this

precious compound of exaccerbated disease, unmitigated villany, and
injured discontent. Captain Fidget had been appointed to command
the whole, upon incontestible claims, that set aside alike incompe-
tency of mind, juvenility in the service, and absence of past distinc-

tion—namely, that his father's brother's cousin's dog, ran through

the secretary of the admiralty's uncle's wife's back yard !

Frigates are the eyes of a fleet—England's safety depended solely

on her fleets—ergo, Fidget was a most proper captain of the Nero,

and the government had done their best to preserve Great Britain

—

Au revoir, F'idget had not long joined his new command, when he

perceived something in the lieutenants of the Nero which struck him
as unaccountable and strange. They had various exchanges of looks,

without receiving the difference ; while he with them had only the

differences, without the exchange of looks.

Whenever he happened to be on deck during their relief of one
another's watches, he remarked that the new comer, though he might
touch his hat to him, Captain Fidget, and nod to his brother-oflicer,

the lieutenant of the preceding watch, yet he invariably cast a far

more potent, more intense gaze at the figure of Victory than he be-
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Stowed on the other two. Somehow or other, also, he always ob-

served, that the lieutenant of the watch running to a close, invari-

ably walked up to the brazen goddess, and did something, but for the

very life of him he couldn't divine what. He looked at the con-

founded image—well, there she stood ! with one hand supporting her

eternal trumpet at her lips!— but she never blew it—at least he never

heard her—and her lance and pennon in the other ! But what was

there in that ? He had observed the same thing when he came
on board at first, and for the soul of him, he could see no diflfer-

ence now. It couldn't be to tell the wind that his officers examined

her ladyship's Corinthian metal.—Oh, no ! certainly not. The dog-

vane on the quarter was a much more practical tell-tale, to all intents

and purposes. Moreover, in harbour, or at sea, the conduct of his

officers was just the same, and they never could want so accurately

to note the wind in harbour. It was perfectly inexplicable ! He was
dying to know what mystery lurked beneath the image of the goddess.

In his wrath he would utterly have smashed, abolished, and de-

stroyed poor Victory ; but he dared not do this, it would have de-

feated his own purpose. He would watch patient as Cruden over his

Concordance, and investigating as Newton in his optics. Your per-

colating minds are always suspicious to the last degree, and that

some evil and no good dwelt in the secret, he was far more fully con-

vinced than if Euclid had only proved it by a problem.

By dint of perseverance he at last arrived at something near the

truth. Watching and watching from the corners of his eyes, he saw
Victory at one time wear her head, first one way, and then another.

This might be very capricious in her, but ladies have the privilege

—

though we know they never exert it. The droll thing was, that Vic-

tory seemed to model her caprices on his own !—A gallant heart of

steel would at this have been entranced—would have not only

nourished the ambition of an Alexander, but sighed for his empire,

and eschewed his death.

Fidget die' differently—he became miserable. How he longed now
to annihilate poor Victory ! But shame, irresolution, and enraged
vanity, all weighed with the percolator, and he trusted to some happy
accident to demolish that which he had not the courage to order awfvy

himself. Then, should it ever be replaced ?—Not if a prize were to

fall in, each day of its recontinuance !

" What is the reason, Mr. Toggle," continued Fidget on the
day in question,—" I wish to ask what is the reason, I say, that
figure never can be left alone ? I wish you would give direc-

tions that no one shall meddle with it. And look at those brass

belaying-pins around the mainmast. I've given at least, fifty orders
that they should be kept perfectly bright. To look at then), sir, one
wouldn't think they'd been polished since yesterday morning. How
can the ship ever hope to have a name in the service, if the duties

are slurred over in this way? When /was a first lieutenant, Mr.
Toggle, I used to think my promotion depended on the state of my
ship."
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Toggle, wlio had been in this arduous and disagreeable position

fifteen years, was aware that Fidget's experience of the same office

amounted to something short of fifteen days. He said, nothing, how-

ever, further, than to mutter something about the men having been very

busy that morning, and sent an order by one of the midshipmen to

the captain of the afterguard, to get this " important" matter attended

to. Partly by way of changing the conversation, partly from the

groaning of the masts, Toggle now looked aloft at the bending

spars, which sent forth their complainings at every fresh puff of ths

breeze. . \ I [ '^ -^ /i ,-^, n i ^" Hadn't we better take inl' our tSp-^gallatmrsails, Captain Fidget?

—the breeze is freshening very fast."

" Certainly not, sir—certainly not. Breeze freshening ! nothing

of the sort—dying away you mean. Let the watch be called—make
sail ! Shake the remaining reefs out of the topsails."

" Aye, aye, sir," said the first lieutenant, opening his eyes, and
doing as he was ordered ; for this officer always had charge of the

ship from the time of his being called till eight o'clock, of which it

now wanted half an hour.

The remaining reefs shaken out, and the topsails hoisted again,

away the old frigate staggered under the heavy pressure, her masts
groaning and complaining, as each fresh puff blev/ off from the

English shore, on which it just swept as it blew up the channel. It

was, of course, with some difficulty, and only by hugging the wind
as closely as possible, that the frigate could contrive to lay her course

at all ; but as nothing is easier than to carry too much sail, and so by
heeling the ship over, defeat the very end in view—that of speed—so

now the frigate, at every plunge, was burying her foremost guns under
water, and making nearly as much lee-way as she did way a-head.

An experienced officer, like old Toggle, saw this at once ; and after

mutely watching the fact for a quarter of an hour, from the lee main-
chains, and looking aloft every minute to see how the lighter spars

stood this straining, he momentarily expected to see one, if not all, go
over the side.

" Don't you think, sir, this press of sail, so close hauled as we are,

is driving us dead to leeward ? " diffidently inquired Toggle, once more
going up to Fidget.

" S-i-r ! " said the latter, with great emphasis, looking at his junior

officer, and dwelling as long on the word as if he had a fee-simple of

it
—" Watch, make sail !—Haul on board the main-tack."
" Aye, aye, sir," again replied the discontented Toggle, shrugging

his shoulders ; and with a flapping like thunder, the tack of the main-
course was rowsed down to the gangway, and the sheet hauled aft.

" The mainsail'sset, sir," reported Toggle going up to his superior,

and telling him of that he could not fail to have observed.
" Very well, sir," replied the captain, walking on as before.

If the ship was uneasy hitherto, she now pitched, groaned, and
strained, with redoubled violence. The coasts of England had ra-

pidly sunk into the dim, obscured distance, and the shores of France
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had risen perceptibly in proportion, while the horizon to windward had
gradually clouded over, and both sea and sky assumed that leaden

tint, which often precedes sudden and violent changes in the atmo-
sphere.

The lieutenant, who had often seen such signs, and never without

some evil following them, now walked below to the main-deck, and
having looked at the barometer, which hung there under charge of the

sentry, hurriedly ran back to the deck ; and in a degree of haste that

somewhat banished the usual formality of his superior's rank, hurriedly

said

—

*' Surely, Captain Fidget, we'd better shorten sail before it's too

late. Within the last half hour, the glass has sunk six degrees.'*
'' Set the foresail, sir," was the only reply, abruptly given.
" Sir !

" exclaimed Toggle, somewhat aghast.
" Set the foresail, I say, sir."

" Aye, aye, sir," replied Toggle, and turning away so that his su-

perior could not see his face, he raised his eye-brows in mute expres-

sion of his feelings, and proceeded to obey the order.

Fidget waited till he saw this addition made to the dangerous crowd
of sail already on the ship, and then, turning down the companion

—

" Mr. Toggle, I am going to my breakfast. I desire that not a

stitch of sail be taken off her without my orders."
" Well, well," muttered Toggle, as he saw his superior vanish down

the hatchway. "They are your orders, and we shall see what are to

be the results of them."

CHAPTER THE EIGHTEENTH,

WHICH IS SET TO MUCH THE SAME TUNE AS THE LAST.

When Captain Fidget, in his great magnanimity and firmness of pur-

pose, had given the positive orders recorded in our last chapter, he

seemed to take his departure for his breakfast- table, with infinitely

more of appetite than most men would have been able to entertain.

Scarcely had he vanished from the deck, when the oificer of the

next watch came up, and took from Mainstay the charge of the

ship.

" What are the orders. Mainstay,'' demanded the new comer.
" Orders, Llewellyn," replied Mainstay, rubbing his eyes, and

yawning moderately. " No orders—only you're to keep the same
course, and, if you can, keep this side uppermost. But the skipper

doesn't care so much about that, provided you only keep the exact

quantity of sail set, which you now see on her; and that's too much
by half. So now you know all I do myself—and must just do the

best you can—only look sharp. Old Boreas and Fidget are going to

have a tussle, and see which can beat the other—of course the captain
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will beat the others, as it's only the elements he's opposed to. All you

have to do, is not to shorten sail, without telling him, on any account

—look out for court-martials and cashiering, if you do ! By the way,
if you will call down the hatchway before the old tub goes over, I'd

take it as a personal kindness."
" By my honour and my life," returned the Welshman, " if these

are not proper orders !—and see if I don't keep to them. The sticks

may go out of her before I disturb wyself against my orders !

"

As the Welshman said this with an accent on the personal pronoun
which frequently distinguishes his country, he took up the deck-glass

on his arm, and quietly began his patient trudge backwards and for-

wards—now looking at the sails aloft, now at the threatening aspect

of the sky to windward, and occasionally addressing a word to the

old quarter-master and steersman at the helm, of the great importance

and significance of " Very well thys—no higher—steady," and other

adjurations of equal moment.
Llewellyn, we have said, was a Welshman, That stated, it is need-

less for us to add that he was, if possible, fifty degrees more reso-

lute than Fidget in carrying out any notion he might conceive. Not
that he had the least idea that he ever was, or by any possibility ever

could be construed to be—obstinate.—Oh, dear, no !—certainly not.

He never would have carried his dearest project beyond the pitch of
ruining himself and ail connected with him, rather than give it up

—

certainly nothing more ; and as he paced along, he kept mutterina:

to himself

—

" What an obstinate pig-headed dog this little Fidget is ! As if

he can't see, now, with half an eye, that there's the devil's own
brew to windward. But I'll take the obstinacy out of him, I'll be
bound. I'll learn the little thief what it is to trifle with the lives of
his majesty's officers ! To think of carrying all this crowd of canvass
on the ship for no purpose at all except his own whims and fancies

;

and all because the first lieutenant happened to mention shorteninir

sail first !—The devil take Toggle !—He doesn't know how to manati-e
Fidget ! If he'd only asked leave to make sail at first. Fidget
would have had the craft under close-reefed top-sails in a crack !

Well, well, for my part, I'll take very good care / don't call liim till

there's a spar or two gone, at any rate."

At this moment it so chanced that Llewellyn happened to cast his
eyes to leeward, and thus suddenly became aware that the frigate
had stood on towards the French coast, until it was scarcely safe to

do so any further.

By Jove! though a few sticks may be blown out of her with all

my heart, I've no wish that the old Nero should make a bed for her-
self on that low sandy shore,"

Without giving himself another moment to consider the sagacious
line of argument he had been before holding on the conduct of Toggle,
down he rushed into the cabin, and with some impetuosity addressed
the little skipper, who was quietly breaking his fast, with these
words—

•
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" Captain Fidget, its wy opinion, sir, that we can't stand any longer

on this tack—we're closing in fast on the French shore, and shoaling

our water rapidly—shall I put the ship about ?
"

" No, sir, you will not," tartly replied Fidget, " On the contrary,

sir, you will let the ship's head fall off another point from the wind.

We're nothing near so close to the French shore as I intend we shall

be ; and we're not shoaling our water*near so much as I wish. And
now attend to me, sir, it's my opinion, that the less you give oi your
opinion to your superior officer, the higher will be my opinion of your
conduct. Now% sir, return on deck, and remember, it's my positive

orders, that on no account are you to allow her head to come within

nine points of the wind. You may go, sir."

On hearing this address, the face of the Welshman grew like the

crimson flower of the cactus— here with a streak of purple, and there

xvith the brightest scarlet—his pale lips showing like the white petals

in the centre of that gorgeous flower.

" Very well, sir—very well, sir," stammered the Cambrian, making
haughtily towards the door. " /am not obstinately wedded to my
opinions, sir, but I thought it r..y duty to bring the dangerous position

of the ship under my captain's notice." Bang went the door, and off

strutted the lieutenant to the quarter-deck, burning with thirty thou-

sand rages.

'*ByCot! was a gentleman and an officer ever so insulted ! By
Cot ! does he think my experience of 7ny duties can't point out what
a pig might see. By Cot ! my orders shall be obeyed, and no more.

Every rag of his sails may be blown to the devil—every one of his

rotten old timbers may be beaten to bits, for the French peasants to

pick up as firewood, before I go to him again."

In a {^w seconds, however, after he had ordered the helmsman to

let the frigate's head fall off a point, he looked again at the French

shore, now still nearer than ever. As he did so, he could not help

thinking, :hat however much he might wish to spite Fidget, there

would be little fun in seeing his own kit utterly lost and destroyed, as

it infallibly would be if a shipwreck took place, to say nothing of the

disagreeable task of having to swim for one's life in a heavy sea, in

the depth of a severe winter.

These combined reflections induced him to send for the master, w-ho,

in the capacity of pilot, must surely, he thought, have sufficient in-

fluence to do what he was savage to think he had not—make Fidget

change his mind. Accordingly, the message went down to the mas-

ter. The master came up—he looked round him— stay longer on that

fack !— madness !— folly !— ruin !— shipwreck ! — impossible Fidget

could think of it

!

" Go and try him I—the obstinate, little, blind, bigotted, old devil

!

—go and try him, that's all, master !

"

The master shook his head very knowingly, as much as to say it

was utterly impossible the captain could disregard /«** admonitions; and

accordingly down he went, while Llewellyn remained pacing the deck,

fretting and fuming, and not knowing how most to vent his rage ; so,
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for fear he should either choke or burst, he contrived in that short in-

terval to mast-head the mate of his watch—to send one of the young-

sters to the spritsail-yardarm—and tlireaten the rest with so favourable'

a report to the captain, as should lead to the flogging of the whole of

them.

While thus amiably engaged in following up that spirit of despotism

which so remarkably distinguished his chief, a piece of consolation fell

in his way, which he little deserved.

Up rushed the master, if possible, in a greater fury than the lieute-

nant had been; his face bloated— his eyes winking— his feathers alto-

gether ruffled, in short—and his tongue as busy pouring out oaths, as

those of beggars are generally with praise.

" Rot—curse—sink the ship—he wouldn't stay another week in her

—

he'd invalide—he'd exchange—he'd go on half-day—he wouldn't do

another day's duty, under such a fellow as Fidget, if he'd go down on

his knees and pray for it !

"

" Well, well, master," said Llewellyn, smiling, though he scarcely

knew why, " I don't think there's much danger of thut ; but what's

the matter ?"

" The matter ! Oh ! by the piper that played before Moses, I never

was so insulted in my life ! A little whipper-snapper like that,

to say—

"

" What !

"

" Why, to tell me that he'd take the charge of the ship out of my
hands ! I, who know every inch of the English channel and French
coast as well as 1 did my mammy's apron ! And he !^—what the devil

does he know about either ? From this day I swear—

"

"By Cot, master, here comes the squall at last!" interrupted

Llewellyn, running to the gangway and looking out to windward,

where every trace of the white line of the English coast was shutout,

and nothing was visible but a dark mass of misty vapour, while under-

neath it warred and foamed the agitated surface of the sea, an unbroken

mass of dazzling white.

As the lieutenant spoke, the master's eye followed that of his com-
panion.

" Make haste, for heaven's sake !--fly down to the cabin and call

the captain. As the Lord lives ! if that squall overtakes us with all

this sail set, we're lost.—Run, my boy, run !—or stay, do you remain

on deck and shorten sail for your life, while 1 jump below."
"— Not one inch of it, master ; not one inch do you stir on such an

errand.—No man does my duty," sternly replied the Welshman, lay-

ing his hand on the master's collar; " if we ever want to teach the

skipper a lesson not to give humbugging orders to his officers, and to

leave off his rascally fits of obstinacy, now's the time to do it. Don't

be afraid of the squall, man !—it'll only carry away a spar or two,

and do Fidget all the good in the world. May be, next time, he won't

insult either his master or the officer of the watch, who does his duty.

Stay you, and remember the captain's orders are, not to shorten a

stitch of sail. I'll walk leisurely down and report the squall to him,
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and if he loses a topmast or so, it's his own fault, let them go. I'll

be back in a minute ; and remember you're a fool if you do anything

except she's flung on her beam-ends !

"

" But, Llewellyn— I say, Llewellyn," replied the master, not

knowing, in his perplexity, what to do.

He spoke, however, to the idle air. Llewellyn had coolly turned

on his heel, and walked down the hatchway with as much gravity and

decorum, as if he was going to a funeral—little thinking how near he

was in truth to the grave of hundreds.

While the master stood gazing at the terrific war of elements that

approached, not knowing whether to transgress the orders of Fidget,

or risk the safety of the whole ship's crew by obeying them—now
lookino" at the object of his terror, now at the pile of canvass towering

above— fear, doubt, and indecision stamped on every feature, a sud-

den flap of all the sails startled him from his trance of bewilder-

ment, and the ship suddenly righted.

Looking up, he beheld the canvass drooping listlessly from the

yards, and not a breath of air seemed stirring. In this dreadful pause

the faint hope that first broke upon his mind of a false alarm, was far

more rapidly expelled than it had ever been excited. The air, ren-

dered temporarily calm by this passing lull, brought painfully powerful

to the ear the warring hurricane that swept towards the frigate with

the swiftness and the roar of a thousand chariots rushing to battle.

Broad, vivid streaks of lightning, too, flashed from right to left of

the dark cloud, and gave a phosphorescent brilliancy to the foam of

waters beneath, that was scarcely needed to increase the awful grand-

eur of the scene. While terribly distinct, to leeward, by this dan-

gerous light, appeared the long, low line of the French coast, circled,

as a lee shore frequently is, with two miles' depth of breakers.

" Good Heavens ? " cried the poor master, stamping on the deck

with vexation. "Why doesn't the captain come? A few seconds

more, and it will be too late ! Well, if I'm broken for it, I can wait

no longer !

"

—"Boatswain's mate!" giving the order at the top of his voice,

" all hands shorten sail
! ''

" Belay there—pipe belay!" responded a thin, squeaking voice at

his elbow.

The master turned aghast, and there, with his head and shoulders

above the hatchway, he beheld Fidget coming up, after his most stately

manner, unable to view the horizon to windward, and dreaming nothing

of the fate in store for him ; while just below, was the head of Llewellyn,

grinning, and nodding, and winking, at the master, as if in the very

height of enjoyment.
" Master !

" cried the captain, springing upon deck. " How is it

you presume, sir, to shorten sail without orders—retire to your cabin,

sir, under "—arrest, he would have added ; but the voice of the

thunder-cloud, and the breath of the tempest, were too potent even for

a post-captain
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CHAPTER THE NINETEENTH.

THE SUBJECT OF THE FORMER CHAPTER CONTINUED.

A CRASH, as if the ship's decks had been beaten together—a blaze of

light, as instantly quenched in a deluge of water—and a blow under

which the frigate staggered like a rocking wherry—all came together.

.

At length the defied tornado had burst upon her in all its o'erpowering

might !—Away flew the three topmasts over her side, with all their

sails and all their gear. With scarce an interval of half a second,

away followed the jib-boom and then the mizen-mast.

The first heavy sea had struck her broad upon the weather-bow, just

before the beam ; and when the resistless volume of deep blue sea

ceased for a moment to pour over her devoted deck, her commander
beheld with a repentance all too late, the entire weather-gangway

washed away, the boats unshipped from the booms, the boom-lashings

broken adrift, the booms themselves unstowed, the frigate on her

beam-ends, and a mass of hammocks, spars, yarn, and wreck choking

up her midships, and cutting otf all communication between the fore-

castle and quarter-deck.

Nor was this all. The forecourse had, by its immense strain,

snapped the outrigger in the middle, and was now flapping right and

left, with the heavy block and part of the spar attached, threatening

instant death to every living thing that came within its range ; while,

to complete the danger, the main-tack had remained firmly fixed on

the gangway, inextricably entangled amid the wreck of the hammock-
netting, and bringing the vessel beneath the frightful seas that poured

in ceaseless succession over her.

Not a sound could be heard amid the roaring of the tempest, but

the shrieks of those affrighted wretches, who, wholly uninured to

naval life, now rushed with difficulty upon deck, to find themselves

encompassed on one side by a scene of horrors which appalled the

oldest seamen, and on the other by a dreary expanse of the enemy's

coast, covered with breakers, towards which every passing moment
conveyed them nearer—the helpless prey of dangers, the more fright-

ful from being most imperfectly revealed.

It is at such moments as these, when Nature laughs at man's miser-

able distinctions, that her own are most apparent. It is at moments
of peril and extremity like this, that genius and skill are privileged

to gather the laurels of a life. Not an order could be heard-—not a

tone of the human voice, save that of impotent bewailing, be distin-

guished. The captain, who had so admirably brought his ship to this

pass, stood beating his forehead on his own quarter-deck with one

hand, while with the other he clung to one of the stranded mizen-

shrouds for support. The officers, who, by their want of boldness,

had allowed him to bring them like sheep to the sacrifice, remained

r
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Still panic-stricken, and unable to devise what should be done, or if

anything-, indeed, was available. At this perilous moment, when the

ship was filling as rapidly as she could, the slight but strong figure of

a youth was seen to pass from the taffrail over Fidget's head, under

the imminent peril of being momentarily washed away, along by the

overstrained niain-shrouds, and thence down upon the unprotected

gangway, over which the water was sweeping momentarily in dense

masses. Here, with a determination that few could, under such im-

mense difiiculties, have sustained, the young sailor wound along like

some wily serpent, clinging to the wreck of the gangway, until he
reached the main-tack. He was then seen to lift his head above the

waters that poured over him, as if to gain a moment's breath. This

done, he crouched still lower than before, raised his hand w'ith a

tomahawk, and gave one vigorous stroke.—Quick as the blow itself,

up rose the vast cloud of distended canvass that had hitherto kept

down the frigate like some frightful incubus. A blow like the dis-

charge of a thunderbolt followed this act of liberation, and the main-
course, like the foresail, in a few minutes whipped itself into

ribbons.

The frigate now slightly righ.;ed, but still both the fore and main-
sheets were buried under water. But the example of daring set

was followed ; both were at last let go, and the ship brought as near
an even heel as the hurricane would permit.

Toggle and Mainstay were both standing under cover of the weather
bulwark on the quarter-deck, when they witnessed the gallant con-
duct of the young seaman—the more courageous and commendable
from having originated solely from himself ; for command none could,

as we have before said, either give or hear. As he passed back to

the comparative security of the quarter-deck, a common instinct made
them both extend their hands to one whose ready thought and skil-

ful services had in all human probability saved the frigate. Gratified

as he naturally was, he returned the mute but friendly greeting, and
in his feati res they at once recognised young Prestone—one of the
victims of The Pressgang.

CHAPTER THE TWENTIETH.

ATHAT FARTHER BEFELL THE KERO.

In this world a numerous class of beings seem born for little if any
other purpose than that of confounding cause and effect ; and when,
by any possibility, a choice can be made, of separating the two, to

prefer the former, seemingly unmindful, that if it possess any value
at all, it is from its power to produce the latter.

With these worthy people, then, Lord Nelson was no sailor, Crom-
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well no legislator, Erskine no lawyer, Wolfe no soldier, Bailley no

physician, nor even Shakspeare a proper dramatist. That the first

was pre-eminent in winning' victories, the second in successfully

governing' a g-reai empire, the third in gaining verdicts, the fourth

in making conquests, the fifth in saving patients, and the last in.

producing the best dramas in any language, is to them of little

import.

Wise people ! They weigh not the means by the end, they tell

us, nor the labours by the result ; so that a marshaller of squadrons,

a master of forms, a crammer of precedents, a martinet of skeleton

drills, a writer of elegant pill Latin, or an idolator of the unities, may
each rank at the head of their professions. We confess to a different

tendency ; we care not how the colours are laid on, so that the picture

be produced. We are outrageous enough to consider achievement no
bad ingredient in the value of character ; and we hold cutting a Gor-
dian knot to be the best method of untying it.

With these heterodox opinions, we venture to think, that though
Captain Fidget was generally extolled as an excellent seaman, he
certainly did not demonstrate his right to such a title in his manage-
ment of the Nero.

No one ever yet surpassed him in what is termed " the handling
of a ship," over a quiet glass of wine, or the uninterrupted authority

of an examination table. In light winds and smooth water he vvas

superb. Even in a smart breeze few surpassed him ; while reefii^g

or shifting topsails in sight of the fleet was his point of perfection
;

the topsail-yards went up to the mast-heads to a single second of
time ; the men laid in like automata, the new topsails rose " with

one accord," and the old ones came down after the like manner.
But on the present occasion, we grieve to say that the perfect Fidget

was at fault. The truth was, he hadn't practised " white-squall

catching." To see, therefore, his three sticks whipped out of his

frigate loithout the aid of a sheer hulk ; his starboard gangway taken

down without the dock-yard hands ; his booms unstowed without
the assistance of his captain of the afterguard ; and his boats hoisted

out to sea without a single whip upon the yards ; all this we say

struck the little percolator as being exceedingly irregular—^some-

thing, in short, he'd never seen before, and he knew not what to say
to it. So, shrinking beneath the starboard bulwark of the quarter-

deck, and holding on by one of the rig-bolts, a mass of images swept
rushing through his mind— so to call it—without leaving any distinct

thought or positive perception behind them.

Nothing, meanwhile, could be more awful than the state of the

frigate— a perfect wreck in everything essential to the management
of a ship, her fore and mizen masts gone by the board, and only so

much of the remaining spar standing as supported the main yard, the

sail depending from which, and thundering in the tempest, threatened

every moment to involve its supporter in the general ruin. With a

considerable portion of her crew already swept overboard, and the

remainder panic-stricken; her waist -bulwarks demolished, and her
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decks impassable, the lately beautiful frig'ate now rolled a helpless

mass of ruin on the waters, half swamped already, and hastening

with every second of time towards those fatal breakers to leeward,

from which, when once within their foaming circle, no human skill

could rescue her.

Now, when wholly too late, these frightful truths all rushed upon
the mind of Fidget, but they only produced that horror and confusion

which suspended what slight powers it ever had possessed. His mis-

fortunes certainly needed little increase, but, that no doubt on this

point might remain, the Cambrian resolved to take his revenge of his

superior's former insolence, and, carefully seeking the little man out,

at this terrific juncture went up to him, as officer of ihe watch, aiid

bawled in his ear—
" Will it please you to shorten sail, sir ?

"

History has not informed us whether Fidget, like the criminal at the

gallows with his mother's ear, made an effort to bite off that of Llewel-

len. If not, it eould have been from no want of inclination.

** No, sir !
" screamed Fidget, in the utmost rage, somewhat unneces-

sarily, since he had not even a thread of canvass to shorten, much less

a sail.

" Very well, sir," responded Llewellyn, and touching his hat with

the same imperturbable gravity, he scrambled back to where the mas-
ter and first lieutenant were endeavouring to screech out a consulta-

tion.

Both these old officers perceived at a glance how hopeless it was to

expect from their superior any assistance in the emergency into which
his folly had brought them. With many years more of experience at

sea than he possessed, they had both witnessed nearly similar catas-

trophes before, and were therefore not quite so completely at a loss.

" Can we save her, master, tliink you, by wearing ? " demanded the

first lieutenant of his brother officer, screaming the question in his ear,

for though the frigate no longer remained on her beam-ends, the gale

still howled over its prostrate victim with the most deafening fury,

while heavy falling spray was as a continuous shower, and, for the

time, nearly blinded every one exposed to it.

Cold as it was, the drops of sweat chased each other over the old

master's brow, as, with a look of intense agony, he shaded his eyes

from the dense foam flying over him, and looked to leeward, to see

if any hope remained. To one unaccustomed to look out for the ap-

pearances of the land through all the difficulties of bad weather, no-
thing would have been observable but a dense mass of broken water

and dark mist. But the habitual practice of the master served him in

this extremity to detect the shore. Raising an arnj in the direction of

this still more dreaded cause of apprehension, he replied

—

" There's the land !—There's no room to wear !—Nothing can save

us now but an anchor!—Run forward on the forecastle, and get both

bowers unstowed, while I run down below on the main-deck, and see

every thing dear !—Send down to me as soon as you're ready, sir !

—

We haven't a moment to spare '

"
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Quick, at the word, down darted the little master to the deck
below.

" Llewellyn, my hoy! go you forward on the larboard side," said

the first lieutenant, as soon as the master was gone, and unstow and
clear away the small bower, while I go forward on the starboard side

and see to the large. Fly, my boy ! or we shall be too late !

"

But easy as it was to enjoin speed, nothing could be more difficult

than to execute it, since the ship was rolling heavily at every fresh

surge of the sea ; and the first lieutenant, who had to get to the fore-

castle to windward, found little or nothing to support him on his pas-
sage, the bulwark on the gangway being washed away, and the sea,

every few second, making a clean breach over her ; with neither booms,
boats, nor rigging remaining, to help one from being- swept off to lee-

ward. On the larboard side these difficulties Avere increased, by the
quantity of wreck over which it was necessary to scramble.

While the officers on the upper deck were contending- with these

difficulties, the master, as we have before stated, hurried below on the
main, and there, to the best of their ability, and with a degree of
quickness and vigour that bespoke a far difi'erent school from his pre-
sent superior's, gave out the orders necessary for coming to an an-
chor.

If the confusion and disorder were great on the upper deck, they
were scarcely less so here on the main. The carpenter's crew were
endeavouring, as fast as they possibly could, to close the gun-ports,
which, when the squall first burst upon the ship, were open both to

windward and to leeward ; the consequence had of necessity been, that
immense volumes of water had been shipped on the lower deck, and
the frigate all but filled, not only from that which poured in from the
weather-ports, but also from that which overflowed the combings of
the hatchways to leeward. It was only then, Avhen the ship righted,

that this imminent peril was lessened, and now the first alarm was
partially over, the carpenter, a grey-headed old seaman, lost no time
in guai'ding against its recurrence.

Still the heavy seas already shipped, made the frigate sink in the
water considerably below her proper bearings, and the sea thus rushed
through the scupper-holes, and kept her main-deck several inches under
water ; while the hatches being in the very act of being battened down,
the few women and children who were on board below, set up a scream-
ing and wailing, which added to the roar of the tempest, the creakino-

of the frigate's timbers, the confused shouting of voices, all orderino-

and none obeying, and the din of every moveable flying- from right to

left, in all the disorder of a ship just out of port, made a scene of dis-
traction that none but those who have once witnessed similar horrors
can well conceive.

In the midst of this pandemonium, so dark, from the excluded day-
light, that a few fighting lanterns alone revealed what was passing
around. The master, with admirable nerve and coolness, set the best
example to his men to exert their utmost, by himself applying all his

strength to execute a part of his own orders. With a lantern in one
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hand, he was engaged with the otlier in casting off some temporary

stops from one of the cables about to be used, encouraging the men
around to make the utmost speed, when a heavy sea suddenly struck

the frigate on her weather-beam. In an instant she was thrown on

her beam-end again; down rushed the water in torrents from the

waist-gratings above, while, like a perfect flood, the briny element

came bubbling, weltering, and bursting up to leeward, till it nearly

covered half her deck, from the scupper-holes and ports not yet closed.

Staggering against the hencoops for support, the master, with his face

turned aft, was using every effort to prevent his lantern from being

extinguished. Already she began to right once more. The water w^as

fast draining from her deck, when a noise, as of something bursting

from its hold, and the sudden cry of human agony, induced him to

look up. With a feeling of horror, that no event of that unfortunate

morning had been hitherto able to create, he saw that the carpenter's

mate, in his natural desire to save himself, had clung to the breeching

of one of the main-deck guns. The tackle, in all probability faulty

before, had given way from the sudden heeling of the frigate, and in

less time than it has taken to recite the catastrophe—long before the

least efficient assistance could he rendered—the master beheld the

breeching and gun-tackles snap, with the quickness of thought, one

after another, and the immense mass of iron plunge, first on the un-

happy man clinging to it, and then roll over and over, and finally fall

dead to leeward, with the whole of its vast weight and impetus on the

frigate's side.

When the master beheld it falling, and saw that no effort could be

sufficient to arrest its course, an involuntary consciousness of what

must be the I'esult, made him shade the sight from his eyes with his

hand ; but the sense both of hearing and of touch told him as plainly

of what had happened, as if he still looked on. No sooner did the

ponderous weight of iron strike the timbers of the frigate, than the

shock vibrated from stem to stern, while a dull heavy sound, prolonged

into a frightiul crashing, tearing noise, too truly proclaimed the truth,

that the falling mass had beat out a portion of the frigate's side, and

gone through to the bottom. The jet of water that rushed through

this frightful chasm, fairly reached the weather side of the main-deck,

and filled the whole space like the act of a moment, while, with equal

rapidity, a yell rang through the stifling waters, and spread itself out

upon the pitiless tempest

—

"We're foundering !— We're found-
ering !

" It was indeed too true ! Almost in the same moment that

this awful cry arose, down went the unhappy frigate ! but she sunk

only a few feet. She had already drifted over the tail of the sand-

bank, and striking violently on the bottom once or twice, and momen-
tarily lifted off again, each time by the heavy seas, she was gradually

hove higher up the shoal, till her main-deck remained some three feet

under water, while the whole force and fury of the sea poured over her.

Had the accident of the gun happened but a few seconds before it did,

she would have gone down in water sufficiently deep to have covered
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every thing but her main-top, when every soul, but a few of the bsst

swimmers, must have perished !

Even as it was, however, a frightful loss of life had occurred. The

fore and main-hatchways being battened down, one or two only of the

women on the lower-deck had found presence of mind sufficient to

rush up the after-companion, when they found the water pouring in on

the lower-deck, from the irreparable leak made by the shattered tim-

bers that had given way to the fallen gun. Destruction staring them
full on every side !—death already master of a great portion of their

number, and pausing only for a moment's dalliance even upon the re-

mainder of his prey I—how frightful was the prospect that extended

its heavy Arista before the horrified visions of those who yet survived

on board the unhappy Nero !

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-FIRST.

EFFECTS OF IGNORANCE AND OBSTINACY FURTHER ILLUSTRATED.

Fierce and untiring poured the blast ! With every moment, fresh

fury seemed to animate the vast dark masses of waters that came swel-

ling onwards, sea after sea, and suddenly striking the trembling sides

of the stranded frigate, dashed up into high jets of foam, only to be

dispersed into heavy showers and clouds of spray, that, falling on the

exposed persons of those on board, drenched them to the skin anew,

at every succeeding wave. Around, raged in every direction the long

roaring breakers, that sighed and groaned in the bleak wintry wind, as

if into them had been infused the life which had been violently and
painfully reft away from such numbers on board.

In the horizon, landward—sufficiently gloomy by its dimly distin-

guished distance, to add to all the horrors of the scene, and yet suffi-

ciently near to add to those horrors all the torments of delusive hope—
stretched the low inhospitable shore of the French land, which to reach

was a joy, but to reach was to reach as a prisoner, and which to fail in

attaining, was to fail from life, and all that renders it so involuntarily

dear. What other resource, alas! was left to them? Could they
take to their boats ?—Every one of these were long long since de-

stroyed ! Could they make the frigate available to get off?—Still

more hopeless ' There, where her timbers struck—there would the

relentless fury of the gale plough up their eternal tomb ! beside the

numerous fgraves of those unfortunate victims, who already had per-

ished in the surf! Without spars, rigging, or sails, they could not
even have accomplished any thing of the soi't, even if her hull had
been sea-worthy !—this it never could be more ! Did their anxious eyes
turn, with far more burning hearts, toward the bleak expanse to sea-

ward—there, perhaps, relenting destiny might yet allow some trusty

sail, some friendly succour, to see and to assist them ! Ah, no ! Even
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to be seen was to be shunned ! and the flash that might reveal their

necessity, would only establish them as beacons for avoidance ! Was
there then, indeed, no help!—was death so near !—was drowning so

inevitable ! The insupportable ang'uish of the hour scarcely left them
breath to think of the reply ; but this Avas not the worst. The raging

of the tempest—the roaring of the waters—the howling of the winds

—

the startling crashes of the thunder—the furious beating of the break-

ing hull—the reckless curses of the seamen—were each and all too

horrible in themselves for endurance ! But still more touching, more
heart-rending, than the whole combined, arose at momentary intervals

the anguish-stricken wail of women, crowded aft upon the taffrail,

some with infants hanging at their breasts—others fainting and swoon-
ing in the arms of their husbands, or their husband's messmates, for

many of them, within the last thirty minutes, had been rendered

widows !—these tearing their hair, in a mingled paroxysm of madness
and despair !—those, urged by the delirium of terror, to give vent to

cries that could only distract others, and utterly fail to assist them-
selves !

In this hour of extremity and confusion, Avhere was their captain,

whose obstinacy had brought upon them all this ruin ?—where was
the chief, whose duty it was to protect ?—the leader, whose province

it was to devise ?—the commander, whose skill was to extricate and
to rescue ? The increase of the danger, so far from restoring his sur-

prised faculties, seemed only to have confused them the more. Si-

lently wringing his hands, when, by all the laws of poetical justice, he
ought to have been wringing his neck, the weather bulwark of the

quarter-deck afforded a temporary refuge to one who had deprived

himself, and the hundreds under him, of any better.

At every second, the heavy seas, as they rolled cumulating and
thundering towards the distant land, lifted up the noble hull of the

frigate with the dense volume of their waters, only to let her plunge

down again, with all the impetus of her own vast weight added to the

terrific strength of every wave that topped upon her decks ; thus al-

ternately were her shivering crew drenched to the skin, or dashed

rudely against the guns and bulwarks to which they clung ; while

every succeeding wave the cries of horror became less, as one wretched
being after another, numbed by the bitter cold of a piercing January
blast, was unable to maintain his hold with the strength required, and
was washed away to leeward—their hapless bodies tumbling and
struggling for a few seconds amid the waste of foam and angry
waters, while their agonizing shrieks grew fainter and fainter at each

moment, as their forms gradually grew less and less distinct—a limb

was seen battling in fierce agony here, and another striking with the

agony of death still farther off. The eye looked in vain for its re-

appearance again in the chaos of water, and the grave that is never

filled received another victim.
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CHAPIER THE TWENTY-SECOND.

WHICH snows THE POWER OF DANGER IN DISCLOSING THE STRONGEST
MINDS.

In the midst of the scene we have described, where all the ordinary

ties that bind society were loosened—where the strong instinct of

self-preservation took the lead before every other emotion—where

fear debased the nobler qualities of the heart, and true generosity

obtained the noblest field for its developement. Discipline was over-

thrown with a rapidity that can be little conceived by those who have

only witnessed its power in the heyday of security. Orders, it is true,

were scarcely needed, for all seemed over ; and it was well it was so,

for no orders that required the least sacrifice of self would have been

obeyed.

In one respect, at least, the rapidity with which misfortune had
come upon them was productive of benefit. No time had been allowed

for drunkenness. The spirits, as well as every other sustenant of life,

was buried below the mass of sand and water with which the lower

part of the ship was filled. What remained, therefore, of the Nero's

crew were still in possession of their faculties, though sadly numbed
with cold, and depressed by the threatening presence of instant death.

Some, breathing only the most fearful curses, turned their eyes on the

captain, as he remained crouching in his hiding-spot upon the quarter-

deck. Others who had entirely resigned all hopes of life, flung

themselves down upon the deck, and allowed the angry surges to beat

over them in mute despair—the errors of a past life rising to increase

their honor for the present, and painting still greater suffering in

the future. A few there were, however, w'ho still maintained the

dogged courage and constancy of British seamen ; and determining

not to be beat even by death till his icy fingers should benumb their

hearts, looked about them, even in this scene of desolation, for some
means of effectually combating their terrific foe. Foremost among
these was the young man who had already shewed so much presence

of mind in cutting away the main tack—young Prestone. Going up
to the first lieutenant. Toggle, who stood near his captain debating,

if it can be so termed, with Mainstay, he touched his hat, without

the least abatement of respect from that Vihich he would have ex-

hibited had they been moored in safety at Spithead, and putting his

mouth near the ofiicer's ear, bawled out

—

" Can we do nothing, sir, to gain the land with these poor women,"
pointing to the cluster of seamen's wives who had been allowed to

remain on the sailmg of the ship from the Downs, because, as they
alleged, they lived at Plymouth, and the Nero was to have touched

Q
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there for a few hours to take out some g-eneral officer to his des-

tination.

Poor creatures ! How often in this world do our warmest and

kindest feelings betray us, and from a source of virtue and happiness

entail on their possessoi-s only the extreme of misery. Few or any

of them really lived at this port, but anxious to delay the hour of

parting to the last—eager to enjoy those hours of concentrated yet

painful delight which precede the severance of those who are attached

by the softer ties of life, they had lingered on board as they thought

to enjoy the last twenty-four hours in the society of those from whom
they mig-ht be parted for years—perhaps for ever ; and now they

were to pay the forfeit of their lives for a wish so natural—an indul-

gence so desired by all.

When Mainstay heard the question, he turned to Captain Fidget,

saying in a tone of voice loud enough for all to hear

—

" What Vv'ould you wish done, sir ?
"

" Do what you like," was the reply, ** nothing can save us."

" I fear that's too true," ejaculated Mainstay.

"I don't think so, sir," interposed Prestone ;
'* bad as our case

may be, despair can only make it worse. A few good hands might

yet form a raft ; and with the wind so dead on shore, we should only

have to drift before it. At any rate, we must perish out here before

relief could come to us. Indeed, long before this gale blows itself

out, the frigate must go to pieces ; she never can stand this hammer-
ing long. 1 can hear her timbers breaking up below at every surge

;

and once let her part, every soul must perish in a few minutes."
" A raft !

" returned the lieutenant, a momentary look of hope

illuming his features, to disappear as rapidly as it rose, " if we could

frap one together, it might get through even as heavy a sea as this.

But how can we make a raft when scarcely a single spar is left on
board ?

"

" Oh, never mind that, sir ; we'll soon make up for the want of

spars."

" But even then we can get little farther forward—we shall get no
hands to help us, I fear."
" A dozen, sir, may do the work ; and here are four of them,"

pointing to Mainstay and Llewellyn,
" By Cot, the lad's right, upon my honour," said the latter, join-

ing the conference ;
" we might have thought of this before."

" Never mind that," said Mainstay; neither his fat nor his good
humour seemingly the least disturbed by the change in his prospects.
" Besides," added he, in the same tone, " there are several of the

midshipmen not washed overboard yet."
" Aye, I forgot that," gravely rejoined Mainstay, Avho in the

smoothest of hours had as little idea of a joke as the Kamtschadales
have of curry powder; and would far sooner have believed in a man's
jumping overboard than that a living soul should venture on a jest of

any sort just now. " Yes," continued Mainstay, *' 1 forgot the Mid-
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shipmen ;
" and he looked round for them, but not one could be seen

— and for a very sufficient reason, of which even, if hinted to him, he

would have been still more incredulous.

Captain Fidget, who always took care of number one, had in his

fore-cabin a very large safe, which was at all times stored with meat
pies, tongues, pasties, corned beef, soft tack or bread, various condi-

ments, and one or two bottles of spirits and wine.

innumerable had been the plans and stratagems laid by the deni-

zens of the cockpit to surprise this fortlet of good cheer. But its

strong position in the captain's cabin, and the numerous surrounding

difficulties had hitherto defied them, both by night and day, to their

infinite grief. No sooner, therefore, did they behold the bands of all

subordination loosened, and the ship in her present state of imminent

deadly peril, than they perceived not only that this was the time, if

ever, to succeed ; but further, that if they did not succeed now,
neither cupboard nor midshipmen might remain much longer in ex-

istence to compose the materials of success. Instead, therefore, of

troubling themselves about going down, or going up, or going" abroad,

or in short of going at any thing but a go of brandy, they held a

brief and wliispered consultation on the poop, as to the eligibility of a

cutting-out party in the captain's cabin, while the surrounding circum-

stances remained so favourable. The very mention of the project

was hailed with universal approbation, and one after another they all

sneaked down the companion unnoticed in the general hurry and outcry,

and without meeting a single soul on the main-deck, except the pur-

ser,,whom they found too busy to heed them, wringing his hands by
the side of the wardroom skylight, where the vexed waters were flow-

ing in selfish riot over thirteen hundred pounds in gold, which he had
been incautious enough to draw out from a bank on his own account

at Chatham, and had been devoting to some fortune-making specula-

tion, when he should arrive in the West Indies.

As with agonized features he gazed and gazed upon the bubbling

waters welling up from the wardroom, and thought of all his darling-

gold, with which his eyes had been feasted in glorious security last

night, and now vainly plotted how once more to bring- to light its pon-

derous treasures, he seemed half inclined to try the diver's art, and

only half restrained by a dire sort of consciousness, that so much of

the precious metal would be too heavy for him to hope he could fish

—and yet to lose it ! Horrible idea ! Was it not better for him
to lose his life thrice over. He would plunge and try the risk. Ah !

what was it stopped him on the brink—the very eve and act of sink-

ing ? Oh ! he had forgotten—his wife and family—true— well, he
would gain assistance—some more bulky form might better bear such

ballast. He heard footsteps approaching—he listened, and saw the

cutting-out party of midshipmen come skipping down.—No, not them.

—He'd trust any set of beings rather than midshipmen—though there

certainly were one or two very fat hobbledehoys amongst them, who
could have floated with a much heavier weight, and thought little of

it ; and he could have found it in his heart to have given five or even
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ten pouiuls at the most to have got back his darling specie—specie was

so valuable in the colonies, with all the rate of war discounts—but not

to them—no, not to midshipmen—he couldn't mention it to them

—

it might be less easy to get it back from their clutches than those of

the inexorable sea—so after a piteous scrutinizing look at the middies,

as they passed him, he once more turned his hopeless gaze upon the

place where the gun room had once been visible, absorbed in his acute

grief; and looking, as he held on by one of the stanchions, and

peered downwards with his miserable thin hooked nose, blue as his

jacket with the cold, not unlike one of those melancholy birds, the

bitterns, who may be seen standing for hours on one leg, in the midst

of some watery waste, watching for their prey.

As for the middies, they cast a moment's look, but scarcely so long

a thought, on the purser, and little guessed what was passing in his

mind, as happy in themselves at plundering their skipper's larder, as

if they had expressly ordered the whole scene ; and had the question

been put to them, would have told " old Nipcheese," how infinitely

they preferred a bottle of wine and a cold tongue to all his guineas,

which they would no doubt have devoted, together with their owner,

to a place supposed, by general a'.sent, to be considerably warmer than

any of their present positions. Once arrived at the scene of attack,

they found the captain's safe securely locked, but the application of a

tomahawk, from over one of the cabin guns, speedily superseded the

necessity of a key—the comestibles were rapidly divided, and the

greater part ravenously devoured, when, to the credit of the young
rogues, it must be added, that they concealed the rest under their

jackets and in their pockets, and carried it back to the poor women,
who were huddled together on the quarter-deck, and to whom the re-

lief was indeed a most timely supply.

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-THIRD.

TREATS OF A MIDSHIPMAN'S GLORY.

While on the main -deck were proceeding scenes such as we have de-

scribed, and such as any one beholding from the shore the perilous

extremity of the frigate would have been so little likely to imagine,

on deck the efforts to construct some means of escaping the destruc-

tion which threatened, were not abated. Those, by whose efforts the

necessary measures were taken, were the three officers wlioni we have
mentioned, Prestone, and one of the boalsv.'ain's mates, for the boat-

swain himself had long since been washed overboard.

The project of the young seaman once adopted, there still remained

some formidable difficulties to be surmounted.
" What you propose to use as spars for this raft, I cannot easily
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imagine," said the first lieutenant, taking up the reply of Prestone,

where we momentarily turned aside from it in the last chapter.

" Why, sir," said the young seaman, " there are still the two spare

topsail-yards lashed in either luainchains."

" Yes, there they are, and there they may remain for all the use that

vve can make of them. As to floating them to leeward, and then mak-
ing a raft under our lee, the thing's impossible—we should only lose

the life of every man that attempted it, and after all never get three

sticks lashed together."
" That's true enough, sir, and it would be madness to make the at-

tempt ; but what I propose is, to cut adrift the topsail-yards from the

chains, first on one side and then on the other, taking one at a time—

•

top up the after-yardarm by a tackle from the mainmast-head—then

bear out the foremast one, so as just to fall clear abaft the mainchains

—then hoist it in-board, and lower away, leaving one yardarm resting

on the quarter-deck hammocks on one side, and the other on the other

—leaving as much space as the length of the quarter- deck between
the two yards, and filling up the space between with planking and
carlings, which the carpenters can rip up from the waist and forecastle-

decks and the spare studdingsail-booms, which are still left in the lee-

waist netting, while over all we can lash the waist-gratings, and over

them a spare maintopsail—if that won't float the best part of us to the

shore I'm much mistaken."
" But how will you get it into the water ?

"

"Launch it bodily overboard with a tow-rope, and then haul it

alongside to leeward."
" By Cot, Toggle, and a devilish good plan too ! Upon my honour,

we may still hope to pass the best years of our lives in a French prison,

if we are lucky, yet."

This speech, uttered without any meaning to disspirit the crew, was
overheard by Fidget, who, coming into reversionary possession of all

his faculties the moment that an opportunity of finding fault presented

itself, sprung a step forward from his corner, calling out

—

" Mr, Llewellyn ! Mr. Llewellyn, sir ! it's my particular orders that

you abstain from all such unofficer-like remarks. You needn't dis-

spirit the crew, even if you cannot make yourself useful."
" By Cot, Captain Fidget !

" responded the peppery Welshman, all

his remaining blood seeming, at this rebuke, to rally back into his

pale cheek, where the icicles were clinging to his large bushy whis-

kers. " / only say, sir, / wish I were the least useful oflicer on board

at this moment, sir !—that's my opinion, sir, by Cot !—and my opi-

nion, sir, is still more, sir, that those who brought us into this scrape,

ought to get us out of it, sir '—that's my opinion, sir !

—

if they
can !

"

What more the fiery descendant of St. David might have added, the

fates only know, for at this moment a cry arose from some of the

neighbouring seamen who had been listening-, of

—

" Toss him overboard !—Toss the Jonas overboard I

"

Expressions which Fidget's conscience rendered so strictly appli-
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cable tO his own case, that he slunk back to his former resting-place

without uttering- another word ; while the first lieutenant, dreading

the lengths to which the rage of the crew might go, if once put into

motion, wisely and kindly took him by the arm, and leading him for-

ward, asked him to superintend the getting out from the lee-waist

netting the spare studding-sail, booms, oars, &c, which it contained.
" A pretty devil of a fellow for a skipper !

"

•' Well, well, never mind."
" Aye, that's all very fine—but what shall I do with the seamen's

hammocks, as they're unstowed ?
"

'* Oh, send them aft to those poor women on the taiFrail, with orders

to take the blankets out, and wrap themselves up the best way they

can. It's not of them or us either^ my boy, I fear, who will see the

sun set this day !
''

" Never mind that, my boy ; we must have given up the trade of

sun-setting some day or another."
" Yes, but we might as well have put that day oif as long as we

could."
" Not a bit of it, my boy !—there's a matter that sits heavier at my

heart this day than the whole of it."

"What's that?"
" Why, what should it be but to think that one of the finest kits

that ever lieutenant in the pride of his heart took to sea with him, is

now two fathoms deep in sand and salt water ! and that's not the

worst of it ; for wasn't I fool enough, and ass enough. Cot help me !

to pay my tailor's bill before starting, just for the sake of a little lub-

berly discount the devil tempted me with."

Here a heavy sea poured over the defenceless waist of the Nero, and
the Welshman had enough to do to hold his own, while his brother

ofiicer scrambled aft to take the steps necessary for constructing his

raft.

" Now, my boys," said he, going up to the group of men who were
crouching toward the stump of the mizenmast, " a few hours' labour,

and I hope we may stand a chance of once more getting a dry skin

ashore. Boatswain's mate! pipe all hands to make raft!
"

"Aye, aye, sir," said one of the boatswain's survivors, leaping out

from among his fellows, glad at any rate of some employment to warm
his freezing limbs and divert his mind. Forth came his silver call, and
in the most powerful tone which exposure and exhaustion still left,

gave the pipe desired.

" Now, then, my lads," continued Toggle, " divide yourselves into

parties. Carpenters ! go forward on the forecastle, and rip up the

waist and forecastle decks to windward. Keep the planks as long as

you possibly can, and see what lengths you can saw out some of the

carlings. Forecastle-men! see if you can get the spritsail-yard in

board, and bear it aft here to the quarter-deck. JMaintop-nien ! 'way
aloft some of you, and get a whip on the mastiiead, and overhaul it

down upon deck. Afterguard ! stand by to hand aft the fall, and walk
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away with it. Sailmakers I below there some of you, and rouse out

of the bins a spare fore and maintop-sail !

"

"Bins, sir! ^' responded the sailmaker, starting, for if there is an

objection to be made to any project, a sailmaker is sure to be the man
to stand first in the field. " We can't get at the sail-bins now, sir.

They're a foot or two deep in sand by this time, to say nothing of

their being under water. How can we, then, get a sail out of them,

sir ?
"

" How, sir ! why, by diving, of course."

" Please, I can't swim, sir, let alone diving !
''

" Well, then, die and be to you !
" angrily returned the

lieutenant, his good humour momentarily forsaking him at this opposi-

tion from one of those whom he was thus exerting his very utmost to

save. " Here," elevating his voice to the rest of the men, " is there

no one present who will volunteer to dive down on the lower-deck, and

get out a couple of topsails from the sail-bins ?
"

" I will, sir," instantly responded a voice. The lieutenant turned,

and Prestone stood beside him.
" So will I !

"

" And I !

"

" And I !
" was repeated in several quarters, as the generous exam-

ple, once set, was quickly followed.
" That's right, my boys," replied the lieutenant, clapping Prestone

on the shoulder. " Now, then, down below with ye, and set to work,
and take care of yourselves for once, for you're too good to be lost

!

Mizentop-men ! out into the weather mainchains, and stand by to

unlash the spare maintopsail-yard. Maintop, there ! are you ready

with 'that tackle?"
But the question, though loudly repeated, stood little chance of

being heard ; and the seamen to whom it was addressed had not yet

gained the top.

If the scene appeared horrible and threatening from the deck be-

low, how infinitely more so did it become as the spectator ascended

the only shrouds which the frigate still had standing. The blast,

thick with the spray, penetrated through every fibre of the seamen's

clothes, and spread a continued veil before his face, that partially re-

vealing some of the darker features of the prospect, and concentrating

others, only made the whole more hideous. The mast, strong as it

appeared, remained quaking and quivering to its very step, as one mass
of water after another swept over its devoted hull, while every time

the ship surged heavily upon her bed of sand. The jerk was so ter-

rific, that even the strongest heart could not help fearing that the whole

toAvering mass—yards, top, shrouds, and all—were going over her lee

side. Strained as the rigging had been during the first squall, while

the Nero lay on her beam-ends, the larboard stays, &c. still hung in a

complete bight, or semicircle, while those on the starboard, or right-

hand side, had to bear the whole strain, and the moment that this was
temporarily taken oS them by the motion of the ship, the " stick," «,s
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the sailors term the gigantic pine, rocked to and fro, and shook the

sustaining cordage in a manner seemingly far too rough for anj' strength

to endure— tlie parting of one singlcjStrand of which, might, and in all

probability would, have been the signal for the rest to follow, and then,
" good night to Marmion !" Nor let the description be thought exagger-

ated. Such a situation once felt, can never be forgotten ; and no de-

scription ever can surpass the trying reality ! At every few seconds,

the seamen who ascended felt the power of the wind so great, as

scarcely to be able to withstand it and hold on. Turning involun-

tarily a rapid glance over the shoulder, to see if the storm was inclined

to abate, beheld nothing but a dense white cloud, from which, as from
some general focus of woe and danger, the sea came rushing on,

covered with foam, and bearing every mark of violence, as one enor-

mous wave chased on another, of a dark, leaden, sullen aspect in the

depths of its dimly-lighted hollow, while it reared aloft, at a height

scarcely credible, a threatening crest of curling waters, whose roar

was plainly audible long before it broke on the trembling sides of the

frigate, and hid every soul on board from the anxious gaze of those

aloft ; leaving it doubtful whether either party were ever to behold

their fellows again

!

It is in scenes like these that the nerves of men are tried ; and who
that ever came through one or two of them, can meet in aftertimes

the minor ills of life without feeling that calm self-possession which
is estimated, and rightly estimated, at so high a value, by the rest of

mankind, who have had no opportunity of buying pearls at so large a

price. The steel that has received " the ice brook's temper," pre-

sents an edge that softer metals only assay but cannot turn ; and this

reflection may often smooth to the young«the bitterness of adversity

—

an ordeal never yet endured with fortitude, without ultimately bring-

ing to the sufferer a five-fold harvest of fruit in happier days.

The main-top gained at length, the necessary tackle was fixed and
overhauled, so that those on the deck below could affix its purchase to

the desired point, which was the aftermost end of the spare main-
topsail-yard.

" Give it me," generously cried Llewellyn, seizing the block and
jumping over the hammock-netting into the mizen-chains, which from
the fall of the mizen-mast, and consequent cutting away of the mizen-
shrouds, was left so wholly unprotected as to render the risk of being
washed overboard very imminent at every fresh sea that struck the

frigate.

"Stay a moment, my boy," said Mainstay, seizing him by the

collar, " don't be so mad as to expose yourself in that way.—Mizen-
top-men ! a rope's-end here. Now, hold up your arms—so— lot me
pass this round you, or it's ten to one we ever see you aboard here

again."

" By mil honour, and if that isn't well thought of. There, a run-

ning bowline knot's the safest— let me w^hip it over my shoulders—

•

that's riglit—haul taut. Now, I've forgotten the selvedge for the
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topsail-yard. Now, Toggle, when I whistle, sway away—there'll be

no hearing orders out there. Take care you're not too rough, and so

spring the spar. Whose in the main-chains ?
"

" Mainstay."
" Very good."
And fully prepared at all points, Llewellyn jumped into the mizen-

chains, and having cut away the last lashings, was busy in fixing the

selvidge-strap round the arm of the yard, when a heavy rolling sea

burst unobserved full on the quarter of the frigate. In an instant

poor Llewellyn was buried in the mass of water— fairly lifted from

his post, and grasping with all the confusion of a drowning man at

every object that presented itself. As usual, none of these were of

a nature to offer a fair hold ; and when the Welshman's eyes next

opened on the light of heaven, obscured and clouded as it was, he

found himself floating, a mere speck, upon the bosom of a vast surge,

that swept him away in its resistless retreat, from everything that yet

connected him with life, and left him like a weed upon the ocean,

to be thrown or dashed wherever its savage, though insensible, caprice

might dictate.

In this alarming situation, the first emotion that presented itself to

his mind must naturally have been that of extreme horror at the un-

expected fate which had befallen him. The next, that of compara-

tive calmness, on remembering the precaution with which Toggle's

kindness had furnished him against this very accident. With sudden
grasp, as he lay, resistlessly borne upon the summit of the vast wave
that had washed him from the frigate, he felt for the rope attached to

his waist. What a fierce—what a frightful excitement must have
been felt in that moment. How rapturous—how inexpressible the

satisfaction at finding that it still girt him round. Exposed to im-

minent danger as he had been for the last few hours, and Avith mo-
mentary death staring him full in the face for the latter portions of

them, and that, too, by a cruel form of considerable suffering, he had
not believed it possible that the mind could, under so many opposing

circumstances, nourish the love of life with half the tenacity which
the feelings of that moment displayed. To seize the rope, and begin

to haul himself on board was the work of a moment. It might have

struck him with surprise that his loss did not at once seem noticed

on board—that he did not at once see on the quarter the head of the

first lieutenant, or some other hand helping him to regain the frigate.

But then it was possible they might have been struck by the sea on
board—or—or-:-a thousand things. Still he hauled away, hand over

hand, upon his rope's-end, to the best of his ability—maintaining

himself at the same time on the agitated surface of the sea, and gulp-

ing down, every few seconds, large dozes of the sea-water. Some
misgivings may also have arisen in his heart, that the rope came so

readily to his hand ; but it might have been the end of a coil, and he
had not yet drawn it out to its point of attachment. The distance,

too, to which he seemed to have been drifted already from the frigate,

by the backwash or undertow, appeared remarkable—and once more

u
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he directed his anxious gaze towards the Nero—once more he renewed

his efforts to drag himself on hoard. The few seconds which had

elapsed since the accident, to him seemed interminable—still no

check could he feel at the end of his safety-line—and—was it the

intervening mist or spray—or was it fright had weakened his eyes ?

—

but scarcely could he detect what was passing on the decks of the

ship, where he had so lately formed one of the chief officers. A feel-

ing of indescribable horror came over his heart—for a brief pause he

ceased his efforts. The intense cold of the water, which in his strong

excitement he had before scarcely felt, now appeared to palsy every

particle of remaining strength ; while the drops of death, clearly dis-

tinguishable from the torrents of brine with which he Avas drenched,

seemed to his agitated feelings to be starting from every pore.

Where were his friends ? Where were his shipmates—his mess-
mates ? Where were Toggle and Mainstay, to help in saving whom,
among the rest, he had thus perilled his own existence ? How un-
grateful was their conduct! How bitter such ingratitude! Leaving
him to perish, like a dog whose day of service was over; or worse,

resigning a drowning man to the doubtful resources of his own
strength, when the slightest effort of theirs would have put his

rescue beyond all doubt. But no— he wronged them. There they

appeared at last ! There was the black glazed hat of Toggle distinct

among the rest,—momentarily catching the light on its round
polished surface. If he beheld their motions rightly, they were look-

ing for him in the mizen-chains. Did they not know, then, that he
had been washed overboard ? Surely it must be so. Now they look

out for him at sea. Quick as thought he lifted up an arm above the

waves, as he floated on the raging sea, to attract their attention,

little estimating the right distance to which he had been drifted, oi:

that amid the confusion of foam and broken water—here a patch of
dull dark-green, and there a maze of dazzling white—even his body
itself was but a mere speck, and his arm all but invisible.

The effort thus well intended, was as quickly followed by the in-

evitable consequence, namely, that of plunging him once more be-
neath the sea, and further exhausting the vital energy that was
already rapidly expiring. Cheered for a moment, however, by the
hope that his comrades had seen him, and now that he was missed,
that he must be rapidly dragged on board, he no sooner rose again,

than with all the gallant and undying determination of his profession,

he began once more to draAv home that which he fondly believed to

be the link that bound him to life and safety.

After dragging one or two arm's lengths towards him, who shall

imagine the horror and consternation of his mind on feeling—not
that gradually tightening strain which would bespeak its Ih-m attach-

ment to the frigate, but tlie loose unfastened end in his hand !

The truth must now have flashed upon his mind with tenfold agony.
In the hurry of the moment, they had given him as a safety-hne one
of the brace-falls, which had been accidentally cut in clearing away
the wreck of the mizen-mast, aad which consequently had no other
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connection with the ship than that of lying upon her decks, from

whence poor Llewellyn had been gradually detaching it, during the

whole time he had been overboi&rd, with as much fatal success as if his

sole object had been to withdraw the only hold on existence that still

remained for him.

It may be doubted whether any human agony ever surpassed that

moment of Llewellyn's. Had he known his fate at first, he might

have submitted to it like a brave man as he undoubtedly was, without

a murmur. But after being played with in finite corporeal suffering,

like a trout, to find that the death-pang was still to be passed—the

last struggle yet to be made '—What reason, what courage could meet
such a shock with anything like fortitude ? It may readily be con-

ceived, that for the first moment he contemplated undergoing these

at once, and striving with his fate no further; but taking, perhaps,

one last look at the old frigate, on board Avhich so many hours and

scenes of his life had passed, he saw that the undertow had not only

left him just amid-ships, but carried him so far oft' to sea, as to bring

him once more under the influence of the direct current that was
setting towards the shore ; so that if he kept afloat a few minutes

longer, he stood a chance of either being dashed against her sides, or

left upon her decks by one of the heavy seas that continually broke

over her.

It was a frightful alternative to choose ; but at the worst it was

only death, and as the same penalty was attached to declining both

as to acceptiiJg either, he, as far as any human calculation can di-

vine, adopted it, and was seen to direct all his remaining vigour to

take the chance so offered. Now, too, that every hope seemed over,

and his mind was released from that most horrid of all mental torments,

suspense, he may have felt more calm and collected ; and instead of

using any unnecessary exertion, was observed to content himself with

the slightest motion of his arms, sufficient to keep him afloat ; while

to the accomplishment of this end he was further cheered by Toggle

and some others, as he once more approached the frigate—waving

their hats towards him, in admiration of his gallant struggle, and notice

of readiness on their parts to help in rendering that struggle suc-

cessful.

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-FOURTH.

TOGGLE THE Mx\N OF FEELING THE PURSER THE »IAN OP PELF

CONTRASTED.

While this brief tragedy had been enacting without the timbers of

the devoted ship, little less harrowing had been the feelings of most

on board. Few people are so quick at estimating the good qualities

of their superiors as sailors— none so ready to make allowance for their
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defects of character, and putting aside these, to reward those with

their wannest admiration and affection.

With both his brother officers, thei^, and the seamen, Llewellyn

was deservedly popular ; and when his loss was first discovered, it pro-

duced as much and more excitement on board the frigate, than, under

the absorbing circumstances of her situation, anything could reason-

ably have been expected to do.

They soon found out what had happened ; but reproach was trebly

idle when not only could the fault not be repaired, but the discipline

to support reproach was gone. They made one or two efforts to serve

him, by throwing overboard gratings with ropes attached ; but they

were borne in a widely different direction, and deeply as it might

•grieve them, they resigned their fiery favourite to his fate, in

which, as they had too good reason to believe, he only preceded

themselves.

Toggle's quick eye had, however, instantly detected his uplifted

arm, distant as it was, and never losing sight of him, now not only

watched the moment when he might be once more cast on board, but

set several hands on the lee waist, and stood himself amongst them,

if possible to break his fall should he be dashed against the decks, or

arrest his progress, should he prove, as he rightly anticipated, too

exhausted to help himself.

At last, on came the wave, and as they had all hoped, Llewellyn

borne right upon its crest. With infinite force the body of the sea

struck the frigate's bends, causing her to heel unusuaHy over, while

Llewellyn, carried on the very sunmiit, was dashed over her level

deck, and, owing to the extreme cant of the ship, too high for the lee

gangway to intercept his body. The men on the look-out to save

him, with Toggle at their head, made a consentaneous spring. Some
of them caught a bight* of the rope which was still attached to his

body. The cry, " All right," yet hovered on their lips, when sud-

denly the ship rose, and the body still descending with full force, the

right tempie struck violently on the iron fluke of the frigate's stream

anchor, which was stowed in her larboard fore- chains, and falling

heavily into the tormented bubble of waters below, a momentary tinge

of blood was seen upon the dazzling surface, as it closed over its

gallant victim, and nothing of Llewellyn remained to his friends but

the memory of his worth, and the severed life-line that hung idly in

their hands.

It was utterly impossible that anything could be more melancholy,
or more touching, in that dreadful hour, when the lives of every one
on board seemed depending on less than a single hair— if a slighter

tenure there can be—than to see the looks of deep grief and disap-

pointment with which those who had done their best to save him gazed
down into that insatiable grave in which Llewellyn had been swallowed
up !— that grave which yet yawned so widely and so fiercely for his

survivors !

•* " Bight," a bend in the middle.
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In the sunshine of life we behold many a noble and esteemed spirit

glide from our side into the gloom of death with scarcely any per-

ceptible pang !—there are many to supply the vacancy ; and the loss

is not felt when the need is scarcely known. Hoiv different is it when
the storm and the peril of adversity assail our courage, and teach us

the value of fellowship ! To lose then a single heart on which we can
rely, is to sustain a bereavement only the more bitter, from its inti-

mate connection with self!—and more acute from the irreparable

nature of the loss, and that tendency of the heart to softness and
affection which affliction brings in its train !

" Have you saved him ?— Where is he ?—Is he hurt? " anxiously

demanded Mainstay, as Toggle returned to the quarter-deck, his fea-

tures plainly expressing the grief that was struggling in his heart.

" Saved him !
" repeated Toggle. " No !— I wish to God we had !

—No ! poor fellow !—He's gone I—Lost !—I saw him sink !

"

" Saw who sink ? " asked Fidget, coming forth half a step from

his place of shelter.

" Poor Llewellyn, sir! He had jumped into the mizen-chains to

clap a tackle on the maintopsail-yardarm for the raft, and the first sea

washed him overboard !

''

> "He always was a very rash officer," was the only reply.

The eyes of poor Toggle seemed absolutely to flash fire at this

cruel and heartless aspersion of one, whose wish to repair the faults of

his superior had just cost him his life.

" It was not his rashness, at any rate. Captain Fidget," returned

the first lieutenant, in a voice half choked with rage. " It was not

his rashness, at any rate, Captain Fidget, that lost us the fi'igate !

"

Fidget felt the keenness of the rebuke, and, pretending not to have
heard it, slunk back to his original post ; while, as there is always a

toady at hand to suck the venom from the just Avounds of tyrants, a

thin, squeaking, but well-known voice chimed in with

—

" Poor young man, he had a very fine kit—one of the finest kits I

think I ever saw in the service ; but I doubt its quite ruined by this

time."

Toggle turned at this most apposite apostrophe towards the quarter

from whence the voice proceeded, and there, crouching at Fidget's

elbow, was seen the purser, his peaky long nose and lips looking as

like the back of a mackarel as the face of a human being, so blue and
livid and speckled in their colour.

" A very proper idea for an old Jew clothesman," muttered Toggle,
turning away, and resuming the duties of the ship, while the purser,

supremely indifferent whose feelings he outraged, provided only that

those of " The Captain " were propitiated, proceeded to make further

application of that " lip salve," in return for the balmy unctuousness
of which, the administrator was allowed to plunder the crew and crown
ad libitum.

To the reader, who had before seen him watching the overflowing

gunroom, and is aware of the strong attraction which it possessed
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"in the bosom of its deep," some explanation of his appearance on

deck is necessary.

While he still stood irresolute by the waters of Babylon, mourning,

grieving, resolving, and repenting in one breath—to dive or not to

dive I— who should come to his assistance but his devil in all iniquity '

—the purser's steward—his own peculiar and familiar ! This man
already had some knowledge touching the specie in his cabin—he also

knew the locale of his master's den to the utmost nicety—the drawer

where he insisted on disodourating himself and brother officers to

death, by keeping an unholy horde of tallow candles, to deal them out

by twos and threes—and all the other peculiar whereabouts of the

place. To his steward, then, as an excellent swimmer, he unloaded

his bosom of his perilous stuff; and though the creature was crafty

and lucre loving, and would not duck and dive for mere affection of

his master, as the said master wished him to do, yet they agreed, after

much haggling, that the steward should go a-diving for the treasure,

and receive as his reward one hundred pounds. The purser then gave

him the necessary keys and directions, and after nearly achieving the

death of the steward by his repeated immersions, the gold, which was
.contained in a small iron box—with the key of which the purser would
not part—was safely dragged to the maindeck by the purser's hands

—the steward having affixed the end of a gun-tackle fall to its

handle.

The diver well knowing his lord, was now clamourous that his pearl

should be taken out of the oyster ; but this the purser, with a show of

the greatest horror, indignation, and surprise, declared to be quite im-

possible.

" The key of the iron box was in a little purse, which was in the

secret drawer of his desk, which was in the bottom of his chest, Avhich

was in the after bread -room—as you well know."
" But the box might be so easily broken open," said the steward.
'* What ! and lose all the gold! " returned the purser, " which, of

course, wOo all loose. No ! as soon as they got safely on shore, and
were at their ease, then, indeed, he, the purser, would do it with much
pleasure."

" But the danger," quoth the steward, " of carrying such a heavy
lump of treasure—it might slip or fall overboard, or the purser him-

self might meet some accident."
" Impossible again." Now that the purser once had his grip upon

the coin, " he felt," he said, " as secure as if a boat were waiting

alongside to take him to the point at Plymouth." Finally, he begged
the steward not to be at all uneasy, and was moving to the quarter-

deck.
" Well, sir," said the familiar, becoming desperate, " give me your

keys, and I'll go down and get your desk up—only let me make fast

this tackle as a clue to get back from the bread-room by."
The purser gave up his keys—pointed out every particular— the

steward made fast his " cltie
"— and down he plunged once juore.
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The wary old Nipcheese grinned horribly as he saw him disappear,

looked cautiously round for a minute or two, to see that he was not

watched, then slyly and rapidly unfastening the "clue" of his fami-

liar, dropped the end of it into water over the gunroom, and stole

swiftly back to the quarter-deck. No doubt, the purser thought he

had done an exceedingly clever trick ; getting down on his knees be-

hind a gun to windward, forth came a little highly-polished key from
his bosom, where it was worn, fastened by a watchguard, round his

throat. In an instant, like the touch of magic, it opened the little

iron box, and there, closely packed together, were seen thirteen small

canvass dumplings, each sealed and tied, and containing one hundred
guineas.

Looking suspiciously round him, to see that no eye observed, the

purser, with the dexterity of an Indian juggler, Avhipped one or two

into one pocket, some more into another, and so on, until all were dis-

posed of about his person. With many a sigh, he then gazed at the

empty box—shook his head again and again—advanced it towards one

of the gun-ports—drew it back, and sighed, and shook liis bead again.

It was an old friend—it had kept much cash for him in times past— it

was his own property— belonging neither to the crown nor to the crew
;

therefore it was hard to part with it—nay to waste it. The thoug'ht

was dreadfal ' Yet it could be no use ! They must be wrecked ! and
if that rascally steward should ever find his way up from the bread-

room, it might be seen, and tell tales. Yes; it must go overboard!

Already it trembled on the port-sill, when some sudden thought struck

the ov\'ner, and he drew it back. Admirable idea ! A shot case Avas

close at hand ; breaking open a cannister of grape, he quickly filled his

box with the iron bullets, and locking it, once more left it where it

was, and walked under the captain's lee.

In a few minutes he saw his steward come rushing up from the

niaindeck, open mouthed and furious, to look for and denounce him.

With admirable acting, he walked up to the poor familiar, and having

asked with much apparent anger what had kept him so long, demand-
ed his keys.

" Keys, sir !
" replied the steward. " The devil himself could't get

them !—The bread-room's choked up with sand !

"

" I thought so," responded the purser; " and since that's the case,

you'll just,' sinking his voice to a most confidential whisper, " take

the trouble of carrying the money-box yourself, for my arms are tired

already."
" Oh, certainly, sir !

" replied the familiar, all his suspicions vanish-

ing on the moment. " Where is it ?
"

" Here,'' said the purser, leading the way to the box, wliich the

steward incontinently took upon his arm, and proceeded, under the

strictest injunction of the purser, to carry with as much care, tender-

ness, and solicitude, as if it contained the young Shiloh I
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CHAPTER THE TWENTY-THIRD.

THE LAUNCH OF THE HAFT, AND FURTHER HISTORY.

By this time, the first lieutenant, aided by the strenuous exertions of

Mainstay, Prestone, and others of the crew, had completed the raft in

the manner originally proposed ; and all that remained to be effected,

was the launching of it. This was no easy task ; but each succeed-

ing moment rendered it the more imperative, as the incessant action of

the heavy sea 'upon the frigate tore from her first one portion and
then another, until it became a very doubtful .question how much
longer her hull would hold together at all. In addition to the weaken-
ing effects of the storm, the steps taken to rip up her forecastle-deck,

and saw out as many carlings (small beamsj as possible for the raft,

had reduced the forepart of the Acssel to a mere skeleton ; and as every

fresh sea struck her, the seams yawned in every direction, leaving the

once-firm oakum with which they were caulked protruding, and giving

easy access to the water to complete the work of destruction.

The plan, so ingeniously devised by Prestone, for making the raft

as buoyant as possible, by covering it with canvass, had by his own
personal exertions and risk been carried into complete effect. After

incredible labour and danger, he had headed several of the other sea-

men in dragging from the lower-deck several spare sails which had

been frapped and lashed both below and above the spars, timbers, and

gratings, which now composed their only ark ; and in addition to the

increased safety which it gave in preventing the feet of its passengers

from slipping between its unsteady materials, it not only repressed the

water from bubbling up through their interstices, but bound the whole
together in a manner which nothing else could have effected, and thus

enabled the whole, for the longest possible time, to resist the severe

ordeal of the waves to whicli it was to be exposed.

Satisfied at length that every exertion nad been made. Toggle took

a final inspection of their work, as it rested like an awning on the

quarter-deck, and then gave the command to pipe " All hands launch
raft !

"

In obedience to the order, the pipe was given. '

" Now, my boys," said Toggle, " each of you steady yourself by
these bearing gags," handing out the ends of the remaining gear,

which was made fast to the various cleaks to windward, in regular

rows, so that the seamen holding these in their hands, stood file after

file across the quarter-deck, their heads and shoulders bent under the

heavy mass they were to heave up by the force of their exhausted

bodies. " Watch the time as the seas strike us to windward, and the

ship heels over, to prize up and launch the raft bodily over the lee-

quarter !— I'll give the word!— Don't be in a hurry, and take your

places !

"
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Cheerfully at the word, the poor fellows got under their burden, and

took their stations in separate ranks ; not a man on board but gave

his mite of assistance to the arduous duty, and even the women, too,

rose at the word, to place their shoulders to the task—but this the

men would not permit. Two beings alone, in male garb, contented

themselves with idly looking on—Fidget and the purser. Toggle

looked at them for a moment, as if expecting, and indeed hoping, that

the captain would seize that opportunity, the last that could be afford-

ed him, of reinstating himself in some portion of his crew's esteem.

But he neither stirred, nor offered to stir. The temper of the first

lieutenant could not tamely endure this, and he called out

—

" Purser, sir, come here and do your duty !

"

He then placed the miserable Nipcheese where he might add his shoul-

ders to the lift, and turning his back in contempt on his superior, called

to him two of the women from aft, who were noted for their strength

and having often been at sea before, he placed in their hands the

hawsers, which were to bring the raft alongside again after it was
launched, saying—" Here, old girls, see that these run clear from
their coils, and take care of your hands. And now, men," taking his

own station to heave with the rest, '' one. and all of us heave with a

will. Here she goes!—Heave !—so !—Now lieave again !—so '—Now
— now the sea strikes her !—Heave again !—Bravo !"—as the raft began
gradually to slide over the quarter—" So, once more!—hurrah! my
heroes !—she's nearly amidships !—one more and she floats !—Now

—

now with a will !—so !—Hurrah !

"

At this moment, when the raft was just balanced, one of those

heavy waves that had made such cruel sport of them during the whole
of the past morning, poured its whole volume of dark-green sea upon
the decks of the frigate. But the precaution of the steadying guys en-
abled each man to stand firm. With the fiercest impetuosity, the

surging mass rolled, broke, and bubbled over them, till meeting in the

lee-bulwark an obstacle that turned the current of its fury, the confined

water dashed upwards w-ith a strength that nothing- could resist, against
the bottom of the raft. It trembled for an instant, as if about to fly

into innumerable splinters, and then, with a heavy surge, plunged
into the mass of surf and foam to leeward, striking the water up in a

sudden jet for many feet, and temporarily disappearing from the view.
" Hurrah ! hurrah !

" involuntarily broke forth from the gladdened
lips of the seamen.
" The hawsers !—man the hawsers !

'' was heard in Toggle's voice;

and taking these from the hands of the women, the dark mass on
which they had been so long and so patiently labouring, appeared itself,

amidst the glittering foam, a short distance to leeward of the frigate,

and was gradually brought within a few yards of the ship's broad-
side, like some vast prey of the whalers, which only waited its last

disposal.

But though the chief diiSculties of this undertaking seemed mas-
tered, there yet remained considerable danger to be surmounted. For
if the raft, though afloat, had come in collision with the sides of the

wreck, strongly as it was put together, it would have been unable to

s
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withstand the collison. To keep it, then, at a safe distance, and yet

so near that those who were to escape by its assistance might yet em-
bark, Avas the object to be attained. The former part of this was
effected by the drifting of the sea, and to surmount ihe latter, a whip

was Avith great difficulty got on the mainyard by Prestone, who, as

usual, was foremost in volunteering this dangerous service, and the

end being handed down, the first man who ventured on the unsteady

fabric floating below, was put in a sling, and hoisted aloft by his com-
rades with a guy, or bearing line, attached to the lowermost block.

Then, watching the opportunity, he was gradually lowered, until, hav-

ing a secure footing, he made fast the end of a kind of stay, which
also came down from the same yard, and which v.as to assist the des-

cent of the rest.

No sooner had this man, who was the boatswain's mate, reached the

raft in safety, obeyed the directions given to him, and signified by his

pipe that everything was ready for proceeding with the embarkation,

than Fidget presented himself as the next in precedence, for whose
safety the greatest care was to be had.

On recognizing the person of their captain, nothing could exceed
the uproar Avith Avhich they received this tacit appeal to their care, by
the fatal cause of all their sufferings. Cries of " Back !—Back !

—

Stand off'—Shame!—Shame!" were raised and repeated in the

fiercest tones, and with the utmost confusion, Avhile three or four of the

stoutest seamen gathering round, actually hustled him back on
the quarter-back, Avhere it was impossible he could further interfere—

•

plainly telling him in no measured or agreeable manner, that he had
contributed no labour or skill in helping them—that he ought to be

the last whose safety was consulted—and that he Avould be very lucky

if they took him off at all. In vain he stormed, SAA^ore, threatened, and
called on the first lieutenant to interfere.

Toggle essayed to bring the seamen to AA'hat he termed " a sense of

their duty," but itAvas useless. They only replied by seizing him, Toggle,

by force and unawares, thrusting him into the slings, and before he
could alter their choice, whipping him up into the air, and loAvering

him doAvn. They then called out for Prestone, but he had not yet re-

turned from his dangerous duty aloft; nor did he seem at all anxious

to avail himself of the grateful I'emembrance Avhich they thus showed
of his readiness to assist in the general safety, and indeed point out

the means of attaining it.

In Prestone's absence they seized on Mainstay, Avho, Avith his usual

imperturbable good- nature, quietly submitted to their anxieties for liis

preservation, and was duly transported to the raft. They now called

out to those Avho had aheadybeen lovvered, to look out for the Avomen,

and one after another, with some slight screaming and agitation, the

whole of these poor creatures, Avith one exception, were also safely

rescued from the dangers of the Avreck. One alone resolutely refused

the offer ; she crouched among her wet blankets at the stern, declaring

that her husband and child had perished, that life now possessed no
value for her, and that she preferred the risks of the frigate to the suf-
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f'erings of the raft ; thus they at last permitted her to have her own
way, thinking- that her intention would alter at the last.

But though hope had led them to have recourse to that which

seemed the only chance of safety, tlieir new position had many and

frightful privations. Drenched to the skin, without food or drink

—

the pitiless seas and surf breaking over them at every moment, with

no bulwark to prevent their being washed overboard at any instant

—

their fingers so benumhed and frosted as to render them all but use-

less—the only prospect of rescue being that of getting first drifted and

then dashed on an unknown shore—the day already fast drawing to a

close, and evening- setting- in with no appearance of the storm abat-

ing—how intensely strong in the human heart must the love of life be,

which could tempt some hundred and fifty heings to struggle through

all t'.ese disadvantages for the sweets of a French prison and the

horrors of slavery !

At last the embarkation was accomplished. Three living beings

alone remained on the decks of the Nero—Captain Fidget, Prestone,

and the poor woman astern. Prestone held the hawser of the raft

;

making this fast for a few moments, he ran aft once more to urge her

embarkation on the unhappy female, saying, as he went, to Fidget

—

" Will you come aft, sir, and help me to bring her forward. Let
us put her on the raft at any rate; she'll thank us afterwards, if not
now.''

" No, no, sir," replied Fidget ;
" let her do as she likes. If you

waste much more time with such fooleries, they'll shove off with-
out us."

And while Prestone went on his errand of humanity, the captain

employed himself in arranging the slings on his own person. But
though at a distance, the crew of the raft were by no means unob-
servant, and seeing how he was engaged, began shouting furiously

—

" Prestone first—Prestone first '
" for they had seen the object with

which the latter had gone aft.

Of these cries the captain at first took no notice, until they were
followed by others of still stronger significancy.

" You shan't come here till Prestone's safe ! Take those slings

off ! You shan't come here till Prestone's safe !

"

Though these shouts were very indistinctly heard, yet the hootin"-s

and gestures were perfectly intelligible ; and Prestone, being unable
to alter the intentions of the poor woman at the taffrail, came back to

tell Fidget that he, Prestone, Avould never desert a wreck on which a
poor woman was left to perish, and that he therefore chose to remain

;

but if Fidget chose to go, he would lower him down at once.
" Oh, certainly !

" cried Fidget, seating himself in the slings forth-

with, without any further attention to the crew below, who resumed
their shouts and cries with greater violence than before.

To these Prestone paid no attention—he hoisted aloft the captain,
and, determined that there should be no return, undid with the other
hand a turn of the hawser which held the raft, and then rapidly
lowered -away the captain.

The crew not understanding what was meant, and attributing what
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they saw to some unheard tyrannical order of their officer, no soone/

saw him being lowered amongst them, than with one accord they

lifted up their arms, and pushed the pendant weight away. Prestone,

unaware of their inten'non, lowered away at the same time, to ship him
safely on the raft, and the united result of both these actions, was to

plunge the unhappy object of them into the boiling surf. Eager to

repair the mischief, Prestone now hoisted away the tackle once more,
but this Fidget had in his fright let go, and was soon struggling among
the waves for a life which none of his late crew evinced the least

desire to assist him in retaining.

With a devotion too rarely evinced in this life, Prestone seized a

rope's-end from the main-chains, knotted it round his ov.n body with

incredible dexterity, and jumping close down by Fidget, dragged the

insensible body to the gangway, transferred the rope's-end to Fidget's

waste, regained the frigate himself, and then pulled up its insensible

captain.

But great was the sacrifice. When he once more looked towards his

late shipmates, he saw that the loosened hawser had slipt from the cleat

where it had been fast, the strain on the raft had drawn (he end over-

board, and the raft itself was now drifted irrecoverably to leeward.

The crew on board were making various signs, inviting him to plunge
after them; and for a moment human nature seemed to suggest the

act. In the next his eye fell on the poor woman crouching at the

taffrail, and the abject being extended at his feet. The nobler spirit

triumphed. With a deep sigh he turned inboard, and gave his pre-

ference to die in the execution of the generosities of life, rather than
live by the desertion of them.

CHAPPER THE TWENTY-SIXTH.

woman's REMEMBJRANCtS HER GRATITUDE AND RETALIATION.

The choice was made—the determination taken. As Prestone
watched the gradual gliding away from his sight the congregation
of his unhappy shipmates, it seemed as if the ebbing of life—the

departure of existence, was no longer an illusion of theory, a subject

of discussion—a matter of metaphor, but one of those cold stern

realities with which the sorrowful existence of man is crowded.
Now a gigantic wave bent over them its threatening hollow

—

now a mass of froth and foam swept in their fury on its shrinking
numbers —now their dark arms were seen tossing on high, in frenzy,

despair, or imprecation—now not even the stunning crashes of the

frigate as she struck, or the blast of the tempest as it howled
over her, stifled the agonizing shrieks of those who gradually
drifted towards the land, and left him to perish—alone !—No !

even that amelioration of his misery was denied him. By his side

stood a being, who, from his position, ought to have commanded his
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respect. Now in the last excesses of horror and madness, he plucked

the hair by handfuls from his forehead, or vented curses more fearful

than the scene that called them forth, or threw himself upon the deck,

and once more relapsed into that state of seeming- senselessness from

which he had lately recovered.

How diUerent was the conduct of the poor woman at the stern.

She, like Prestone, appeared to view the approach of death as the

coming- of a much misrepresented friend, of whose evil we have many
misgivings, but of whose certain relief no doubt can be entertained.

For an instant his eye fell once more upon the raft—it was the

last time that he caught anything like a clear view of it ; and then,

threatened on all sides, he beheld a long rolling- breaker pour its whole
fury on the devoted mass—and too distinctly visible, he beheld one
or more beings swept overboard from its frail protection into the all-

devouring sea. One alone seemed to make an effort to save some
sinking wretch, hut it was in vain ; and shuddering at the sight, yet

drawing from it, horrible as it was, some consolation under the choice

he liad made, he turned aft to address some words of consolation

to the poor sufferer astern.'

Could he have known at the time who it was who thus sank never
to rise more !—who it was who made the effort to save him, and the

bitter history attached to both, how much of disgust Avould have ming-
led with his horror !

Laden with gold, as we have already described, the purser had
seated himself at one end of his new ark, in order that he might be
among the first to land. Wholly without the skill of those poor
sailors, whom it had been the aim of his whole life to pillage,

he observed not that at the same moment he gave himself one of the

most exposed positions. Unshipped by the first wave that struck him
fairly, he was no sooner left to struggle for his life, than the weight
of specie on his person carried him to the bottom, with his ill-gotten

wealth, like a shot ; while his equally honest steward, who had forced

his strong-box with no very creditable intention, and was thus fully

aware of his master's cheat, and only watching an opportunity of
out-manoeuvring his superior, saw all his schemes swallowed by the

accident, and made an involuntary and fatal attempt to avert it.

But enough of these blots on the page of nature. In a few seconds
Prestone's eye could no longer trace his shipmates amid the surf;

and nothing now diverted his' attention from giving that calm meet-
ing to death in his own person which most became his conduct, cha-
racter, and life.

The unhappy woman, who in her despair had made'the seemingly
hopeless choice of the frigate, was still young, and bore the traces of

former comeliness. Wrapt up in some saturated blankets, she laid in

the corner formed to windward by the signal locker and the ship's

side, scarcely evincing any signs of life, except now and then a slight

shudder, as ^some sea more furious than another washed over her.

Poor Prestone, wearied and exhausted as he was to the last degree,

could still feel the liveliest compassion for her, and going below on the

maindeck, to forage for any article of food that could be found, he
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entered the cabin, and discovered some wine in the bottom of a bottle,

and the remains of a loaf of bread soaked with salt water. These were

the only remains of the captain's lai-der left by the midshipmen, and
after vainly endeavouring to find some further means of sustenance,

he carried these on deck.

Going up to the woman, Mary Howarth, who, from living witli her

husband in the mess next his own, he remembered to have seen dur-

ing the only hasty meal of which he had ever partaken on board the

ill-fated Nero, he gently raised her from the half lethargic posture

into which she had fallen, and asked her to take part of the provi-

sions he had discovered. At first, she utterly refused ; but after

some entreaty consented to take a portion of the wine. Prestone hav-
ing generously made her swallow two- thirds of this, then took half

of the remainder. Parched as he was by the quantity of spray and
salt water Vv'hich he had swallowed in the course of his exertions dur-

ing the day, he thought as he drank the wine how utterly impossible

it must be for those who have never known such extremity, to fancy

the exquisite enjoyment of that moment. Delicious, however, as was
the draught, and great as was the self-denial required to abandon it,

he still checked himself in its enjoyment, to reserve for the captain a

somewhat larger portion than his own. Thus doled out, but little

fell to the share of either. As for Fidget, as little improved by his

adversity as fools generally are, he no sooner beheld the capture

made by Prestone, than he demanded from what quarter of the ship

it came ; and ascertaining this to be his own cabin, sharply repri-

manded the man who, but a brief space before, had saved his life at

the peril of its preserver's, for daring to steal his goods, and not

bringing them directly to him. Snatching at both wine and bread,

he greedily swallowed the former, and with equal voracity proceeded

to satiate his hunger with the miserable apology for bread. Having
devoured the far greater portion of it with the ferocity of a famished

wolf, he gave the rest to Prestone. Exhausted as the latter was, he
received the offering without remark, determining in his own mind,
that as Fidget was still determined to maintain the superior officer,

he, Prestone, should content himself with yielding him that rank,

and merging in it the more tender kindnesses of the companion in

misery.

By this time evening had approached, and the wreck began to show
undeniable proof of the fury of the seas that for so long a period had
been beating over it. The stern, in particular, which presented to-

wards the sea, had suffered most severely ; and the cabin windows
being long since demolished, the seas beat in through the main deck,

and was rapidly starting all the quarter-deck planks. As it was now
incumbent on the hapless trio who remained on board to choose some
resting-place for the night, Prestone contrived to cut from the ham-
mock-nettings sufficient tarpauline to rig a rude hurricane-house be-

tween the fore-bitts ; and seeing that during the night the stern

must infallibly be shattered to pieces, even if the rest of the ship

survived, he, by the last exertion of his remaining strength, carried

forward Mary Howarth, and laid her there under shelter ; and point-
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ing out this last refuge to Fidget, who instantly availed himself of it,

he also flung himself beneath its shelter, to die in peace.

Wearied with the horrors of the day, they all fell asleep, and when
Fidget next awoke, the wind, though still blowing a heavy gale, had

lost somewhat of its violence ; and the moon, which was nearly full,

shone brightly on their misery, though the sea beat on the deck with

nearly as much violence as ever, and constant sheets of water dashed

on their tarpauline covering, and running down its sides, trickled

underneath their shivering and nearly senseless bodies.

Without a moment considering that sleep was now the greatest

blessing in their power, and that consequently the deprivation of it

almost the greatest cruelty that could be inflicted, he at once awoke
poor Prestone, telling him that h^ was suffering the greatest agonies

of thirst, and imploring him to go below and see if he could pro-

cure some fresh water. To this Prestone replied by assuring his com-
mander that it was an utter impossibilit}'—that he had made the

effort the last time he went below ; and that, moreover, the main deck
was now not safe for any one to venture—that the sea was w^ashing

through it with the utmost violence at every surge ; and guns, shot,

and a multitude of other matters adrift on it, which would infallibly

maim and destroy any one adventuring on such a task. But this

assurance did not suffice—order, threat, and entreaty were all essayed

in vain. For half an hour Fidget would lie down and try to sleep

—

then starting up again in renewed agony, would again go over the

same ground with equal want of success. This was renewed four or

five times, till at last Prestone, lifting his head, said, with more as-

perity than he had before exhibited

—

" Do you imagine that your anguish, or thirst, or suffering, is

greater than either mine or that of the poor creature who lies beside

us? Yet you see we bear it. Then in the name of heaven do the

same. Lie down and try to sleep—or at least let us do so. It is our
only chance of life, and if w^e live till morning, God in mercy may
send some sail to take us off; if not, w^e had better spend our time

in preparing for a death that no grieving can
—

"

A choking gurgling noise was heard in Prestone's throat as he
came to the last word, and before he could complete the sentence, he
fell back senseless on the deck.

" Good God ' he's dead !
" shrieked Fidget, in those weak but

shrill tones of nervous excitement which was all the utterance his

burning thirst still left him.

"Dead!" repeated Mary Howarth, who had hitherto appeared
asleep, and starting up at the same moment and lifting the drooping
head upon her lap, she added—" No—he's not dead—not dead, but
faint from thirst ; but this will revive him—my poor babe's little sup-
per had he lived."

Tears gushed from her eyes at the memory of her drowned child,

and all the woman's tenderness revived in her breast, as bending gently
over the handsome but death-like features of poor Prestone, she lifted

his cold but arid mouth to her bosom, and bestow'ed on the object of
her regard that nourishment by which nature compensates the mother
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for all those pangs that bless her with a child. At this moment,

Fidget had partially drawn aside the tarpauline, to let the moonlight

fall on Prestone's features, to ascertain how far he was right in the

conjectui-e of his death. With the utmost distinctness, therefore, he

beheld the devotion exhibited towards him by their companion in

misery. Rushing forward with a cry of joy, he seized the woman's

arm

—

" Not on him !—not on him '—He is dead, I tell you !—Why throw

away the means of life on a dead man ?—Think of me !— I am living !

—I am the captain !— It is my right to be saved first !

"

" You! " exclaimed the bereaved mother, stretching out her arm,

and speaking with a degree of unexpected energy, that perfectly

startled the object to whom it was addressed. " You! save you !—
A curse, 1 say, on the woman who ever bore, much less she who could

ever save, you ! If there was not another one in the world to save, I

wouldn't ! though that's not the case now, you heartless flint ! for,

mark my words, the man who lies before us, faint as he may be, has

a longer life than yours! so come not nigh me, if you v/ouldn't wish to

feel the weight of a woman's arm that has beat you once before, when
you were both a stronger and a younger man than ever you will be

again!"
'* Beat me once before ! you lying she devil ! where did I ever see

you before, much less get struck by you ?
"

" It's easy to do wrong and forget it, but not so easy to suffer and
forget. Where you first saw me, was where I never knew a sorrow

till I saw the evil omen of your face, and since then ill luck has never

left me ! so, for fear you should die without remembering all the evil

of your life, I'll tell one portion of it. Just take the trouble to re-

member, A\ill you, when you were officer of a pressgang in the Downs ?

Aye, I see so long a time hasn't passed but you remember it. So,

perhaps, you have not yet forgotten coming to my mother's cottage in

disguise, to beg a drink of water, Vv'heedling out of the old woman that

her husband was in hiding, and breaking in on us, at daylight, a short

time afterwards, and dragging him ofi' to sea. Perhaps you may re-

member leaving my sister fainting on the floor, while I clung upon
your arm, praying you, for the love of heaven, to let my father go ; or,

Jiaving neglected all our tears, perhaps you may not quite forget the

double trick yq0 next played upon my mother's folly and despair.

You smile !— I wish you joy of any satisfaction in recalling how,
under hope of having back my father, you got her to tell you the hid-

ing place of some younger men— broke in apon them by force, as be-

fore—carried oii my husband among them—and then, instead of

releasing my father, sent them all to sea—while, to crown your
cruelty, you have this day wantonly drowned both my husband and
my son by your obstinacy ! and now ask me to save youi' life that has

caused so much misery to mine ! ^«o ! God forbid that I should ivish

any fellow-creature's death ! but if your hour is at hand, don't turn

for safety to the bosom of a woman you have rendered fatherless,

childless, and a widow !

"
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CHAPTER THE TWENTY-SEVENTH.

AVIirCII RETURNS TO OUR HERO.

In the reig-n of the Cahph Haroun Alraschid, Commander of the

Faithful—the great patron of all novelists and other story-tellers

—

there flourished in Bagdad an eminent professor of our art—Ali Ben
Liliykt Ruth. Now the Vicar of the Prophet had often been accus-

tomed to regale himself, when in disguise, on the oral but perpetual

feasts spread at will by the fertile imagination of Ali ; and being pos-

sessed, as most vicars think they should be, of the great tithes as well

as the small—in short, the ways and means—he offered unto Ali a

handsome pension, to transfer to imperishable tablets one of the best

of those tales which the romancist had been in the habit of narrating.

Tempted by the reward, Liliykt Ruth complied with his sovereign's

wish, and addressed himself with proportionate ardour to the task.

In his great anxiety, however, to acquit himself with all honour,

he stretched—to borrow the painter's expression—so large a canvass,

and covered it at starting with so many figures, that ere he had pro-

gressed beyond the few first stages of his tale, he had two thousand

and three characters all at work, and each individual in such a di-

lemma, that it might have puzzled Job, with all his wide experience,

to suggest any sorrows that should more distress, or any credible

device that should relieve them. Now when Ben Ali had arrived at

this happy consummation, he put a long dash at the end of the manus-
cript, and then dutifully laid it before the Commander of the Faith-

ful. Mahommed's vicegerent having attentively perused the same
with considerable avidity, supposed that this was only the first por-

tion, and eagerly inquired for the remainder. Flinging himself at

Haroun Alrashid's feet, and lifting his hands above his head

—

" Oh, king ! live for ever '
" replied Ali Ben, who had got an

unfortunate habit of never stumbling on truth, even by accident, " as

my soul liveth," continued he in the same strain, " there is no more.

The tale is finished, and the story is told."

"Finished!" repeated the Caliph, "how can that be, when the

whole breaks off in the middle ?"

" Those, sire, if your slave may say so, are notions tiiat rather

suited the days of the Preadamite sultans than these enlightened

times. Stories should be moulded solely according to the interests.

Your majesty's eye, like the beam of the morning sun, which opens

all that is most beautiful, has doubtless ere this perceived, that each

of my characters is in such a hobble, that 1 cannot make them any

worse, nor your majesty any better. Now, as the interest of the

story never can be half so perfect as at present, your slave thinks,

with your Miajesty's permission, that it had better be left there."

What was the reply of the Commander of the Faithful to this cogent

I
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reasoning of his celebrated novelist, history, with her usual negli-

gence on all vital questions, has nes'lected to inform us. But the

force of this great moral lesson still remains to us intact—so much
so, that were the records of "Paul Periwinkle" a mere work of

fiction, his humble memorialist would feel obliged, seeing the " fix
''

into which all the characters have got, to leave them there. This is

not so, however ; and the matter recorded in these pages being facts

of the most serious reality, they must be told to the end. And here

duty suggests the fairness of returning for a time to those matters

with which we left one of the leading objects of this memoir involved

—Paul Periwinkle himself.

—

The sun had risen, and was in the first burst of beauty—an exquisite

pink tinge suiTused the whole sky, and in the westernmost quarter

one or two of the last stars might be seen growing* more and more
faint with every advancing moment. The chorus of innumerable

voices—small but sweet—bore testimony to the joy of the winged
tribes. A cool and delicious breeze swept over the surface of the

earth, and seemed singing its part in the general anthem, as it

passed along, mingling the perfume of a thousand flowers, and the

honied sweets of every herb. Tiie cattle, depastured through the night

upon the plains, tossed their heads aloft to snuff the grateful air.

The labourer, as he sought his work, forgot the drowsy prayer for fur-

ther slumber in the renewed spirits of the hour ; and even the sliy

troHt shot forth to feed, with renewed appetite and increased daring.

Joy, and life, and freshness, appeared in everything. Could there be

grief, or sorrow, or dismay, at such a time, and amid such a scene ?

At a window that commanded all we have attempted to describe,

stood an old man, who had just risen from his pillow. Nothing could

more truly express the combined feelings of deep agony and resigna-

tion than his features, as his eyes wandered over the prospect before

him, or were turned towards the heaven above. His lips seemed
moving with that convulsive and involuntary action, which is so fre-

quently the result of suppressed sufferings—now framing the sorrow-

er's thoughts in prayer—now unable to refrain from the impatient

bursts of pain.

" This, then, is the day !
" said the old man, after a brief pause

;

"the day of woe, humiliation, and despair! Who would think so to

look at it ! We complain of the world ! but what can be more beauti-

ful, if man would but be content to enjoy it ?
"

For some minutes his eyes continued to rove over tlie various fea-

tures of the landscape. Then pursuing his reflections

—

" But what can be more vain than grief. Every assizes, those old

hills have witnessed the same calm in heaven—the same turmoil,

shame, and remorse here ! 'J'housands have suffered, and now how-

sound their sleep ! A brief space more, and all my suflerings too,

will be hushed in the same slumber. To endure is better than to

grieve—"
At this moment the rattle of a gig was heard under the window,

and a vehicle of that description made its appearance, drawn by a
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fine strong iron-gray mare, and driven by the knight of the old breeches

—worthy Mr. Wrynecker.
"Good morning, Sir Job! " said Two Shoes, standing up and

saluting the Periwinkle patriarch at the window, who seeing his friend

below, threw up the casement. " I thought, Sir Job," continued

Wrynecker, " I'd just call round and see if you'd like an early drive

for an hour, when no one's stirring. The exercise will do you good,

and enable you to stand the—the
—

" fatigues of the day he meant,

but his good-natured heart would not allow him to finish the allusion

;

so breaking off, he resumed—" I always take a rattle before break-

fast myself during 'sizes—it's the only time in the day I can manage
to steal an hour or two for health. The air in those cursed courts

would very soon finish me else. Won't you come. Sir Job ? You'd
better.— Do, if you can ! Trust an old stager like me for giving you
the best advice—just try it ! The air has a sort of live-for-ever kind

of feeling that's quite delightful !

"

Sir Job shook his head in reply, and then added

—

" Thank you, my good friend
;
your advice and offer are both ex-

cellent, but I think an hour's sleep, if I can get it, will be still more
beneficial."

And indeed, when Wrynecker looked at the haggard countenance

of his chent, he could not but feel shocked at the ravages grief had
made there ; and assenting to his p/oposition, said he would be back
by eight, and drove off.

" Now," said Wrynecker, " since we are to have a solitary drive,

we'll have a rattler. I'll just cut off to ,"—distant about four-

teen miles—" have a jolly breakfast at the George—they always give

good breakfasts at the George—and back again by eight; that'll just

do, without distressing my mare," and off set Mr. Wrynecker. In

passing Dick Doubtfui's lodgings, however, he looked up ; the faint

glimmering of a kind of light, and the apparition of some figure

fumbling at the window from within, induced old Leather-breeches to

pause. Scarcely had he done so, when up flew the window, and

forth flew Dick Doubtfui's head, his eyes red and bloodshot, his neck-

cloth cast aside, and his whole appearance that of a man who had not

retired to rest, while on the table lay a huge brief, unrolled before the

arm chair, its last two or three pages fluttering in the delicious morn-
ing breeze, while tlie pair of candles, one on each side, ran guttering

down the socket, and were flaring from the draught. These, with the

inkstand-dish, pens, and a heap of hieroglyphed papers, all told the

tale of Dick's devotions.
" Why, bless my soul—bless my soul, how's this ! Why, I declare

it's absolutely morning I
" said Dick, staring about him in as much

surprise as if day-break only came once a week.—"Why, is that you,

Mr. Wrynecker ? Oh, 1 see ! I hope you're quite well this morn-
ing, Mr. Wrynecker."

" Quite well, Mr. Doubtful, thank you ; how are you, sir ? Why,
you're up betimes, sir, and to business, I see, like me."

" Oh, upon my word, Mr. Wrynecker, you give me too much ere-
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dit !—•Oh, upon my word, you do!— for the truth is, I've not been

able to find time to get to bed yet; for our case, you see, comes on

the first thing- to-morrow morning, so I thought I could put off the

sleep till after the trial ; and now, deuce take it ! I've got such a

toothache, I hardly know what to do. But no matter.—No, no
;
you

see there are two or three very nice points in this case. First, you
see—but, perhaps, you could just step up here for a few minutes ?

"

"Why, really, thank you, Mr. Doubtful," replied V/rynecker, who
knew, by sad experience, what sort of things Dick's " nice points

"

were ; and that the mere touching on one at the window, would infal-

libly lose him his morning's ride. " Why, really, thank you, Mr.
Doubtful ; I should be most happy—much obliged to you for your
kind offer—but this little mare o' mine, you see, like most of the

women folk, the least shadow of neglect sets her heckle up instanter,

and I should no sooner get my foot oft' the iron, than away she'd bolt

at a venture—a devilish deal less likely to reach home than Halifax, I

assure you, sir. You see, sir, even now," giving her a saw with the

bit, and a cut on her flank, that made her rear and snort; " you see,

even now, she wont stand here auiet any longer, and I shall be back
at eight."

"Then, pray, don't stop now. Oh, upon my word! that horse

seems very dangerous. Isn't it rather a nice point to drive him ?
"

replied Dick, retiring from the window, with as much knowledge of
horse flesh as of baby's teething.

" Now," said Dick, as Wrynecker's gig drove off, and addressing
the empty arm-chair, with as much gravity as if it had been filled by
the principal of his college, " there's one of your co/i-founded fools

for you—there's an attorney, now, who's got a capital client—one of
his best clients—whose son is to be tried for murder in a few hours !

— the client an intimate friend, too, and no expence spared—no re-

muneration thought too great—yet that con-foanded fellow can't

attend to the case of his client's

—

of his friend's son— because he has
a bolting mare, or is going off on some tomfoolery or another!—bolt

him, I say !— the devil have him !—Vv'ell, well !—No matter, no mat-
.ter I—God help the poor clients, I say, if this is the way attornies do
their business' Well, it's no concern of mine ; I've done my duty

;

so now for bed ;
" and taking off his shoes, and walking and talking

some considerable-time in his stockings, Dick cheated himself of ano-
ther hour's sleep, and then went off to his pillow, leaving both

candles still alight. IJcing unable to find his nightcap, because it was
laid in its place, where he never thought of looking for it, he walked
down stairs to the hall, took his only hat, drew it carefully over his

eyes, which he said were always delicate, got into bed, and went fast

asleep.

By this time, Wrynecker had arrived at , seen his mare taken
out, rubbed down, and well fed—bullied the ostler, in his good-
humoured way, and given him a pinch of snuff' and a morning drain-^

ordered his breakfast—and commenced his usual harmless flirtation

with landlady, barmaids, c< id genus omnc— shared his quart of mighty
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ale with the landlord—and declared himself quite ready for breakfast,

whenever it should appear. This it soon did, in all anticipated

abundance and perfection, and ample justice to it did the worthy Mr.

Wrynecker. Just as he was sipping his last cup of coffee, he sud-

denly paused, and exclaimed with an oath

—

" I wonder how that fellow feels after his whipping last night ?—

A

nice figure I must have cut in that ball-room !—A pretty story they'll

have against me now, to add to all the others I —in all the county

papers, of course !—but, as Mr. Doubtful say, ' no matter !
'

"

" Your mare's to, sir,'' said the ostler, appearing to interrupt these

remembrances.

"Right, Thomas," replied the man of buckskin; and in a few

minutes he was on his way back to the " 'sizes." Two miles from

•, on Wrynecker's route, is a toll-gate, which does not levy its

exactions on any of the regular travellers of the road, but has been

placed in that position by tlie grateful authorities of , who,

knowing that this is one of the most agreeable drives in their neigh-

bourhood, determined, by this ingenious contrivance, to get out of their

confiding visitors the last penny v/hich it was in their power to obtain.

Only those, therefore, who start from r-
—

- pay the toll, and the

gate is cleared by tickets from all other places. Knowing the beauty

of the drive, AVrynecker had determined so to return, as it was little,

if anything, longer than the route by which he came, and it yet wanted
a quarter to seven o'clock. Just as he drew near the gate, a sudden
but heavy cloud obscured the sun, and the rain came down in tor-

rents.

Wholly unexpected, and therefore wholly unprovided against, Wry-
necker's wrath rose with every drop that fell. He should be wet
tiirough—he should have to change, and there would be no one to look

after his breeches ! And then he thought of the ball-room scene—and
then he thought— which was quite true—that he'd eaten too much
breakfast. Altogether, Mr. Wrynecker was getting into a quiet rage.

•" But no matter,' as Mr. Doubtful says, drive hard, and we shall

get through all in time."

Unfortunately, however, for Wrynecker, just as he came to this

conclusion, and was dashing through the aforesaid gate in haste, to

clear it before a long train of carriages with morning invalids—carts

with early cabbages—waggons with furniture, and other tender vege-

tables—came up, a pert, little, " noppety devil," as he afterwards took

leave to style her, ran screaming out from the door of the toll-house

—

" Stop, stop, I say ; where's your ticket, old 'un ?
"

" Come, old Squaretoes, look sharp,'' chimed in an early cabbage-

man, who was waiting to pass on the other side.

" Bear a hand a-head there, sir, will you ? " added Admiral Sharp-

shins, from his open carriage, in which he carried his gouty toe, and
two unmarriageable daughters.

" I say, Sal, make that fellow move on brisk, will 'e ? " finally

snorted forth the toll-keeper, who was lying snug in bed, distinctly

visible to Wrynecker's excited eye.
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Never was Leather-breeches in such a rag-e before ! His very heart

stood still with astonishment and wrath ! Even his favourite mare

—

his iron-g-ray—was flung upon her very haunches with surprise ! To
think that he ! Mr. Wrynecker ' should be thus treated !—assailed at

once by a " noppety devil," an early cabbage-man, a gouty admiral

Avith unmarriageable daughters, a lazy scoundrel of a toll-keeper !— to

be suspected of cheating a turnpike, and called an " old 'un," "old
Squaretoes," and a " fellow," all within a few seconds!—He'd show
them who and what he was !—He'd be avenged of all '—He'd let them
see how a lawyer could do the thing in a peaceable, quiet, constitu-

tional way !

Banishing at once from his ominous brow every trace of his internal

feelings, he summoned up his blandest smile and expression, moved
his horse forward, so that his gig wheels completely wedged up the

narrow gate, which had only been intended for one, he felt in his

waistcoat pocket that the ticket was really safe, and then quietly put*

ting his whip in its stand, commenced his operation.
" Here, my dear," said he to the " noppety de'al " in the ribbons,

beckoning her out into the rain; "you asked for the ticket, didn't

you?"
"Yes; to be sure I did."

" Well, well ; all proper. Wait a moment, my dear
;
you shall

have it."

Putting his hand into his vast right-hand pouch, out came as much
as his hand could graap of the last week's correspondence. With a

face as unmoved, and a manner as leisurely, as if sitting at his bureau,

he opened first one letter and then another, carefully folding each up
again in its proper form—never heeding the pitiless rain, or the oaths

and threats poured on him on every side. As soon as one pocket was
finished, he began another ; and so, with equal indifl'erence, precision,

and regularity, vv^ent through every scrap of paper, ejaculating every
now and then

—

" I'm sure I have it— I know I have it, somewherey
" Never mind, sir—go on, sir—never mind—we'll take your word,

sir," interrupted the toll-keeper every now and then, from his bed.
" No, no; I insist upon producing my ticket," disclaimed the in-

dignant Wrynecker. " A base suspicion has been cast upon my hon-
our, and its due to myself to clear it up. J know I have it some-
where ; " and every time old Leather-breeches said this, he commenced
anew with his capacious pockets.

There, stood the poor '' noppety devil," drenched to the skin, lier

ribbons and her hair hanging about her like so many rats' tails—there,

sat the outrageous and infuriated admiral, in the same dripping predi-

cament, shaking his crutch at Wrynecker, and firing oft' threats by the

thousand, and most unheard-of oaths— there, gathered together, the

cabbage-men, and the cow-men, and the waggon-men, and men of

many other denominations, entreating, execrating, imploring, objur-

gating, or remarking, each in his own forcible and peculiar style.

There sat the imperturbable Wrynecker, turning over his papers, cool
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as ever, feeling every pocket thrice over in its turn, and uttering every

fevv seconds, the same cry

—

" I know I have it somewhere !
"

One or two serious attempts were made, both by the eai'ly cabbage-

man and the admiral, to dislodge him by force ; but in an instant, a

long-barrelled horse-pistol was seen flashing- in Wryneclcer's hand,

and the sternest tones of his voice heard exclaiming

—

" If any man attacks me or my horse on the King's highway, I

shall defend myself and property to the life !

"

Seeing that they had got hold of so ticklish a customer, force was
now given over ; and when Wrynecker saw, by the turnpike clock,

that he had kept this farce up for half an hour, that the rain was
abating, and his time running short, he put his hand once more into

his waistcoat-pocket, and produced the ticket.

"Ah !
" cried the old boy, acting his part to admiration, " tJiis is

it!

—

This is it at last!—I said I had it somewhere.—~\ was sure I

must have it somewhere."
" Give it me, then, you old plague !

** cried the " noppety devil."

"Stay, my dear," replied Wrynecker, as cool as ever; " after so

much trouble in finding, 'twould be but a poor compliment to part

from it with any precipitation. Is that your name over the door,

ma'am?—' Ebenezer Hughes.'—Is that your name ?
"

"No, you great fool ' it's my uncle's. Do yoM intend to keep us

here all day ?
"

" Ma'am, you may stay there for all eternity, if you like ' I can't

think of showing my ticket to you, now you tell me that's not your
name over the door.—That's not in the act, ma'am. Whosoever shall

violate an act of parliament, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, you'll

find, ma'am, if you'll only look into my Lord Coke—Beecher's case,

B. 61. So, be pleased to send out your uncle.''

" You be ! " bawled Ebenezer, from his bed ;
" I'm not com-

ing out in the rain for you."
'• Indeed you are though—but you needn't bring any more oaths

with you, sir, than you find absolutely necessary, as I'll fine you five

shillings for every one."

With many a savage growl, the sulky " pike " jumped out of bed,

thrust on his greatcoat, fastened the two lowest buttons, and with

naked feet he paddled thi-ough the mud to the gig-side.

" Here give us your infernal ticket, and may every ill luck seize

ye, if ever ye darken this pike again."
" Not so fast, Ebenezer—not so fast— I don't give my ticket up to

any one. The act only requires me to show it, Ebenezer !—only to

show it ! There it is. Now, you may read it or not, just as you're

able ; and the advice you get by this morning's work, is to attend to

your gate yourself, Ebenezer, instead of idling in bed, and sending

out such an ignorant noppety devil as that wench yonder."

Smack went the whip—on went iron-gray—and a whole chorus of

shouts proclaimed the starting of the gig.

" I tell you what it is, you unfeeling pie-a-wau-wau-picked-up-
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along-shore hauberk !
" bawled the admiral, as he passed the carriage,

'* you'll be the death of my poor daughters, if not of myself, into the

bargain !

"

" No great matter either," roared back Wrynecker, in the same
stentorian tone and conciliating feeling. '' Go it, little mare !

" ad-

dressing the last words to iron-gray ; and off the beautiful animal

trotted, at the pace of some fifteen miles an hour, leaving the war
behind her, and Wrynecker nearly convulsed with silent laughter.

CHAPPER THE TWENTY-EIGHTH.

THE TRIAL.

By the time that Wrynecker got back, had changed his dress, and

called on Sir Job, it wanted but a few minutes of nine o'clock, when
the court opened; and everything being in readiness, they at once

set off. At Dick Doubtful's, things went not quite so placidly. At
half past eight the first bugle sounded, as a signal to all whom
it might concern, that the business of the day w^as drawing near.

With ears anxiously on the stretch, even in sleep, poor Dick
heard the cry of his baby, as Charles called the bugle, and sprang

out of bed, feeling literally as much parched from the want of sleep,

as if thirst, not weariness, had been the assailing sensation, and liquid

and not slun)ber the sustenance required.

With all the hurry a gentleman can use, the clock struck nine, and
the bugles simultaneously poured out their last startling notes by the

time that Dick had arrayed himself in the canonical black suit of his

profession, and hastily tying on his bands, he marched down into the

parlour, to see if he could get a mouthful of breakfast ; but there,

with still greater haste, had got before him one of the ushers of the

court, with his white wand.
" Please, sir, your case is just called on."
" Bless my soul— bless my soul—is it, is it. Run back and say

I'm coming.—Say I'll be there directly. Where the devil is niy

clerk ?—Oh, there you are !—Where's my bag ?—Where's my briefs

Give me my gown. Where are my books ?—Now, m}'^ wig. Susan,

that's a good girl ' pour out some tea !—John ! button my straps.

—

Where are those reports I had ?— Cow-fusion !
" and away bolted poor

Dick, with the refreshment of two hours' sleep to counterbalance

twenty-two hours' work; and part of a dish of tea to support the ex-

haustion of an ill-ventilated court, which, like almost all the rest in

lingland—and London especially—seem made to shorten the lives of

a profession, every one ol" whose pursuits appear kindly moulded with
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tTie same tendency. Thus it is, that unless the most robust physical

constitution is added to mental acquirements of no ordinary cast, few
men stand much chance of gaining the high places of an order, among
which are to be found some of the most ambitious and able of man-
kind.*

The clerk of arraigns was reading the indictment when Doubtful

arrived in court. Taking his seat, as quietly as he could, beside his

leaders, the attorney general, who had been specially retained,

and Mr. Botherem, he looked around him. The court was crowded
to excess. On the bench were several ladies of the various county

families, and in the body of the court two out of three were of the

same sex. The supposed cause of the murder being the beautiful

Nora Creina, who had been so well known and so widely admired

—

tbe singular nature of the case— the youth of the prisoner—and the

supposition that some further love relations might come to light, were
held to account for this composition of the auditory. At the bar stood

our unhappy hero, dressed in mourning, pale as if he had already been
a tenant of the frightful tomb, that—figuratively speaking—yawned
at his feet, and wearing a look of wretchedness and woe, that smote
the heart of the beholders. Severe as his confinement and agony had
been, the traces of former manly beauty remained strongly visible

;

each feature beautifully proportioned as it was, seemed the clearer from
the attenuation which had pared down and sharpened every individual

* To this sad truth, Romilly, GifFord, and a host of unknown martyrs, have borne
witness ; and under our own immediate eyes, even the great acquirements of a FoUet
have been temporarily made to bear witness. And must this state of things continue?
When a bill has just passed to force the dirty to clean their private dwellings, are not com-
mon sense and humanity strong enough in this nation, to grant that the pure air of
heaven shall at least be breathed in the temples of justice ? In all the newly built
courts, the Public are admitted in galleries ; the Bar, the Witnesses, Prisoners, and
subordinate officers, placed in the lowest deep, and the ventilating windows at the top.
All the foul air—the carbonic acid gas—which is evolved in considerable quantity at
every expiration of the human lung, falls, from its specific gravity, to the bottom ; and,
had it no kind of escape, would in a few minutes destroy every living thing that in-
haled it. By far the greater quantity, it is true, runs off by the doors, passages, and
stove-gratings ; but much is necessarily breathed in its descent, and has the most poi-
sonous and debiUtating effects on hfe—which tinith may be daily seen in brewer's vats
and wells, which these courts seem bmlt to imitate—a design most perfectly effected

—

while, a few years since, at Malta, one hundred and eighty chikken were all killed by
this gas in a few minutes, in the church of San Giovanni.

If this system is to continue, all we say is, thank God that the Queen's counsel and
seniors occupy the lowest benches, and m the general slaughter, as in H. ]M. Service,
the juniors wiU stand the better cliance of promotion by death-vacancies. As most
of these gentlemen have seats in parUament, we put it to them, whether it is not worth
their while to exert their lungs a little in the House of Commons, in order to save them
out of it. Nothing is more simple than the remedy, which is to have large ventilated
air-chambers under the floor of each court, with ample communications and numerous
ventilators in the walls of the court itself, nearly on a level with the boarding, as well
as'jin the roof. The judges, also, would experience the good results of such a reform
la the diminution of their weariness and sense of fatigue ; while the faculties of si°-ht,

and—more especially—of hearing, would have a chance of enduring perfect, infinitely
longer than any at present afforded them.—Q. E. D. To them, at least, if to no one
else, some public compassion ought to be extended, seeing how laborious are their du-
ties, and how patiently they devote themselves to their fulfilment.

u
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line, while the eyes stood forth more largely and prominently than ever,

and though shaded by their long fringes, and bent upon the ground, they

seemed surcharged with the grief that preyed within, and spoke a mild

yet heroic gentleness of mind, that utterly forbade the just observer

from deeming him a murderer.

Neitlier Sir Job Periwinkle nor Charles were in court, but waited

in a lobby till their reluctant evidence miglit be required.

The leading counsel for the prosecution having risen to state the

case, began by remarking on the painful nature of the jury's duty that

day, and the distinctions which this case presented from the generality

of murders tried in courts of justice. Mr. Crimson then went on to

say—
" The evidence which it will be my duty to lay before you, in sup-

port of this accusation, will be chiefly of that description Avhich is

termed circumstantial. By some, very serious, and I admit very well-

grounded objections are made against this species of testimony, as apt

to mislead ; while, on the other hand, there are authorities who have
sanctioned it as the best guide to truth, because it presents facts—un-
interested— incontrovertible—which can be framed neither one way nor

the other, but which leave the truth to become self-apparent. You will

judge, when you hear those facts proved, whether they can leave any
reasonable doubt on your mind as to the guilt of the prisoner. If they

can, and do, it is his undeniable right to claim the benefit of that

doubt in an acquittal. But if, as I fear they cannot, then, however
painful to yourselves, your oath leaves you no alternative but to pro-

nounce him guilty. The witnesses I shall call before you, are in a

position of life which is the best warrantry of their intelligence, while

their relation to, and connection with, the prisoner, as well as the de-

ceased, ensure us from the danger of their testimony being coloured by
their affections. For friends so placed, individually, we must all feel

the deepest sympathy and compassion, even while it is a source of

pride and joy to live in a society where eA^en these sources are ren-

dered subservient to the truth, by the admirable working of the law,

and relations are found sufficicDtly virtuous and honourable to comply
with a law so trying. The facta these witnesses will prove, are as

nearly as possible these.^' The learned counsel then narrated the cir-

cumstances of the murder, as they have been already detailed in the

early chapters of this work ; and having concluded bis address by
directing the attention of the jury to an " admission '' by the prisoner,

with a few general remarks, proceeded to call his witnesses.

Since the period of which we Avrite, numerous important alterations

have taken place in the criminal law of England, and one more imme-
diately in gur own day, which has very greatly changed the mode of

conducting the trials for the crown. We allude, of course, to the re-

cent prisoners' counsel bill, by which the counsel of those who are to

defend themselves from tbe charge of crime, are enabled to address

the jury for the defence, as well as the counsel for the prosecution.

Before this act of ta-dy justice passed, the prisoner, it is true, might
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employ counsel to cross-examine the witnesses produced against him,

and to watch any error in the indictments, and the correctness of the

proceedings generally. But the least word of argument or reasoning

on the facts elicited by such examination, was denied—the least dis-

section or examination of any doubtful point shut out. This unjust

and cruel state of jurisprudence had led to a practice assumed by the

bar, and tolerated by the bench, of putting argumentative and reason-

ing questions on the cross-examination, so that the jury might be able

to follow the intention with which they were asked. This was, of

course, very inconvenient on the part of the defence ; while, on that of

the prosecution, there was a feeling of generosity which restrained the

counsel within the barest possible limit against one who had no reply.

But happily, for the true interests of justice and humanity, advancing

civilization has swept away these remnants of that legal tyranny, of

which Macheath so tenderly, and with so much truth, complains.
" I'm sorry to see. Doubtful," whispered Botherem, " that the jury

have chosen a d convicting-looking dog for a foreman."
'' Do you think so? " replied Dick.

"Yes, I do," returned the other; but before he could say mora,

Thomas Corkindale, the first witness, was called, and having been

duly sworn, he was examined in chief, and deposed to being butler to

Sir Job Periwinkle ; that he remembered the morbing of Christmas-

day perfectly, and was at his master's house, Berrylea Grange, in

that county ; that having heard some noises during the night, he arose

at daybreak, and looking out of window, saw some footmarks and
traces of blood, leading down the avenue from the hall-door, where also

was a large splash, as if bloody water had been thrown out ; that he

immediately went down to examine these appearances more minutely,

and traced these same marks up the stairs to the prisoner's bedroom

;

that he found the door of the last closed, and opening it as softly as he

could, crept in, and saw the prisoner lying in bed, with his face

downwards—his bed, his clothes, his room, and self, covered with

blood ; that owing to the late arrival of a guest, the prisoner's cousin,

Mr. John Periwinkle, had shared the prisoner's bed ; but that he was
not there when Corkindale went in, nor had he ever seen him alive since ;

that several times of late high words had been heard to pass between

the two, in which the name of a young lady, cousin to both, had been

mentioned.

The leading- counsel for the defence now rose to cross-examine

him

—

" What kind of a temper, Corkindale, was your young master, Paul,

the prisoner at the bar ?
"

" Excellent temper, sir—nothing could be better."

" How long have you known him ?
"

'• Ever since he was a child, sir."

" Did you ever observe anything quarrelsome about him ?
"

" Never, sir."

" What kind of character does he bear for disposition ?
"
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" The mildest, quietest gentleman that can be, sir. 'Tis utterly

impossible, sir, that any character or disposition can be better."
" You said something of high words between the prisoner and the

supposed deceased—did you ever hear them joking one another about

this lady ?
"

" Yes, sir; over and over again."
" Then, Corkindale, can you take upon yourself to swear that

these high words might not have been intended by them for a joke
or jest?"

" No, sir, I cannot undertake to swear that."
" What were the general terms on which these two lived ?

"

" The best of terms, sir—nothing could be more so."
" Were you in the room when it was proposed that one should share

the other's bed that night to accommodate a guest?"
" I was."
" Who first proposed it ?

"

" Mr. John, sir."

" When Mr. John was at sea, did Mr. Paul seem as anxious for his

safety as the rest of his family ?
"

" Quite, sir."

*' How long had day broken when you first saw the snow-marks in

the avenue ?

"

" It hadn't quite broken."
" And yet, could you see that the marks were the colour of

blood?''
" Well, perhaps, sir, I couldn't quite see the colour; but I saw they

were drops of something dark, and thought they must be blood."
" Well, now, as you've made a slight mistake in one point, perhaps

you have also in another. Can you swear, Corkindale, that the door
was not on the hasp, as it is termed, instead of shut, when you went
to the prisoner's bedroom ?

"

" Well, J can't exactly say I'd wish to swear to that exactly. It

might have been just the least thing upon the jar, as it were, though
I thought it was shut."

" Did you see any footmarks traversing up the avenue, as well as

going down ?
"

" None."
" Did you observe any footmarks entering the house at any of the

lower windows, or at the back entrance ?
"

" I saw none at the windows, and when I unlocked the back door^
the snow was undisturbed."

" What kind of noises were those you heard ?"
" As if somebody were about in the house."
" Why then, did you not go down to see ?

"

*' Because they ceased almost as soon as I'd just heard them."
"•Then there was no noise of any one fighting?

"

" No."
" Nor any one struggling ?

"
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«• No.''

;
•' Nor any screams ?

"

" No/'
" But simply some one moving- in the house ?*'

" That was all, sir,"

"' Nowj how many were sleeping in the house that night ?
"

" Servants and all?
"

•'Yes/'
" Between twenty and thirty."

After a slight pause, the leading counsel resumed his seat. He
had risen a doubt on every point that made against his client ; he
wished not to try for more ; while at every answer that was made,
his eye almost supplied the place of speech to the jury, and said, as

plainly as the tongue could have done—" Just attend to that."

No question was asked of Corkindale either by the other side in re-

examination or by the judge, and the butler having got down from the

box, Sir Job Periwinkle was sworn.

Nothing could exceed the interest manifested in court, on hearing
the name of the unhappy father called as a witness against his son.

Many of the spectators rose in a body, as if anxious to catch the first

glance of him ; while the better part of the audience, though tiiey

did not move, had their sight intently fixed on the box in which he
was to appear. Both the haste and the anxiety were unnecessary.

Soon the commanding figure of Sir Job appeared, towering above that

of all others—in the words of Curran, "a mighty monument on a con-
spicuous pedestal." On beholding his son, whom he had not seen
since the fatal morning, all the assumed coolness of his manner, and
the colour from his cheek, fled ; he staggered towards the support
beside him, and averting his eyes, held out a trembling hand for those

revered gospels on which he was to depose to facts, that might give
the child of his love to the gallows ! As soon as he was sworn, the
judge, observing his condition, ordered him a chair, and the first pre-
liminary questions being put relative to time and place, he was several

minutes before he could master his emotion sufficiently to give the re-

quired answers.
" With your lordship's permission," said Mr. Crimson, " I'll put in

the admission made by Periwinkle when in prison. The magistrate
who is to prove it, is sitting on the bench, and while he's being swora
and proving the admission, Sir Job will have had time to recover him-
self from a state of feelings, which, unfortunately, are only too na-
tural."

The judge having signified his concurrence, this was done, and Ihe
admission so verified on oath, was as follows :

—

" On the evening preceding Christmas-day last, some difference had
arisen between myselfand John Periwinkle, relative to the intimacy sub-
sisting between him and his cousin Nora, in which she also took part
against me. Having my suspicions aroused, I determined that night to

lie awake and watch the conduct of John, who usually slept in an adjoin-
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ing room, but was that night to share my bed. Having pretended to

be asleep, John Periwinkle rose, as near as I can recollect, about two

o'clock, and left the room, closing the door. I immediately rose after

him, gently opened the door, and listened for his footsteps. They,

contrary to my suspicions, 1 heard descending the stairs. I then left

my door ajar, and returned to bed. I laid awake and watching for

more than two hours; and at length, unable to resist the eft'ects of

fatigue, unconsciously fell asleep. 1 awoke in the morning, just before

daylight ; and remembering what had passed the night before, felt

for and missed my cousin John. In an agony of self-reproach and
jealousy, I arose again and listened ; but could hear nothing except

the baying of my cousin's dog under the window. In hopes to calm
myself, I bathed my face and hands, and then threw the water from

the window at the dog, to drive it away ; and finally, unable to con-

quer the feelings that assailed me, and the thought that in my sleep

all my previous watchfulness had been rendered futile, I gave myself

up to that phrenzy of passion which prevented me fiom sleeping

again, and left me in that state of agitation in which I was found by
my father. Of the blood, however, discovered in my room, and all

the other suspicious circumstances, I declare my solemn inability to

offer the least explanation ; and disclaim in the most sacred manner
alike all knowledge of them, or participation in the death of my
cousin : and finally, my only motive for hitherto withholding this

statement, has been my unwillingness to say anything in my own
defence which could either in the eyes of my own family or that of

the world, militate against my relation, Nora, for whom 1 entertain the

deepest affection and devotion ; and who, 1 feel assured, has acted

under the sanction of a marriage, however private and concealed it

may have been ; but the results of this last step having disclosed to

the world her secret, I conceive it a duty I owe to my family and my
own innocence to withhold this explanation no longer."

But though this was proved, ready for the use of the prosecution,,

whenever they should think fit to avail themselves of it, the above docu-

ment was not then read to the jury, but reserved for another period,

when it was conceived it would come in with more consecutive effect.

By this time Sir Job had become sufficiently collected to proceed with

his testimony ; and on being asked to do so, began to tell iiis own
story of the wretched morning in question ; which, omitting the few
interruptions necessary to confine him within the strict laws of evi-

dence, was nearly as follows.

" In consequence of something told me, I got up earlier than my
usual hour on Christmas day, and ascended to the bed-room of my
son, the prisoner, which was on the floor above my own."

Here Sir Job corroborated Corkindale's account of the appearance

presented by the room and stairs, and the fact of John Periwinkle

liaving agreed to share Paul's bed for the night.
" On seeing the condition of my son's room, his clothes, and per-

son, I looked to sec if he was asleep ; but he appeared more like one
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who was suffering under some severe agitation of mind. He was
lying with his face downwards, hidden in his hands ; and as well from

the heaving of the body, and the quickness with which the breath was

taken, as the low moans he uttered every few seconds, I judged that he

was awake, though he took no notice of my presence, or the noise I

made. I then made him turn round, and his face was wet with tears,

—and
—

"

When Sir Job got thus far, he made a dead halt, and vibrating back-

wards and forwards, seemed unable to maintain his composure any-

longer.
" My lord, I have to beg your pardon," said he, appealing to the

bench ; " I thought I had strength to go through with this horrid

tale once more, but I have deceived myself. What the learned

counsel requires me to prove, I beg he will ask me."
"Oh, certainly, my lord," replied the judge. "I am sure the

counsel for the prosecution will willingly spare you every unnecessary

pain at so trying an hour."
" Your lordship does me but justice," said Crimson ;

" I only took

the other course, thinking it might save Sir Job some trouble. But
perhaps his suggestion will not take much more time after all. Call-

ing your attention to awash-hand basin. Sir Job, did you see anything

in that room which particularly attracted your regard ?
''

" Yes—I observed in the basin some stained water, as if some per-

son had been washing away some blood, and had not thrown all the

water out. I then naturally looked to see where it had been emptied,

and not detecting it in the room, I opened the window, and looking

out, saw a large splash on the ground, which, from its colour, might
well have been made by throwing out water such as I have described ;

at the same time, I observed down the house a long streak on the

yellow paint, which appeared to me to have been similarly made, and
at the same time."

" What did you next?"
" I went up to my son, and made him turn round his face, which

bore all the marks of violent emotion and tears, and from which,
as well as from his hands, marks of blood seemed to have been re-

cently washed. I asked him what was the matter. He said,

'Nothing—only let me sleep,' or words to that effect. I then in-

sisted on knowing what had happened, and what had become of his

cousin, John."
'' What reply did he make ?

"

" He seemed violently agitated at the mention of the name, and
dashing his hands down on the clothes, exclaimed something like, ' I

may never see his face again.'
"

" Did any other conversation then pass ?
"

" Yes ; I asked him the meaning of all the blood upon his clothes

and room. On my mentioning the fact, he started up and appeared
equally surprised with myself, and demanded who had made the room.
in that state. I then told him, before he feigned so much astonish-
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ment respecting the room, to Iook*at his hands and face, giving hiln a

mirror at the same time, and saying that though some one might have
disfigured his room withouthis knowledge, it was impossible that they
could also have attempted to wash blood off his face and hands with-

out his knowing it."

" Did he return any answer to this ?
"

*' Yes ; his astonishment seemed even greater than before, and he
replied, that he knew no more of that than he did of the other suspi-

cious circumstances around him."
" Did you say anything further to him then ?

"

" Yes ; I asked him if he had washed his hands in that basin, and
then thrown the water out of the window. At first, he replied that he
had not ; then seeming to recollect, he rose and looked, first at the

basin, and then out of window, and seemed very much distressed,

finally saying that he did remember using the basin, but that how it

came to be tinged with blood he did not know. I then asked what
inducement could have led him to throw water from a front window

;

his answer was, that he heard his cousin's dog howling below, and
wished to get to sleep. I asked him if he generally rose in the night

to wash his face and hands : he answered no, but that he was feverish

and uneasy. He subsequently told me that he had had a quarrel with
his cousin, John; but on my asking if it related to my niece, he de-

clined answering the question, and gave utterance to wishes that he-

had never seen her. I then left his room with Corkindale, the last

witness, to search for my nephew, John."
" Did you observe any marks in the avenue before your house, that

morning ?
"

" Yes ; I observed drops of blood and foot-prints from the pri-

soner's room down stairs, and thence through the front door into the

avenue, where the snow was lying; and these continued down to the

beach, where they turned on one side, towards a more secluded part.

Here there seemed to have been a general scuffle, by the marks on
the sand, which was so disturbed that we could make nothing out very

distinctly.''

" Did anything there attract your attention ?
"

*' Yes ; I observed something dark partially covered by the sand,

and I asked* my son, Charles, who had come down with me, to try

and take it out. When he had done so, the object in question proved

to be a jacket, which was wet, and soiled with the sea, and torn."

" Did you recognize that jacket, as ever having seen it before ?
"

" I did."

" Whose did you believe it to be ?
"

" My nephew, John's."
" Did it bear any marks in particular, by which you could swear to

the identity of itV
" Yes ; the cuffs of my nephew's jacket, similar in make, in shape,

had the evening before been torn oft in a romp at blind-man's-buft",

and replaced with pins ; and there, when we dragged tliis jacket from
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under the sand, were the pins, ill exactly the same position as we
had all observed them on my nephew's arm, the night before."

" Did you observe any other marks on the jacket ?
"

" Yes ; the other sleeve was torn off, and two large stabs appeared
to have been made in the right breast of it."

" Did you observe anything else in the same place with the jacket V
'' Yes ; in lifting it up, a large clasp knife fell out."
*' Had it any marks upon it ?

"

" Yes ; it was bloody, as well as the sand and the jacket."
" Nothing else ?

"

" Yes ; it bore a name."
" Whose ?

"

The old gentleman, at this question, seemed so wholly overcome

as scarcely to know how to endure the agony of his feelings—he
gasped for breath—the sobs that struggled with his words for utter-

ance were plainly audible, and all his efforts to master or divert his

emotion, by chafing his forehead with his hand, as he leaned forward

in the witness-box, were in vain ; while from the bench downwards,
the general sympathy with his sorrows seemed to make all beholders

parties to his grief. At last the glittering tears, that he had striven

so hard to subdue, burst from between his fingers, and ran swiftly

down upon the oaken ledge before hira. Finding that his efforts to

appear composed were vain, he leaned back, and pointing towards the
prisoner's dock, replied in a voice of the greatest agony

—

" My son— Paul Periwinkle's."

After a slight pause, the counsel resumed the examination.
" Did you observe anything farther that day?"
'' On my way home we found a shoe belonging to the same

owner."
" Did you ever afterwards see the missing sleeve of the jacket ?

"

" Yes; it was brought to the Grange, the name of my house, a
few days afterwards ; and inside it was a human arm, severed at the
shoulder and the wrist, and much swollen with sea-water."

" Did you examine the arm ?
"

" Yes ; I had the sleeve stripped off from it."

" Did you see any., marks, by which you could know whose it

was ?
"

" Yes ; I saw the initials, ' J. P.', which answer for those of my
nephew, and from the arm being of the same size as his, and
marked in the same manner, which, I believe, is done with gunpowder
—tatooing, as it is called—I had reason to believe it was my nephew's
arm,"

'' Do you know if the jacket, and knife, and shoe, are here in

court ?
"

" They are produced by a constable," said one from behind.
" Let the constable be sworn."

This having been duly done, the constable deposed to having re-

ceived the articles in question from the family at the Grange, and Sir

Job identified them.
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" The arm, I believe, Sir Job, it was found requisite to inter ?
"

** It was."

Here the examination in chief having terminated, the cross-exa-

mination began.

The excitement, if possible, became now redoubled, and the utmost

eagerness was exhibited, to know how the counsel would handle

a witness at once so formidable, from his position, his near re-

lationship, and the fatal importance of his testimony—how break

down or even shake facts altogether so overwhelming?
" He'll bully the old man out of court, when once he begins," said

some.
" No, no—he wont," returned others.

" He'll put one or two unimportant question,'' said others, " and

let him go without further notice."

We shall see how far the conduct of the counsel justified this

sagacious argument, on a matter of whose principles the arguers were

so ignorant.
" May I ask my learned friend," commenced the attorney-general,

" if he has any objection to ha"e that admission, which was proved

before Sir Job's examination put in now? I wish to ask the witness

a question on it; and, of course, do not desire to make it my evi-

dence."

"Oh, certainly, no objection," replied the other side, " we are

anxious to throw no obstacles in the prisoner's way— certainly not."

The admission made in prison, relative to his conduct, by the pri-

soner, was here put in and read.
" i\'ow. Sir Job Periwinkle," said the attorney-general, " you have

heard that admission of your son, as my learned friend calls it, read.

If I understood you rightly, the account first given by the prisoner to

you in his bed-roo.n corresponds exactly, as far as it went, with the

more detailed explanation just read ?
"

" Yes ; as far as it went, it certainly did."

" Did you observe his manner that morning ? Did he give you his

account without prevarication, and in his usual manner? "

" Yes—certainly."

"Did you hear Corkindale's evidence, as to your son's general cha-

racter?
"

"No; I did not."

" Then, perhaps, you Avill attend, while his lordship reads it from

his notes ; and toll us how far you can corroborate it ?
"

" I think, sir, I may save his lordship the trouble, by at once ad-

mitting that nothing can, or could, be more amiable, gentle, generous,

or humane—no disposition ever could be less likely to lead to such a

charge as the ."

" —Very well; we'll not trouble you with anything farther on that

point. Did you find the window of your son's room open when you
entered ?

"

" Yes; I think 1 did."
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** Might not the draft easily have closed the door while he slept ?
"

" Certainly."
" Did you find any wet stockings in your son's room ?

"

"No;'l did not."
" Did you find any wet shoes—shoes that might appear to have

been used in walJiing through the snow ?
"

" No ; I did not."
" Did you search for any ?

"

"No."
" How was that ?

"

" It never occurred to me till this moment," and a rav of joy

—

the only one that had come to cheer his misery for many a long day,

shot over the father's face at the thought.
" Well, as a thought so natural never occurred to any of you, per-

haps you overlooked another, equally important, on the other side of

the question. Did you observe in tlie snow any footsteps, as of one

returning to the house, as well as going /Vom it?
"

" I don't quite understand you, sir."

" Why, I mean that if your son carried any body down to the beach
that morning, he must have come back also, or he would not have been
found in his bed ; for I don't suppose that he used wings among the

other mysteries of the night. My question is therefore—did you ob-

serve any such retiring foot-marks ?
"

"Why, I can't exactly say ; when we went down to the beach,
the foot-prints got so blended."

" Now, attend to me. Sir Job; when you first went out, did you
.observe foot-prints returning to the house, as well as foot-prints going
from it ?

"

" Well, I tell you I can't exactly speak to that point."
" Oh, yes, you can—either you observed them, or you did not. If

you observed them, tell us—if not, say so."
" Then, / certainly saw none."
" Very good. Did you observe any foot prints going «p the stairs,

as well as coming down them ?
"

" No I did not."
" Did you observe, in the hall, any dirty shoes, or boots, or stock-

ings, as if left there by the prisoner ?
"

" No."
" Were any ever so found in any part of your house ?

"

" Not to my knowledge."
" May I a?k if your nephew had not been at sea ?

"

" Yes, he had."
** Was he not somewhat addicted, as young naval men often are, to

playing off strong practical jokes ?
"

"' He certainly was."
" Did he not once ruu away from a vessel of war in His Majesty's

service ?
"

" Yes."
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" Was he not sometimes in fear of being apprehended as a de-

serter ?
"

" He used sometimes to talk of it; but whether he really was in

fear of it, I cannot say."
" When your nephew and your son were on good terms, was it any

unusual thing for one to lend the other his clothes, or any other simi-

lar little matter? "

" No ; they were both somewhat of a size, aud I believe often wore

one another's shooting-jackets, or anything of that sort."
" Is it not, then, very possible, that your son, Paul, may have lent

his cousin, John, the knife you found on the beach ?
"

" Certainly it is possible. It may even be probable, for anything I

can say to the contrary."

"Is it not, also, still more probable, -that your nephew may, in the

darkness of the bedroom, have put on one of his cousin's shoes, and so

worn it down to the beech ?
"

" Certainly it is.''

" Were you present when the sleeve was ripped off this mangled
arm ?

"

" Yes."
" Was the arm not very much swollen by the water ?

"

" It was."
" Did it not appear to have been beat about a good deal by the

rocks ?

"

" Yes ; a good deal."
" Did not the skin peel oflF, in several places, and adhere to the coat

as you ripped it off? "
,

" Yes,"
" Is it not possible, now, that a portion of the letters you have de-

scribed, might have so peeled oft' with the skin ? For instance, sup-

pose the initials to have originally been J B, or J R, is it not quite

possible that the lower part of the B or the R may have been peeled

off, and so have left the semblance of J P ?
"

" Perhaps it is."

"Nay, more; might there not have even been another letter—

a

third initial—as J P T, or J P P, and the last initial so peeled, or

rubbed, or beat off altogether ?
"

" It is certainly possible."
" Did you look at the wristband of the shirt-sleeve, to see if it cor-

responded with those of your nephew ?
"

" I could not; there was no sleeve on the arui."
" No shirt-sleeve on the arm at all ?

"

*' None whatever—nothing but the blue cloth of the jacket, and the
lining."

" Is that jacket at all uncommon among sea-faring people ?•"

" Not at all
"

" Is it not also a common custom among seamen to tattoo the royal

crown on their limbs, with their initials under? "
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" I believe very much so."
" Did you observe if the wrist and shoulder were much battered from

being in the sea ?
^'

" Yes, a good deal so."
" You have said, that when you first asked your son what had be-

come of his cousin, John, that he uttered something to the effect that

he might never see him again ?
"

" Yes."
*' Now, don't you think that if you had heard the whole speech

correctly, it might, instead of that, have been, that ' he hoped he

might never see him again V "

" Yes ; that's very likely."

" Was the blind down in your son's room when you first entered ?
"

*' Yes."
" Then, as it was barely daybreak in the midst of winter, the room

must have been rather dark ?
"

" It was so."
" Do you consider it improbable, that one lying in such a room, half

asleep, should fail to distinguish the exact condition it was in ?
"

" Perhaps not."
*' Were you bound over in any recognizances to appear here to-

day and give your evidence ?
"

" Yes; my son Charles, and myself were bound over, in nearly five

thousand pounds to appear."

The attorney-general having resumed his seat, the cross-examina-

tion closed. One or two questions, that left matters pretty much the

same, were put in the re-examination by the counsel for the prosecu-

tion, and Sir Job was then left at liberty to depart. As he did so, he

cast on his unhappy son a look, in which, for the first time, doubts of

his guilt began to fight in aid of that strong affection which he had
never ceased to feel, amid all the bitter ordeals to which it had of late

been subjected.

Lieutenant Envee was then called. After stating that he command-
ed a small station in the neighbourhood for recruiting and pressing

men into the king's navy, he went on to state, that in consequence of in-

formation he had received, he set his men to search the shore and sea

of the bay opposite Berrylea Grange, for the remains of a human body
;

that after considerable difiiculty, and having resource to trawling, they

found a trunk, a skull, two arms wanting the hands, and two legs,

which all appeared, in life, to have made part of one body, and to have

been severed at the joints ; that he immediately recognized the iden-

tity of the remains with the person of a friend, who had just become
missing ! and that person was John Periwinkle.

Mr. Doubtful then rose to cross-examine him.—

•

" How long have you been acquainted with the deceased ?
''

" Some weeks."
" Are you related to him ?

"

'' Not at all."
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" Was the body much swollen by the water ?
"

" Yes, considerably."
" How many of the features were perfect ?

"

*' None."
'* Could you tell from what remained of the wrist, whether the hand

had belonged to a gentleman, or to one accustomed to work for his

living ?
"

" No, I could not."
" How long was the hair of the head ?

"

*' There was very little hair left on the head."
" How many teeth were missing?

"

'' I cannot tell ; I never opened the mouth."

"What! do you mean to say you never examined the teeth

at all ?
"

" No."
" What ! cannot you tell whether the teeth had been paid much at-

tention to during the life of the deceased ?
"

" No, I cannot."
'' Was there enough of the eye left, to tell whether it was a blue or

a hazel eye ?
"

" No, I could not undertake to say that."

" Could you tell the colour of the whiskers ?
"

" No, there was not enough left on the skin to discern that."
'' And yet, do you mean to swear, that in this shapeless, feature-

less mass, you recognized the person of John Periwinkle ? Now,
don't hurry ; it is a solemn question ; time should be taken to consi-

der it."

Witness, quickly—" Yes, I do."
" Did you ever see John Periwinkle undressed, bathing, or rowing,

or anything of that sort ?
"

" No ; I don't think I ever did."
•' Do you know any marks which he had on his body ?

"

*' No ; I never heard of any."
" Can you tell me how many flannel waistcoats he used to wear ?

"

" No ; I cannot.
*' Can you tell me if he wore any ?

"

*' No ; I can't tell that either.

*' Then what means have you of knowing what difference in bulk

would have been made in Mr. Periwinkle's appearance, by his being

dressed or not ?
"

" I think I have a very fair means, when all I can go by is my
belief."

" That is no answer to my question, sir. Have you no other

means of guiding your knowledge, than what you call this belief of

yours ?
"

"No; I have not."
" I think you Paid the body was very much swollen by the water,

did you not ?
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" Yes I did."
" Had the fisli begun to attack it much ?

"

" Yes ; in some places."

No questions having been put to this witness on re-examination,

Colonel Barton was then called,

—

" I am a Justice of the Peace.—It was by myself and another ma-
gistrate, the prisoner at the bar was originally committed.—A trunk

of a human body was produced by Lieutenant Envee, as having been

found in the sea.—I saw all the limbs, which were supposed to have

belonged to that trunk, and though in a state of great disorganization,

by exposure to the water, I have no doubt that they originally formed

part of the same human being.—They, in figure, appeared of much the

same height and make as Mr. John Periwinkle."

This witness, on his cross-examination, gave nearly the same testi-

mony as the lieutenant who preceded him, with respect to the features

and the more minute parts necessary to constitute the identification
;

when asked, however, if he would svvear that the mangled remains
were those of John Periwinkle, he replied

—

" No ; I should rather not make any such assertion/'

The surgeon was then called, who gave very satisfactory evidence

that the various limbs, trunk, &c. had originally formed part of one in-

dividual ; but whether that individual was John Periwinkle, he did not
know sufficient of the deceased to swear."

This ended the case for the prosecution. The judge, then turning

to the prisoner, said

—

" Would you like to address any remarks to the jury ?"

Closely rivetted as Paul's attention had been to the evidence deli-

vered before him, this remark from the bench produced a startling

effect. For a few seconds he seemed unable to comprehend what was
meant, and replied

—

" My lord, my counsel will, I am sure, do me every justice."
" I should be very happy," said the counsel, rising, " but the law

which arms the prosecutor to address a jury against you, gives your
counsel neither leave nor opportunity to make any reply ;

"

" But," resumed the judge, " it leaves you at liberty to make any re-

marks you may please yourself."
" To what eifect, my lord, could I address myself, unpractised and

unskilled as I am to such a task ;—I should only the more confuse my
case, and do further injustice to myself by the attempt."

" Well, that is a matter for yonr own consideration ; but still, if

you think there are any points in the evidence which are favourable

to yourself, you can avail yourself of your right."

" I thank your lordship ; and as that is the case, perhaps the jury's
kindness will be extended to me for a few minutes.—For gentlemen
at this moment, which is to me the most serious in existence, if your
opinions coincide with mine, your eyes need only turn towards this

dock, to rest upon the most wretched, most miserable, and,
I think I may add, without doing wrong to any one, the most
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unfortunate of mankind 1 If you beheld any one stretched on a
bed of sickness—racked with the keenest tortures—a prey to the most

horrible suspense—his whole heart and wishes balancing between the

warm affections of this life, and solemn preparation for the next

—

do I wrong your humanity in picturing the rush you would make to

assist—the generosity that would prompt you to console—and the

selfless efforts you would make to rescue him from all ills ?

" Gentlemen ! contrast that situation with mine !—Sorrow and suf-

fering might be there ; but shame would not be at hand to render them
perpetual ! Death might indeed disturb the mind of the dying, but it

would be the death we must all eudure, and though passed early, is

nevertheless passed for ever. But can my pangs be limited to this

extent ? my trials circumscribed by so ordinary a forfeiture ? Placed

on a pinnacle, from which my ceaseless degradation is evident to all

the world—accused of the most frightful of crimes, against one of my
nearest relatives—suspected by all in whose confidence alone I can

have any happiness—the nearest and dearest relations of my life

—

placed by the law in fearful array against me—at this awful moment,
on whom may I rely but you, Gentlemen? What is left to me of the

numerous blessings of life I so lately possessed, except the justice,

the good sense, the integrity of twelve gentlemen whom I never be-

held till this solemn morning ? And can you feel less for my posi-

tion than you would for one infinitely less dangerous—less deplorable?

I am sure you cannot! To the call which I make upon the kindest

efl'orts your oaths allow, I am sure you will respond. Were I equal

to the task imposed upon me, I should have no fear. Had previous

practice, a course of studies, or any of the usual qualifications, en-

abled me to dissect the evidence you have this day heard, as it might
be dissected, 1 should have little apprehension. But taken from the

unnerving solitude of a gaol, clouded and confused by the sense of

impending danger, the greatest, the most horrible with which a human
being can be threatened, all that remains for me is to point out to

your kind attention those discrepancies in the evidence which most
strike myself, and leave it to your greater calmness, your more ex-

perienced sagacity, to sift the rest—hoping that for my omissions

you will make that ample allowance which my situation justifies, and
where a reasonable doubt remains upon your mind, give it, as you are

entitled to do, in favour of one w'hom all are ready to accuse, and none
to defend.

" Gentlemen, 1 should be the last man in the world to throw out a
single insinuation against the most full freedom of the press ; I am too

well versed in the history of my country, not to know that it is the

surest safeguard of our liberties which advancing civilization has been
able to discover. But 1 do think it possible that the most perfect

institution may have its faults, and the more powerful the engine to

foster happiness, the more irresistable is it when misdirected to work
oppression. From the moment that this unhappy mystery was pro-

pounded to the world, every newspaper and periodical throughout the
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kingdom, has daily teemed with allusions, and anecdotes, and declara-

tions connected with it. Not a doubt has been allowed in favour of a

man who has never had the benefit of a trial ; and in the same
breath I have been found guilty of murder, without the investigation

of a jury, and sentence has been ferociously carried into execution,

without the decision of a judge. I have first beeu condemned thus

unheard for murdering my cousin, and then been pointed out to

public execration, for the cold brutality of having mangled his

remains, and that, too, in a way unheard of until now. If one par-

ticle of this atrocious guilt could be laid at my door, I should indeed

be worthy of all the detestation that has been cultivated against.me.
But what excuse can these gentlemen of the press make to them-

selves, for allowing the excess of a mistaken humanity to mislead

them into an injustice against one who is wholly innocent ?

" Gentlemen, it is by the facts which have been this day brought

forward, that I can alone be judged, tried, or suspected ; and strong

and inexplicable as I grant they are, I shall first show their self-evi-

dent inconsistency, and then put it to you whether you can declare,

upon your oaths, you have no reasonable doubt as to their proving my
8'uilt.

" The learned counsel for the prosecution laid great stress on an
explanation which I made when in prison, out of respect to the

feelings of my family : this explanation he termed an ' admission ;
'

—

be it so, let him have all the advantages of his strained description.

What does it admit ?— that my cousin, John Periwinkle, and myself,

had a slight difference relative to a lady also connected with us, and
that I, in the night time, left the door of my bedroom open. From
these facts, so simple, what inference was sought to be distorted ?

First, some evidence of a disposition on my part to work my cousin

ill ; next, the telling of a story in defence, with which co-existant

facts did not agree. You, gentlemen, have seen how utterly both

these deductions have fallen to the ground. You will remember,

from the cross-examination of my father, that my account given to

him at first, corresponds in every degree with the detail I subse-

quently rendered when in prison. And can the experience of every-

day life be so twisted, that you should infer from any transient quarrel

between your neighbours, the existence of an intention on one side

savagely to sacrifice life on the. other? You heard, also, from my
father, that the window of my room was found raised, and that,

though I might have left the door open on going to sleep, it might
have been closed by the draught during my slumber.

" The facts of my room, my clothes, my face, and hands being

stained with blood, are, 1 admit, terribly pregnant proofs against me
;

but as the circumstances which led to them occurred during my
sleep, I will not mock you by attempting to explain a mystery for

which I am wholly unable to account myself. Whether they are

ever to be explained, or whether they are to sacrifice my life, I know
not.—I leave it in the hands of that just God, who at this awful hour,

thinks fit to withhold them from our scrutiny, and before whose foot-

Y
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Stool I protest, by every thing most sacred in heaven and earth, that

I am utterly innocent, and most entirely unconscious.
*' Instead, therefore, of combating them with fanciful conjectures, I

leave them to stand, in all their dread reality, against me, content, for

my own safety, to oppose to them facts equally strong, equally unde-

niable, equally unaccountable. If there is any charge to be gathered

against me from the marks of blood in my bedroom, down the stairs,

through the snow, and on the beach—from the finding of my knife in

my cousin's jacket—the discovery of the mang'led and dissevered body,

the identity of which has been attempted to be made out this day with

the person of my missing cousin—it is this : that having had a quarrel

with my relation, I first murdered or disabled him in my bedroom—then

carried the body down to the beach—cut it limb from limb—buried

part of these mangled remains among the rocks—and sunk the remain-

der so far out at sea, that they could only be recovered, after much
pains, by trawling.

" To the truth of this story, mark how many circumstances are irre-

concilably opposed. If I needed any proof of the hardship of my
case, it is that I should be compelled to revert to any humble merit of

my own. Gentlemen ! you heard the character given of me by those

witnesses who appeared for the prosecutiou, who have known me from

my earliest infancy, and amid all the most intimate relations in life.

They spoke of my disposition as it appeared—in no holiday guise, no
show-day apparel—such as the ordinary acts and trials of life has

disclosed it to them, and such as it would—it may fairly be supposed
—influence me in all parts of my existence. Can you for an instant

reconcile the inconsistency of so horrible a murder as the present, being

perpetrated by a young man of so opposite a character?—upon one,

too, so nearly related to him ?—one who had never shown the least

trace of violence or cruelty in his character ? But supposing you
overlook this first glaring improbability, how was 1 to have perpetrated

this cririe unheard, in the midst of a household consisting of nearly

thirty people, one of whom was at the very time so watchful, as to have
been aroused by the mere descending of some footsteps down the stairs ?

Gentlemen ! my cousin was, in figure, of a far more athletic make and
build than myself; if I had attacked him while awake, where were the

cries of agony—the noise of a death-strugg-le—the desperate resistance

of a young man in the prime of life, stronger and more powerful than
his assailant? But suppose, that, in addition to all the other fiendish

features of such a case, I had waited till my victim was locked in

sleep, and then struck those two stabs which have been found on some
mangled body produced in court, would there have been no groans

—

no stifled sounds of the parting agony of life ? The history of past mur-
ders forbids us to think so ; but granting he had expired without a single

sigh, do you think it likely that the murderer, unstrung by such a

dreadful act of iniquity, could have carried down the stairs a body
heavier than his own, and that, too, in so noiseless a manner, that even
to a watchful domestic, no tell-tale stumble—no heavy footstep slip-

pery with blood, and tremulous from crime—should convey some par-
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tide of information ? Can it be credited, that a person so laden,

should be able to pass from the front door of a peaceable house, down
a long avenue, where every thing would be conspicuous from the con-

trast with the snow— traverse a beach— cut up a body—hide one part

of it—and sink the remainder out at sea— without a single individual

of the neighbouring population detecting him in any one part of so

extraordinary and hideous an undertaking?

But supposing, gentlemen, that your credulity were to pass over

this. The bare time passed between the retiring of the family to rest,

and the entrance of Sir Job Periwinkle into my room at daybreak, is

not actually sufficient for the mere execution—much less the planning
•—of such a brutal and cold-blooded scheme ! The family retired to

rest at half-past one—an hour, at least, must be given before they

could all be in slumber—this brings it to half-past two—day, at that

time of the year, breaks about seven—and in the intervening four hours

and a-half, is it physically possible for any man to commit such a

murder—carry out the body—to dissect it limb from limb— to hide one

part among the rocks—rto take the remainder and sink it out at sea

—

and then to return quietly to bed once more? But supposing you are not

staggered with even all these obstacles to belief, surely the most pre-

judiced believer in my guilt must give way and relent, on arriving at

the fact elicited on the cross-examination, with regard to the footsteps !

Where were the retiring foot-marks 1 must have made to regain my
own room ? Surely if 1 had been the murderer of my cousin, and had
carried out his body, how could I by any possibility have regained the

house Avithout leaving some traces in that snow which had already been

the tell-tale ofmy departure ? Yet, gentlemen, no such traces are to be

found ; one solitary footprint has been tracked from my bedroom to

the beach ; not a mark was found on any part of that long road to

indicate the return of him Avho went. This fact alone—this single,

solitary, isolated fact—even if unsupported by any other, is sufficient

to establish my innocence—and 1 entreat, 1 implore you to give to it

all the consideration my friendless situation requires. You heard

from the butler that the back gate was found bolted, and that neither

there, nor at any Avindow around the house, was there any mark of

steps at all. Yet, gentlemen, I was found in bed, and if 1 had ever

quitted that room, it is utterly impossible, without the aid of super-

human means, that I could have returned to it from the beach, with-

out leaving some evidence by which 1 came back, nearly, if not quite

as distinct, as that by which I went. Yet neither are there shoes,

stockings, trowsers, nor any other article of dress, which could war-

rant the slightest suspicion of my having quitted the house that night.

Neither can you suppose that these were concealed by any cunning on
my part ; for surely, if cunning had formed any part of my plan, it

would have been exhibited in suppressing the more alarming evidences

of guilt, and not have allowed these to have remained at large, while

my care was engrossed by insignificant details.

" Gentlemen ! this one point is clear—one person only can have

left my bedroom that night; and as my cousin, John, is missing, it is
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only fair to infer, that he was the person that quitted it ; and that, if

he came by his death, his murderers must be searched for, among those,

who upon that night, were struggling upon the beach. The guilt

cannot lie upon one who remained sleeping quietly in bed. The cir-

cumstance, of all others, that, in my own mind, most militates ag-ainst

myself, and for which I am most at a loss to account— I tell it boldly,

and without the least attempt to deceive you—is the bloody water

found in my wash-hand basin. This alone can be the solution—the

same cause that sprinkled the blood on my clothes and throughout

the room, must have shed it also upon my person ; and I, ignorant of the

whole, and in the dark, by a simple act, intending to refresh myself,

must have left the traces of that blood in the water. This is clear,

concealment could not have been my object, or why attempt to wash
from my face and hands only, marks with which the whole room was
stained. What the motives of my cousin can have been—whether he
might have arisen in sleep, wounded himself, and left the house, and
on the beach have met with some disastrous fate, heaven only knows !

but from the facts I have pointed out to you, no one can, I think, be-

lieve that I either murdered him in the house, or conveyed his body
beyond it. Had I been found without my father's premises, there

might have been room for doubt ; but how can suspicion be harboured

against me of having left the house, when morning finds me within it,

without a trace of my return, and that under such circumstances, that

if any return had been made, no human ingenuity could have effaced

the marks, or obliterated the proofs of it ? We now come to the last

point for your consideration. A body has been produced in court, and
a being has been found hardy enough to swear that it is that of my
cousin—acquainted with him but for a few weeks, and that in so slight

a degree, as never to have seen him but in his ordinary apparel—ignorant

of how much, or of how little, that apparel was composed—confessing

that the body was considerably swollen by the action of the water

—

unable to disguise that not a single feature was left perfect on the

skull—and so careless of ascertaining the truth, as never to have exa-
mined what slight details were left—this gentleman alone can swear
to the identity of my cousin, and on an oath so founded, ask you to

add the final link to such a chain of improbabilities, and with it to bind
the neck of the victim to the head of the gallows! Can it for a mo-
ment be thought possible that you will be satisfied with such a de-

gree of identity ? Where is the evidence of my father, his uncle—

>

my brother, his cousin—the butler, his old servant—all of them per-
fectly cognisant of his person— all of them accustomed to behold it

at all hours, in every variety of dress, from the days of his childhood
until now. All this evidence was available— all these witnesses were
in attendance, yet not one of them has been able to declare his belief

that the murdered body sworn to in court is the same with that of my
missing cousin. Even their own witness, the surgeon, declined to

assert it. What, then, gentlemen ! can you, for evidence so com-
plete, faultless, and satisfactory, accept instead the jiresuming asser-

tions of a comparative stranger, and thus take from a fellow-creaturo
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that life which is the gift of God?—No I gentlemen, I cannot be-'

lieve, that however great the mistaken clamour of the public has been

against me, you, who have the awful responsibility of this hour to sup-

port, and the sacred obligation of your oaths to sustain, can, upon evi-

dence so uncertain, and so contradictory, run the risk of committing a

still greater injustice than the supposed murder; or for a temporary

oblation to popular excitement, forego an act of virtue, the remembrance

of which will be dear to you through every moment of life, and prove the

sweetest recollection that can cheer the pillow of a death-bed—that,

namely, of having stepped between the mistaken zeal of a misdirected

people, and the judicial murder of an innocent man."

The prisoner, who by this time seemed faint and exhausted by the

efforts he had made, bowed to the jury as he terminated his address,

and his lordship commenced the summing up.
" Gentlemen of the jury ! the case has now arrived at that degree

of maturity, which requires I should sum up to you the evidence you

have heard. It would be idle to disguise from you, that you have a

most painful and dangerous duty to perform ; but could it even be

more so than it is, there is one sure path by which you can discharge

it honourably and well. It is this—to advance fearlessly and straight

forward towards the truth, disregarding all prejudice, and unmind-
ful where the sword of justice may fall, provided only that it is her

arm that guides the weapon. If, in the investigation of the facts be-

fore you, any reasonable doubts should arise in your minds, it is a duty
which I am sure you will cheerfully fulfill, to give the benefit of those

doubts to the prisoner at the bar. The evidence by which you must
arrive at your verdict, is of that description which the laws' term cir-

cumstantial. Much has been said for, and more against it, but I

think it my duty to tell you, that of all kinds of testimony, it exacts

more attention from a jury than any other, at the same time that it

bestows the greatest share of responsibility. You will now attend

while I recapitulate the evidence."

The learned judge here commenced with the testimony of the first

witness, and very carefully went over the whole of their examinations,
commenting, as he did so, on the various degrees of probability, doubt,

and belief to be attached to each. After this, he took the facts stated

by the prisoner in his address, and finally concluded the summing up
with these words

—

" In all inquiries, gentlemen, where truth is the object of our search,

it is of the greatest importance to reject all extraneous matter, and to

concentrate our attention upon those points alone, which are of vital

importance.
'' Judging- from the testimony which I have summed up to you, your

verdict, it appears to me, rests upon the degree of belief you entertain

on these three points. First, do you believe that the remains found
on the beach are the remains of John Periwinkle ? If, from the state

of decomposition, and the Avant of those minute marks which are

generally necessary to guide us in our identity of one another, you
are of opinion that sufficient evidence has not been produced of its

being the person of whose murder the prisoner stands charged, you
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must give him the benefit of that doubt, and acquit him ; for the law,

at this period, is too enlightened to judge any person guilty of mur-

dering one, whose body has not been discovered, lest, at some future

period, the real individual missing should appear alive, of which case,

there is more than one instance recorded. If, however, you think

these remains are sufficiently identified as the person of John Peri-

winkle, you must next determine whether the deceased came to his

death by his cousin, the prisoner at the bar. If, taking all the cir-

cumstances into consideration, you deem this point also sufficiently

proved, there only remains a third necessary to constitute your ver-

dict. Whether, namely, the prisoner at the bar, in causing the death

of his cousin, John Periwinkle, did so by accident, in self-defence

—

in the heat of sudden quarrel, or with pre-determined malice. If,.

from the evidence, you believe that the last motive actuated his con-

duct, then, however painful to your feelings, you have no alternative

but to pronounce him guilty of murder. If you believe that some
sudden quarrel led him to this deplorable act, then it will be compe-
tent to you to return a verdict of manslaughter. If, on the other hand,,

either of the two preceding impulses appear to you to have led to his

death, it will then be in your power to acquit him. The character given

of him, by witnesses whom you are bound to believe, is of the most ami-

able and exemplary description ; and if a reasonable doubt, as 1 have be-

fore told you, presents itself from any part of your investigations, this

weight of character should be an additional reason for determining

the balance in his favour."

The judge having now concluded his remarks, the jury were ordered

by the clerk of arraigns to consider their verdict, and rising, requested

to retire, accordingly.

Every eye was fixed upon them as they left the court, and the

prayers and wishes of many an anxious heart followed them into their

chamber—there where the fates of life and death attended their foot-

steps, while the destiny of a fellow-creature tremblingly awaited their

return.

One, two, three hours passed, and still they remaided absent.

Lights had long been lit in the court—Dick Doubtful alone remained
at the Bar table, nodding heavily every now aud then, in spite of all

his eliorts, from the feverish want of sleep—the judge was absent from
the bench, taking some refreshment after the heavy labours of the

day— all the passages, galleries—every spot available to the public,

were densely thronged with those whom the interest of the trial had
detained there since the morning.

Sir Job, and all the male part of his family, remained in an adja-

cent room, strung to the last pitch of fearful excitement ; while at the
bar, pale, faint, and utterly exhausted, sat our unhappy hero. What
pen shall penetrate the mysterious chambers of the heart, or attempt
to portray his ieelings at this hour? Which might then prepon-
derate—the vainly subdued eagerness of hope—the chilled, yet confid-

ing consciousness of innocence—the skilful yet despairing energy of
guilt—physical lowness, aud suffering of imprisonment— maddening
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recollections of an ill-fated love—the subdued, yet undying attach-

ment to life, from which youth cannot disentangle itself—the irri-

tating pride of wrongly accused integrity— the chastened reliance of

a noble soul upon the God of truth—which might then prevail ?

—

or who shall attempt to analyze and separate these impulses, thoughts,

and feelings—to assign to each its proper place, or define the force ex-

erted by them ? More diificult still, who shall attempt to give a

just picture of that mind, agitated and occupied by each and all ?

In various knots around the court might be heard parties discussing

the evidence of the witnesses, the summing-up of the judge, the

addresses of the counsel and prisoner, and more than all, the pro-

bability of the verdict which was to ensue.

Every minute that passed, our hero heard the prognostications of an
acquittal grow more and more frequent, and more confidently ex-

pressed. Still he closed his ears against the flattering hope, that

might so cruelly deceive him—still he heard the opinion gaining

ground.
" Whenever a jury deliberates in this way," said Wrynecker, with

an air of positive certainty, "they invariably find for the prisoner or

defendant—always found it so— scarcely ever knew a case in which
prosecutor or plaintiff got anything by these long verdicts, save it was
costs out of pocket for their pains."

The Judge had returned into court about ten minutes, scarcely had
Wrynecker ceased speaking, when the door of the jury-box opened,
and the jurymen once more appeared. In an instant every tongue
was hushed—the faintest whisper might have been heard at the most
distant part of the galleries.

The clerk of arraigns rose

—

" Gentlemen of the jury, how say you—is Paul Periwinkle guilty

or not guilty ?
"

The foreman of the jury leaned forward, and in a low voice, which
nothing but the deep silence could have rendered audible, replied

—

" Guilty !

"

" You say," pursued the clerk, in the usual form, " that he is

guilty ; this is your verdict, and so you say all."

Scarcely could the finding of the jury have been understood at

the other end of the court, than a sudden shout arose.
" Silence ! " thundered the judge, rising from his seat on the

bench, " the first person who oUends in that way, stands com-
mitted."

Through the well-timed authority of the magistrate, this disgrace-

ful exhibition in his presence was quelled. But the intelligence

ran like fire upon a train that Avas to explode everything like sense
and decency before it. The populace in the streets learned the ver-

dict a few seconds after it was uttered—shout upon shout—cheer upon
cheer rose offensively to that heaven which glories not in the death of
a sinner, and where it may fairly be supposed this exultation over the

condemned, is about the last proof that will be taken of the virtue of
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the exulting, by that unerring- judge " to whom all hearts are operlj

and from whom no secrets are hid."

When the tumult had somewhat subsided, the clerk of arraigns said

to the prisoner

—

" Paul Periwinkle, what say you why judgment should not be had
upon you according to law ?

"

When the public gaze waS directed towards the dock where the pri-

soner had lately stood, he was seen no longer. Exhausted by con-

tending' emotions, phj'sical strength had given way to mental torture,

and the turnkey was busily engaged in endeavouring to restore that

animation which the verdict had suddenly banished. Some time pass*

ed, however, before this gould be effected, and when, by the admini-

stration of wine and air, he was at length restored, the question was
repeated.

" If," said the prisoner, wildly, " innocence is an insufficient shield

in this world, I ask no other!
"

The judge then commenced passing sentence, which was confined,

as nearly as possible, to the shortest form, and all hope of mercy
having been withdrawn, the prisoner was sentenced, as was not

unusual at that period, to be hung on Hatherton Point, which com-
manded a view of the bay where the murder was supposed to have been
committed.

Such was the scene passing in court. Without its sacred limits,

how were reason and humanity debased ! Beings who could scarcely

point out one generous or humane action in their lives, now tossed

their caps on high, and gave forth all their approbation of what they

termed the justice of the sentence. Yet were there none to feel for

the thrice-wretched prisoner ?—was there no kindly allowing bosonr

which some hope of his innocence did not hallow ?—some doubt of his

guilt did not still linger to support ? Was there no heart to beat in

sympathy with one charged to a point of grief and madness that almost

bade it beat no more ? Who was to convey the dreadful intelligence

to the father?—who was to lay the blood-stained robe of many colours

at the feet of Jacob ?—who was to tell the old man that his darling-

had become the lion's prey—far worse—the fruit of the gibbet— the

victim of the law? On Wrynecker this heavy office bad devolved.

When first the verdict met his ear, surprise scarcely allowed him to

comprehend it ; but the sight of the black cap—the first awful words
of the sentence—made him rush from the court; and with quivering,

lips, and the tears standing on the eyelids, he vainly endeavoured to

arrange, in some gentle language, the bitter truth,

" I see !—I see it all !
" said Sir Job, translating Wrynecker's apw

pearance with no less truth than agony. •' You needn't speak '—Tlioi

worst has befallen us!—God's will be done ! And now, since I am
so soon to lose my boy, get me the only consolation my life is worth

—

that of softening what remains of his, by sharing his prison !

"
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CHAPTER THE TWENTY-NINTH.

WHICH HAD BETTER BE READ TO BE UNDERSTOOD.

The hour that Bereft our hero of the last hope of human happiness,

restored to him, nevertheless, the only compensation for its loss which it

was in the power of Heaven to bestow—the aftection and tenderness of

his family. Let not too frigid a morality blame them for its bestowal.

True it was the laws of his country had pronounced him one of the

greatest offenders their policy could know—true it was that their

hearts revolted at the crime they had pronounced him to have com-
mitted. But here let us mark, in the broadest characters, the folly,

the fatuity, the inconsistent criminality, of convicting prisoners upon
doubtful or insufficient evidence. How idle, how mischievous—if it

were not deplorable how ridiculous, would be " the sting of the law,"

when public sympathy does not go with it !—Not the idle cry of the

senseless, prejudiced, misjudging rabble, but the sober and reasonable

sympathy of the public, to dignify with the weight of retributiA'e

justice that which is otherwise the blind and bloody revenge of the most
cowardly selfishness. The time which had elapsed before the facts

which had come out at the trial, had given passion time to cool, and

judgment matter to digest ; and not even the conviction of their use-

lessness could stifle in the bosoms of Paul's family their doubts as to

his guilt.

Perhaps also there arose some traces of remorse for the facility with

which they had believed him guilty, and the sternness witli which, imder

this impression, they had forborne to shelter him. Accustomed to

sacrifice every personal good to the pursuance of the sternest principle,

there now awoke in the mind of Sir Job occasional but most bitter mis-

givings, as to whether he had not fixed the murderous halter of the law
upon the neck of an innocent man, and that man his own son.

As is always the case when misfortune presses most hardly upon us,

there were not wanting many kind friends to urge home to the heart

of the father, this most poisoned arrow. With that eager generosity

which formed part of his character, he hesitated not at the incon-

sistency of hurrying to the Home Secretary, and urging with the full

weight of his influence the misgivings which tormented him. Touched
by his relationship, and admiring his straightforward conduct from the

beginning of the accusation, the secretary lent his utmost power to

gain at least such a respite as might permit further investigation. In

this humane effort all his wishes were rendered futile by an opposition

of the most fatal nature, and from the highest quarter. The King, who
seemed to regard the gallows as the loftiest point of his prerogative,

became alarmed, and refused to interfere.

The reasoning on which this refusal was supported, was to this

effect :—that any proceedings in favour of Paul Periwinkle, would
/.
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form a just oround of complaint to the friends of all who might have

been improperly hung on circumstantial evidence before.

As a last favour, however, and by way of qualifying this austere

sentiment, His Majesty granted an interview to the unhappy father

;

but the monarch feeling conscientiously obliged to reiterate his Draconian

views, Sir Job retired from the presence, not so greatly comforted as

he ought to have been by the honour, and almost broken-hearted at

that inevitable result which he had been mainly instrumental in accom-

plishing. All that now remained for him, therefore, was to hurry back

to his child, and endeavour by redoubled tenderness to soothe his own
wretchedness at his failure.

By a strange fatuity, not unexampled in the annals of mankind, the

miserable parent was now placed in a position that rendered the guilt

of his child his greatest comfort. " If my son is innocent," thought he,

" I am among his chief murderers ; it is only in his criminality that

I have any excuse. Horrible resource !" Though too proud of heart

to confess it to himself, he saw—he knew—^lie felt, that in this alone

every hope of future happiness consisted.

Bitterly did he upbraid himself during the silent watches of the night,

as these most agonising truths intruded ; and after hours spent in torture,

so exquisite that no effort couW record, no inquisition could inflict it, he

would hurry, unrested and unhappy, by break of day to the prison

where his son lay confined. There, on his knees beside Paul, tears

trickling over the furrows of his cheeks, he would implore our hero, by
every adjuration that could most affect a child, to reveal to him the

truth, and to confess how far and in what degree he was implicated in

the crime laid to his charge.
" My dear father," was the reply made, " no one can feel for your suf-

ferings more acutely than I do; I am but too well aware that they surpass

those which I endure. But not even to relieve you can I implicate

myself in the guilt of destroying a cousin whom I loved, and whom I

would have risked my own life to serve, heedless of any trivial quarrels

which may have passed between us. Not in the most distant way am
I at all cognizant of the circumstances that led to his death or disappear-

ance. Any unprejudiced observer who heard my trial must, I am
sure, have come to the same conclusion ; but the real truth lies in this

fact—the public mind has been so unjustly prejudiced by the remains
ofmy cousin's body having been found mangled on the beach, that, impar-
tial as an English jury generally may be found, they were unable in this

instance to give to their prisoner or their own judgment anything like

a fair trial. How else could they have come to the conclusion that the
murder of my cousin was committed by myself, found, as I was, within
your house, without a single foot-print in the snow to show how the
murderer had regained such refuge. No ; happen what will, you have
this consolation at least left to you, under all the misfortunes of our
family—tliat your son is perfectly innocent of the crime for which he is

to die
; and doubtless time, which has discovered so many delinquents,

will restore to me that unspotted honour which it is now the sport of
fortune to overcast. My last prayers to heaven will be, that your life
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may be granted long enongh to see the character of your son vindicated

by the real discovery of the truth ; and if not, I look to the creed

which yon taught me in infancy, for that recompense in a future exist-

ence which some inscrutable design denies to us in this. If you have
any feelings of compassion for my share in these sorrows, grant me
this favour—send some one with the utmost haste to bring back
Nora. The only hope, the only wish I have on earth is to see her
once more before all is over. If you desire me to know the only
portion of happiness that my unprosperous life has yet in store, grant
me this favour. No words can express to you the deep and burning
passion that attaches to every thought of her. My sole reverie is of

her by day ; my very dreams are sweetened by her image ; and
often when the jail is still at night, her sweet and exquisite voice calls

out my name, and wakens me to hear the irons clanking on my feet,

and to see the cold bright moon shining down into my dungeon.
Oh, if you have any feeling for the calumniated innocence of your son,

do not, I implore you, stand between the only earthly happiness he
asks or prays for! If I might only see her again— if I might only
press her cool fingers to my burning lips, I could forget the brutal

shoutings of the mob—my misjudged innocence—the ruin of my family

—even the gallows itself, and the wretch who is to drag me out of

life clinging horribly at my feet—I could smile at the conspiracy of

fortune, treat it as a hideoixs phantasm of the night, and die happy !"

To adjurations such as these, intended to console and support him,
how could the wretched father reply ? Not by words—he did not

attempt it ; the agonised groans that burst from his heart—the perspira-

tion that started on his brow—the shudder that crept over his limbs,

and the dampness that suffused his skin, making even the cold of the

condemned cell a comparative warmth and luxury; these proclaimed

too truly, that his sufferings were augmented, not diminished, by a

statement which his son had intended solely for his consolation.

The trials of this world it would indeed be difficult to enumerate

;

but with thy pure shield, sweet innocence ! who need envy the panoply

of undetected guilt ? However bitter to endure the fight !—To continue

the fainting struggle—this will at last bring its possessor triumphant

through the severest sori'ow ; and is, in truth, all that makes the vast

and essential difference between the enduring enthusiasm of the martyr
and the crushing remorse of the criminal.

Promising most firmly that the last request of his son with respect to

Nora Creina should be complied with, if possible, the wretched Sir Job

slowly retraced his way from the prison, to despatch a trusty messenger

to Ireland, with anguish tenfold deeper than that which weighed him

down on entering it. Indeed how could it be otherwise ? What impre

judiced eye could behold the open and ingenuous countenance that

formed the manly beauty of our hero—what ear could listen to his

straightforward and unevasive tale, the simple eloquence of the mind,

not only unstained by guilt, but utterly abhorrent of it—who could be

subjected to the natural and legitimate impulses of these, and not feel
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deeply staggered with doubts of his giiilt ? On more than Sir Job was
this influence strongly exerted, and on none more powerfully than his

humble but sorrowing friend Jonathan Kickup. His brother Charles,

no mean judge of the niceties of evidence, scouted with the utmost

contempt and indignation every idea of his guilt. In the breast of

Wrynecker these doubts were fanned into active life by the long esteem

he had borne the family, and the personal prejudice wliich he enter-

tained in favour of Paul in particular. With one resolve, therefore, a

determination to rescue him from his impending fate was resolutely

formed, and no step neglected that could ensure its success. In a

matter, however, so perilous, the principal parties, and those who had
most to lose, were cautious to put forward subordinates with whom
these considerations were of less import. To Jonathan Kickup, as one

whose skill was not easily to be surpassed, the principal arrangement of

this matter was confided. That the trust was well reposed will at once

be admitted, when we mention the fact tliat Jonathan was the first

person—when the trial had gone against Paul, and even the appeal to

the mercy of the Crown had failed—the daring Jonathan was the first

person who boldly asserted that the game was not yet lost.

If the fact must be confessed, Jonathan had long previously cogitated

in his subtle brain what stefs would be necessary, should such an
unfortunate event arise. His plan, therefore, was all prepared ; it

required but the slightest movement to set it in motion. ?

But even Jonathan was too cautious to be himself the principal

mover ; he, too, had his lieutenants, and most expert they were. Not
that he would not have come forward himself, but that he hnu the
sagacity to perceive he could more safely act through the mediation of

third pai-ties. The reason was this—the man on whom he had fixed, as

the most fit and proper person for his necessities, was but very slightly

known to him, and for the fidelity of this all-important personage, it

was necessary to rely upon a go-between ; and here was the only
ricketty part of his structure. Here, if at all, fate destined that his

scheme should be broken down. Whether he was to yield to fortune,

or fortun'- to yield to him, the sequel will inform us. The party so
material to his purpose, and on whose fidelity and discretion every
thing was to depend—the faulty link in liis chain—was the firm of Costs.
" For a piece of necessary roguery," quoth Jonathan to himself, "I know
not any man who comes up to ' Costs- i7i-t/ie-Cause,^ and where ' Cos(s-m-
l/ie-Cu?ise' isn't quite up to the dodge, ' Taxed-Costs' is sure to supply
the deficiency."

This reasoning was very well on the part of our friend Jonathan,
but wc shall see how it fell out in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THE THIRTIETH

HOW C0STS-1N-THR-CAU8E WENT TO THE FOUNTAIN-HEAD.

The great difficulty which was felt by the allied parties in obtaining
theii- object, the rescue of our hero from the gibbet, lay in this, to hold
tliemselves guiltless of any conspiracy to defeat tlie ends of justice.

In order to render themselves as secure as possible, we have seen that
each party tried to force off the responsibility upon the shoulders of a
third. This could not go on for ever, and '•^ Costs -m-the-cause" soon
discovered that his claws were destined to pick the chesnut from the
fire the moment any row commenced. Not that we would insinuate

Costs had the slightest objection to the employment, only he liked to

be well paid for it, and was so honest a man himself, that he did not

take offence so much at the occupation, as at any doubt that miglit

hang over the remuneration.

Now, Jonathan, who was almost as honest as Costs, did not object

to pay for any piece of devious workmanship, only he wished to see

the workmanship well done, before he paid the price of it. Between,
therefore, the mutual confidence of tliese two, there was some slight

danger of this honourable enterprise breaking down. Jonathan went
to Wrynecker, AV"rynecker went to his principal ; but, unfortunately,

Costs-in-the-cause was a man of so much honour, that none of them
could find it in their hearts to oppress him with the price of his labours

until his work was finished. The first instalment, however, Jonathan
did give him, and the rest was faithfully promised the moment that our

hero was safe from all the dangers of the law. With this Costs pro-

fessed to be contented, and forthwith set to work.
It was a pity that so upright a gentleman should be partial to the

hardware line : but Costs was a man whose loyalty went to the very

bottom of his soul ; and to see the image of King George upon a solid

golden circle, was a delight for which he would forfeit all others.

Before he proceeded far, therefore, in the efforts to which he was
pledged, he either felt or feigned the necessity of further subsidising

his minions. To Jonathan he knew it was useless to apply, and though

he shrewdly suspected who were the intermediate parties, he held a

consultation with his worthy brother, " Taxed-costs" as to whether

he should not apply to the fountain-head. Taxed-costs agreed witli the

necessity, and said, as well he might, that there was nothing like it.

Now both were agreed upon this point—that the fountain-head

could be no other than Sir Job Periwinkle.

On the evening after the one, therefore, on which we left Sir Job

returning from his son's prison, touched to the heart with that resignation

which could soothe the liorrors of the condemned cell—full of sus-

picions as to the justice which had placed its present tenant there, and

pledged to yield him the only comfort he seemed capable of knowing,

in recalling Nora Creina, for whom he had already sent, as vrell
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as perfectly miserable at the part he had himself taken, the

old wentleman was sitting, half maddened with his griefs, over his

sohtary and desolate hearth, when Costs was announced. With
that want of delicacy which characterises so many of inferior education,

the attorney had followed the servant to his master's door, and, while

Sir -Job was repeating the name to himself, as if uncertain whether he

had not before heard it, and still more dubious how far he was acquainted

with it, Costs himself entered, with a low bow.

Sir Job looked up with the stupified abstraction of one lost in his

own sorrows, and, with the habitual politeness of the generous hearted

citizen, motioned him to a seat.

" I believe. Sir Job," said Costs, taking a chair and putting his feet on

the fender, " you are partly aware of the cause of my calling upon you ?

"

" I am not aware, sir," groaned Sir Job, trying to collect his thoughts.
" Why, Sir Job, you—you—you know your son, sir ; I believe you

are very much attached to your son, sir ?

"

"A child, sir," replied Sir Job, " I have been wrapped up in all my
life ;" then, as if muttering to himself, and leaning back his head, " it

seems as if it was but yesterday that I first took him on my knee, and
now—" was it a sob which checked the further utterance of the mayor ?

or did the fire-light sparkle falsely on some bright object coursing

down his cheek ? Sir Job drew his handkerchief swiftly across his face,

and plunged the poker into the glowing coals before him.

"'Tis a sad business, sir," said Costs-in-the-cause, pulling out a

monstrous dirty pocket handkerchief—for he had heard how strong the

chain that sympathy can weave—" 'tis a sad business, sir," I'epeated

Costs, forcing the soiled silk into the corner of his eye, in hopes of

forcing out a drop or two ;
" but I think, my lord, that our plan will

set us all right at last—it goes on bravely, Sir Job, I assure you, too !

"

"Plan !" repeated the mayor, looking at the other in perfect amaze-
ment.

" Yes, my lord, our plan. You know the—the—the—you know
what I mean, my lord."

" I wisli 1 did," groaned Sir Job, with a sudden burst of impatience.
" Why, my lord, you know what I allude to—the rescue that has

been planned, and by which we hope to carry off young Master Paul
safe and sound from the jilace of execution, and get him conveyed securely

out to sea. I have come to tell you, sir, that it's going on as well as

we could expect, and there is no sort of doubt but what we shall

succeed—only. Sir Job, you must be a little more liberal. Sir Job, you
know—upon my word you must— a little more confiding

—
" and here

Costs assumed what he intended to be an air of winning candour, but
which was in reality to Sir Job one of the most disgusting familiarity ;

"you mustn't expect to have all the work done without coming down
with some of the stumpy, while the thing's in progress : there's nothing
like money. Sir Job, to make the wheels go smoothly—you may take
my word for it, and I have been often in these kind of matters before

to-day."

"AVhatis it you mean, sir? what is it you dare to insinuate?"

demanded the citizen, drawing back from him with the utmost indig-
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nation. " I don't understand yon, sir ; I don't know you, sir ; I don't

know what you mean."
" Come, come. Sir Job," returned the other, wliose audacity, now

that he had broken the ice, seemed beyond all bounds, " I'm not going

to say that all that isn't very well acted and put on, and all that sort

o' thing ; only you see I'm an old stager at this work, and you mustn't

expect to deceive me so easily ! Not that it isn't all right and proper to

keep up this sort of thing to the British public, and talk about justice

and law, and so on ; only, if two gentlemen like you and me are to do a

little bit of private business comfortably
—

"

"—Two gentlemen I—you and I !—private business !— comfortably !

—why, sir, who are you ? what are you ? where do you come from ?

what do you mean ? I know nothing of your plans, your projects, or

your person ; and, from your conversation and appearance, would as soon

go in a cart to Tyburn with a pupil of Jonathan Wild's, as move a

single step in any confederation with yourself."

" Ha ! ha ! ha ! that's not so bad. Sir Job ; I must say that's a very

good simile, considering the business I have come upon—I must say,

Sir Job, you seem well up to private theatricals ! Now, to hear you
talk, one would really think that you had no sort of hand in the

matter."
" The matter, you villain ! What are you talking of ? what do you

mean ? I tell you I never saw you till this instant ! I never heard of

you till this instant ! I know nothing about you on earth ! How is it

you dare to intrude here ? Are you a man, or a devil, that you come to

insult one who is pressed down with the bitterest misfortunes ? Have
you come to make a jest or a mockery of me ? or are you—perhaps,

perhaps—the man is mad, and escaped," and Sir Job stretched out his

hand to the bell.

" Come, come, Sir Job," said Costs, getting alarmed, " you have

carried on this here game long enough—I am confident you must be

joking— I am sure you must know well enough who I am, and that I

come to do you all the service in my power, and neither to mock nor

insult you. I know it's all right enough—holding the station you do,

and giving out the professions you make—that you should pretend not

to recognise me, or know anything about the matter I have come, to

you upon ; and if you choose to keep the game up, I have not the least

objection ; and, what's more, old gentleman, I must do you the justice

to say, I never saw a finer piece of humbug in the whole course of my
professional career. Ha ! you maj'' start, but I never did—either

better conceived or more fully sustained. Lor ! lor ! only to think how
well you do carry it on ! Ay ! ay ! I see ! I twig ! I take what you're

up to—talk of a lord mayor ! Why it would take in a judge himself.

—But the long and the short of it is this :—I came here to tell you—
now—have done with your acting, my Lord IMayor, if yoii please,

and just hear me to an end, for I tell you I see exactly what you mean

—

I say I came here to tell you that, though our hands are all very willing,

yet that I really wish you would order your man Friday to come down
with some more of the blunt. You know as well as I do that we have

only had a fifth of it yet, and here, the day after to-morrow, comes off
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the execootion—and how, in the name of fortune, can I persuade them

that their rhino will be all paid when they have to carry your young

hopeful off to sea, and a whole country on their hacks ! It isn't right, Sir

Job—it isn't rational : you'd have thought it very hard, sir, when you

was in business yourself, to be treated in that way—it shows a want of

confidence, and that's of the first importance in matters like this. Now,
sir, you needn't speak—you needn't commit yourself—I don't want you

to make any answer at all ; but I see how prudent you are in every

particular, and I very much approve of it, only all that I ask you to

do is, to give orders, as I said before, to pay another quarter of the sum
to-day, and a third to-morrow, and then, sir, you see, they'll believe

that the rest will be remitted to them. I'm sorry to have broken in

upon you, but it's my rule always to come to the fountain-head, and I

wish you to hear what the real state of the case is
—

'tis great satisfac-

tion to do business with a gentleman of your capacity, for I never saw
anybody act their part better—your humble servant. Sir Job," and,

making a profovind bow, Costs-in-the-cause took two steps towards

the door.

" Stay !
" cried Sir Job, springing upon him like an enraged tiger ;

and, seizing the truculent lawyer by the collar, the energetic force of

the mayor caused him to spin round and roimd, and then fall upon his

broader termination in a corner.

" I say ! hollo ! my Lord Mayor ! " somewhat angrily cried Costs,

rubbing the part affected, and scarcely able to speak from astonishment,
" acting's acting ; but if you come to overdo your parts in that manner,
I must be paid extra for my cast in the piece, or we must be referrinor

the matter to Justice Shallow."
" Lie still, sir, lie still ; move not a step, if you value a single

limb belonging to your carcase," cried Sir Job, shaking over Costs the

poker, which, in his warmth, he had snatched fi'om the grate. "I
have borne with your roguery, or foolery, long enough ; and now, if you
attempt to rise from that corner till you have explained to me the
whole of your conduct, I will break every bone in your body, cost what
it will !

"

" Why, Sir Job, do you mean to say you have not ^been guying me
aU along, here, this evening?"

" Guying you, you rascal ! what's that ? what's guying you ?"

" Why, gumming me, to be sure ; 'its all the same."
" Why, what do you mean, you scoundrel, by gumming you?"
" I tell you what, my Lord Mayor," said Costs, his choler rising

more and more every moment, " for a young gentleman in your station,

you ought to know the English language a little more than you do,
and that's no mistake. Do you understand what's meant by hum-
bugging?"

" What, then, do you dare to insinuate that, by my conduct this
evening, I have been treating you iran kaili/?"

" Why, as to that," replied Costs, with a low kind of humour which
infested him, " if you havn't yet, 1 stand a pretty good chance of it, if

you don't put down that poker, and behave more like a Christian."
" Don't cut your low jibes on me, you pettifogging, »ix-aud-eight-
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penny tapeworm," roared the patriarch, his temper getting beyond all

control, and his weapon vibrating- with a rage that shook his immense
person ; " tell me what you came here for ? tell me what yon mean by
hinting at a plot for the rescue of my son, and thinking me so basely

unworthy of the liberties of a British subject, as to take part in it

against the laws by which they are upheld?"
" What I mean ? why of course you know wliat I mean—You must

know very well that you have sent a certain person to me to engage a cer-

tain other person to engagewith certain friends of his, in creating a riot at the

execution of your son, and carrying him off in the row, scot free, to sea ;

and when you know that I am going to do this for the trifle of a couple

of thousand pounds—risking my character, and name, and station for

the small part that will come to my share—I say that it's hardly fair

for a gentleman of your known wealth and rank, to be so niggardly as

to the exact time and proportions in which the money is to be paid."

For a few moments after hearing this explanation. Sir Job Periwinkle

seemed rooted to the spot in the most utter bewilderment of surprise

and rage. Tiiat he—the patriot—the Briton—the immovable—the

uncorrupting, incorruptible Sir Job, should for a moment be deemed
guilty of shutting his eyes to such a plot, much less of heading

it, seemed, at the first glance, almost incredible ; and that a man
should be found bold enough and daring enough to utter to his face

such a thing, he could not even yet take in : he seemed to think it was
a dream—a phantasm—a disturbance of the night, produced by the

recent agitation he had gone through—it never could be that the animal

beneath his poker was Costs, a mere certificated attorney—it must be

some devil of the night, some hobgoblin, some grinning incubus. Once
or twice he seemed on the point of solving the problem on the creature's

skull ; and, like Othello, prompted to cry out, " If that thou be'est a

devil, then I cannot kill thee ;" but Costs, who was more a man of words
than war, nervously touched the poker, and dispelled the reverie.

" If you wish to live another hour, tell me who has put this upon you V
cried Sir Job. " I never will abet a single step in such an infamous design

:

father as I am, and wrapped up in my children as I have ever been, I

had rather give every one of them to the gallows and follow them
myself, than be guilty of an act so disgraceful to a Briton ; and to px'ove

even to you, scoundrel that you are, that I am not actings as you
have termed it, I myself will be the first to give intelligence to the

government of a conspiracy so im -English, and to give i/ou up to its

punishment, as the chief instrument in its commission. Tell me therefoi'e,

I say, who has made use of my name in this matter ? tell me, I say,

this instant, unless you wish me to spatter your brains against that

wall."

" For God's sake, Sir Job, are you mad ? Help ! Ho there

!

Murder ! murder there, I say !^ Does it run in the family, that you are

going to assassinate me?" Before any reply could be made to tliis

cutting retort, or, luckily, any mischief done, the noise of the disputants

had reached to such a height, that a noise was heard on the staii'S, and
in rushed Cliarles and Doubtful.
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CHAPTER THE THIRTY-FIRST.

TTHICH OOXTADTS AK AROrMEKT OF THE PERSONAL KIND.

" Holloa Sir Job !—Costs ! Can tliis be possible ? "WTiat is the

matter, my dear father ? "SVhat hoi happened ?"

" This scomidrel !" cried Sir Job.
'• This madman," interrupted Costs, in a mamier equally vehement.
" I say ac^in, this scoimdrel

!

"—renewed Sir Job, giving the unhappy

attorney another thrust against the wall.

'^ Who but a madman
—

" again interrupted the solicitor ; and then, as

he found the pressure from without growing unbearable, " Counsellor

Charles ! ]!ilr. Doubtful ! will you see me murdered before your eyes ?"

"Come, Dick, for God's sake, terminate this scene!" said Charles,

interposing ; and with his firiend's assistance the prey was rescued from

the lion's grasp, and Costs desired to leave the room.
" The scoundrel ! The rascal ! The unmitigated villain

!

" still

ejaculated Sir Job, pacing up and down the room ;
" to think that ' he'

should have dared to propose sr.ch a thing to me ! /, who have all

my life been so wrapped up in British principles ; principles the very

reverse from such a course ! But / will make the scoundrel smart for

it. He shall be struck off the roll of English attornies. I'll expose

the vile conspiracy, and teach him in future to make such overtures to

one of the first of England's magistrates !

"

" What has happened. Sir Job < What u the matter ? What has

Costs done ?" interposed Charles, striving in vain to find out what had
been the cause of all this disturbance.

" It was a base attempt to extort money," cried the other ; " it must
have been. It could liave been nothing else ; surely no one ever could
league with such a rascal for such a purpose ; and this was a mere
pettifogger's attempt, to ascertain to what degree the agony of a father

might be tsmpered with ; but he shall smart for it. I'll act as vigilantly

as if the plot had all the existence his assertions would give to it ! By
this very night's post, government shall be forewarned, and I, at any

.
rate, will take care that a life dedicated through so many years to

upright conduct is not sullied by any deviation of mine at its close.

The scoundrel, to think that / would save a son by such vile means !

"

During this monologue. Sir Job Periwinkle had continued to stamp
np and down the room, giving way to every excess of the passion
raised within him, and, seemingly heedless that Charles Periwinkle and
his friend, Dick Doubtful, were attentive listeners, appeared rather to

be addressing his remarks to some invisible phantom that wandered
round the compass, than to any person present. His last two obser-
vations, however, seemed not only to strike Charles as very pertinent,
but to possess an interest of a far more absorbent character,

" For God's sake, don't rave about the room any more, but tell us
what is the matter? Has Costs been emulating the glories of Guy
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Faxix, nml broachincf ft socoml edition of tlio pimpowilor plot ? or what
is it 1*

" said t'liarlos, pLioiiiu hiiiisolf in tlio ]>ath of his fathi-r.

" Tho mattor!" replied JSir .loh, whoso attention now for the first

time sivnunl fairly awake to what was passing aronml him. " Are
you not aware of what the sooundri>l liad the audacity to propose

to me ?

"

'* How, in the name of fortune, sliouhl we, when, ever since wo
rescued the man fnun your c:riiH\ you have continued to rave up and
down the room in a manner intelli^ilde to none hut yourself. What
lias Costs bivn about i what lias he done ? what has he said I"

"" Sjiid ! The seoTuulivl roiilii not have said worse ; you'll scarcely

ennlit me when I tell you. He absolutely came hert» with a ]^roposition

that I should join in a conspiracy to defeat the ends of justice, by
forcibly rescuiuij mv imhaj^jn" son from tho hands of tho law at tlie

foot of the shallows !

"

"Is that all i" said Charles.

"All, sir i what would ytni have more I what do you call it ;' Is it

not one of the most atrocious conspiracies with which tho e.ar of a

Hviton could possibly be contaminated i You are rich in epitheL«< ; yoti

j^ride youi-self on vour eloquence ; when" can you tind tonus snl^ciently

strong; to brand such an undcrtakiuL: ("

" ^\'hy as to tiiat, if anv hope is to remain of saving his life,

desperate as it is, this plan of the little attorney is the only one that can

possibly be devised !"

" What !

" cried Sir -lob, ^tartiul; back st veral paces from his son, as

if the plaj^ue spot had suddenly made its appearance on his face, " can

it bo jmssiblo that the boy in whon\ I have bivn so wrajipcHl up, shiuild

utter to my very face sentiments like these. I can scarcely believe that

I hear them fn>m a son of mine
—

"

" Come, come, my dear father, jTay don't imitato any of Lady
Macbcth's henues, for if so, T don't ]irctend to any chance of coming

ui> with you. If you're sjoiui; to talk like sensible Sir .lob IVriwinklo,

who was once a I/ondon apprentice, then a British iron-master, after-

wards a citv knight and alderman, and now a shrcwil, clever tdd

piutUnian, filling: the honourable post of lord mayor of London, I've

jui doubt I shall bo able to rvason with you." As Charles said this,

ho sat himself down in his father's easy chair, and puttinj: his ri^ht

foot on his K ft knee. sjrasjHvl his ankle, and be<:an smoothinsj the

wrinkles of his silk stocking with a decree of cin>hiess which formed

the most admirable contra>t to the ovir-boilinjj rage of the frowniu;;

patriot.

AVhcthcr this iionc/hilavrr wa> n^ally felt, (^r whether it was assumed

for the lucasion, may be a matter of speculation : but l>ick Poubtful,

who. with all his Icarninj;, was perfectly a child of natuiv in the ways

of the world, looked on with infinite amaztMUcnt at the scene.

" .\s for vour bciufj wrappcil up in me," ivsumed Cli.arles. in the

sanu' playful, sarcasstic style, " that may bo a very fine thinsj to as!»«Tt,

Sir Job, as you'n^ not tipon your oath : but, considcrinj; that you minht

on an enuTytiuv bo rolled out into half a doziii men of my »\7a.\ tho
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assertion to me is rather suspicious. I repeat again, that, unless some

good fortune occurs to Paul, of the description to which Costs has

hinted, there seems to be no other chance of his escaping a violent and

disoraceful death. I don't mean to say that rescuing a man from the

galTows is a sort of amusement that I should recommend to gentlemen

of your time of life ; but unless you wish to see your son cut off by

the hanf^man, what other hope is left for you ? You have already

urced every argument with the Secretary of State—you have thrown

yourself at the feet of your sovereign, whom you so venerate, and all

in vain ; every legitimate effort has failed, and now, unless some inter-

position is made from a less agreeable quarter, your child must die by

the hands of the executioner, and his death on the gallows leave an

ineffaceable disgrace on every one that belongs to him
—

"

" And better far," interposed Sir Job, who had been burning to reply,

" better far that it should be so, than that his surviving relatives should

be cursed with a guilty knowledge that his escape was owing not to his

innocence—not to his acquittal by a jury of his countrymen—but by
the xmlawful, the corrupt, the unpardonable breach of British principle,

by friends who prostituted the gifts of fortune to the worst of means.

One son ?—Perish rather, I say, fifty sons, than save me one by the

pi-actice of such iniquity."

" That may be all very fine for you. Sir Job ; but excuse me for

telling you that your sons would prefer a father a little less virtuous.

I ask you, on your honour, have you not, as well as myself, many
niisgivings as to my brother's innocence ?"

" A British jury has pronounced him guilty."

" That's no answer to the question. Are you a puppet—are you a

child—can you form no opinion of your own—are you so thoroughly

British as to give up your own thoughts at every turn, and be led by
the nose, by any prejudice, on every occasion ? What are the jury to

you—did you empannel them—did you empower them—had you even

the power of addressing a single reason to them ?—when, and in what
way, did you ever lead them in the least degree to believe that you
would be bound by their verdict ? Suppose a jury were to bring in

that the moon was made of green cheese, would you call for bread
and ale to taste it ? or grant that they find me guilty, Prometheus-like,
of filching fire from heaven, would you be one sufliciently ignorant
and foolhardy to chain me to the rock for the theft ? Either let us
act as men of reason, or as beasts without it. As men, a verdict is

only to be respected, when the evidence by which it is attained can be
respected also ; if as beasts, then force must take the place of ratiocina-

tion, submission be the result of Aveakness, but escape the prerogative
of strength. In either alternative, I say that the project of Costs is

not so culpable as you seem to think. I am morally convinced that
Paul never ought to luivc been convicted on the bare evidence produced

;

and the execution of that verdict I should feel myself justified in

opposing by every means in my power ; the lawful ones I prefer, of
course, as the least dangerous, but when these fail, lawful and unlawful
>\ould be alike to me."
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" So shall they ne^-er be to Job Periwinkle," replied the father.

" I only blush that a son of mine should debase his talents to defend

the project, which nothing but the low rascality of such a fellow as

Costs could recommend. Who that has a spark of patriotism—who
that for a moment thinks of his country, could endanger the liberties

of his fellow subjects by opening a course of corruption and violence,

the end of which no man can see ? Who that has any particle of those

principles of justice that should fill the breast of every Briton, could

think of trampling on the constitution, to rescue a man who has already

had the benefit of an English trial ? nay, more, what member of an

honourable family could plunge a whole house in the guilt of a con-

spiracy, from the false shame of screening a condemned relative from

the impartial administration of the law ? I say again, who but such

as Costs could embark in such a proceeding, and what infatuation can

lead one of your sense to palliate it ?"

" Honour, justice, patriotism !" cried Charles, his assumed coolness

forsaking him, as he started from his seat. " Talk not, I pray, of

patriotism, until you understand the full sense and meaning of the

word ; neither pervert the name of honour, till you have practised it

on a scale somewhat larger than the barter of a merchant's produce

;

nor attempt to elevate by the sacred term of justice a jargon incom-

patible with the merest elements of sense ; above all, think not to gain

the effect of argument by the mere exhibition of abuse, generated in

your own narrow circle of the city. Do you think no one can form

juore enlarged views, than were once bounded by the gory and black-

ened heads, that successive tyrants and traitors, whom you worship

imder the name of kings, have alternately exhibited to their gaping

slaves over the gateways of the Tower and Temple Bar. Others

besides Costs may have had their share in contributing to the dan-

gerous but sole remaining plan proposed to you. Had you been

contentwith calling the man an avaricious knave, I might not ha\e
troubled myself to gainsay it. Nothing but the madness of cupidity

could have led him to confide to the advocate of every prejudice, a plan

only to be supported by men who dare to think for themselves. It

could never be intended that a particle of the project should come to

cars so ill-fitted to comprehend it as your own; for this, and tliis only,

the fellow is to be blamed. Do not imagine that it originated or will

end with him ; far different men are doubtless pledged to its execution,

and will risk everything for its achievement—men whose honour
and capacity you may have admired and availed yourself of; the

soundness of whose intellect, or the excellence of whose hearts, no
man for an instant can gainsay; and for which, were your prejudices

left passive, you yourself would be the first to vouch. For myself,

if your eldest son is not amongst the number whom you term con-

spirators, it is from no want of approbation of the desperate remedy,
no withholding of support from those who have originated it. Can
there be any true patriotism in bringing on one's country the false

condemnation of an innocent man, when a few years may discover

that error, the stain of which ages cannot remove from her juris
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prudence. AVhat is it tliat you understand by justice, if it means

not the roscuinCT at all hazards, the life of the innocent from the

death of the guilty—how can we desecrate the name of honour by
withholdino- its sanction from the devotion of ourselves for the cause of

another whom we believe worthy of it—how much less ought that

man to venture upon such a word, who gives his son to the fate of the

gallows, from mere fear of effecting his rescue, or the penalty that

might follow it."

" As to fear, sir," returned Sir Job, " I tbink my breast knows as

little of that emotion as your own ; but it becomes us to sacrifice our

feelings to our principles j and the same duty which compelled the

Roman to pronoimce the doom of his son at the expense of his heart,

forbids me to stand between his sentence and the gratification of my
own I I therefore reiterate my determination to mark my non-parti-

cipation in any such plot, by at once informing government of its

existence."

" Surely you cannot—you dare not—be giiilty of so deliberate a

murder ! How can you justify to yourself conduct so abhorrent by
pretexts so flimsy and so cruel— will your reasons bear a moment's exa-

mination ? Look at them for an instant. You have exhausted the language

to dignify with the finest terms tne conduct that deserves the reprobation

of the strongest. Do not for an instant imagine that the outrageous act

which you profess yourself ready to perpetrate, results from any of the

fine feelings you have mentioned, or anything, indeed, but the grossest

vanity. AVell and truly have you named the Roman as the only

authority on record—the type of a nation whose bloodthirsty cruelty is

almost without a parallel in the bloodiest annals of mankind. "What
but the most egregious, the most besotted egotism—what but the most
cruel and relentless selfishness, could have led the Brutus to sacrifice

his son for that which was rather the excess of virtue than the begin-
ning of crime ? And you, too, if you dare further to consider your
threat, will be little better than he. Don't suffer 5'ourself to be led

away by jingling names, or high-flown sentiment, but look into your
own heart, and examine what are the real motives of your actions.

Who will benefit by your son's death, save the mob, who get drink
and plunder at the brutalising scene?—is there a solitary individual
in the whole nation who will receive the benefit of a single iota,

unless it be the hangman, who is to receive his clothes for clasping his
dying, struggling limbs, and tearing his head from its socket. Save
this execrable wretch, whom you can scarcely call human, or designate
as a part of the community—whom, I ask you, in the name of heaven,
is to profit by your son's death ? Then whose benefit is it you seek ?

Talk not to me of the false cowardly cant of patriotism ; there is not
tlic shadow of that sacred si)irit here. Call it blind and brutal vanity
— call it besotted and bloodthirsty selfishness, which would gather
tlie blasted laurels of stoicism on the ruins of your children's hopes, hap-
piness, name and character, and then you designate truly the act and
motive that is prompting to so merciless a course ; but do not profane
any one praiseworthy principle that ever yet wag known upon earth
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with tlie prostitution of such a hideous oftspring;—nay, more, Sir Job,

if you do not, here upon the instant, renounce the character of informer,

and which a momentary insanity has led you to adopt, it will be

well indeed if the gallows shall deprive you, not of one son but of

both, for who can ever again recognise as a father the man who could

be guilty of such a deed ?"

" Renounce, sir !" said Sir Job, as the overloaded vein upon the brent

and swollen brow seemed almost bursting with the rage that agitated

him, while the pallid cheek and bloodless lips marked still more fear-

fully tlie course of passion ; " and who are you that dare thus to call

to task the being who begot you, the man whose care has reared you,

the senior whose instruction and tenderness has given you all you
possess, has made joii all you are ? Do you imagine for a moment that

I'll bear this schooling from the lips of a boy, who but yesterday was
prattling at my knee—do you imagine that a life spent in struggling

with the world has left me with an intellect so weak as to be blinded

by the flimsy sophistry of a beardless lawyer ? The nonsense you have

uttered might have become you well enough if invented for a fee that

the last hopelessness of crime had tendered in the desperate eftbrt of

mitigating punishment ; but it does not and it shall not mislead me.

Ungrateful lad, for whose pertness I am indebted perhaps to my own
over indulgence, have you the assurance to suppose that your heart over-

flows with more tenderness to your brother than my own ? Or that

your head is so clear as to correct the conduct of one grey with thought

before you had even life, much less ability to reflect at all ? Look at

home before you dare to utter threats to ybur own father, and think

yourself well off, if the being you term merciless, can find forgiveness

enough in his heart hereafter, not to cut you off to that utter beggary

which your rebellious conduct has deserved. I tell you my purpose is

unchanged. Much as I love my son, and nearly as it will go to

shorten my own life, I tell you this very night I myself will be the first to

inform government of the conspiracy formed to violate the laws ; and

if it involves one whose profession it is, and whose pride it should be, to

venerate them in all their branches, let him look to the consequences

which his own presumption has brought upon him. Informer !—yes,

this very night the information shall be given."
" And I tell you, neither on this night nor on any other shall you

possess a particle of power to give any such sanguinary information as

you propose. Know, for the first time, if you never could discover it

before, that when I take up a project I perfect it, and that in defiance of

all obstacles ; and here, a prisoner in your own room, shall you remain,

till the time named for my brother's execution shall have passed ; then,

if fate goes against us, I must bear my defeat as best I may ; while, if I

am successful, I can afford to smile at the infatuation of a parent, who,

having failed in the judicial mxirder of one son, is still at liberty, as

far as his little power goes, of contributing to the ruin of the other.

As for your fortune, take the despicable hoard, large as it is ;
perhaps

a gentleman of so much patriotic principle may be allowed not only to

possess it in this world but cairy it to tho next; try the experiment.
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and if It fails, leave it to the loving wife who has deserted you—my
sweet-souled stepmother—or any one else you please ; she at least

would not be likely to forfeit it by an attempt to save any one from

the gallows, not even yourself! But spare your feelings in future the

scorn I must entertain for any man who thinks that pecuniary feelings,

in such a case as this, would guide my conduct either one way or the

other. Here, Jonathan," and, striding to the door in unmitigated rage,

Charles repeated the name of his clerk until the latter made his appear-

ance. As soon as Kickup came into the room, and the door was once

more shut, Charles pointed to Sir Job, and said, " Do you see my father,

Jonathan ?"

" Why, yes, sir ; a gentleman of his size isn't easy to be overlooked

with two pair of candles in the room."
" A truce to your nonsense, sir," said his master sternly ;

" I am
going to charge you on a matter of life and death, and, as you shall

answer to me for any neglect, see that you are able to render me a

good account of your service, not only to the letter but the spirit of it.

The misfortunes that have happened to my brother have so deranged
my father's intellect as to have upset his sanity, and put him upon
schemes that would proA'c the ruin of us all. Allow him to have
communication with no one, except by my permission, and on no
account allow him to go beyond this room and the room within, his

bedroom ; and," bending his head to Jonathan's ear, and then in a half

whisper, so that, while it wore the air of confidence to Jonathan, it

might yet be heard by Sir Job, " see that none of the other servants

come near him, and don't allow to be passed into his room any knives
or other instruments that may be used for self-destruction. When
Mr. Doubtful wants to pass out, let him go alone. Now come with
me," and, before the father could recover from the amazement into

which he was thus thrown, Jonathan and his son had left the room,
and he actually heard turned upon him the lock of the door that kept
him close prisoner within his own house.;

CHAPTER THE THIRTY-SECOND.

STIOWS THE GREAT CONVENIENCE OF A LEECH.

TuE baffled rage, the fury, the surprise, the mingled chaos of
many passions, that filled the mind of Sir Job, as ho reflected on the
daring step which his son had taken, are totally beyond our humble
powers of description. Like the favourite and faithful type of a hot-
headed iMiglishman, the bull, he paced the den in which he found himself
thus suddenly and unexpectedly imprisoned, and to all the muscular fury
of the maddened monarch of tlie pastures, he added the self-irritated tor-
ment of a mind naturally intemperate, and long accustomed to the
gratihcation of its own will. Now one project possessed him, now
another; he looked at the windows, but finding himself on the second floor
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of a lofty house whicli he had temporarily hired, all hope of escape from
that quarter was resigned ; he then gave utterance in violent exclama-
tions to his sense of the burning wrongs and indignities that had been
heaped upon him ; finally he appealed to Doubtful, and in one breath

sought for approbation of himself, condemnation of his son, and advice

for the future as to the course he should pursue.

To Dick Doubtful, the tenor of whose life had glided away, far from
all collision with such fiery spirits as those he had just seen in com-
bustion, and who being an only and orphan son was not quite up to the

little diversities of family happiness, the past scene had conveyed such an
unmitigated feeling of astonishment, that he had as yet far from
recovered from its electrical efi'ects. The only results produced by Sir

Job's appeals, therefore, were the still deeper plunging of his hands into

his breeches pockets, a still more fearful corrugation of the brows, a

still more solemn and deliberate assertion that upon his word it was a
very delicate case. " A very delicate case indeed, Sir Job. You see

there are so many modes of viewing the matter, that, upon my con-

science, I don't know what to say to it at all."

Such a speech was just the last degree of scorching fire that could

well be added to an already excruciating burn ; and when the fiery

citizen heard the parrot phrase which he so well knew come forth, he
looked at Dick and then at the window, as if he felt very much inclined

to pitch Master Doubtful out of it, and not daring to trust himself with
words, proceeded to pace up and down his den as before. But though
sorely humbled, though fearfully angered, the obstinate spirit of the

ancient Briton was strong within him, and he resolutely resolved that

no eflJbrt should be left untried to defeat his rebellious son, and carry

into eft'ect the high-principled bvit somewhat quixotic project which he

had formed. After an interval of several minutes' silence, he began to

sound Doubtful as to his notion of the intended rescue, and endeavoured

to instil into him his own notions on the subject, insinuating, as he had
already said to Charles, how ill it would become a barrister to connive

at any breach of those institvitions with which he was so intimately

connected by his glorious profession. But this took as little with Dick
as it had done with his friend.

" You see, sir," said Dick, in his usual exceedingly cautious and
polite way, " one of the leading features distinguishing our branch

of the profession, is our entire disconnexion with and abhorrence of

everything that is connected with the executive part of it. Even the

judge who sits upon the bench, and is obliged, ex officio, to pronounce

sentence, would shrink with horror from the least participation in

seeing it carried into efi"ect ; it is an odious branch of government, from

which Heaven has luckily set us free, and with which we think it one

of the greatest blessings that we have no occasion to interfere."

In fact, Dick gave Sir Job to understand he would much rather go

to Jerusalem with unboiled peas in his shoes, than have any parti-

cipation in the Brutus-like projects of the lord mayor. His lordship,

on the other hand, made it visible to Doubtful with equal celerity that

he thought such sentiments little less deserving of the gallows than the
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murder of which the unhappy Paul had beeii found guilty. Dick, very

wisely, therefore, asked if he could be of any use to the citizen, and

beino- told that the latter wanted nothing, except to speak with his

solicitor, Mr. Wrynecker, Dick promised forthwith to despatch that

functionaiy to his assistance, and departed.

As Doubtful made his exit by the door. Sir Job seemed to watch for

an effort to get out too, if this could be effected without any loss of that

civic dignity, of which, even in his sleep, he thought he could not be

too jealous. But Jonathan discharged his duties of sentinel extra-

ordinary, in the most inimitable manner, and Sir Job, seeing that his

escape Avas impracticable, resigned himself, like a true martyr as he was,

to the continuance of his imprisonment.

In a few minutes Wrynecker arrived. " Now," thought Sir Job,

" I shall master that rebellious boy at last. Wrynecker, my faithful

friend and servant for many years, will at once see the justice of my
argument, and the necessity that exists of rescuing the honour of

London's chief magistrate from any participation in this infamous con-

spiracy," Full of these sentiments, Sir Job at once launched into the

depth of his argument with still more eagerness and force than he had
previously used to his son ; long and loudly did he expatiate on the

necessity that existed of adopting the course in question. He spoke

very touchingly of the anguish he felt at being in such a position,

but still professed himself unable otherwise to avoid the dilemma in

which he was placed. He then complained, with equal warmth and
bitterness, of the part which Charles had taken ; and finally, as a
matter of course, commenced the instructions as to how Wrynecker
should take a post-chaise and four, and, hurrying up to London, present

to the home secretary a letter from himself. He then kindly intimated

that Wrynecker should take some refreshment while he indited the

epistle in question. Here, unfortunately, however, his designs received

a check. Charles knew very well that AYrynecker could be safely

trusted, or else he would never have been allowed him to enter the room
of the state prisoner. Something of this he began to suspect, Avhen
Wrynecker, after several preparatory hems, expi-essed himself unable at

present to comply with his friend's request. This led to an explanation,
and when Sir Job found that Wrynecker was as unwilling as Doubtful
had been, his vexation was extreme.

" On your allegiance as a true subject, Mr. Wrynecker, I insist upon
your going." Here Wrynecker expressed his sorrow that his view of
allegiance should differ from Sir Job's. He then tried him on the
.score of his being his solicitor, and as a matter of business, whereupon
the worthy owner of the leather breeches still more positively declined
any such employment, and expressed his readiness, with

*

whatever
regret, to place at the citizen's disposal the retainer under which ho
liad acted for him. Sir Job's mortification was now complete, and
giving Wrynecker a stately look, and one of his most courtier-like
bows, said, " Then our interview, sir, is ended," and extended his hand
towards the bell. Wrynecker having duly returned this courtesy, took
his departure.
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Sir Job was now fairly puzzled. Humbled as well as irritated, he
began to fear that he might absolutely have to give in, a practice to

which he was in nowise accustomed, and which lost none of its bitter-

ness from its novelty. After turning over in his own mind who was
the most complaisant person of his acquaintance, he determined to set

one stratagem against another, and try if he could not fairly out-

manoeuvre the enemy. With this view he rang the bell, and on the

appearance of Jonathan expressed himself seriously indisposed, and
desirous that Dr. Bamboozle should be sent for by post express. To
complete his designs, he began undressing himself for bed, ordered some
hot water and pills, and put on all the outward shov/ of an invalid.

Charles, who became naturally alarmed lest the altercation

which he had had with his father might, as was natural at his age,

have brought on some aftection of the head, at once expedited the

express to Bamboozle, and, thinking that his father had submitted,

looked for the Doctor's arrival Avith some impatience. Some hours after

midnight, the professor of the healing art arrived, and being shown to

the room of Sir Job, the latter commenced anew his rhetorical efforts,

and seemingly with more success. The little eyes of Bamboozle sparkled

with a double share of their usual cunning as he heard the citizen detail

the strait in which he was placed, and when the latter had made an
end of his case, pretended to be in almost as great a dilemma as his

patient. In his own peculiar way the Doctor expressed himself sadly

agitated between his wish to oblige Sir Job. and the great delicacy

which he also felt in being accessory to the last offices of the law. He
admired very much, he said, the case of Brutus ; but as the practice

had been all changed since that time, he did not well see how he, who
had no feelings of relationship to mortify, could gain any credit by
turning informer. Being routed by the eloquence of Sir Job from thi:!

position, he then bethought himself of the great injury his patients

would sustain ; whereupon Sir Job, desiring him to consider the Home
Secretary as his patient, expressed himself quite ready to pay such a

sum as would be a handsome fee to a physician of his eminence for so

distant a journey, besides all expenses, &c., &c. This, Bamboozle said,

altered the case in toto—of course he could not refuse to go on pro-

fessional duty to see so distinguished a patient as the Home Secretary,

and taking up his exquisite sugar-loaf hat, he expressed himself ready

to start.

" Stay," said Sir Job ;
" write a prescription for me before you go,

as that Vy'IU serve to cloak our design ; while you do this, 1*11 write my
letter, and be sure to tell Mr. Charles Periwinkle, as you leave the

house, that absolute quiet is necessary for my case." Bamboozle agreed

in the policy of these instructions—the prescription and letter were

ANTitten— the anxious inquiries of Charles answered in accordance with

his father's instructions, and Bamboozle set off in the chaise Avhich

brought him, unsuspected of the mission on Avhicli he was employed.

At the first post-town at which he arrived, he ascertained that a

fresh carriage and horses could be procured, and sending back the one

he had used, that no talcs of his route might be carried by it, he waited

A A 2
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twenty minutes till they had fairly departed, and then ordered another

on the route to London. During the interval of his stay, he entered

the coffee-room, where a very sharp dispute was being carried on

bet^veen an enormous and sinister-looking man, and another passenger

who had just got off a night coach, respecting the merits of the pressgang.

Both were condemning it very loudly as one of the most atrocious

anomalies of a free state ; but while the bulky blue jacket could concede

nothing in its favour, his felloAv disputant, though he admitted its present

infamy, thought that at one time it might have been necessary towards

the manning of the navy. Bamboozle, with his usual love of making

himself conspicuous, and interfering in everything, entered at once most

markedly and wholly uninvited into the argument, and taking up a

ground opposed to both, resolutely maintained that the pressgang had

not only originated in a positive necessity for its operation, but that it

still was a very desirable and commendable mode of manning the navy.

This brought upon him the united, fire of both the disputants, the blue

jacket, of course, being the most fierce in opposing him ; and when the

Doctor turned to get into his chaise, concluding his sailor's argument
with a A'ery pei'sonal assertion, that none but a helpless old bachelor

who had no ties to break, whose strength wasn't worth desiring, or

whose profession exempted bin. from the fate, could ever sit down to

defend such a system, and that, finally, it was sincerely wished that

he. Doctor Bamboozle, might have an early taste of it. Laughing
heartily at this, to him, most absurd idea, as well as at the rage of its

utterer, the Doctor jumped into his chaise and drove off.

CHAPTER THE THIRTY-THIRD.

THE EXECUTION.

The mrrning of the execution at last arrived. Sir Job had kept
his own counsel as to the step he had taken, and satisfied in his own
mind that he had done his duty, his whole soul was now engrossed

by his struggles to suppress those twinges of remorse which memory
and affection still inflicted on him. It was true that he had received no
reply to his letter, no intimation of what fate had befallen Bamboozle.
He, however, felt assured that the money held out to that worthy indi-

vidual woiild insure the success of his mission ; further occupation on
this point was excluded from his mind by the agonising parting with
his son. At an early hour in the morning, he had to bid adieu to the
latter, who, heavily ironed and vigilantly guarded, was driven from the
jail of the county town to the place of execution, where the murder
had been committed—where, alas ! so many of Paul's happiest days
had been passed. AVith the last words that passed between himself
and child, the latter reiterated the most solemn assurances of his inno-
cence, and seemed only grieved that Nora had not as yet arrived in
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time to bid him fai*ewell. "With Lady Periwinkle and Julia, the
bitterness of parting had been passed the night before, and leaving Sir

Job in a paroxysm of grief, he set out on the last journey of the

condemned.

We are told by ancient superstition, that happy is the corpse the rain

falls upon. We know not if the same felicity applies to those who may
be said to arrive at the next stage to this dread consummation of

mortality ; but if so, this was the only happiness the imfortunate Paul
experienced. The rain descended in torrents ; the wind, in violation of

its usual custom, swept and roared through the deserted streets of the

county town, moaning among the forest of chimneys, and volleying

down in sudden gusts, at every turning of the way. Perhaps out of

some consideration for his family, or some unauthorised commiseration

on the part of the local authorities, Paul was conveyed in a postchaise,

his drenched escort riding before and behind, and grumbling sadly at the

differences in the defences against the weather of themselves and their

prisoner.

On the road to their destination, Paul's chaise, which was of a very

venerable construction, and was somewhat heavily laden with his

keepers and himself in irons, is said to have broken down twice. Be
that as it may, this fact is clearly recorded—that the afternoon was
already drawing to a close when the melancholy cortege halted at the

place of execution. Paril looked from the carriage windows—but one

terrific object seemed to engross his sight—it was the tall, gaunt gibbet

— the growth of the last fatal night, which had arisen to deform a scene

where Nature, in some of her grandest and most lovely forms, had
hitherto reigned supreme. He saw not the restless and eternal ocean

rolling-in its fierce waves upon the strand below—he had no eye to

recognise the wild beauty of the rocky shore, which plunged down
hundreds of feet to court the contest of the sea—the well-remembered
valley—the graceful woods—the sweetly-scented lanes, where he had
so often rambled with Nora,—all these pleaded with their unobtrusive

beauty in vain for his notice.

The chaise had halted on a wild heath, that crowned the loftiest pro-

montory in the neighbourhood : there had he often roved with her and
his cousin Jack, the cause of all this anguish, when the golden blossoms

of the gorse proffered their incense to the senses, and their beauty to

the sight ;—there had they lain, hour after hour, with their dogs sport-

ing round them, and the neglected pages of their books fluttering in the

wind,—their souls vibrating to the most tender and exquisite emotions

of which humanity is susceptible, watching, as they reclined, the

changes of the heavens reflecting the sea, and speculating on the desti-

nation of the various sails sweeping up and down the Channel, the

homes of those " who go down to the sea in ships, and have their

business in the great waters." All this seemed forgotten ;—one image,

one object alone seemed to engross every sense ; every energy was devoted

to, every feeling was absorbed in contemplating, that leafless tree of

human growth, on which his palpitating limbs were so shortly to be

given a prey to the fowls of the air
; presently, the chaise was turned
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a little, and deeply embowered in the woods, and gloomy as if mourning

at the misfortune that had befallen its owners, his eye caught sight of

the peepin^'- gables of Berrylea. For the first time, his fortitude seemed

shaken and thi'owing himself back in the chaise, and closing his eyes,

it required every effort to prevent the burning tear from stealing

forth—the noise made, however, by the preparations for his death,

roused him from his reverie. The yeomanry had now been drawn up

in reo-ular order around the gallows ; and, dense as was the multitude,

they were thus kept at an efficient distance, while a complete circle was
formed about the gibbet and the carriage, leaving room to the exe-

cutioner and his assistants to do their detestable office.

"While matters were tlius proceeding, and during the little delay

which was necessary to complete the last odious arrangements, some

men in the garb of sailors, and others bearing traces of a nautical

breeding without its dress, were observed courting the intimacy of the

soldiery, by pulling out flasks of liquor, which went as merrily round

as if the drinkers had been at a Scotch funeral. Presently Paul ob-

served a solitary horseman, of a somewhat singular figure, make his

appearance over the hill, and ride quickly forward to join the group

surrounding the gallows. Something, though our hero scarcely could

tell what, irresistibly drew his attention to this object.

The horse, on coming sufficiently near for observation, had evidently

been ridden hard, and scarcely seemed to possess a dry hair on its coat.

The queer figure that surmounted it came up, puffing and blowing, and

as red in the face as a scarlet-runner, wearing altogether an air of

breathless haste and impatience, that involuntarily riveted Paul's -eye

upon the new comer. Surely, thought our hero, I have seen that man
before; yet it never can be possible that Dr. Bamboozle, wlio owes so

much to my family, should allow his curiosity to lead him to such a

scene as this ; and with this reflection, as the cause of it became Jiid

from view, the train of thought that had accompanied it died also.

Paul's eye, however, had not deceived him. The queer-looking rider

was indeed Bamboozle, though he had taken some pains to escape

observation ; and, instigated by the same feeling of modesty that dic-

tated this step, he no sooner arrived amid the crowd than he dis-

mounted from his steed, and giving the care of the latter to an idio

urchin, made his way up to the commanding officer of the cavalry.

Tlie chaise door was now opened, and Paul, still accompanied by his

jailers, was made to get out. While the under-sherifl" was oft'ering to

him the last attentions which it was in his power to bestow, tho

hangman put up his ladder against the arm of tlie gibbet, and ascended
to make fast tho rope. Disengaged from every earthly tie, our hero,

witli his gaze fixed on the ground, silently engaged in the last worship
of the Deity : involuntarily, and as a matter of custom, he raised his eye
to that firmament which, from, its wondrous beauty, we are accustomed
to associate with the infinite Creator, and though he could scarcely bo
said to give his attention to the fact, still as he did so, he beheld tho
ex(-cutioner ascend step after step, while the gallows, as the lever
increased, trembled in proportion. At last, just as he was about to
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extend his arm to fix the fatal noose, a sudden crash was heard—the

whole fabric was seen gradually to yield—and down came both the

gibbet and the executioner witli the vitmost violence to the ground.

The confusion occasioned by this fall was indescribable. Some of

the soldiers who liad narrowly escaped being crushed, now impelled by
the instinct of self-preservation, naturally gave way. The dense mob,
the pressure of which had already been so difficult to withstand, now
seeing the accident and hearing the cry, rushed tumultuously into the

severed ranks, and soldiers and citizens were in a few minutes inex-

tricablj^ mixed—to complete the confusion, it at the same moment
became too evident that the greater part of the former were more than

three-parts drunk.

Exhausted by their long and wet ride, during which they had received

no sustenance, the sailors round the foot of the gibbet had been inces-

santly supplying them with raw spirit, which they seemed to be drink-

ing themselves, but which in reality had been drugged ; we can scarcely

therefore feel surprised at its having taken the rapid effect it did. No
sooner was the support of the continuous line taken away from the

yeomen, and themselves and their horses mingled promiscuously with

the mob, than all discipline seemed to be lost, and the riders scarcely

able to keep their seats ; while on the instant that the under-sheriff

beheld tlie fall of the gibbet, his whole attention was arrested by his

underling, the hangman :
—" Pick him up ! pick him up ! see that he

is not hurt," cried he, rushing towards the fallen man ; and stooping

over his body, which lay amid the splinters of the gallows and the

ladder, they raised him, bleeding and senseless, from the ground.

Bamboozle, who was still cowering under the commanding officer's wing,

here stepped forward, while the rest gave way, that he might examine

the poor wretch more minutely, but it was all in vain ; the head was
forcibly bent forward on the chest, and the vertebrae severed with the

blow ; and he who came there for the base wages of blood, to dislocate

the neck of another, now lay a lifeless and disfigured corpse upon the

contemplated field of his atrocity.

While the spectators around the body were expressing their horror,

one of the assistants, who had observed the stump of the gallows, ran

up to the under-sheriff, and in a loud and agitated whisper said, " Here's

foul play intended here, sir ! tlie gibbet has been half sawn through."

A violent clank of chains and a half-suppressed shout reached the ears of

the official at the same time. "Look to the prisoner!" cried some
voice aloud, but whether it was that of Bamboozle or the under-sheriff"

it was difficult to decide. Roused at the word, however, all eyes were

turned to where Paul Periwinkle had been left. There he was no longer

to be found, but several yards further down the declivity tliat led

towards the beach, he was seen mounted, heavily ironed as he was, on

the back of a powerful seaman, a body of whose comrades surrounded

him, while the whole were rapidly and silently making towards a large

boat that lay off' the shore, with two liands in her, to prevent her

being stranded by the breakers.
" A rescue ! a rescue! Soldiers, to your duty!" roared the fat

under-sheriff, as peaceably-minded an attorney as need be, but now
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violently excited and alarmed at his unenviable position. " Sergeant,

Corporal form the men, and charge with me down the hill, to bring

back the prisoner," cried the officer Avho commanded the detach-

ment. But liis men had as much notion of forming as they had of the

Phoenician dialect, and were in a state to charge nothing but theii-

glasses. One or two, however, did endeavour to second their superior,

as he galloped down the hiU with his drawn sword, showing infinitely

more valour than discretion.

"Now's our time! Now's our time, my boys !" cried the seamen,

encouraffincT one another, and keeping a close compact double-faced

body, as a few fled rapidly with their prize towards the sea, while the

rest turned about to keep off their assailants.

" Cut them down, sergeant—down with them, corporal—aid the

king's laws, my boys!" cried the officer, addressing those around him,

who, disappointed at not seeing the execution for which they had

waited so long, were quite prepared to render the troops every

assistance.

" Out with your blades, my hearts of oak, and stand no nonsense
!

"

retorted the leader of the blue jackets, as soon as he saw this dis-

position manifested by the crowd. No sooner did the shining blades

of the sailors' cutlasses take the place of the bludgeons which the

seamen had hitherto been content with vdelding round their heads, than

the mob fell back, and, as the sailors drew near their boats, prudently

left to the military heroes all the glory of the day, excepting, indeed,

one little gentleman, in whom the enthusiasm of the moment seemed

to have banished a more natural discretion. " Never mind their

swords, my boys ! Never mind their swords," cried the little man,
taking the utmost care not to practise the dangerous precept that he

preached :
" Only detain them a few minutes longer, and here comes

help. Only keep them from embarking a few seconds more, and here

come the regular cavalry," addressing the awed crowd, who still fell

back, and pointing, as he spoke, to the summit of the valley, where
the head of a heavy column of cavalry did indeed begin to show itself

most rapidly ; as with drawn blades and in the serried order and un-
broken discipline of regular troops, they advanced to the charge at a
furious gallop, at once fearful and beautiful. " Here they come !

Never mind the swords of a handful of seamen," repeated the orator,

whose back was turned to those whose force he thus descried. " Here
they come !" Scarce, however, had the words passed his lips, when
a huge arm was passed round his waist, his light figure was snatched
swiftly and irresistibly from the grovmd, and, despite of all his cries and
all his struggles, he found himself borne rapidly off towards the boats.
" Save me ! Save me ! Rescue me ! " cried the civilian, stretching
out his hands imploringly towards the yeomanry olHcer and the panting
under-sheriff. But the latter had enough to do to carry himself ; and
when the officer did make a dash towards him, his sword was struck
into atoms by a far more powerful hand, while, with a final struggle,
the victim contrived to turn his head, and Dr. Bamboozle—for it"was
he—found himself in the grasp of Jack Alibi.

" Now, you little gallipot," cried the latter, almost squeezing the
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life out him, " as you're so mighty fond of the pressgang system, you
can't complain of having a touch at it yourself. Now my men," address-

ing his crew, " in with ye—in with you—into your boat, all of you

—

here come the sogers, all behind, as usual—in all hands—so, that's well

—shove off-—hurrah !"

As the final clieer left the lips of Jack Alibi, he leapt exultingly

over the thawts of his boat, flung down the almost senseless body of

Bamboozle in the stern -sheets, and seizing the tiller, put it hard-a-lee,

as the furious and disappointed cavalry galloped up to the beach, headed
by their oflicers.

" Give them your carbines, boys—fire into them—sink them—cut

them down—stop them at all hazards," were the orders bellowed

forth by the oflicer, and setting the example of their impetuous courage,

the latter spurred their horses into the boiling surf, and while the spray

from their plunging hoofs was scattered in the very face of the seamen,

their glittering sabres vainly endeavoured to reach them.
" Be cool, my boys, be cool," cried Alibi; " prize your boat-hooks in

tlie faces of those humbugs, and shove oil'." Taking the hint, the two
bowmen allowed the foremost officer to come almost within sword's

length, when suddenly and effectually thrusting at him with their

boat-hooks, the powerful and unexpected -charge tumbled the rider

from his seat, and left both hoi'se and man to look to their and danger

the advance of their comrades. The vast sheet of the boat's lugsail

soared at the same instant to the rushing breeze, and away dashed their

little bark over foam and over billow with the swiftness of magic,

leaving behind the discomfited soldiery, and bearing to the schooner,

that lay-to in the offing to receive them, the rescued Paul and the

captured Bamboozle, while the few straggling shots which the weather
suffered the cavalry to discharge, awakened only the derision of those

who had ever been accustomed to consider themselves invincible upon
their own element—the glorious sea !

CHAPTER THE THIRTY-FOURTH,

THE CHASE.

Scarcely had the lugsail been hoisted in the ooat which conveyed
Paul from the land, when a king's cutter in full sail was seen to sweep
round the furthermost point of land to windward, and bear down upon
the schooner, hove-to and waiting for the boat. " Blow, good breeze,"

cried Jack Alibi, as he saw the approach of the cutter, whistling and
addressing himself to the wind, " let us have a capful, and plenty
of it. That king's craft no doubt has a notion that she is going
to overhaul us in a quarter less no time, but we shall soon see how
that is when the breeze comes in ; it lies for once in the right
quarter ; and though we have so many hands on board, let us once get
them under our lee, they may then try and find out which is the
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softest part of a lee-sliore to lie iipon." Shot aftei' shot from the

carbines of the military played round the boat, as Jack said this,

some of them fallin^f short upon her lee-beam, some of them whistling

over her, otliers falling in her wake astern, and a few playing like por-

poises before her bow. "With all this fire, only two balls passed

throu'yh her lugsail, while another wounded one of the crew in the

shoulder. " Go it, my hearties," cried the men, who were crowded

tofether in the bottom of the boat ;
" this smacks of the old times, and

if you're not very good marksmen, you make plenty of noise at

any rate." At this moment the schooner was observed to make
sail and run down towards the spot where the boat was sustaining

this heavy discharge. This assistance and shelter was not to be

refused ; her substantial timbers once put between our hero and the

shore, Paul Periwinkle began for the first time to believe that his

escape was probable. " Stand by to lower away the lugsail," cried

Alibi, as the schooner and the boat ran down the bay in parallel lines,

the former o-iiarding her less substantial companion from the fire of the

soldiers. " Now, my lads, out with the tow-rope, and give it a cast

on board." Away flew the long coil to the decks of the schooner ; a

hand on board secured the end of it ; down came the swelling lugsail

of the boat, the canvas was quickly gathered in, and the long-boat

hauled up on the weather quarter; Paul and the seafaring part of the crew

clambered on board, and nothing but Bamboozle was left exposed in

the stern sheets of the boat. As it was veered astern, he had the

satisfaction of finding himself a mark for his warlike friends, the

dragoons, on shore, while the schooner swiftly darted along, her speed

increasino- every moment as the wind freshened her sails. A more for-

midable assailant remained, however, in the king's cutter astern, who,
firing guns to attract assistance and crowding all sail, seemed bent on

the capture of tlie smuggler, and fully aware of the unlawful addition

made to her crew. When the unhappy Paul had time to reflect on

this new danger which had ai'isen to windward, all the horrors of

death seemed once more to gather around him with tenfold intensity,

and, making up his mind for a recapture, he believed himself only

rescued from one danger to fall a prey to others still more distressing.

" Never mind that barking bulldog astern, sir," said Alibi, tapping
Paul on the shoulder, as he observed the anxiety with which he re-

garded the king's cutter. " I wish I was as sure of a hundred thou-
sand poimds as I am of landing you in spite of her. If she wouldn't
kick up that infernal noise with her popguns, and give some other
craft a chance of laying hold of us, I'd soon let her know she'd caught
a tartar."

" Perhaps you might," replied Paul, " if I were not on board ; but
my unlucky star seems too powerful for any assistance to overcome."

" AVell, here's for a try, at any rate," said Jack ; " and if so be,

sir, you're at all used to the seas, I'll put you up to a manoeuvi-e you
won't forget for some little time. Do you see that speck of white,
upon the w(;ather quarter of the cutter, no bigger, as it might be, than
a man's thumb '{"
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" Yes, I see it ; but how can that help you ? It is nothing more
than a little portion of white cloud."

" Lord love you, sir, there's a squall brewing there heavy enough to

capsize a frigate, if it caught her without shortening sail. Now, the

game that I'll play the king's craft is this—I'll make a long leg right

away for this fog bank on the weather bow ; the moment I piit my
helm down, mark my words, if the cutter don't do the same ; that'll take

her right up in the eye of the squall, and if they've overlooked it in

their hurry, the chances are, you'll see as pretty a turn-the-turtle as

ever a land gentleman wished to set eyes on. Well, then, again, if

they sees the squall, and shortens sail, I, who am three miles to lee-

ward of 'em, can contrive to get up \ipon their bow, and so crib the

weather-gage before the squall reaches us. Once snug in that fog-

bank, we'll soon contrive to give 'em the slip."

Had our hero ventured out to sea under any other circumstances,

the motion would have made him violently ill ; now, however, the

scene of excitement and the approach of danger, banished every sense

of bodily ill, and left at him at perfect liberty to witness the manoeuvre
which followed.

As Alibi had foretold, the helm of the schooner had scarcely been

put down, and her sails trimmed for her new course, when a corresponding

movement was observed on board the enemy, and away both vessels

shot to seaward. The foam flew from their bows in showers of spray,

as they darted over the dark rolling masses of water, their canvas

coming out in bright relief against the clouded sky, and their spars and
hulls careering frightfully to the blast that hurried over them. No
other sail was within sight—the forms of the disappointed soldiei's

ashore, gradually melted into the receding distance;—the long line of land

grew less with each departing second, and, saving a flight of sea-gulls

that swept the hollows of the waves for prey, their harsh cries coming
mournfully down the wind as they circled round and round the schooner,

the whole surface of the ocean in all its wild loveliness and grandeur

seemed left as the arena onwhich the rival barks were to strive for mastery.

As Paul stood by the weather-main shrouds of the schooner, his heart

and eye exulting in the scene before him, and his spirit rising with

every gust of the fresh gale that wooed the blood to his cheek—he forgot

his own danger for the moment, and thought only of the stern delights

which a sea life offers to a reflecting temperament.

At every bound the schooner gave he seemed to feel as if some
favourite steed were beneath him whose labours he pitied, and whose
courage he loved. Dark blue masses of water dashed irresistibly along

the decks as, every now and then, a sea of unusual magnitude came
rolling down upon her bow; while the long, slender hull lay quivering

for an instant in the vexed trough of the waves, from the violence of

the sliock ; and, then, with still more daring impetuosity tlian ever,

once more launched forward in her impetuous career.

It was evident that the smuggler was rapidly drawing ahead of the

king's ship.

" He doesn't like it, sir—he can't bear it," said Jack Alibi, coming
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up to Paul ; " he's going astern, sir, and he knows Kt, the' it's a fast

craft that, any day in the week. Now, see how we'll put his Paddy

up 'twould be slow work to outsail him, tho' we're doing it hand over

hand. I want something quicker for my purpose. Please the pigs,

before lono- I want to make the coast of Ireland. I wonder if I can't

'tice 'em to set a little more sail ; 'twont be many minutes before that

squall's down on their weather-quarter ; if I could only see him clap a

bonnet on his mainsail to meet it, 'twould do me a wonderful deal of

o-ood ! 'Tis a pity, too, that so fast a craft as that should go to the

bottom, loaded with nothing but king's officers—however, there's many
a better fellow there before him, so here's to try for it. Gaff!" cried

Alibi, turning round to his first mate, "set the lace veils;" then,

turning round to explain to Paul—" 'tis a cant term, Mr. Periwinkle,

Avhich we have for some fly-away canvas that we set in squally weather,

to mislead gulls like that young gen'leman to windward. It's made
very white and light, with the threads so far apart as to hold scarcely

any wind, and yet, at a distance, it looks as if we were crowding more
canvas, and generally leads the enemy to do the same. Then, if a squall

comes, like that one away yonder, our stuff blows off like a cobweb,
while theirs buries everything before it."

As Alibi gave this explanation, his mate set on the schooner a couple

of these gossamer staysails ; and, certainly, to the eye they quite con-

veyed the cheat he had intended. By this time the schooner had
drawn about a quarter of a mile ahead of the cutter, and no sooner

were the white decoy staysails seen on board the latter than, as Alibi

had predicted, the former proceeded to spread more canvas, in hopes of

gaining her lost ground.

Already staggering from the extreme pressure upon her spars, the

cutter was now seen to plunge violently at each succeeding puff of the

increasing gale, every moment burying her bows beneath the seas, and
evidently losing rather than gaining ground upon her chase.

" Go it, my boys," cried Alibi, as soon as he witnessed the success

of his manoeuvre. "I thought the white rags would stir the pride of ye.

I wouldn't be outdone if I was you ! There she pitches to it ! There
she goes bows under ! She won't stand that long, I know, or else

she'll be having her bowsprit alongside her to leeward, before she knows
where she is. That won't do for me, or, worse still, perhaps she'll

be shortening sail. Hurra !—there comes the squall, moving gloriously
down to leeward, and she right in the wake of it. Hang me, if I think
they see it yet ! Here, Gaff, my boy, let's give them something to draw
their attention this way. Quick, for the soul of ye ! cast loose the
bow popgun, and begin firing away. Anything to keep their eyes here.
Bear a hand—make haste '.—The rest of the hands stand by to shorten
sail—wo shall have 'em as nice as ninepence. Now, Mr. Paul, look
sharp, and you'll see some sport ! Here, my boy, give me the helm.
Huzza

! my lads !—well fired from the bow—that shot's just under
her fore-foot—a little more elevation, and quick as ever ye can bring-
to bear. Well done !—now again ! There comes the squall. Hang
me, if they see it ! There, the fools go answering the fire ! That shot's
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110 go. The cutter plunges too much to do anything, but waste good
iron. Only keep to that, my king's men, a minute or two longer.

Look !—look !—look !—Mr. Paul ! there comes the squall. There it's

caught her—there she has it. Bravo ! right on the bow. Ha ! her
helm's down—she'll escape. No— She won't—away goes her bowsprit

—

she won't come to—oft" she falls ! There go her peak and gafF halyards

—

The mainsail 's choked in the throat. Ha, Mr. Paul, there she goes !

Look ! look ! there she goes

—

she's over ! Now let 's have a care at

home. Here ye are, my boys—be steady—>up with the helm—clew up
.—haul down—let go all—never mind the canvas, we'll scud for it

— off she falls—tight little craft ! We 're all right, my boys—see to

the hatches, and don't get washed overboard. Hand the canvas as well

as you can—here it comes, roaring like thirty thousand sea devils.

"Where's the cutter now, Mr. Paul ?"

As Jack Alibi said this, he turned to our hero, whose eyes had long
been intensely riveted on their pursuers. The moment he beheld the

lofty spars and sails of the king's cutter overthrown, like a baby's

cock-boat, by the terrific violence of the wind, every feeling but deep
Sympathy vanished from his mind. For an instant, in a temporary
lull of the blast, he thought that the cutter was about to right again,

as momentarily lifted by. the huge seas around, he distinctly saw her

spars and hull raised against the vivid patch of light, from which the

whole fury of the hurricane seemed to be poured down.
It was but a temporary delusion. Gathering additional strength

from its brief pause, the squall again rushed on. Down went the

cutter once more on the tormented surface of the water. Paul's anxious

eye traced or fancied the dark specks of human forms clinging to it

with the instinctive agony of parting life. A moment more, and the

swell of the sea lifted them once again against the sky, and then down
they sank beneath the world of water, leaving no trace of their exist-

ence but the foam that raged and bubbled over them, and the piercing

shrieks of agony that came tempestuously to the ear !

Paul heard not the terrific howl of the blast as it approached in all

its alarming grandeur—he saw, but marked not, the curling angry
crest of the mountain waves, that flew rather than rolled down upon
the little schooner. His ear was filled with the death note of his ill-

fated pursuers—his eye was still fixed in idle gaze upon the spot where
in a single instant sixty fellow beings had found a grave, on whose
brink himself and his companions still hung trembling, utterly uncer-
tain whether or not it was to yawn for them in vain.
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CHAPTER THE THIRTY-FIFTH,

IN "SVIIICH THE TALE REVERTS TO OXJR HEROINE.

The course of our tale now leads us once more to inquire after the

fate of our heroine, the lovely and unhappy Nora. Our readers will

remember that early in our tale her uncle sent her over to Ireland with

the unfortunate cause of all the suspicion and obloquy heaped upon
her—the helpless infant, whose birth at the Grange had plunged every

one around into such confusion and dismay.

Every distressing emotion of mind was added to illness of the most

serious description ; and while reason itself gave way beneath the

pressure, life seemed almost about to follow. Some considerable time

elapsed before these symptoms so far abated as to permit any allusion

in conversation to what had already passed ; and even when the mind
was sufficiently composed to bear this excitement, it was with the

utmost caution that she was allowed to indulge in conversation on a

subject so interesting. On the arrival, therefore, of the messenger

whom Sir Job sent to bring her home, she had only just arrived at

that state of convalescence which would permit her removal. No
words can describe the joy she felt on hearing from the lady in whose
charge she Avas placed, the duty which the latter discharged, that,

namely, of taking her in safety to her father. Not an instant was
lost in preparing her for the journey; and almost ere it was begam,

it had effected more benefit to the patient's health than all which
her physicians had been able to accomplish. The place where
she resided was near the sea-shore, with the family of a Protestant

clergyman, whose sister was well known to Sir Job Periwinkle, to

whose care she had been committed. This, then, was the lady
selected to accompany her to England, and with a servant and her

young child, full of the most eager hopes and expectations, they com^
menced their journey. As Sir Job had been fully cautioned that

Nora's life depended upon her mind being kept in a state of quiet, she
had not yet been allowed to know to their full extent the misfortunes
which involved the family. As a means, therefore, of gradually pre-
paring her for the awful scene she was to encounter, the cause alleged

for her return to England was the excessive illness of our hero. Far as
this was from the dreadful reality, this intelligence was quite sufficient

to excite in her bosom feelings of excessive alarm ; and whatever
sentiments she might entertain towards Paul from the suspicion
connected with his cousin, this at least is certain, that she still

entertained affection sufficiently strong to cause the most poignant
regret for his present situation, and awaken the utmost anxiety to
reach him. To her agitated mind every moment of delay seemed not
only fraught with a thousand evils, but of an immeasurable extent.
Nothing, therefore, could exceed her delight at once more finding herself
on the road, and anticipating, by the transition of the mind, that speedy
meeting which her present mode of travelling so poorly represented.
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In their route they had to pass through the town of W , and
nothing seemed more tedious than the delay with which they approaclied

it. Among the many causes of disquietude which had disturbed

the family with whom she had been residing, was the occasional

appearance of a suspicious stranger, in the capacity of an imliccnsed

admirer of Nora.

Much as they had tried, from a description of his person, to find out

who or what this unwelcome visitor might be, their efforts in this

behalf had entirely failed. All that the neighbours knew of him was
the fact of his sudden appearance am.ong tlieni, and his taking up his

quarters in the only apology for a tavern which the little fishing village

afl'orded. From this post it had been his custom to keep a constant

reconnoissance on every movement made at the A'icarage. Poor Nora
he had waylaid in several of her walks ; and when, from this annoy-

ance, she had ceased to take them, his audacity had even led him so

for as to try for an introduction to the family of the Protestant curate

in whose family she was living.

Fearful, however, from his preceding conduct, that nothing but evil

could result from admitting him as a visitor to the family, Mr.
Roebuck (the clergyman) had forborne to return his call or aftbrd the

slightest facility to those views which he appeared to entertain. Nor
was this line of conduct less adopted from the suspicions raised by. his

conduct, than that natural distrust which his appearance inspired. In

height he was about six feet, and broad and muscular in proportion, but

his face was frightfully marked with the small-pox ; his lips were thin,

and firmly compressed, till they gave to his countenance a look of

determination amounting to ferocity ; his nose was small and retrousse,

while a large green shade completely obscured his eyes from the scrutiny

of beholders, and left only two small and glittering specks, that com-
pleted the sinister aspect of his visage.

In addition to these grounds for distrust, he introduced himself

by the name of " Smith" an appellation which, by universal consent,

however honourable in itself, has been regarded as the rogue's alias from

a time to which the memory of man runneth not to the contrary. This

some of our readers may consider mere prejudice, but all w^e can say

is, that such dissentients cannot have lived in those troublous times,

when every magistrate of high heraldic claims or British principles held

the cognomen of Smith sufficient ground of suspicion for committal.

Be that as it may, the present holder of that choice appellative no

sooner found liimself defeated in his attempt to gain admission into the

curate's family, than he had recourse to the usual resort of lovers in

distress—namely, the pouring in of letters without end.

As these were written in a disguised hand, Nora felt perfectly

unable to offer any clue to the real identity of her correspondent ; yet

still she could not help believing that his figure was familiar to her eye,

but she was equally at a loss to say when or under what circumstances

she had previously seen it. Twice during the time that she had resided

in the curate's family he had made his appearance at the inn, and now,

for the third and last time, he had preceded by two days the letter

which recalled her to England. Not the least, therefore, of her
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delights at quitting Ireland, was based upon the joy of getting rid of

his persecution ; which had arisen, seemingly, without cause and almost

without an object.

Not that " Smith of the Shade," (as he was called, to distinguish

him from others of that patronymic) Avas the only suitor which Nora's

loveliness had obtained for her in this wild region—the fame of her good

looks had spread far and wide.

To stifle impertinent curiosity, she had been called the widow of a

naval officer, who had lately fallen in action. This at once accounted

for her grief and all the peculiarities of her situation, and raised for the

supposed orphan and bereaved mother an amount of public sympathy,

which proved a dangerous addition to that extreme beauty which had
already proved so fatal to the peace of its possessor.

The name under which she had been thus mentioned was O'Halloran,

and numerous were the admirers who would each of them have been

too happy to persuade her to change it for his own. This circumstance,

perhaps, diminished in some degree the alarm which the curate's family

would otherwise have felt at the pertinacious admiration of " Smith of

the Shade ;" but now on her departure, every fear was forgotten, and it

was thought that himself and his forced attentions would be alike left

behind, and all concern on the subject was dismissed.

As for Nora, never in her life had slie looked more beautiful than on

the brilliant morning which witnessed her departure from the rectory.

The strength of returning health, combined with the delight of change,

and that vague anticipation in which its approach leads the steadiest

of us to indulge, to give colour to her cheek and a freshness to her

eye, which those around her had hitherto only known from mourning
their absence. In her arms she held that smiling treasury of love, in

which all the wealth of a mother's heart is garnered up—her first-born

child ; from this every solicitation had been used in vain to make her

part ; for powerfvil indeed must be the motive which induces the

parent to resign her helpless infant into the hands of strangers.

As she sat in the carriage, which was to take her on her journey,

with the ruddy little fellow lying in her arms, and her cheek brilliant

with the tears that wavered between sorrow and delight, breathing

adieu to those friends, whose happy but humble hearth had aiforded

her a home, when all the world beside seemed falling from her, it

would have been difficult for the friends arovmd to have foreseen the

sorrows yet in store for that sweet face of hope and gentleness, or,

indeed, to have pictured for her future life any other course than that

which she so well deserved—one of the most perfect happiness,

affection, and tranquillity. But how often in life are we not compelled

to exclaim with the heart-stricken Othello, " Who shall control his

fate !" That of many seems formed for all that is most joyous and
delightful, that of others is apportioned for all that is most trying and

^ severe ; and if hundreds in the robes of gladness, swell the ranks of the

^^ triumph and the feAival, thousands and thousands are garlanded with
,*ilowers, that mark them only as the sacrifice destined to fall at the
*^ altar.
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CHAPTER THE THIRTY-SIXTH.

TUE VICARAGE.

The sun was fast clesceuding towards the horizon, as the carriage

containing Nora Creina and her attendants drew up at the gate of a
beautiful residence that overlooked the sea. Coming, as she did, from
the roof of one Protestant clergyman, she very naturally possessed

letters to several others on her route to Cork, where she was to

embark for England. The days in which she travelled were sin-

gularly marked by trouble and danger, even in a country where trouble

and danger abounded. Particular care was therefore taken that the

whole of her journey should be performed by daylight, and short easy

stages were marked out for this pui-pose. Care had also been taken

to provide her with as many letters of introduction to the various Pro-
testant clergymen on her route, who formed, as may be supposed, the

chief acquaintance of the Rev. jMr, Roebuck.
By this kindness and attention he had endeavoured to secure the

comfort and safety of one in whose happiness he felt deeply interested :

but it too frequently occurs in life, that the very means we take to

accomplish our wishes, lead only to their discomfiture. The Rev.

Mr. Merrion was a man of whom many people spoke in terms of

warm commendation : these, it must be confessed, were all personal

friends, who had shared the hospitality of his house and table, and felt, •

no doubt, strongly influenced by the personal lonhomie that marked
his character. They were, moreover, mostly Protestants, and men, like

himself, of substance, family, and standing in the coxmty.

On the other hand, there existed a far more numerous class, who
viewed him with every feeling of hatred and distrust : these were the

poorer inhabitants of the surrounding country, who, educated in an

opposite religion, felt as little inclined to exaggerate his good qualities

as to palliate or pardon those of a less desirable nature. Aniong this

class he passed for a haughty, overbearing, litigious man—one who had
no mean notion of his own riglits and importance, and was deter-

mined to exact them to the uttermost. Several squabbles in which

he had unhappily got embroiled, on the subject of tithes, fomented

the prejudice against him.

Of a strong mind, too ready to indulge in eccentricity, and too

obstinate to resign any object for which he had once entered the lists,

the observance of some little feeling against him, when he first came to

take possession of the living, on a mere passing visit, deteimined him
to a longer residence, in defiance of the hostile opinions which his first

appearance had caused. Connected by marriage with a high Tory
family, though one of little wealth, his tastes and connexions led

him to keep up an expensive establishment, with no very great

superabundance of means to meet it : the natural consequence ensued

—

B B
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necessity, seconded by a disposition imperious, though not naturally

sordid, in exacting the last farthing from those who were indebted

to him.
. -Ill

Before he had Ion"- resided on his livmg, which was ot considerable

value, a large and increasing family added to his other items of expen-

diture, until at the period of our story he had become considerably

involved in debt, without abridging any of those coiuforts or indul-

gences which led to this undesirable issue. A huntsman himself,

his sons followed their father's example ; and to judge by appear-

ances, nothing was lacking, the possession of Avhich affluence could

warrant.

At first, having nothing to do, the vicar prudently kept a curate to

assist him ;—but finding that this Avas a needless attention to the souls

of his flock, who in number were two less than the dogs in his kennel,

the latter being a baker's dozen, and the former only eleven, he deter-

mined to pocket his curate's stipend, and do the duties of his incum-

bency in jrroprid persona. Whatever may have been urged against

him in other respects, it must be admitted that he went through these

labours without shrinking ; and there is every reason to believe that

he served his church with a daily service, alternately in the morning

during one week, and in the afternoon during another, at least thirty or

forty Sundays during the year.

At the time of which we speak, his eldest son was at Trinity College,

Dublin, and his three younger daughters finishing their education in the

same city; his wife had died some years before; and his younger son

and eldest daughter received Nora at the door, with every welcome
that the warmest hospitality could suggest, Mr. Merrion's rectory,

when he first came to the living, was too dilapidated for residence
;

and having bled his numerous parishioners for the requisite funds,

he l)uilt himself a new and spacious house iu a more agreeable site

than the former one had occupied.

The church, which is an old and venerable structure, stood on a high
hill that commanded the sea, and had served for centuries as a landmark
to the few stray mariners who frequented those shores. In a situation-*

less exposed, but equally delightful in point of prospect, was the ne^v
square and substantial vicarage, A little ravine, crowded with shrubs
and trees of varied beauty, offered the most exquisite sight and shelter
to the house. A commodious road led down behind to tlie village, and
in this direction was the entrance—the stables and other ofiices were
disposed on the right and left, in a little paddock through which
circled the carriage-drive : the principal windows of the house com-
manded tlie exquisite view of the sea and the sandy cove beneath

;

while the rocks leading down to the shore had been formed by the hand
of Nature into a succession of rude terraces, which the taste of the vicar's
family l.;id filled with the choicest flowers.

'i'lio vicarage itself was trellised on the southern and western aspects,
and covered with the jasmine, rose, clematis, and passion-flower. The
drawmg-room, running tlie whole length of the house, had windows
opening upon tho close-cut sward, which, pierced with flower-beds ia
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fantastic shapes, seemed like a ground of velvet embossed with all the

loveliest colours of the prism. On either side, the flowering laurel, the holly,

and that favoured plant of Irish growth, the strawberry arbutus, grew
to a sur2:)rising height, and formed a natural wall of surpassing beauty.

The view in front was bounded by the clear transparent line of blue,

where the southern sky seemed to forbid the azure bosom of the sea

from further exposure of its beauty, and presented an ever-varying

magnet to the eye, which felt loth to resign the contemplation of a

subject always changing and ever new.

As if every charm in which the senses can delight had been showered
here by fortune, a beautiful little mountain stream broke over the brow
of the neighbouring rock, and dashing from point to point in innume-
rable cascades, poured the wealth of its waters along the flowered

terraces, and then fell in a single jet to the sea. When the summer
months had brought their beauty, and the listless gazer lounged at the

open windows of the drawing-room, the babbling of this tiny streamlet

contributed the most felicitous music, and mingling with the more
distant murmur of the sounding ocean from the shore below, offered up
a harmony that might soothe the least quiet mind : while the moon
threw over the peaceful sea a broad stream of silver, and the rising

night-breeze Avhispered through the laurel boughs, laden with the

sweets of a thousand flowers, the entranced beholder might have di-eamed

that he lived beneath the fostering skies of Italy, more readily than that

he simply shared the bounteous gifts of enjoyment which Nature
has showered on an island, that Britain owns, only to injure and
condemn.

It Avas a spot apparently formed for all the most peaceful divinities

of life : the thrilling ecstasies of love, the calm elevation of study, the

harmless delights of music, the absorbing pursuits of painting, the

healthful recreation of sport which the abundant fish and wild fowl

offered to the resident—all that constitutes the praiseworthy recreations

of an intellectual mind seemed designed for cultivation in so blest a

retreat. On the other side of the picture there lay the holy duties

and avocations of existence—the godlike cause of charity—the manly
assistance of our fellows—the elevating instruction of the ignorant

;

there lay a population almost uncounted in numbers, stricken to the

very dust by poverty, revelling too often in crime, and unexceeded in

ignorance and wretchedness ! Where could life be passed in more
calm philosophical delight to its possessor on the one hand, or more
iiseful and worthy labours on the other ?—But Heaven bestows oppor-

tunity, and man misuses it

!

As soon as Nora had arrived in tlie room commanding the view we
have attempted to describe, and gained from the kind welcome of her

new acquaintance a moment's time to look around her, she seemed for

an instant lost in surprise, whether most to admire the beauties of the

scene spread at her feet, or those which beamed with so much kindness

at her side, where Eveleen IMerrion was assisting to disrobe her of her

shawl, and pouring forth those words so delightful to a mother s ear,

which proclaimed with rapturo the beauty of her child,

B b2
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But whatever beauty Nora saw iu lier own boy, it did not lessen in

her eyes that which beamed in the face of the elegant girl, who had

taken it from her own arms, and covered the happy little traveller with

a thousand kisses. Nora looked and looked again at the face that

huno- over her infant ; and never till then had she formed a notion, so

she thought, of how entrancing a creature a woman can be.

Nora herself, as our readers will remember, was delicately fair, with

deep-blue eyes, and hair of the darkest hue and finest texture. In

Eveleeu IMcrrion she beheld everything that was most the reverse.

"With a face certainly as handsome in its style as her own, though not

so feminine, and with a very ditterent expression, her complexion was
clear as the colouring of Correggio, but of the darkest, richest olive, the

red blood glowing and lightening up beneath, with an effect truly beau-

tiful ; eyes large, and lustrous as the lama's ; features that a sculptor

might have worshipped ; and hair whose luxuriance seemed to oppress

the beautifully formed head that bore it. In figure she was even taller

and larger than Nora herself; her voice had a merry melloA^^aess of

tone, that made a friend wherever it awoke an echo ; while in her face

there was a frank but fearless decision of character, which was only

allayed by the half sarcastic smile that lurked around her lips, and the

espiegle glance that answered it from her eye ;—all these charms were
endeared and heightened by the intellectual openness of her forehead,

and tliat extreme look of youth which the ripened beauty of her form
tended in vain to lessen.

The first expressions of pleasure at making one another's acquaintance
being passed, Eveleen rose to show her new friend and guest her room.
Some visitors were at this time staying at the vicarage, and she apologised
to our heroine for placing her in a little chamber within her own.
But this was a form which Nora little heeded ; she was not sorry to
have her friend near her, and was delighted to find that her window
overlooked the sea. The first troublesome results of Jier journey
having been gone through, in arranging her dresses, &c., the two girls

remained waiting at the window till refreshments were announced
below. Their gaze was naturally fixed on the outspread waters
before them ; and while thus occupied, a beautiful schooner came
btanding past the easternmost promontory, and ran for the anchorage in
the bay.

Nothing could be more perfect than the proportions of this vessel's
hull and spars ; the former lying long and low in the water, like
some native inhabitant of the element over which she Hcvv, her masts
rismg gracefully, tapering away with a degree of rake that seemed to
threaten their fall over her stern, while every sail, exquisitely cut in
form, fitted beautifully to the yards, and stood full and white as the
most precise seaman could desire. The breeze was gently blowing upon
lier quartc-r as she appeared, and she shot along to her anchorage with
all the swiftness of vitality. Sail having been first shortened, and then
turled alter the anchor dropped, a little low boat Svas hoisted out, and
three men rowed ashore.

The shades of evening were now fulling rapidly, and having watched
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the proceedings of the schooner thus far, our fair friends turned from
the window to seek the drawing-room. While their time was passed
in further cultivating the acquaintance they had made, ours must be
given to watch the boat from the schooner.

CHAPTER THE THIRTY-SEVENTH.

THE devil's gun AND CAVERN.

Declining to take the nearest point of land, the row-boat pulled away
for the tall threatening cliffs that lay to the east of the vicarage. By the

time it had arrived within some hundred yards of these, the last rosy glow
of sunset had faded from the sky, and the bright blue vault, with its

myriads of globes, like the false courtiers of a fallen monarch, had
sworn allegiance to another suzeraine. The moon, which was nearly at

her full, rose slowly and magnificently from the waves that were
silveredby her radiance, throwing broad, black, massive shadows from the

impending cliffs on that part cf the bay to which the boat was directed.

While it still lingered in the moonlight, its figures were distinctly seen

—

two labouring at the oars, and a tall bulky figure steering—a toil

which they liglitened with snatches of a song, that came mellowed by
the falling waves to the strand.

The sea, from which we last parted in a moment of tempest and
horror, now lay calm and unruffled ; and each long, gentle swell that

threw its spai'kling waters on the strand, fell with a low sweet murmur
on its pebbly bed, followed by a noise not unresembling a heavily-

drawn sigh, and speaking to the pensive listener like the voice of long-

departed years.

By that lonely and beautiful shore nothing of life seemed stirring

but the boat npon its wave ; and the quick, sudden, measured jar

of the sculls awoke a startled and unusual echo in the place where
the Genius of Solitude was supreme. Presently the boat shot within

the shadow of the cliff; its sound still continued, but the only trace of

its progress left for tlie eye was an arrowy line of fire shooting from its

baw, and gradually dying away astern, as the phosphorescent bubbles

raised by its keel once more subsided into quiet. Beneath the pro-

montory towards which it steered, a large vast cavern opened on the

sea, which rolled its black flood far into the bosom of the rock with a

wild discordant thimder.

Even in the brightest days, the light scarcely penetrated its extreme

recess ; while the boiling of the tide over its sunken rocks,^ and the

eternal dripping of the water through its jagged roof, heightened the

horrors of darkness, and presented a scene so fiightful, that few cared

to face it. At the end of the cavern, a large tabular rock projected over

the sea, that still rolled beneath. Here, to all appearance, the cavern

terminated; but this was not so. Under the table which we have
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mentioned, and which was about forty feet square, a hollow chamher

existed which the lowest state of the tide never exposed : this burrowed

on in a horizontal direction until met at right angles by a round fissure

in the solid rock, that penetrated several hundred feet to the surface

above. From its circular proportions, many have supposed this opening

to have been a well, dug in former times for some forgotten purpose ;

but as this purpose is not very easy to trace, others have imagined

it to be a natural formation. If well it was, however, it was in all

probability excavated with a view to obtain fresh water by some

fortress above, and naturally enough resigned on finding that it un-

fortunately struck upon a hidden inlet of the sea. The result, however,

whicli followed was markedly singular : the waters pent iip in the

cavern below found a ready exit by this vent, and when the storm

rolled upon those coasts the whole swell of the Atlantic, the sea, forced

by the immense pressure of the ocean behind, was driven furiously

into the cavern, and there its compressed volumes, rushing up this

shaft, shot themselves to a height not i;nfrequently of seventy or

eighty feet above the surface. The noise produced by this singular

cause was so powerful as in some states of the weather to have been
heard at the distance of thirty miles.

Popular superstition, which is so active in Ireland, had bestowed the

name of " The Devil's Gun" upon this singular spot ; while the same
gentleman, who has been so extensively consulted in British nomen-
clature, bestowed also his choice appellative upon the cavern below.
Many a wild legend was extant of this spot. At all times of the tide,

when the sea was calm, access could be had to the cavern by means of
a little skill in clambering ; but few of the neighbouring peasantry ever
availed themselves of this privilege.

Superstition and history had combined with fiction to bestow on it

every legendary honour, and its haunts were chiefly resigned to the sea-
fowl and the smuggler, and those who had not even so legitimate an
excuse for frequenting it. No doubt, in barbaric times, when men were
happy to possess even caves in which to live, so singular a fastness
must have been dedicated to some occupation ; but now the peasant
crossed himself as its gloomy and lowering entrance met his eye. or the
subterranean thunder of its gim came upon his ear. The fisherman, too,
who plied liis lonely calling in the midst of death and danger, willingly
inflicted on his tired arms an additional mile's labour, to give the
Devil's Cave a wider berth ; for there, as stories went, some secret and
mcxplicable current drew in the boat of the incautious mariner, and
sucked him down to the regions of perdition.

Those, liowever, who now so boldly rowed into the jaws of the
enemy, were for the most part strangers, and only saw in it one of those
wdd freaks of Nature which abound in the sailor's path at every turn.
The steersman, it is true, knew each story that had been told of it

;

but they seemed to produce little eftect upon his mind, as he boldly
steered towards the centre of its grand and mclanclioly arch, giving, as
the sound of the oars awoke the echoes of the gloomv vault, the word
of command to cease pulling, and the boat, proceeding by the way
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already acquired, shot gently forward upon the black glassy surface of

the scarcely undulating water.

Drip ! drip ! drip ! was heard in the far recesses of the cave, as the

damp rocks condensed the vapour that had been distilled upon them, and
thus gave a frightful life and voice to solitude and silence. Still as the

boat glided onwards, bright fiery lines of phosphorescent light shot off

from her bow like electric sparks, and gathered in her wake. The spirit

of the place seemed now asserting his fell dominion in the bosoms of the

liardy rowers ; they moved not—scarcely even breathed—and the hard-

set inspirations of their breasts, and the loud pulse beating agitatedly

beneath it, proclaimed what was passing in their minds. Suddenly the

silence of this dismal spot was disturbed by a low hoarse voice abruptly

demanding

—

" Who's there?"
" All's right," replied the steersman, who seemed to recognise the

tones. " Go you and stand at the right landing -spot, that I may steer

straight for you : a man might as well go sailing in , as try to

navigate a craft in this dark hole ; I can't say I am over fond of it."

. " Tut, man !" replied the other, " it answers the purpose of those

who wish no one to know of their meeting ; so nm your boat in,

and clamber up ; there's a side rope already rove, and though it's a

little of the wettest, it might hang a heavier rogue than you any day.

Come on, and I'll throw a liglit a-head of you." As the speaker said

this, a sudden bright red ray shot forth upon the jet-black waters,

with such strong and instantaneous effect as for a few moments to

be painful to the beholder—a sudden scream was heard, and then a

heavy rushing noise.

" Lord deliver us, what's that ?" exclaimed several of the seamen as

the light was instantly shut up. A dead silence followed, broken only

by the plashing of the water and the boat beneath, the dripping from

the roof of the cavern, and the continued rushing noise. " Oh, I

know what it is," resumed the man with the lantern, suddenly

turning round the full blaze of its light towards the entrance of the

cavern ; and there, high in the roof, fluttered an enormous gannet, dis-

turbed from its repose by the talking and the light, and now in its alarm

vainly endeavouring to find the mouth of the cavern, and escape.

" Knock him down!—knock him down!" cried one of the men,

snatching up an oar, and vainly endeavouring to strike the bird as it

circled round the cavern in a state of terror above them ; but the height

was too great and the blade of the oar too short by many feet to

reach it.

" Leave that tomfoolery alone, unless you wish to fall overboard,"

cried he of the dark-lantern ;
" we didn't come here to play the fool with

wild fowl ; let the poor devil go." There was something so surly in

the tones of the speaker, that they seemed to compel obedience in his

hearers, and, putting down their oars, the sailors drew their boat to the

landing-place, and the steersman walked oft', to have a private confer-

ence with the man he came to meet. The light was now once more

extinguished, and the souad of their compressed voices echoed strangely
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in the dark cavern, while the reflected moonlight, illumining tlie waters

at its entrance, rendered still more violent the dismal contrast of

its internal shadow.
" You have been so long, I thought you were never coming," said

lie of the lantern ;
" I don't know how often I have trudged down to

this bay within the last week."
" He who depends on the gallows,'' replied the other, " has what the

lawyers would call an micertain tenure ; and if you'd fallen in with as

sharji a gale as we had to start with, ten to one if you'd been here even

now."
" Well, well, it's no use to look back ; I have watched the game

down at last. All's right here ; the pretty bird has come to roost on

the rock just overhead. I have got a rare set of boys ready to storm

the nest to-night ; all that we have to do is to carry her safe off after-

wards. I'm to have my little one all to myself, on condition that I

give up the rest of the rookery to them ; and they are welcome to it, for

I never loved a tough hen when I could get a young chicken, though

I must say there's as dainty a little bantam up there among them as a

man need desire, but God knows what they're going to do with her

—

something rough, or I'm much xnistaken."

" Very well," replied the steersman, " that's no concern of mine, so

I don't want to know anything about it ; I always minds my own
sailing orders, and any other craft may steer as she pleases. Have you
got the money ready for this job, as you promised ? If so, I'll keep my
share of the bargain, and land her as you desire ; if not, this is an xigly

business—I have plenty of fish on my hands to fry besides yours, and
shall make sail to-night while I have a fair wind."

" Wiiat an avaricious rogue you are !" exclaimed the other, with
nmch passion and several oaths. " Do you think I keep my word as

badly as yourself? I have the money all safe; and if you do your
business well, I'll give you a handsome present over. Ilei-e's the first

portion," giving into the steersman's hand something that sounded liko

a purse of gold :
" the moment you've got her safe on board, you shall

have the second ; and directly you've landed us where we agreed on,
I'll pay you the remainder."

" Well, sir, that's acting like a gentleman, as I always believed you
to be. As for avarice, I confess that few men would sweep h

—

cleaner than myself for a proper price ; and for the roguery of the
matter, I don't see much use in the devil calling his mate black."

" Well, well, never mind ; I only spoke that at random. Have you
got your men already armed V
"No, I haven't; that's soon managed. What's your plan of

attack?"
°

.

" Wiiy, it requires some care. The old fox, though he has a black
skm on him, knows right well how to use his teeth and claws : the
best way, therefore, for our purpose, is to take him asleep in his den

;

but as he sits up late, and has several men-servants in the house, my
boys arc to find tlicir way down and ambush in his grounds about two
o clock

: the moon then will be getting low ; I shall have scouts about
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the house to listen for their going asleep, and as soon as you see a bhie

light burnt half-way down the cliff on the lowest terrace of his garden,

then pull straight for the shore with muffled oars. I have found out

which is the place to board the enemy with the least chance of resist-

ance ; I'll meet you on the beach, and we'll soon settle the business.

When once I've got my prize in tow, I shall leave the other boys to

do what they like with the old one ; that's no concern of mine."
" Certainly not, su', certainly not. 'Tis a well-arranged plan of

attack, and will make a very pretty little skylark for my lads to

begin tlieir hands upon, and prevent any of them trying to desert, as

after this they can't expect to live very comfortable, like, in the old

country."
" To be sure, it's the very thing to suit them ; but mind you come

with trusty dogs, that won't shrink at a little tough work. How many
are you going to bring ashore ?

"

" Why, how many do you think you'll want ?"

" Oh, I should think about a dozen good blades that you can rely on,

besides yourself, will be enough to put this business straight."

" Very well, sir. Then as soon as the blue light burns, you may
rely upon us."

The conversation, which had taken place upon the square table of

rock at the bottom of the cavern, here terminated, and the steersman

turned to depart. Retracing his way carefully along, like one Avho

fully knew the dangers that surrounded him, the other, once more
opening his lantern, threw the light upon the rugged pathway, and
gave to view all the horrors of the spot.

From the roof depended a thousand stalactites, caused by the drip-

pings of centiiries ; and these, acting like natural prisms, refracted the

glittering rays in every gorgeous tint of colour from innumerable

points, while the slowly undulating surface of the jet black water
reflected them once more, imvaried, unrelieved by any object that

spoke of humanity, except a little skiff, that still hung on by the land-

ing-place, and the pallid faces of the two wonder-stricken and shivering

seamen, who seemed fixed upon its thawts.

Gliding into his boat with all expedition, the seaman once more took
his place at the helm ; a villanous look of mutual understanding

passed between the two principal actors in the scene ; the word " Give
way" was uttered, the light extinguished, and the dingy slowly pulled

down the dangerous cavern to the open sea.
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CHAPTER THE THIRTY-EIGHTH.

THE SEA NOVICE "WHO IS HE ?

Not a word was exchanged by any of the three seomen in the boat

until they reached the schooner's side : the necessary order being given

to veer her astern and overhaul the tackles for hoisting her up ; the

tall sailor then unshipped the tiller, with which he had been guiding

her course, and jumped on board.

" Is JNIr. Limpit on deck ?" cried he.

" No, he's gone below to have his tea," replied an old sailor, who
seemed to have charge of the deck.

" Tell him I want to speak to him," was the reply ; and in a few

minutes Jlr. Limpit made his appearance.

The last was a handsome-looking youth, of the middle size, well-

made, and dressed in a plain blue jacket ; but there was something in

the manner with which he trod the deck, which, despite of his apparel,

seemed to belie the notion that he had been brought up to the pro-

fession of the sea ; while altogether there was about him, moreover, a

look superior to the class of those beings Avith whom he was mingling.

The brow was open, intelligent, and candid in the extreme ; the eye

fearless and confiding ; and in the expression of the face were the traces

of extreme melancholy, which spoke the endurance of much sorrow in

times past.

" Mr. Limpit," said the sailor, on gaining the deck, " if you have
made your mind up to embrace our profession, there occurs to-night a

capital opportunity of trying your hand. I am obliged to go ashore on a
little cutting-out matter: it is but a mere trifle— a lover who wants
to run off with his sweetheart. I shall take on shore with me twelve
of the best hands, and shall feel much obliged by your commanding tlie

barkey in my absence. I have no doubt the men I shall leave on
board will behave well enough ; but in case of any row occurring, if you
will fire a pistol or a musket, I will be off again directly. I shall want
my mate to go with me, or I would not trouble you."

" Oh, as to that," returned the other, " you need make no apology ;

even if the voice of necessity were not so urgent as it is, my mind has
not altered in the choice of my profession, and I shall be most happy to

take charge of the schooner while you land. It is a duty which 1 much
prefer to going on shore myself, where, to say the truth, I have had
quite enough of adventure to la&t me for a whole existence ; therefore

you may go in all confidence that nothing shall be neglected in your
absence."

" I am much obliged to you," returned the other, who was the
captain of the schooner. " As that is the case, I will now give orders
for the expedition. Is Thomson iorward on the forecastle there V

"Pass the word below for Tliomson," cried two or three voices,
readily echoing the command. The word was repeated several times
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on the decks "below, and in a few minutes Thomson himself appeared.

The worthy commander having stepped aside with his estimable

second, the former asked, in a tone so low that it could not reach

Limpit's ears, whether he, Thomson, were all ready.
" Quite so," replied the other. " All that I now want to know is,

how many men we shall require."

" Eleven, besides yourself," was the reply ;
"• but no chicken hearts

among them. I expect we shall have bother enough already as it is

:

for the girl is to be brought aboard here ; and how we shall manage to

keep it from the knowledge of that youngster on the taffrail, I don't

quite imderstand."
" Does not that one ashore know that the youngster is aboard

here?"
" Devil a bit ; he would be as wild as a young hawk. He thinks

he is hanged and buried long ago. There is where the difficulty is— to

keep that youngster from finding out the girl, and that hully-boy

ashore from finding out the youngster."
" O, never mind, if that's all ; we have managed more ticklish jobs

before now ; and the way that I propose to do it is this :—We must
tell the yoxmgster that this is some mere every-day love affair, which is

common enough among these Irish people ; that all the schooner has to do

is to land them, and take no further part in the matter. Then we can

get the girl down under hatches, and persuade the big bully that one of

our crew served under him in the pressgang service, and will be sure to

know him again. This will be quite enough to make him keep vinder

hatches also. We can easily manage to keep the youngster out of the

way at the landing ; and so, bagging the money on both sides, nobody
can be a bit the wiser."

" Why, yes, it would do, if we could carry the game on so ; but

he's rather a rum covey, that ashore. If he should smell a rat

—

"

" Rum covey, be !" quoth the mate. " The sea is deep

enough to hold them both, or all three, for the matter of that, if we
have any of their nonsense."

" Avast heaving, my boy ; that is coming It rather strong. Not
that I have any rational objection to see a man or two walk the plank

when their room is better than their company : but then you see that

is only fitted for the tropics—liere they kick up such a shindy."

" Well, well, I don't care how it is—whether it is one way or the

other ; but we must manage to keep them quiet somehow."
" Why, yes, we must manage that. Now go below ;

pick out the

twelve men, and see they are all properly armed."

In conformity with the orders, or rather the wishes, that had been

intimated to him, young Limpit remained upon the deck, gazing on the

glorious scene around him. The moon was rising rapidly, and with a

most gorgeous effect ; and while the light and beautiful schooner rose

gently over every swell, he paced the deck, vvrapt in his own thoughts,

and lulled by the pleasing melody as each wave broke upon the shore.

The novelty of his situation, the sense of command for the first time

undertaken, and some thrilling remembrance of the past, seemed fully

to absorb every sensation of the mind.
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As be gazed into the heaven above, the first pleasure of his emotions

appeared to pass away, and thoughts of deep melancholy to assume

their place. His eyes" dwelt on the fairy line of horizon to seaward

with a fixed gaze, as if eager to penetrate beyond its mocking boundary ;

the weakness of a heart that sighs for absent friends stole over his eye-

lids, and glistened in the moonlight ; while the sweet sea-breeze, that

scarcely ruffled the bosom of its mistress, whispered in his ready ear

tlic distant sighs of those who mourned his unhappy destiny. The

bold and rocky coast around him, frowning with its dark shadow

on the bay below, was cold and stranger-like to his eyes, that wandered

almost involuntarily towards the bright light and fairy spot that marked

the vicarage.
" How happy, in a few hours," murmured he, " will be the lovers

we are about to bear from that quiet spot ! how delightful the first

sense of uninterrupted security, while they yet form the world to each

other, and no experience compels them to image the real troubles to

which they fly !" How far this soliloquy was appropriate we shall see.

The captain, who had gone below for half an hour, here returned on

deck, and informing Limpit that his charge of the ship would not com-
mence tiU two o'clock, advised aim to retire below, and take some rest

till that period. This advice he followed. Too truly had he learned

that sleep is the surest and oftentimes the only friend which misfortune

is not certain to drive from the side of the unhappy. It pours the

priceless treasure of its wealth upon the poor, unbought ; it sheds its

opiate upon the couch of agony when the leech despairs ; at its magic
touch, the straw of the maniac is turned to softest down, the dungeon
and the fetter dissolve before its spell, and even remorse itself forbears

to prey upon the victim whom its shield protects, while of all the

luxuries of life it is the only one that pampered opulence never can
command.
When Limpit had retired below, the captain took his place, and after

walking the deck for half an hour with far ditferent thoughts, wrapped
himself in his sliaggy coat, and lying upon the companion hatchway,
where he could retain a view of the shore, took such broken rest as the
nature of his engagement and his own thoughts permitted.
As tlie hour of eleven struck on tlie scliooner's bell, the mate came

aft, and reported every thing ready for the expedition. He then
received leave to go below t^ill two, while the captain remained,
keeping that sort of dog's Avatcli which we have described. As the
niglit passed and the moon gradually sank, the effort to lie still became
more and more troublesome. For a few minutes the seaman, pressed
witli heaviness, nodded his head upon his shoulder ; then starting up
fearfully, lest lie had slept too long, would apply the small telescope
lying beside him to reconnoitre the distant vicarage. There, however,
still burned a few faint lights, which, interrupted every now and then
by some dark object, assured the lawless gazer that his confederates
still watched around the devoted dwellino-.

How little, in the full security of their repose, did its inhabitants
dream of those demons in the shape of men that lurked in the surround-
mg darkness ! Tlicrc lay beauty, innocence, and youth, upon the last
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pure couch they were ever to enjoy, rapt in the first delicious slumbers

of the night, indulging, perhaps, in dreams of love and happiness,

which a few hours were to blast for ever. There sat the hospitable

but thoughtless minister of Protestantism, intent only on the pleasures

of the table and the conviviality of his guests ; while, at a few yards'

distance, prowled the reckless and imeducatcd peasant, in whose breast

the long vexing question of tithes had stirred up all the implacable

bloodthirstiness of our nature,—while, worse than all, one impossessed

of their excuse was ready to make them the fierce tools of his mingled
cupidity and lust.

Gradually one light after another ceased to throw out its tiny ray
upon the vast expanse of waters ; at length the last remaining speck dis-

appeared in the profound gloom of that beautiful little dell ; the last

hope of their preservation had disappeared—the last protecting angel

had flitted from their side, and the eye of the seam.an was obliged to

trust to memory to point out the spot where the vicarage stood.

" It Avon't be long first now," muttered he, springing to his feet, to

banish all further chance of sleep ; and casting a glance overhead, to

ascertain how the weather was likely to prove, the deep blue of the

sky increased in intensity as the moon once more descended, while the

countless lights that overspread its surface shone Avitli all the bright

intensity of a winter's night. The morning bi-eeze, too, now gathei-ing

strength, sang mournfully through the rigging of the schooner, as it

fitfully shifted round towards the south-west ; and long fleecy clouds

began to struggle in the distance, foreboding a recurrence of the storm,

frfuddenly an intense bright light shot over the whole bay, throwing
into insignificance the subdued rays of the pale planet above, and
bringing out in bright relief every point of the jagged cliff over which
it streamed, and darting across its fearful radiance upon the dark bosom
of the sea.

" All's right at last," muttered the seaman, as he drew a pistol from
his belt, and blowing down the barrel, to see that it was not loaded,

poured a little priming in the pan, and flashed it oft', to show his con-

federates on shore that their signal was observed. This done, he ran

quicky below to the hammock of his mate.
" Thomson," said he, laying his rough hand on the hammock,

" all's ready now ; bear a hand, and turn out, and get your crew into

their boat with as little noise as possible ; out oars, and hang on by the

starboard quarter ; when you're all ready, give a whistle, and I'll wake
up young greenhorn to take charge of the deck."

" Ay, ay, sir," replied the mate, in an under tone, and springing to

his feet, he ran on deck to obey his orders, while his leader went. aft to

his cabin, and buckling on his sword and a couple of brace of pistols

well loaded, put over all a great pilot-coat, which hid from the view
these tell-tale evidences of his guilty purpose.

This done, he sat down upon a locker, and quietly listened to the

execution of his orders. With scarcely any perceptible noise, more
than the careful shuflling of feet and the occasional clink every now
and then of cutlass-hilts and pistol-baiTcls, he heard his myrmidons
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descend into their boat, and the latter veered astern. A short low

whistle was then distinguishable, and, going forward to the little cabin

occupied by young Linipit, he entered.

With all the zeal of a devotee, the youth was sleeping on his cot in

all his clothes, and ready to start up at a moment's notice. Fol-

lowing the captain to the deck, and rubbing his eyes, scarcely yet

awake, he received the instructions of the latter to take charge of the

ship, in conjunction with an old hoary-headed sailor, whom the

captain cautioned to be obedient to his commands. These were simply

to wait on deck till his return, and allow no one to come on board who
did not answer his challenge to the countersign of " LifFey ;" and in

case any attempt was made forcibly to board the schooner, to repel it

by equal force with the hands left on board, and, if necessary, cut the

cable and proceed out to sea, heaving-to in the offing, when beyond

pursuit, till he (the captain) should join them.

Fully impressed with the responsibility and importance of the post,

the young man promised implicit obedience, and helped his senior to

get over the quarter and lower himself down to the boat beneath. As
soon as the foot of the latter was safely planted on the head-sheets, the

guess-warp Avas cast off, and the boat, crowded with its grim and
swarthy crew, dropped silently astern, so quickly that Limpit had no

opportunity of observing who or what it contained ; he just heard the

captain step from thawt to thawt into the stern-sheets to take the

tiller, and at the word " Give way," the little ark of villany shot for-

ward over the waters of the bay, in the direction of the vicarage. As
the captain had got over the side, young Limpit in parting had wished
him success, and his thoughts still accompanied the crew on what he
considered this pleasant little expedition of romance.

Once or twice he seemed on the point of altering his mind, and askinfif

leave to accompany them ; but perhaps his thoughts recurring to his

own position, and a belief that the captain must have decided on the
best plan, checked the application. Gradually tlie boat melted into the
dark shauow which belted round the shore, and the last thing that
he observed was a Hash, produced in the same manner as the former
one, and, like that, intended as a signal, which was answered by those
on shore, pointing out the spot where the rowers were to land.

CHAPTER THE Till KTY-NI XTII.

THE VICTI.M.—AX UNEXPECTED SURPRISE.

As the oars of the boat had been what is technically termed
" mufHcd," they made no noise in pulling, more than the scarcely
audible plash of their blades in the water,—a result produced by wrap-
])U)g round them a layer of oakum where they came in contact with
the rowlocks of the boat. As they approached Avithin a few yards of
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the beach, a low voice called out, " "What boat goes there?" The
answer as quickly returned Avas, " Yours." Almost immediately after,

the keel struck the strand, the same figure appeared which they had
previously met in the Devil's Cavern, and, holding out his hand, wel-

comed the captain on shore with every demonstration of delight.

" Everything is ready," said he, " if we can depend upon the men.
Who is to keep the boat ?

"

" O, I've provided all that ; never you mind. Here are twelve good
hands, besides myself and the boat-keeper; and if a little hard fighting

will do the business, we are ready for it—now lead the way. Follow
me, my lads ; let's have no mistake," addressing the crew astern, who
jumped out of the boat one after another ; and, taking the hint from
their leader, the little column wound its way up the precipitous clift'

by a narrow path, which the feet of smugglers had first worn, and
where still a false step would precipitate the incautious maker upon his

death below.

Arrived at the top of the rock, a few paces brought them to the

edge of the rectory garden, which, unprepared and unprotected against

any such attack, was easily entered. Here in the shrubbery they found a

band of from twenty to thirty men, most of them with their faces black-

ened, and armed w ith clubs and staves, scythes, and such rude weapons
as a peasant can command, while dispersed here and there among them
were a few old muskets. These rufhans had a leader of their own, and a
consultation was now held between the vai'ious chiefs in the surprise

which was the best point of attack. They all agreed that one of the

outhouses—the laundry—afforded the best point of admission, and thither

they bent their way. Arrived here, one of the panes of glass was taken
out of the leaded casement by a man who seemed to know the

premises, and who put his hand through to undo the fastening. To
his surprise, however, a strong shutter, which was rarely used, pre-

sented its l)arrier inside, and the window itself was bolted. AVhile

they were discussing what was to be done, one of the men, in turning

round, accidentally struck the end of his pike against the glass, and two
or three panes, demolished by the blow, came rattling down upon the

stone pavement. A smothered curse of impatient anger from one of

the leaders followed, and, almost in an instant after, a window was
thrown up on the story above, and some of the sweetest tones of a
woman's voice were heard, demanding,

" Who's there ?"

" 'Tis the young she-devil herself," whispered one of the peasants ;

" shoot her—down with her at once, before she wakes the family,

Malony."
" Hush, for your lives," muttered the leader of the band in reply,

dashing aside the weapon that was just going to be raised at the fair

form of the eldest daughter, whose watchful ears had detected and
whose boldness had challenged the miscreants surrounding her father's

dwelling.

" Puss, puss, is that you ? " continued she ; then in a voice of half

laughter, and as if addressing some one inside, she added, " It's only the
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cat try'mg to get in, after all." Softly fastening tlie window as if afraid

to wake "the family, the wretches below, Avho were in the shadow, saw

her in the pale moonlight close the hasp and retire.

Now, although her father was nominally the chief object of vengeance,

she herself divided this feeling with him in no slight degree ;—a hatred

the more intense and pitiless, as the object of it was beautiful and clever.

This may at first seem strange, but it was indeed too easy of solution

:

through the surrounding neighbourhood she was celebrated, not less for the

loveliness of her person, than the beauty of her voice and the readiness

of her wit ;—the favourite of her father, she entered into all his views and

feelings,—liunted with him in the field, and presided at tlie head of his

table, whcreshe filled the post of a motherwhose care shchadlong wanted.

IMucated in all the rankest tenets of the Orange party, she, with the

thoughtlessness of youth, had incurred great hatred by writing some
most taunting songs on her papistical neighbours, and had given them
an unnecessary but strong additional virus by lending all the charms of

her singing whenever asked to do so in any public company that per-

mitted this illiberal and factious triumph !

While, therefore, she innocently imagined she was harmlessly exercis-

ing her own spirit of fun, she had in reality been marking herself out

as a victim to fall by tlie side of her misjudging father. In addition to

these unpardonable crimes, her education had been of the most mascu-
line description : her brotliers had taught her to embark in all their

pursuits ; and while she boasted herself as good a shot as any of them,
she had all the confideuce which manly exercises inspire, without the

physical strength to warrant it. It is true that her courage was in-

domitable ; but this perhaps only rendered more repulsive the harsher

points of her character towards those her inexperienced prejudice

disliked.

Anything in the shape of a Catholic priest she thouglit a fair object

for all her raillery and contempt ; while the lower orders of peasantry,
too far removed from the village to share in that ample generosity of
heart which redeemed the follies of her girlhood, heard only the
exaggerated stories of her intolerance, and superstitiously believed her
to be Home beautiful incarnation of the Spirit of Evil.

This, tlien, will account for the feeling which manifested itself on dis-

covering her at the window, and still more for that extraordinary pre-
sence of mind which she is well known to have displayed during that
awful night, and to which we shall now endeavour to do justice. It

seems, tliat the moment she opened the window, her quick eye detected
the moonbeams playing and sparkling here and there upon the weapons
of the assailant party below. Convinced that the utterance of any sound
intimating her consciousness of their presence would have been the sig-
nal for her own murder, the ready wit of woman seconded her own
unflinching spirit, and put her upon the little ruse she so readily ex-
ecuted. VVhile she still pretended to be calling to the animal she named,
licr whole mind was devoted to estimating as nearly as possible the force
and character of the enemy : this done, she uttered those words wliich she
pretended to address to some one in the room, with a view of further
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confirming the deceit she had already put upon tliem. Without the loss

of a moment's time, slie then wrapt herself inaloos3 robe, and hurrying

successively to the rooms of her father and brothers, rapidly communi-

cated to them the state of the case, promising that while they roused

their guests and servants to defend the ground story, she would keep up
a smart fire on the foe from above : more especially she cautioned them
to show no light to their assailants, and to act as noiselessly as possible.

With a view of bearing her own part in the coming danger, she re-

turned to her room, hurriedly completed her toilet, and loading a gun
and a brace of pistols, prepared for the desperate struggle which shs

2:»erceived was coming.

In the mean time, her voice had no sooner been heard by the ruffians

without, than, fully convinced by her manner that she had failed to see

them, they all crouched down in the shadow where they had before

been grouped, partly with the view of consulting what step had better

be taken, and partly with an intention of again lulling the household in

repose. Those who conceived they had a voice in the matter now in

hurried whispers gave their advice. The captain, as the boldest and
least scrupulous, proposed taking the house by storm ; this the hero of

the dark lantern discountenanced, and as Malony, the head of the Irish

detachment, was also of the latter opinion, the wiser advice was lost

:

for some minutes the seaman contented himself by venting his disap-

pointments in a low grumbling manner ; suddenly he started up on his

elbow, and with a suppressed oath exclaimed, " Hang me if that young
devil, as you call her, hasn't roused up the whole ship's company! I hear

them paddling about the house."
- " No, no, you don't," replied the dark lantern ; " lie down for ten

minutes, and all will be quiet ; so much depends on our taking them by
surprise."

" Surprise !" growled the other; " the surprise will be coming upon us

presently if we lie here like a pack of lubbers, when we miglit carry

the whole ship by boarding at once. There—hark ! I hear voices as

plainly as possible ; and there—hang me if there isn't a light through
the chink of those shutters aloft."

" Is there ? where ? No, you mistake—or stay—perhaps they're

coming down to let in the cat, and as soon as they open the door, stand
by to rush through all at once, and the thing's carried.—Ha !—what's

—

"

Before, however, the whispered sentence could be concluded, up went
four of the windows of the vicarage on the story above, and, quick as

thought, flash came a volley, from every muzzle which its inhabitants

could muster, directly down into the angle where their assailants were
gathered.

" There's yoiir woman's cat for you ! there's your surprise !" cried
the captain, his suppressed rage all bursting forth. " Forward, my
bully boys, and tear the house down." " Now then, my jewels, up and
be doing," cried Malony, seconding the attack. " Steady all of us, and
fire away with a good aim—never mind their threats," was the reply,

made in the firm but gentle tones of a woman's voice on the floor above,

c c
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as, busy among the busiest, loading her discharged gun, the daughter

set the resolute example of defence to the uttermost.

" Well done, my little Joan of Arc," replied her father ; "one volley

more, and we must leave you to command a couple of the men-servants,

while we go down below, and receive those fellows on their entry.

Make haste, Harry, my son—make haste, gentlemen, and give them

another dose ! the window below will stand a good surge or two ! there's

some rare old oak and iron on the inside of them, and if you can only

pick off the leaders of the gang before they can effect an entrance, the

rest will be glad enough to make their escape." Once more the whole

party discharged the fire of their pieces upon the men below, and the

suppressed groans and shrieks of the wounded proclaimed with how
great an effect, while some already began to prepare for a retreat from

a reception so much warmer than they had at all anticipated.

"Rally, my boys, rally and to it!" cried the captain, who had re-

ceived a flesh wound in the side that only added the stimulus of pain

and revenge to that of cupidity, " they are nothing but a pack of women
and old men inside : blaze away some of you into the windows aloft,

while we storm these below ; break the glass ^-ith your cutlass handles,

half a dozen of you, and drive tne shutters bodily in ; the rest disperse

themselves round the garden, hide among the shrubs, and keep a

sharp fire on the upper windows till we have gained an entrance."

Obedient to the word of conmand, seven of the seamen remained to force

in the windows, while the other four—for one had been already shot

—

hid themselves behind various points of the shrubbery, and thus in com-
parative security themselves, continued their fire upon the vicarage,

which made it extremely diflicult for those within to continue the gal-

lant defence they had already so nobly begun. The Irishmen, in the

mean while, who had suffered most severely from the first fire, set up a

system of yelling and screaming that tended not a little to add to the

confusion of the besieged ; while, accustomed to act only in irregular

warfare, and in a manner independent of each other, they dispersed in

all directions to follow up a series of individual attacks: some, mounting
the roofs of the outhoiiscs, fired into the bedrooms of the vicarage, and
one even obtained a footing within one of its chambers, where, however,

a ball from the musket of a servant left him to pay the penalty with
his lif(!.

Attacked, however, on all sides, with their attention distracted to

the uttermost, the defendants soon found that they had a most danger-

ous and difficult part to play : showers of balls bursting through every
part of the Avindows, scattered on all sides broken fragments of glass,

splinters of the shutters, particles of the furniture, and even fi-agments

of the walls against which they struck ;—while their enemies, remaining
ambushed behind the shrubs of the garden, kept up a destructive fire,

which they had no opportunity of either answering or avoiding. Every
door of their little fortress shook with the rude blows of its assailants,

and they scarcely knew from what quarter the fatal inroad might be
made : on one point only was there any certainty, naTuely, that what-
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ever was the principal object of the attack, it was one which concerned

the Hfe or death of the assailed ; and knowing how infinitely preferable

it was to fall in a fair fight than be left to the tender mercy of tlieir

captors, a degree of desperation gave to their defence an additional

strength and fury which was hardly needed.

The only plan on which they could now act with any hope of

success, was to guard the passages that led to the staircase, and waiting

till their enemies broke in, rush txpon them suddenly, and make a
deadly struggle for it on the moment of their entry.

This, however, on the side of the storming party, was far from
proving so easy a matter as they had anticipated. The outhouses, it is

true, had all been forced ; but then strong doors had been found to

shut off every communication with the dwelling-house ; the windows,
therefore, presented the most likely chance of entrance ; but, as if the

vicar had felt a lurking presentiment of some similar attack, their

shutters were proved to be made of strong oak panelling, banded with
iron, and altogether of so stout a make as to present a formidable

obstacle to besiegers who had only brought the ordinary arms of

slaughter.

With all the cries of Irish rage, the peasants flung themselves against

the large and beautiful panes of glass, heedless of the severe wounds
and pain which they incurred in so doing, and anxious only to get at

the fastenings inside ; but here their further progress was stopped. In

vain the butts of their muskets hammered on the wainscot panelling,

and resounded with a frightful hollow sound through that beautiful

drawing-room, which a few hours since was the abode of beauty, and
adorned by everything that marked the reign of elegance and taste.

In vain they even discharged their guns, with the muzzles pressing

against the obstinate barrier, in hopes to blow it do\^Ti before them

—

the house shook with a frightful report as the balls crashed through

the wood, striking against the mirrors, cliandeliers, and pictures inside,

and sending a thousand splinters right and left, while the blast of the

powder following through the aperture thus made, illumined with a

fearful light the room Avithin, only to leave it in more hideous darkness.

There stood its brave little garrison, sheltered behind the intervening

portions of wall between the windows, where tliey ran to load their

gims, and ' stooping down on a level with the floor, as soon as these

were charged, and firing back again through the shutters upon their

assailants.

In vain the leaders of the latter outside, urged them to redoubled

eff'orts—the gallant girl above, aware that the only hope of life de-

ponded on making good the resistance till succour should arrive from

the village, seemed to forget alike the dangers of the moment and the

weakness of her sex, and, with the most utter disregard of personal

injury, cheered on the two servants who were with her to keep up an

incessant fire on those below, and took herself the most active share in

the defence she enjoined. ]Man after man was stretched wounded and

dying, by the deadly hail that came down, at every few seconds' interval,

from these windows ;—in vain the party below grew more and more
, cc2
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desperate in urging one another forward to the attack ; while nothing

could surpass the awful contrast between the bloodthirsty outcries that

raged outside the house, and the stern and deadly silence of desperate

courage which prevailed within.

Uncalculating upon any resistance to equal that which they now
met, the besiegers knew too well that every minute that elapsed

brought with it a chance of assistance to those they had marked as their

prey, and this increased the savage fury of these wretches, while each

man that fell bleeding on the sward and flower-beds at their feet, tended

to increase the panic tliat was already beginning to arise.

AVounded in several places, and the blood streaming from his face,

the gigantic figure of the captain was seen moving from spot to spot,

aiding and encouraging his underlings to the utmost, and deriding the

force of those within—three musket-stocks he had already broken in

attempting to batter down the drawing-room shutters, but cross-barred

from angle to angle, as well as ribbed with broad strips of iron sheeting,

he had never dreamed till that moment how strong the defences of

ortliodoxy might be.

Riddled in every part with shot-holes, and several large strips of the

oak torn off, the barricade of the centre window already presented a

most skeleton-like appearance : but in proportion as these insterstices

grew larger, the opportunity for the besieged to take aim on their

opponents was also increased, and once or twice the blasts of the fire-

arms from within had volleyed forth their deadly and sulphurous breath

60 close to his face, that eyebrows, hair, and whisker were already

scorched to a mere dust ; while the face, smarting with the agony of the

pain, was coated with the gunpowder, and presented nothing but a

mass of shapeless black, relieved by the sparkling glare of two ominous
eyes, the glances of which crossed each other at right angles.

" Back my boys here, two or three of you," cried he, maddened
with the fury of disappointed rage and intense suffering, " and lend a
hand to form a battering-ram for this infernal place."

Turning their l>acks on the vicarage, they retreated towards the

shelter of the garden. " Fire on them as they retreat^quick, John
and Philip—you won't get such a chance again," was heard in the

exulting tones of the heroine above, as she not only watched this

retrograde movement, but took every advantage of it. The forms of the

sailors, hurrying across the grass plot, were distinctly seen in the waning
light of tlie moon ; one after another the three guns on the upper story
were quickly discharged ; and two of the seamen fell, never to rise again.

The whole attention of the besieged was now turned on the body of
Irish peasants who still continued to hammer away at some of the other
winchnvs ; and as these were not so immediately under fire, it became
more difficult to dislodge them. For a short time our friends hoped
that tlie more formidable seamen had abandoned their attack, and the
daugliter was in the very act of sending a message to her father to make
a sortie on this brutal rabble: while yet the words, however, lingered
on luT lip, she beheld the seamen in a body, now reduced to seven,
rushing back in full force from the shrubbery, and bearing between
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them, in the style of a batterhig-ram, a young tree, which they seemed

to have torn up by the roots, and Avliich Avas indeed a stout ash pLant,

Avhose cauhtlowcr stem, with all its bulb of earth and fibre still clinging

to it, they now brought to bear, at a hard run, against the already

shattered window below.
" Quick to your guns again," cried the spirited girl, as she saw the

impending attack ; and levelling her piece upon the party, and followed

in her example by the domestics acting with her, they once more poured

a double-shotted discharge right into the midst of their assailants.

" God ! I am killed !" w\is distinctly heard in the tones of one of

them as the fire was received ; and throwing his hands up into the air,

the body of the mate fell lifeless in the path of his companions, who,

remorselessly trampling over it with a shout that rendered his death-

groan inaudible, rushed furiously on to the point of their attack.

Already riddled in every direction with the shot and powder, the

sorely-tried defence resounded hollowly to the blow of the novel but

powerful battery ; and though the cross iron bars refused to do more
than bend to its strength, the woodwork gave way with a craslt

that sounded as a death-knell to those within ; and the brutal assailants,

pushing forward in a body, entered with a dear-bought triumph the

carpeted retreat of gentleness and beauty.

Nothing nov»- remained for it but sheer hard fighting, man to man

—

the shout of victory which the seamen raised, as they burst into the

room, Avas the signal for the immediate gathering together of their

assistant ruffians ; and though the garden outside was strewed with na
inconsiderable proofs of the desperate resistance of the household,

seventeen furies, in the shape of man, still remained to consummate the

dire outrage thus begun.
" Throw do\^^l your arms, or every one of you are dead men !" cried

the captain, thrusting forward his gigantic bulk, and dealing death with

his heavy cutlass at every blow; but no cry was heard for quarter from

those who seemingly kncAV too well what kind of mercy was offered

them to desire any further experience of it.

" Fight to the last, my boys ! we shall still be able to make good
the staircase till avc are relieved," was the only reply made by the

vicar's son,—alas ! the only one left alive,—a strong and athletic youth,

who, crossing swords with the captain, endeavoured vainly, amid the

intermittent light- of the pistols that Avcre still discharging on every

side, to detain him as his opponent. Again and again they exchanged

thrusts as the weaker party retreated towards the staircase and the

stronger followed ; but this object was effectually foiled, and they Avere

as often separated by the croAvd, Avhile, at every step of the gallant few,

their Avounds increased, and their blood dyed the floors of their OAvn

halls, till, Aveakened by hemorrhage, they sank exhausted beneath the

feet of their ruthless p-arsuers, and Avere trampled undistinguished Avith

the slaughtered of the other side.

On the first broad platform of the Avide oak staircase they once more
tried to make an effectual stand : the father, however, and several of his

gallant guests, no longer lifted an arm in defence of the hearths Avhose
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asLcs were now quenched in their blood ; the son, a few of the servants,

and one or two friends, ajone remained to oppose, with their desperate

valour, the overwhelming force below.

In the mean while, the daughter had no sooner seen the successful

i:sue of the last attempt at storming, and heard, from the horrible

uproar of the fight, that the storming party had succeeded in their first

object, than she kindly ran into the room where Nora and her child

were lying, to apprise her of the danger, and put her on her guard.

Formed, however, with a nature and disposition entirely different to her

own, she found our heroine cowering beneath the bedclothes, and almost

senseless from fright. With a kindness which in that excited moment
lespoke the genuine excellence of her heart, she paused from the

frightful contest of life and death, whose sounds gradually approxi-

mated, to reassure the trembling spirit with which her own could at

first seem to possess so little in common.
Calling in two or three of the servants, and the lady who accom-

panied her, she implored them to hurry on some clothing and convey

Nora to an attic above-stairs, where the temptation of plunder might
never lead the ruffians to assail her. This no time was lost in doing

;

while the daughter hurried away once more to render all the assistance

in her power to her sorely-pressed friends. »

It was indeed time that assistance reached them from some quarter ;

for, reduced to the few we last mentioned, her elder brother and his

faithful few were slowly retreating, step by step, up the stairs, replying

to the offers of quarter with those keen words which belonged to despe-

ration, and the sword alone.

" Cut him down, captain— shoot the young rascal !" were the cries

A'ociferatcd by those below, who, having lit the rude links of tarred

ropes which they had brought with them, now discovered, by the red

light thus flung around, to how small a number the defendants w'ere

reduced. Eager as the cry was to annihilate these, the task was far

more difficult than the command. What the son wanted in strength,

opposed to his huge enemy, he fully made up in the superior skill of

his weapon, and an equally determined courage. Weak as lie was
with the loss of blood and long exertion, his sword flashed right and
left in tlic angry light of tlie torches below ; and wherever an intruder
'seemed likely to turn their hardly-contested position, there its keen edge
was sure to fall.

Four or five times had he succeeded in woimding the herculean
leader of the attack ; but to wound this huge mountain seemed like

plunging his sword into a hasty pudding, that left no visible result
behind,

" Climb up the banisters, some of you, and take them astern," cried
the latter, his rage redoubling -with every moment of this protracted
resistance, and his fear of a rescue increasing in proportion. The young
man heard the command, and turned his head to defeat it; but the
point of^ his opjionent's weapon wounded him in the sword-arm,
and reminded liim that all liis attention was necessary for his own
preservation. Getting outside the banisters, three or four of the
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enemy, sword in hand, began climbing up, in obedience to their leader's

orders. In vain the rest of the little garrison endeavoured to prevent

this manoeuvre ;—in proportion as its success approached, their oppo-

nents in front pressed more and more hardly upon them, and rendered

it impossible to bestow their attention elsewhere.
" Hurrah, my boys !" cried the captain, " a few steps more, and you'll

have tliem right astern ; press hard on their bows, boys—don't give

them a moment to turn round ; climb along there, my lads, hand over

hand—look sharp—there you are, that's high enough ; now, jump
over."

At this instant, when the flank of the household was on the very

point of being turned, and all seemed irretrievably lost—don't give

headmost seaman had already partly surmounted the obstacle, a gun

was suddenly presented in his face, a bright flash flamed back the glare

of the torches below, and as the loud report followed, three of the men
who were trying this manoeuvre fell senseless on the crowd below.

Loaded with three or four balls, the discharge had taken a raking

direction, and while the execution was so unexpected, the confusion it

produced was equally great. Looking up, with a curse, to see who had

thus defeated his project, the captain saw through the voluming eddies

of smoke the determined but lovely features of the heroic daughter, who,

heedless of everything but the danger of her family, was now loading

her gun as rapidly as she could for further use—the sight seemed to

nerve the assailants with still more desperate energy.
" Push behind, my boys !"'

cried the captain, waving his sword in

the red light, and then discharging it heavily on the heads of those

opposed to them,—" hurrah

—

noic !—push behind bodily,—now with a

Avill all together, and push these hoimds before us up the stairs."

Quickly at the word his myrmidons wedged themselves fairly in

behind their comrades at the bottom of the stab-s, and by mere force of

weight forced the defenders, step by step, up to the landing at the top.

Here the immense numerical superiority of the attacking party became

at once manifest, and had not their opponents fallen back to the open

door of the chamber opposite, they would instantly have been surrounded

and cut down : short as was their retreat, more than one of their

number fell in its execution ; and when the last stand was made at the

door of the daughter's bed-room, the brother, one guest, and a servant,

alone survived. Miss Merrion meanwhile had sought the shelter of

the room before them : there, loading her gun as rapidly as the despe-

ration of the moment prompted, she levelled its barrel over the shoulders

of her brave defenders, and poured its deadly contents on their murderous

assailants.

Three separate times had she taken a delibei*ate aim at their bulky

leader, hoping that with his fall the rest might retreat. Some evil

destiny, however, seemed to protect him ; there he still fought on, the

most desperate of all her brother's antagonists, as if charmed against the

exercise of shot. At each trial her barrel was loaded with two and
three bullets ; and though it failed of its principal object, it still

scattered death and dismay around.
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Once or twice, amid the fearful fury of that night, in the pauses of

the conflict, and while charging the barrel of her gun for fresh resistance,

she paused to ask herself if this could be reality, and questioned whither

had fled all that womanly horror of yiolencc and bloodshed which

marked her sex,—that fear of strife—that weakness of heart, which is

tlie gentle and endearing prerogative of woman. To this some prophetic

feel'mcr seemed to answer that she must choose either between tlie lives

of their enemies or her owTi, or perchance that violence which is as

much worse than death, as the ignominy and agony of the gallows is

worse than the repose of the dying chamber. All the energy of her soul

was roused—all the bitter feelings of her heart were arrayed in support

of it—even her conscience and her religion seemed to urge forward, not

to stay, her destroying hand : and when hallowed by these emotions, a

woman's courage is far more firmly based tlian that of many a hero

who has left the light of his glory to hover like a rainbow of the mind
over the bloody field of battle.

Earcly accustomed to see her skill as a markswoman defied, she

determined to try the effect of a steadily- aimed and single bullet against

the captain. Having loaded her gun with as much care as the frightful

hurry of the combat allowed, she deliberately levelled it once more over

the shoulder of her brother, and, watching her moment, fired.

True to her expectations, the fierce blast of her barrel vented itself

almost in the face of her hateful object ; a loud cry of anguish, a
droojiing of the head, and a staggering of the body, seemed to annoiuice

that he had received his death-wound. As the smoke rolled away, the

blood was seen streaming frightfully from his cheek— for an instant the

fight seemed suspended, and all eyes were turned on their leader.

" Now's the time," whispered the elder brother to his companions, " now
or never !" and springing forward with his sword, he plunged it through
the bodies of two of his opponents before they even dreamed of his at-

tack. But this was the last expiring gleam of their hopes : suddenly

pushing aside his supporters, and uttering a cry of mingled rage and
anguish, tlir captain, who had only been stunned by the daughter's

bullet passing between his jaws, threw forth the fragments of teeth and
bone M'ith which his mouth was choked, and bleeding fearfully from his

.•\^'ound, he seemed to concentrate all his energies into a single spring

which he made unaAvarcs upon the brother. The young man, imagining

him killed, had advanced slightly forward from the post Avhich he held

before his sister's door, and was dealing his blows right and left. Un-
seen, unheeded, the heavy cutlass of the infuriated leader was swimg
back for its most powerful blow ; with the malice of a demon in his dis-

figured countenance, and the concentrated strength and rage of a giant

in his arm, the ponderous and gleaming blade circled swiftly through tlio

air. The sister alone saw the danger—she alone made any effort to ward
it off": the only weapon she had in her hand was utterly unfitted for tlie

effort ; quick as thought, she extended the barrel of her light shooting
gun to meet the blow ; the trenchant blade struck its soft iron with
resistless force ; like a shuttle in the hands of infancy, it flew round
in licr trembling grasp, and she—the doting, the fond, the devoted
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sister—saw the remorseless steel of a blood-thirsty wretch slie abhorred
fall on the soft silken curls in which her fairy fingers liad played from
infancy—plougli its bloody course through that beloved head, to her the

model of all manly beauty, and passing down the fair and massive
throat, bury its thirsty and remorseless point in the life-blood of that

bosom on which she had hung, time out of mind, with all a sister's

partial fondness and admiration.

She saw—and yet she fainted not—that idolized defender of her life

and honour fall a bleeding mass at her feet : his gory and dissevered

neck drooped part over one shoulder, and part over the other. For an
instant she seemed transfixed to the spot, seemingly scarcely credulous

that the frightful deed she had witnessed could be true : then awoke
(if it had ever slumbered) all the woman in her heart ; its softness, its

fury, its despair, flashed forth by turns. Uttering the most piercing

shriek, which in that dreadful night was heard above all the din of

curses, gx'oans, and strife, she sprang forward with the port of a young
leopardess, as beautiful, as wild, as fierce !—Had she been only half as

powerful, not a murderer of her brother that night but would have
shared his grave. With a terrible desperation she thrust forward the

muzzle of her gun, which she had again loaded, into the very breast of

her brother's slaughterer, and, in defiance of his uplifted arm and
reeking sabre, fired. But the Prince of Evil seemed to watch over his

ready lieutenant ; the soft barrel, previously struck by his blade, had
been so nearly flattened, that now, when discharged, the ball was
arrested in the tube, while the explosion behind causing it to burst, the

only evil it produced on the tarpaulin-covered chest of the sailor was
a severe concussion and burn from the powder.

Wresting the musket in a moment from the frail hands that wielded

it, the last hope of the poor girl was gone !—One of her late brother's

companions was shot down, the other taken prisoner, and the infuriated

gang of miscreants rushed into the bedchamber of the defenceless

girl.

Knowing, from the beginning of this awful night, how completely she

shared in her father's want of popularity, she knew, from the first mo-
ment of attack, that no mercy would be shown to herself if taken ; and
this, added to her own masculine spirit and determined courage, had in-

duced her to adopt the line she did. Long as the time may appear in

narrating this struggle, it seemed but too brief in reality to those en-

gaged in defending themselves, and often during its horrid progress had
she reflected on the brutal lukewarmness of the adjoining villagers,

who, although within hearing, had sought to proffer no assistance to

those so much in need of it. Still, life is inexplicably dear, even after

there is least left to enjoy in it, more especially when the questionable

boon of existence is sought to be forcibly wrested from our grasp.

As soon, therefore, as she saw that all the defenders of her father's

hearth had been slain or taken prisoners, and the sanctity of her own
chamber profaned by murderers, whose hands were reeking with the

blood of her family, all further resistance she knew was fruitless, and
the last resource for life was the desperate alternative of springing from
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the window, and trusting to her excessive fleetness for gaining some

refuf^e in tlie village. With a view to this last resource, she had pur-

posdy loft the window open; and as the bloody footsteps of the throng

passed over the tlireshhold of her room, the unlicensed lire in their eyes

too surely proclaiming their fell intentions, she sprang at a single bound

to the window-place, and in the very act to leap, one foot was placed

upon the ledge. But at this fatal moment, Malony, the Irish leader,

who had burst into the room with his black-faced and blacker-hearted

niffians, saw the first look she gave at this point of escape—sprang at

the same time, though in a different direction, and firmly twisted his gory

liand in the scarf that encircled her waist, just as she was in the very

act of leaping to the ground. Without uttering a w^ord orTry, she was
dragged back and held by her execrable captor against the mantel-piece

;

she asked no question v»'hile the hideous and grinning satyrs gathered

round her in a circle, breathing the wildest imprecations of vengeance and

exclamations of delight, and triumphing as the fellest demons might be

supposed to do over some fallen angel from the host of Heaven. It

was a grand and fearful,—and if any spark of humanity had lingered

there, except in her own bosom—a touching sight, to see that young
and beauteous creature standing alone, circled round by all that was
most hideous and revolting. The dark hair had escaped from its confine-

ment, and fell in all the wealth of its unrestrained luxuriance on her

dazzling throat and bust, which the exertions of the fight had slightly

bared, and where, as it heaved tumultuously in answer to her throbbing
heart, the ruddy glare of the torches arose and fell like the rosy hues
of sunset upon the glorious sea, while the clear olive of her countenance
seemed transparent to a fault ; the terrible anguish she had undergone
had left her cheek pale as some statue, but the lips still firmly closed

with all the determination of a heroine, and the large full eye wandered
slowly round the circle, lit with all the fire of intellect. Ennobled
with all the beauty that makes the divinity of woman, and calm with
a pretornatiu-al possession that awed even the terrific beings around her—with a .ixed gaze she seemed to read her doom in their hellish

countenances : there she saw no chance of hope—no promise of the
slightest pardon, and, as if in confirmation of the sentence which she

• read, the rude arm of JNIalony, from whicli she had been momentarily
released, was again extended to invade the sanctity of her person.
J:.xtcnding her left hand as if to claim a hearing for something she was
about to say, she placed the right beneath the cloak that ill concealed
the glowing beauties of her figure. A sudden sound was heard, like
the clicking of a pistol-lock, and before any one could prevent the act,
she drew forth a small weapon reserved for this dreadful exigency, and
burying its dark muzzle in her beautiful and palpitating bosom, smiled
with .a look of inellable contempt on the ^^Tetchcs round her, and drew
the trif ger.
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BOOK II.

CHAPTER THE FIRST,

THE FATE OF EVELEEN THE IDENTITY OF THE ACTORS.

Who amongst our readers has ever indulged the fondest wishes, and
found them most disappointed in the moment of their fruition ? "Who
in the greatest hour of peril and danger has placed their whole reliance

upon the friendship that renders back desertion in the j^lace of con-

fidence, and treachery where they have looked for truth ? Who, wdien

the greatest peril of their life was threatening, had counted securely

on defying fate in a refuge that on trial only increased the danger of its

occupant ? If such there are who look upon these pages, these, and
these only, can imagine the horror of the wretched and betrayed girl,

when she felt the faithless flint snap on her bosom, and herself yet left

to encounter all that life or imagination could present as most horrible.

For a brief, a fleeting moment of hope, she still trusted the weapon had
only hung fire, and would yet send to her heart that fearful but welcome
ambassador of peace, which was the only human chance of safety left

for her in this world. But no ! that hope was denied her, that chance

was gone ; and while she still clasped the faithless iron to her bosom,
the grinning fiends around sprung on her, their wounded, faint,

bleeding, yet beautiful prey; and as she felt their unhallowed clasp,

where none but the sacred arms of a father or a brother had ever

pressed before, she felt that all was over, and imploring Heaven for

rescue, sank, swooning and lifeless, in their clutches. Too soon was
she recalled to life again ; but over the horrible events that followed,

humanity, propriety, and feeling, compel us to draw the veil. All
that could most disgrace manhood or outrage loveliness, these hell-

hounds in the shape of God's image are said to have perpetrated,—no
solitary instance in a land where the misgovernment of the rulers and
the ignorant barbarity of the ruled seem for centuries to have been
striving which can most blacken and disgrace the pages of our
history.
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While the frightful scene we have been describing proceedf.d in one

part of tins devoted mansion, one scarcely more principled, tbough less

revolting in its violence, was perpetrated on the iloor above. Smith of

the Shade (for he of the shade and the lantern were one and the same
party) seemed to be of that prudent class who think it of little avail

to pay a man for fighting, and then perform any part of the business

themselves. During the whole of the night's melee, therefore, he, with a

remarkable exercise of worldly prudence, had kept as much as possible

in the back-ground. Not that our readers are to understand from this

that he allowed his party to want any of that aid or encouragement

which his lungs could afford : on the contrary, in this respect he even

outshone Agamemnon in the Iliad, who is represented, with all the

brightest qualities of a general, as passing from post to post, reproving,

comforting, and animating by turns. This also did Smith of the

Shade, but with a degree of statesmanlike sagacity that found his

purpose better answered from the rear. No one could be more forward

than he was in crying, " Now's your time, my boys—forward—on
—cut 'era down—trample over them—fire away," and so forth ; but
then his remarkable modesty never allowed him to take any of these

humane operations out of the hands of those men for whose valour and
honour he appeared so much concerned : on the contrary, he seemed
rather to prefer the situation of that worthy officer, the mate of the

main-deck, in Her IMajesty's navy, whose duty it is to stand at the

soup-tub and see that every individual mess gets its proper proportion

of meat. Indeed, so strongly did he illustrate this duty, that, for any-
thing we should care to assert to the contrary, his notions miglit have
been formed in that school for impartial justice. This, as a faithful

historian, w^e know at least,—during that night of bloodshed he took
upon himself all the responsibility of the rear-guard, allowing no one
to be behind but himself, and sharply pricking in the quarter with the

point of iiig sword all Avho were inclined to dispute that honour with
him. When, therefore, he saw the staircase safely carried, its defenders

slaughtered, and the fight driving chiefly towards the door of Eveleen's

chamber, '.e seemed instinctively to avoid the indelicacy of pressing

himself into that young lady's sanctuary, and bursting open in succes-

sion the other doors around, ascertained from the terrified servants, who
were huddled together in one room, whither Nora Creina had been
carried.

Without paying the slightest attention to any other point, he rushed
up stairs, and found her whom he sought extended senseless and help-

less on a sofa, wliile weeping over her was the lady to whose care she
had been confided, and who had brought her, full of hope and health,

a few hours before, to that ill-fated resting-spot. AVitli little or no
difliculty he succeeded in taking up Nora and her child, and bearing
them to the door : her friend here threw herself before him, clasped
his knees, and implored him not to tear her from one so dear, begging
at the same time to know what. she had done and Avhither she was to

be carried.

At first Smith was resolute in his intention of bearing her oft"; but as
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lie looljeJ at the kneeling woman, some other hitention seemed to cross

his tnind. After a moment's consideration, he demanded if she were
really the friend of Nora ; and being assnred that she was, he, in a A'oico

of pretended confidence and compassion, assured her that his intentions

were to save oar heroine from the violence of his companions, and that
if she wished Nora's happiness, she would lend her best efforts to

forward her escape, and in that case might accompany them.
Catching at the slightest straw that floated on the universal deluge

of their happiness, she eagerly and thankfully accepted the treacherous

oFcr, and assisted him down stairs with his unresisting burden. On
the first floor it required every effort to escape being wounded ; but
beckoning one of the sailors to help him down stairs with Nora,
Smith no sooner, with this man's assistance, arrived safely below, than

he sent up a message to the captain, to say that he had secured his

prey, and all that remained for the latter was to make the best of his

way and follow him. With the utmost rapidity in his power he now
descended to the beach, and, assisted by the boat-keeper, placed in the

stern-sheets the fainting form of Nora, still grasping in her senseless

aims the little form for which alone she struwcrled through the

frightful strife of her existence.

The poor deceived woman who accompanied her now sat down by
her side, thankful that she had found a friend to assist in her extre-

mity, and, though not without some misgivings as to his ultimate

intentions, happy at least in this—that she had escaped the horrors of

the frightful scene they had left behind. Smith now turned his im-
patient gaze towards that spot upon the height where a growing blaze

of light proclaimed the work of vengeance to be still proceeding."^ He
had not long to wait : before many minutes had elapsed, voices of

men descending the cliff's were heard, and in the increasing light of day
the eager eye of the expectant watcher detected the bulky form of the

captain limping along with two of his crew, endeavouring, in the best

manner they could, to bear off a couple of their wounded companions.

This poor fragment was all that remained of the party of thirteen who,
scarcely an hour since, had left their schooner confident in the perpe-

tration of outrage, and little expecting the retribution that was at hand to

meet them. The rest were either lying dead on the ensanguined

floors of that once beautiful and quiet spot which their atrocity had
profaned, or so desperately wounded as to be sure of soon meeting the

reward they richly deserved.

" "Well, here's a pretty nice bargain !" growled the rough and groaning

captain, as he scrambled aft into the stern-sheets to take the helm

;

" another such a night as this, and the schooner will be altogether

unmanned. Who, I should like to know, is going to pay for this ?"

" I am, you avaricious devil !" replied Smith ; " I'll pay you for it,

and well, if you'll only give me time."
" Ay, time ; why, there you have it. Time is everything with me ;

and while your time is coming, as you call it, a man may bleed to

death. I've left about a gallon of my blood on the floors of that cursed

vicarage. Talk of parsons not fighting, why, hang me if ever I had
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a harder day's bout of it in my life ! even the peck of one of their

chickens is equal to the claw of our sea-eagles. There was that devil

of a girl—she fought like a she tiger, though she's paid for it, poor

soul, right heavily : did you see how she fought ?"

" Why, no—yes—not exactly ; that is—I had my own matter to

look to, you know, and was obliged to attend to that."

" Ay, ay ; I see you've been having a pretty easy time of it. How
many wounds have you got ?"

" Why, none about my head—you needn't look there—but a very

severe one in my foot."

" Ay, ay ; I see you know how to take care of yourself, no fear of

that. But just look here ;" and the huge ruffian turned round to the

light, that streamed from the east, first one ghastly cheek and then the

other.

"Good heavens!" exclaimed Smith, "what a frightful wound!
Where—how did you get that?"

" Why, from that yoimg she-parson's musket. Lord, how she fought

!

Curse me if I an't fool enough to pity her, after all,—she had such a

s fine spirit ! and, lord, what eyes ! Well, I think I never did

see so fine a woman in all my life ! I'd a good mind to bring her off

harmless, after all her scratchmg ; and if this wound hadn't been

quite so painful, and put me in such an infernal fury, I would have
done it."

" Don't fret yourself on that score, my boy," rejoined the other

;

" those mad Irishmen would never have stood it. Do you think any
money bribed them to help us in to-night's business ? Not at all. To
them 'twas the mere payment of a long debt of revenge to her and her

father ; and before Ave even started, I knew what share in the matter

was intended for both of them."
" And had you ever set eyes on the girl before ?"

" Tut ! yes, often—knew her well."

" Then maybe you had a spite against the little craft for some slight

or other in courting her, or that like."

" Devil a bit."

" Then, d— me if you ain't a bigger villain than even I took you for !—

•

you are, by ! It's well for you all, and ill for her, poor bird, that

I'd never chanced to see lier before, or knew what you'd planned, or

may I sink to the guns of the first privateer if either you or any one of

them should ever have laid a finger on her in violence."

" Stuff! You great lubberly sea-cow, hold your rubbish ! To think

of your turning spooney sentimental on a bit of vixen's flesh, that you
might pick up any day !'

" J^ubber yourself, and see how you like it. What I say, I say

;

and my arm's strong cnougli to make it good any day : so you'd better

keep your furtlier slack to yourself, or we shall come to bloody cuffs

y( t ! and you want your share of them to-night, too, for you've taken

devilish good care to keep out of their way yet."
" Come, come, it's no use you and I quarrelling—these women have

cars," muttered the other, in the same low voice in which their alter-
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cation had been carried on hitherto ; and in a few minutss, after a sullen

silence on the part of the captain, the boat, rowed by only three

men, approached the schooner.

Here, then, began in all its fullest difficulty another task which the

captain's roguery had imposed upon him ; namely, to get Nora and her

captor on board the schooner undetected by Limpit, who too well knew
the persons of both ; how also to contrive that Smith of the Shade
should be got below to his cabin without recognising the person of young
Limpit, against whom he entertained the most deadly hatred, and whom
he now believed to have been for ever removed from troubling him in

his path of villany, rejoicing in the belief while he entertained it. The
undertaking in so small a vessel as the schooner was indeed difficult

;

but, long inured to roguery and intrigue of every description, he fear-

lessly threw himself upon the endless resources of his own honesty and
feared not to succeed.

And here, perhaps, the reader may feel inclined to inquire who were
these several personages who seemed so unintentionally to be playing

the game of hide-and-seek. It may not be an unreasonable query, and
can at once be satisfied. To begin, then, with Smith of the Shade.

Under the disguise of this honourable appellation the cowardly atrocity

of Envee found shelter. And the captain ?—was no other than Jack
Alibi ; while in the name of Limpit ?—the reader may recognise, if he

has not before suspected, the person of Paul Periavinkle.
" Did not you tell me, skipper," whispered Envee as they approached

the schooner, "that one of your men on board had once served under me?"
" Yes, to be sure I did ; so you'd better conceal your handsome phiz

in the collar of yoiir cloak till I've sent him forward, unless you wish

it to get wind how you spent the leave of absence to see your dying

father."

" Ay, truly, that " dying father" was a fine thought of yours ; but it

was a hard matter to carry the day, even then.—So—now can you see

enough of my face to swear by ?"

" AVhy, not exactly; pull the right-hand flap up a little higher over

your nose, for never was another made like it. So—that's the mark

;

now then to take in an old acquaintance. Schooner ahoy ! Mr. Limpit
!"

"Holloa" was the reply of Paul, coming aft to the taflrail.

" Kun forward in the bows, please Mr. Limpit, as hard as you can

tear," continued Alibi, " and get all hands on deck to heave up the

anchor while I get my passengers here on board ; and bear a hand, sir,

as fast as you can : there's been an unlucky row ashore, and if the

schooner is not out of the bay in twenty minutes we shall every one of

us be made prisoners.."

As the crafty Alibi gave this intelligence, than which he well knew
none on earth could be more startling and dreadful for the person to whom
it was addressed,—unless, indeed, it had been the whole truth of that

night's violence,—he stood up in the stern-sheets so as completely to

shroud with his bulky person all sight of the passengers behind him

from Paul, and all view of Paul frum the passengers. On the other

hand, this intelligence had no sooner reached the ears of our hero, than
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a thousand horrors instantly flashed before his eyes, and without sus-

pecting for a second that it was the truth, or indeed that Ahbi had the

least motive for so deceiving him, he returned a hasty " Aye, aye !" and
darting down below, commenced turning out the hands to obey the order

he had received.

No sooner was his back turned than Alibi leapt on board his craft,

and seeing that Paul had quitted the deck, made an impatient motion

of his hand to Envce, which the latter as rapidly interpreting, mounted
the side and gained his cabin long before the slightest chance of his detec-

tion was afforded to one so interested in aiming at it.

With equal expedition the senseless form of Nora and her scarcely

more discriminating friend were handed up by the sturdy seamen and con-

veyed to their bertlis below, unseen—nay, even imthought of by our hero,

who, deluded by the false information of Alibi, was employing everyenergy

in carrying oft" to a fate most terrible those very beings whom he would
have died to rescue, had ho only suspected how and where they were

situated. But it seemed fated to be otherwise. Several minutes

elapsed before Paul could get the men from their hammocks ; and as

soon as this was accomplished, he rushed on deck, and in a few

minutes the anchor was weighed and the sails of the schooner given to

the wind, Paul little dreaming who she carried with her, or who had
embarked in the mean time.

When Alibi once saw safely below those against whose recognition he
was so desirous to provide, a grin of successful villany stole over his

frightful countenance, while he walked forward to assist one whom he
had thus doubly trepanned. So far then all was safe, and it noAs- only
remained to use the same concealment till he had landed his passengers,

and all would in his estimation be "right:" whether his execrable roguery
was, however, to be so prospered, we have now to see.
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CHAPTER THE SECOND.

WHICH BECAUSE THERE ARE NOT SUFFICIENT CHARACTERS IN OUR
HISTORY ALREADY INTRODUCES A NEW ONE.

" There is no hope left for us but in escape," said Nora, as, in an

uncler-voice whose tones were carefully guarded, she addressed her

female companion Miss Roebuck. The melancholy friends were sitting

over the embers of a wood fire that had nearly decayed, and which,

gathered in a hearth of very primitive construction, shot an occasional

vivid ray around the gloomy and antique chamber as the wintry gust

eddied down the large fireplace. A deep heavy murmur of the sea

roared continuously in the hollow echoes of the vast chimney, and the

thundering of the waves on the rocks below, seemed to shake even the

venerable foundations of the solid building which contained them.
" God send we may eflect it !" replied her fellow-sutferer in misery:

" there is much need of escape. Heaven knows ; the very aspect of this

place is enough to break one's heart."

" It is indeed," replied Nora, wringing her hands, while the tears

stole over her face afresh :
" and when I think of what may have

happened at home during our prolonged absence, and how that absence

may have been interpreted, I scarcely can retain my senses. If it were

not for this little being sleeping quietly here," bending down to kiss the

infant fingers of her child, that smiled in its innocent sleep beside her.

" I really think I must either have gone into confirmed frenzy, or

terminated my miserable existence by some act of violence."

" Nay,—hush !—for shame! severe as your trials have been, think of

the fate that we left hanging over that poor girl Evelyn."
" For pity's sake, don't mention it ; my blood seems to stagnate, and

my liesh to creep, when I recall that scene : my eyes are still blinded

with the flashes and my senses confused with the noise of tlie firing,

when I recall that night; and in my sleep, her exquisitely beautiful

face appears before me, her soft voice lingers in my ears, and all the

horrid threats poured out upon her head come back as terrifying as

ever. No, when I reflect on her story, I feel that there is much for

which we ought yet to be thankful—poor girl, how many tears I have

shed at the remembrance of her fate !"

" Nothing could have been more awful than that night : but long

before this, her sorrows have been ended ; for as our vessel sailed out

of the bay, I distinctly saw the whole of the Rectory in flames. Yet it

is useless to dwell on these horrors ; what we have seen of the past,

should only make us more desperately determined to escape. TVhat

can be the motive of this wretch who detains us, he alone knows,—unless

it is that unlucky face of yours, Nora."
" Unlucky, indeed ! Unwomanly as the thought may be, I could

D D
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almost wish that it had worn the most revolting aspect possible, rather

than it should have caused me the misery I have endured for the last

twelvemonth."

"Well, well, my dear, tears are of no use; and though, as you say,

they may spoil your beauty, they are as little likely to melt these stones,

as thoy are tlie heart of the gaoler who keeps us here : though, I must
say, if perseverance were to give any claim to a woman's consideration,

he has done all he can to win yours."

" I wish that were all we have to apprehend ; but from strictly scruti-

nizing this Smith's conduct, inexplicable as it may appear, I am inclined

to think that he lias some far stronger motive for detaining us than any
mere matter of ordinary affection."

" There I think you are wi-ong. It may seem a most extraordinary

mode of winning a woman's love, to coop her up like a common house-

breaker, and never visit her except with a mask on, as if he hoped her

heart was to be gained by manners not quite so soft as a polar-bear's, and
a voice not quite so sound as a penny-trumpet's, with a figure that

certainly must yield in grace to a hippopotamus ;—this, I admit, may
seem rather questionable in a matter of the affections, but still, that it

is an affair of love, such as it is, I have no doubt, and I will tell you
why. I discovered, while we were on board that ship, traces of great

jealousy lest you should be seen by some man who was on board ; so

out of mere form I contrived to get a sight of this said personage,

and, strange as it might seem in such a place, he really did look like a
gentleman."

" Was that actually so ? that's very curious."
" It is indeed."
" Can you describe his appearance ?"

" He was very good-looking."
" How old was he V
" He might be from about two to four and twenty."

"Was he tall?"
" No ; he was rather short than tall : but I observe that the generality

of sailors are short—yet, somehow or other, he had very little tho
look of a sailor about him."

" Was he fair or dark ?"

" Dark ! and this you'll say is fancy, but I could not help imagining
there was a look about his face that reminded me of yourself : it had
the same melancholy expression which unfortunately I have so often
seen you wear."

" Ah ! that must indeed have been fancy, though I wish you
had mentioned this to me at the time : had I only known there was one
creature on board who was likely to befriend us

—

"

"What would have been the use of it? I only saw him tlie day
before we left the ship. I watched for some opportunity to speak to
him, but he never came down into that part of the vessel wlicre wc
were; and I had merely an opportunity of observing him as ho
walked up and down the deck above us."

" Then no wonder I never saw him ; for, persecuted as I was with the
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odious wretch who keeps us here, and tormented by sea-sickness, I
dreaded nothing so much as leaving my bed."

" Yes, I observed that ; and I was afraid that if we appealed to the

young stranger, we might only get him into trouble without helping

ourselves, more especially as they promised to set us ashore the next
morning ; and then I felt convinced we must have some opportunity of
making our escape."

" Too true ! and now when we are on the eve of attempting it, how
frightful an undertaking does it seem !—two unprotected women to evade
tlie grasp of a ruffian like this ; and as if that were not sufficiently hope-
less, encumbered in their fliglit by a young child, whose cries, dear little

infant ! may bring ruin on the mother at whose breast it clings."

" Well, well, Nora ! don't unnerve yourself by giving way to these

fit« of weeping. It is true, we are but women; but what may not—indeed,

what have not women achieved, when those they love are in danger ?

Your child ? what cannot a mother dare when she thinks of it ?
"

" Most true, and it is that thought shall support me in my under-
taking ; that alone has supported me through all my past sorrows, and
the little sufferer seems to become dearer for every struggle we go
through together. Now then, what are the plans on which we itiust

depend ?
"

" These :—I have bribed over one of the men above, and he has
promised to assist us to-night in effecting our escape."

" But how can we hope to manage it, when the window is so high

from the ground, that no one could attempt the descent with any hopes

of life, and the only other passage is through the sitting-room of our

gaoler ?"

" These are only the difficulties of our position ; if we have any hopes

of escape, we must rivet our attention on its feasibilities alone ; our

deliverer that is to be, insists that our greatest chance of success lies in

summoning courage to descend by the window to the rocks."
" I never can attempt it : if death is to be my portion in this miserable

spot, it must be endured as I best can meet it ; but no inducement ever

could tempt me to descend that frightful abyss."
" As to death, do not flatter yourself with the delusion of any such

easy exit from your sorrows ; but when the patience of your gaoler is

exhausted, reflect how dreadful may be your position."

" No, you mistake ; the refuge I mentioned, I have secured before-

hand ; and when no other hope is left, I have at least this," taking from
her bosom that which had once been a scent-bottle, but was now filled

with a strong preparation of opiiun,

" Trust not to that ; it is a medicine which very often frustrates the

object of its employer as far as death is concerned : and were it not so,

the act that freed you from your miseries would redouble those of your
child."

" Alas ! that is too true ; there is nothing but despair on every side."

" Say, rather, there is no room for despair on any side. ^Vhat ! have

you not as much courage as myself? Escape, you admit, is the only

chance for any of us ; and we arc bound to attempt it, even if \ve perish

D D 2
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in the effort. Consider, my dear Nora, what it is that you now fear ; it

can be but the extreme of danger ; that at the worst is only bodily

destruction ; and is it not better to be dashed to pieces to-night upon

the rocks below, than linger on in a terrible captivity, and, at last,

perhaps be compelled to save feelings which are dearer than any in

existence by the questionable act of suicide ?"

" You have convinced me ; I dare not believe, I dare not trust myself

to hope that we can be successful ; but if we are to perish, let it be

together. Now, come and examine the frightful exit that alone is open

to us."
" Frightful ? to me it appears the most pleasant prospect I have seen

for many a weary day ; look out—but it is no easy matter to open even

the lattice."

" So confident has our gaoler been that no escape here is practicable,

he has neglected the precaution even of a bar. What an awful depth

it seems ! how many hundred feet do you think it is ?"

" Come, come, Nora, you cannot measure its feet and depth by
hundreds ! How singularly grand the view is !"

" Say, rather, how singularly horrible. When I think of having to

descend it with my child, it seems almost preferable that we should both

sup on the laudanum together."

" And where would be the remembrance of its father, Nora ?
" softly

whispered her friend.

" In heaven, where I should hope to meet him."
" No, no ;

you will think better of the effort when the hour arrives

to put it into execution. Look out upon the sea battling against all

obstacles, and the night-breeze will revive your courage."

For some minutes the friends stood gazing in silence on the solemn

and exciting scene below. The place where they were imprisoned was
an old stronghold, on a lofty rock that jutted over the sea in one of the

loneliest parts of the Isle of Man ; the window of their prison com-
manded nothing but the eternal view

—

'' ponttis ct acr." It is true

that by an effort the spectator could look down on the iron-bound coast

on which tlr^ waves beat below ; but imless the head was protruded from

the casement, the sea and sky were alone visible. Often, during their

captivity, had our friends watched the numerous light sails passing over

the blue mirror of the distant sea, and wished with impotent anxiety

for some extraordinary power of communication witli these traversers of

the deep, confident how many must have turned their sea-glasses upon
their very prison walls, who not only possessed the will but the power
to rescue them : yet, there, alas ! they pined ; impotent, unassisted,

imavengcd, with the very means of succour and safety passing, like the

visions of Tantalus, before their eyes.

Now, however, the scene presented a far different aspect. The hour
was drawing near midnight ; the heavens were of a dark deep blue.

Night unrolled her starry robe in all the purple and silver glory of

the firmament ; while, from the north-west, broad belts of jiale but
brilliant gold shot over the ethereal dome of heaven, tlie trembling but
dazzling splendours of the Aurora-Borealis. The wind blew strongly
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from the same quarter, and as it swept along the sea, ploughed up the

haughty crests of each successive wave, in long ridges of foam, whose
sparkles reflecting back the coruscations overhead, glanced forth, amid
the comparative shadow of the ocean, like furrows of living fire.

Heavily as each surge struck on the rocks beneath, did the hollow

booming sound fall on the ears of the listener ; while the shrill and
melancholy cry of some stray plover on the wing for food, and the tramp
of the seaman watching overhead, were the only signs of life that inter-

rupted the moaning of the night-breeze among the ruined copings of the

time-worn building.

At some short distance on the right was the little fishing-village of
* * ""'

; and as the clock of its simple church struck twelve, the sounds
were borne to leeward by the wind.
" Hark !

" said Miss Roebuck, counting the hour ; " yes, that is

midnight ; it is now the time when my strange knight-errant begins

his watch, and thus gains the opportunity to assist us in our escape :

if we remain silent for a few minutes longer, we shall hear him relieve

the watch they keep above."
" Are you sure you can trust him ? IMay he not be a spy and traitor

on us ? i^ou have forgotten to tell me how you brought him over to

our interest, or who and what he is." Her companion here laid her

finger on her lip in token of silence ; a precaution the prudence of which
was speedily made manifest by the sound of voices overhead. In a few
minutes, these died away, and the former heavy footsteps were heard

retreating, and those of a lighter and a quicker pace became distinguish-

able in their stead. The new-comer was evidently a younger and more
jovial man—the friends below heard him commence his watch by a

brisk running to and fro on his short beat, accompanied by a noise which
they rightly imagined to result from that beating cf the arms over the

chest by which hackney-coachmen, ct id genus omne, including equally

landsmen, sailors, and marines, are accustomed to impart warmth to

their exposed bodies. As soon as the running and the beating had
ceased, a singularly jovial and nonchalantic voice, albeit a little cracked in

the tenor, struck vip with the following elegant chant :

—

My name it is Jacli Spratt,

Bless your eyes, bless your eyes,

My name it is Jack Spratt,

Bless your eyes.

I am neither lean nor fat,

I have nine lives like a cat,

And for no man care I that,

Bless your eyes.

" Confess, now, Nora," said Miss Roebuck, when the singer had
concluded his ditty, " it is some pleasure to hear even such a song as

that, in this dismal place of wretchedness."
" Indeed it is ; it almost seems as if we were getting back to life onco

more."
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" I am glad you think so ; let us luail it as a good omen of success,

and as I am sure you must he curious to know what sort of a being can

be cheerful in such a den as this, draw back—1ft me close the casement

—

put another log on the fire, and while we wait for the moment of our

effort, I'll endeavour to give you some idea of our modern Don Quixote,

the redresser of damsels and the righter of wrong. He is a thin, sprightly,

saucy-looking imp, with red hair, and the drollest face imaginable—being

the personification of impudence, shrewdness and good-nature, in solemn

league and covenant. Once or twice, on those rare occasions on which I

have availed myself of our tyrant's offer to get a mouthful of fresh air,

his appearance and remarks to his brother seamen attracted my attention ;

.

and having addressed him on some pretence or other, I found that he

alone seemed to care too little for the authority of his brutal commander
to persevere in a system of silence in which nearly all the other men
persisted. Thus a little kind of intimacy sprung up, and I found my
red-haired knight generally on the platform about the hour at which
I made my appearance. Always on the look-out for some oppor-

tunity to escape, I did not mention to you the hopes I now formed,

for fear of rendering your trials unnecessarily bitter by disappointment

;

and while I was deeply anxious to devise some method of opening the

subject to my novel hero, he one day offered a spyglass to look at some
porpoises rolling in the distance, and while adjusting it to my eye,

whispered these words.
"

' Excuse my boldness, ma'am, but are you ladies below prisoners

here against your will, or only on a wisit ?'

"
' Prisoners !' quickly whispered I ; ' and could we only find a

friend to aid us in our escape, he might name his own reward.'
" ' Then we'll talk of that to-morrow, ma'am.' One of the gruff seamen,

who had observed our conversation, here came up, and ordering oiu" friend

very unceremoniously off, thus put an end to the conversation. For many
days no opportunity occurred of renewing it : I saw" thatwe were watclied,

and became therefore doubly cautious. At last, one cold rainy morning,
when you remiember wondering atmypredilection in venturing out, I found
my friend abne waiting to be relieved from his watch, wdiile the others

were at breakfast. In a few words he cautioned me to say nothing
more to him for a week, and then if an escape were practicable he
•would inform me of the fact by wearing a red woollen comforter round
his neck ; while, on the contrary, if that very comfortable sign were not

displayed, wc must be content to endure our woes till a more favourable

moment. lie asked if I would trust him : I, of course replied, ' Impli-
citly.' He then said that our only hope would be to descend from the

window, the means of doing which he would be sure to provide. The day
whicli he named has arrived. I saw him this morning in his promised
sign of hoj)e, the red comforter, which was almost as red as liis hair

;

and thougli he looked anything but comfortable himself, the very
tliought of getting' away from this odious place rendered him a jierfcct

Amadis do Gaul in my eyes. At two o'clock he is to let himself

down from above by a rope to our window, which is to be open to

receive liim ; and he is tlien to lower us successively to the bottom.
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In his dialect our new friend is as complete a cockney as if just imported

from the streets of London—where it seems he was apprenticed ; and

occasionally he murders the vowel and the silent h in a way that makes

one shudder. And now, having told you these particulars, in what

romantic name do you think our friend delights to rejoice ?"

" Heaven knows."
" Nothing less than ' Jack Spratt,'—nay, never laugh at it—it's as

good a one for our purpose, and better too perhaps, than if it were

Montmorenci."
" Nay, I'm sure I shall never laugh at him for his name ; though

there is something, too, inexpressibly ridicvilous in two forlorn damsels

being thus spirited away out of their threc-pair-of-stairs window by

Jack Spratt, with red hair, and a professed cockney."

"As it is not often that you get a laugh, I suppose I must permit

this merriment at the expense of my cavalier : and that now being fairly

terminated, I beg to suggest the propriety of getting ready whatever

little necessaries may be wanting or capable of being carried in our

flight. We must still leave many valuable and heavy things behind us.^'

" But the heaviest, alas ! we must take with us, despite of ourselves."

" Wliat is that, Nora ?
"

" A lieavy heart."

CHAPTER THE THIRD.

CONTAINS THE SORROWS OP BAMBOOZLE THE TRIUJIPHS OP ENVEE
AND THE PLEASURES OF PAUL.

While our fair friends are preparing themselves for the momentous
undertaking on which they were thus obliged to rush, and finally com-

mending themselves to that care wliich is the last and best liope of the

unfortunate, it may not be unacceptable to our reader if we turn for a

few moments to see what has become of some other personages in our

history.

As in all veritable memoirs of this description the chief respect should

be had to equal justice, so our duties compel us to return to the case of

Doctor Bamboozle. Our readers will remember that we left that light of

science, like " the light of other days," considerably enumbrated by the

shadow of a coming storm, which darkened the horizon to windward

while he sat shivering in the stern-sheets of that boat which had conveyed

him so forcibly from the land, without a singleprotection but hisumlrclla,

which had been slung out of sight under his coat at the time of his cap--

ture. Long and wistfully, beneath this beloved expanse, did he regard the

beach now lined with the yeomanry, and the mob who stood impotently

gazing. With the doubt of a landsman, he felt convinced that they

ought to rescue him, but did not exactly know how. In a few minutes
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even this faint hope vanislied. Tlie image of his distress—patients—the

visage of liis bereaved housekeeper, and the recollection of all his other

household gods, came to afflict him, and he internally damned Sir Job

Periwinkle for seducing him into a scrape from w^hich all the Lord Mayors
in Europe, as it appeared to him, were utterly insufficient to extricate

him. He now thought fit to implore the mercy of his captor. Jack

Alibi ; but as mercy was a thing of which Jack Alibi had never been

possessed, it was somewhat hard to demand his exhibition of it, and his

cries were unheeded. The worthy physician next turned his attention

to the man-of-war in chase, and for some time imagined that all his

difficulties would be terminated by her approach. "When the gale,

however, grew to a height that threatened the safety both of the

pursuers and pursued, Alibi, who would have beheld the Doctor and

all his kin drowned twice over without the least sort of compunction,

had nevertheless a most tender eye for his boat, and seeing that she

must speedily be swamped in her present situation, had her hauled

alongside to leeward, and, in spite of the great difficulty of the under-

taking while the sloop was under weigh, hoisted on board, and regularly

stowed. Bamboozle, half dead with fright and sea -sickness, was now
lifted out and taken below. On his passage to the berth he came in contact

with our hero, and thrusting out his hand towards Paul, exclaimed

—

" Ah ! my dear boy, allow me to congratulate you on your escape
;

"

but Paul, remembering the conspicuous share Bamboozle had taken

in the same, withdrew from sucli very questionable felicitations, and
turning his back on the offender, renounced thenceforward all further

communication with the faithless Doctor. In this state affairs continued

until the time of the outrage recited in our last chapter, when Nora
and her companion having been carried to their berths. Bamboozle was
summoned to attend upon them.

Previously to this step being taken, a consultation had been held

between Jack Alibi and Envee.
The latter had expressed at once his great fear of the Doctor's trust-

worthiness, and still greater apprehension that unless some medical

assistance were afforded Nora after the horrors of that night, a serious

illness might follow. But then Envee, who well knew Bamboozle's

character, was too much afraid of the latter's committing him to trust

freely to his professional secrecy. On the other hand, Jack Alibi had
still greater cause for the same distrust, well knowing that Paul Peri-

winkle was so close at hand to be the ready recipient of Bamboozle's
betrayal.

It is true thatPaul had indignantly continued to reject everyadvance to

reconciliation made by Bamboozle
; yet this was but. a poor guarantee

to the conspirators that the same estrangement would continue between
them. After long deliberation they agreed to administer a fearful oath

to tlie Doctor, which they did to this effect,— that no inducement should
ever lead him to reveal the fact of Nora Creina being his patient, or any
civcumstance connected with her appearance onboard.

But, unfortunately, Jiamboozle was one of those men who, however
excellent at taking an oath, arc very inferior in keeping it. Having
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prescribed for Nora a few things requisite for lier revival, he on the

following day entertained deep cogitations within himself as to how far

he was bound to keep the secrets of Alibi, or whether he should not rather

reveal them to Paul. In this debate we must do him the justice to

say, some feelings of remorse were mingled. He had enjoyed time to

reflect on the part taken in Paul's execution, and at length truly

ashamed of it, screwed himself to the determination of making what
reparation lay in his po>ver ; as for his oath, he argued with himself

that it was compulsory and of no effect. Three several times did he

steal up to the side of our indignant hero on the quarter-deck, and was
as often repulsed ; at length, having assui'ed Paul that he possessed some
very important secret most essential to his happiness, which he only

wanted a moment's audience to unfold, he received the gratifying

information that he was an unmitigated scoundrel, whose word was not

to be believed on his oath, and who was perfectly welcome to go to the

devil.

It may naturally be infeired that this was not the most pleasing

information which a man of the doctor's science could receive, and

getting equally passionate and unreasonable on his side, he resolved to

hold his tongue and let afl'airs take their own course. In this position

they continued when the sloop ran into Bay, in the Isle of Man.
Up to this period. Jack Alibi had contrived that Envee should only

makt3 his appearance on deck at those moments when Paul Periwinkle

was below. The course of the vessel had been so delayed, that she

did not come to her moorings till nearly two o'clock in the morning,

and Paul, whose watch was then over, being fast asleep in his ham-
mock, Nora and her attendant were made to get into a boat alongside,

and quietly rowed to the land, while their relative lay securely wrapt in

slumber, of course wholly ignorant of what passed so near.

Having rowed to shore their vmhappy passengers, under charge of

Envee, the boat returned to the sloop, was immediately hoisted on

board, and the little craft weighing anchor made sail for the ^Vest

Indies.

The time which had been passed on board by Nora had in the mean
while been devoted to pondering on the circumstances of her detention,

and the being who had been the chief agent in it. Day by day her

remorseless captor had with all the aflectation of respect solicited per-

mission to visit her in the saloon, which was set aside for her use, but,

fearful of yet submitting his pretensions to a personal recognition, had
never ventured to appear in her presence without a mask.

To all his studied advances, the most cutting indifference was
returned, and while he imagined that his victim was deliberating on the

answer to be returned to his hateful solicitations, she was in reality

endeavouring to recollect where and under what circumstances she had
first heard the voice that now addressed her in disguised accents.

Day by day the fictitious sound haunted her without intermission,

at last the idea presented itself of its real owner, and every observation

she made tended so strongly to confirm the truth, that by the time slie

reached the shore she had no longer any doubt of its identity. With
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a woman's quickness and sagacity she now debated whether she

should allow her conviction to appear to the party most interested in

it, and after considerable doubt prudently resolved to follow his

example and trust to its concealment. At the earliest moment,
however, she availed herself of his protestation of affection and admi-

ration to mention the circumstances under which she had been hastening

from Ireland, and implore him, by the regard he professed, to expedite

her arrival at Berrylea. With a cruelty that accorded ill with his

professions, he now declared that her journey was altogether too late,

as he had not only been one of the spectators who had seen her

cousin executed, but cut down and conveyed to the house of " tlic

surgeon, to whose hands the last horrible portion of the murderer's

sentence had been committed : that this had been duly performed

he pledged his own most solemn assertion, and further that Paul

Periwinkle's remains had been given up to his relatives for those

melancholy rites with which affection loves to mark its regard for

the dead. The effect of this intelligence was so violent as almost to

produce a relapse of that disease from which the care of her friends

had so recently rescued her. The quiet with which she was at present

secluded tended in a great degree however to abate the violence

otherwise produced, seconded n^.ost powerfully by the admirable sug-

gestions of her attendant, who urged the great inducements which
their informer had for forging the whole story. By this time, their

inquiries had put them in possession of the place where they were con-

fined, spite of all the care used " to conceal it from their discovery, and
fertile in expedients and strong in hope as their sex has ever been, an

escape was immediately planned.

Against flight every precaution had been taken but the right one.

Every sort of spy had been placed around his victims by Envee ; but
fortunately he had forgotten to take from them the poAver of corrupt-

ing all ;—the natural consequences followed.

As soon as Nora reached the shore, all her fears as to the identity of

her captor were confirmed. Further disguise Envee knew to be useless,

and unheari-of and audacious as was his detention, he had the madness
and folly to attempt it. In furtherance of his plans he had exchanged
his station at Berrylea for the one he at present held, and thus took
advantage of the power confided to him, to prosecute designs not only
the most nefarious, but the most certain of detection and punishment.
For escape from the obvious punishment of such a crime, he trusted to

that " Devil's Luck," which, for a while, seems to hedge in the guilty,

as well as to that confusion and want of minute control, Avhich is the

curse of all largo forces in an extensive war. Tlie only just explanation

of conduct seemingly so blind being that of tlic Latin Quern Deus.
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CHAPTER THE FOURTH.

THE ESCAPE.

" Are you all ready at last, Nora?" demanded Miss Roebuck.
" As much so as I shall ever be," was the reply of the trembling girl,

as she pressed still closer to the cradle of her child, yet forbore to

awake it till the last moment. Her companion was yet comforting and

conjui'ing her to keep up her courage, when the sound of the village

clock striking two, was distinctly borne upon the breeze.

" There is the hour \" said her companion, and springing to the win-

dow, she undid the lattice. In a few minutes a gentle noise was heard

as of some one grating against the w^all above, a rope was quietly let

doAvn, and the figure of a man appeared endeavouring with his feet to

find the window—to rush forward and place the shoe on the resting-place

Avas the act of a second on the part of Miss Roebuck, and Jack Spratt

then entered the room in propria persona. Nora, despite of her misery,

intuitively looked up to see if she could recognise the description given

by her friend, and there in truth she beheld the hair red as the dim
light could possibly discover it, and the face saucy, imperturbable, and

.good-humoured, as Miss Roebuck described it to be—there was no mis-

taking him—this was Jack Spratt, beyond all doubt ; and it was no

slight relief in that dismal hour to see an efiigies of siich drollery and

good-nalure approaching her. The light figure advanced on tip-toe

holding up a finger to imply caution, and speaking in a low tone said

—

" Good evening, ladies, I hope you're all ready. There's as little time

to be lost now as at a wedding. Which of you will go first ?"

" We leave that entirely to you," said Miss Roebuck.

"Then I say. Ma'am, the stoutest heart."

" Then that imfeminine charge I fear must fall on me," was her reply.

Without a moment's hesitation she first turned to Nora, and pressing

her in her arms gave her some cautions not to be hurried, and then

turning away was about to leave the window. Suddenly, however,

some thought appeared to strike her, and going back to her friend, sh.e

insisted on being allowed to take down the child first, as the best pledge

that the mother must then follow.

11^" I cannot, I cannot spare my child," said the mother, standing be-

tween thewindow and the cradle—"do not take it from me, I have nothing

left me but that ; do not rob me ofmy boy—what is it that you fear ?"

" Why, from your manner, that you half contemplate remaining

behind and giving up everything as lost."

For a moment Nora looked confused and conscience-stricken.

" Well if I did, it was but a moment's weakness and it is past. Do
not touch my child, and I will go down with you if you like."

" Excuse me, Ma'am," said Spratt, coming forward, " but I can't say
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to my rope as Jack Ketcli did to the man's heels, ' Don't be alarmed,

they'll stand both of us.' One at a tune. Ma'am, if you please, you'll

last all the longer, whichever first you like, but make haste about it,

but there's less time to lose than if Ave paid a guinea a minute for it,

and by jingo, if I'm not mistaken, I hear some one up aloft now, and
if so we're done clean as a smelt, my ladies, and no mistake."

" Oh Nora, how can you be so foolish and so undecided ; let me
have the child with me, I'll take every care of it—in your weak nervous

state you would scarcely have strength enough to hold yourself-—this

indecision is really unkind, is really criminal."

" Then fly yourself, my dear friend, why should you stay to share

my misfortunes ? leave us to die together ; any death is better than

being dashed to pieces on those horrid rocks."

"I read this in your eye, I thought what was working in your heart,

even while you would have persuaded me that you were about to follow

Spratt." Turning to the seaman, " You'd better go back to your station

before your loss is discovered ; there'll be no escape from here to-night,

nor indeed ever—here is the reward I promised you ; " putting a packet

of money in his hand. " Escape for myself alone is without value—fly

—

fly back to your post, before you are involved in our folly."

" Thank ye. Ma'am," said Jack, pocketing the packet with incredi-

ble celerity, " an invaluable salve for every wound on a long journey;"

and while Nora was throwing herself on the breast of her reproachful

friend imploring her forgiveness, Jack Spratt slipped behind the mother,

took off' his great rough sailor's cap, "jammed it over the face of the

babby " as he afterwards phrased the transaction, tucked cradle and
all under his ready arm, and before Nora could make a single effort to

prevent the act, was out of the window in a twinkling with that young
hope of the house of Periwinkle, over whose daintily laced cap, the

lightest zephyr of the heavens had never been allowed to stray

unwatchcd. Scarcely could it have been deemed practicable for the

mother, engaged as she was, to detect this piece of friendly energy on
the part of Jack Spratt ;

yet by some extraordinary combination of

instinct and observation, she instantly saw what had taken place, and
when too late to avert it, dashed forward with an effort at screaming
that was only in time prevented by her friend's placing her hand across

her mouth.
" Hold ! hold ! in mercy's sake be quiet, or every hope is lost,"

whispered Miss Roebuck. The request seemed instantly obeyed, but
not in truth by any act of volition on the part of the mother, who
was now found to have swooned in her friend's arms. While yet Miss
liocbuck was wringing her hands over this additional catastrophe,

which was indeed the luckiest thing which could have happened to her,

that immortal hero Jack Spratt once more put in his appearance.

AVith the dexterity of a lamplighter he bounded into the room, saying,
" Come, come, Miss, bear a liand, or we shall miss our ticket for soup.

That respectable young gentleman the babby below, says he won't
stand any more blessed nonsense, he is squealing out in the most out-

rageous way ; and if they should catch a tone of his jjipe, you'll bo kind
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enough to unclerstand it's all Hookey Walker -with Jack Spratt ;"

—

and Jack made a sign on his neck, >Yhich may in hrief be translated as

the sign of the gibbet.
" What am I to do, Mr. Spratt, what am I to do ? this lady has

fainted."

" To be sure, Miss, and very haccommodating of her to do so ; it was
the werry favour I was going to bask of her, only I had a little

delicacy about popping the question ;—here—I'll get down first with

her, and then come up for you, and if you hear the rope break on

the road, just about half way down or so, why you won't expect me
back again?" and with this unceremonious explanation. Jack seized

Nora Creina round the w^aist—with great difficulty succeeded in getting

through the casement, laid hold of the rope, and in an instant dis-

appeared into the frightful void beneath.

With agonised expectancy Miss Roebuck watched the slight cord by
which he hung ; in the moment of her first agitation at seeing her

friend and venturous knight tlius dangerously exposed, she snatched a

brand from the fire and held it out of the window with the anxious

desire to facilitate the landing of her fellow fugitives below. She had
utterly forgotten that in so doing she would give an opportunity of

discovering their flight to those from whom they most wished to con-

ceal it. Engaged as Jack was with one arm supporting Nora and the

other holding on by the rope, he was unable to use any gesture that

should convey to J^Iiss Roebuck the danger to which she exposed them.

"Myheyes," muttered Mr. Spratt, in a state of awful trepidation, "that

gal will be the flooring of us after all, if she doesn't hold her weather

eye up. Oh ! if I only had St. Paul's visperin gallery here," and with

his usual quickness, remembering the principle on which it acted, he

arrested his downward progress with some difliculty, put his mouth
close to the wall, and with his strongest whisper, conveyed the follow-

ing polite insinuation

—

" Douse that glim, my hearty, or you'll snip all our tapes."

A gust of strong wind rushing by prevented the arrival of all this

elegance at its destination, but very kindly in its place pufi'ed out the

brand, and before Miss Roebuck could replace it. Jack Spratt bad not

only gained the bottom safely with his burden, but an event had
occurred in the chamber above that occupied all the energies and
attention of its tenant.

This Avas the violent thundering of some person outside the stout oak
door of the ladies' sitting-room ; the sound struck to the heart of its

hearer, like the summons of grim Death itself. Every nerve shook and
trembled, but she replied not a word. Again the heavy hand was
applied, again the door shook on its staples, and the arched roof of

stone resoxmded fearfully to the blows by which admittance was sought

to be obtained ; but Miss Roebuck, faithful to herself, would not allow

a soimd to escape ; at last the odious voice of Smith was heard exclaim-

ing, " Let me in I say, or I'll break open the door ; do you hear there,

let me in." Miss Roebuck now found she could be silent no longer,

but with all a w^oman's tact, tlie device was ready at her need ; stealing
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into their inuer-rooni on tiptoe, she made a pretence of jumping out of

bed, and opening the chamber door ; taking one or two timid steps

across the sitting-room she demanded in the most timid tones of a

female just roused from sleep

—

" Who's there ? What is the matter ? Is the honse on fire ?"

" D n, no Ma'am, the house isn't on fire, and you know it ; let

me in this instant."

" What, sir ! " then hearing a noise behind her, she turned round and
saw Jack Spratt just hoisting himself up to the window. Beckoning
him to her assistance, and at the same time giving him a sign of caution,

while he carefully stole in, she resumed her answer to the interrogator

at the door. " What Sir ! let a gentleman into ladies' private rooms
at this time of night ? I wonder you could expect such a thing ! How
could we ever recover it ? What would your men say to it, sir ? " Then
silently beckoning to Jack Spratt to take up the two or three little

bundles that lay around ; but Jack when he first heard his com-
mander's voice, seemed ready to sink into the ground—every particle

of colour fled from his cheek, his arms dropped powerless by his side,

and no one could possibly have believed that it was the same individual

who but a few minutes since had been so daring and inti'epid—not so

Miss Roebuck—a woman's courage is always the courage of the mind

—

the highest description of valour of which the human soul is capable

—

danger strengthens instead of deteiTing it, and where many men grow
nerveless, they simply become more cool. The valour of man is most
dependent on brute force, and where this fails, courage in an uneduca-

ted mind rarely survives its loss.

On the moment that Miss Roebuck perceived the infliience of old

habits of discipline on the mind of her knight, she began to fear that

all was lost, till looking round, she perceived on the supper table a

decanter half full of wine. Swift as the thought struck her, she

poured it into a large tumbler, and making Spratt swallow it while

the continued thunderins: at the door showed the strength of the bolts

that kept out the lieutenant. Jack began with much trepidation,

and many looks at the portal, to sling round him the packages which
his lady fair desired to carry with her in her flight.

" Will you let me in I say, or must I break open this door?" again

demanded the lieutenant.

" What can you want inside here, sir ? How can I let a man into a
lady's room, I say, at this time of night ? you know very well the

thing's impossible : what is it you want, sir?"
" Want, ma'am, why I want to know what business that light can

have showing from your window ?"

" Light, sir ! what, mustn't we have a light in the room ? Do you want
to murder us like the princes in the Tower, most crookbacked Gloster,

that you won't even allow us fire or candle in this miserable prison ?"

" I tell you it was no candle, ma'am—it was some strong glare

—

I saw it glance even on the rocks beneath my window."
" Oh ! you silly gentleman, it was the aurora borealis, no doubt,"

beckoning to Jack Spratt to make haste.
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" D—n your impudence, madam, and the aurora borealis too," replied

Envee, trying to kick in the door, " I tell you you're trying to escape,

and if ]\Iiss Nora doesn't come immediately here and answer to her

name, to show she's in the room, I'll force this lock open without
delay

!"

" Why, dear me, sir, you surely have taken too much wine for sup-
per! How do you think two poor silly women are to escape out of your
break-neck window ; do you think if that had been possible, we should
have staid here so long for the sake of your exquisite beauty ? This is a
pretty way truly to win a young lady's affections ! to wish her called

up out of bed, and her poor dear little baby av/oke, merely to convince

a tipsy lieutenant that we're not all made like cats with nine lives a
piece, and claws to go up and down precipices at pleasure ! however,
I'll go and tell her of it, and you must take the consequences. If you'll

wait here, and I can persuade her to leave her bed and her child to come
and talk to you in the cold, you shall have your own way."

Stealing once more on tip-toe from the door where she had been standing.

Miss Roebuck took a quiet look round to see that she had left nothing

l)ehind her, stepped out of the window into the arms of her faithful knight

Jack Spratt, and in another instant down they sank. Having landed

safely on the rocks, Spratt's first care was to haul down the other end
of the rope from above, where, just above the coping-stone, he had
screwed in a small pulley, through which it ran with sufficient ease to

answer all the purposes required, and rapidly coiling it up, and giving

it to Miss Roebuck to hold, he lifted from the ground the form of Nora
Creina, just then beginning to return to life ; Miss Roebuck snatched up
" the respectable young gentleman, the babby," and wrapping it in her

shawl, tilted the empty cradle into the sea, and, without the utterance

of a single word, the party pursued their route as rapidly as they could

to a little sandy cove, between their late prison and the fishing village.

Here was lying, in the care of two men, a small boat : into this our friends

hastily jumped, the boatmen as rapidly pushed off their bark, and
Jack Spratt taking a third oar, they rowed away as hard as they could

for a fishing-smack lying ready to receive them.

The wind was however blowing far too strongly to enable them to

make any sufiicicnt sort of headway, and lights soon showing themselves

at every point of the hold they had just quitted, convinced them that

their flight was discovered. " Row for Heaven's sake ! my dear Mr.
Spratt, as fast as you can— see, they must have broken into our room
and found we are not there."

" Ay, ma'am, there's no mistake about that, and thank God that

we're not. I'd as Icef exchange French cambric for Scotch calico, as give

this crazy boat for the best berth in yonder tower ; but we shall never

get along with oars only ; Ben, my boy, we must up-stick," addressing

the elder seaman who accompanied them.
" Up-stick, Jack ? we shall never be able to show a rag of canvas to

this breeze."

" Breeze or no breeze, I tell you if you don't up-stick and show your
yard of flax, wo shall all be going round the fleet before we're a month
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older, for a little bit of desertion ; what can three oars do against this

head-sea? Give them 'ere coves ashore ten minutes longer, and they'll

be down upon us with their twelve-oarcd galley ; up -stick I say, and
never mind a breadth or two being blown out of the sail, remember we
must get on board the fishing craft some minutes ahead, or I'm blowed

if we shan't be measured over the counter, and no mistake about that."

" I hope, Mr. Spratt," cried Nora, once more reviving when she

found- her child in her arms with his head not smashed quite as flat as

a pancake ;
" I hope, Mr. Spratt, you're not going to think of sailing in

such a night as this."

" I hax your pardon, ma'am, most umbly, certainly not, if you
wishes it hothcrwise ;" and the faithless Spratt, in the very act of giving

this assurance, seized the mast, stuck it up in its place, loosed the sail,

fixed the sprit in its eye, hoisted it up, set it in its becket, drew aft the

sheet and took the tiller, before any one could utter another remon-
strance. " There, my dear ladies, that's all. An ell of speech cut from

the roll of the Recorder of London, ladies, when he passed sentence of

'anging on a gentleman of my hacquaintance.—Ben, my boy, put in that

lee oar, you'll be catching a crab, and as veve had our supper that's hun-
necessary.—Now, ladies, I calls this a werry pleasant hexcursion, and
so no doubt the conwicts must think when they go to Botany Bay."

Unfortunately, however, for the mercurial Jack Spratt, two or three

simultaneous whistles were heard in the air above them, a blaze of light

flashed forth on the dark waters from the old fort astern, and the rattling

of mvisketry pealed out upon the breeze.

" Holloa," said Jack, looking round, " those gentlemen to leeward

have most hinevitably made a mistake—don't be alarmed, my dear

young ladies—excuse my mentioning the fact—but they're firing

much too high to hurt us : a matter that gave great consolation to

the cock-sparrows when they hobserved Ilalderman Sharpsport knock
a piece out of the new moon—Ben, my boy, yours is a werry
old hat, just show your hat-tachment to me by dipping it over-

board, and flinging some water into our sail ; it '11 hold a little more
wind then—so—that's it—now she walks along—fii-e away, my bully

boys—give Jack Spratt another couple of cables-lengths, and he doesn't

care a yard of bombazin for the whole roost of ye—there you go

—

there's another squad at the trigger, and the balls come as quick as

bobbins on a lace-plUar—Ben, my boy, take out your oar on the

weather side,

For there's nothing in life cheers our hearts, boys,

Like smelling the powder and hearing the ball.

Nor sweeter the odo«ir the grog-tub imparts, boys,

Nor merrier the whistle that pipes dinner-call.

AVhile Jack Spratt was carolling gaily forth the above strains, the boat

he steered, imder a wet sail and a couple of weatlicr oars, swejit

over tlie long seas with eagle speed : the musket-balls falling now to

leeward—now to windward—now cliipping ott' a jticce of the boat's

gunwale—now whizzing harmlessly high in the air—but as yet fortu-
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nately wounding neither any material part of lier simple rigging nor one

of lier helpless crew.

AYith an utter inexperience of all matters like the present, the ignorant

fishermen to whom she belonged had never thought of muffling their

rowlocks, and from the instant of their pushing off, the distinct sound
of the pulling being plainly heard at the fort, they were on the look-out to

fire on the boat as soon as they found tliemselves able to catch sight of

her. From the checkered and indistinct light this would hav^been
impossible, had our friends still continued rowing only, and thire had
they made no noise, they might have stolen off to their humble bark
undiscovered. On the moment, however, that they hoisted sail, the

bleached and worn canvas glittered in the dying beams of the aurora,

and pointed out the object the enemy were so desirous to ascertain.

As Jack had foretold, Envee, determined to lose no chance, not only

opened his dastardly fire upon two defenceless women,—for he had
nothing but conjectui-e to make him think that Spratt had deserted

in their comptiny—but while he ordered his men to keep up the brutal,

and deadly shower, despatched twelve hands to launch his longest

galley from the place where she lay, and headed them in person to

overtake the fugitives. No sooner was his back turned, than the men,
to their honour be it spoken, fired in such a wjiy that it was impossible

they could have hit any one.

Unfortunately, however, before the arrival of affairs at this desirable

point, the boat had reached the side of the fishing vessels, and Nora
Creina having l)een handed in, Miss Roebuck was in the act of following,

when an unlucky ball striking her wrist, as she held by the rope, to get

up the side, she was instantly precipitated into the water.

As the fishing-boat was of course riding head to wind, she naturally

drifted astern with great rapidity. On the instant that Jack, who had
been supporting her, beheld this accident, he sprang, without a moment's
thought, into the waves after her, simply uttering the words, " Ben,
my boy, pick us up."

To so good a swimmer as Jack Spratt, the task of saving his fair

charge was one of little difficulty. Unfortunately, however, that of

picking them up, was to the frightened fisherman one of a very different

complexion : some time was lost before they were got on board ; and
no sooner had Jack Spratt put his foot on deck with Miss Roebuck on
his arm, than he distinctly heard the measured cadence of Envee's long

row-boat starting from the shore.
" Cut your cable, my boys, for your lives cut your cable," cried he,

seeing the imminence of the danger, " cut your cable, if you spread
only a handkerchief, and keep her up in the wind's eye, it's our only

chance. Bear a hand, my blessed hearties—cut away—I'll pay the

damage, and look sharp about it—for if you 're caught, your vessel's

seized, and every one of us '11 have to serve seven long years in the

Fleet ;—if we escape hanging for this job—I'll be up a helping you as

soon as ever I've got this young lady below, and put a little bit of a

termagent on her wounded wrist—Lord love lur how it's bleeding—the

bloodthirsty hell-hounds, to fire on a couple of poor gals !— if 1 could

E E
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make them swing for this, their necks should all become more acquainted

with a hempen cravat, than ever their lips were with a paternoster."

As Jack Spratt said this he bore down to the cabin beloAv the sutJ'ering

form of Miss Roebuck. Fortunately the vessel did contain some slight

apology for a sleeping-berth, and in one of these the wounded lady waslaid.

The sight of her friend, in such a condition, called Nora Creina to

her senses more rapidly than could any other restorative. While Jack,

whipping off his neckcloth, formed what he called his " temporary

termagent," thereby meaning a tourniquet ; and having despatched this

part of his duties, he left it to Nora to assist the sufferer in disrobing

herself of her wet clothes, while he ran upon deck, and saw that the

vessel was got under instant weigh. By dint of great activity, the few
hands now on board contrived to get enough canvas spread to distance

the powerful galley pulling after them.

As the fishing-boat, after weathering the nearest cape, ran dead
before the breeze for the port of Liverpool, she achieved a speed of

something less than ten miles an hour. The men in the row-galley,

though urged to their utmost, were soon unable to keep up at this rate,

when every additional furlong from the land made the seas heavier and
the labour of pulling more severe.

With imdisguised joy Jack Spratt beheld tlie boat of the enemy
gradually sink into the distance, and the path of the future lay clear to

what he termed " the course of himself and his young ladies."

His mind being now relieved from all further apprehensions respecting

the chase, Mr. Spratt sent down a most polite message to the ladies

below, to know if he might pay his respects to them. Leave being

granted accordingly, Jack bribed one of the fishermen to furnish him
with a Sunday suit ; and duly arrayed in this, Don Quixote the second

proceeded to pay his devoirs to his Senora del Toboso.

CHAPTER THE FIFTH.

WHICH CONTAINS THE FIRST EPISODE—THE ADVENTURES OF
JACK SPRATT.

At the time when Jack Spratt had undertaken to convey from
durance vile two dames of high degree, it had never occurred to him
that any matron should be wanting on board to give a sanction by her
presence, or wait upon their wants. Miss Roebuck, more thoughtful,
had however suggested this proceeding; but Mr. Spratt so loudly
declared the impossibility of finding any female capal^le of retaining, for

twenty-four hours, the secret of their intended flight, that she had, per
force, given up her scruples. Two of the fishermen were luckily married

;

and still more luckily, some of their wives' habiliments, rude as they
were, had been left on board,. to afford the opportunity of a change of
dress, in case of any accident similar to that which had now happened
to one of our party.
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Availing herself of these garments, Miss Roebuck, with Nora's

assistance, in the course of an hour, was ready to receive Mr. Spratt,

and return thanks for the deliverance he had effected for them.
Miss Roebuck certainly formed rather a curious figure, but hers was

one of those few good hearts who make light of their own sorrows to

prevent any disturbance of their neighbours' comforts ; and much as she
was suffering from the wound she had received, its superficial nature
on the lower part of the wrist, enabled her to deceive her friend Nora
into believing that she was little if at all hurt. Spratt having offered

her a glass of warm spirits and water, she was fain to take it to keep
down the shivering produced by her cold bath ; then, by way of con -

vincing her friends how slight was her wound, she insisted upon hearing

a narrative of the immortal Spratt's adventures.

Jack, no ways loath, immediately sat down beside them round the

little stove, and commenced as follows :

—

THE ADVENTURES OF JACK SPRATT.

" I dare say, ladies, you will be surprised to hear that .you are

labouring imder a great deception on my behalf. Don't be alarmed,

madams, I only allude to my name, which, though I am called Jack,
is no more Jack than yours, but Hezekiah Spratt. The reason of this

I will explain in due time, as it arises in the course of my adventures.

My father was a hupholsterer, his shop was on Igh Olborn, but he had
a willar at Pentonville. I had a fancy for the abberdashery line, and
having finished my education early, was bound happrentice to Mr.
Snizzle, the mercer of Ludgate-ill. For several years after this hau~
spicious event, I led a life of great tranquillity and appiness, and found
my work tolerably easy, the prefession very hagreeable, and my master a
most excellent gentleman; there was only one thing which at all

threatened my prosperity, a matter productive of the worst conse-

quences, like the cat to the Canary-bird."
" How, Mr. Spratt," faintly demanded Miss Roebuck, " what was

that, pray let us have the whole of your eventful history." " Certainly,

madams, nothing shall be concealed from you, only I feel a little

bashfulness at commencing, like the author who reviewed himself.

The truth was, I had such an unfortunate habit of attracting the

regards of the ladies who came to the shop, that my master, who was
a middle-aged bachelor of forty-two, or thereav/ay, grew absolutely

jealous of my hattractions."

" ' Mr. Spratt,' he would say to me when he asked me to supper ; or

sometimes, if he was in a very good humour, he would not say jMr.

Spratt, but simply Hezekiah my boy, or you Spratt there ! or the like

of that, ' what is it the ladies see in your face that they should be so

mighty partic'lar in noticing you ?' ' Why, sir,' says I, ' you '11

excuse me for mentioning it, sir,' says I, ' but it is'nt my face so

much as my manner, what makes me so hirresistible like with the sex

;

they sees in my manner, sir,' says I, ' that I have studied the subject.

You'll excuse me, sir,' said I, 'but the sex isn't learnt in a day.

I 'vc been some years at it, and know which side to take them at a

E E 2
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glance. "Well, then, you see, ladies, he'd be asking me lo give him
a lesson.'

" Which of course, Mr. Spratt, you were kind enough to do."

" Why, yes, miss, I used to say to him, ' Mr. Snizzle,' said I, ' this

is a subject "wliicli some men take to naturally, while others can never

make anything of it all their lives long ; as some gentlemen is killed

at their first attempt at drovv'ning, whilst others are often saved to

get hanged. Again, sir, though all women are alike in the general

width of their stuff, there's a greater diversity in their texture than ever

yet was found 'twixt lawn and calico.'

" ' With some, sir,' says I, ' you shall succeed, because you ax'e rich ;

with others, sir, because you are poor ; with one or two, because you are

bashful, and many because you are handsome ; Avhile with a few, again,

you shall bring yourself home, because you are either gallously impudent
or distressingly hugly !'—and now, ladies, comes the great cause of my
complaint ! What clo you think he said to me for all my kindness in

assisting his ignorance?"
" Why, of course," cried both ladies at once, " he was infinitely

obliged to you for your lesson, and acknowledged the truth of your
observations with many thanks,"

" Ay, ladies, that's what ought to have been done, like the rich

relation's unsigned will : but instead of that, he rose from the table

saying—and his falsehood and ingratitude in so doing I shall never

forget— ' Oh !' says he, ' if ignorance and impudence get on with the

women, I can imderstand now, Mr. Spratt, the cause of your success.'

Of course, after conduct like this, I could 'ut hassociate any more with
a person of his description ; but as I saw where the shoe pinched, I

determined he should have another corn or two on his foot before ho
was any easier. Accordingly, ladies, I saved up all my money, and
came it a precious sight stronger in my outward man, as the saying is,

than ever, till actually at last there were two ladies of quality came
every week for me to try their gloves on, besides several other little

matters, until at last one more beautiful than all the rest, wlio called

herself the Countess of Doemkleen, used to have me to bring homo
patterns of silks and satins to her house, till master, finding it out,

refused to let me go.
" It was just in the beginning of spring that I made the countess's

acquaintance ; and when she found out my master had put this

luiworthy restriction upon my liberty, she was kind enough to invite

me to what she called her Sunday party : about the third Sunday after

I had the pleasure of knowing her ladyship, she very generously oliered

to take me up the water to Itichmond, wliere she said she would give
me an unexpected treat. If I would excuse her going with me alone, she
said, she would be much obliged to me, as she was not prepared yet to

introduce me to her family. Oh ! certainly, my lady, said I, by all

means, the fewer people there arc with us the more I sliall enjoy your
ladyship's society, so accordingly off we set. Now Avhat, ladies, do
you suppose was the treat, the unexi^ected treat, slie was to give me f"

" Oh, Heaven knows, Mr. Spratt," said Nora, " pray don't wait for

us to guess it.

'
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" Why, ladies, I think you 'd be rather long about it, like the stone-

mason, who offered to cut Mount ^Etna into a statue of Alexander
the coppersmith : I'm sure you'll hardly believe it, when I tell you,
that as we were quietly rowing up the Thames, a pressgang boat
shoved alongside our wherry ; and without so much as giving me the

king's compliments, told me, I must make my mind \ip for some years

roughing it in the king's navy.
" Well, ma' am, I'd often heard of the pressgang, but never expected

to make its acquaintance so suddenly ; and so I should have thought,

had I woke out of my sleep in Ludgate-ill, with the unicorn's horn
sticking through my body ; the first thing that I naturally did, was to

turn round to the countess for protection. Ah ! alas ! beautiful young
voman as she was, the pressgang was nothing to her conduct : there

she sat, as cool as a cucumber, with her fingers cocked up at her nose,

in a manner that might almost disgrace her sex ; the conviction now
forced itself «pon me that I had been deceived : the thought was worse
than death. I might have striven against the pressgang,—I might
have struggled against misfortune,—but deception in a countess, such a

tender quarter, struck me down, ma'am, flat as flounder. Perhaps this

result may have been a little aided by a smartish blow I received, about
the same time, from a stout oak cudgel,—I won't say but what it

might : but what, ladies, is the head when the heart is struck : the last

tiling I saw was the countess enjoying the joke,—the last thing I heard

was her ladyship saying, ' Here's a pretty go, Mr. Spratt,'—the last

thing I thought of was how master would delight in the telling of it

:

the very thought that he perhaps might have plotted the whole afiixir,

robbed me of every further power to resist. I do not even think I

coixld have ventured into Ludgate-ill the next morning, even if I might,

an unaccountable sort of feeling seemed to come over me ; and when I

came to my senses, I was half-way down to Sheerness ;—from the large

receiving vessel at the Nore, I was drafted into a gun-brig, going to the

West Indies; and after one or two chops and changes, sent to tliat

infernal hole,—axing your pardon, ladies,—from which we have just

escaped, and where I hope it may please the pigs, in their infinite mercy,
may we never be found again."

" To that most heartily Amen !" ejaculated both the ladies.

"And so say I, madams; and now I come to that part of my story

which contains, as I said at first, a deception—the only one, I hope,

you '11 ever find in your devoted servant."
" What is it, Mr. Spratt ?" said the others.
" Simply this, my real name is Ilezekiali, and because nature has

tliought fit to give me a more splendid-looking head than most folks,

my messmates in the first ship took occasion to turn it into a sort of

profane jest upon my person; as I used to say to tliem, says I, you
scurvy, axing your pardon, ladies, you scurvy rascals, says I, wliat is

it after it all, talce it at the worst, what is it ? why it's only this, that
nature has placed in my head the gold she meant to put in my pocket,

but you, you dirty swabs, have gold neither in one place or the other."
" And a very spirited reply," said Nora, " l)ut you liave forgotten
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to tell US what was tlie exact way in which your tormentors wsed to

make these remarks about your head."

" Why, as to that, ma'am, it was so stupid I thought it was hardly

deserving your notice. This was the way they used to come it, they'd

watch while I was very busy about something or another, when one

of the rascals would get his mouth close to my ear and bawl out loud

enough to split my head

—

" ' Hezekiah, your head's a-fire.' Well, you know, ma'am, directly

that was said, off used to go my coat, and aAvay I used to pitch into

'em like a good 'un. The officers used to hear us, and away I was had
up to the quarter-deck for fighting.

" ' Please your honour, it's very hard,' says I to the captain, ' it's very

hard that a man can't enjoy in peace and quietness, the scriptural name
which his parents gave him, and which, as your honour knows, his god-

fathers and godmothers vouched for in the most hunobjectionable manner
without being permiscously insulted every time in this scurrilous-like way.'

"Well, you see, madam, as I was-always pretty smart in my small

line, the captain could not deny but there was some reason in the matter,

and for the first two fights I got off scot free, while the others got

stuck in the black-list, but the third time the captain says, says he,

" ' Hezekiah Spratt,' says he, ' if instead of Hezekiah Spratt, you were
King Hezekiah himself, and came aboard my ship a-fighting, if 1

wouldn't flog him, may I be d—ned,' says he, asking your pardon, ladies,

for them man-of-war captains you see are, as Othello says, very rude in

their speech, very much so indeed, for they haven't had the advantage

of an heducation like you and I, ladies ; and so, says I to the captain,

begging your honour's pardon, says I, ' There is only one way as I see to

prewent the likes of it ever occurring again.'

" ' What is that, sir ?' says the captain.
" 'Why, sir,' says I, 'it is for you to issue an order, changing the name

that my godfathers and godmothers
'

" ' Damn your godfathers and godmothers./ says he, axing your par-

don, ladies, ' you can talk to them about changing your name when you
get back to them ; you're come to the right shop to have your name
changed ; we'll not only change your name, but your skin also, young
man, if you don't look sharp—boatswain's-m ate, send this man's mess

. aft to the quarter-deck, all of them ;' so, ladies, aft comes the whole
mess with their hats off", and their long pig-tails hanging down.
'" 'Nowmen,' saysthc captain, ' Spratt's name is changed bymy orders,

and tell your shipmates, on the lower deck, that if any man in the shi]>,

from enceforward, shall dare to call him Hezekiah afrain, I'll ofive him
tliree dozen at the gangway.

" * N"ow, Spratt,' says he to me, ' what name will you have instead ?'

" 'Why, your honour,' says I to him, ' as your honour's to be my new
godfather and godmother both, I '11 leave it to your honour's taste—but,

if it 's all the same to you, sir, I should like to have a short 'un this

time, for tlun, at least there won't be so much room to play upon it.'

' There's something in that, Spratt,' says he ; 'so you shall have
the true sailor's name. Jack, Boatswain's -mate, draw a bucket of salt-

water at the bows, and bring it aft liere.'
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" So when the water was brought, says he, ' Pour it over my godchild's

head.' Now, ladies, this was the depth of winter, about the same
time of the year as now, with the icicles hanging from the ship's cable,

there stood I, not daring to move a peg, with the officers standing

on one side of me, and my messmates on the othei", and the captain

looking as grim as blue-blazes—black list in his forehead—the cat-and-

nine-tails in his eye, and six water grog inevitably dimpling about his

mouth. As soon as the boatswain's-mate heard the word, no ways loath

you may be sure, he soused the whole contents of his bucket on my
head, all down my clothes.

"Talk of thunderbolts, ladies, I have a thorough conwiction a thunder-

bolt's a pleasant sensation compared to what I felt. Not a muscle did

the captain move as he saw me drenched to the skin, and you may guess

there was nobody else dared to move a muscle either.

" There, Mr. Jack Spratt, said the captain, you are now a new
Christian, go below and enjoy your new name, the first man who
dares to call you any other, shall make his apology to the cat-and-

nine-tails.

" Thank your honour, said I, as well as 1 could, from the chattering

of my teeth, I will, and, after this, it isn't your honour's fault if I don't

go on swimmingly. As soon as ever the captain had turned his back,

off cut my messmates down below; and you' might think I was in a

liuriy to follow them, dri2:>ping as I was, only I heard the rascals

laughing as I went down ; therefore, I determined to take my time.

" Would you believe it, ladies, I had scarcely got on the lower-deck

when the whole ship's company set up a regular chorus to this tune

—

Jack Spratt could eat no fat,

His wife could eat no lean,

And so atwixt them both

They licked the plattei* clean.

I must say this was rather insulting to my mind : first, to see my
captain's authority and then my feelings outraged ; but, upon second

thoughts, when I came to consider the poetry in that toucliing song, there

was nothing in it near so personal as there was in the Hezeklah ballad ;

because, in the first place, it wasn't true that I could eat no fat : in those

days I thought myself lucky to get any fat at all, even by itself ; lean was
a downright luxury; and as to fat and lean together, they were never seen

in company a-board of a man-of-war, that I ever heard tell of ; fat

and lean there, even at the best of times, is so hard worked, they're only

able to take it week and week about ; nor needed I care for my wife,

seeing as how Providence has never blest me with one yet ; and it

would be folly of me to take the troubles of matrimony without

the blessings of it. After a week or so, I got quite used to hear the

ballad sung about, and when my shipmates found they could not

stir me up, as they called it, they gradually gave that game over. I

have since lived to find Jack Spratt a very convenient sort of name,

because it 's both short and sweet, the only thing the captain ever gave
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me—if I except a present of the opposite description, for Leing a little

disguised in liquor."

" What was that, Mr. Spratt ?" inquired Nora.
" Six dozen at the gangway, ma'am," replied Jack, " which, though

I may be mistaken, appeared to me like the yard of pickled gherkin

that choked the Halderman—werry long and weny sour. I have

therefore continued to go by the name of Jack Spratt up to this time

;

and, unless it should accidentally happen, ma'am, that the lady I marry

should require it to be changed in respect of any ereditary property

she may possess, I think it very likely I may still continue to be Jack

Spratt till I shake oflf the mortal coil,—axing your pardon, ladies, for

using the expressive language of Oliver Cromwell."

CHAPTER THE SIXTH.

THE CONSEQUENCES OP THE WOUND.

As Jack Spratt concluded the little narrative of his adventures, a con-

siderable noise on deck was heard ;
—" Hollo !" said Jack, " there's

something gone amiss ; excuse me, ladies, for a few minutes ; it's very

odd those stupid fellows can't do anything Avithout me ; and snatching

up his hat in a hurry, and apologising for the necessity of the occasion,

he left the ladies to their own resources, and was soon heard actively

engaged on tlie deck above, where by a sudden change in the wind a sail

had been split, and the assistance of all the crew was required in

replacing it.

While Jack Spratt had continued the narrative of his adventures, the

excitement of listening and the intense joy which a sense of freedom
brought with it, enabled Miss Roebuck to conceal the excessive and
increasing pain she was suffering. By degrees however the fever of her

frame and the flush on her cheek had been increasing, the shivering of

her limbs also had become more frequent and severe ; until at last

when the two girls were left alone, she became wholly unable to dis-

guise from Nora the fact of her being exceedingly ill. Though woman as

we have seen of no ordinary courage and presence of mind, her symp-
toms were still further exacerbated by knowing that no help was at

hand, how dire soever the emergency that required it; nor even any of

the usual simple remedies of art in her possession.

Accustomed in her own neighbourhood to see and relieve much
of the sickness of the poor around her, she naturally thought of

trying a dose of opium, but reflecting that the bottle of laudanum
with some other simple medicines had been left behind, she forbore

to mention it to her companion, for fear of needlessly increasing those

troubles under which she knew she must be labouring. It was not

till after two hours of the most intense agony that she recalled the

desperate remedy under wliicli Nora had proposed to find refuge from
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the various woes that threatened them in their captivity.—No words can

do justice to the transports with which she poured out and swallowed

a powerful dose of this heavenly medicine ; and as its magic influence

displayed itself, first in a rapid amelioration of pain, then in teai-s of

joy, and lastly in an exquisite sensation of repose, she could not help

considering it, as many a maddened wretch lias done before, and will

again, one of the very greatest blessings with which Providence has

compensated the sufferings of mankind.
" Thank God for opium," was the frequent exclamation of one of

the greatest benefactors of his race, the illustrious John Hunter.—How
strange beside the language of this enlightened personage appears the

ignorant denunciation of a semi-barbarous nation against the same drug!
'"

yet both probably arising from equally strong instances—the former of

its benefits—the latter of its abuse.

As soon as Jack Spratt had attended to those various matters which

required his presence on deck, he collected all the best materials that could

be found in his humble ship for the repose of his fair passengers. Miss

Roebuck was not only already accommodated, but now wrapped in a

deep slumber. To Nora, however, this attention of her deliverer was
highly acceptable, and availing herself of it without delay, she too

indulged in all the delights of a sleep secure from any fear of inter-

ruption, and when they awoke in the morning, were greeted with the

glad intelligence that a few more hours would bring them into port.

This information did not, however, arrive before it was sadly neces-

sary. Miss Roebuck's slumbers had terminated soon after dawn, and

when Nora awoke a few hours later, her grief may easily be imagined

at finding her friend in a state of delii'ium. With a sinking heart,

she sat beside the rude couch of the woiuided girl, and causelessly accused

herself of the misfortnne that had befallen her.—Relief, liowever, there

was none, till such time as their humble bark should reach its

destination ; when Nora having summoned medical assistance, before

she w^oukl allow her to disembark, learned rather from the looks, than

the expressions of the surgeon, the existence of extreme danger.

Nothing but the urgency of the case induced him for a moment to

contemplate removing her, until more favourable symptoms arose ; but

in a crowded mxerchant dock, and a wretched fishing-smack without any

accommodation, what could be more miserable than the position of

two girls like our friends, accustomed to every refinement ! With
the deepest misgivings as to the result, he slowly yielded his own
opinion, and allowed her removal to take place to some obscure lodg-

ings, which Jack Spratt had, under Nora's directions, selected in one

of those narrow lanes, since swept away by the large and extensive

alteration.

Sensible of the risks that had been run by the humble fisherman

who brought them over, a large portion of Nora's money had been

expended in making him an adequate remuneration. The slender stock

remaining she resolved to hoard with the utmost parsimony, till

* See the letter from the Chinese authorities to Her Majesty the Queen,
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she should hear from Sir Job Periwinkle. Several times during

their late confinement through the agency of Jack Spratt she had
written to the worthy baronet, but receiving no answer, imagined

as a matter of course that her letters had been intercepted ; with

renewed hope, therefore, the day after their arrival, she indited a fresh

epistle to Sir Job, and that no mistake might occur, took it to the

post-office herself;—till the answer should arrive tliat would deliver

her from all her per]:)lexities,—she sedulously devoted herself to

watching the sick bed of her kind friend.

It is difficult, amid the many sorrows that beset us in this world, to

select any one and say, " This is the worst "— biit how mmierous will be

the class of those who can safely affirm that none are more trying, more
wearing, more severe, than sitting by the bedside of one we love, and
marking the ravages of a febrile disease !—The flushed face—the burn-

ing hand—the closed and throbbing eye—the limbs restlessly thrown
from side to side in futile search of that repose which nature so much
and vainly requires—the feeble moan of agony at every respiration that

prolongs the struggle—the symptoms hourly becoming worse, and of a

more deadly character—nay, even the very remedies employed to check

the disease—all wring to the very soul the tender ministrant of the

invalid ; but when we have mut-^ly seen the pain of one remedy after

another—when the life blood of the beloved friend has flowed, till the

spirit seems temporarily to forsake its tenement—the tongue too weak
to perform its office, and the blanched and pallid limbs, motionless from

inanition, and the frequent torture of nauseous drugs inflicted with a

view to final relief—Avhen through all this sea of sorrow, the attached

watcher has borne the trial and in vain—when over all these last reme-

dies the triumphant disorder attacks the brain, and the almost powerless

lips give utterance to the wildest wanderings of a disordered fancy—how
heart-rending is the task to sit by and dry those tears which flow for

one that we behold—almost writhing, as it were, in the grave !—Thus
sat—thus watched—thus mourned, Nora over her friend—till, on the

second morning, the surgeon announced, thatwhich he had long dreaded

—

an attack—namely, of locked jaw.

Up to this hour, Nora, in despite of every warning circumstance,

had vainly hoped for a favourable termination of her friend's illness.

Short as their acquaintance had been, it was endeared particularly to

our heroine, by so many traits of kindness on the part of !ftliss Koebuck,

that the bare possibility of her being thus suddenly snatched away,
seemed too frightful almost for belief. Slender as her means were
hourly becoming, she insisted on the confirmation of further medical

opinion before she would in any way regard the probability of that ter-

mination, which was now foretold her. But human science had in this

case attained its limits : after lingering for many hours in agony most
excruciating to witness, Nora found herself, at the conclusion of a day
of almost senseless sorrow, weeping over the inanimate form of her late

friend.
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CHAPTER THE SEVENTH.

ANOTHER PHASIS OF THE PRESSCfANG.

Much as man may pride himself on his mental superiority to

circumstances, no one who has observed life closely can fail to discover

his chameleon dependence on and relation to them; it would naturally

be imagined that in grief, at least, this fact might cease. But it is not

so ; in grief, more than in anything else, this tendency of the mind
will be perceived. The being that we lose when everything is bright

around us, may be mourned over intensely at the time ; but a thousand

and vivid excitements are ready to stimulate the mind in the too welcome
exercise of forgetfulness. In solitude or poverty—too often synonymes

—

this cannot be so ; the little wealth the mourner did possess, is dissipated

by the stroke that snatched the being who by sharing yet increased

the store. In such a situation then as Nora's, what could be more
unfortunate thanthis bereavement ; or who possibly could have felt it

more ?

If sudden grief possessed the capability which is so often attributed

to it, of destroying its victim, most assuredly Nora Crelna would have

slept in the same humble grave that swallowed up at once her little fortune

and her devoted friend. But it is not so. The power that sent us here

to suffer and to mourn, seems to have ordained that grief alone shall

rarely have the mercy to destroy. How many blighted and desolate

hearts have felt the truth of this ! How many have given themselves

up to the full tide of sorrow, in hopes that it might bear their ruined

barks to that dim oblivious shore, where " the wicked cease from

tz'oubllng, and the weary are at rest !"

Next to the deep grief felt by Nora, that of the sensitive Jack

Spratt fairly comes in for our regard. Day by day, and hour by
hour, he watched in the kitchen of their humble lodgings, turning

his hand to every use that could well be named beneath the sun,

and gliding to and fro with shoeless feet, and the most devoted readi-

ness. During the whole of the night, this faithful creature remained

listening for the slightest noise in the invalid's room, to call up the

domestic, or reimplore the assistance of the surgeon; and when everything

was over, he and his young mistress, as he called Nora, followed Miss

Roebuck to the grave : but great as were his sorrows within doors, he

was not, unfortunately, exempt from some equally serious without.

He had scarcely landed in Liverpool, when he learned, to his infinite

dismay, that his old friends, the Pressgang, were particularly active in

providing for all those who seemed in the least degree wanting employ-

ment. The first care of Jack Spratt, therefore, was to buy what he

called some long-tailed toggery ; and within half an hour of being

harrowed by the intelligence we have named, the liondon prentice
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stepped ashore a spruce land gentleman, in a green coat with brass

buttons, a yellow waistcoat, a red belcher silk handkerchief round his

neck, a pair of drab trowsers, and long boots.

" Shiver my timbers," said Jack, as he landed,—" shiver my timbers

if they'll ever find out what I am under all this toggery;" and Jack
stepped out on the quay with a moral courage and audacity that

would have done honour to the most desperate of ministers in the

most desperate of minorities.

Unfortunately, however, for our friend Jack Spratt, there was about
his figure a jaunty sort of devil-may-care-swing, about his arms a

villanously nautical sticlc-a-kimboish propensity, that smacked strongly

of the tar : and altogether it is clear there was something imprudent
in his character in trusting himself so freely abroad, while, to use his

own expression, " the press was so hot." A sad and long debate had
Jack held with himself as to whether or no he should cut oft' his

pig-tail.

" 'Tis dangerous," said Jack, " I know 'tis very dangerous, but
hang me if I can bring my heart to do it ; I know of no animal yet

that ever cuts his own tail oft", and curse me if a Jack Tar should be
worse than the brutes : the only thing that comes at all nigh est it,

tliat I know of, is the beaver, ond that never docks itself till the last

pinch ; so, if the beaver can wait, I'm sure I can : " and accordingly

Jack tucked the dangerous object of his adoration underneath liis

clothes, shirt and all
; quite convinced that the British public would

no more take him for a mau-of-war's-raan, tlian a Chinese mandarin.
How far he was right in this supposition, and how ftir WT^ong, we shall

have an opportunity of observing.

Every morning after breakfast, while Nora had been attending on
her lamented friend, Jack Spratt, by his mistress's desire, set oft' to the

post-office, to ascertain if there were any letters. On the day of the

funeral, the mournful hurry caused this usual avocation to be delayed

;

but, as soon as the burial was concluded. Jack found himself in

his aforesaid green coat, and black hatband (for Nora had been too

poor to aft'ord him any additional mourning), standing at the door of his

young " Missus's " miserable residence, while Nora, indulging in a flood

of useless but irrepressible grief, mourned in her own room the loss of

tlie only friend she possessed ; a loss embittered by the ceaseless recollec-

tion that it was in her emergencies the fatal accident had arisen.

" Well," muttered Jack to himself, as he stood rubbing his eye with the

corner of his sleeve, " as the poor young lady is overboard, hammock
and all, it's no use my standing hero blubbering like a young boy, just

a-going oft^ to school ; she's dead and burled, that's sartain, there's no
getting her out of dock any more, so now I'd better go and wlict my
whistle, and see what letters there are at thepostesses for young INIistress

Nora,—uncommon fine young lady surely, and so was poor Miss Roc-
buck ; thoiigh nothing near so fine as Mistress Nora. I think the father

of that young babby might have been a little brisker-like in stepping
forward, instead of leaving his young wife to rough it out hero all alone."

AVhilc Jack was tlms musinG; on the fancied wrongs of one he knew
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nothing about, as the kind world are generally pleased to do, he sud-
denly felt violent hands laid on himself behind, a huge hoarse laugh
seemed to celebrate the deed, and when he turned about to remonstrate,

he found himself confronted witli seven or eiglit bluff-looking beings of

his order—not of the green coat and black liatband tribe—no sucli

luck awaited him, but in their place half-a-dozen myrmidons of the sea.

As Jack was no less sharp than short, an accompaniment whicli,

funnily enough, generally goes together, he soon discovered that he
was in bad company— or, in other words, that he had fallen into

the hands of his old friends, the Pressgang. Most men so taken
aback would by some sudden exclamation or sea-oath, most irreme-

diably have discovered themselves. Not so Jack Spratt. Very
wisely he took a moment's thought what part he ought to act, and
then instantly seizing his cue, paused for a few seconds to recover

his breath (for he had been walking quickly), and then gravely said,

with the best Ludgate-hill manner he could at the moment summon

—

" Excuse me, gentlemen, biit I think you've made a mistake,—what
do you want with me ?"

" A mistake is it ?" cried a brawny Irish boatswain's-mate, " faitli

and it 's yourself has made the mistake then, I 'm thinking anyhow,
Jack, this time."

" Jack, gentlemen," said Spratt, in great alarm lest he had been
recognised, " Jack, gentlemen, my name's Hezekiah."

" O !" bawled half-a-dozen at once, " you may be Obadiah, if you
like, or Jeremiah !"

" Ay," said the boatswain, " but take my word, if your name aint

Jack now, it soon will be ; for all your long togs that you've got on

;

if you don't know what it is to go aloft and reef topsails, I'm a

Dutchman, and that's not probable, seeing I was born in the Cove
of Cork."

" Gentlemen ! gentlemen !" said Jack, " there sui'ely must be some
mistake ; who are you ? what are you ? what do you want ?"

" Faith, an we're Jack Tars, commonly called the Pressgang ; all

that we want is a hundred or two of men, and, by my soul, yoii're

one of them."
'• Sailors ! Pressgang ! " said Jack, acting his part most inimitably,

" I know nothing about the sea or sailors either, thank God; and if

you are what you pretend to be, you must know very well that you've

no right to take me. I 'm a peaceable citizen, an aberdasher, come down
to Liverpool on business from London, where I served my time with
Mister Snizzle, one of the livery of London, of Ludgate-ill

—

"

" Haberdasher be d- d," roughly cried the boatswain ;
" do haber-

dashers usually wear their yard-measures tucked in here ; " and nidely

inserting his hngers and thumb underneath Jack Spratt's coat-collar,

he pulled out his long pig-tail, to the infinite amusement of all the by-
standers ; a prodigious shout followed the production of this piece of

circumstantial evidence, and so great was its effect, that for a time it

seemed to deprive even Jack Spratt of his usual presence of mind.
At last, as soon as he could recover hinwelf a little, the thoughts of
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Nora Creiua, and tlie desolate situation to which she would be reduced

if deprived of his services, determined him to make one more struggle

for his liberty. " Gentlemen, gentlemen," cried he, as they dragged him
off, " do not condemn me for my hair ; that was a whim of my
respected master, Mr. Snizzle ; he always wore a pig-tail himself, and

so made all his apprentices do the same ; I merely tucked it in when
I came down to Liverpool—because—because

—
" and here Jack's voca-

bulary becoming exhausted, he made a most unfortunate break down.
— " Because why, you little spalpeen V said the boatswain, seeing

how entirely he was at a loss.

" Because, sir," suddenly said Jack, catching at the first reason that

suggested itself, because the streets of Liverpool are so crowded, I

thought it might be in the way,"
" Here's a pretty go," cried the boatswain :

" I say, my hearties,

here's a pretty go. So the streets of Liverpool are grown too small to

hold such a little spalpeen as this without tucking his pigtail under his

collar, as a beaten hound does his ears."

" Oh ! lug along brave alderman Snizzle," cried some other of the

gang. " I '11 be sworn, as soon as we get him in deep water, he '1 be

coming forward and asking for a petty ofl&cer's rating, on the score of

old services."

" I tell you what, my boy," said the boatswain, " this footman in

livery, Snizzle—or whatever you call him,—it 's my opinion that he

never could have taught you to tie up your tail in this sailor-like

fashion, unless so be, you'd either been at sea yourself, or Providence

had born you for it : so either way, it does 'nt much signify—come
along, and no more of your gammon."

" Well, gentlemen," said Jack, who was now growing desperate,
" you shall answer to your officer for this outrage."

" Ay, ay, my boy, with all my heart ; and what's more than that,

most likely, d'ye see, the officer '11 answer to you : come, come, move
along your stumps,— or must we help you ? you '11 find our help rather

rough work, I guess."
" Well then, gentlemen, since you will give yourself this trouble,

and press the wrong man, at .least allow me a few minutes to prepare :

I have a young lady."
" O ! to be sure you have : so have we all—we 've all yoimg ladies

—

so don 't try that blarney any more : I wonder you don 't say you '11

come back again."
" So I will, my boy ; upon my soul and honour I will."

" Oh ! beggar your soul and honour : whoever heard of a haberdasher

having either honour or soul : come, come along—you 'vo told lies

enough already : you 've told your peckful—and you know that's full

allowance for one morning."

As all argument seemed now to have failed. Jack, like all other

diplomatists, finally resorted to the worst and most frcqiient—force.

But hero he literally had not a single chance,—wliich indeed he might
have seen from the first,—still the remembrance of Nora Creina seemed
to render him so desperate, that he fought like a little tiger ; and it was
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not till he got knocked down, and most severely cudgelled, that his

merciless enemies succeeded in carrying off his breathless and nearly

insensible body.

Thus, then, by this cruel exercise of one of the vilest laws that ever

disgraced England, was Nora, the young and inexperienced mother,

left without a single friend or protector, in the midst of a crowded
city, where her youth, her beauty, and her misfortunes, most rendered

both necessary. Is it possible that the pen of man can command any
language too strong to reprobate the practice of impressment ? How
long will men, boasting themselves attached to freedom, sanction the

existence of a usage that annihilates freedom's dearest rights to a

great portion of this mighty empire ? Let us consider for what
purpose the pressgang was first brought into operation ?—without

allowing ourselves to be blinded with the sophisms by which knavery
has cloaked its misdeeds from the eyes of fools : it has been simply

this :

—

The rich found themselves under the necessity of being protected

against becoming the lawless spoil of the invader ;—it was a danger,

certainly to be much apprehended, and carefully shunned—but how
did they effect this ? Had they the courage to propose fighting

themselves for theh' own goods ?—certainly not ; cunning, not cou-

rage, was their distinguishing characteristic ; and they therefore found

it more agreeable to enjoy than to protect their property. Being
then without valour to defend themselves, had they at least the

common honesty to confess their weakness, and make it worth the while

of others to defend their property for them ?

No ! honesty was as much out of their line as bravery; but, being

possessed of money, or, in other words, the power of tyrannizing over

the ignorant many by the instrumentality of the debased few, they

determined to hire a set of sordid bravoes, to kidnap the most defence-

less of their fellow-subjects ; and having so kidnapped, send them to

fight, whether they would or no, in defence of that property which they

were too timid to protect in person, and too dishonest to pay others

voluntarily to preserve.

They thus decreed, that the poor wretches whom they seized, should

pass a life of the most incredible hardship and distress, and be exposed

at every moment of such an unbearable life, to risk their limbs—their

health—their existences, for the interests of their merciless betrayers

;

and furthermore, be made to shed the blood of beings who had never

injured them, and against whom they had not the barest grounds of

any rational enmity. In addition to all this sum of monstrous atrocity,

these unhappy wretches were torn from their families—whole classes

dependent on their exertions were left without protection or support,

and abandoned to every species of misery, destitution, and crime.

When the eloquent thunders of Burke and Sheridan were launched

against the crimes and iniquities practised in our Indian empire, doubtless

there were brought to light scenes of depravity and bloodshed, which, to the

unprejudiced reasoner, might at first seem to leave in the shade outrages

. like thosewe have attempted to portray. Yet, on a calm reflection, would
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it not have been more merciful—more enlightened—more humane—nay

almost even less impious, to have put to death, upon the spot, many of

those poor\vretches,"W"holiave been carriedoffundertheviolatingauthority

of the pressgang, to perish beneatli the stabs of the enemy—the lingering

diseases of pestilential climates—the slow tortures of broken-hearted

misery, and even the lingering despair of a prisoner's dungeon ?

Taking this view of it, we solemnly put it to our readers, whether

anything more horrible or reA'^olting than such a system can be pointed

out in those enormities, tlie mere relation of which, froni the glowing

lips of Sheridan, was sufficient to paralyze the British senate.

And in considering this subject, we should always remember, that

the deeds in India were crimes against the law,—known, complained of,

mourned and lamented as such at the time. The pressgang, on the con-

trary,has been acknowledged, by competent authorities, to be an outrage,

Avhich custom and submission have made part and parcel of the law of

the land. Thus, while it still remains, it is an idle and an empty false-

hood to say that we are a free people.

It is true that a certain jiortion of us may enjoy a very large extent

of the most rational freedom :—but while this remains contingent upon
the accidental circumstance of a man's being bom out of a certain

needy and depressed sphere, we know as little of the real principles of

liberty as do the Russians ; with wh'om it is a matter of blind chance

whether a man be born the merest serf, with not an hour's seciu'e

purchase of his life, or the Czar, with absolute power over tlie lives of

all around him. It is true that in peace this question may seem of

little import ; but it is only in peace that an opportunity is afforded

a nation of providing a proper resource against tlie demands of a sudden
war.

We have lived happily to see the termination of slavery in this

empire ; and the next head of this hydra-brood, to be crushed, is

impressment. It merely requires that the pay and treatment of our

navy should be made commensurate with the dangers and hardships

to which it is exposed, and then, let the emergency be ever so great,

there will always be found a joyous band of gallant spirits, ready to

crowd its ranks, without recom-se to any expedient half so slavish,

revolting, tyrannical, and disgraceful, as the pressgang.
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CHAPTER THE EIGHTH.

CONTAINS A SURPRISE.

" Surely, some accident must liave happened to him, or he never

would delay his return thus, hour after hour," muttered Nora, as

anxiously awaiting Sprat's return, she gazed mournfully on the fire

before her, and carefully watched the slumbers of her child : the latter,

little conscious of the sorrows of its parent, slept smilingly in its tiny

couch.

Again and again as the sorrowful apprehensions caused by Sprat's

absence presented themselves, did Nora turn to her helpless little com-
panion, and shudder at that picture of desolation which her fancy

painted in store for them both, should anything have happened to her

only protector. The short day of winter came to an early close, and

still found her fertile in imagining causes for his absence ;—six,—seven,

—eight o'clock arrived, and yet she remained sedidously trying to believe

that the meeting of some old companion, or the sense of freedom, suc-

ceeding his late comparative confinement, might have induced him to

forget the hour ; but the thought that his absence might be final, occa-

sionally intruded itself upon her with all the accompaniment of despair.

When at length, however, the unvarying hand of time pointed to

midnight, all her hope and fortitude were no longer able to continue

the cheat upon her fears.

Convinced that some further calamity had followed in the train of

the host which had so long oppressed her, she now rapidly gave way
to all those bitter pangs which long sustained suspense so certainly in-

flicts. With the bitterest tears of agony and despair, she clasped her

infant to her bosom, and besought Heaven for that last relief which no

affliction can impugn.
Won by hey gentle manners and kind affection, which she seemed

unable to withhold from any around her, the ignorant, but warm-
liearted landlady had foi-med a strong affection for her beautiful and

distressed lodger, and endeavoured by all the art in her power to repre-

sent Sprat's absence as a mere temporary accident, which the approach

of morning would doubtlessly remedy.
" Lor bless your heart, ma'am," said Mrs. Clackit, " when you know

as much of sailors as I do, you'll soon find there's very little kind of

dependence to be placed either on their comings or goings."

" Don't blame him, Mrs. Clackit," replied Nora, her tears scarcely

permitting her words to be heard, " I'm sure he is not in fault."

" But I say, ma'am, that he is very much indeed. A good-for-

nothing, rattling Jack. Why, there now, in my time I've had three

sailor-husbands, besides one marine, as came a cruiting ; and there

F F
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wasn't one of them, if a glass of grog met him at the corner of the

street, as wouldn't keep me hours and hours from my natural repose,

without the least conscience. Ay, that's right, ma'am, do let me see

you smile again," as Nora, irresistibly tickled by the idea of a glass of

grog meeting a man round a corner, was unable to repress this eifect of

the ridiculous.

" AVhy, ma'am, I've known them sometimes as much as three days
or a week, at a drinking bout together."

" Whatever may have happened, I'm convinced that nothing of this

sort has now occurred. I am sure Sprat never would willingly have
added the horrors of suspense to the other miseries I have to endure."

" No, no, ma'am, I don't mean to say that Mr. Sprat would stop out

for a week, or even three days ; but its the problest thing in the world,

that he should like to have a night's spree after putting the poor dear

corpse to ground. A nice young woman she was, too—if she could but

have opened her mouth anyways."
" Lor, ma'am, don't go crying again ; who'd have thought now that

the mere mention of poor Miss "Thingumbob!—well, I never !—Lor,

ma'am, do smell to the salts—there, ma'am, you'll be better now.
So as I was going to tell you, my first husband went off one fine

morning, just as Mr. Sprat may have done, and I never set eyes on him
again. My second did behave more of a gentleman than that ; he did

give me a Aveek's notice that he was going to sail for the "West Indies

;

but what happened to him there have always been an object of great

consarn to me, as about a month after I married my third, I heard that

the young man had died of the yallow favour at Jamikay ;—that's the

place where the molasseys comes from, you know. Miss, therefore,

though these sea-folks do go off sometimes on a long cruise, without
giving nobody no satisfying sort of warning, still I thinks Mr. Sprat

will be back to-morrow morning somehow or some, if not before ; I've

left a light burning below a purpose for him. Lor bless me, I shouldn't

wonder if that's Mr. Sprat come drunk with a double knock." As
the inimitable comforter, Mrs. Clackit, said this, she rose with Avon-

drous celerity, and without upsetting more than one table and two
chairs, and only rousing up the baby into a state of vocal activity, an
exercise generally considered much finer for the performer's lungs, than

for the ears of the audience ; the landlady bustled down stairs to her front

door, to admit the party wlio had just claimed entrance, by a loud and
repeated rap, and who, she supposed, full of ire at the thought, to be

Jack Sprat, in propria pcrso7ia. Landladies are wonderful animals,

they have a perfect instinct at taking people in ; but Mrs. Clackit

had for once deceived herself.

True it was, that she had kept open her house, as she informed oxir

heroine, till the latest minute ;—true it also was, that she had kept a

light brightly burning, like a sailor's beacon, to direct what she plainly

foresaw would be tlie wandering footsteps of tlie absentee ; but true it

is not, that the absentee saw or had tlie least chance of seeing all tlic

care tliat was had for his edification, he being many miles distant on

the salt sea, infinitely against his inclination, and only able in sweet
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yet bitter fancy, to return to the humble, but now highly-estimated

lodging of Nancy Clackit.

Who then was the bold intruder on the chaste precmcts of the triple

widow's hearthstone, is a matter for our grave inquiry.

As midnight stole over the—even then—large and populous city of

Liverpool, on the evening in question, the bright starlight of the frost-

cleared heavens fell upon the countenance of a wanderer that has rarely

been surpassed, either in the perfection of its beauty, or the intense and

hopeless expression of misery that it wore; long dark silken curls clustered

around the suffering brow, and fell behind on the collar of the ill -fitting

coat its owner wore ; the steady but gentle breeze, whose icy coldness

seemed sufficient to drive life even from the hardest forms, here poured

its impitying wrath upon the slight and scantily-clad figure of a yoiith,

to all appearance little more than seventeen years of age.

A convulsive shudder crept over the bosom of the poor boy, as

the nipping blast of winter swept across it; and while, seemingly

undecided which way to bend his steps, he paused for awhile against

the railings of an old church that stood in his path, and clasping

his hands upon them, partly as if for support, and partly as if in

silent supplication to the merciful Divinity, whose glorious resting-place

we are accustomed to typify in the magnificent heaven above us, tear

after tear rolled slowly down those beardless cheeks !—faultless in all

that makes the beauty of the outward soul, saving only those bright

colours with which Joy loves to decorate her dwelling ; fitfully and

with many a bitter quiver did those exquisitely formed lips fashion

the accents to which grief and agony could give no voice ; with fearful

impotence did those young, attenuated, and fairy fingers clutch the time-

worn iron that yielded them their only support ; brightly was the cloud-

less starlight of the firmament reflected in the glittering drops of human
agony, that silvered the hallowed dust on which they fell

!

O heaven ! on how many scenes like this have the pure and untainted

spirits that fill thy purple void looked down. With no other witnesses

than the bright orbs above us, how often has innocence bewailed its trials

—remorse atoned for guilt—aflliction offered up the holy evidence of

affection—and bitter pride poured down the libations of a humbled heart

upon the ashes of sacrificed ambition ! While the agitated youth was

still remaining lost in the bewilderment of speechless suffering, a hand

was laid upon his shoulder. Startled by the touch he turned quickly

round, and found beside him one of tliose unfortunate females on whose

horrible resource the bitterest mockery has inflicted the name of plea-

sure. In an instant the whole aspect of the youth was changed; from

features formed to express with the most perfect fidelity, every feeling

of the human heart, the deepest grief seemed instantaneously changed

to all that the countenance can express, of the deepest loathing and

dismay. Shrinking from the clasp of simulated desire, as if pollution

dwelt in the merest presence of such familiarity, the lad retreated, step

by step, as the unfortunate female wooed him to her companionship !

He uttered no word to the syren's solicitation, but wresting his arm

from her grasp, turned hastily about and fled.

F F 2
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Before he had proceeded many yards, the exertion seemed too much
for so weak a frame ; and precipitately pausing, he flung himself hack

into the shadow caused hy the projection of a tottering house, near

which he stood. A perfect quiet reigned through the deserted streets
;

and from the total absence of any pursuing footsteps, the runaway
seemed to gather fresh courage ; stealing forth from the nook in which

he had found shelter, he began to look around him. Over the houses

at a little distance, he could plainly perceive the masts of the shipping;

while the lane in which he stood was composed of houses which, though

they might once have seen a better destiny, appeared now only suited

to tlie middle portion of the seafaring class, and sadly ruinous from the

double agency of time and neglect.

After listening for a few seconds, as if to detect whether he had been

followed, the young man, apparently satisfied that he was left master

of his own actions, began narrowly to scrutinise the bixilding that had
sheltered him. Long-peaked gables projected into the street, while the

lattice-window on the first floor revealed, every few seconds, the inter-

mittent light of a fire within. In this room also, as the stranger lis-

tened, voices in conversation were very plainly to be distinguished,

while a light dimly burning in the lower part of the house, might
have appeared to proclaim, that the family within had not yet retired

to rest. Be that as it may, the sti'anger approached the window, and
examining a little bill that hung within for the enlightenment of an ig-

norant generation, he there with some difficulty managed to peruse the

following correct specimen of English and orthogi'aphy :

—

^^ An bedroom to let haJc—Ec/uire within."

Comforted by this extremely erudite assurance, the stranger, without

further hesitation, pealed forth upon the door that double knock which
the landlady had so charmingly interpreted, not only as a proof of Jack
Sprat's return, but also of his sobriety.

"I'll trim his jacket for him, I warrant it, a dininken, lazy, sculk

ashore rascal," muttered the landlady, as in all the zeal of wrath she

hastily descended the stairs,—" I'll teach him what it is to keep an
honest woman, and a beautiful yoiuig lady waiting up for him in this

way ;"—then bawling out in the shrill tones of an habituated scold, as

she got near the door,—" I wonder you an't ashamed of yourself, Mr.
Jack Sprat !" Here she began to xmdo the chains and bolts, and at

each part of tlie operation she continued her gentle admonition ;

—

" What is it, I say, you mean, Mr. Sprat, by coming home this time

of night drunk and disorderly ? Come in, come in, you misbehaving
blackguard, or I'll break your head, JMr. Sprat, that's what I will."

As Mrs. Clackit completed this gentle insinuation, she threw wide the

door, a soft and gentle footstep was heard upon the passage, a delicate

light figure advanced before her, and one of the most sweet and melan-
choly voices that ever thrilled upon the ear replied

—

" It is not INIr. Sprat."

Had the dreariest ghost of her house's former inhabitants appeared

^ before Nancy Clackit, she could not have experienced more deadly
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terror than seemed to gather in her countenance, as she surveyed the

pale but exquisite features of the youth before her ; she would have
adjured certain of the saints to assist and defend her ; she would have
inquired what was demanded ; but before slic had time to recover from
her surprise, the stranger gently interrogated her as to whether she had
not a bed-room to let out, and what were the terms for which it was
to be rented.

" The terms," repeated Mrs. Clackit, surveying with unmitigated

wonder the would-be-lodger from head to foot,—" the terms are six

shillings a week ; but at this time of night
"

" I take them at once," interrupted the youth, cutting short all fur-

ther remarks iipon the unseasonable hour of application; and with the

same view of terminating the idle discussion, he walked past his future

landlady saying, " Be pleased to light me up stairs, I'll take possession

of my room at once." Overawed by the sudden demand of the

stranger, and the manifest superiority of a higher order which prevailed

in his manner, Mrs. Clackit knew not what to do ; while she was
yet hesitating, the stranger pulled from his pocket a small golden coin.

" That's to pay the first week in advance," said he, slipping the

universal orator into Mrs. Clackit's hands ; before she could give him
any sort of notice that such a course would be agreeable, or the con-

trary, he was rapidly mounting tip the old oak staircase, and about to

enter Nora's room, " Not there, sir, Lord love your handsome face,

not there, sir," said Mrs. Clackit, with that degree of undisguised flat-

tery, by which the lower orders prove all their knowledge of the use-

fulness of adulation, without the possession of that dexterity so necessary

for its perfect success.

"Turn to your right, sir, if you please," pointing to a narrow wind-

ing ascent, that led from the principal staircase.

" I fear this old house of yours is so cold, landlady, I shall require

a fire."

" You shall have it, sir," said Mrs. Clackit, whose heart the gold

had softened beyond all expression ;—" it won't take me long to light,

the things are all close at hand—there, sir, there you are—take two

steps down to your left, and there's your room." At the mention of two

steps down, the new lodger very prudently paused, and allowed his

conductress to proceed before him.

The chamber into which she entered, as far as the insufficient light

enabled him to look round it, was one into which no unhallowed hand

of modern improvement had seemingly found courage to enter;—it was
large and gloomy to a degree, and whether a half, or only a quarter of

a century had elapsed since it was conscious of repair, was a question

which its new tenant might solve at leisure ;—the gables of the roof

were arched over it, the timbers being left naked to the eye, and termi-

nating in long pendant groinings, at the end of which a hideous abortion

of a face was by the original carpenter sculptured to represent his idea

of finish. The furniture of the room was of the same grim and melan-

choly order, and comprised in the simple articles of two high-backed

chairs, and a bed; how the latter had first been placed there, whether
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banished from some more important mansion, imported over sea by
some Dutch emigrant, or thrust out of the way as lumber, no one knew.

In these modern times, when the fluctuations of taste have revisited the

massive and picturesque styles to which it belonged, the proprietor of

the house might, doubtless, have realised a fair two years' rent by its

sale ; but now, disliked for its gloominess, its poetical associations de-

spised, and its heavy fantastic beauty undervalued, it had been thrust

up in the old garret as tlie best society for the varied ghosts which

were supposed to haunt them both. In a few minutes, Mrs. Clackit,

bustling about, succeeded in kindling on the wide deep hearth a fire

composed of the splintered fragments of broken-up ships ; and having

aired the stranger's bed, as far as such an impracticable tiling was pos-

sible, she proffered, in vain, those materials for supper which her house

afibrded ; and hearing these severally and repeatedly refused, left the •

joyless tenant of the haunted garret to seek such miserable repose, as was
to be found between the heavily-carved pillars of the old oak couch.

With all the garrulity of an inveterate gossip, Mrs. Clackit seized

the opportunity thus afforded her, of running down into Nora's room,

and communicating in the usual style of exaggeration, every possible

particular respecting the new-comer. " Such a handsome gentleman !

such a very handsome gentleman ! so soft in his manner ! such eyes ! such

hair ! such generosity ! even to his very money ! such a very handsome
gentleman it had never been the lot of Mrs. Clackit to behold before !

"

As for poor Nora, little cared she who this handsome gentleman

might be ; it was enough for her that no one, fairly entitled to the term

of a handsome gentleman, could by any possibility tui-n out Jack Sprat;

as for the landlady, Jack Sprat had already vanished from her remem-
brance ; and even the poor dear corpse was banished by the handsome
gentleman in the second floor back ; while thus then indifference and

ingratitude were struggling in the first floor front, the silence of mid-

night was suddenly disturbed by a faint cry, distinctly audible on the

quiet staircase, followed by a heavy fall that shook the old building in

every timber.
" Gracious Heavens !" cried the landlady, starting up in horror, " it's

the handsome gentleman ! I was afeard that them ghosts would never

let him take possession of that bed quietly."—Thirty thousand horrors

seemed to possess the soul of the triple widow, at the bare possibility

of such a catastrophe ;— starting from her seat, and seizing a candle,

she rushed to the door, extinguished the flame in endeavouring to go

out herself, and ran up the stairs with all the activity of widowed forty-

five, rushing to the rescue of a handsome gentleman. Nora distinctly

heard her enter the second floor back, scream loudly, tumble about very

wildly, and then rush down stairs again. " (J ma'am," cried Mrs.

Clackit, brandishing the extinguished candle in one hand, and declaim-

ing fiercely with the other, "the handsome gentleman's no gentleman!"
" Heavens ! Mrs. Clackit, what has he done ?

" cried Nora, starting

up in alarm.
" Done, ma'am? he's done nothing, ma'am—he's no gentleman, I tell

you, at all
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" Explain yourself, Mrs. Clackit, what is the matter ?"

" Let me light my candle," was the only answer of the widow,

—

flourishing ahout the unhappy dip, in a manner least likely to inflame

anything but herself,— " Explain it !—how can I explain it, ma'am ?

come away with me and see."

" Indeed, Mrs. Clackit, I shall do no such thing ; you strangely

forget yourself," replied Nora ; even her mild temper roused by the

supposition that she could be induced to enter the chamber of a hand-

some gentleman, whose gentility, too, had suddenly become so very

questionable.
" Not go, ma'am ?

" screamed Mrs. Clackit, in the suddenness of her

agitation, lighting the sleeve of her dress instead of the wick of her

candle.
" What ! into the room of a gentleman, Mrs. Clackit."

" Not go, ma'am ?
" exclaimed Mrs. Clackit, *•' I thought you had

more charity ; I tell you the gentleman is no gentleman, but a beauti-

ful young lady—and she, that is he—no, I ought to say—she has

fallen down in a fit and struck her dear head,—I'm sure she'll bleed to

death ; if— my poor Christmas gown ! well, I declare, if there isn't

a large hole burnt in it already !
" No sooner did Nora's mind clearly

gather from her companion's heterogeneous exclamation, that one of her

own sex was near her, and in danger, than seizing a shawl from her

neck, she quickly wrapped it round the smouldering arm of Mrs.

Clackit, and directed her nimble footsteps to the room above ;—though

thus rapid in her movements, where real assistance could be rendered,

she had not taken this step without contemplating the possibility of

Mrs. Clackit being mistaken in her supposition as to the sex of the

sufferer; but on this point she was mainly guided by her own im-

pression. She had heard the stranger speaking to her landlady on the

stairs ; scarcely had the first silvery accent of that sad voice fallen on

her ear, before it seemed to touch, by some electric power, the inmost

chords of her heart. She had heard it—when ?—how ?—where ?

—

under what circumstances had she first listened to the music of those

melancholy tones ?—In vain she racked remembrance,—but though

utterly at fault here,—of this she never entertained a single doubt,

that the voice was the voice of a female, and one v/hich she had heard

very lately
; great, therefore, was her surprise, on hearing the assertion

of Mrs. Clackit, that the speaker was a handsome gentleman—the sub-

sequent information that the gentleman was no gentleman, but U beau-

tiful lady, was, consequently, intelligence which her own mind corro-

borated ; and in addition to the claims of her own sex, some strong

presentiment told her that she was rushing to the assistance of a friend.

On reaching the second floor back, tlie door stood open ; at the oppo-

site side of the room, the fire burnt brightly on the grateless hearth,

where a pile of old pitchy wood, resting on the iron dogs, threw

out a bright glare that made the grim fantastic shapes of the "haunted
bed" doubly visible ; by its side, on an old high-backed chair, in a

night-dress, lay the insensible form of the new lodger. To lift the

fainting girl upon the haunted bed was the act of an instant, while
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Mrs. Clackit and another lodger rushed to her assistance, the former

bearino-—of course—a tumbler full of brandy and water. The exqui-

sitely formed hand, the tiny foot, both white as the purest ivory,

when first the skill of the carver reveals it to the light of day—the

glowing shoulder—the long luxuriant masses of dark raven hair—all

spoke too plainly the sex to which the sufferer belonged, even if the

undress and the still more indubitable testimony of the seemingly lifeless

bosom of the inanimate girl had been withheld. Rushing forward to her

assistance with all a sister's solicitude, the surprise of Nora may be

imagined, when she found herself supporting the beautiful form of

Evelyn Merrion !

CHAPTER THE NINTH.

INTRODUCES TWO NEW CHARACTERS.

How many bitter unavailing tears were shed over the fearful narra-

tive of that night ! When Evelyn first awoke, she could scarcely be-

lieve that it was indeed Nora who hung over her. Sliame, horror, and
delight, prevailed in her breast by turns ; but it was long before she

could prevail upon herself to dwell, even for an instant, on the frightful

circumstances under which they had last parted ; even when at length the

story was disclosed, it was as much the imagination of Nora, as the afillcted

tongue of Evelyn that told the tale, and painted the bitter alternative that

was left her. Deeply and bitterly had the victim paused over it,

—

of too courageous a mind easily to entertain the idea of suicide,—of too

high a pride to endure the observance of those familiar with her wrongs,

recoveiy, though protracted and long doubtful, had slowly engendered

in her bosom a sense of the bitterest revenge. Everything that bore

the sign or mark of manhood, was to her distoi'ted feelings but as the

focus for every species of hatred that the deepest wrongs can excite.

—

After long deliberation as to the course she should pursue, she deter-

mined to fly the presence of those whose knowledge of her own injuries

she felt to be so insupportable ; and in the disguise of that sex, which
had for ever blasted every hope of her own happiness, to seek in the

world a refuge from her own ills, and the punishment of man, to whom
they were attributable. After a long consultation, the friends deter-

mined, as might naturally have been expected, on mutually sharing

their future fortunes ; for a considerable time all Nora's efforts were
requisite to Induce Evelyn to bear 'this participation. But the sense of

shame had worked so deeply into her proud heart, the mere presence

of any one to watch her sufferings seemed insupportable ; in proportion,

however, as this feeling was evident on the one side, the entreaties on
the other were renewed ; till, at length, Evelyn promised Nora to

accompany her to the house of Sir Job, on the condition that to no
human being should the history of her past sorrows be revealed. With
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this assuvance, after many hours spent as we have described, the friends

fell asleep.

Nora's first inquiry in the morning was for Sprat ; and hearing that

he was still absent, she no longer doubted that some accident must have
befallen him ; and grieved sincerely over his mishap, which, as he had
spoken of the pressgang, she almost surmised. Herself and Evelyn
set out in person, to inquire at the post-office for the expected letters

from Sir Job.

All her intreaties had proved insufficient to prevail on Evelyn to

lay aside her male apparel ; having, therefore, to the best of their ability,

bribed over Mrs. Clackit to permit the disguise in her house, a piece

of most remarkable condescension, the two friends sallied forth.

It may easily be conceived how anxiously Nora waited some
reply from her home ; this was not only to seal her own misery or

happiness, but to disclose whether by possibility any hopes yet re-

mained of John Periwinkle ever being restored to his family ; or

whether they were to behold his murderer in Paul, and what the fate of

that relative was to be. Alarmed by the falsehoods of Envee, she scarcely

dared to anticipate his acquittal ; and yet while she rejected every

thought that presented itself of a different complexion, of one thing,

at least, she felt perfectly confident, of the warmest welcome, namely,

that Sir Job Periwinkle's warm heart could offer. Under these circum-

stances, her surprise and dismay can be easily conceived, when she

received at the post-office, the letter she had but a few days before

dispatched to Sir Job. Between conflicting emotions she was speechless;

the first impression left on her mind was that she owed this kindness to

Lady Periwinkle ; but on referring to the letter, she saw that it was
the hand of Sir Job himself, which had thus inflicted on her one of the

severest pangs she had ever expei-ienced ; the real horrors of her situa-

tion now, for the first time, appeared in all their true force ; without
funds or any friends to supply their wants, in a large city where the

virtues of all are regulated precisely by the quantity of gold each may
possess, what prospect could be more utterly miserable, than that which
now lay before them ; as far as she had any opportunity of judging,

her uncle must have taken offence at her non-appearance, and without

investigating the cause, thus resented in the most abrupt, unreasonable,

and unfeeling manner, a neglect for which she was as little accountable,

or rather, was as much to be pitied as is the lunatic, whose errors are

the result of dire calamity. Yet what resource remained open for her ?

It was clear her own family had shaken her off, and however hard to

bufttt the world, no other alternative remained ; it was now that the

blessing of Evelyn's companionship was reflected on her, who but a

few minutes since seemed the least likely to benefit by their rencontre.

It was now that the full repayjuent of her generous offer of protection

was made to her.

Miss Merrion no sooner heard the story that her friend detailed, and
beheld the difficulties gathering round her, than the lethargy of sorrow

was at once dispelled by the pride of independence.
" Dry your tears, Nora," said the courageous girl. "

! would to

heaven I had as little cause of grief." Nora replied not to the deep
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acony of this exclamation, which seemed to come from the inmost soul

of its utterer ; but its effect was magical ; it carried her mind back to

the deepest wrong and heaviest affliction which human being can

endure. What indeed were sorrows like her own beside it ? Shame
seemed to arrest the tear upon her cheek at the bare thought of a com-

parison, while through all that frowned in the back-ground, and lowered

over her future existence, a long vista of hope and happiness opened as

by the touch of an encbantei-'s wand
; yet fortune did not press her the

less heavily now than a few moments since, her destitution was not

less, her resources greater, or her wants more circumscribed ! Her
infant would as surely clamour for food, and her landlady for rent, yet

some irresistible conviction of the heart seemed to whisper over all a

bright assurance of the future.

O blessed elasticity of the mind, over how many horrors hast thou

not helped the uufortunate! Exquisite delusion! false in thyself, yet

fastest friend of tri;th, without thy assistance how many have given up
the bitter struggle in despair, and madly rushed on suicide when help

was close at hand, and the briefest further endurance would have brought

that happiness for which they had so long waited in- vain !

" If anything on earth could have yielded me pleasure, Nora, it is

this heartless conduct of your fviends," said Miss Meri'ion ; " don't let

it distress you ; we will now put in execution together, those plans for

an independent support which I had formed before we mtt. I have a

few guineas in my purse, and these will be sufficient to support us till

some less exhavistiblo means of supply shall present itself. Do not let

us, like the generality of fools, fling away that time in deploring which
may be applied to remedying our. evils; while you return to our

lodgings I will at once go to the news-room, examine the papers, and

see if nothing presents itself."

In accordance with this determined mode of treating their difficulties

both the friends addressed themselves to their several duties. Day after

day, however, did Evelyn retm'n unsuccessful from her discouraging-

pursuit, and still, with a determination of purpose that was not to be

beat down, gather from eacli defeat fresh hopes for the next effort. In

the meanwhile, Nora's expectation had daily reached a lower and still

lower state of despondency. As Evelyn returned from each day's fruit-

less inquiry, and neither a situation appeared for the applicants, nor any
tidings could be obtained respecting Sprat's continued absfuce, the utter

hopelessness of the future seemed to urge her forward to tlie last state

of despair. At last, on the fifth day, Evelyn suddenly returned, and,

full of the most extr.ivagaut joy, insisted that all their hopes were on

the point of realisation. In the paper of the day she had seen an

advertisement, requiring, in a family going to the West Indies, a gover-

ness for the children, and a secretary for the husband, anil witliout

further consideration had resolved that herself and friend could meet all

the requisites demanded ; nor was this all, a true toucli of the Irish

character had found its way into the calculation she had made, by the

invention of the several parts that she and her friend were to sustain on

this occasion.

Too glad only to get the opportunity of such a resource, Nora's fears
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rather than any other feeling at once suggested the various disqualifica-

tions of herself and friend for the duties required ; but Evelyn would
hear of none of these.

" A secretary, my dear Evelyn ? how do you think it possible you'll

ever be able to maintain in a family the disguise you have assumed ?

and, who do you imagine will accept as a governess a young woman
encumbered with a child ?"

" liaise no difficulties," was the ready reply. " I have already

prepared for every emergency
;
you have only to follow my plan, and

we are armed at every point. 1 am your husband ; that is my child
;

we have made an imprudent marriage, and, though we have seen better

days, have nothing left for it but to go out to service, like other maids
of all work. This will at once prevent any teasing suspicions of my
sex, and be the surest safeguard of your own."

There was something at first so absurdly ridiculous in this proposi-

tion, that, despite of all her sorrows, Nora could not help receiving it

with shouts of laughter ; but it was so seriously maintained by Evelyn,
and on reconsideration really seemed to ofi^er so many undeniable
advantages, that after a great deal of reluctance to practice such an
imposition, Nora gave her consent to the masquerade, and saw her
companion reply to the advertisement in the character agreed.

With this document Evelyn herself set off, and having left it at the

hotel of tiie advertiser, received next morning a note, desiring the
attendance of herself and wife. In much trepidation the new-married
couple departed, and, thanks to their having stated that salary was no
object, chanced upon a much better reception than they could have
anticipated.

HaA'ing been ushered into one of the best sitting rooms in the house,

they found two parties in possession,—a lady and gentleman ; the
former was seated at a table surrounded with papers, books, work-
boxes, calico, scissors, and a multiiarious collection of matters that

might have belonged to a member of the society of universal know-
ledge, if, among the other cant of the day, such a society ever did
exist.

By the side of the fire was sitting a poor thin little gentleman, as

stinted in his proportions as the lady was exuberant in hers, and seem-
ingly as wretcbed and miserable as any head of a family about to sail

to the West Indies could reasonably be expected to prove. He held a
book in his hand, and very attentively gazed past it at the fire. The
lady certainly bore in her appearance the traces of former good looks,

though there was nothing so alarmingly beautiful in either her coun-
tenance or figure, as to have induced even the strictest Josepli to take
to flight. This however there was, in full perfection on her visage, a
sufficient knowledge of her own importance, together with an equally

firm persuasion as to the utter insignificance of every one else around
her.

Having for some minutes in mute dignity surveyed, with a most
scrutinising glance, from top to toe, the new candidates for her favour,

she motioned them in silence to a chair, and thus begauj—
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" Do you know, young people, to whom it is you have ventured to

offer yourselves in the important situations for which I understand you

think yourselves qualified ?

"

" A family I believe, madam, going to the West Indies," gently

replied Nora, on whose figure, as she put the question, the eye of the

lady appeared to be resting. A dark frown instantly gathered on the

brow of the querist, and combined with the most contemptible curl of

the lip, to bespeak the wounded dignity which such an answer had

called forth.

" A family going to the West Indies !" repeated the injured woman
in the most contemptuous tones. " A family going to the West Indies

!"

She seemed almost unable to believe that any one, much less a dependent

person, should venture thus to generalise a lady of her distinction.

" A family going to the West Indies !" she might as well have called her
" a woman" at once. Evelyn, more versed in the ways of the world

than her unsuspicious friend, saw the rising storm, and quick at

catching the foibles of character, hastened to deprecate the coming

wrath.
" We have refrained from inquiring, madam, any particulars of your

rank," said the ready Evelyn, with an assvimed manner of the utmost

deference, " for Ave feared whether such a step might be proper, till we
were aware whether we might suit you."

" Quite correct, young man ; very proper. I approve of your appear-

ance ; you seem to have some sense ; who is this person ? " pointing to

the unhappy Nora, as if still in profound ignorance of that letter which
but a few hours since she had read, and thus learnt all the particulars

of the masquerade now played off upon her, except the material one of

its deception. Smiling internally at this assumption of consequence,

Evelyn replied, with a profound bow, " That, madam, is my wife."

The lady looked at each of the parties still more narrowly than before

;

then affecting an air of forgetfulness, " Ah, true, so it is ; some very

imprudent marriage, I presume, young man?" and the lady thought

with IMrs. Clackit,—a very handsome young man ; but this for some
reason or another, she did not then care to express.

" Imprudent marriage, ma'am," said Evelyn ;
" yes, rather," and

both the culprits here hung down their heads with a simper of con-

scious imposition, that passed current for very natural bashfuhicss.

" I thought as much," returned the stout lady ; " it's astonishing

liow many people wreck their happiness by these imprudent marriages.

I did the same myself, and God knows how I have repented it."

This was pretty well !—and to say too in a man's presence, and her

husband sitting close behind her all the time, to receive the full benefit

of such an assertion ; but no one can dou])t that they were at least a most
consistent pair ; for neither did she turn round her head in doing him
this little personal kindness, nor, on the other hand, did he think it

woi'th his while to notice, by even the motion of a solitary eye-brow, so

gratifying a mark of his wife's remembrance.
Both Evelyn and Nora, therefore, concluded that the studious gen-

tleman, who so greatly admired the fire, v;as her brother or cousin, or
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some other relative, duly licensed to enjoy these aspersions upon an
absent spouse.

They were not, liowever, long left in ignorance as to the extreme
degree of candour that marked the character of their new acquaintance.

" To return to what I was going to say," remarked the lady, " you
are not aware who it is you are addressing." Xow they were address-
ing nobody, and they needed but to have told this truth at once to have
received their dismissal ; fortunately, however, for their success, tliey

contented themselves with a mute motion of the head. " I," resumed
the lady, making a considerable pause after the personal pronoun,—"I

—

am—Mrs. Archdeacon Pontifex !—that is my husband (pointino- her
thumb over the shoulder, but without making the slightest eflPort to turn
round or look at the man who was reading the fire.) "That is my
husband—the archdeacon. Of course you have heard of Archdeacon
Pontifex, the first scholar in Europe."

" Frequently, madam," replied the ready but audacious Evelyn,
Avith a low bow, while the simple Nora looked at her in the most unut-
terable amazement.

" Of course you had," resumed !AIrs. Pontifex.
" O yes, ma'am, of course ; and very great delight I've received from

perusing his translation "—of the classic languages, Evelyn was about
to add—but her good genius, in the shape of Mrs. Pontifex, interrupted

her with the words " Chaldaic, Hebrew, Mahrattan, Javanese, Maltese,

Arabic, Coptic and ancient Phenician. O, of course, every one has
been delighted with Mr. Archdeacon's translations of these languages ;

and though a woman ought to pretend ignorance on these learned

matters, still, between ourselves, how can I help knowing something
about them, after being married for these last twenty years to the first

scholar in Europe ?"

Now there are people in the world who may imagine, that after this

tribute to his worth, the first scholar in Europe should have got up and
returned thanks, or at least made his bow ; he certainly ought to have
fidgeted on his chair, and felt nervous and bashful ; or if he could have
done nothing else, he surely might have blushed a little on this very
interesting occasion ;—but no, there sat the first scholar in Europe, tlie

man who had translated all these delightful, but most unnameable lan-

guages, which were so exquisite to translate but so impossible to read ;

and there he seemed likely to sit, till his friends had finished the reading

of them, before he gave any sign that these open praises produced the

least efi"ect on his nervous system.
" He's a very extraordinary man, ma'am," said the mischievous

Evelyn, and she thought it, too.

" O very," replied Mrs. Archdeacon Pontifex, " if he hadn't been
that, / should never have had him ; but still, of course, it's a sad thing,

young man, to marry a beggar without a penny as, doubtless, you
know ; therefore you musn't be led away by any seeming advantages

of a woman's passing her life in the society of the first scholar in

Europe."
" No, ma'am, certainly not," replied Evelyn, who could not help
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smiling at the admirable society which the first scholar in Europe was
likely to prove, if he always made himself as agreeable as he had done,

since her first sight of him that morning.
" As far as regards a woman, sir, you're right," resumed Mrs. Arch-

deacon, " but let me tell you, the advantages of the Archdeacon's so-

ciety to a young person in your situation^ are really inestimable, really

inestimable."

At this climax of the farce, Nora feared that all her efforts would oe

unable to restrain her from downright laughter. It was only by re-

flecting on all the horrors of her position, that she was enabled to

maintain her gravity, while that of Evelyn was somewhat similarly

endangered.
" If you should ever think, young man, of going into the church as

a preacher," continued Mrs. Pontifex, " I'm sure the example of my hus-

band's eloquence Avill be of unspeakable utility to you ;" but the utili-

tarian was as little moved as the first scholar in Europe—there he sat still

gazing into the fire, to all appearance perfectly indifferent whether his

wife talked flattery, defamation, sense, nonsense, or aught beside.

To look at Evelyn's face, one would scarcely imagine she was the

same being, who a few minute's since, had entered the room, bearing

all the traces of hopeless anguish ; so completely did she seem to enter

into the humour of the scene around her, wearing at the same time, an
aspect of deep deference towards Mrs. Archdeacon, which only made
the matter tenfold more ridiculous. Having mutely bowed to the last

proposition, made by the dignified lady—the latter, who seemed well

inclined to that species of conversation, which was all on one side,

proceeded to put a few questions, which did look something like the

business of the meeting.
" Now then, young gentleman, as you propose to be Mr. Archdeacon's

secretary, oblige me by stating what you can do."
" Anything, ma'am," modestly replied Evelyn, determined not to give

a lukewarm description of herself.

" Anything !" repeated Mrs. Pontifex, " that's highly satisfactory
;

and as salary is not your object, I think you may consider yourself

eno-ajred."

" Thank you, madam, I'm much obliged to you, and my wife
"

but as this was a delicate subject, Evelyn seemed hardly able to grapple

with it, and at this first word stopped short
;
perhaps she fancied that

JMrs. Archdeacon would come to her assistance ;—there she was mis-

taken, that lady remained quietly staring in her face, and showed as

little inclination to advert to Evelyn's better-half, as she did to her own.
As for Nora, this was in reality her first entrance into the world, and
everything that she saw, she very innocently set down to be part of the

xisual custom practised on such occasions ; thus when she beheld an

exemplary wife engaging the husband's secretary, she naturally con-

cluded, that the exemplary husband would, in his turn, repay such

attention, by engaging the wife's governess. With considerable trepi-

dation, therefore, she began to prepare for her expected examination,

by the first scholar in Europe. What should she say to him ? she cer-
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tainly knew how to sew—could teach a child its first rudiments, and
cut out baby-linen—all matters, no doubt, highly interesting to a man
given to translate the Phoenician dialect ; thus primed, therefore, she was
less taken aback than might naturally be supposed, Avhen she observed

Mr. Archdeacon turn about with an evident intention to articulate. At
last, the great man spoke. That eloquence, the example of which was
to have been so useful to her husband in the church, and formed the

delightful company of ]\[rs. Archdeacon, at last condescended to illumine

the humble sphere of private life, in the following apposite question to

his wife.

" Is it true that the vacant bishopric is to be given to Doctor
Paunchey, for his treatise on the Greek particle ?"

It was a touching question—and dark must haA^e been the indiffer-

ence of the soul that could hear it undisturbed. As a dead silence

reigned in the room at the moment of putting it, no one could possibly

mistake its dread significance ; the effect that it produced upon the soul

of Mrs. Archdeacon, the woman who had such a reverence for the

first scholar in Europe, became instantly apparent. Turning to the

new secretary, she quietly demanded

—

" Can you drive a pair of horses well in harness ?"

" O certainly, madam, I've long had considerable experience in

driving," was the ready reply of Evelyn.
" Very good," resumed Mrs. Pontifex, " and can you set words to

music ?"

" I have done so once or twice, but not often."

" Have you any voice for singing?"
" A little, Mrs. Archdeacon."
" I hope you have no cliildren."

" Only one at present, Mrs. Archdeacon."

. "Ah ! true, so your letter said ; but it's very young, isn't it ?"

" Very young, quite an infant,"

" Very good—then you will remember, for the future, that I don't

approve of any children in my family, except my own."
" Very well, Mrs. Archdeacon," modestly replied Evelyn, who

seemed determined that no charge either of disobedience or informality

should at least be brought against her, on any score whatever.
" I hope you understand the management of male servants."

" perfectly, ma'am."
" Very well then, I think you may consider yourself as my husband's

secretary. As for your wife, of course, in such a case, she will be my
governess ; and it will be for you to instruct her in the discharge of

any duties which I may commit to her care. I don't know that tliere

is anything else that I need mention to you, except that we embark
the day after to-morrow ; and as the voyage will be of some weeks'

continuance, you will, of course, take care to be provided with every-

thing necessary to make a proper appearance, as part of my suite.

You may go now—give me your address. I Avill communicate to

you to-morrow relative to the embarkation in the ship that is to

convey us."
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" Perhaps, ma'am, you are not aware," timidly said Nora, and think-

ing in the simplicity of her heart, that she was doing a A^ery kind and
proper thing, " perhaps yon are not aware that your husband spoke

to you just now relative to some bishopric."

Looking at Nora with an expression as much as to say, " I perfectly

understand and hear everything around me," Mrs. Archdeacon replied,

addressing herself to Evelyn, " before you go, perhaps it may be as well

to remark, that your double salary, besides your table and board, will

be nineteen pounds a year ; 'tis true, this is rather high for the slight

services that may be required of you ; but knowing the antipathy some
people have to a foreign climate, I have prevailed upon Mr. Archdeacon
to exceed the sum usually paid to your class." With a gracious bow
to Evelyn, and a look of the most perfect unconsciousness to his sup-

posed wife, ]\Irs. Archdeacon Pontifex rang the bell, and our friends

retired.

It was not till they gained the street that either of them would trust

themselves to speak of the scene they had just witnessed. When, at

length, they were safely beyond all observance, Nora, looking very

simply at her friend, observed

—

" Surely, those people are rather singular in their manners."
" Singular," rejoined Evelyn,—" I was just wondering out of what

madhouse that woman could possibly have escaped."

CHAPTER THE TENTH.

CONTAINS THE PONTIFICAL EMBARKATION.

The afternoon was considerably advanced when our friends left the very

intelligent presence of Mrs.Archdeacon Pontifex ; and long and serious

was tlie debate which ensued between them, as to the eligibility of accept-

ing her very liberal oilers. Nora was decidedly favourable to the under-

taking, oui^rous as it certainly was, but this very acquiescence on her

part only made Evelyn pause the more, since it showed her how little

acquainted with the world her friend really was, and how slight the

dependence consequently to be placed in her judgment. That they
should both have to go through no slight share of petty annoyances in

the family of such an empty-headed woman she saw at a glance—on
the other hand she was equally ready at discovering that Nora, from
her very ignorance of the world, would never feel one hftieth jiart of

those shafts which the low malignity of the other seemed inclined to

aim at her, and from no possible reason, so far as Evelyn could

discern, unless it were that most contemptible of all— the pleasure

of putting a slight upon one of her own sex who hapi)ened to be
young and beautiful. Still, let the motive be what it might, it was
evident that it existed in no inconsiderable degree ; and it was lucky,

therefore, that the party against whom it was aimed, was too simple

and kind-hearted to detect it. Up to the very hour of embark-
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ation, uo eftbrt was spared by Evelyn to discover, if possible, some less

disagreeable resource for the extremities of herself and friend ; but in

this matter fate seemed inexorable—no other opportunity of achieving
their independence proffered itself to our friends. The morning of
embarkation arrived, they repaired with their humble luggage to the
hotel of Mrs. Archdeacon, and forming part of the party for embark-
ation, thus set off together. Since the first auspicious day, when Nora
had been introduced to jVIrs. Pontifex, there were two points on which
she felt great gratitude to that most dignified woman. The first was

—

unlike the generality of married ladies—for the singular affection

which Mrs. Archdeacon had been pleased to bestow upon her liege

spouse Evelyn. Day by day she had informed him of the utter impossi-
bility which her husband felt in proceeding Avith the numerous and
important avocations which at present occupied him, without the assist-

ance of his secretary. Day after day Evelyn attended, while the sailing

of the vessel was put off as various causes of delay arose ; and the first

scholar in Europe seemed perfectly content to circumscribe the sphere of
his secretary's usefulness to watching him, the Archdeacon, as he sat for

hours looking into the fire, while his wife proceeded with her usual string

of grave nonentities.

Evelyn certainly did write one note to Mrs. Archdeacon's washer-
woman respecting the delay of certain household matters, and the
breach thus made in the said washerwoman's word ; but no more im-
portant use of her literary powers having been ventured on, Evelyn began
t6 gain more courage in her calling, as secretary to the first scholar in

Europe, than even she had been bold enough to hope for at starting.

Her chief duties, she now found, were to give her arm to Mrs. Arch-
deacon in her walks, drive her pony tilbury, and listen to the exquisite

conversation in which that Avoman of many opportunities abounded.
The great delights of such intellectual discourse will be readily under-
stood, when Ave say, in one Avord, that it ahvays related to herself. Of
this, a A'ery slight sample will perhaps be sufficient ; and we may take
at random that Avhich passed between them on the interesting event of
their departure from the shores of merry England.
The morning Avas beautifully fine and cloudless, and might have stood

for a mutual compromise betAveen the rival seasons of the year. With
the date of winter and the freshness of spring, the morning boasted all

the brightness of summer, and the mild bracing air of autumn. The few
remaining household goods of our little party had been senton board, under
the charge of the servants. Mrs. Archdeacon led the AA^ay, leaning on the

arm of her husband's secretary, closely followed by the first scholar in

Europe, who supported Nora under all the boisterous delights of his usual

hilarious company. This, betAA'een the ship and the hotel, did actually,

on the memorable occasion in question, attain the extent of saying " A
very fine day this, jMiss,—that is—I beg your pardon—Madam."

" Very fine, sir," replied Nora, whose thoughts, totally engrossed by
the melancholy circumstances under Avhich she Avas bidding adieu to her

natiA'e coimtry, perhaps for CA'er, seemed about as conscious of the Arch-
deacon's gallantry, as he himself was astonished at it. MeanAvhile his

G G
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wife, who unfortunately had heard this sally, turned round, and hestowed

on the guilty pair a look of virtuous indignation that would have anni-

hilated any mortals of ordinary texture. Seeing, However, that her

thunderbolts seemed to fall on charmed ground, she turned once more
to her companion, and resumed the conversation that had been tem-

porarily interrujoted.

"As I was saying, Mr, Marsden," (for such was the name that

Evelyn had assumed,) " the first time I left England after my marriage

with Mr. Archdeacon, was under cii'cumstances of peculiar feeling.

Seventeen offers had I refused, Mr. ^Marsden, in the preceding twelve-

month—I was then in the first bud of beauty—I need not tell you
what was my appearance at seventeen—I need only say that I was
perhaps one of the most beautiful and accomplished creatures that

can be conceived ; it is enough to record that the whole aristocracy

of England were at my feet, Mr. JMarsden ;
yet, strange infatuation

of girlhood ! I refused them all to fling myself away upon a beggar

—to be sure he's the first scholar in Europe ; but, after all, that's

but a poor consolation to a woman who might have commanded
anything; but such is always the fate of the young and beautiful.

Now do tell me, what were the circumstances of your marriage ?

how came you to marry such a poor-looking simpleton ? confess now,
candidly, were you not taken in ? As for me, I declare to you, upon
my word, I couldn't even enjoy a common dance at a ball without my
partners coming to me next morning with an offer—you can't conceive

how particularly disagreeable it is to be for ever refusing people in these

little matters—so at last when I saw any of them approaching me for

this purpose, I used to shorten the formalities most wonderfully."
" Did you, indeed, madam ? pray how did you achieve that ? perhaps

you will be kind enough to enlighten me on that interesting point ?"

" Oh certainly ! ' Now hold your tongue,' I used to exclaim, putting

up my hand, ' I know what you are going to say, you needn't speak

—

I know exactly what you are going to tell me—spare yourself the mor-
tification, my good sir, I can't have you ; I admire you as a friend, but
I can't po jsibly accept you as anything more.'

"

"Well then, madam, at this ."

" At this,—of course ;" but what followed of course was, very fortu-

nately for the hearer, never brought to speech. At that instant they

arrived at the quay, and all the servants crowded forward to render their

assistance to Mrs. Archdeacon Pontifex. On all these occasions, tlio

first scholar in Europe was as little considered as the last ; and whether
he got into the boat head or tail forwards, or any other manner, seemed
to be matter of equal moment. His humble wife was, however, con-

tented to lean upon tlie arm of her husband's secretary, Avhich she did,

by the bye, pretty heavily ; and as slie thus descended the steps to the

boat,she whispered in I'^velyn's ears, with what was intended to be a most
insinuating glance, " There, ]\Ir. Edward, I mustn't indulge you with any
more chit-cliat for tlie next two hours, for I declare your wife is looking

quitejealous at me," Often in after days,when real or fiincied sorrows were
pressing on our friends, did tliis speech, so typical of the folly of its utterer,
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bring mirth by its repetition to the hearts of those who had such reason to

be tickled by its absurdity, while, from the specimen now given of Mrs.
Archdeacon's balderdash, it may fairly be supposed that Evelyn's salary

was fully earned in its endurance. Within half an hour, our friends

had embarked on board the spacious trader, in which they fondly hoped
to reach Barbadoes, her ample canvas been given to the wind, and the

port of Liverpool left rapidly fading in the distance to leeward.

As the sea was as calm and gentle as tl)e day was fine, our fair friends

wei'e enabled, for a much longer space than they h!ld anticipated, to

enjoy the delight of bidding a gradual adieu to the shores of England.
With minds far difierently constituted from that of the weak woman
who had just gone below to inspect the various arrangements in her

cabin ; it may readily be imagined how solemn were their feelings at

this important moment—whether they might ever again return to a

country endeared to them by a thousand ties, nay, almost hallowed even by
the sufferings which each had there undergone ; whether their voluntary

departure was to prove a matter of gi-ief or rejoicing, were all questions

of vital moment, which nothing but the irremediable experience of the

future could answer. At last, nothing but a low faint line of haze

upon the distant sea was left to them of home. To Evelyn this

spoke chiefly of a release from further chance of meeting those, the very

sight of whom would but redouble her distress ; but to Nora, the sense

of irremediable banishment from all her family, every being to whom
she felt attached, every soul who could render her any assistance in

those hours of sorrow and dependence which visit, in their turn, alike

the haughty and the low—these feelings, and the still recurring

question, whether she had taken the wisest and the most proper step,

without making one last appeal to her family by seeing them—afforded

her the deepest anguish, which every additional furlong of distance from

the receding land seemed to render more and more insupportable. Two
thoughts alone in this trying moment afforded that consolation of

which she stood so greatly in need—the unmerited desertion of her

family who should have proved her firmest supporters, and the thorough

conviction that the father of her child no longer survived to be affected in

his worldly fortunes, either by her sorrows or humiliation.

To both then of the friends, the message of Mrs. Pontifex, calling

them to some new duties below, was rather a relief than a vexation,

since it expedited that adieu to their native land, which both desired

and both seemed loth to give. The tears sprang unbidden to their eyes

as they lingered for the last moment on the dusky outline of Old

England ; and mutually clasping each other's hands, they thus silently

interchanged fresh vows of love and fellowship, as they voluntarily

resigned, with their forsaken country, every other affection and support.

gg2
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CHAPTER THE ELEVENTH.

EXHIBITS THE PLEASURES OP A PRIVATEERS ACQUAINTANCE.

" How does she bear now, Jackson ? " ci-ied the captain, as he sat on
the weather hammock netting, conning his ship with all the intense

excitement and apprehension which a seaman involuntarily feels wlien

the fortunes of war are about to wrest from his grasp, not only the object

of his command, but the dearly-prized result of a life of labour, which
over fondness for his profession has induced him to hazard in that dan-

gerous investment of capital, a merchant-ship.
" She bears pretty much the same, sir, as she did a little time ago,

perhaps half a point or so more away upon the lee-quarter," answered
the mate; looking at the compass.

" Not more, do you think ?
" again inquired the captain ;

" then we
are creeping to windward of him at last."

" Yes, sir, Ave are weathering upon him slightly ; but what we gain

in the weather-gage, we lose I fear, in the run. He's nearly a mile

closer to us now than he was at the setting of the watch."
" So I fear too. But what the devil's to be done ? do you think she'll

bear anymore sail ?"

" No, sir, I don't think it'll be much use trying that on. It's blowing
a stift" double-reef- topsail breeze now, and here are we without a single

reef in low or aloft !—and top-gallant sails, and large jib set."

" "Why ay, I think the old girl's got as mvich as she can stagger under."
" Ay, sir, that has she. Just look aloft at that main-top-mast, it's

whipping like a fly rod with a halibut to it ; there's not a stick in her
that's not complaining. If I warn't to be uncommon nice in steering,

you would soon have a spar or two overboard."
" Well, then, I suppose we must make up our minds to a French

prison, and a little bit of beggaiy. I knew how it would be when that
old devil, Mrs. Archdeacon, or what the blazes she calls herself, flung
the steerage cat overboard for going to sleep on her satin tucker ; I

knew precious well some kettle of fish was brewing for us."

" ^li 'V?
^^'^" growled the mate in sweet reply, as the captain, who

had now come down to his side, shook the compass-box by which he
was steering :

" I never knew a ship yet, with a heap of women on
board, that got to her journey's end without some sort of disaster."

" Right, Jackson, right ; for my part, I had rather load a ship
with sugar to Barbadoes

—
'tis nearly as sweet, for the matter of tliat,

and not half so likely to be shifting in a gale of wind."
" No, sir, it is not

; you may catch the sea in a calm now and then,
by accident ; but if ever a woman's out of mischief, Avhy I know nothing
about it." As the mate came to this very logical conclusion, he added
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something about his eyes ; hut as tliis was of a very ophthalmic ten-

dency, -Nve forbear the introduction of any thing so contagious.

" Well, Jackson," said the captain after a deep sigh, and a pause, as

he examined the chasing vessel with a spy-glass, " I suppose there's no

doubt of it's being our old friend."

" I knew him at once by the rake of his masts, and that infarnal jib."

"Yes, I suppose its Johnny Crapo again ; he's picked up four or

five birds out of the covey already, and it seems as if he's made his

mind up now to have us for the next. What's the use of talking about

a British convoy, when here, out of seventy or eighty ships as we sailed

in company with from the Cove of Cork, with three frigates to protect

us, there's well nigh a dozen of us gone already ? I'm sure they can't

say that we didn't sail as fast for them as any reasonable body could

look for, in a ship loaded with merchandise ; but as for them captains of

a man-of-war, a man might as well go and sup with an old crocodile,

as think to turn them round to any useful kind of purpose ; whatever

they please, they'll do. No sooner do they get a convoy in the open

sea, and out of the admiral's sight, than it's march ahead the best of

you, and the devil take the hindmost." As the captain consoled him-
self Avith muttering these complaints, pacing all the while up and
down the deck, and stealing, ever and anon, uneasy glances at the ship

pursuing them, the privateer in chase crowded sail after sail, and lost

no opportunity, suggested by the long experience of those on board, to

come up with the Prosperity— for such was the presuming name
borne by the merchant vessel now so hardly pressed.

How, in the first place, men can possess the taste to select names that

bear on their very front a general defiance to all ill-luck, we know not

;

for us it would have been quite sufficient to hear of such a name, at once

to give the most decided avoidance to anything bearing it ; not from any
feeling of superstition, but simply from that tendency which we hourly

mark, in the chances of life, to run quite contrary to all our calculations.

It may easily be imagined, that when so imminent a danger as capti-

vity was thus threatening all on board, neither crew nor passengers were
particularly disposed to sleep. On the latter, however, was inflicted a

double penalty—that of remaining awake in the most intense suspense,

and yet being wholly debarred from watching the advance of the pur-

suer that caused it. With many ships, the trim of the vessel is such,

that they sail considerably faster with all their crew disposed of in their

hammocks, than walking about at random on the deck. Prosperity

was one of these capricious-minded craft ; and in order to please her hu-
mours, the whole of the passengers were requested to keep their cots, and
interdicted from appearing on deck. One elderly gentleman alone had
managed to propitiate the captain so far as to be tacitly allowed to remain
and speculate on the gradually approaching chances of his bondage. The
night was as cloudless as if the impatient prayers of some desiring lover

had obtained, for the delight of himself and mistress, a night which no

ordinary expectation at such a time of year could anticipate.

The wind was blowing freshly from the north-west. Not a cloud was
to be seen over the whole expanse of the heavens, whose divine
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azure came beautifully forth beneath the crescent glimmer of a new
moon. The ship had got so far from land, that the sea already bore

that deep blue tint which generally speaks a depth of the greatest

intensity. The night breeze swept freshly over it in a strong continued

blast, curling the crest of each wave as it poured along and filled tho

troughs of the purple seas, with showers of brilliant spray, to which

the reflection of innumerable stai's combined to give the semblance

of a profusion of jewels, scattered at random by the lavish hand of

nature on the dazzling bosom of her favourite child. In vain the eye

sought round the sublime circle of the horizon for any object on which
to rest connected with the little tyrant man, or human sympathy.

Not a ship—not a sail was to be descried. Solitary as the dark waters

rose and fell upon the first hour of the creation, so did they appear

unceasingly to roll their mighty flood in lonely grandeur at this moment.
On board the merchant vessel all seemed still and hushed as on the vast

waste without. Occasionally a slight sound was heard as the steerage

wheel was moved. A low complaining of the overstrained masts struck

nervously on the apprehensive ear, as one sea, more heavy than the

rest, rolled forward its bulk of waters on the struggling ship, and
for a moment arrested its career Beside these soimds, all was still,

save the plaintive sighing of the night breeze through the rigging,

and the measured and melancholy cadence of the waters, as each wave
cleft by the massive bow, culminated along her sides, and finally mingled

with the tormented waters in her rear. Silently, and with a troubled

countenance, her captain, and part owner, gazed on the scene without
;

and from the beautiful and solemn expanse that lay before him, so win-

ning to a seaman's eye, turned sullenly, and with all the traces of the

darkest hatred, to that white speck on his lee quarter, where ruin

threatened in the fairest guise.

" One v/ould little think," muttered the agitated seaman, " of a craft

that looks so trim and ship-shape as that privateer, yonder, that the

wreck of a man's whole life^and fortune, as it may be, is all she seeks

for." As he said this he came to a deep pause. Other and still stronger

emotions seemed to succeed within his mind, and hastily brushing his

hand across his eyelids, he muttered, " 'Tis no use thinking of it—if it

must be, it must be—tho' it will go hard with her and the little ones

before I get back again, I'm thinkino;." Where were his thouojlits wan-
dermg (

In a quiet little residence, not far from the port lie had last quitted,

resided a wife, and two young children ; and at this moment, when his

own freedom was hanging upon the balance of a hair, we may suppose
his thoughts naturally reverted to those so dear to him. By the open-
ing of the gangway, stood the solitary passenger, in whose mind wore
passing reflections, somewhat dissimilar to those of tlie captain, but little

less unpleasing. The mate, as he stcod at the wlieel, looked back hur-
riedly at the approaching foe, as if he also thought of those whom his

labours supported, and to whom liis freedom was as necessary as the
very bread of life.

In the course of an extensive war, so vast as that into wliicli tlli^'
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nation was then entering, in how many thousands of instances, by
otliers upon our ov.n countrymen, and still more frequently hy our

own countrymen upon others, were wrongs infinitely greater than tluso

inflicted

!

Now, when the lapse of years has cooled our madness, and the en-

joyment of victory has demonstrated its worthlessness, what is the

amount of the advantage we have gained for all tlie misery, agony,

and woe, inflicted and endured ? The advantages of struggling and

starving beneath tho pressure of an insoluble debt ! Surely, if a few

miserable wretches, led by a mistaken political zeal to change some fornr

of government, at the cost of a few lives, are guilty of treason—wliat

language can paint the crimes of that minister, who, for the indulgence

of guilty ambition, plunges whole nations into war? A traitor to

humanity, a wholesale assassin, a rebel to all the holy influences which

should sanctify the human heart—these are all terms still too weak to

express the enormity of his guilt.

While the two ships were thus staggering under the weight of their

respective sails, and each eye on board the Prosperity was anxiously

watching how the spars bore the strain of the increasing breeze—a sudden

flash illumined the whole extent of sea and sky, and the captain, rapidly

turning towards the chasing privateer, saw a .streak of foam advancing

from her bow, towards his own vessel, with that swift but irregular

dotting line which bespeaks the passage of a shot along the water.

" Here it comes at last, sir," cried the mate.
" I see it," replied the captain, '' it won't come home, though, ^^ill

it?"

" No, sir, I think not ; it's rather a far-oft" shot that, even for a long

gun." Just as the mate gave this flattering opinion, a deep heavy

booming sound, slowly struggling up to windward, confirmed their

belief, as to the nature of the light. And lest any teasing doubts should

remain upon the minds of any on board, respecting the abilities of the

gunner who fired it, the report in question was instantaneously followed

by a crash, which, to all appearance, could only have been made by the

destruction of every piece of crockery in the cabin below. Nor was

this all ; nearly simultaneous with the inanimate exclamations of the

crockery, Avas heard the far more life-like outcry of some lady in deep

distress.

"Has that shot hit any one below, Jackson?" demanded the captain.

" Only my wife. Captain Simpson," replied a deep grave voice from the

other side of the quarter-deck, taking the reply out of the mouth of

the mate. The captain looked round in mute surprise ; the voice had

proceeded from the solitary passenger, and the solitary passenger was

—of course—Archdeacon Pontifex.
" Only your wife, sn- ?" repeated the captain.

" Only my wife, sir," reiterated the Archdeacon.
" But hadn't you better go down, sir, and see if she's not hurt ?"

" O no, I'm sure she's not hurt."

"Good Heavens, Mr. Archdeacon ! how do you know?"
" Very well, sir; nothing ever hurts mywife—at least, I've known
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her for twenty years, and nothing ever hurt lier yet." The Archdeacon
sighed deeply as he came to these words ; but as ho rendered no expla-

nation of his sighing, it would be wrong in us to put any forced con-

struction upon what, after all, the utterer might have felt to be merely

a desirable and pleasant mode of exercising his lungs.
" Jackson, step down and see how the lady is after that," said the

captain, turning to the mate ;
" if a four-and-twenty pound shot doesn't

hurt her—no wonder she thinks nothing of flinging a cat overboard

now and then—a leddy of that sort of build, might defy even the Flying

Dutchman himself. I don't like having such passengers aboard, for my
part—do just step down and see what the racket is"—as the screams

not only increased in potency, but seemed to draw nearer and nearer

to the quarter-deck. With a view of ascertaining the truth of this

matter, the captain advanced to the helm ; and Jackson was upon the

point of relinquishing it into his hand, when all further trouble was
saved, by the appearance, upon deck, of the lady in question herself.

She was very hastily clad, it is true ; but the haste in hei' dress was
as nothing, when compared with the haste of her exp]*essions.

" Captain Simpson, what is the meaning of this noise ?

—

Mr. Arch-
deacon, have you no explanation to offer me? I say, is this your pro-

mised attention to me ? Do you intend me to be killed, or murdered,
or what, that you allow this abominable annoyance to be perpetrated

in my very ears ? What is the meaning of it all ? Is this the way that

you conduct your ship, that you allow your seamen to stamp upon
the deck, till they break all the china in the cabin, and frighten me to

death ?"

" Stamp upon the deck, ma'am?" said the captain, "there's no one
been stamping on the deck that I know of. That row that you heard
below, is nobody stamping, it's the enemy's shot. I can't help it—
'tisn't my fault, ma'am, if iron balls will go through oak timbers."

" The enemy's shot. Captain Simpson ? Oak timbers ? Mr. Arch-
deacon. Do you mean to say that any enemy can have dared ?"

At this ill-timed moment, when the full sense of her danger seemed, for

the first time, illuminating the mind of Mrs. Archdeacon, and she, at last,

heard a proposal from the vassal man, which she could neither understand
nor refuse, a second flash sent its mhnic lightning over the vast ex-

panse around ; and the ball, traversing as swiftly and surely as before,

struck the unprosperous Prosperity full in the lee bulwark, just above
the quarter-deck, where Mrs. Archdeacon was standing, and about to put
the question whether any one could dare, &c. They are a very daring
race, those cannon-balls, and many people have had reason to complain
of the exceeding familiarity with which they strike up an acquaintance
without the slightest previous grounds. On the moment, the flash was
seen

—

" Stand clear," cried the captain and the mate, with one voice.
" Where ? where ?" screamed in reply the agonised Archdeaconess,

in all the panic of futile apprehension. Wliile she was yet skipping
about on the quarter-deck, in a manner not wholly calculated to sustain

the dignity to which she was so much attached, the uncferemonious
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shot rushed through the opening it had made, crashing the wood in

all directions, and covering Mrs. Pontifex in a shower of splinters.

" Stop them, stop them. Captain Simpson ; put me on shore, I say,

directly, jMr. Archdeacon," roared the unhappy Mrs. Pontifex, appeal-

ing, by turns, to those whom she seemed to suspect of possessing some
most unheard-of powei's, and not very clearly perceiving that neither

one nor the other of her orders were of a nature to be very easily

obeyed.
" Stop them, ma'am V said the bluff captain, pitying her distress,

yet unable to restrain a smile at the ridiculous form it took. " It's death

by the law, ma'am, to stop a cannon-shot by the way, I can assure you."
" Put you on shore, my dear V gravely remarked the Archdeacon,

with the same precision with which he could have scanned a quantity,

or composed a sapphic, " I believe we are even out of sight of land,

are we not, Captain Simpson ?"

" I should think we ought to be," replied the captain, regarding with

infinite contempt a being who could ask such a question, when they

had been for the last week obliged to take their observation of the sun

daily, before his eyes, in order to gain the latitude. "While yet, how-
ever, ]Mrs. Archdeacon was still dancing about the quarter-deck, the

horizon was again lit up with the fire of the enemy—again the shot came
booming along the purple surface of the deep—and, again striking the

ship's side, again covered Mrs. Archdeacon with the harmless splinters

it threw out.

""Will nobody assist me, will nobody come to my relief? Will you
all stand by and see me shot at in this way ?"

" Bless you, ma'am, they an't firing at you," said the captain ; "why
don't you go below out of the way ?"' But in this the captain and the

lady differed materially—the captain imagined the privateer was firing

at his ship, while the lady, in full accordance with her favourite theme,

entertained the most jDerfect conviction that every shot was aimed at her

particular existence, and nothing else.

" Where is your secretary, sir ?" at last said she ; " if /te were here,

I should find some one to protect me."
" I'll send him up to you, my dear," philosophically replied the Arch-

deacon, quietly descending the companion,—" Good morning, Captain

Simpson, it strikes me I shall be safer in my berth below."
" To be sure you will, sir," roared the captain, getting into a rage

;

" why the devil don't you take your wife down with you, instead of

leaving her here to be cut to atoms ?"

" Sir, you mistake very gravely," replied the Archdeacon, just before

his head disappeared below,—" I never interfere with Mrs. Pontifex's

arrangements."
" "SVell, if that isn't damned cool," said the captain,—" I don't know

much about it. Jackson, that's a good fellow, do hand that lady be-

low, and we'll batten down the hatches." In swift obedience to this

command, the sturdy arm of Jackson was thrown round the waist of

Mrs. Pontifex ; and in spite of all her protestations, her dignity was
consigned to a place of greater safety, and the Prosperity left with-
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out her valuable aid, to malcc the best fight she could agauist the

privateer.

.

" Now, Jackson, my boy, as we've got the decks clear at last, let's

see if we can't manage, by some lucky shot, to knock away a spar of

that craft astern ; send half-a-dozen hands here to cast loose that after-

most gun—and let the second mate go below to douse the lights, and

open the magazine. Have you seen that all the cutlasses are ready ?"

" Ay, sir, every one of them : not that they'll be of much sort of use;

for if it once comes to boarding with a privateer, it isn't difficult to see

who'llhave the best of it. Stand clear, sir, here comes another sljot

—

they're good gunners aboard that little craft."

" No mistake about that, Jackson," as the captain saw the shot pass

clean through the main topsail. " Come, bear a hand, my boys—load

away—this can't last long, unless we put some sort of a stopper on that

fellow's impudence. Ah ! here comes the powder—now, my lads, in

with the cartridge."

" All home, sir," cried the ready seamen.
" Here's the shot, then," returned the captain, handing the six-pound

ball, to an old man-of-war's-man, who, after many woimds, had entered

the merchant service.

" Lord love you, captain, this looks like a mere doctor's bolus, after

being used to handle the two-and-thirties in his Majesty's service."

"I only wish. Spanker, it was a bolus down the throat of that cursed

privateer ; however, pass it home—stand aside, and let me have one fair

shot at him."

In obedience to the captain's command, the seaman, after he had
passed home the last shot, drew back ; and the captain, stooping care-

fully down, took a deliberate aim along the barrel of the little brass

piece of -ordnance ; taking advantage of a weather-roll, after he had
taken his aim, the captain fired.

With eager expectation the crew looked round, to see, if possible, where
the shot struck ; but whether it was the fact of the privateer herself

firing at the same moment, or whether the shot had really gone astray,

this at least was evident—not the slightest effect could be discovered on

either the hull or sails of their pursuer.

" Come, my lads, look about you, sponge and load again— if the first

doesn't tell, the second may."
" The fires are all out below, sir," rejiortcd Jackson.
" That's right, my boy, there's another gun for you on the weather

side of the deck ; bring it over to leeward—blaze away as hard as you
can. If we do nothing else, the firing may, at least, bring down some
sloop-of-war to our assistance ; they are sharp enough, where prize-

money 's concerned; though, as for the commerce of the country, I

suppose tlie luidcrwriters may look out for that." Gun after gun was
now loaded and fired by the captain and his little crew, but no visible-

results could be traced from any of them ; till at last, tired with aiming

at a mark seemingly so inaccessible, the captain resigned his post to the

old man-of-war's-man, saying, "There, my boy, you know what it is to

ply those tools in earnest. Try what you can do for a space. Sam,"
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addressing one of the ship's boys, " run up to the main-topmast head,

with tliat glass that now lies on the capstan, sweep round the hori-

zon, and see if your shai'p young eyes can't make out something like a

friendly sail. Jackson, how do you get on with your gun ? It's slow

work, this fighting privateers at long halls with such pop-guns as

these."

" Aj'', that it is, sir ; the devil a bit of harm I can see tliat we have

done with 'em. Do you make out any spars or rigging carried away, sir?"

" Not a stick of it, Jackson, nor even a shot-hole through her canvas

—there it is, smooth, and as white, and as stiff, as a board—she's a

weatherly little craft that."

" She'd be much nicer, sir," growled the mate, firing his gim, " at a

longer distance—Did you see that shot strike, sir ?"

" The devil a strike, Jackson."
" Well, I did think for once, that that was into her ; but there's no

heart in using these little brazen bits of pop-guns—they're only fit to

giA'e pills to old women with."

" Wait a minute, your honour," chimed in the old man-of-war's-man,
" it's now my turn to have a shy. Will you just keep your eye,

Captain Simpson, upon that rakish craft, while I fire my gun ?"

" Ay, ay, Spanker—now then for it ; I've got her right in the field

of my glass—bear a hand, and slap it into her,"

" Avast heaving, your honour ; a slow shot for a sure one, all the

world over." And leisurely stroking his left hand down his long plaited

pig-tail behind him, and laying himself nearly at length along the deck,

the old tar squinted down the tube of the gun, with a cool determined

manner that bespoke the veteran—" How many shot did you put in,

Bill ?"

" Stand clear," cried two or three voices,—" here comes another

twentyfour-pounder from the enemy." Whiz came the rushing shot

—crash went the timbers, scattering the splinters once more in all

directions, A short brief cry of agony was heard ; and Bill, with his

answer yet unformed upon his lips, and his hand, still warm, upon
Spanker's shoulder, was laid a mutilated corpse upon the deck. The
man-of-war's-man gave a side glance at his shipmate, without turning

his head, or even moving a muscle—drew his hand across his face, to

clear the dead man's blood from his visage—and then briefly muttering

the words, " Poor bo', is that you ?" ejected a long stream of tobacco-

coloured fluid, and then, as if to himself, continued—" Well, he couldn't

have put in more than three shot, I suppose—never mind. Bill, for a

minute,—Tom, it's all over with him
;
just clap a couple more shot

in my gun, will you, for better luck next time ?" Then, as his request

was complied with, he withdrew another coign from beneath the breech,

took a second, and more protracted aim ; and, turning to the horrified

powder-boy, who held the burning match,—" Give me that linstock,

boy, and shut your mouth. Have you got your eye on her. Captain

Simpson ?" But Captain Simpson, unused to take scenes of carnage

quite so systematically, had flung down his spy-glass on the moment of

seeino- one of his crew struck, and now was vainly endeavouring to bear
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the slaughtered seaman below, in hopes of saving his life. " There's

no satisfaction in coming a fine piece of gunnery here!" grumbled. old

Spanker, " These merchantmen are so little up to trap, they don't

know a dead man when they see him." Then jumping aside, out of

the recoil of his gun, he watched the roll of the ship—squirted out his

tobacco-juice, gave a hasty puff at the burning linstock, and fired.

"That's hit her at last," cried the powder-boy, who stood near liim,

capering and clapping his hands, from excess of joy.
" Ay, youngster," returned Spanker, " that shot's something like,

isn't it ?—why," looking again more earnestly than before, " isn't that

her fore-topsail flying away in ribbons ?—Wait a minute, hold your
breath—dash my wig, if there isn't her fore-topmast gone over her side.

Isn't that jolly, you young shaver ?"

" Oh !" replied the lad, forgetting, in his ecstacy, the horrors of the

previous moment, " most capital ! here's another cartridge ;" and ex-

tending his hands towards Spanker, while the latter stood with a sponge

in liis hand, in the very act to pass it down his gun—another flash lit

up the sails of the merchant ship ; a hollow ringing sound followed close

upon the whizzing of the enemy's shot, and, as if by magic—gnn—carriage,

and the whole appai'atus connected with them, shivered into a thousand

splinters
;
part striking the powder-boy dead before him, another part

dasliing among the little group that were carrying down the dead man
at the hatchway, and the remainder burying itself in the lee side of the

mizen-mast.

Whether the Privateer had, in this instance, fired two shot at once,

and one had struck the weather rigging ; or whether some splinter of

the brass gun had taken such an irregular dnection, it is impossible to

say ; but before Spanker, who had himself received a severe contusion

in the side, recovered from the temporary surprise into which he was
thus thrown, his quick ear detected the peculiar sound produced by the

snapping of a shroud. ^Mechanically, his eye turned in the direction

from whence this came, but only in time to behold the weather-shrouds

of the mizen rigging snap, one after another, under the heavy strain of

the wounded mast, like the strings of some huge harp. To sliatch up
a selvigee strap, and spring to repair the mischief, was the act of a

second ; but, ere he arrived at the weather bulwark, the last frail sup-

port had given way. A snapping of the wounded spar was heard be-

hind liim— and he turned round just in time to see the mizen-mast, with
all its sails, spars, and rigging, topple over the side to leeward.

For a few moments, the old tar was what he afterwards termed fairly

nonplushed ; having hitched up his trousers, and sent forth another

wondrous jet of his tobacco-juice, his philosophy found vent in the fol-

lowing words :
—" A werry windictive shot that, werry, as ever I see.

I smells a French prison to leeward, werry strong indeed."

" N^ot much mistake about that, ]Mr. Spanker; just lend us a hand
at the wheel here, will you ? 1 can't keep her head to wind at all,"

said a young top-man, who was endeavouring to steer the merchantman.
" I should wonder very mucli if you could, Mr. Greenhorn ; if the

Prosperity's head doesn't full off now, it never will," replied Spanker,
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moving to the assistance of tlio young top-man at the wlieel. " tSomc-

liow or other," continued the old veteran,—" ships' heads always have

had a great inclination to fall off from the wind, when their mizen-masts

are knocked overboard, and the wreck towing alongside to leeward, more
especially if they're close hauled at the time. There, give the wheel to

me—jump you forward, and see what they're all doing at the compa-
nion hatchway there. I suspect, by their lying so close in a heap, some

of them have lost the number of their mess."

"Ay, ay, bo', I will," said the young seaman, jumping away.
" Avast heaving, youngster, don't be in so tarnation a hurry," inter-

rupted Spanker, stopping him short for a few minutes. " No good ever

comes of such a way of slurring over business ; and, look ye, if they

an't all knocked on the liead—just ask tv\'o or three of them to come
aft here with a tomahawk, and help to cut clear the wreck ; the best

craft in the world will never steer with such a load of hamper
hanging about her as we've got over our lee quarter ; stay a minute, what
the blazes are you starting and ducking for ? It's only the privateer

firing again."
" Only, Mr. Spanker ?—what the dickens would you have more ?

If we are to go into a French prison, why, the sooner the better, I say.

I don't like these confounded long shots, that come knocking a fellow

into the middle of next week, every few minutes."
" What's that to you, you lubber, suppose they knocked you into

the middle of next month, or even a little bit farther, you'll only be

so much nearer your pay-day ? • Walk straight and fair, every shot has

its billet, and would think as little of cutting off a crooked knee, as an

upright timber ; neither your turn nor mine's coming, this bout. We
have lost our complement in killed and wounded already."

" I wish you could only make that a little plainer, Mr. Spanker."
" Plainer ?—it's as plain as a pikestaff already. Three knocked on

the head out of eight, besides wounded, is a very genteel-like proportion

for the Gazette."

But this experienced and very scientific calculation, the young top-

man did not Avait to benefit by : running up to the companion hatch-

way, he found a heap of his shipmates, as Spanker had said, all lying

close together ; two were killed, including the first man—a few Avere

bruised and Avounded ; and the remainder frightened, not so much by

their ow^n danger, as by seeing their captain lying, to all appearance,

without the slightest sign of life, upon the deck before them. This,

however, was a case not so bad in reality as it appeared. Struck by a

splinter on the liead, and bleeding slightly from the wound, he lay

severely stunned. In a few minutes, however, he came once more to

himself ; and, stout of heart, as iron of limb, looked grimly round at the

devastation "the privateer had made upon liis deck. Hastily binding

his bandana handkerchief round his head, and ordering Jackson, with

all his disposable hands, to make haste and cut away the wreck, he

seated himself upon the shattered stump of the mizen-mast, and took a

moment's reflection as to the course which remained, if any did remain,

for the further defence of his vessel.
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It is astonishing, while your heroic commanders have remained

nntouched themselves, how very philosophically they have contrived to

issue the orders which involved the existence of others—it is when
tliey behold the current of their own life-blood flowing, that the true

touch of the tiger begins to make itself manifest. We have ah-cady

hinted, that Captain Simpson, in all the better requisites of the human
heart, was no way wanting. When, however, he looked round upon his

decks, beheld his bulwarks battered in and smashed on every side of

him, and nearly half his crew lying slaughtered around—more especially

when he felt the warm drops of his own blood slowly trickling from

his wounded head, the head itself dancing on his shoulders as if recently

hired for an opera ballet—more especially when turning his eyes to

leeward he beheld the hated cause of all this mischief running quietly

on a little abaft his beam, all the bull-dog pugnacity of an enraged

Englishman glowed in his bosom, and steeled his determination up
to the fiercest pitch of resistance. To think, too, that all these

wrongs and indignities were heaped upon him by a Frenchman !

—

a Frenchman—and he not able to avenge himself by a single stroke

of retaliation. " Not able, did I say 'i" muttered he, between his

clenched teeth, " No, I'll be cut to ribbons, hacked into junk, and
picked to oakum, but I'll paj the thieves oif; before I'll let them
call Tom Simpson and his ship their prize—O for only twenty stout

hands to board the frog-eating lubbers. O but for one good heavy

piece of metal that could carry a shot true. Isn't it a shame on Old
England, that she can't send a convoy to her colonies without the poor

devils of merchanters being left behind by the frigates to light a thief of

the night like that, crammed full of men, and carrying a long swivel

twenty four-pounder ; and we with scarcely enough hands to creep our

anchor up to our bows, and nothing better than two or three blessed

coughing plll-pufters, that wouldn't blow the powder out of an alder-

man's wig? Well, if there's no sail likely to come to our rescue,

I'll try a trick with them that shall save or sink, whether or no.

Maintopmast-head, a hoy there ! can ye make out any sail in sight ?"

A brief and anxious pause succeeded this momentous question, as the

captain's stern voice rose powerfully above the din of the busy seamen

on deck, who instinctively suspended their various operations to listen

for the reply.

Once more, and with all the intensity of strained vision, the young
lad at the masthead swept round the horizon with his spy-glass. Tho
new moon, which had now gained the centre of the heavens, throw a dim,

yet distinct circlet of light upon the heaving boundary of dark blue waters

which met the starry heavens on every side. Once or twice, in the eager

excitement of hope and fear, the keen lad beheld, or imagined, the friendly

sail for Avhoso approach he had so devoutly prayed, liut a moment's

steady gaze upon the object dispelled the welcome illusion.

Perched high above the absorbing bustle of the fight below, the

deadly struggle had passed beneath his eyes in all its frightful reality.

Tlie time, which had appeared but a few moments to those on deck,

dragged like hours to him ; and when, at length, he beheld the mizeu -
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mast slowly swerve from its upright position, and then plunge swiftly

into the dark flood below, shaking rudely, by the connecting gear, the

mast on which he sat, till rope after rope snapped with a fearful jerk be-
neath the resistless strain, his young heart beat frantically within
his bosom, his eyes seemed starting from his head, and his arms con-
vulsively clutched the spar on which he rested, and which he momen-
tarily expected to feel following its fellow.

Relieved from this apprehension, he still plainly perceived, that the
privateer, by drawing further ahead on the beam of the Prosperity,

would now have the better chance of aiming her unerring shot at the
mainmast,while, from all these reasons combined, his position^, secure as it

seemed from the balls themselves, was, in reality, one far more calcu-

lated to inspire apprehension than any of the more dangerous posts be-
low. After a silence of some seconds, during wliich nothing was heard
but the winds and waves, the captain, impatient of delay, was heard
once more to repeat his demand

—

" Main top mast-head there ! Why don't you answer the hail ? Is

there anything like a sail heaving in sight to windward V
The words had hardly issued from the captain's lijis, when the thin

tremulous voice of the youth was heard in answer

—

" There's nothing like a sail in sight, either to windward or leward,
sir, except a dim speck dead astern."

" No, of course not !
" muttered the disappointed captain, with many

an oath. " Whenever a cruiser of one's own would be a perfect god-
send, there's never one to be met with ! If I was only making a swift

run out to any port, with a picked crew on board, there be a
frigate to windard in no time firing a shot across my fore foot, or be-
twixt my main and mizen-mast, or perhaps, slap thro' one of my top-

sails as a signal to heave-to, and allow a pressgang to come on board.

However, it's no use grunting over it. Here, Jackson, haA'e you cut

away that wreck to leward ?

"

" Ay sir, it's all clear now." " That's right, then you and Spanker
come here, I want to have a word with you." Obedient to the summons
the two seamen jumped over to the spot where their commander was
sitting, and touching their hats, waited his communication. " What
do you say, Jackson," began the captain, " do you seeany chance of

giving the dodge to that fellow to leward, or shall we strike our colours,

and have done Avith it at once ?

"

" 'Tis hard to say, sir," replied Jackson; " I should like to hold out

as long as any man, but what the devil we can do more than what we
have done, I can't tell, for the soul of me ; there's not a man of us on
deck now, that isn't wounded, we have no sort of guns to answer the

devil's fire ; and now she's got slap upon our beam, she '11 keep pelting

at us until she knocks all our sticks out of us, and leaves scarcely a man
to walk the decks, and then after all, the worst must come to the worst,

and she '11 overhaul our lockers in the end, just as much as she could at

the beginning. The only question that I see, sir, to decide upon, is

whether, as our ship 's gone, it's any use to send our lives and limbs

after her. If you ask my opinion, sir, I can't say that I thinli it is."
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" So that's your opinion, is it ?
" sulkily growled the captain. " And

now what's yours, Spanker ?" turning to the old man-of-war's -man.

" That I like to haA-e a shy, your honour, even if I lose my stick."

" And that's mine, too, my boy," said his delighted superior, slapping

him on the shoulder, with grim ecstacy. " So we two will have a fling

too-ether, even if there's no one else to keep us company. If there's any

on deck would like to go below, he's free and welcome."
" There's no man here, sir, will do that," answered Jackson, feeling,

in some degree, that this was a reproach levelled at him ; " life is dear

to us all, but every Englishman prefers his duty."

" Well said, Jackson, give me your flipper.—Now I'll tell you what

my plan is—and there's not a fitter man upon the sea to help me Avith it

than yourself." At the mention of some further resource in their distresses,

it may readily be conceived, that the two seamen bent anxiously forward

to hear on what line of action their last hope of liberty depended, while the

other remaining hands stole over from the lee side of the deck to catch a

passing share in the important consultation; nor was the sailor at the helm*

less anxious :—even the firing of the enemy was for a time disregarded.

" The only hope that remains for us," continued the captain, " without

either hands or guns to fight, is either so to disable the privateer

that she can't board us, or to Jelay him till one of our own men-of-

war comes up."
" That's all, sir," drily chimed in old Spanker ;

" as the French say,

whenthey talk of invading Old England, the only difficulty is, how to do it,"

" Why yes. Master Sharpshins, that's very clever of you to say.

The grand difterence here is, that, Avith regard to invading England, the

French must just wait till they can get some Englishmen to do it

;

while, with regard to disabling that privateer, here are a few English

hands all ready for the business, and you amongst them."
" Ready, your honour? ay, I believe I am ; ay, and willing too, which

is quite as much to the purpose."

" Well, then, listen ; here we have got that Frenchman dead to

leeward ; now while he's amusing himself peppering our hull and

rigging, and seeing we can't return him so much as a single shot, no

doubt, he's thinking in his own mind, that it's all very fine, and that in

half an hour, or so, he '11 be walking on board here, and hanging up his

infarnal three colours, for all the world like a beef-steak striped with

fut and dipped in indigo. However, Avhile he's so cock-a-lioop in the

matter, and busy thinking that Ave can do nothing, I propose quietly

to set all the stunsails we can on the larboard side, just as if we AA'cre fools

enough to hope we could give him the dodge by fair sailing—if I

know any thing of Jolmny Crappeau, such a mantruATe from a dull

merchanter will tickle his conceit most heartily—Most likely lie '11 let

us set our stunsails in peace, just to have the fun of knocking them
down again, while, as soon as ever aa'c fairly have got the old tub

under good lively motion, we '11 up helm, and run slap down aboard on

master Johnny, before he knoAVS Avhere he's walking; once get our

licaA'y old bows pitched into his side, abaft the fore chains, and if
"

But here occurred an interruption, revealed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THE TAVELFTH.

IN WHICH THE ACTION WITH THE PRIVATEER IS CONCLUDED.

" Once, I say," continued the captain, " once get our heavy old bows
pitched into his side abaft the fore-chains, and if that young gentleman

doesn't pay a visit to Davy Jones's dock-yard for repairs, I know
nothing about the matter."

" Hang me, your honour, if that plan won't do," said Spanker, who,
true to his first proposition, seemed to relish amazingly this mode of

having a shy—in which he certainly was very far from being withoiit

the danger of losing his stick. However, a shy it was, and old Spanker
resolved to enjoy it to the utmost. To this determined spirit of fight-

ing for the slightest chance, how much does not old England owe of her

prosperity, her laws, her freedom, and even of her existence !

" Now, my lads," said the captain, when he saw, with tlie greatest

delight, how readily his scheme was embraced by those on whom
mainly depended its execution ; " bustle about bravely, and let's

make haste, and get our sails set before some imlucky shot from that

devil to leevs'ard either takes oil* any more of our hands, or knocks

away any gear, the loss of which may interfere with our plans." " Ay,
ay, sir," replied the ready hands, moving cheerfully and rapidly at the

word. Then addressing himself to the boy, who stiU kept watch aloft,

" Main-top-mast-head, a-hoy there ! Sam, my bo', come down here

below." Never in this world may it fairly be supposed that human
order was more readily obeyed. With the speed of lightning the

delighted lad slung his glass round his shoulder, and darting down the

weather rigging, stood at his captain's side.

" Come down from the mast-head, sir," said he, cheerfully touching

his hat, and then making the last report of his unpleasant duty ;
" that

is a sail, sir, dead astern, but she rises very slowly." " Yery well, Sam.

Now jump below to the passengers in the cabin, and tell them we ai'e

nearly all killed and wounded, and now's their time to come xip, and

make the best of the fight, tho' I don't suppose there's much to be counted

on from them." The last was added sotto voce, as the boy went below,

with the very cheerful and pleasant message the captain had so consider-

ately charged him to deliver. Considering the kind of prospect thus

held out to any nev.'-comer on the field of action, we certainly must think,

that the captain acted with becoming prudence in not expecting much
assistance from the quarter to which it was addressed, more especially

when we bear in mind the fact of its being intended for civilians, whose

previous pursuits were not of the kind best calculated to make them
II 11
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aware of the high houour of succeeding to the shoes of those who had
been " all killed and wounded." When Sam, therefore, rushed into

the cabin, he found its tenants engaged in their devotions ; while even

this usually peaceful occupation smacked of the deep emergencies of the

hour. It had already been made very evident by the shot, that whether
they entered the cabin or the quarter-deck was to those iron-hearted

messengers of death a matter of equal indifference. This, though it did

not greatly raise the affection of the passengers for their character, yet

procured them nevertheless an infinite deal of respect ; and in order to get

out of the way of such summary pursuivance, Mrs. Archdeacon Pontifex

had exhibited at once the depth of her resources and the profundity of her

deA'otion, by throwing herself at length along the deck, with her eyes

shut, and holding up her clasped hands" in supplication, instead of kneel-

ing; while the reverend archdeacon, in close imitation of her posture,

uttered aloud such supplications for victory and safety as his memory, at

that troublous period, enabled him to recollect. Besides the archdeacon,

and what his wife termed his suite, there were at this time several

other passengers on board ; and as they naturally wished to avail them-
selves of the services of so distinguished a luminary of the church as

Archdeacon Pontifex, and, moreover, greatly approved of the attitude

and position taken up by his wife, they all saw fit to prostrate them-
selves in a similar manner, and with a similar intent.

Nora and Evelyn alone contented themselves with that form of wor-
ship which their church prescribed, and which they were fain to

believe would, in the hands of a guiding Providence, be sufficient to

meet death or any other trials they might be doomed to undergo. The
solitary instance of these two, however, was insufficient to change the

aspect given to the meeting by the recumbent majority, and when Sam
entered the cabin, the impression made on his mind was that he beheld

some animated church-yard, where the effigies on the tombs of the

deceased parties had suddenly awoke to life, not motion, at the voice of

some brother tenant of the grave, who was reading the service for their

souls. Nowise daunted, however, Samuel delivered the message with
which he stood charged from the captain ; but no one rose to comply
with it, or by sign or motion gave the slightest token that it had been
even heard, except Evelyn, who, silently commending herself to Heaven
in this emergency, slowly rose from her kneeling posture, and prepared
to follow the boy on deck. With all the quickness of affection, Nora

,

instantly guessed at what was passing in her mind, and throwing her

arms round Evelyn's neck, demanded in tones of intense agony and
apprehension, " Where, love, would you go ?"

If there had before this existed in the minds of any of those present
the slightest doubt as to the real relative position between Nora and
her friend, this touch of nature, so sudden, so unpremeditated, so irre-

sistible, must at once have convinced the sceptic, past all further doubt-
ing, that the pale and handsome stripling of a secretary was in truth

that which he only pretended to be, the husband of Nora, and the

father of her child—" Do not ! do not go ! I beseech, I implore you I" cried •

Nora, clinging around the other with the softest tenderness and affec-
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tion, while tears burst from her eyes at the thoughts which this fresh

danger and separation called up. " AVhat have you to do with fight-

ing i you're a passenger : how can you think of leaving me, who have no

other hope to cling to ?—you must not, you shall not go ! Why rush

into this needless danger ?—think of all you have before exposed yourself

to by similar boldness. What is your strength, that it can be of the

slightest use to fight in any struggle hand to hand ?"

'' Nora, I've a duty to perform," returned Evelyn, still struggling to

get away, and in whose tortured and unhappy bosom there existed an

intense desire to resign the burden of that life which she was too proud,

courageous, and high-principled, to take with her own hand

—

" A duty to perform," repeated Nora ; " O yes, God knows you have,

than which notliing can be holier or stronger, a duty to perform to

Heaven and to me—why then shrink from it without one excuse ? Stay,

I implore you, and discharge it here, in comparative safety, and at my
side." Though Nora's arguments failed to convince the fiery bosom to

which they were addressed, there was one close at hand which they soft-

ened with quite as good an eftect. It was that, namely, of Sam, who,

unable to withstand the lovely eyes of Nora drowned in tears, quietly

but rapidly withdrew from the cabin, and locking in, as he thought, the

refractory husband, returned to the quarter-deck, and contented himself

with simply telling the captain that they were all at prayers. " Of
course," growled the captain, bursting out into sundry oaths touching

the souls and bodies of the passengers below, not much in unison with

their present supplications ; "At prayers ? Of course they are, tho' they

wouldn't have been half so well employed as that if they hadn't been

wanted on deck. Take and batten the beggars down below—then, whe-
ther we go up or go down, they'ie provided for—now then, as that

matter's got rid of," as Sam obeyed his words to the letter, " let us go

joUily into action."

As the master gave utterance to this peculiarly merry and comforting

exhortation, he cast a look around him to see what was the exact posi-

tion borne by himself and the privateer. The latter was now steadily

bearing full upon his beam, and continued very sedulously, with the in-

terval of a few minutes, to discharge the contents of her immense long

gun into the defenceless hull of the more bulky merchantman.
" Now, my lads," said the captain, passing his rough sleeve over his

brow, where the perspiration stood in large heavy drops, " if you don't look

smart this time, you won't have a chance again in a hurry. Spankei',

you jump forward with the rest on 'em ; I'll stand by the helm myself;

and as soon as you're ready forward with the studden-sails, sing out,

and I'll give the word to hoist away."
" Ay, ay, sir," returned Spanker and the rest of the seamen, running

forward with that alacrity inspired on the one hand by hopes of their

own escape, and strengthened on the other by the feeling of revenge

against an enemy w'ho had done them such damage ; while the mate, who
had gone below to get up some of the sails required, appeared at this

opportune juncture, and by his example and Yoice encouraged them in

the exertions they were making.
hh2
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'^ Now, Johnny, my boy," muttered the old captain to himself, as

with considerable difficulty he attended to the steerage of his vessel,

" I've got a nice little pill in store for you that you don't quite expect

to swallow. Let me see ; what would be the best way of managing it ?

If I try to bear down upon you all at once, you'll be up to the dodge,

clap your helm up, and give me the slip in no time. No, no, that

won't do. ' My better plan will be to pretend that I can't keep to

windward, and so edge down gradually—there's good enough excuse

for that when a fellow's had his mizen-mast knocked overboard."

Suiting his conduct to his design, the master here gradually put up his

helm, and allowed the ship's head to fall oflF, but in so gentle and
imperceptible a manner that it seemed rather an accident against the

will of the steersman, than the result of any preconcerted design on

the part of the captain. Meanwhile the enemy on board the privateer

beheld this evidence, as they imagined, of the destructive nature of their

fire with considerable self-gratulation ; and, taking it as an additional

proof that the unfortunate vessel, now no longer able to steer properly,

would soon be in their possession, they watched with glee the extremities

of their adversary, and, with all the advantages of a still closer position,

merrily poured in the contents of their long gun. By this time the

trader had approached to vdthin about five cables' length of the

privateer, who now bore upon her lee-bow. Still the captain steadily

pursued his purpose ; and by the gentlest perceptible degrees approached
his hated tormentor, keeping his eyes occasionally on the proceedings of

his seamen, now busily engaged in setting the desired sail. At last,

every preparation having been completed, the quiet tones of the mate
were heard "All ready forward."

"Hoist away," cried the captain; and, hitching a rope round the

spokes of the steerage-wheel to keep it fixed, he jumped down himself

among the crew, and lent a hand to hoist the sails desired. " Now
with a will, my boys," cried he," run 'em up; up with 'era heartily : never

mind the drag ; if you want to run away from a French prison, you
must do it here." Animated by the captain's example, the crew, although

inadequate from their diminished numbers to the task, paced rapidly

along. the deck, and hoisted up to their proper places the fluttering

studding-sails. No sooner was this desired object attained, than the

captain rushed back to his post at the helm, and prepared to execute

the rest of his manoeuvre.
" Now, my lads, all of you arm yourselves with pistols, sabres,

and boarding-pikes, and steal forward quietly in the bows. Once
let me pitch our old craft into the Frenchman's sides, and I'll be forrard

having a slice at Johnny Crappo with the foremost of you. Sam, my
boy, there are my pistols lying inside that caboose, belt and all

; just

see that the priming's snug, and pick me out a nice sharp cutlass.

If you respect your enemy, Sam, never touch a man's throat with a
blunt tool

—
'tis neither manly nor English-like."

" Ay, ay, sir," said Sam, who felt deeply touched at the soul of

honour which his captain displayed in this delicate consideration,

" here's a cutlass, sir, that you might shave that 'ere privateer captain's

beard with if you liked."
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" D his beard, Sara, I'll cut his throat," suddenly and savagely-

replied the captain in a manner that diliered strangely enough from
his previous " delicacy."

" Shall I pick out a pike for you, too, sir ?" replied Samuel, grinning

"with great satisfaction at the promised treat in store for the Frenchman.
" Ay, my boy, do ; after breaking his fast on our hull in this man-

ner, the son of a sea cook '11 want a toothpick. Are you ready all

forrard ? " addressing the seamen.
" All ready, sir," was the reply.
" Keep yourselves snug, then, myboys, till you see the privateer's fore-

yard over our forecastle. There are not so many of us that we can afford

to be picked off by their shot. Now, then, down goes the helm."

As the captain spoke these words, round flew the shafts of the steer-

age wheel: the bows of the trader yielded immediately to the motion of

the rudder, and, fliying rapidly off from tlie wind, pointed directly down
upon tlie beam of the privateer. It was now, for the first time, that

the captain of the latter began to perceive the manoeuvre intended

against him. Up to this period, he had continued to watch with increas-

ing satisfaction the various symptoms given by his prey, of her crew
being no longer able to manage their own vessel. Symptoms both of

.

illness and extremity are admirable things in their way, but it certainly

proves unfortunate to those who may happen to misconstrue them.

Such was the case in the present instance. The privateer had allowed

the trader to draw so near, in the hope of facilitating the capture of the

latter, that when her real design became apparent, there was no longer

any space left for its defeat. The sails which the trader had hoisted, though
inexpertly set from the inefficiency of the seamen, had, from the large

quantity of canvas they exposed to the breeze, given a great impetus to

the bulky form of the merchantman. Built with a view rather for ton-

nage than speed, or perhaps with a vain and hasty glance at the lattei',

the solid, massive bows ploughed up before them a little world of

foam and spray, which, appealing not more forcibly to the ear by its

noise than to the eye by its appearance, and urged wildly forward by
the press of sail upon it, spread terror and dismay along the decks of

the privateer the moment that a collision appeared likely.

Low in the water, light in her build, and framed expressly for

sjieed alone, the fragile sides of the privateer were the least likely

to afford any protection for the encounter of so heavy a vessel as

the West Indiaman. This none knew better than the Frenchmen
themselves. On the moment, therefore, that they beheld the largo

and threatening bows of their enemy bearing full upon the weather-beam
of their own craft, a cry of horror arose along their decks ; and with

it the English could faintly distinguish something like a command
given from the quarter-deck. What this command might be they

knew not ; nor could they well judge whether any attempt was made
to carry it into effect. From their hiding-places the crew of the trader

could see and hear their enemies, flying about and screaming as they

flew, uttering a thousand French imprecations, which were all of them
lost to those on whom they were outpoured. A few of the older hands
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who seemed able to retain their presence of mind on this emergency, had
wisely had recovirse to the only power they possessed of preventing the

trader's designs ; and while some threw over the threatened part of

their vessel such hasty apologies for fenders to ward off the concussion

as they could at the moment lay their hands on, a dozen grim-faced

Gauls levelled their muskets over the weather-bulwark of the privateer,

and commenced a sharp and incessant discharge of fire-arms at every

thing that bore the semblance of a human head on board the merchant
vessel, during the few minutes she continued bearing down upon them.

The only person who seemed wholly unmoved by the surrounding horrors

was the French captain, who stood quietly puffing a cigar, and standing,

like the Englishman, at the helm. He no sooner detected the intention

of the foe's running down, than, swiftly altering his vessel's course, he

too bore away to leeward, in hopes to avoid, or at least mitigate, the

blow of the merchant's bo\^, and so either run side by side with her off

the wind, or, rapidly pouring his men on board, thus at once end a

contest, that had already been infinitely more prolonged, and was
rapidly displaying far greater danger, than he had apprehended.

" All hands to board—ease off the weather-braces," were the com-
mands rapidly given by him, in his own language. " Be cool, my
men !—be cool ! By the cross of St. John, we' 11 have the English

blackguards yet ! Steady there, forward ; why don't you ease off

the jib sheet? Don' t fire on her bows, my boys; there's not a soul

to be seen there : try, all hands of you, if you can't take off the

captain at the steerage-wheel." But before this kind and wholesome
piece of advice for the captain's welfare was oft'ered, the bulky pos-

sessor of that dignity had prudently put the cover of the shattered

mizen-mast between himself and the fire of the foe ; there only remained,

therefore, the graceful protuberance of a certain redundant portion

of his figure showing itself behind the mast astern, and his arm, with

which he continued to steer, projecting from its shelter before. The
arm, it must be confessed, was rather of the bulky species ; and at this

the whole fire of a dozen muskets was instantly but vainly levelled.

Before, howpver, many shots could be exchanged, tlie swiftly approaching

bow of the Prosperity came so close on board the privateer, that all

view of the steerage -wheel of the former was excluded from the decks

of the Frenchman, which, it will be remembered, were considerably

lower in the water. The effort made by the Frenchman to get out of

the way of his huge antagonist had been altogether vain : the privateer

was falling rapidly oft" from the wind as the Prosperity got within half

a cable's length of her ; but the rapidity with which tlie latter came
down prevented all but a very partial execution of the Frenchman's
plan. When, therefore, it became apparent that a collision was
inevitable, cries and confusion on board the privateer rose to a height

that can be more easily imagined than described. Screams of horror

—

curses of rage— imprecations for safety—words of command— all rose

together upon the morning breeze, and, sounding shrilly and
frightfully upon the human ear, were borne quietly over the face

of nature, happily inaccessible to these results of human passions.
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On board the EngHsh vessel everything was as mute as tlie death

that followed in her wake ; still the gallant little band, that under
such disadvantages had defended her to tliis extremity, remained
quiet in tlieir hiding-places, without expressing in any sound louder

than a whisper their hopes and fears. As the fray proceeded, still

steadily and rapidly onward the merchant vessel flew—the noise and
tumult of the maddened waters beneath her bow sounding more and
more loudly and fatally in the ears of the Frenchman with every

moment that elapsed. Still the privateer endeavoured, by every effort

of despair, to escape the frightful fate awaiting her : with her helm
jammed up to the last excessive point, to hasten the falling-off of her

bow to leeward,—with spars and booms, oars and hammocks, hastily

thrust over her side, to lessen the dangers of her collision,—with
nearly sixty men, armed to the teeth, firing on every spot that was
likely to contain a foe, and ready, on the, first moment, to spring on
board the merchantman, and massacre every one who dared to prolong

a defence. Amid all these feelings of extremity, the iron-nerved English

captain remained, without moving a muscle, at his post ; and, holding

the helm in his hands, strove with every exertion to counterbalance the

efforts of the privateers to escape, until he beheld the fore -yard of the

enemy project aslant over his own forecastle. The moment his experi-

enced eye detected this, he hastily hitched a rope's end round one of the

spokes of the wheel, crying out as he did so, " Now's your time, my
men—forward on the forecastle, my hearts of oak ;—up and at 'em

—

cut down every man of 'em—don't let one come on board." As he
gave these stern orders of extermination, which nothing but the dangers

of his own position could justify, he rapidly belted round him the set of

pistols that lay ready for his use, and, snatching up the sword, respect-

ing which he had given such tender directions to Sam, rushed forward
in person to the forecastle. Here a scene of indescribable horror pre-

sented itself. While yet the captain was on his road, the ponderous bows
of the Prosperity, urged by the full impetus of their speed, the im-
mense spread of canvas set upon her, and the enormous weight of the

huge vessel, came heavily down upon the light, thin side of the privateer.

At that tremendous touch, with an effect almost like the supernatural

results of magic, spars, booms, oars—every hasty attempt at self-

protection gave way with a tremendous crash. The shock on board of

the Prosperity was scarcely felt ; while the long, low form of the pri-

vateer seemed literally to reel beneath its violence—retiring bodily to

leeward, several feet through the water, at the excessive blow. Onward
still pressed the huge unwieldy bow of the Prosperity, like some
of those vast and shapeless monsters of the night, that in our

dreams seem incapable either of relenting or being resisted. As it

pressed on, the eager eyes of the English seamen could behold with joy
the comparatively thin bulwarks of the French privateer cracking and
splintering before the enormous pressure in every direction ; till at

length she almost bore the appearance of fairly doubling in two beneath

the superior force destroying her. In the mean while, no sooner did the

bowsprit of the Englishman project over the other's decks, than the
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hornet swann of the latter's crew catching at the spars, the bowsprit-

shrouds, the nightingale, the spritsail-yard, and every part of the

connecting gear, made a last desperate effort to board their antagonist,

and so to save their lives, even if unable to preserve tlieir vessel. But
the stanch-hearted captain was on his post at this extremity.
" Novv's yourtime,my boys—fire into 'em—giveitthe beggarly varniin,

right and left—we don't want none of 'em on board here. Give them the

contents of your muskets and pistols first, and show 'em the use of an
Englishman's cutlass afterwards." Not more slow to act than to

command, the captain drew from his belt first one weapon and then the

other ; and as he discharged each barrel, one of his struggling enemies

fell into the bubbling w^aters, purpled with his blood a petty circlet of

the foam, and then sank from the sight for ever. " There she goes !

hurrah, my boys !—there she sinks at last—there she fills : cut down
the varmin, right and left," as the sides of the privateer, unable any
longer to withstand the pressure of the merchantman, broke in, fore

and aft, with a melancholy crash, that was heard above all the sounds of

the conflict—while the greedy waters, rushing into the chasm thus opened
in her hull, seemed to swallow up their prey, which swiftly disappeared,

a mass of wreck and arms and men, under the bowsprit of the ti-ader,

into the void beneath. For a moment, as the deck gained a level with
the waters, her downward progress seemed briefly stayed—'twas but the

pause of a second,—the heavy bow of the merchantman still pressed on,

—the planks splintered, cracked, and flew, fore and aft,—the white
bubbling foam rushed in over her bulwarks and long swivel-gun,

washing oft' many of the struggling seamen from their holds,—masts,

rigging, and a host of smaller objects, gradually glided under the fore

foot of the Prosperity, carrying witli tliem a score of seamen, whose
screams of agony were drowned in the general tumult, and leaving

behind some thirty more armed men, who clung to the rigging of the

bowsprit with all that desperation which a love of life inspires.

Foremost among these was tlie captain of the unfortunate privateer
;

and if his bravery and determination could win him from the fate at hand
he miffht esteem himself secure. Waving- his cutlass above his head in

one hand, while with the other he strove to clamber up the rigging of

the bowsprit, he cheered his men on in the fearful contest with loud and
repeated cries, uttered in their own language.

" On, Frenchmen, on ! Never mind their fire—cling to the rigging

with one hand, and shoot them down with the other. By the cross of

St. John ! there are not half-a-dozen of them altogether ;—hang ou but
for a few minutes, and these rascally Englisli are in our power."

Animated by these cries, the Fi'cnchmen did indeed seem inclined to

let no advantage go for want of the utmost pertinacity ia maintaining it.

Like a swarm of bees clustering round tlie tiny bough of some old tree,

the enemy were to be seen in bunches of four or five, or even eight,

clinging to some sliglit ropes belonging to the gear of the bowsprit,

which their frail support strained to the utmost, till it appeared every
moment about to give way beneath their weight : others again were
hanging so low as to have their feet absolutely trailing in the water,
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while with their hands they endeavoured to drag themselves up to the

forecastle of the trader ; while three or four, unahle to effect this witli

one arm, had recourse in their desperation to the expedient of supporting

their cutlasses hy grasping the blades with their teeth, while they applied

both hands for boarding their hoped-for prize.

Small as the crew of the trader had become, it is clear that they now
fought at a great advantage ; but however rapidly they loaded and dis-

charged their shots, they had no sooner the gratification of seeing one

poor wretch knocked off" into the sea, than three or four seemed
instantly ready to supply his place. But however fiercely the attack

was kept up by the privateer's men, who had no alternative but death

below or victory above, they had little reason, in the fierceness of their

struggle, to hold themselves superior against those whom they fought.

Loud as were the cries of the French captain, the sturdy Englishman
gave him back cheer for cheer. Not an instant occurred in this brief but

decisive conflict but afforded him opportunity for gratulation, warning,

or attack.

" Kick away, you dirty vagarushes," loading and firing as fast as he

could at the unfortunate Frenchmen—" kick away, ye dirty vermin ;

you needn't be so mighty particular which of ye shall go first ; there's

room enough below for the whole boiling of ye ;—that's right, Jackson,

pepper away at 'em. Spanker, my boy, draw it strong—this is rare

fun of a bi'ight morning, isn't it?" for the sun, which had just cleared

the horizon, poui'ed forth from the chambers of heaven t!ie glorious

light of purity and peace on this deadly struggle.

" Ay, your honour," returned Spanker, with a grim smile, as,

covered with gunpowder, his visage, rough at all times, now appeared

to wear a most demoniacal aspect, " this is a nice bit of work before

breakfast ; but shiver my timbers, sir, these are game devils to fight,

anyways."
" Ay, Spanker, my boy, they can't help it. Curse 'em, that's the

worst of it, when a Frenchman must fight he will fight ; but just give

him the least genteel bit of a loop-hole, and it isn't long before he's had
quite enough of it.—Hallo ! d my eyes, shoot that fellow off the

bowsprit."
" Hurrah ! my friends, now then forward. By the cross of St. John

the day is our own !
" cried the Frenchman in question, who was no

other than the captain of the privateer, and who had at last con-

trived to gain a position at once so enviable in point of glory—so

little to be desired for personal comfort.
" Shoot him down, I say," roared the captain, who was busy loading

his own piece ; " put a ball through his head one of you, or he'll be

aboard in a few minutes ; once they set their foot on this deck, it'll be

the devil's own work to get them oft' again, and even then we shall

stink of garlic for the next month to come. Down with 'em, one and
all—no quarter as long as they've arms in their hands."

"With an eagerness not surpassed by that which even the captain dis-

played, Jackson levelled his piece, and, taking his best aim, fired ; but

the French captain, nimble as a monkey, ducked and dived, and
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jumped and swayed his body in such a manner, that he seemed to

laugli at a musket ball.

" Burn your eyes !
" exclaimed the mate savagely, as he perceived

the captain advancing rapidly on board.
" Better luck next time, sir," coolly said old Spanker, levelling hia

musket in his turn, and firing with as little effect. Still the French

captain ducked and dived, and waved his sword, and with reiterated

cries on the cross of St. John cheered on his seamen to the attack.

For an instant Spanker seemed to regard the fire-proof Gaul with

a look of incredulity ; then, as he perceived the Frenchman did not drop

as he proceeded to load again, grumbling to himself, as it were, in

apology, he muttered, " It's no sort of satisfaction firing into them
scraggy Frenchmen ; they never has no blood in 'em."

" Now, my friends," cried the French captain, waving his sword

—

" now's our time—now, my friends, now's your time ; scramble up and

board her while they're loading."
" What !

" cried the English captain in a rage, as he saw the little

captain still advancing, " isn't there one of you lubbers that can knock
that little bantam-cock oft' his perch ? Here, shiver my timbers, I'll

St. Jan ye ; mimicking the favourite war-cry of his opponent, fling-

ing down his musket, and drawing his huge cutlass, he seized hold

of
i^
the fore- stay, and drawing his arm back with the full strength

of his body, prepared to cut down the captain of the privateer : the

latter, however, who saw the stroke coming, lifted up the guard of his

small sword ;—but so weak a defence was quite insuflBcient for the

object desired. Down fell the heavy blow, and striking deep into the

silver guard of the Frenchman's rapier, beat down his hand upon his

head, and with the suddenness and violence of the blow, at once hurled

him overboard among the swarm of his rapidly-diminishing crew, three

of whom he in his fall struck overboard beneath the foaming bows of

the Prosperity."

" Hurrah I my boys," cried the captain, raising his sword in triumph—" jolly Old England for ever, and a rotten rope for all St. Jans say
I. Now Spanker, now Jackson, now Sam, now's your time ; load and
fire as fast as ever you can, for the lives of ye. Stay, Sam, my boy,

you're wasting your shot ; out with your cutlass, and cut away the

gear by which these French frogs are hanging. Cut away ; never mind
their cries, my boy

; you'll only let them go into the water, and you'll

do 'em a world of good— I'll swear, from their faces, they haven't been
washed this twelvemonth."

In compliance with these orders, the fusees of the little but deter-
mined crew flashed right and left in the bright rays of the rising sun,
and threw out the thick clouds of their destructive smoke over the
laughing surface of the glorious sea, while the captain, still foremost in

playing the part he wished others to enact, laid his whole length along
the bowsprit, as much as possible to protect his person from tlie enemy
below, while his long keen cutlass sweeping swiftly round him, steeped
its bright point in the life-blood of many an unfortunate Gaul,
already worn and tired to the last extremity by perpetual plunging
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in the water and the reiterated effort to get on board ; but thougli their

defence has been thus prolonged against superior numbers by tlie deter-

mined courage of the crew of the Prosperity, there yet remained sixteen

or seventeen privateer's men, four or five of whom, in defiance of their

antagonists, contrived to reach on either side the larboard and starboard

forechains. This, from its position, the captain was unable to foresee ;

and while very busy dealing out destruction to tlie unfortunate wretches

below, a sudden cry of fire caused him to turn his head, and to his horror

and mortification he beheld the bunt of the foresail already in flames

from the discharge of his seamen's muskets, and the fire rapidly extending

up to the foretop ; but though grieved and disheartened, even this cala-

mity did not deprive him of his presence of mind.
" Let it be, my boys—let it go," cried he, " since it has caught. Let

it burn itself out. Keep your eyes on the Frenchmen, and never mind
the fire. There's our foremast gone, but

"

The rest of the sentence was yet upon his lips, when its conclusion

was arrested by a sudden cry in French—" By the holy cross of St.

John ! now's our time ;—now we have the rascals in our power."

The stout-hearted captain dii'ected his attention to this fresh point of

surprise, and there to his consternation was his old friend the French
captain flourishing one of his own heavy ship's cutlasses, skipping about

with as much animation as ever, uttering his war-cry in a style more
voluble than pleasant, and heading a party of six privateer's-men, who
had crept aboard from the fore -chains.

"Incarnate devils!" cried the captain, springing from his position,

and endeavouring as rapidly as possible to spring on his own forecastle,

and there exterminate this fresh danger ; but the task was less easy of

execution than design—the Frenchmen, savage and infuriated to

the last degree, had fallen on his insufiicient crew from behind. Jack-

son was cut down before the captain's eyes by a ])low from the

privateer's cutlass, while another of his followers, who in the hurry of

the moment had caught up a windlass -handle, discharged its full weight

upon the occiput of poor Spanker. Whatever respectable degree of

thickness belonged to poor Spanker's cranium was utterly subdued by
this attack : he sank before the blow ; so that when the captain leaped

upon the deck, he was instantly surrounded, and while yet his death-

dealing arm was circling round its master's head, a whole swarm of the

privateers, still clinging to the bows of the ship, clambered up xmarmed,

and flinging themselves upon his shoulders from behind, fairly encum-
bered every efibrt to prolong his defence ; and bearing him with violence

to the deck, there left his burly form a prisoner on board that vessel,

that had now become (oh ! bitter words) the prize of the enemy.
" By gar, you fort dam fellow," cried the French captain, with a

mixture of rage and admiration, shaking his fist over the vainly-

struggling form of the English captain ;
" why for you no have enough

of this dam fighting? Croix de St. Jean! one would tink you did

belong to de herd of swine possessed by le diable : lie still, lie still, and
don't get your head broke for nothing. Your ship in flames, your

seamens hors-de-combat, what more you want ? you dam bull-headed
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Anglais ! Are you not de honourable prisoner of war ?—why you no

rendez yourself quietly ? Take him below—lash his hands behind him,"

added he, speaking to his men in French.

However great the blessings enjoyed by the captain in the eyes of the

privateer's-men, no arguments put forward in the broken French of the

latter sufficed to convince the sturdy John Bull that his state was too

desirable to be mended, fiercely, bitterly—and we may add, most vainly,

he struggled and wrestled to get free; but, like the Lilliputians mastering

Gulliver, the enemy swarmed upon him too thickly to render any of

these efforts in the least degree available. Nothing could be more
ludicrous than the volley of oaths which he poured out upon his hated

captors ; but, unmindful of these, they passed a rope's-end securely

round his herculean form, and, as soon as they had fairly deprived him
of all power to do mischief, dragged him aft on his own quarter-deck,

and, turning him on his back, left him there, like a huge turtle, to flap

his fins and snap his beak, powerless even to do that which the anomalous

tenant of the deep is able to effect in its most helpless state—namely,

make soup. At present, however, both he and the Frenchman had

other fish to fry ; for the fire, which had caught the foresail, having been

allowed to run its course, had traversed up tlie rigging in those few brief

moments, during which its progrei^s was neglected, and spreading rapidly

from sail to sail, and spar to spar, left nothing on the foremast but a

mass of l)lazing rags, fluttering out before the fierce gale that only served

to fan their fury.

" By tlie cross of St. John !" cried the French captain, looking aloft

with the first moment's leisure, and speaking in his own language, "what
is to be done with this infernal merchantman now that we've got her ?

Here, Toulmin, Lalande, Fourbiee," calling aroimd him such of his oldest

seamen as the chances of the fight bad spared ;
'• what say you ? Have

we any chance of preserving that foremast ?" But at this instant the

slings of the fore-yard having been burnt through by fire, and the chain

and staple which formed its additional support drawing from the same
cause, the burning mass, with all the sails attached to it in a state of

fierce combustion, fell down upon the forecastle, and threatened, unless

speedy steps were taken, to communicate the fire from the rigging to the

hull of the Prosperity. Up to this point the bound captain had
remained quietly venting his oaths and his grievances to the prince of

air ; but unable to stand this last attack on his fiivoiirite vessel, roared

out in a voic(! of thunder to the privateer captain

—

" ]> your eyes ! do you call yourself a seaman? Look at tliat

burning sail forward in the bows of her. Suppose the old ship is yours :

will you stand by, and see her burnt to the water's edge?"
This energetic remonstrance, though it was not altogether compre-

hended by the party to whom it was addressed, instantly attracted
the attention of that polite personage, and running up to the captain,
whose looks more than his words expressed his meaning, " What you
say, will you have de parole ?"

" Look at that burning sail, you lubber. AVill you let the ship be on
fire—in a nice sort of state that would be to drift into the Bay of Biscay."
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" \Yhat you mean, sir ? Suppose we let you up, will yon /aire Futile ?"

Then seeing that he was not yet quite comprehended, " for d you,

Englishman, speak vite, will you no fight?''

" Fight, you lubber—is this a time to fight and the ship in flames ?"

The captain of the privateer immediately turning to his men, desii'ed

them to cast his enemy loose ; and in a few minutes both friend and foe

were busily engaged in subduing the imminent danger that threatened

the vessel.

The first act of Captain Simpson was to run forward on the fore-

castle, and see if there was a chance of either of his own men coming
back to existence ; but the mate he found insensible and dangerously

wounded, on the booms ; while Sam was coolly sitting, with his arras

crossed on his breast, watching the flames as a schoolboy might do,

who had wagered a week's pocket-money upon the going out of the

pai'son and clerk ; as urchins term the two last sparks on a burned
sheet of paper. Spanker, on the other hand, who had been more
stunned than hurt, was slowly rubbing his bleeding head, and beginning

to recollect what was or should be going on around him : while the

crackling of the fierce flame on the foremast, the flapping of the blazing

sails in the wind, and the babel of sounds that arose from the alarmed
Frenchmen, formed a very good excuse for the belief which he after-

wards admitted to have entertained, namely, that lie had passed into the

other world, and got by accident into the wrong place. From the horrors

of such a fate he was, however, speedily and eft'ectually aroused, by the

well-remembered voice of his captain, who, kindly laying his hand on
his shoulder, exclaimed,

;^" Why, Spanker, my heart of oak, how are ye? Are you much hurt
—how's your head ? Come, look alive, man, there's no time to be lost

—

we're fairly licked at last, though vve did make a stiff fight of it. Shiver
my timbers, if you'd only aimed well with your musket. Come, it's

no use talking—can you stand on your pins, my boy ? The Frenchmen
are on board of us, and we are struck ; the fore-mast is blazing like

turpentine, and if you don't look sharp the ship '11 be a-fire."

" 'Tis an ill wind that blows nobody good, your honour," cried

Spanker, staggering slowly to his feet, then taking a look aloft, " there's

only one thing to be done with this spar, and that is, to cut away as

hard as we can drive."

" Ay, my boy, that's all—out with the axes. Cut you away the

lee rigging, while I pitch into the stick itself. Bad luck to the chances

of war !—a finer pine never grew in forest, or exchanged branches for

cheeks—but it's no v;se grieving. Jump you along, my hearty, into

the lee-chains. I suppose when these noisy Fi'ench beggars see me
chopping away, they may take it into their heads to follow the

example ; a little bit of fire seems to frighten them as much as if they'd

all burned their fingers."

In this, however. Captain Simpson did not do fair justice to his

captors, for no sooner did they see the steps which he deemed it neces-

sary to take, than half-a-dozen of the privateer's men, with the captain

at their head, seizing each man a hatchet, or tomahawk, and some even
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their cutlasses, and rushing through the flakes of fire and burning pitcli

which continued to drop down from the fore-top, assisted Captain

Simpson in cutting down the burning spar, and the rigging that supported

it to leeward.
" Spanker, my boy," cried the captain, as soon as he perceived the

moment had arrived for the purpose, " are you all clear there in the

lee fore-chains ?"

" All clear, sir."

" Then jump over to windward, and cut away the weather fore-

shrouds and laniards, while I run aft to the helm. When you get to

the last laniard, sing out. I'll luff her up in the wind's eye: the

burning wreck will fall over the lee-bows, and you stand by to cut it

clear."

" Ay, ay, sir."

" And, Spanker," added the captain, " if you should feel inclined to

be very humane, you may just sing out to them Frenchmen to keep

out of the way, though it isn't much matter if it should please the Lord
that half-a-dozen of 'em get jammed under the falling spars. Them
Frenchmen is always like so many fleas—they take a devil of a deal of

squeezing before they're hui't."

And, with this exquisite example of kindness and philosophy, the

captain flew aft to the helm to be ready at Spanker's call.

A few sharp vigorous strokes were then heard from the tomahawk of

the latter, succeeded by his clear hearty voice.

" I say, you jolly mounseers to leeward there, stand out of the way,"
making a sign with his hand to be more easily understood ; then, as he

saw the Frenchmen dispersing at his call, he looked aft towards his

captain, and gave the concerted cry, " All ready forward, sir."

" Cut away," was the quick answer.

Round flew the spokes of the steerage Avheel, up Avcnt the head of

the Prosperity into the wind, the sudden blast bore full upon the

burning and wounded foremast, and with a slight phmgc the,whole
flaming mass fell overboard.

A slight oheer was raised by the Frenchmen as they saw the latQ

object of their terror go over the side, and rushing to the spot with
their swords and hatchets, they soon detached the remaining gear
•which yet connected it with the vessel, and saw the quenched sails and
timbers float harmlessly away to leeward.

In the mean while, the grim old Captain Simpson, whose face was
perfectly blackened with powder, and dotted here and there with
streaks of blood, seemed to watch, with a singular satisfaction, the
exultations of the Frenchmen, under the guidance of their mercurial
chief; while ever and anon his eyes stole up to the main -topgallant-
mast head, and a smile gathered round his lips at the secret cause of
satisfaction which he there beheld.

It was not until the Frenchmen had finished clearing the bows of the
vessel from the Avreck of the foremast, and had time to consider Avhat
their future course should bo, deprived as they were of their late
floating home, that their captain began to reflect on the best mode of
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securing the. fore and erecting jury spars for the main mast, tliat he
beheld, to the infinite horror of liimself and crew and the great delight

6f Captain Simpson, that the flames had travelled up the main-top-
mast and main-topgallant-mast stays, and commvmicating with the
main-topsail and main-gall antsail, thus carried further aft to the only
remaining spar, that fire which they had extinguished with so much
risk and trouble on the forecastle. The rago of the Frenchmen, their

stamping, swearing, and useless bustle, were inconceivable ; while Cap-
tain Simpson, pretending to sympathise in all their grief, looked on in

real enjoyment of their distress, and drew from its extremity the bright-
est auguries of his own future freedom.

CHAPTER THE THIRTEENTH.

CONTAINS THE SECOND EPISODE.

After considerable difiiculty and danger, the only alternative by
which finally to quench the fire on deck, proved to be a repetition of

that sacrifice which the captors of the Prosperity had already made of

the foremast. After a vigorous use of the hatchet, the hapless Prosper-

ity rolled a dismasted hulk on the broad Atlantic.

" Well, Spanker, my boy, it's no use steering when we've got no
sails, is it ?" said the captain, taking the turn of a rope's-end round the

spokes of the steerage wheel, and coolly sitting doAvn upon the binnacle,

and slowly extracting from liis black-glazed hat a wondrously variegated

bandanna, he proceeded to wipe from his reeking brow the traces of the

late fray.

Spanker said nothing, but first seating himself on deck, and then

propping his back against the stump of the mizen-mast, he folded his

arms on his breast, ejected a long stream of tobacco juice, and after a

solemn pause, bespeaking vast consideration, drew a deep sigh and rej^lied,

" AVell, your honour, our cruise is up a little sooner than we calculated;

but I don't see no port any ways nigh handy whatsomever."
" Port be d—i—," said the captain sullenly, looking on at the

scene of wreck that lay before him as shattered with the shot, covered

with burnt canvas, smouldering ropes, broken spars, and with several

pools of blood scattered about her decks, her three masts cut and carried

away, with nothing but a few feet of stiimp remaining, the merchant-

man appeared the beau ideal of wreck, disaster, and confusion.

" No, your honour," responded Spanker, whose eyes seemed with

equal philosophy to follow tliose of his superior, " 1 don't see much
chance of port, tho' by the same token I wish we had a quarter cask

of that same licker aboard here, and what with the powder, and the

fire, and the lick on the head which one of them Mounseers gave me,

I feel so thirsty I do believe I could drink a gallon out of a quart pot."
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But if this ^va.'^ intended as a hint to his officer, it was a niost ingenious

device most villanously thrown away ; the unfortunate proprietor of

the Prosperity seemed so occupied by his ©lisfortunes that he oflered no

reply.

"I must say, your honour," quoth Spanker, returning to tlie charge

again, " I am rather koorious to see what these 'ere ]\Iounseers will do

withjhe barkey now they've got her."

" Do, my boy," and as the captain turned round to the stanch old

seaman, a ray of hope and pleasure gleamed brightly in his eye. " Ay
there's the knowing dodge of it, that fire of the foresail was worth a

Jew's eye to us. I saw when we were cutting down the foremast

that the flames were creeping up the main-topmast and main-topgallant

stays, but I was determined I wouldn't sing out till it was too late to

save the spar. If them French frogs manage to jury-rig this dismasted

hulk, and get her safe to port, Avhy the devil take their luck, and I

know nothing about the matter. The only chance that is left for us is

some English cruiser coming along and picking us up before we get

within shelter of the French coast. The wind is right off their shore as

it stands at present ; and if we don't get this lift from fortune, may I be

rammed, crammed, and jammed in the north-west corner of a peri-

winkle-shell, if ever I christen a craft 'Prosperity' again."

" Lord, your honour, I never thought of that," exclaimed Spanker in

delight, slapping his huge hand on his tarred canvas breeches, 'twill go
devilish hard with ns if we don't fall in with some English brig or

frigate before that happens ; so that after all we may manage to steer

clear of their cursed French limboes. Just look, your honour, at them
'ere Frenchmen holding a council of war there on the starboard gangway,
and moving their flippers up and down like so many pimip-handles;

they seem right regularly royally puzzled ; but, halloa, what are they
coming aft here for?"

As Spanker said this, the attention of the captain was drawn to the

privateer's men, a deputation of whom came xip to him, headed by their

chief.

" Monsienr le Capitaine," said the latter, extending his little white
delicate hand and gra.sping the huge brown flipper of Capt. Simpson,
" Sare, I honour you, you are von vary determined enemy, it give me

,
great satisfaction to meet von enemy like you, de chivalry of Europe
still exist out of do world, while gentlemans like you command do
commerce Anglais. I do repeat it give me great satisfaction to meet
so brave an enemy."

" ]lum taste you have, old boy," interrupted Spanker ; " well, PIl

say that for you any day o' the week and twice on Sundays."
" Le co)nlf((t, ]\lons. le Capitaine, is over, you have accept parole,

it is time our ordinary danger complete us into friends, your ship is de
wreck, and from do signs of de veatlier the tempest is approach ; how
can we rig do little mast and make sail, in short what are we to do ?"

" Do," replied Captain Simpson sullenly, yet not withoxit a grin of

groat delight stealing over his rugged features, "you may do what you
like, 1 'vc done all I can, and you see what's come of it ; I can do
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nothing for 3^011 but hand your name down below to a son of a sea-cook

of an archbishop, who, with a pack of other landlubbers, has been busy-

all the action saying his prayers, he may do something for you on a
pinch, tho' I can't say I found his sarvices of much use to me. As for

myself I must go and see to my wounded, and if it had not been for my
getting so flabbergasted by your boarding the craft, I ought to

have attended to that long before. Come, Spanker, my boy, just stir

your stumps and see how Jackson is getting on with his wounds. As for

you, gentlemen," turning to the privateers, " you needn't be in any
hurry in jury-rigging your prize ; if you '11 only wait long enough, no
doubt one of the cruisers of the grand nation will pick you up and
take you into port without any further trouble."

So saying, the captain rose from his seat, and, followed by Spanker,
walked forward to see if any life yet remained in that descendant of an
illustrious house, John Jackson.

" By the grand nation," said he to Spanker in an imder tone as he
walked along, " those half-starved devils think I mean their own
country ; but if there isn't a grander one in the little island over the way,
and a devil of a sight more likelihood in our being picked up by a
cruiser of our own, I 'm out in my reckoning. Ah, here lies Jackson ;

poor bo', I 'm afraid it's all up with him at last."

Taking the wounded seaman by the hand, -and gazing sorrowfully in

his face, Captain Simpson began calling loudly

—

" Jackson ! Jackson ! my boy, look up !
" Then, after a few seconds,

he added, " Ah ! I feared so ! " scrubbing the comer of his eyes

;

" he's as dead as a red herring!
"

" Poor fellow ! sir," said Spanker, lifting up his head, which fell list-

lessly down on the booms where the corjDse was lying. " Never mind,
your honour ; though he is gone, no sailor could have died with greater

glory than in fighting twenty to one."
" That's the warst of it," replied the captain, " that's where I feels it!

If that knock on the head had settled your hash, Spanker, I shouldn't

have had no sort of compunction as it were : you man-of-war's men
know that gjory is a fair and regular commodity which all true seamen
like to trade in with their life and limbs ; but as for poor Jackson here,"

taking up the deceased's hand, while the rebellious tear fairly fell warm
upon it,

—" as for poor Jackson, he never had no sort of affection for

glory or any of that kind of thing ; and it's my solemn belief. Spanker,
my boy, though I don't mean to say anything against him, mind you,

but merely remark it to show what curious turns of mind there are in

the world,— it's my belief that Jackson would have preferred getting

iifto port with a jolly rich cargo, to all the glory that ever was made
upon the sea. Howsomever, it's no use grieving ; lend us a hand, and
we'll carry him down below.''

Accordingly, the two mourners bore into the fore-cabin the body of

the deceased mate, and having gently laid it down out of the way, the

captain decently arranged the limbs, and turning to his assistant-—
" Spanker, my boy, go up upon the poop ;

you '11 find our poor old

bit of bunting there ; I suppose those French vermin have hauled it

down long ago : 'tis only fit that the poor boys who 've been knocked on
I I
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the head in defending it, shoidd have the satisfaction of being covered

with its poor old union now that all 's over."

" Ay, ay, sir," replied Spanker ; and darting away, he soon returned

Avith the red English ensign.
.

_

" Did they make any objection to your having it, Spanker ?"

" Who ?—the enemy, sir ?"

"Ay."
" Not a word, your honour ; I rolled it up in as small a whifF as I

could, and tucked it under my arm. They're as busy as the devil in a

gale of wind trying to rig jury-masts ; but, Lord, they'll be as long about

it as some old nation was in the siege of Toulon, which, I hear, was ten

years and a half."

" Come aft with me. Spanker, and bring the other two men that

were shot ; we'll put them all together, sew them up in one hammock,
and bury the old ensign with them. I have no mind it shall meet with

the dishonour of being kept by these fellows."

" Ay, do, do, sir ; and no doubt our poor shipmates will find it very

useful, when they come to be unpacked at Fiddler's Green, to save the

trouble of any idle questions as to where they hail from."

"While Spanker was yet expatiating on the great benefits to the dead

hereby to be obtained, a violent scream from aft, and in a female voice,

transfixed the attention of Captain Simpson.
" Why, Spanker, my boy, that's the women in the cabin, isn't it I

Those Frenchmen can never be handling them roughly ? Hang me if

we stand that on any terms
!"

" Sartainly not, sir."

" Stay a minute before you run aft. Here are a couple of loaded

muskets—the best arguers, after all, that ever I heard tell of.

Snatching up the arms offered him, while Spanker himself did the

same, the two seamen sprang on deck and rushed aft to the rescue.

On gaining the cabin, they fovmd no more violent cause of alarm than
a simple fainting-fit from Mrs. Archdeacon Pontifex, who, propped up
by the French privateer captain on one side, and her husband's secre-

tary on the other, was demonstrating the very great fear,produced in

her sensitive mind by the issue of the conflict.

Having waited for a few minutes quiet spectators, and being convinced,

from the courteous conduct of the Frenchman that tlieir alarms had been
groundless, the two Englishmen retired to complete the duties towards
their own dead, leaving their polite victors in complete possession of tho
fair sex and tho field.

The name of the French captain, who in the recent fight had proved
by turns his determination, bravery, ill-fortune, and good-luck, was
Monsieur Valette de laPassoa ; and Ixe clamed to be related, by descent,

to a valiant knight of the order of St. John, rendered famous for his

chivalric valour as displayed against the Turks in the siege of Malta.
Accustomed to reflect on this relationship with great complacency, and

treasure up tho memory of the valiant knight with the deepest venera-
tion, the i)ride wliieh he took in the chivalry of past ages happily induced
him to frame his own conduct and manners on the same refining model.
Our friends, therefore, if doomed^ to be captured at all, were pecu-
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liarly fortunate in falling into the hands of a victor who softened the

harshness of a sea captain's character, with all the knightly courtesy of

gentle birth and breeding of a decayed family; though long accustomed to

the sea, in which pursuit he had formerly visited England and learned

some of the language, ho had, on the outbreak of the war, entered into

partnership with some French merchant in the purchase and equipment"

of the vessel which had that morning been run down and foundered.

Though deeply annoyed and grieved at this loss, he could not find it

in his heart to break through all the notions he had nursed from boy-

hood of knightly bearing to a fallen foe. Instead, therefore, of wreaking

his revenge on the passengers and captain who had cavised the wreck of

all his hopes by the destruction of his ship, he seemed rather to

entertain a due admiration of the skill and gallantry that had pro-

tracted such an unequal contest, and, in the kind estimation of a gene-

rous spirit, allowed the skipper and his sole surviving crew, tSpanker

and the wounded Sam, to remain at liberty ; while to the female

passengers he displayed as much attention and kindness as if he himself

had been the captain instead of the captor of their vessel.

Than this nothing could have been more delightful to Mrs. Archdeacon
Pontifex, who, making a violent ettbrt to monopolise all Captain

Passoa's attention, forgot at once her sea-sickness, her thousand woes,

her capture—nay, almost even her husband's secretary, as she listened to

the voluble compliments of the'-captain in his broken English, and pre-

tended to understand the still more ardent expressions of his French

conversation, of which she knew not one word.

As for the archdeacon, he seemed to take his capture as he did every-

thing else, called it " an unfortunate event," and asked what they were
likely to have for dinner.

For the first day everything went on very smoothly. Monsieur
de Passoa and his crew exerted themselves to the utmost to rig jury-

masts, but made so slight a progress in the labour, that when night

closed in, a miserable apology for a foresail was all the canvas

they were able to show to the gale, which, rapidly rising, drove, as a

natural consequence, the heavy and dismasted merchantman two feet

to leeward for every one that she advanced. During the whole of the

ensuing night, therefore, the helpless Prosperity was pitched and
tossed and heaved about in the most merciless manner. As day
broke, a strong gale set in from the south-west, the sea rising with

every passing hour. When the new captain looked aroimd him on
the shattered hull that his own shot had so seriously injured—when
he contemplated the paltry and ridiculous show of canvas which
barely sutficed to make the vessel steer, the long distance betwixt

him and any friendly port, the chances of en.countering some British

cruiser, and contrasted all these horrors with the beautiful and swift-

sailing privateer, so ample in her accommodation, and in the ease

with which she was managed, so much more like the mistress of the

elements than the sport of them, he certainly cursed with a bitterness

of spirit the ill-fated attack which had given him so miserable an
exchange. But a Frenchman's grief is rarely very deep ; and this is

one of the most sensible parts of their national character.
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"It mirrlit have been -worse," said he, "-when that sea Hercules

struck me olf the bowsprit—it was ten thousand chances to one I should

be fortunate enough to find a rope hanging overboard from the fore-chains,

and so find my way on board again. Bad as this is," looking roimd him,

and shrugging up his shoulders, " that would have been still less desir-

able ;" and M. de Passoa cast his eyes over the shattered bulwark of

the Prosperity, and looked down upon the dark blue surface of the sea,

lashed into foam in every direction by the rising gale as it sighed and

moaned along the heaving ridges of the ocean. How different was this

morning from that which broke as yesterday upon his vessel in all the

pride of pursuit and successful triumph ! Now not a single spot of blue

was to be seen in the whole firmament! A dark mass of lurid clouds arched

over the threatening scene, and formed a dull and solemn canopy, the indi-

vidual portions of which scudded fast and furiously along, hanging so near

the water, that at a little distance they seemed to mingle with the spray.

Urgently as their captain stimulated his men on to complete the jury-

rigging of the ship, the French privateers, possessed as little of the

chivalrous feeling as of the knightly descent of the captain ; they felt

only the disasters of their situation, and full of sulky anger at the enemy,

who had reduced them to it, and now strenuously persisted in a refusal

of any assistance,—regarded wit^-. anger and jealousy their own captain's

forbearance to his prisoners, and working against their will and with

a disheartened mind, seemed likely to be quite as long in achieving

their task as Captain Simpson had predicted. With his own men, there-

fore, M. de Passoa's difiiculty chiefly rested; and while contending against

their faint-heartedness, which made him fully alive to the difficulty of

Lis situation, the female steward was sent up with a message to him,

that the ladies below were utterly expiring for want of his assist-

ance. The gallant soul of the knightly Frenchman was deeply touched
on such an emergency; and, without too minutely weighing its pro-

bability, he gave the necessary orders to his second in command, and
leaving in his hands the task of refitting and re-rigging the ship,

descended below^, to rescue the fair inhabitants of the cabin from their

imminent peril.

Great was his mortification, therefore, to find that this alarming
message had chiefly originated in the extremities of Mrs. Archdeacon
Pontifex, who, though a very charming woman in herself, yielded, in

the Frenchman's eyes, to the more charming beauties of her governess,

Nora,—which Mrs. Archdeacon perceiving, with all the swift intuition of

a woman, did not fail to reward with a dueportion of her hate accordingly.

As, however, all the ladies were excessively frightened with tlie

motion of tlie ship and the violence of the gale, and, from a false notion

that they were foundering, had all dressed themselves and quitted their

berths, the good-natured captain agreed to change the plans which he
had already formed, and renouncing liis fears of the English cruisers,

put before the wind, and so made for tlic French and English channel.

This, he assured them, would lessen the motion of the ship to such
a degree as to prove the necdlessness of their alarm ; while, partly

with the view of cheating them of their fears, lie ordered his own cook,
who had been one of the fortunate few to escape from the sinking
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privateer, to assist the steward of the Prosperity in preparing the best

breakfast that the stock of the merchantman would allow,—promising
the ladies that after this was despatched, he would beguile their time
by telling them some interesting story, which should cause the forget-

fulness of all surrounding horrors.

Whetlier he had previously entertained a design of making for the
Spanish coast, or whether he had simply acted from a dread of meeting
the British cruisers off Ushant, we know not ; but he now ordered his

second in command to put the helm up and steer in the direction of Brest,

when immediatelythe labouring merchant vessel, being put dead before the

gale, rolled on as merrily as if she hei'self felt a release from the straining

to which she was before subject, and, joyous at once more turning her bow
homewards, rushed impetuously forward to the goal of her destiny.

The only danger now to be apprehended was that of being pooped ; but
having shut in all the dead-lights astern, and taken every other pre-

caution to guard against this disaster, the captain was enabled to send
a great portion of his crew below to splice the main brace, and to give

orders that they should not be hurried or distressed in the erection of

other jury-masts, as the sail they had already set was, under the gale

then blowing, quite sufficient to speed them onward.
The hopes, too, of speedily finding themselves once more in "la belle

France," contributed greatly to the joy of the crew, and with the

satisfaction of having contributed to the pleasure both of his seamen
and his fair passengers, the gallant captain descended to the admirable

breakfast wliich his cook had prepared for him, determined to enjoy to

the utmost those pleasures which seemed so happily thi'own in his way.
As soon as the ladies felt the increased ease of the ship's motion,

nothing could be stronger than their demonstrations of gratitude towards
the captain ; and after enjoying the breakfast which he had so judi-

ciously ordered, the little party drew round the stove in the cabin

—

and while the excluded daylight was compensated for by an additional

display of candles, he redeemed his promise of passing away the heavy
hours by the narration of the following story.

As M. de Passoa had passed nearly two years of his life in England
previously to the outbreak of the war, he now, for the greater amuse-
ment of all present, exerted himself to the utmost to deliver his narra-

tive in the language of those he addressed. We will not, however,
trouble our readers with the captain's broken English, and therefore

venture to free his tale from these little inaccuracies, and present it in the

following form.

THE SANGIACK OF BOSNIA :

MY ANCESTORS GOLDEN SPURS.

As in moments like the present, when adversity seems pressing hard

upon each retreating footstep, and danger threatens us in front wherever

we may turn, no story can be more advantageous than one which shows
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how others have triumphed over greater difficulties, I shall, with the

consent of my audience, take leave to narrate a passage in the life of

one of my ancestors which has been duly handed down in the chronicles

of our family.

It was in the month of August, in the year 1565, that the order of

St. John of Jerusalem stood in as deadly peril as had ever threatened

it since its first institution.

Driven, after various vicissitudes, to take refuge in the island of

Malta, they had strongly fortified this post by every means and ingenuity

which their resources would allow. A reprisal on the Ottoman Porte, of

more than ordinary severity, had caused Soljman the IMagnificent to

swear by liis beard that he would extirpate the order of St. John.

A mighty armament, equipped with everything deemed necessary to

success, descended upon the island of Malta ; and after some of the most

bloody conflicts recorded in history, succeeded in storming one of the

chief fortresses in the island ; and had now invested, for some time, the

Bourg, or chief city—one of the gi'eatest protections of which was the

fortress of St. Michael.

Weeks had been passed in the attempted reduction of this fort. All

the resources of the Ottoman army had been employed against it ; the

utmost ingenuity had been displayed on either side, both in attacking

and defending ; blood had been poured out with the profusion of water,

and valour had exceeded in its prodigies all that the imagination could

picture to itself of daring.

A most extensive breach having been efi"ected by the thunder of the

Turkish cannon on the Avails of St. jMichael, day after day the fiercest

assaults had been made by the flower of the Osmanli ; and each succeed-

ing night closed on the bloody struggle, shedding the dews of heaven
upon a deep fosse, trodden full of Turkish corses, and bringing to the

besiegers no other consolation than the sacrifice of so many Christian

knights to their enemies' sanguinary hatred and revenge.

At length, however, on the 20th of August, a desperate effort was
to be made by the Turks. Leader after leader had been foiled in the

attempt to get possession of the coveted post ; and now one of the most
renowned and venerable chiefs of tlie Ottoman host had sworn to carry

it or perish in the attempt.

The night of the 19tli set in, as calmly and as beautifully as if no deed
of violence were either contemplated or likely.

Within the vast circle, irradiated by a brilliant moon, the light fell

softly and holily on the venerable ramparts, that threw their deep
shadow on every side, across the various harbours of the port of JMalta.

Still the night-breeze whispered sweetly over those blue transparent
waters, rich aa ith tlio perfume of a thousand orange-trees, in the interior

of the island, which the desolating hand of the barbarian had either

been untempted to visit, or had mercifully forborne to lay waste ; still

the thousands of bells of tlio Catholic city of tlie Bourg rose with a
sacred appeal to Heaven, and fell with a hallowed melody upon the ear
of the listener.

Thus far at least all was as it had been a few brief months before,

when, unthreatened by the horrid tide of war, which liad since floated
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their ramparts "with blood, the peaceful citizens and high-born luxurious

knights mingled pleasure and delight with the fiercer duties of the

pursuit of arms. No longer the light and gondola-looking boat shot

from the deep shadow of the creek, bearing some young lover to

his mistress, or illustrious warrior to the halls of feasting and pleasure.

The calm waters of the harbour no longer bore upon their bosom the

resonant sound of the guitar, and the light cheerful voice of the love-

inspiring serenader :—the sharp quick blow of the hammer rattling on

the anvil, as it repaired the broken cuirass or the imriveted helmet, or

forged afresh the blunted javelin ; the dull ringing sound of the pick-

axe and the matlock wearily labouring to repair the breach or to

remove the dead ; the smothered whispers of knights and men-at-arms,

who, though fighting throughout the whole of the oppressive heat of the

summer's day, still had to toil and watch throughout the greater part

of the night ; these were the only sounds that rose from the closely-

leaguered city ; while, if a solitary boat shot out across the waters to

keep up the communication with some distant post, it was instantly made
the mark of fifty arquebusses from the vigilant Turks, who kept the

sternest watch over every movement of the besieged—while, if these

were not successful in sinking the unhappy skills, a blaze of light

illuminated the whole bay, displaying every fortress in the clearest

outline, while the thunder of artillery sliookthem to their solid bases,

and three or four culverins, carrying balls of seventy or eighty pounds
apiece, as >vell as loaded with stones, glass, and broken earth, dashed

with their deadly shower the unhappy bark from the surface of the sea.

This project defeated, a keen eye might have discovered soon after a
round black speck upon the waters, emerging from the same part from
which the boat had started, and where now one of the expert Maltese

divers swam, with a letter hermetically enclosed in a tiny case of lead,

and held in the swimmer's mouth, ready to be irrecoverably sunk the

moment that capture became likely ; but every sound of former revelry

or joy seemed banished.

Seven hundred knights, at the beginning of the siege, had solemnly

sworn, at the high altar of their faith, with all the gorgeous ceremonials

of the Roman Catholic creed, and beneath the folds of the consecrated

standard of their order, to pour forth each warm drop of their heart's

blood rather than allow the crescent of the enemy to wave in triumph
above the holy symbol of their hopes, that had led them over a thousand
fields of victory.

Already one half of this devoted band, who had here partaken of the

Eucharist under such solemn circumstances, had met the glorious

martyrdom to which their oaths, their duties, and the base cold-hearted

indifference of Europe, had devoted them ; while a similar fate had long

been closely hovering over, and seemed now about to fall upon, the heads

of their surviving brothers.

Such, then, on the night of the 20th of August, were the sounds
and appearances of the Christian camp ; while, on the side of the

sanguinary assailants, the exultation of forthcoming victory, and the

brutal triumph of superior forces, seemed to buoy them up with all the
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inflated arrogance and cruelty which have ever shaded the few bright

virtues of truth and valour redeeming the otherwise dark character of

the followers of Mahomet. On one side of the harbour stood the

Bouro- and fortresses of St. Michael and St. Angelo; while on the other

were the ruins of the fortress of St. Elmo, now possessed and held by

the Turks, who, after expending before it the bravest of their army,

had at the last hour become possessed of this battered mausoleum of its

brave defenders, the last of whom was struck dead in the breaches, as

the victorious tide of the Othman battle rolled home on its glacis.

Along the whole line of this coast extended the encampment of the

Turkish army.

The distant lights were seen from afar, dotting in distinct outline the

position which they held ; while the low indistinct hum of a mighty

multitude was borne over the intervening bay, mingled with occasional

bursts of the barbarous horn and deep-resounding gong, where some
scattered parties of the warlike barbarians indulged in anticipated

triumph over the chivalry of the Cross.

Far difierent, however, were the feelings entei'tained by the Jeader of

the host. Alone in his gorgeous tent, and surrounded by the fiivourites

of his seraglio, their snowy arms encircled him in vain. Untouched
by their caresses, he seemed not to perceive the large full eye of the

fair Georgian beside him, but, intently poring on a plan of the fortifica-

tion that had so long resisted his valour, he moodily pondered on some
fresh device by which to gain the object of his Sultan, and render some-

what more safe the head which now began to sit too loosely on his

shoulders.

Midnight came, and the knights having done their utmost to refortify

the extensive breach, retired to take a few hours' repose in their iron

panoply ; while other brothers of the order, who had hastily snatched

a few hours of the same refreshment, succeeded in their vigils, and

guarded against any surprise from the desperate enemy. As the night

veered into morning, the dawn began to break in the east at three

o'clock ; and soon after four, the sun was already above the horizon.

From that hour down to six, the threatened inhabitants of the Bourg
began to sw^rm towards the church, there to join in the grand mass
offered up by their defenders, the warrior monks of the order, and their

sons and brothers, serving in the ranks beneath them, hundreds of whom,
•before another day could dawn, would have passed from the breach of

their ramparts into the presence of their God.
It was a noble and thrilling spectacle to behold the strong beams of

the early sun, as it streamed through the stained oriel window, falling

in bright and variegated colour upon the crowd of armed men prostrate

before the altar.

As the sudden peal of the anthem burst forth through the lofty dome,
the clang of armour on the pavement rang out a solemn accompani-
ment to the sacred music. Cuirasses, helmets, and swords, tliat had
descended from one generation to another, and been baptized in endless

victories over the same pagan enemy, here threw back the hallowed
light of heaven for the last time before rushing into all the horrors of
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fire and carnage. Not a man of the dense multitude, old or young,

but bore about him the weapons of slaughter or defence ; while crowds
of lovely women, closely veiled and habited in the deepest mourning,
importuned Heaven to protect those so dear to them, and on whose
efforts alone they relied for protection from the rapine and fury of a foe

that never yet spared age nor sex.

The last note of the stirring music ceased,—the final chant of the

service died away ; and in a few seconds the warlike worshippers of that

gorgeous fane, shrived from all wordly taint, marshalled on the ramparts
round the banner of the Cross. Hour after hour now elapsed, durinof

which the expected assault was eagerly looked for. The sounds of

preparation were distinctly audible from the camp of the enemy.
• At length, as the chimes of the Bourg cathedral struck nine o'clock,

a loud and pealing burst of the barbarous horns of the Turks, and the

still more noisy accompaniment of the cymbal and the gong, gave
notice that the storming party had begun its march.

Directly opposite to the yawning breach was the point of the Coradin
hill. Round this suddenly swept a stream of Turkish galleys filled with
troops, whose gorgeous dresses, green white and crimson turbans, gold
brocades, and glittering cimeters, formed a sight equally dazzling and
solemn to behold. In the midst of this party was a galley bearing the

standard of one of the Ottoman chiefs, and filled with the band whose
proud and stirring but unmelodious music sounded a note of stern

defiance to their mailed antagonists, and stimulated the worshippers

of the Crescent to refil with their swarming bodies those fosses which
had been so often piled with their dead.

" See, young Passoa," cried the Chevalier La Cerda to my ancestor,
" the head of the land column now begins to show itself;" and, quickly

advancing round the rocky shore that lined the bay, appeared the main
body of the storming party, led on by the grey-haired chief, the San-
giack of Bosnia. Even at that distance the bright beams of the sun,

in the deliciously clear atmosphere of Malta, enabled the expectant

knights on the ramparts to have the most distinct view of his person.
" Surely that cannot be the Pasha Mustapha !

" said tl;ie veteran

Mendoza de Riez.
" No," rejoined the other, " it cannot be the Pasha. Mustapha is a

younger man."
" Surely," said a third, " this must be some new chieftain who has

joined the enemy. I can see his long silver beard floating in the morn-
ing breeze as he gallops forward on his light Arab."

" 'Tis a pagan of some rank," said young Passoa ;
" his dress is

covered with crimson and gold, and his standard-bearer rides beside him
at the head of the column. 'Tis a noble-looking infidel, be who he may,
and, I warrant me, has returned from* many a bloody field to lead on this

assault to-day : he never shall lead on another, and if I gild not my spurs

in his heart's blood, his followers may have mine."
" Ay, youngster, it's time you won your spurs," said Mendoza to the

ambitious stripling, who only, as yet, performed the office of page to the

Grand Master. " I've seen you flesh your maiden sword in the battle
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ricrht gallantly on many a day before this. Methinks the Grand Master

might safely dub you on bended knee."

" And so he would, long ago, only it takes so much to win a pair of

spurs in days like these, when every man in the order, knight, squire, or

man-at-arms, achieves deeds that might do honour to a hero."

" AVell said, my boy," cried two or three surrounding veterans,

grimly smiling through their half-raised visors. " See how gallantly

that old pagan advances to the storm ; I suppose, before he gains the

foot of the breach, he'll give way to some younger leader. See ! look at

him now, as he flashes his cimeter in the sun, and waves on the

desperate Spahis. Hark ! there is the Janissary's war-cry answering

back Allah, il Allah ! Allah, hu ! By the Virgin ! what a forest of

steel glitters above their turbaned heads ! Some ruddy fruit will fall

from its branches before the sea-breeze sets in to-day."

" Yes," cried Passoa, " I shall try if I can't knock down a few of

their pomegranates for my own private enjoyment," affectionately

slapping the short musketoon. Ah ! see, still the old Turk comes
prancing on. Now his banner flutters out fairly to the wind, but, as

usual, it is a mere mass of crimson stars and crescents. A man might
almost as well carr)^ an orrery at once over his head."

" Ha !
" interrupted Don John Pereira, " here comes the imperial

Lascaris ; now we shall know who is this grim Osmanli."

As the Spanish veteran turned round, he addressed himself to a tall

Christian of noble and commanding figure, the descendant of the Palaa-

ologi, the last emperors of Constantinople before that city was taken by
the Turks. Made captive when a child, the ruthless barbarians, with

that love of long descent which marks their character, respected the

imperial blood of young Lascaris, brought him up to the profession of

arms, and on the landing of the Turkish army to exterminate the order of

St. John, entrusted him with the distinguished command of the Spahi

corps ; but the blood of the Christian flowed uneasily beneath the turban

of Mahomet.
Touched by tlie heroic devotion with which the garrison of St. Elmo

sacrificed themselves, one by one, in support of their holy cause, Lascaris

foreswore the religion of tlie prophet, and embracing the creed and cause

of his ancestors, went over to the Grand IMaster with important intelli-

gence of the enemy's movements, and all the assistance which an able

mind, a strong arm, and undoubted valoui', could afltbrd. Educated
amongst them, of course he knew personally every leader of distinction

of the Ottoman host ; and on this memorable day, no sooner presented
himself on the ramparts, glistening in one of the most gorgeous suits of
mail which the armoury of the order could furnish, and which, together
with a pension which had been bestowed on him by the Grand Master as

a reward of his services, than twenty voices of his brother kniglits eagerly

demanded of Lascaris, who was the venerable leader of the assaulting
column—" AVho is he ?

"

" I should know that snow-white beard that waves so majestically in

the morning breeze. It is too old for the Pasha Mustapha, and too
venerable for the dark Piali."
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" Look at his pennon, Lascaris," said Passoa ; " surely you can tell

him by his standard, that he seems to take such a pride in. It is

streaming out as proudly now as if, an hour hence, it was not to be
dabbled in its master's blood, and trodden imder foot by the humblest
Turcoman in his column."

" His standard, Passoa ? Ay, right, I see now who it is : there is

not a more distinguished chief in the whole Turkish camp. It is no
less a leader than Cheder, the Sangiack of Bosnia. You may well say

his pennon will be dripping with its master's blood before it is trodden
imder foot by his soldiers ; and never will that fate happen to it while

life is left in the Sangiack."

"Ha! is he such a dreadful Turk, then?" said the commander of

Bonne Seigne, who, though fearfully wounded in the face in the assault

of the previous day, not only insisted on bearing his share in the honours
of the succeeding morning, but continued, as was his constant wont, that

love of jest and merriment in the face of the extremest danger, which has

so powerful an effect in keeping up the spirits of the sun-ounding soldiers.

" You may well call him terrible," returned Lascaris :
" it is his

favourite boast that there is not a hair in his grey beard which cannot

count a separate battle, nor a battle thus counted that was not a victory."
" His beard must be a terrible liar," said some laughing voice issuing

from the closed visor of a knight beliind, " if it has seen any of our
battles since the Turks landed at Malta." A general laugh at this

sally burst forth, and several of tlie knights turned to see who had
been 'the impugner of the Turk's white beard : as their eyes, how-
ever, fell upon the speaker, the merriment came to an abrupt conclu-

sion—the jester was tlie Spanish knight La Cerda. Panic-stricken

at the beginning of the war, when second in command over the garrison

of St. Elmo, he had imprudently announced in public that a week's
siege was the utmost that fortress could stand. Severely reprehended
for thus giving way to despair, he had increased his first offence ten-

thousandfold, by making a slight flesh-wound a pretext for forsaking

that post of danger and renown.
Abhorring conduct so pusillanimous, his brother knights had thence-

forth determined to hold no sort of communication with one who had thus

tarnished the honour of the order ; and even in the fierce struggle of the

battle, and " imminent danger of the deadly breach," thus turned a cold

shoulder to the unhappy and repentant knight, and held forth a terrible

example both to men and leaders of the punishment that followed
faults of such a nature.

When La Cerda perceived that not all the valour he had recently dis-

played against the foe could redeem his former indiscretion, he drew sadly
back from the crowd of high-born and haughty chivalry around him,
and leaning against the battered fragments of the breach, began to reflect

that he had lived too long.

" But the remedy is approaching," muttered he ; " it shall not be
again neglected ;" and grasping with his mailed hand the steel pommel
of his sword, and fixing on the advancing pagan host eyes that in their

agony and shame could no longer restrain their tears, prayed impatiently
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for the moment when he should offer up the last atonement of his fault

by a sacrifice of that life, the too great love of which had ruined him.

" Artillerymen, are you ready with your cannon?" was now heard in

the commanding tones of Cencio Gasconi, a knight of long experience and

the most tried valour, who had recently been appointed to the command

of the spur of St. Michael,
" AH ready, sir," cried the cannoneers, who had been restrained with

difficulty up to this moment from pouring in their destructive fire upon

the thick column of the advancing Turks. With commendable pru-

dence, however, Gasconi insisted that not a shot should be fired until

the forces, both by land and water, had approached within twenty yards

of the foot of the breach.
" Now, my men," continued the wary Cencio, hastening from gun

to gun, " be cool ; and if you see the Turks' turbans close to the mouths

of your pieces, so much the better. What are you all loaded with ?"

" Round shot, musket-balls, and broken iron, sir," replied the can-

noneers, quickly answering the question of the leader whom all so much
admired.

" That's well, my brothers : you on the westernmost bastion, stand

by to pour down your fire on the Turkish galleys ; we on the eastern

platform will care for the landward column. Not a man of you, if he

values his honour, will fire again till I give the word ; meanwhile, to

save time, train and point to the utmost nicety you can. By St. Michael

himself, Pereira, but that is a well-born infidel with his white beard

!

see if he rides not to the very foot of the breach : ask Lascaris* there

who he is,"

"Cheder,the Sangiack of Bosnia," replied Pereira, looking up to the

rampart overhead at Gasconi, who, with his sword drawn and visor do\vn,

stood looking the very image of valour and manly beauty, as his gay
plumes fluttered joyously in the morning breeze, and the bright steel of

his shield and helmet mirrored back the sun's rays witli dazzling bright-

ness. Over the glorious and warlike cuirass beneath was donned the

white surcoat of spotless purity, bearing on it the blood-red cross which
so many noble spirits had died to uphold.

" By my spars ! Pereira," replied Gasconi, " he'll sleep on a harder
bed to-night than he calculated—ay, than has pillowed him for some
years past, if he comes on at that rate."

•" Nay, Gasconi, you forget the immortal houris," quoth Pereira,

jeering at the Moslem creed ;
" but surely he never intends to lead the

storm himself ?
"

" Ay, but he does though, Pereira ; for see yonder he leaps from his

Arab steed to mount the breach on foot, and, by my halidom ! if he be
not kissing the dumb brute before he gives him his liberty. Look,
Pereira, what enthusiasm that simple act of Arab aflection has excited
among the iron-breasted janissaries—see how they wave their wilderness
of cimeters ! Hark ! there goes to heaven their battle-cry ! How it

runs from rank to rank like lightning through the sky !"

"Ay, and the tlmndor of its voice, Gasconi, peals well along our rocky
shores."
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" A deeper thunder shall salute them soon, Pereira."

" Knights and gentlemen in the breach, fall back ! Back to your

posts !—visors down—the enemy are about to fire. No true friend of

the Cross exposes unnecessarily the life that is its property. Gunners
on the eastern bastion, ' fire

!'

"

At this command, a dense volume of smoke burst forth upon the

ramparts and obscured the sea, followed by a noise like the loudest

thunder, amid which could be plainly distinguishsd the rushing of the

shot and the various deadly missiles with which the guns were charged.

As this fearful storm descended on the dark blue waters of the scarcely

rufiled bay, a large field of foam seemed ploughed up all around the boats

of the Turkish galleys ; splinters of wood, glittering fragments of broken

steel and arms, long streaming tatters of red and white turbans, and
still more gorgeous vestments—confused and. disjointed images of the

human form, and a wide -spreading purple tide of gore upon the sparkling

foam, all announced the terrific havoc which the well-planned volley of

Gasconi's cannoneers made.
"Bravely done—bravely fired, my brothers of the Cross!" shouted

in cheering accents the stately Cencio, as he waved aloft his straight

crossed-handled sword, which, catching the sun's rays through the dense

column of smoke, gleamed forth as ruddily as if that too had shared in

the general slaughter.
" God and St. John!" was the fierce cry of triumph raised by the

Christians as they beheld nearly one half of the Turkish galleys sink

beneatli the wave.
" Allah il Allah !

" fiercely shouted the remainder of the brave party,

whilst a fresh burst of their cymbals, horns, and gongs, returned a fierce

defiance which not even death itself could silence.

On they rushed, still steering to the foot of the breach, waving aloft

their cimeters, and urging to the utmost speed the eager rowers with

cries and screams of vehemence which more denoted the rage of the san-

guinary brute, than the cool commanding courage of the disciplined

soldier.

" Gunners on the western rampart," cried Gasconi, who had been

carefully watching the advancing column, against which his cannon

were levelled, " are you all ready ?"

" All ready,"
" Be cool in your aim and fire." Once more the flash of light rivalled

the glorious luminary of day ; once more the thunder of artillery rattled

along those rocky shores, now so familiar with its iron voice ; once more
the sulphureous curtain rose rapidly up to the pure heaven, and threw

a deadly eclipse on the storming party of the furious Turcoman. As the

arrows of death fell on the devoted host, you could see the dense column
stagger back beneath the fearful shock, while the measured sound of their

march was stayed; and so close were the men, that cries of human agony

filled up the pause, and for a moment drowned even the discordant

jarring of their Eastern music.
" Nobly aimed, my soldiers of the Cross ; load and fire as fast as

you can," cried Gasconi, exulting in the eft'ect his men had produced.
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and cheerino- them on to renewed efforts in the cause so dear at

heart.
" Inshallah ! Inshallah !" cried the Sangiack, turning round to his

men and flourishing his cimeter above his emir's turban, where, amid

all the carnage of the fight, distinctly glistened a gorgeous jewel, and

leaiiinw on the first stones of the shattered breach, he rushed impetu-

ously forward with the port of a lion and the fury of a tigress. Shamed
to be outdone by an aged veteran, the silvery honours of whose beard

might have proclaimed him their grandsire as well as chief, and which
were already spotted by his own blood from a slight bullet-graze on his

cheek, the Spahis and Janissaries vied with each other in I'ushing on

to throw the shield of their bodies between their dauntless chief and the

terrific fire of the Christian breach ; but by that same silver beard the

Sangiack had sworn to carry the post of St. Michael or perish in tho

attempt. With all a Turk's usual veneration for his oath, his only effort

now seemed to be the fulfilment of the former part of his adjuration,

and the utter scorn of the latter.

The shouts and the fire of the Christian line, and more than all the

close contemplation of that sacred symbol which it was his creed to

hate and to deny, not only seemed to goad the fiery soul of the chieftain

into madness, but to restore to his aged limbs the very s^^ring and
summer of their pride.

Fiercely and fastly as the Janissaries ran, or rather flcAv before him,

up the rugged ruins of the breach, the Sangiack, with still fleeter foot,

defying the awkward encumbrances of his Turkish dress, still strode

on their right hand before them, now waving his sword and shouting

to his followers to come on, now turning to his favourite standard-

bearer, and ordering him to keep well displayed the gorgeous pennon that

had shone over so many ruddy fields, and which, by his extraordinary

care of it, he seemed to consider a perfect talisman of victory.

By this time the«e two, the Sangiack and his oflicer, had become an
object of mark to every man on the ramparts ; a close and deadly fire

was poured from every quarter, but a more especially murdei'ous aim
was devoted to this hapless pair than any others in the column of

assault beside.

" Pick them down ! pick them doAvn ! my boys," cried one to another,

as one musketoon after another was discharged at them in their advance.

"There g*es the standard-bearer !" cried the exulting young Passoa,
who, scrambling up to a commanding eminence, had taken a steady
and undisturbed aim at tho unfortunate subaltern, and at the first fire

had sent a ball through his brain. Springing wildly in the air as the
bullet struck him, he fell headlong down the steep ruins of the shattered
wall, now slippery with tho blood that dyed it, and bearing with him
the standard which had been the conspicuous cause of his slaughter. In
an instant the cagle-eyc of the indomitable chief caught sight of the
calamity which had happened, and without bestowing a look upon the
unfortunate oflicer who had thus fallen dead at his feet, he darted for-

ward in time to snatch from his powerless grasp the falling ensign, and
thus rescue its consecrated folds from the profanation of the gore-stained
dust.
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In an instant, defying all the danger of the office, half-a-dozen daring-

young officers from the Spain's corps rushed forward to contest the

dangerous honour of filling the death vacancy. Resigning the gilded and
embossed staff into the first hand that made good its claim, by a quick

support, the determined Sangiack gathered up the loose folds of his

robes, drew from his belt a gorgeously-mounted pistol, discharged it

on the quarter from whence the death-shot seemed to have come, and
then, in his rage, hurling the discharged weapon in the faces of the

foe, rejieatcd his ceaseless shout of " Allah hu ! " and again rushed
forward.

" Down with them again ! my brothers, down with them !" replied

Gasconi, himself laying on the ramparts before him the naked sword
that was not at present available, and seizing a spare musketoon and
levelling its barrel at the formidable Sangiack,

" Down with the standard-bearer again
!

" re-echoed La Roche
Pereira, the younger brother of Don John, adding, "Spare the old

man his life in honour of his grey hairs !

"

" Who talks of sparing !" fiercely and loudly cried Gasconi ; " did

they spare St. Elmo ?"

The loud and terrific shout of vengeance that cried " No," on every

side, seemed to bring to the memory of the heated Christians a full

remembrance of the sanguinary outrages there perpetrated by the Turks

:

the darkest and strongest passion of revenge involuntarily flashed

through every bosom as this dark and saddening recollection came
across them.

" Down with them ! down with them !" was the savage shout on
every side, and fast and thick were the shots poured into the Turkish
host, in hopes of bringing down the leader, who had gained within a
few paces of the Christians' spears ; again and again the dangerous post

of standard-bearer was vacated by the hand of death, and still again

rushed forward unnumbered candidates for the distinguished but fatal

honour.

Still the Sangiack himself seemed to bear a charmed life ; still the

balls flew round him like hail in a wintry storm, and the best and
bravest of his band rolled lifeless beneath his feet, or fell mortally

wounded at his side. Regardless of all but the oath he had taken and
the post he was to win, the grey-bearded warrior still toiled \ip the

broken, tumbling, and slippery breach, and showed in the deadly van
the green Ilajee turban that had bowed at the shrine of the Prophet,

the costly jewel that glittered in its folds, and the gorgeous vestments

with which the proud and valorous barbarian had decked himself.

After an incredible slaughter, the summit of the breach was at length

gained ; his fierce and ruthless warriors swarmed after him, cheered by
his voice, and emulating his example.

" Can none of us strike down that old grey-bearded hyaena ?" cried

the vexed Gasconi, who had taken four separate shots at the Turkish

leader. Once more levelling his piece, the commander of St, Michael

took a deliberate aim, and again fired. The active Cheder sprang

forward, however, at the very moment when Cencio's finger touched
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tlic trigger, and thus disclosing the person of his seventh standard-

bearer who had allowed himself to get a little in the rear of his leader,

the latter received in his neck the ball intended for his chief, and he too

was numbered with the slain.

The well-contested pennon now, for the first time, fell fairly to the

ground ; in tlie hurry and fury of the moment, several of the unhallowed

feet of the Janissaries were planted upon the sacred symbol, which

the Imaum himself had blessed, and the air of Mecca had before this

displayed and sanctified.

On the first moment that the governor of Bosnia turned round, his

quick glance detected the absence of his trophy, and looking down
upon the ground, there, to his rage and horror, lay the dishonoured silk,

torn, tattered, blood-stained, and defiled. With a cry of fury he

flew on the foremost men, whose feet were yet trampling upon the

object of his reverence, and beating them back with the flat part of his

cimeter, and pouring upon them, with a Turk's vehemence, all the

objurgations that the act suggested to his mind, he once more raised

aloft the fallen standard of his house, and turning toward the wearied

host that followed him, shook it wildly in the air. The din of the

firing and the confusion of the melee did not allow the Christians to

distinguish whether he uttered anything more than his usual war-cry

;

but this was observable to all,—no eager hand sprang forward now to

claim the dangerous honour that had proved fatal to so many ; and,

whether this arose from any exclamation that the Sangiack himself

might have made, or whether all the ofiicers of the necessary rank
around him had been slain, or whether this hesitation arose from wit-

nessing the dangerous nature of the post, it is now as idle as bootless to

inquire. Still retaining in his left band the decorated stafi" that had
marshalled so many to the shades below, the Sangiack, with the name
of Allah resounding fiercely on his lips, rushed forward over the last

impediment, and stood the very first within the deadly circle of St.

Michael's breach.

In an instant a dozen knights, the flower of the Christian chivalry,

rushed forward to have the honour of crossing arms in deadly conflict

with so distuiguished a foe.

Watchful of the moment, Cencio'^Gasconi was at their head—already

his shield was advanced to guard ; his glittering sword was raised to

strike a deadly blow, when a voice of youthful triumpli was heard to

shout from the adjoining rampart, " Now for my golden spurs,

(Jasconi."

The sharp report of a musketoon added its voice to the general roar,

and as its discharge blazed upon the eyes of those around, the silvered

countenance of the fierce but venerable Sangiack bleached to a deadly
palor ; his firm and agih; step faltered upon the blood-stained ruins ;

the liand that grasped his cherished standard relaxed its hold ; and
tlie ensign of honour, and the aged hero over whose well-scarred and
fearless bosom it had so often and so victoriously fluttered, now
rolled together, alike insensible to the storm that raged around them,
and the defeat which it had brought.
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CHAPTER THE FOURTEENTH.

THE SANGIACK OF BOSNIA CONCLUDED THE BLOW SO FATAL TO THE
TURKS, SO GLORIOUS TO TUE CHRISTIANS, HAD BEEN STRUCK AT LAST.

A BALL from the Chevalier Passoa had penetrated the sacred turban

and costly calpac of the ill-starred Chedar, and while it speeded, accord-

ing to the Mahometan belief, the soul of the dead hero to the arms of

the immortal houris, it richly earned for the living the knightly reward
for which he had so long sought.

No sooner was the aged ]\lussulman seen to fall, than on every side

arose the Christian cry, " The Sangiack's slain ! the Sangiack's slain
!"

while amid the Turkish ranks the intelligence flew with equal rapidity

ard an opposite effect.

Springing quickly forward to the place where the corpse still lay,

the choicest band of the Osmanli now contested with the feeble number
of the besieged, the possession of the Sangiack's remains.

While on the little spot formed by the breach of St. Michael's, this

sanguinary struggle had taken place, the deepest interest in the result

was equally shared by the knights posted at 'the other parts of the gar-

rison, as well as by the rest of the Turkish army, who still remained to

guard their camp, in the various positions of which they bad succeeded

in gaining possession.

On the moment that the batteries of St. Michael opened their deadly

fire, this discharge was received by the garrison of St. Angelo as a signal

to contribute their assistance ; and, accordingly, from the vast height of

that impregnable rock, the numerous heavy guns of the besiegers

opened upon the Turkish column, as it filed onward to the breach.

In order, howevei", to reach the ranks of the latter, the engineers

were obliged to dii'ect all their fire over the fortification and houses

included within the lines of St. Michael, while, with a view of

confusing the Christians, and adding to the spirit of their own men, the

Turks also opened their batteries along the whole line of coast, from the

Hill of Coradin on one side of the bay, to Fort St. Elmo on the other.

These, in their turn, in order to reach the Chi-istians on the ramparts

of St. Michael, were obliged to direct their shot over the heads of their

OAvn besieging part}', who were clambering up the breach from below.

To all those horrors of the fight then which we have described, were

added the unceasing roar of the numerous artillerythus brought into play.

The hurtling of the shot overhead, both from friend and foe, resem-

bled the rushing of a mighty tempest through a forest, Avhile the per-

petual din resounding from the rocky surface on every side, scarcely

allowed the human voice, or even individual shots, to be heard.

Heavy as were the calibres of English guns, they sunk into insigni-

ficance before the enormous bulk and portance of the Turkish cannon :

stones of one hundred and eighty, two, three, and even seven hundred

pounds, came whizzing through the air with frightful noise and vehe-

K K
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mence, seeming like little planets as they rushed along the sky, sometimes

splitting in pieces before they fell, and shaking, to its foundations, the solid

ramparts, against which they struck and splintered into a thousand pieces.

The news of tlie Sangiack's death seemed to spread like lightning

throuoh the attacking column ; and forgetful of the rude discipline they

had hitherto maintained, the Turks rushed on with cries of baffled fury

and rage, as though, by the mere dint of superior numbers, they could

force from the breach those who had sworn to pave it with their corses,

rather than let the crescent pass in triumph over it.

Furiously as the Turks poured forward, countlessly as they swarmed

on every side, they found an impenetrable forest of swords and lances ;

and behind these, bosoms as stern as the steel that guarded them.

Still more hotly than ever the engineers plied their tasks on the bat-

teries, encouraged from the rear by the cheers of their wives and daughters,

who, nobly sacrificing all personal fears and danger, bore, at the risk of

their lives, fresh stores of ammunition for the blazing cannon, and

refreshments for the wounded and exhausted soldiers.

Noon arrived, and the burning sun of August shot down its fiercest

fire upon the combatants. Yet there the Turkish column wavered to and

fro, sadly tliinned by the Christian fire, and trampling under foot the

dying and the dead, still resolutely bent upon annihilating, if possible, the

defenders of the fortress, while the series of sanguinary contests that took

place over the lifeless body of the Sangiack were accompanied with

varyicj fortune.

Now the determined and heavy sword of Cencio Gasconi hewed
down all before it ; and striding over the mutilated corpse, kept at bay
its desperate defenders. Now a sudden rush of the undulating column
forced him bodily back from the position he had so daringly won, and
compelled the besiegers to retire more within the shelter of their own
breach. At length, however, the superior numbers of the Turks pre-

vailed, pressed close home to their own walls, and the grisly barricade

of pikes and swords there presented, the spahis succeeded in gaining

the body of their lamented chief; and with this humble portion of

triumph, tho deadly tide of battle rolled back to the quarter whence it

came with the deafening shouts and cheers of the victorious Christians.

The sun was now fast descending towards the west. The cannon, with
.renewed vigour, poured all their deadliest Avrath upon the retreating

enemy ; and as the swelling trumpets of the knights pealed forth notes
of triumph over the resounding bay, the venerable form of the grand
master was seen advancing from the post, where he too had contributed
his share to the Turkish rout.

" De Passoa," said the gallant and beloved old knight.
In an instant my ancestor was by his side.

"Kneel," said the dauntless head of the order; then raising his
heavy cross-handled sword, still dripping with the pagan blood which it

had drunk, he laid it on the shoulder of his page, with words which
will ever I)e memorable while there exists one descendant.

" Never were the honours of St. John more fiiirly won upon a ruddier
field

;
and as you have won your spurs, Passoa, you have the prayers

and the confidence of your chief that so you will ever wear them."
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CHAPTER THE FIFTEENTH.

THE COURSE OF PROSPERITY RESUMED.

As the Frenchman conclnded the story of his gallant ancestor, he

looked round the circle of his auditory for that applause which was
most readily granted ; and, still inclined to draw a moral from his tale,

remarked, " Take the worst at the worst, my friends. What are our

present troubles to those that threatened the defenders of St. Michael ?

and yet they triumphed over all. For us we have nothing to complain

of but
—

"

At this very moment of speaking, and while yet the worthy French-

man was felicitating himself upon the comparative absence of danger, a

sudden crash was heard on deck, as if the whole stern-frame of the

Prosperity was about to be beaten into the cabin where our friends

were sitting. Nor was the noise without, its accompaniments : an

immense body of water was distinguished rushing overhead, and several

ci'ies as of the human voice in great agony ; while the scrambling of

feet, and the confusion of tongues in the way of orders given anu . .^ ated,

was indescribable.

As if alarmed by this Babel, the motion of the ship became most
excessive, rolling violently from side to side, and pitching as^if she

intended never again to hold up her head.

Nothing could exceed the discomfiture thus produced; and Mrs. Arch-
deacon testified it in the loudest manner. Suddenly another crash was
heard, and then a second cry on deck ; and the vessel seemed to stagger

from one end to the other under the tremendous influence of the blow.
" Mon Dieu, vat is that 1" cried the French captain, lifting up his

hands, and unable to suppress signs of considerable alarm.
" We are only pooped, that's all," replied Captain Simpson, who was

lying at his whole length upon one of the lockers, and troubling himself

no farther than to turn round from his left side to his right, and thus

gain an easier position. Then in a minute or two, as he felt the motion
of the ship, he added, " Very likely the rudder is damaged a bit or two,

and she's run up into the eye of the wind."

Here another sea struck the vessel forward ; and on deck arose an
outcry so violent as to announce in the cabin that some sudden
calamity had happened.

" There's her jury-mast gone by the board, I suppose," slowly

drawled out the captain, still making no sort of effort to go upon deck.

Not so, however, the French captain ; with violent gestures and

many oaths, he ran round the cabin looking for his cap, which he had
mislaid, and, uttering a variety of expressions that marked his dissatis-

faction, he hastened to make the best of his way to the scene of action.

K K 2
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At this time the water was streaming down the closed liatchway in

several delio^htful little rills. But if this was the alarming state of

things helow, there was nothing presented by the sight on the upper

deck to assure the nerves of the French captain. The sea had made a

complete breach over the forecastle of the Prosperity, swept away every

vestige of her jury-masts, shattered into fragments the whole of her

weather-bulwarks, and at each deep plunge that she made poured over

the unprotected deck with tlie utmost fury.

Several of the imfortunate seamen had already been washed overboard

before the eyes of their shipmates, who could only avoid their fate by
lashing themselves to the bits, the booms, and various other parts of

the wreck, for the Prosperity was now little more.

Care for their own safety swallowed up, in a great degree, the

horror which they must have entertained at seeing their shipmates

swept overboard without the possibility of affording them the least assist-

ance. For a moment they were seen like dark specks on the glittering

surface of the troubled foam, throwing out their arms wildly in every

direction, as if imploring the assistance of those shipmates from whom
they were thus cruelly severed— their frightful and distorted counte-

nances, their wild gestures, and still more wild despair, leaving the most

horrid picture upon the minds or their more fortunate countrymen as

they slowly drifted past the ship, and were either buried in the mass of

glistening froth, or became gradually lost in the distance to leeward, now
heaved upon the culminating summit of a gigantic wave, now sinking

into the terrific abyss of its overwhelming waters.

When tlie French captain looked around him, and saw his prize a mere
helpless hulk, the expression of misery and disappointment that gathered

upon his countenance would, in a less awful moment, have been truly

comical. It was with great difhculty that he tried to emerge from the

companion-hatchway ; and this achieved, it was with increased peril

that he put himself in communication with such of his crew as he could

most rely upon for assistance and advice.

Whether the result of this consultation was influenced by their feel-

ing somewhat strange in their new vessel, or whether it be a part in the

French character to shine more in a brilliant onset than in a protracted

struggle, we do not undertake to decide. This at least was the fact : they
determined on requesting the co-operation of Captain Simpson in once

more getting sufficient sail set upon the Prosperity to keep her from
thus broaching-to in the trough of the sea, where the degree of straining

was greater than most vessels could sustain with safety.

In accordance with this resolution, IMonsieur I'assoa returned to

the cabin, where the confusion was indescribably great : the greater

part of the ladies were either in hysterics, fainting fits, or in a state

betwe(!n each ; while Captain Simpson having vainly endeavoured to

allay tludr fears, gave up that amusement for one which they would have
deemed equally impracticable, but which he found far more easy,

namely, going to sleep.

Tired with long watching and lal)our, and the excitement whicli ho
had lately undergone, no bed of down ever oillowed a head more softly,
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but fully given to repose, than the worthy Captain Simpson ; while his

nose poured forth an organic melody that sweetly contrasted with the

screams of the ladies and the roaring of the gale.

" Capitaine Simpson," cried Monsieur de Passoa, laying a heavy hand

on the huge shoulder of the slumberer, " will you see your ship go down
before your eyes ?"

" No, I wont," gruffly growled forth the captain, without ever waking
fully from his nap.

" I tell you the vessel is foundering, Capitaine Simpson."
" No, she isn't."

" Vat, not foundering ? will you not then come on deck and see for

yourself?"
" No, I wont."
" What then vill you do ?"

" "What the devil are you kicking up all this row about?" cried

Captain Simpson, at last fairly awake, and turning roimd ixpon the asto-

nished Frenchman ;
" what's all the row upon deck ? can't you let a fellow

have a bit of a nap without coming down and bothering him here ?"

" I tell you your ship is going down—she is what you call broaching

to—she is sinking."
" Sinking be smothered ! you don't know the Prosperity as well as I

do. Don't come bothering me, but let the old girl alone ; she's only

washing her mug. If you want to be comfortable, just batten all the

hatches down, let your men have a jorum of grog each, and turn in. It's

no use trying to up-stick in a breeze like this. Station a hand at the

pumps to see that she does not make too much leakage ; and as soon

as she's four feet of water in the hold give me a rouse,—then I'll begin

to talk to you about it."

When Captain Simpson had delivered himself of these words, he
turned round upon his side witli a determination of paying no further

attention to the Frenchman which the latter could not misinterpret ; and
with many shrugs of the shoulders, sighs, and anathemas, he returned

to the quarter-deck, and ultimately took the advice which had been

offered him. This was done perhaps less from choice than necessity.

He soon discovered that his crew were utterly unable so to maintain

their footing upon deck against the fury of the gale as to be able,

with the slightest chance of success, to attempt the re-rigging of the

jury-masts.

Lashed at their various posts, while the briny torrent poured over

them, the feeling heart of JNIonsieur Passoa could not but pity their

extreme sufferings, as with shivering limbs, and blanched and haggard
faces, they maintained their desperate struggle with impending death.

Weak, wearied, and many of them cramped with excessive cold, it

required no excessive sagacity to discover that the refitting of his ship

was hopeless, from men who were scarcely able to stand in safety.

Going round, therefore, to the various places where they had stationed

themselves, ho released them from all further duty, desiring them to go
below and apply to old Spanker for that portion of spirit which the

captain had so cordially recommended, and which he saw their state so
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much required. In a few minutes lie liimself was the only person

remaining on the deck of the dismasted merchantman. As his eye

wandered over the vast expanse of water, now lashed in a scene of ter-

rific grandeur by the violence of the storm, with so many chances around

liim threatening the destruction of his vessel, and he himself hardly

knowing what spot of the ocean she occupied, his mind naturally

reverted to those scenes in-the story he had recently been relating, with

the hope of drawing from his ancestor's trouble and ultimate triumph
some fresh stock of courage and endurance. This was, however, suffi-

ciently trying to muster ; and, as a Frenchman's resignation is chiefly

built on that worldly philosophy which seldom or never answers its

possessor in the real hour of trial, it did unfortunately happen that the

more he reflected upon his ancestor's tribulations, the more despondent

he became over his own. This led him to pour out a variety of anathe-

mas upon every thing or matter that he considered connected with his

troubles. Hence, by a natural transition, he came to the contemplation

of the resistance, character, and various merits and demerits of our
worthy friend. Captain Simpson. " And to think," muttered he In his

own language, after pursuing this theme for a few minutes, " to think of

his sleeping in such a gale as this with as much coolness as if his ship

was in harbour !

"

This seemed to puzzle the worthy Frenchman most considerably;

the more especially when he contrasted this act of calmness with the

cries that ascended from Mrs. Archdeacon and some of her fellow-

passengers. But it would have been hard indeed if such an instance

of undeniable resignation had been altogether thrown away upon the

captain. It was not. After sundry consultations with himself he came to

the conclusion, that his wisest step would be to follow Captain Simpson's
example. With this feeling he was on the point of descending to the
cabin below, when the cabouse slowly opened, and the head of Spanker
was seen peeping out.

The wary old seaman having reconnoitred around him a few minutes,
and discovered that the French captain was the only one upon deck,

now came fjrth, with that curiosity which induces a seaman to keep up
an occasional recognizance of the ship's proceedings under any and all

circumstances. As Spanker looked at the melancholy countenance of the

privateer's-man, the grief of the latter seemed to touch him to the soul

;

and, conscious that himself and Captain Simpson had received much
kinder conduct than one captor out of a thousand would have displayed,
he so far conquered his prejudices against the Gallic nation of his

brother suflercr as to walk boldly up to his side.

" Well my old cock-a-wax," said the English seaman, with some-
what more cordiality than good-breeding, " you seem to be rather down-
hearted, my boy."

" Oil !" said the Frenchman, with a heavy sigh, and shrugging his

slioulders ;
" Oh, this d d gale."

" IJallo there!
—

'vast heaving, Mr. Crappo, if you please. If you
swear in that way, you'll catch no fish. Whatever tlie gale is, it is of
God's own sending ; and it's an ill wind that blows nobody no good, all

tho world over.''
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" Good ! what good can it bring you ?

Spanker to this made no reply, but contented himself with looking

knowingly in the face of the speaker, as much as to say, " If I thought
I could trust you, I might put you up to a wrinkle on that head."

" Why for you look at me in that way ?" said the Frenchman, who
had not failed to observe the expression.

" Oh, nothing," said Spanker, resuming an air of nonchalance ; then,

after a minute's pause, as if changing the subject, he said, " I have just

been giving your boys some grog below. I thought you had intended

to jury-rig tlie craft, and take her into port. What made you send
them allbelow in this fashion, while we are all lying here in the trough
of the sea straining, every timber in the ship ?

" Mon Dieu ! " exclaimed the Frenchman, lifting up his hands,
" what was the use of keeping them up here to perish with cold, while
it is utterly imjiossible even to stand upon decks, much less to rig the

vessel ?"

" Oh, that was the reason, was it, Mr. Crappo?" said Spanker, smiling.
" Now, supposing—I don't say we could do it—but supposing that I and
my skipper, with the help of one or two of your crew, were to go for to

rig this here craft, and to take her into port, don't you think we should
be the presarvers of the lives of you and your brave Crappos what are

drinking their grog below ?
"

" L'homme propose et Dieu dispose" replied the Frenchman.
^

" Why as to that, Mr. Crappo, as I don't understand that beautiful

lingo quite so w^ell as you seem to suppose, perhaps you'll be kind
enough to say what you have to say in English. You've a very fine

notion, JMounseer, of our language, I can tell you—so much so that I

don't know which you speak best."

Touched by the seeming compliment of this ironical piece of flattery,

the Frenchman complied with the request ; and explained that by his

former language he merely meant to signify that God—who disposed of
all human propositions—only knew what was to become of them.

" Very true, your honour," said Spanker ;
" you seem to me to have

a very proper notion on the subject ; and my own opinion is, that we're

going to Davy Jones's locker as fast as we can trot."

" Davy Jones's lockei-," repeated the Frenchman in some alarm,
" vere is dat ?

"

Spanker looked over the lee-quarter,where the waves every few seconds
threw their angry foam upon the quarter-deck, and significantly point-

ing downwards with his finger, said, " There."
" There !" returned the Frenchman, still unable to comprehend his

meaning, " what is there ?"

" Why the bottom, to be sure, Mr. Crappo."
" De bottom ! Aha ! Yere true, so he is."

The Frenchman sighed deeply, crossed himself, and looked up to

heaven.
" Come, come, Johnny, my boy," muttered Spanker to himself, " you

needn't be looking up there ; there's no fear of your being driven into

that port at any rate,"
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Then, observing that the gaze of the Gaul was still deeply fixed upon

this first object of his contemplations, he ventured to draw his atten-

tion to his own plans, by giving him a slight poke in the ribs, adding,

" Now suppose, Mr. Crappo, tliat I and my captain were to undertake

to get this sliip into port ; don't you think, considering we should have

saved all your precious lives, that you ought to have no objection to that

port being an English one ?"

"JMon Dieu 1 I wish I was in any port rather than out here."

" Why yes, Mounseer, it would be an exchange for the better. But
what do you say—do you go for to agree to it ?"

" Par example ! It is a nice question. How vould your English

authorities consider me and my men—as prisoners of var ?"

Spanker hemmed a little at this question. However unskilled in

diplomacy in general, he felt the full delicacy of treating this difficult

point. " Will ye take a quid of baccy, Mr. Mounseer, " replied he,

offijring his box, " while I do my best to explain to your honour the

Englisli law upon that point."

" Non !—Merci, non," said the chivalric Frenchman, shrinking' back
in horror from this profanation.

" Well, I ask your honor's pardon. No harm, I hope ?—and touching

the matter of the prisoners, you see that would require a little nicety, as

far as I can understand the case, in course it would. I hav'nt been speak-

ing to Captain Simpson ; and this notion of mine only comes from myself,

which may-so-behe might put a stopper on directly he came to hear ot

it. However, as far as 1 can understand the law, you and your gen-
tlemen below might at first sight in some sort be considered as prisoners

of war ; but as soon as ever the rights of the story came to be heard,

I've no doubt that our government would send you over to your own
country free as a lark, Mr. Mounseer, with a handsome reward in your
pocket from the proprietors of this here ship for salvage."

" Tliat vould be vere juste—that vould be vere proper."
" Wl)y, sir, seeing how much you've done for the good of the ship

since you've first fell in with her, I must say I think it would."

Monsieur ae Passoa on hearing this observation looked round at the

old seaman, as if to detect whether tlie latter was ridiculing him ; but
old Spanker's face looked as immovable as monumental marble. And
quite satisfied that this had been an accidental contre- temps of the

utterer, went on to remark, that if he could only satisfy himself that
such would be the justice rendered to himself and crew on reaching an
English port, he should have no objection to give the ship up to the
efforts and navigation of the British crew.

" Well, sir," rejoined Spanker, " I think as I said before, that would
be the best plan if we could only get the ca{)tain to agree to it. You
see, sir, he's rather queer in his ways, sir, is Captain Simpson."

" Vary," said the Frenchman, lifting up his eyes, " to think of such a
tempest as this and he asleep !"

" ^Vliy, Mounseer, I nnist say it's taking it coolly ; but we English,
you sec, are bred up to do that. However, if you '11 ])ron)ise to sign
such an agreement, and let us have it down in black and white, I'll go
down to the skipper, and see what I can do with him."
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" You'll be vere clever," returned Monsieur Passoa, " If you get liim

to give up his sleep, and come upon deck to stand all this racket. Vhy,

it w^as your captain who first said it was utterly impossible to do any
thing towards rigging the prize in such a gale of wind."

" Oh no, Mounseer, you must have made a mistake ; he never could

have said that."

" But he did, though, for I heard him."

"Did he?" returned Spanker; and a third party might have

observed something like a sly smile stealing over the weather-beaten

face of the seaman as he said so. Monsieur de Passoa for a moment
also seemed to suspect something of the sort ; but when he looked again,

the countenance was immovably rigid as before. " However," said

Spanker, " if he said that, why in course there's much less chance of his

altering his opinion to think with me ; but if you'll promise to sign the

agreement in black and white, I'll go down and try,"

The Frenchman remained musing for a few moments in sileflce, and

then, looking round on the wrecked and ruined state of the ship, gave a

deep sigh, as much as to say, " Anything is better than this ;" and

promised compliance.

With many seeming doubts, Spanker now returned below to his

captain ; but no sooner did he whisper in the ear of the latter, than

sleep immediately seemed to fly the slumbcrer, and starting to his feet,

he prodviced a writing-desk and the other requisite materials for the

proposed agreement. Having dipped his pen in the inkstand, and made
several ineffectual efforts to deliver his muse of the required document,

he finally seemed to give it up in despair, and beckoning Spanker to his

side, the following conversation took place,

" I've been thinking, Spanker, that this here agreement is a very

nice matter, and requires to be drawn up in a first style sort of way."
'- Not a doubt of it, yovir honour," returned Spanker,
" 'Twill be the only hold we shall have of these here Frenchmen."
" I never yet heard, your honour, of one of them that could be trusted

any further than you could see him."
" No, nor even that. Spanker." As the captain made- this very

liberal remark, he rubbed his head with an air of great perplexity, " and

therefore, I've been thinking," continued he, "to get that nice young

gentleman, the old catamaran's secretary, and let him draw it up in a

regular hook-me-deep style, so that if these Frenchmen by any

accident do get to windward of us, we may have something to show
that the weather-gage is ours."

Spanker too having assented to the extreme wisdom of this proposi-

tion, departed, in accordance with its dictates, to call the extremely nice

young man, who coming very readily at the summons, listened, with all

the gravity of mature manhood, to the requisition made of her services,

and with equal readiness immediately set about to afford them. After

half an hour's labour, the important convention was drawn out, and

Captain Passoa came down below to seal and sign.

Havincf ofone throuffh this act with his accustomed form, he delivered

over the paper to Captain Simpson, and with it possession of the ship,
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in the presence of several of the French crew. As soon as this was

done, the captain turned to Spanker, saying,

" Now, my hoy, jump upon deck ; stick up a hit of a flag-staff aft,

and then phxnt the Union Jack upon it, just to show that this craft has

changed hands once more."
" Ay, ay, your honour," was the ready response ; " there never

was any order whatsomedever in my life that I'd greater pleasure in

obeying;" and going to one of the lockers while the Frenchmen were

still standing round him, he at once produced
" The flag that braved a thousand years,

The battle and the breeze,"

and immediately rushed with it upon deck.

Now, although the deed by which this was committed was irrevoc-

ably executed, a sudden electrical feeling seemed to pass through the

breasts of the privateers who were spectators of the scene. At first

they seemed inclined to oppose the egress of Spanker from the cabin,

and only appeared to be waiting their captain's command to do so ; but

Passoa's was a mind of a different stamp. He moved quietly aside

as Spanker approached him, and contenting himself with a deep sigh,

beheld, without comment or interruption, this little triumph of a flag

for wliich, we must confess, that he had no very great cause of affection.

In a few minutes. Spanker returned to say that he had made shift to

hoist the flag on deck by nailing it to the blade of an oar and lashing

this upright on the ship's taftrail. The surrender of the ship being now
complete. Captain Simpson requested M. Passoa to offer his crew a
reward of sixty francs to any Frenchman who would volunteer his

services in helping to get the ship under sail once more.

Stimulated by this reward, six of the stoutest and least exhausted
seamen came forward, and joined themselves to Spanker in re-forming

a crew for the Prosperity, while, with a readiness that did him great

honour, M. Passoa volunteered to lend his own services, both as an
interpreter to his crew of Captain Simpson's orders, and also as second
under the Englishman's command. The first act of Captain Simpson's
new authority was to see that his ship's company enjoyed as good a

meal as he could provide for them, before entering upon the arduous
duties required at their hands.

This over, he summoned them all on deck, making each indi-

vidual secure himself by a lashing to some part of the ship to wind-
ward with a tether sufficiently long to allow of their moving to and fro.

A general laugh at their appearance, like so many tied-up dogs, pre-

ceded their falling to work on their more serious occupation, and gave
a most valuable fillip to their exertions in so doing.

" Now, Spanker, my boy, as this wind is slap fair for Plymouth,
—that's the port I shall try and rim for—it's no use losing time trying

to get up a single mast. Just pick out three of the stoutest studding-
sail-booms from the spars amidsliips; lash them well together at one end
with a tye- block, and we'll hoist tliem up as a triangle, and set the two
legs forward, as tliey'U have to bear most of the strain ; and tlien

while you're about that, I'll get a couple of top-gallant sails stitched
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together and crossed well over with inch-rope athwart the belly of it to

leeward : I think we then may have a chance of getting some sail to

stand. And now heart and will set to my boys, and hurrah for the

honour of Old England."
" Ay, ay, your honour, yoTi may depend upon me. I'd rather be

washed overboard than fail in this business after that agreement which

I'd so much difficulty in getting you to sign."

A knowing look here passed between the captain and Spanker, and

they instantly separated on their respective duties.

" Now, Mounseers," cried the latter, addressing his French shipmates,
" lend us a hand to haul out some of these booms, will you ? " With
no little merriment at Spanker's expense, and his efforts in the French

language, the privateers, understanding his wishes from his gestures,

readily gave a helping hand, while at every few minutes the stout old

hull plunging into the very body of the sea, and with most magnanimous
obstinacy going right through it, covered, as it were, her own forecastle

with a deep blue sea, that required the utmost strength and courage to

withstand.

]\Iore than once or twice, some of the French seamen were swept

fairly overboard in the general deluge ; and nothing but the precaution

taken by Captain Simpson, ridiculous as it at first appeared, enabled

their friends to drag them safe on. board again.

At every fresh accident of this kind the Frenchmen, who seemed

inclined to be horribly depressed, observed that their fellow-labourer

Spanker only laughed the more, till at last, the sight of his jolly old

phiz, animated by such persevering mirth, and often in the very act

filled to overflowing with salt water, induced them to take a more

hilarious view of their position ; and, after sundry narrow escapes, and

an hour and a half's hard labour. Captain Simpson had the gratification

of seeing the sail once more set upon his old barkey : and while the well-

supported canvas shivered before the furious gale, that vainly endea-

voured to rend it into shreds, the Prosperity gathered sufficient headway
before the breeze to go bounding onwards at a speed that not only

enabled her rudder to act with full command, but effisctually relieved

both the ship's timbers and passengers from the heavy straining motion

to which she had been hitherto subjected, and promised, ere long, to

bring them in sight of land once more.

When the Frenchmen at length beheld this result, they began

to open their eyes and question one another why they had not

achieved the same end ; but the answer to this was very faintly returned,

since, disguise it as they would, they found it amounted much too

closely to a mere confession that they had not been able to command the

same means— a bull-dog courage, namely, which no misfortunes could beat

down, and a perseverance which alike defies and disregards every

obstacle ; this was not very satisfying. But, on the other hand, they

found themselves relieved from the imminent danger which before

threatened them ; and placing the one feeling against the other, they

allowed themselves to be put into watches, according to the desire of

Captain Simpson, to take charge of the ship during the night, and went

below to obtain those refreshments of sleep and food which their
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labours not only rendered most necessary, but which in reality, possess

the most persuasive influence over the mind, whether the emotion

irritating be either danger or spleen. During the whole of that night

the ship"remained scudding in the way we have described ; the watch,

on the part of the English, being divided turn by turn about between

Spanker and Captain Simpson ; while in the cabin below, prayers for

safety, and copious thanksgiving for preservation, ascended for that

agreeable change in the ship's condition, which was manifest to all on

board.

CHAPTER THE SIXTEENTH.

MATTERS STILIi LOOK WELL.

" Hang it. Spanker, my boy, after all the trouble and bother we've

had with the old craft ; hang me if I grudge my labour, she's worthy of

it— here, after all this racketing and knocking about, she's only made

eio-ht inches of water. Hang me, but she's a jolly old ship after all.

Let's drink the long life of the Prosperity, and her safe arrival in

Eno-lish waters." As tliis was said, the captain tossed off his bumper,

and repeating his words, and following hi3 example most readily. Spanker

did the same. " Now, Spanker, my boy," continued the captain,

" you've got as much grog on board as you can carry without damage,

so brush away upon deck. It'll never do to leave those Frenchmen in

charge of the ship, though we have got their word for it. It's very

probable we might wake s ane morning and find ourselves run slap

ashore under some French battery, by unavoidable mistake ; that's just

what I want to leave undone."
" Ay, your honour, that'll be no ways nice. I hope soon to be

shoving our nose into Cawsand Bay."
" Cawsand Bay, my boy ! oli, we shall never be able to hold on in

Cawsand Bay with such a gale blowing as this. No, no, we must run

slap in for Plvmouth harbour, at all risks. The devil take a govern-

ment, I say, that pretends to call itself the head of a great commercial

empire like England, yet obliges us poor, wretched, ill-used dogs of

seamen to add to our other risks that of running nearly half-way up the

Clianncil before they can find a single port in which to shelter."

" AVhy, your honoui", couldn't we run into Falmouth V\
" Falmouth in such weather as this ! You might as well try to run

into the eye of a needle. In the first place, it requires a very good

pilot to get in at the best of times, at night especially ; but unless the

tide is favourable, there's a bar on which we are sure to go aground, and

be beat to pieces."

" Well, your.honour, if so be as that's tlie case, all I can say is that

it's a burning .shame to Old England—a country that lives by marchan-
diz,e, as it may be, and who, if they're not grwit at sea, must speedily

become one of the most insignificant nations in Europe—I say, it's a

burning shame to such people to expose us, our lives, and property, and
families, in this manner, wlicn all along the coast are bays which very
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little expense would turn into right good harbours at any time and in

any weather."
" Bays ! I believe there are, indeed, if the government had only

justice and spirit to make use of them. Where on earth could there be

found a finer bay for a refuge than Mount's Bay, in Cornwall, close to

Penzance ? Why, if you tried to form a bay yourself for a harbour of

refuge at all times, there's only one thing more you could do to it, and

that is run a breakwater out from a point there, that seems made on

purpose, and you might harbour a fleet of line o' battle ships, ready

at any moment to slip out and attack the enemy, and enable vessels of

all classes, either merchanters or others, in such weather as this to find

a ready refuge. But, come, it's o' no use growling over our grievances ;

jump on deck, and keep your weather-eye up."

" Ay, ay, your honour," said Spanker, and touching his hat, he

proceeded on deck, it being now Captain Simpson's turn to remain

below. M. Passoa had command of the deck ; a veteran old Frenchman
was steering at the helm, while his commander paced up and down,

muttering his French curses on the various calamities still impending.
" Veil, my good Spank aire, suppose you could give me one bit of

blue sky big enough for de Dutchman's breech, I voud give you one

tousand francs."

" In weather like this, your honour, to be sure I may have a difterent

opinion ; but I think your own breeches, which are made of good stout

blue flushing, are quite as good as any Dutchman's ; and if you'd got

a wet cloud wrapped round your loins, you'd soon feel the difl:erence of

it, I can tell."

" -^Jy good Spankaire, you no understand me. I mean I wish to take

one leetle observation by the stars, to find out vere we are going to,"

" Oh, never mind that, your honour. We be agoing somewhere, no

doubt we shall soon arrive at it. If I know anything of a ship's way
by looking on the water as it flies astern, we're not cutting along at

much less than thirteen knots an hour."
" Ah, my good Spankaire, I do respect your ignorance ; what says

your poet— ' ignorance is such bliss ; 'tis only folly that is wise.'
"

" I dare say, your honour, that the poets say all that. But what
little traffic I've had in them, I found them all such cursed liars, I left

off their acquaintance in time, for fear they should corrupt my morals."

" Ah, ah, corrupt your morale ! Vere good, vere good ! Which of the

poets did you most read ?"

" Why, Mounseer, owing to a mistake in my eddication, I never

larnt to read."
" Not able to read ! Ah, my good Spankaire, you are then throwing

away your talents. You should be a critic."

" Aye, to be sure, mounseer. The critics don't read, but they say a

good deal for all that ; and now, if I may make so bold as to ask you
to hold the reel, I'll just turn to and heave the log."

M. de Passoa having willingly complied with this request. Spanker

hove the log, and found that the ship was driving at nearly the rate of

fourteen miles an hour. When we consider the little quantity of sail
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that was set, this fact alone will suffice to give a very accurate idea of

the terrific violence of the tempest ; while, in addition to this velocity

the whole upper surface of the water heing also driven by the wind, the

real rate at which the Prosperity was moving over tlie ground below,

could not have been far short of twenty miles an hour. At this furious

rate tiie ship continued scudding during the whole of that night and

the following day, when about eleven o'clock in the first watch of the

succeeding evening, a dim light was discovered burning on the larboard

bow. At first, in the extreme distance at which this appeared, great

doubts were entertained whether it was not merely a star ; but being

dead to leeward, where, of course a thick bank of fog would naturally

be, this idea was soon abandoned for the moi'e probable hope that the

rays in question emanated from a lighthouse.

At first, the parties most interested—viz. the English part of the

passengers and crew—scarcely dared to entertain the belief that their

sufi^erings were so nearly closed. As, however, each approaching moment
caused the light to burn more and more brightly, the eager prayer

that tliey had not been too sanguine arose from every bosom. The
sea still ran in undiminished violence ; and waves, on which the hull of

the Prosperity swam like a little cock-boat, now buoyed up upon their

roaring crests, now hid in their deejay abysses—roared and foamed around
them ; while every few seconds any ordinary observer would have been

unable to doubt the certainty of the Prosperity's destruction, as one

mountainous mass of waters, after another, curled over her shattered

stern, and threatened to sweep every tiling before it to the profound and
agitated depths below. Still there, however, she floated on, speeding

from sea to sea like some poor agitated animal, chased to the last pitch

of desperate exertion, every bound of whose frame appeared to be the

last successful effort that could be made to escape its impending fate.

After living in this terrific state of suspense, however, for three days,

the horrors of the situation had grown so familiar to their weary sight

and jaded feelings, as scarcely to affect any man on board except the

'

passengers ; and one or two of these having come up casually to take a

glance at the surrounding scene, soon found it so horrible to the sight

as well as dangerous to the frame, from the difficulty of liolding on, that

they speedily beat their retreat below, amid the jeers of Spanker, who,
if he had been their shipmate for a thousand centuries, would have been
utterly unable to forgive their non-appearance at a moment when a few
determined swords, though wielded in unexperienced hands, might
have turned the issue of the day against the boarders. Eveline alone

appeared to find a pleasui-e in contemplating the conflict of the elements.

For hours together she remained at the stern, leaning against the
bulwarks, and watching wave after wave as each gigantic crest broke
into a million masses, and seemed about to fall upon tlie deck.

Still anxiously longing to lay down the burden of her life, that which
was terrible to others conveyed only a sensation of grandeur to her :

.and wlietlier the sea struck the vessel and swept her to tlie bottom, or

whetlier slie still sinwived for some otIuT calamity, seemed almost a
matter of equal indillerence. The melancholy resignation and endurance
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marked on her countenance pleaded for her so effectually in the heart

of Spanker, that he could not forbear contrasting it with the awe-
stricken expression of the other passengers, and, though the deduction

staggered him not a little, drawing conclusions in his own mind that

"The young gentleman, arter all, hadn't as much of the white feather

as one would at first have supposed." With this impression, he actually

so far forewent his prejudices, as to draw gradually near to the object

of his doubt, while they were running towards the light, and, as he
phrased it, to knock up a little bit of a conversation.

" A nice little excursion of pleasure, your honour, this has been for a

first voyage to sea ?"

" So pleasant. Spanker," replied Eveline, who, like many others on
board, had taken a fancy to the character of the rude seaman ;

" so

peculiarly pleasant, that if I once get my foot on English land again,

I think I shall choose a different line for the future."

" Your honour is in the right of it : to me this is a mere little bit of a

spree, since it's not sartin but it may all end well enough, arter all.

But I minds, when I was a youngister myself, when I should have
thought such an introduction to blue water rather a queerish one ; but
Lord bless us and save us, you've had all the sours without the sweets,

stewed up in that tarnation cabin below. I only wonder how you kept
the breath in you. You lost all the best of it. If you had only been
upon deck, you'd have seen one of the prettiest little skrimmages as

never was. JMy eyes, how them there Frenchmen did go down, when
once we got our cutwater fairly across their bends ! I've been many
years afloat, and never seen the likes of it. 'Twas worth a Jew's-eye
any day of the week, if it was n't, d—n my eyes."

" Oh Spanker, how can you, when the excitement of battle is over,

talk in this exulting manner of the death of so many of your fellow-

creatures." As Eveline said this she shaded her beautiful eyes with her
hand, as if to shut out the picture her imagination presented. The
remembrance, too, of the dreadful night in which she had seen her own
family slaughtered, one after another, appeared to rise up before her,

and give a .personal reality to the scene, which was little needed to

complete its horrors.

" Why, your honour, for the matter of that," returned Spanker,
taking out his tobacco-box, and selecting afresh quid with great nicety,
" a gentleman like you, with such a wery soft voice, no doubt has a
great deal of compassion for these French varmint ; but, axing your
pardon for the liberty, I think you are quite out of your reckoning
there,—there were one or two poor boys of marchanters knocked heads
and tails aboard here, for whom I felt more than I should to have seen

the whole bunch of privateers sent down smash together. Poor hearts !

'tis somewhat hard to be knocked on the head by a cannon-shot, when
you've never made any bargain for that sort of thing at first shipping :

but as for them a. renchmen, killing them is no sort of harm ; for if I've

heerd right upon the subject, they don't believe in nothing to come after

this life, d—n their eyes !—whereas you see. Sir, if they was religious men,
like you or I, why when we get doubled up, or shoved by like an old
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blanket, there's an after-reckoning to come, wlilch makes it a wery
serious sort of a raattei*."

" Why, truly, Spanker, I had not taken that view of the subject,"

replied Eveline, scarcely able to keep her countenance at hearing this

varied estimation of human life ; but seeing the futility of a theological

argument with her present shipmate, she turned the conversation by
demanding " how far bethought that lighthouse might be off?"

" How far off, sir ?—Why, I should say not far short of three

leagues,—I should think them lighthouses in general is a great deal

higher than the poop of a three-decker, and that you may see in a

tolerably clear day fourteen miles oft'; so allowing for the distance run,

I think we 're as nigh three leagues as may be."

" In that case, I suppose we shall be abreast of it in the course of

an hour."
" Less than that, your honour—less than that.''

" I 'm very glad to hear it."

" Ay, I suppose you can't be sorry for that. But I can tell you
something for which you '11 be stilWnore glad ;" and Spanker approached
Eveline's ear with a knowing confidential air, which plainly intimated

that he had some great secret to communicate.
" Indeed !" said Eveline, lendi'^.g full attention; " what can that be V'^

" Why, your honour, these here Frenchmen pretended to come to a

sort of capitivation with the skipper, and have agreed to give the ship

up, on condition of our jury -rigging and bringing her into harbour.

Now I never believed a Frenchman's word but once."
" And when was that. Spanker V
" Why, once, by some unaccountable accident, I happened to save

one of them creturs' lives,—a young hadder he was, and hadn't come
to full growth like,—when a shipmate was just about to cut him
down. AVould you believe, and I 'm alive and here to tell it ? if I

didn't catch the young crocodile, three days after, making love to one
of my wives, as the captain had allowed me to bring to sea in the
frigate ! He was a prisoner on board, you see, sir, and therefore did no
duty ; and while I was keeping my watch on deck at the conn the

young vagabond took tliis darty advantage of me ;— and she, too,

was not over praiseworthy in the matter ; for what right has a woman
to let a man make love to her who can't speak three words in her own
language ?"

" Well, never mind that. Spanker,—we '11 let that go." said Eveline,

who began to be' fearful how far this second discussion might go, and
thus endeavoured to stop it in limine.

" Why no, your honour, it isn't much matter here or there ; only it

shows how wery deceitful them 'ere sex hare. Howsomdever, as soon as
I hard that he'd been putting his arm round my wife's waist, I gave
him a tarnation good welting,"

" AVliat's that. Spanker ?"

" AVMiy, you folks on shore are more polite, and call it walloping;
but it's much of a muclmess. I just took the liberty of smashing the
bridge of his nose, and knocking his two eyes into one nearly ; and
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then, sir, came out liis blackguardlike ingratitude. I asked him how he

could think of trying to make a man miserable wlio, only three days

before, had saved his life. To this he answered in French, which some of

my messmates were good enough to translate—that ' I was a d—

d

fool for my pains.' So ever since that I've always said, that if ever I

did a good-natured thing for a Frenchman, Old Nick should have me
for nothing. — Now hang me,'' your honour, if I hav'nt altogether

forgotten what we were talking about "

—

" AV^hy, if I remember right, Spanker, it was about that light, and

about some secret that would please me better than going into harbour."
" Ay, right, your honour, and this is it—them Frenchmen have given

their word to let us take this ship into a British port. I don't under-

stand their lingo—God forbid I should—and therefore I can't say

whether they 've had any conversation between themselves of the sort

I name or not ; only somehow or other I never can believe that the

French blood 'II be quiet in 'em—and let us take their prize and them-

selves too, that's more, into a foreign port, where they'll be little better

than prisoners ; and if so be I'm only right in my conjecture, and

you '11 keep quiet and lie hush, you 'U see one of the most tarnation

bits of jolly fighting that was ever your good luck to set your eyes on.

I've got everything ready here to give these Frenchmen as nice a treat

on the rise as may be ; and if the sea hasn't spoiled the powder,

there's four of the ship's pistols in that hammock-netting : as you are a

young gentleman what seems inclined to a bit of a spree, I tell this to

you that you may know where to clap your hand on it."

" Thank you, Spanker, for your information. If the Frenchmen do

rise upon us after giving their word for our peaceful possession, you
may depend upon it that I'll willingly bear my share in punishing them,

and endeavouring to keep the vessel in our own command ; but in this

respect I can't help thinking you 've wronged our enemies. From all

I've seen of M. Passoa, he never would sanction such an act of villany."

" What! you mean Little -breeches, the skipper, what I call Mounseer?
Why no, sir, I don't think, to do him justice, he would have any share

in such a scaly trick. But you don't know Johnny Crappo as well

as I do, if you believe the others wouldn't do it as soon as look at you."
" Well, Spanker," said Captain Simpson, coming up at this moment

from the weather-side of the quarter-deck, where he had been walking
with the privateer captain, " do you begin to make out that light

ahead ?"

" Why, your honour, I don't think there's much doubt about its being

a house."
" Oh ! no doubt of that whatever. But what lighthouse do you

make it out to be ?"

" Why, sir, as we've been steering, as nigh as we could, for the

British Channel, and this light first hove in sight broad away on the

larboard bow, I suppose it must be the Eddystone."
" Why yes, Spanker, that's just what I've been saying to Captain

Passover, to windward there; and we've agreed to run slap into

Plymouth harbour."
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"Hallo, sir, what's the row?" cried Spanker, suddenly turning about

as the voice of the French captain was heard in loud and angry tones,

" Would you—would you, you scoundrel ?
" said the old seaman,

addressing some one nearer them ; and, with a vigour and swiftness

little to be expected from his age, he tore open the long pilot-coat he

wore, thrust his hand beneath it, and in another second a stout cutlass

was flashing over his bead, and parrying the strokes of a couple of

Frenchmen's blades, who had taken the advantage of Captain Simpson's

being engaged in conversation, to attempt cutting him down.

As with extraordinary dexterity Spanker jumped from one spot to

anotlier with as much firmness on the decks of the pitching vessel as

if merely dancing a hornpipe on the forecastle, in a quiet breeze, and a

peaceful circle of admiring shipmates, his powerful weapon gleamed
right and left ; and as it came in contact Avith the steel of his adver-

saries, bright sparks of fire were dashed off in brilliant contrast with

the murkiness of the night, and driven along the gale.

" Would you, you villains ? Jolly old England for ever against all

the world !" shouted the enthusiastic old veteran ; then, without looking

round, or losing any vantage-ground before the superior numbers that

pressed on him, he addressed Eveline with " Now little soft speech ;

now is your time for a jolly fight. Mind what I told you about the

pistols."

But the remembrance was unnecessary. Something of the pugnacious
ardour of Spanker naturally belonged to Eveline's disposition : she had
known all the horrors of a deadly struggle hand to hand ; she sighed

deeply and bitterly for that repose which the grave alone could afford

her wounded spirit. She had promised her assistance in the fray ; and
more than all, she now beheld the weaker party taken at a base and
treacherous advantage,—once again the prudence of a woman melted
away before the fiery nature of a soul that should rather have animated
the breast of a hero than the bosom of a female.

" Here are arms. Captain Simpson," cried she, quickly perceiving

that he had no weapons, and seemed suddenly taken aback at this

sudden demonstration of the privateer's crew. The hammock-netting
where the arms were concealed was abaft the spot where the gallant

Spanker, like a lion in a rocky pass, held his increasing enemies at bay.
• Throwing open the tarpauling covering, Eveline snatched up two
pistols ; and Captain Simpson, with a joy known only to men who have
passed through similar dangers, once more grasped in his huge hand
a long keen cutlass.

" Quick—quick, my boy, or d—n me, I'm done for!" cried the
English captain, who could see the effort Eveline was making to come
to his assistance, and, sorely pressed on every point, had been obliged
to retreat against the stump of the mizcn-mast, which not coming high
enough to support his back, be was in imminent peril of being bent
forcibly over it. Darting like lightning to his side, the left hand of
Eveline drew a pistol trigger full in the face of the old seaman's most
powerful enemy. The flash—the first that had been fired—illumined
the whole of the deck of the shattered merchant vessel, revealing
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distinctly the faces of numbers of their opponents ; and, as it was
reflected back from the dazzling line of foam, that, like a halo, circled

round her as she flew onwards, the Frenchman against whom it was
levelled w'as seen writhing in the agonies of death upon the deck.

" Bravo ! little soft speech," shouted Spanker, pointing his sword
straight before him, where a cutlass was raised to cut down Eveline

to the chine, and getting his feet behind him against the stump of the

mizen-mast, the English seaman sprang like a perfect tiger on the dense

body of his assailants, and literally transfixed two of them with the

same thrust—nothing stopping the progress of his sword but the

forcible surge with which the hilt of it came home against the bosom
of the unhappy man, whose heart was still palpitating its last throes of

life on its ensanguined blade.

The sudden violence of this charge—for it w^as nothing less—aided

by the roll of the ship, seemed to throw the whole body of the attacking

party into utter confusion,—most of them lost their footing, and were
thrown with frightful violence over the break of the poop upon the

gangway deck below, where the bulwarks, being utterly demolished

from the fury of the gale, four of them, after desperate and ineff'ectual

attempts to save themselves, rolled overboard into the engulfing waters.

Spanker, who had also found his way to the deck, was encumbered
with the two seamen his sword had transfixed ; and while endeavouring

to recover the mastery of his weapon, and regain his feet, was only pre-

served from destruction by the vengeful steel of his captain, which, wielded

with his usual terrific strength, cut to pieces, one after another, the

disordered Frenchmen, still staggering from the effects of Spanker's

unexpected sally.

'• England for ever !" shouted the captain, as he hewed down the

last of these miserable wretches; and then, seeing M. de Passoa striving

with unequal numbers to windward, profited by his own seaman's

example, charged bodily against them, and, at the point of the cutlass,

assisted the loyal Frenchman in driving down upon the deck below the

faithless traitors, who had vainly endeavoured to tarnish the integrity

of his word.
" Croix de St. Jean," shouted M. de Passoa, w^ho now, that his

blood was up and sense of honour aroused, seemed to fight as valiantly

against his false subordinates, as he had before led them ; and both
he and Captain Simpson, following up the advantages already gained,

leaped undauntedly down into the very thick of those cutlasses that

were yet raised against them on the gangway.
Up to this time the Frenchman at the wheel had remained quietly

steering, seemingly inclined to fulfil the engagement entered into

by his commander, or at least not joining those who had so faith-

lessly endeavoured first to profit by, and then to break it. Now,
however, when he imagined that his treachery would be unseen, he
darted from the wheel, quietly snatched up a sword from one of his

slaughtered fellow-countrymen, and stealing behind Spanker, who had
only tiiat instant succeeded in disengaging himself from among the

dead and dying and was in the act of sjjringing from the poop on the

L L 2
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combatants below, and takinof, as he imagined, a very secure aim at

the seaman's head in the darkness of the night, would in all probability-

then and there have finished the career of the fight-loving man of-war's

man.
There was, however, close at hand, an opponent on whose inter-

ference he little calculated,

Eveline, like a prudent general of reserve, had been content with

fulfilling that important duty, and keeping strictly within it.

The fight, however long it has taken to describe, was the work of

so few seconds, that almost as soon as she had discharged her first

pistol, she found the tide of battle had rolled away from around her to

a more distant quarter. As it swept, therefore, onwards to the fore-

castle, she took the opportunity of throwing down her discharged

weapon, and ivturning to the fortunate store whence she had obtained

it, snatched at another brace of loaded pistols, and sticking them in the

waistband of her trousers, prudently resolved not to put her own feeble

strength in personal contact with that of the iron-limbed beings round
her; but simply following at Spanker's side, in the capacity of aide-de-

camp, to yield to that redoubted Ulysses such occasional protection and

assistance, as her fire-arms, and the skill with which she could wield

them, enabled her so efttctually to f'o.

When, therefore, the French helmsman stole, as he thought unob-

served, behind Spanker, her eye was upon him.

Armed as we have described, she was in the very act of flying to his

side, when she beheld this insidious attack, and the deadly consequences

likely to spring from it. With an equally noiseless step she glided up to

the two sole surviving occupants of the poop, gently cocked her pistol,

drew her thumb-nail rapidly across the flint, to guard, in some degree,

against its missing tire ; and as the French sword idly cleft the air

above the head of her friend, the sharp report of her pistol rung its

instant death-knell on the helmsman, and was then borne away in

the powerful blast to leeward.

The impetus already given to the Frenchman's sword caused it to fall

on Spanker's very effectively-skulled head ; but, protected by a thick

south-wester hat, the blow was harmless. Nevertheless, however, it

did call Spanker's attention to the fact of having some attentive

friend behind him,— swiftly tumincr round, and seeing at a glance

what had happened, with characteristic carelessness .and gratitude, he
exclaimed,

" Hallo, Johnny ! have you caught it ? Bravo ! little soft speech !

that's the second go I owes you ;"—and then jumping down on the
gangway deck, he charged forward, with all his strength, into the only
contesting group that now remained, where the Captains Passoa and
Simpson, though actuated by different feelings, were fighting side by side.

Awed by knowing that their own commander was against thtm, the
unpinnciplcd privateersmen had required but little more to make them
abandon in despair the course they had so unwisely adopted. This
additional blow was now found in the impetuous charge of Spanker,
who, dashing along with the whole of his pers^mal impetus given to Uia
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already powerful weapon, cut away right and left on the less strongly-

made Frenchmen,—adding, the while, to tlie other terrors of his prowess,

the most vehement vociferations of his favourite war-cry—" Hurrah
for Old England !"—to which liT; kindly added, with the feelings of a
warm ally, addressing himself the while to the feelings of M. de
Passoa—" Go it Johnny Crappo—Sang Craw for ever."

The French mutineers now fairly perceiving the day was very
doubt^il, slunk off, one by one, down the fore-hatchway, till at last

the few who remained, eitiier fancying their shipmates were killed, or

knowing themselves to be deserted, were seized with a sudden panic,

and suddenly turning round in a body, fled to the only place of refuge

that was open to them, with all the speed that was in their power.
" Hurrah my boys !" shouted Captain Simpson. " Forward,

Spanker—down with them—clap on the scuttle, and across with the

bar. As we have got the varmint under, we '11 keep them there."
" Ay, ay, your honour. Never was such times—down with you,

you blackguard,"—as one of the Frenchmen attempted to look up,

—

down went the unhappy Fi'enchman's head, with a muttered maledic-

tion ;—down went the heavy scuttle after it, upon the only mode of

egress ; while, as it did so, a pistol report rang loudly in the cabin below,

and the ball whizzing past Spanker's nose, took the tip of his ear off.

" Did you think it, you rascals ?" cried the old boy, grimly smiling,

and in the heat of the moment unconscious of any wound : in another
second he had succeeded in crossing the bar, and all further annoyance
from that quarter was at an end. " There, my boys, you 're booked
at last," said he, as he put the padlock through the bolt.

" By God you are the finest Frenchman as ever I see," said Captain
Simpson, grasping the hand of M. Passoa with no feigned enthusiasm.
" After this night I never again will say that there's no honour in a
Frenchman."

" Ma foi ; forbid it justice—Croix de St. Jean ! There never yet

existed a true Frenchman, whose honour was not as bright as his

sword."
" Well, Mounseer, wery likely, only I have not met many of them,

d'ye see ; but as for you, I will say that it's true enough ; and as for your
sword being bright, there's no fear of that while you use it so sharply."

The Frenchman, on hearing this compliment, made an infinity of

bows, accompanied with a most voluble utterance of thanks ; but aa
these were spoken in French, they were wholly unintelligible to the
party to whom they were offered.

Captain Simpson did not attempt to reply to it ; but once more
shaking the maker by the hand, said very heartily—" Ay, ay, Moun-
seer, I understands all you means to say ; but just allow me to ask
you if you hadn't better go below and have your wounds bound up ?

I'm sure you must have got a few before I came up to your side on the

quarter-deck, when you had all them fellows to keep at bay with your
long toasting-fork."

" Oh nothing at all. Monsieur le Capitaine—they are de mere
scratch."
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•' Yes, sir, but scratches, if there are many of them, may make a man
as weak as one good slashing wound ; and you must bear in mind now,

that we've efot to keep watch and watch, and must therefore bear our-

selves as well up to the mark as we can."

"Ah, c'est vrai," said the Frenchman, shrugging his shoulders, " then

we will go down together."

" No, Mounaeer, if I do, shiver my timbers. You go down below
first, and let the ladies attend to you. I'm scarcely touched at all, by
some good luck. Spanker, if he's much the matter with him, shall go
with you. Are you hurt. Spanker, my boy ?"

" The devil a hurt, yoiir honour, a fair stand-up fight ever did me !

I believe I've only got half my ear knocked off, and one or two pricks

in the body from them Frenchmen's sharp swords. All I want is a

good stiff glass of grog presently, and a shake of that ere Mounseer
gentleman's hand ; for I will say this for him wherever I goes, he's a

right down jolly good chap ; and all I know is, that— if so be, when
we gets ashore, our government claps him in limbo, why knock,my
toplights out if I don't cut oyer to France, and give myself up as a
prisoner of war by way of making satisfaction for it."

As the old tar said this, he thrust out his great horny hand, and
seizing the Frenchman's delicate fingers within its grasp, gave it such a
shake as might have been much in fashion among the "Titans.

" Spankaire, Spankaire, you forget I have on de ring," cried Captain
Passoa, dancing about till he had freed the suffering member from the

fleshy vice of his admiring friend, and then holding it up, pointed to the

half-score of gaudy annulets by which it was encircled, one or two of

Avhich had been forced nearly into the bone by Spanker's too hearty

demonstration.
" I like vary much your way of treating your enemies, Monsieur

Spankaire, but for dam such mode of saluting your friends. Ah, ah.

Monsieur Secretary," turning round and seeing Eveline, " what, have
you flesh your maiden sword to-night?"

" No," interrupted Spanker ; " bless his jolly young eyes, he's done
a precious siglfc better than that—he put a sharp shot in when it was
most needed. If it hadn't been for him, I think we should all have
been either with our throats cut laying upon deck, or tossed overboard,

or.down under hatches, instead of them blackguards below."
" Yere good, vero good, like my ancestor then, the chevalier ; he has

fairly won his golden spurs, and shall have the guerdon of valour."

As M. dc Passoa said this, he playfully laid his ruddy rapier over the

shoulder of Eveline, and they all moved aft in a body, the captain to

take tlie helm, and the others to go below and got their wounds dressed.

When the unhappy ladies in the state-rooms once more detected

the hateful sounds of fire-arms and clashing of swords on deck, accom-
panied by all those other assurances of fight which arc' so terrifying

to the female ear, they imagined that some fresh enemy liad pounced
dowiv upon their defenceless vessel, and while they betook themselves to

those former supplications, in which their fears had previously found
relief, Nora drew her child still closer to her bosom ; and conscious that

Eveline wa« upon deck, mourned in melancholy anticipation any mis-
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fortune that might occur to a friend whose support and assistance she

so highly valued, and who, from her good qualities, had become so much
endeared to her. When, however, these sounds ceased, she endea-

voured to persuade tlie female attendants to go up and see what was
the issue of the conflict, and report on the safety of her supposed

husband. This mission, after an ineffectual argument, the stewardess

declined ; and timid as Nora generally was, yet she was wrapping
up to undertake this dangerous expedition herself, when the sound of

voices on the cabin stairs induced her to pause, and in a few minutes

Eveline herself was in Nora's arms.
" Oh, Heaven ! I am so thankful," cried the latter, the tears gushing

down her cheeks, as she pressed them against the pallid lips of Eveline
;

and then as soon as she found words for utterance, eagerly demanded,
" Where are you hurt ?"

" Nowhere, love," replied the sham husband, returning his wife's

embraces, while something very suspicious twinkled in the eyes both of

M. de Passoa and Spanker, at this mutual display of an affection so

natural between two young people, as they thought, recently married,

and evidently formed, both by the extreme beauty of their persons and
the qualities of their minds, to excite in the breast of one another that

intense yet tender interest which is at once the prerogative and the misery
of Love. Had any stander-by insinuated the possibility of doubt as to

their connexion being that of man and wife, with what incredulity would
such a doubt have been received ; had the doubt been believed, with
what astonishment would the fact have been regarded! But with us,

who contemplate their position from behind the scenes, what can be
more natural than their conduct under the singular circumstances by
which they were surrounded ?

CHAPTER THE SEVENTEENTH.

CATASTROPHE OF THE BAFFLED PRIVATEERSMEN.

Before our friends could obtain either supplies or assistance, they

found themselves obliged to satisfy the curiosity of the ladies by render-

ing an explanation of the late fray. While Eveline undertook this

duty, and met, to the best of her abilities, the sharp cross-questioning

of Mrs. Archdeacon Pontifex, who particularly wished to understand

the to her incomprehensible point why the Frenchmen should have
wished to attempt this emeute, unless it were to carry off tlie person of

herself, a second Helen—while Eveline was deferentially suggesting to

this perspicacious lady that however desirable the possession of herself,

there were also other motives that might influence the Frenchmen
that they might possibly entertain some objection to enter an English

port in war times, that they might have some little kind of doubt on
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their own minds as to how far an Englisli government would consider

them prisoners of war, and that there might have flashed across their

minds some kind of preference for taking their destiny into their own
hands, as well as for enriching themselves with the cargo of the

merchant vessel, by at once running the Prosperity into a French port

—we say, that while this argument devolved on Eveline, the stewardess

was busily occupied in mixing two glasses of grog, one of which Spanker

insisted should be N X W, or two parts rum to one of water; and

Spanker himself was playing the part of nurse, by binding up those

wounds which M. de Passoa had gallantly termed scratches, but which,

if meriting that name, were such scratches as only could be inflicted by
a very powerful animal, with very sharp steel claws. With a look of

the greatest philosophy, the first scholar in Europe sat quietly over

the little stove which warmed the cabin, engaged, as usual, in reading

no doubt a very instructive lesson from the smoke that so gracefully

curled upwards, varied by the somewhat ungrateful alternation of

curling most ungracefully and ungratefully downward, as some blast

of the raging tempest, more powerful than the rest, pufted back its

volume into the face of the equanimous contemplator, and caused

sundry and several particles of the sea-spray to come trickling down
into the fire.

These various little amusements were, however, suddenly interrupted

by the powerful lungs of Captain Simpson at the helm, roaring out in

a voice just audible through the storm, " Sail on the larboard bow !

"

" I wishes her much joy of it," said Spanker, proceeding in his

sanative operation.

In another second followed another and far difierent cry, and one
which, on board a ship, is rarely if ever heard without emotions of the

deepest horror and dismay.
" Fire ! fire ! " roared Captain Simpson, from the deck above.

"Vat is that !" suddenly ejaculated the French officer, starting up, and
notwithstanding all his courage, perfectly aghast at this sound.

" Fire in the fore-scuttle," distinctly repeated Simpson, in accents

but too plainly to be recognised.
" Those villians—de ship—in the fore-cabin," cried M. de Passoa,

snatching up his sword, and darting on deck in such a hurry as to

tear short off the bandage Spanker was still rolling round his arm.
'' Polly, my dear," said the latter, without moving a muscle, " bear

a hand with that glass of grog, or I may have to be off without it
;

don't pour the Avater in, in that extravagant way, or you'll drown the
miller's thumb."

" Fire !" repeated the horrified servant, well knowing its consequences,
and dropping the nicely-mixed tumbler of hot grog on the hearth,

where it shivered into irretrievable splinters as she'spoke; " Oh ! if the
sliip's on fire, we're all lost."

" Look at that, you young she-lubber," returned Spanker, pointing
with mingled pity and indignation to his lost but beloved punch, as it

steamed in rich but fruitless fragi-ance from the planks on which it had
been spilt ;

" suppose the ship is on fire, you young squaw, do you
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think you can put it out by spilling my glass of hot grog on the decks.

My maxim is, when the ship is on fire the crew ought to keep cool as

long as they can ; you've obligated me, young woman, to do a very

ungenteel act by your infarnal carelessness ; " and lifting the rum
bottle to his mouth, Spanker, having fairly drained its contents, set it

down again, saying with a sort of a civil growl,
" You seem, Polly, to have had a fire in your grog bottle— it's

so dry—there wasn't but a short half-pint in it ; but in times like

these, I suppose, a man must be content with short allowance,"

—

drawing his hand across the corners of his mouth with a degree of

elegance that peculiarly marked the seaman of the old school. Spanker

at a single bound cleared the steps of the cabin, and rushed to the

assistance of his friends, showing by this last act, that if he knew
when to be deliberate, in moments of danger the part of energy was
no less suited to his rude abilities and effective mind. On gaining the

deck, Spanker looked around him for his superior, but seeing a rope's

end hitched round the steerage wheel, he ran to the forecastle, and

there, to his sorrow, beheld dense volumes of dark black smoke eddy-

ing out of every crack and crevice round the fore-scuttle, and thence

drifting wildly away before the gale over the bows to leeward, while

the deck itself had been rendered so intensely hot by the combustion

below, as to render it scarcely possible to bear.

" Ah, mon Dieu, Spankaire, we are done at last," said the French cap-

tain, as Spanker came up, lifting his hands in dismay, and shrugging

his shoulders at the same time.
" Well, your honour, if we are done, it'll be done brown, as the

saying is, for it seems we're likely to have a jolly good fire to do us by."

" Vorse lock, Spankaire."
" Lock ! " repeated Simpson, mistaking the Frenchman's word

;

" Ay, I believe we are, at a regular dead lock," rubbing his head with

an air of deep perplexity. " I wanted to let out those poor devils

down below there, but IVIounseer says it's their doing, and swears they

shall all be roasted alive."

" Do they not deserve it," cried M. de Passoa, with the most angry

gesticulations ;
" the villains ! they first tried to tamper vith the

honour and the vord of a French gentleman. In order to do this, make
one grand effort to murder their" ally ; next raise their swords against

their own capitaine; finally, when everything fail, set fire to the ship.

Croix de St. Jean ! they have deserved death, let them be their own
execution."

" Why, your honour, as to that," began Spanker, after a considerable

emission of tobacco-juice, " I must say I thinks with my own skipper

there, 'tis rather a hard sentence to be burnt to death ; and, in the first

place we don't know that we're right in accusing them of firing the ship

a purpose ; it may have been done by accident ; and even it was a

little bit of spite of theirs, we must make some kind of allowance, you
know, Mounseer, for a man who has been well licked. I must say I

was noways well pleased with you myself, when I found you'd got the

better of us with that cussed Long Tom of yours."
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" But you would not have fired a ship containing several beautiful

helpless female, Mr. Spankaire ?
"

" Xo, I don't mean to say I should have gone to do any thing like

that ; tliere's no doubt, Mr. Mounseer, I might have been content with

cutting your throat in a fair stand-up fight, or anything of that sort

;

besides, you see, great allowances should be made for a Frenchman."

At this last observation Passoa, who hardly knew whether to take it

as a compliment or a reproach, stood silent.

" While you two are arguyfying the point, Captain Simpson, these

poor devils below '11 be smothered ; I say we ought to let 'em out.

For even if they have fired the ship, they must have been precious

sorry for it by this time ; it'll do us no sort of good to smother our

fellow-creatures like so many hornets ; and once upon deck, it'll be as

much their interest to try and extinguish the fire as our own."
" Par exemple, suppose they attack us again, and try to get posses-

sion of the ship ?
"

" Oh hang their attacks," said Spanker; " we've licked 'em once

already to-night, and, by the holy man, we can do that again for them,

if they partikerlarly wishes it ; only do let the pcJbr devils out ; it

makes my heart sick to think of roasting an enemy alive. Shiver my
timbers, if I wouldn't as soon thiak of eating him arterwards ; once let

'em out, and we'll soon extinguish the fire."

As Spanker said this, he approached the padlock to open the hatch,

over which M. de Passoa still kept guard with his drawn sword.
" Extinguish the fire," repeated the latter ;

" once open de door and
let in de oxygen of the atmosphaire, you will repent either in heaven
or hell, as one of your great poet say ; for every soul on board this

ship will render their last account this night. Take ofi^ that vat you call

and the fire is inextinguishable ; the lives of those below are forfeited,

even if they are not already gone. Par preference, ve ought to consider

those of de ladies below, de passengers, and ourselves.''

" Cuss the passengers ; they wouldn't fight," suddenly exclaimed
Spanker, " they goes for nothing ; there's only an old post-parson, and
one or two others, down below, and who, like myself, whenever their

cruise is up, have no right to complain of being paid off into ordinary
;

as for the ladies, to be sure, that's another question."

.
" Ay, Spanker," added Captain Simpson, " if I thought their lives

were to be lost, I wouldn't say another word."
" Tlic ladies below," said Eveline, suddenly coming forward.
" The ladies below," said Eveline, suddenly coming forward from

the spot to which she had hastened on hearing the cry of *"fire^ and
whence she had listened to the whole debate, " would deem existence

most miserable if gained at any sacrifice half so horrible as that of

burning alive the poor wTetches below. Open the cabin I entreat—

I

implore you in their name."
At this supplication, so urged, even the stern-hearted Frenchman

seemed to hesitate, while the opinions of Simpson and Spanker gathenul
fresh strength.

There, Mounseer, you see what the young gentleman says, and as
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lie lias a wife of his own on board, he ought to know all about it.

Besides, Captain Simpson," turning to the latter, " there's poor young
Sam below in his hammock."

" Ay, Spanker, my boy, so there is. Hang it, Mounseer, I never

will stand by and see my own wounded burned up like an old woman's

chips ! Knock ofF the bar. Spanker. Come what may we must make
an effort to save that boy ; he stood by us as long as he could, without

flinching ; and now it is our turn."

" Vere good," said M. de Passoa. " I could have preferred a more

honourable death than making part of one grand dish of rod ; but you

have most to lose, Capitaine Simpson ; and the death that has least

glory requires the most courage."

Folding his arms upon his breast, and still holding his bared rapier

so that it should be ready for defence in case of any sudden assault

from those below, he saw Spanker suddenly cast off the bar—back

flew the heavy hatch, forced upwards by the compressed state of the

air, skin, and generated gases, within the cabin, and an awful jet of

flame sprang up, at least twenty feet above the deck.

With a naturat precaution our friends round the hatchway drew
back several paces, not only to avoid being burned, but likewise from a

natural doubt what might be the intention of the imprisoned French-

men below. To their great surprise, however, only one of these unfor-

tunate people appeared, in the shape of some dark object, that burst

suddenly from the blazing hatchway, more like a projectile from the

mouth of a mortar than a human being.

" Sam ! Sam !" cried the captain, " where are you ?"

But poor Sam made no sort of reply.

" Gargons, gar9ons !" roared M. de Passoa in his turn ; then thinking

they might be fearful of opposition, changing this title into one more
friendly, " Mes enfans, mes enfans, montez en-haut, depechez !" but still

no other living being appeared. The terrific roaring of the vast volume

of flame alone supplied any answer to their calls, and spoke in a voice

sufficiently horrible and but too true the miserable fate of the rest of the

unhappy wretches, who, imprisoned below, had with mingled atrocity

and despair devoted themselves to one of the most awful deaths, and

most brutal species of revenge, upon those conquerors from whom their

treachery had so well deserved the defeat it met.

As soon as the horrified spectators beheld the unfortunate Frenchman
spring upon the deck, they rushed towards him to soften his fall, and

prevent his rolling overboard, from the excessive motion of the ship ;

and when Captain Simpson beheld him safe in the arms of M. de

Passoa, he begged the latter to interrogate him relative to the fate of

those below.

The increasing flames had, in the meanwhile, risen to such a height,

and assumed such a degree of intensity, that the captain, and Spanker,

and Eveline, were obliged to retreat from the hatchway, feeling some-

thing warm above their heads, through which it volleyed.

" What does he say, sir ?" demanded Captain Simpson, going up to

the gallant Frenchman, who was endeavouring to extract from the
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rescued man some account of the fire, and the cause whicli origin-

ated it,

" Ay, your honour, what does young Salimander say?" added

Spanker, gathering round the others ; while EveHne also hastened to

their side, with all that curiosity which some writers seem to point at

as characteristic of her sex.

" JMon Dieu !" exclaimed the French captain, on hearing his country-

man's account, " this is too horrible. Var is var, hut this is only fit for

de shambles."
" Why your honour," interrupted Spanker, " what is in the wind

now ? Isn't yoimg Salimander done enough ?"

" Vast heaving, Spanker, with your skylarking and nonsense, when
here's the ship on fire, blazing away like a tarred rope before an

admiral's carriage on a foggy day in London ! Tell us, Capt. Passover,

what is that fellow of yours saying ?—what was the cause of the fire

below, and is there any chance of putting it out ?"

" The fire," replied the Frenchman, " was the act of revenge, and

unless the sea puts it out, for us I fear ve have but de little chance!

Those dom coquins were no sooner battened down below, than they

shut von ship's boy vat you call him ?"

" What, Sam ?" roared the captain, with an oath of excessive rage.

" Oui, Sam," replied the Frenchman, " and having found some

spirit in the cabin, they first drink all they could, and then throw de

rest on a heap of rope-yarns, and set fire, to make one grand auto da

fea!"
" Tarnation scoundrels," cried Simpson, not very delicately appealing

to the other in his rage—" what the fury do you think of your country-

men now. Captain Passover, when they can go and do such a trick as

that ?"

" Mon Dieu !" and the Frenchman shrugged his shoulders—" the

worst of every nation may be met at sea !"

" And have they skivered poor Sam's tripes, sir ?" inquired Spanker
with considerable emotion, he not having been able to distinguish, with
any certainty, the real truth of M. de Passoa's statement, vvhich was
made in far more broken French than we have ventured to imitate.

" Par excmple—oui ! replied the latter."

" Poor Sam !" ejaculated Spanker, " who'd a thought he would ever

have come to this ! A wounded boy to be shivered alive in the dead of

the night ! The villains ought to be indicted for burglary ; and if this

isn't one of the clearest cases ever I hoard tell on, why I knows nothing

about the law, sir," turning to the horrified Eveline, who certainly did

entertain considerable doubts upon the sulyect.
" But what does IMounsecr say, sir?" demanded Spanker, energeti-

cally investigating the frightful transaction. " Where are the villains ?

are they down in the forecastle now, and all this here fire going on ?

If so be as that is the case, they may laugh at Old Nick himself, he'll

never be able to hurt a hair of their heads after this."

" No, Spanker, you may well say that ; but the murdering scoundrels

have met their punishment. Captain Passover tells me that his French-
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man says to him, in their salvage lingo, that as soon as they set fire to

the ropeyarn, he clapped his mouth to a knot hole, which he found in

the bulk-head, and so was able to get a supply of air, while the others,

finding themselves stifled with the tire, tried all they could to force the

hatch up ; and finding that was a touch above them, fell down roaring

and cursing upon the very yarns they themselves had set fire to."

" What tlien, your honour, are the cut-throats all dead V
" Ay, Spanker, and no doubt something more to boot by this time ;

for even that poor blood there himself said he couldn't have stood it

much longer ; and as soon as we opened the scuttle, he made a clean

bolt out."

" And a wery fortunate young man, sir, to be able to do it. Them
Frenchmen always have such a spring in their legs, you might swear

they always lives upon frogs at home, only from seeing the creatures'

cleverness in running av^ay. Look at the poor devil, without hair or

whiskers, Mr. Soft-speech, doesn't he look more like a roasted apple

than anything else ?"

As these last words were addressed to Eveline, she turned to look at

the dying Frenchman, for such he really was. Severely scorched and
injured by the eflf'ects of the fire, the last instinctive hopes of life had

concentrated all his remaining energies, for the accomplishment of the

extraordinary efforts by which he had made his escape. But though

this was in itself successful, the rescue came too late to preserve that

existence which the previous fire, and the want of sufficient air, had so

nearly extinguished.

Spanker had remarked, in his own rough way, that the sight pre-

sented by his disfigured body was horrible in the extreme. Faint and

perishing for want of breath, he had sunk exhausted upon the wet

booms ; and as the ruddy light of the fire fell upon his reclining form,

it displayed something Avhich had once been a countenance, but which

now looked rather like a mass of black and swollen flesh, with two
bright and blood-shot eyes twinkling in the centre, and the rest of the

features so pufted and distorted as scarcely to be distinguishable one

from another.

The whole of the hair on the head—the eyelashes, and the whiskers,

were shrivelled to a mere cinder, which crumbled into dust at the

slightest touch of his swollen and blistered hands, as the poor fellow

threw them wildly to and fro, in the agony of his sufferings, imploring,

in his own language, for*" water !—water !—water !"

The conversation, which in thus describing has occupied some
minutes, passed in the frightful hurry of the moment in infinitely less

time. In the meanwhile, the sorrow and astonishment of our friends

at the atrocity thus disclosed, and the compassion which they felt both

for their own shipmates who had perished below, and the poor victim

who lay writhing at their feet, had for a brief space excluded from their

minds the imminent danger which not only threatened themselves, but

the lives of all on board. No sooner, however, did Captain Simpson
ascertain the true facts of the case, and perceive that the past was
beyond recall, than with his usual promptitude and determination he
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"*
crioU tho captain.

" With so fow huiwb ;»s wo htivo k'll, tlie only hopo of oxtinguishinij the

fiiv is to chip tho souttlo -hatch on again, aiul sco if wo can put it out

by the want of air."

" Ay, ay, your hoi\our,"" criod Spankor. seizing the scuttle and
throwing it onco ntoro down upoi\ the hatchway. Hut the previous

boat of the combustion below, combining with the wet above, had
caused it to warp i«o iniich and so quickly on its being first RMno^ed.

that it no longer would tit the connings ; and when thrv>wn down with

this intention, h»ng jots of Hamo streanied ovit of the various crevices.

" It's no go, caj'tain," saiil Spanker as he saw this.

"But I say it shall be a go." replied Simpson, lifting and throwing
over the hatchway a tarpauling which was lyingon the deck, thorou^jhly

saturate*! with salt-water, and which would, ho conceived, etlvctuallv

excludf the air without and suppress the tire within.

This for a few nunutcs certainly appeared to do ; l»ut the intense

heat below soon drivit\g ofl' the moisture, and the fire in the fore -cabin

being in all pivbability fevl with air front sonie unkiiown qu.-irter. th^

flames speedily bur^t thivugh the insutttciont barrier which had bwn
opposed to their progress, aiid the intlan\n»ablo materials of the tarpaulins;

only added to the mischief it was ititetulod to restrain.

It was now discovered that both the scuttle of the hatchway and the

dwk surn>unding it wen' on fire. Simpson, Spanker, and Pe l*as.soa,

now held a hasty consultation.

" Ci*v»ix de St. Jean! we aivlost at last." said the gallant Frendnnan.
"That's very likely. Captain Passover," replied Sinipson :

" but still

never say die ! it's never too late to do that ! it isn't a «piostion whether
we are lost or not : but whether anytliitig mon' can be done to save the

ship : Never say *lio ! has always been wy motto. I thought of it when
I ran you di>wn, and I thii\k so still ; and I have no dmibt ten vcan*

hence wo shall both be sitting over our fiivs in some suvig corner of the

world, thinkiiig what a precious stow we woiv in on this blessed niuht."
" Vere likely, vore likely," sighed forth do Passoa with immeasurable

leitgth of face that gave the inost audacious lie to this assertiott.

" You don't seem to like it tho'," resumed }?in»pson, " but dcpcn>l

upon it we shall jret out of this scrape by hook or by crook."
" Ay. n»y good friend. I vish I know vich."

" Well, bear a hand with the fiiv-bnekots, and let us begin to Hing

some water vmi the fiiv with heart and soul.

"

" That was what the rain-cloud said to Mount .V.tna," interposed

Sp.anker. '' I was up tho Straits seven years, and the rain hadn't been

able to put out tho smoke-jack when I h'ft.'
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" Avast with your plaguy nonseuse, Spanker ; this is a time to be

stirring, not to be playing the fool."

" I beo- your pardon, Captain Simpson, but an old luan-of-war's-man

must have his joke if he lost his head by it. In my opinion there's

only one way to save this ship from one devouring element, and that is

to pitch slap into another."

" As how, Spanker ?
"

" Why, your honour, we've still got some way upon us—at any rate

enough to steer by—and what I propose to do is to put the helm down
every now and then as we come up on the swell of the wave, apd so

ship two or three good green seas forward. If that doesn't put the fire

out below, we may give it up as a bad job."

" AVell, Spanker, I believe that is the only way to deal with it. What
do you say. Captain Passover ?"

" I am vere moch resigned ! I have lived to see Frenchmen disgrace

the honour of old France ! It is time, therefore, I should be content to

die !

"

" Old France be smothered ! Let the old hag look out for herself.

Do you think she cares a rope's-end about you ? I'm big enough to eat

you ; and yet if I said a word about fighting, your long sharp toasting-

fork would be out and ready to wliip me through the witals in no time.

Pluck your heart up man-alive—fighting is fighting all the world over

—

and who's Fate I should like to know, that you ought not to be I'cady to

fight against he as well as any ether individual ? Come, come along aft

to the wheel, and let's see what is to be done with you. If ever I have

another craft of my own again catch me calling her Prosperity !"

" A wery fine pictur of prosperity this, sir," said Spanker, as looking

round him the party moved aft to the steerage wheel with that degree

of caution which the state of the wreck rendered so necessary.

" Prosperity," re-echoed the captain ;
" of all the infernal unlucky ill-

omened "

" I tell you I will go upon deck, Mr. Secretary ! I tell you I have a

very strong suspicion that all is not quite right ; and if I don't see to

it myself, I feel convinced that some harm will come to us."

" It's a pity, Mrs. Archbishop, you didn't think of that before,

marm," rejoined Spanker in reply to this newcomer, whose voice still

continued.
" I tell you, Mr. Secretary, I do believe that the smell of fire is

increasing, and I insist on seeing it put out
!

"

At tliis authoritative mandate, Captain Simpson turned, and there

behold— Mrs. Archdeacon Pontifex—of course.
" I wish you may get it," growled the captain.
" O heavens !—fire !—murder !—call in the police !—call in the

police !— they've set fire to my ship !

"

" Do, madam, let me intreat you to go below—you can do no good
on dock, and will only retard the efforts of others," reiterated Eveline.

" They've killed me at last—they've killed me at last !— I know I

shall die !"
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CHAPTER THE NINETEENTH.

IN WHICH ONE LAST CHANCE OP RESCUE PRESENTS ITSELF.

It was a truism which there was no withstanding. Even the un-

lettered Spanker felt its force. Mrs. Pontifex, on first clearly discern-

ing that all her fears were realized in the burning state of the Prosperity,

had broadly asserted that she knew she should die. To this, then,

what was the feeling reply of the magnanimous old man-of-war's man ?

" Very likely, madam ; but you'll please to go below till your turn

comes, because, you see, you're somewhat in the way here till then."
" Spanker, my boy, just take that old lady up in your arms and carry

her down below, and then make fast the companion, till such time as

the cabin begins to fill with smoke, for we rausn't stifle the old

woman," said the energetic but somewhat unceremonious Simpson.
" Old woman ! you vile wretch !—Let me go, common sailor, I say,

let me go directly. Didn't you hear him call me an old woman ? Let
me down ; I'll soon prove to him—I will, I say, I will—I will— "

But what further depended on the will of Mrs. Archdeacon was lost

amid the general uproar that arose from the cabin below, as soon as

Spanker had safely deposited within it Mrs. Archdeacon, who certainly

fired the minds of its designers as rapidly as the Frenchmen had ignited

the ropeyams in the forescuttle, but with less mischievous results, as

notliing was easier than to keep the former under, though every attempt
had failed, and seemed likely to fail, in suppressing the latter ; for

when the seaman returned to the quarter-deck he found that Captain
Simpson had already put the helm down, to bring the ship's head up
in the wind, in furtherance of their last desperate effort to quench the

growing flames,

" There she comes round, my boys," cried the exulting captain, as he
saw the ship's bows rapidly obeying the helm ;

" stand clear, and hold

on fore and aft ; here comes a sea.,"

As the captain uttered these words, the Prosperity, which had risen

over one vast wave, shot down into the trough of another, with a

rapidity of descent that made the heart thrill in the breast of each

beholder, causing an emotion between sickness and fear. Down
plunged the heavy bows deep into the dazzling foam, with a shock that

made her tremble almost to dissolution in every timber of her frame ;

while as she staggered under the tremendous blow, and seemed
struggling hard for life to mount again, a vast mass of dark blue water

poured on her forecastle, rushed impetuously down the burning hatch-

way, and then came roaring along her decks, sweeping everything

before it,—spars,—oars,—ropes, and wreck, in horrible confusion.

At the moment when Simpson had given the word of caution,

Eveleen, who had remained on deck, was about to mount the poop, but

looking forward and seeing the danger, had clung for safety to the

nearest object—the capstan. Slight indeed was the only hold she could

take here, that of her hands and arms on the projecting parts of the

machinery. With an instinctive prudence, she had naturally placed her
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only source of slulter between herself and the approaching danger ; bnt

as the resistless body of Avater came rushing on, even this precaution

proved insufficient to enable her to stem tlie furious torrent. Saved

indeed from any violent collision with the various hard substances thus

borne onwards, and which miglit have terminated life at a single blow,

with such force were they driven, she nevertheless found all her efforts

to maintain her position against the current were vain. With an agony
she had scarcely conceived possible, she felt her strength gradually

yielding before the increasing pressure of the immense volumes of water

eddying round her, and which, with instantaneous rapidity, mounted
above her head, and, while inflicting all the pangs of drowning, fairly

swam her off her feet. Moment after moment, in despite of her own
previous hatred of life, did she still maintain her grasp, in futile expec-

tation that the overwhelming flood would subside—still did it pour
fiercely on— still did the agony of death increase with intense bitterness

around her. At last, the certainty that the ship was sinking impressed

itself upon her mind, and the dream of life seemed over. A light

appeared to flash before her eyes, screams of horror and dismay filled

her ears, her exhausted energies gave way, her hands unloosed their

hold, she felt herself distinctly and bodily borne off" by the tide of

waters, and all became a blank.
" By Jove, there he goes," cried Spanker, who had fortunately caught

sight of his young ally, " and we may manage to save him yet. I

thought a slight youngster like that wouldn't be able to hold on against

such a sea as this, and he with scarcely a pair of ship's legs on him
yet." Catching hold of a small rope, and winding it swiftly round his

left hand three or four times, he turned to Captain Simpson, exclaim-

ing, "Stand by to give us a haul in board, your honour, presently;"

then, without waiting for a reply, or to see whether his movements
were even noticed, he leaped into the tumult of waters, and succeeded

in grasping the light form of Eveleen, just as the impetuous waves, in

the death-dealing sport of the tempest, were tumbling it over and over,

as the ship slowly rose to the surface, and the refuse water rushed over
the lee-quar<^er, bearing Eveleen with it.

" If that was not a narrow chance, I don't know what makes one,"

said the old seaman, as he laid his burden upon the capstan-head,

and shook off some of the water from his hair and whiskers, draw-
ing his breath at the same time with the manner of one who has had
an opportunity of estimating the value of a good mouthful of air. " Ah,
there they are at the old story again," he added, as he heard the most
astounding din ascending from the cabin below ; " there's old mother
Archbishop at her chants again. I suppose she belongs to the church
what had the gift of tongues, as I used to hear our parson tell about."

" I think that sea has dowsed the fire, Spanker," said Simpson, leaping
down from the poop, and joining his faithful companion in misfortune

" If that ha'n't, sir, nothing will."
" AVhat's all that row down there in the cabin, Spanker ?"
" Oh, your honour, it is oidy that old she-bishop singing some of her

anthems."

tfdj'^ rnp^ rap.
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" Murder ! five ! we're drowning—lel us out
"—rap, rap—" or ice

ahall all he s)nothei'ed."

"What's the matter below there?" demanded Captain Simpson,

returning with interest the knocking that was heard on the under side

of the caboose, where distinctly were distinguishable the tones of INIrs.

Archdeacon Pontifex, complaining, if her account was to be believed,

that all the elements were in league against her. In answer to the query

of Captain Simpson, that august lady replied,

" Let us out, I say, this moment."
" Is that some cantrip of the old beldame, Spanker, or do you think

anything is the matter with them down there ?"

" Lord only knows, sir. When women comes to her time of life, it's

a wery delicate matter to pass any pinion on them. It is so difficult to

say whether they are telling the truth, or whether they're using what
they calls their privilages."

Hap, rap, rap.
" Let me out, I say, this instant, or I'll put you all into the Con-

sistory Court, Mr. Archdeacon," this was evidently addressed to Iier

fellow-sufferer below—" what do you stand there for, and see us

nmrdered in this way ! If it was brawling in a church, you would be

ready enough ; and what's that to this !"

" Well, well, my dear," the Archdeacon was heard to say, " if you
think I ought to interfere,"—and then followed two gentle taps, such as

a gentleman might give at a lady's dressing-room, and the shrill tones

of the first scholar in Europe were heard uttering the name of Captain

Simpson.
" LTolloa," growled the rough sailor in reply, " do you intend to keep

me pottering away here all night ? when there is duty enough to be done
in the ship for fifty captains, let alone one."

" Let us out then immediately."

"I can't, sir; you'll only be in the way,and do no possible sort of good."
" Well, Captain Simpson, if you place such restraint on my personal

liberty, I shall certainly take the hint of Mrs. Archdeacon Pontifex,

and put you into one of the ecclesiastical courts the moment the ship

gets into port."
*' I wish you would. I should not care what court it was, or blind

alley either, provided there was a dry stone in it."

" If you keep us down here, you inhuman brute, we shall all bo

drowned," chimed in the untiring Mrs. Archdeacon.
" And you stand an equally good chance of it if you come up here,"

returned Captain Simpson ; so it's six of one and half-a-dozen of another."

The shout that was here set up might almost have done grace to an

Indian forest ; and when this wild tumult had subsided, Nora's gentle

voice was distinguished—like the spirit of peace in the storm—saying,

"For mercy's sake. Captain Simpson, unbar the hatchway, and let us

get upon deck. If you keep us here many minutes longer, we shall all

be drowned. The cabin's half full of water already."

" That's more like English, though not very pleasant news, neither
;

"

then aside to Spanker, " Is that so, my boy ? what can be the meaning
of that?"

M M 2
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"Why, your honour, I suppose it must be so, if that young lady

says it. I never found her given to any wagaries like Sirs. Archbishop,

or whatever her name is ; and how the cabin should come full of water

I don't know. Maybe perhaps one of the dead-lights is washed in, and

they, in their fright, have made the worst of it. At any rate, sir, it

will do no harm to see. I must say, I have thought once or twice the

craft was lying rather low in the water."

" Well, do you know. Spanker, so have I. We will have a look to

this, for fear any accident may have happened. Open the hatch."

In obedience to the command given. Spanker undid the cabin

hatchway, and the whole party that had stood ready on the ladder,

rushed forth upon the deck. Such was the terror and devastation

conveyed by the scene however, that several of them seemed inclined

to go back again. Two or three commenced howling and beating

their breasts in an agony of despair ; and even the most courageous

seemed to think they would have been almost as well below as they

were on deck.

With a general caution to all parties concerned to hold on firmly for

fear of being washed overboard, Spanker and the captain descended to

the cabin, to investigate the alarm in that quarter. On almost the

last steps of the ladder that descended into the berth they found the

stewardess sitting, like one of the " Widows of Ashur, loud in her

wail," while their worst fears seemed partly realised by the cabin being

half full of water, which in that dark space plashed to and fro, dashing

chairs, seats, &c., against the tables and bulk-heads, and producing as

melancholy a picture as could well be imagined.
" Where did all this water come from, Nancy ?" demanded the

captain, addressing the stewardess, who was weeping bitterly, to all

appearance, at what she considered her approaching fate. " You
haven't cried it all, have you ? tliough you seem to be hard enough at

work for anything."
" Oh no, sir," answered the girl, who seemed to think a distinct

denial necessary for such a charge. " I assure you I haven't. It all

rushed in, sii, when the ship took tliat terrible sea."

" I don't see how that could well be, Sjiaukcr."
" Why, your honour, in this way :—the water may have carried

away some of the bulk -heads, and so rushed slap aft."

" Well, if that's the case, and there is as much water as this fore and
aft. Prosperity can't be far off from foundering."

" Why, no, sir," said Spanker, very leisurely, " I don't suppose she

is. Moreover, sir, we have each had, our day ; and if our time's come,

we have less reason to growl. We have had many an escape before

now, and we fought this out to the last."

On hearing this philosophical conversation between her captain and
his crew, the terrors of the unfortunate stewardess seemed to burst out

into fresh despair. Flinging her arms one moment wildly above her

head, then tearing forth whole handsful of her hair, and stamping with
her feet upon the companion-ladder, she kept roaring out, " Oli my
Thomas, oh my Thomas !"

" What's the matter with your Thomas now ? who's touched /tim ?"
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demanded the unsopliisticated Simpson, not very clearly comprehending

her demeanour.
But the stewardess took no notice ; on the contrary, she proceeded to

call out on " her Thomas." But the captain, seeing that he made no

answer, nor, as far as he knew, had ever been part of his crew,

exclaimed,
" Thomas ! why the woman's a fool. There's no such a name on

the ship's books. What the devil ! woman, are you married ?"

" Oh no, no, sir," cried the stewardess, throwing her hands aloft with

fresh energy ; " I wish I had been."

" What use you could expect that to be of to you now I can't make
out."

But the stewardess seemed inclined to no further explanation, and the

privileges of a married woman in a foundering ship remained as little

known to Captain Simpson as before.

" Tastes diflFer," said poor Simpson, sighing. " I wish to heaven

I had never married, and then I should not be leaving a wife and

family behind me this night. Where are you going, Spanker?" as

the latter stepped down into the cabin, where the water was already so

deep as nearly to carry him off his legs.

" Merely to bag that bottle of brandy, your Honour, which' may help

that young man coming to himself on deck."

"As soon as you have done that, then, follow me. I'm going to see

if the fire is out forwards."

With this injunction the captain retraced his way once more to the

deck, where the unhappy passengers were all clinging to such tem-

porary matters of support as they in their exigency could discover,

crying, bewailing, or submitting to their unfortunate destiny, as the

separate nature of each dictated ; while, regardless of all other danger,

Nora, who had found the almost lifeless body of Eveleen lying on the

capstan, was hanging round its neck with childlike grief and tenderness,

imploring the utterance of a word that should denote existence, and

endeavouring by every means in her power to produce what she

implored.
" Captain Simpson—Captain Simpson," said a faint shrill voice near

the mainmast.

The captain, as he passed the spot, turned to see who the appellant

might be, and then recognised the first scholar in Europe, who had

made shift to secure himself to the stump of the mast with the end of

one of the fore -topsail braces.

" Well, sir," said the rough captain, " what's the matter ?"

" Oh, nothing," replied the scholar. " I merely wished to know,
Captain Simpson, if you think this is a regtdar gale of wind."

For a minute or two the captain stood perfectly still with astonish-

ment. At first he certainly thought that the scholar had been

quizzing him, and then, as the concomitants of the scene made this

appear doubtful, he answered somewhat surlily, " If this isn't a gale of

wind, I never saw one."

" Thank you. I merely asked for information, that I might put it

down right in my diary."
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" D your diary," savagely returned Simpson. " It's a pity you

can't be of more use. You won't find much time to keep a diary, I

think, where we are going."

" Pray, Avhere is that, Captain Simpson i"

" To the bottom." And with this abrupt answer, the captain, who,

like Spanker, liad never forgiven the passf.'Ugers for their non-appearance

in the time of need, passed on to the forecastle. When he aiTived here,

he found that during his absence the triangle, sail, and all, had been

blown overboard ; one of the spars having been lifted from its support

on tlie deck by a part of the wreck which the sea had swept along in

its fury. Tiie captain next looked at the forescuttle, which, blackened

and burnt all round the edges, still sent up a sullen column of smoke,

like some half-extinguished volcano. The flames appeared, however, to

have been arrested in their course, if not wholly extinguished.

While Captain Simpson was thus engaged. Spanker came up, and

reported that the water was rapidly rising in the cabin aft, and pro-

posed that he shovdd descend into the forescuttle, and examine whether

the bulk-heads had really given way. This proposition having been

assented to, a rope was made fast to his body, and he was lowered down

into the forescuttle, from which in a few minutes he returned to say

that their fears had been correct, tliat the sea had made a clear passage

fore and aft below decks, and that the ship -was f;iirly w^ater-logged.

" If that's the case. Spanker," said Sim]>son, " I suppose it is all up
with us, and we only a few miles from a lee-shore, with not a rag of

sail to steer by. I shouldn't care if we could see the Eddystone light

;

but what the devil's happened to it ? it seems to have gone out
!"

" Halloa ! what row is that we hear, sir ?" replied Spanker, without

attempting any more direct answer to his superior's question.

" As I live," cried Simpson, " it's a ship dead to leeward of us,

trj'ing to claw off the shore, and by the size of her, a seventy-four, too.

Hark ! what a row they're making. They must be calling to us to get

out of the way. As sure as fate, we shall be slap on board them ; for

how can we help it ? We shall be slap on board them, I say, Spanker,

and then dowi we go."

" Then the Lord have mercy on our souls, your honour."
" Blister their eyes, say I. Why don't they move out of the way

themselves ?"

Some shrill-repeated cry was here distinctly heard ; but as its import

was lost, and could not have been attended to even if understood, it of

course produced no effect u})on the guidance of the Piosperity, though

her ca])tain bawled out, " Why don't you put your helm down hard a

starboard ?"

As if in answer to this inquiry, a sudden blaze of light burst from the

main deck of the seventy-four, and the contents of live or six guns

simultaneously discharged, came whistling in idle wrath over the hull

of tlie merchantman. Luckily, indeed, for all parties on board was
it, that some miscalculation of the sea's rising or falling ])revented

this bmadside from taking etl'ect, and as it was inteiuled, and as it most

certainly wuuM have done, sendiuo; her to the bottom without fuither

suspense.
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AVhilo yet Simpson and Spanker were endeavouring to bring together

those jaws which surprise and astonishment- had distended, seemingly

beyond all further chance of ever meeting again, forward rushed M. Do
Passoa, crying,

" Man JJieu ! it is a French ship. They are crying to you to port

your helm."
" D— their cries and d— their helm," roared Captain Simpson,

flying into a violent rage the moment that he heard this intelligence.

" The broad st;as belong to old Britain ; and I'll stand up for my birth-

right for all the French seventy-fours that ever skulked in i)ort, tell them.
Is this either decent or proper—to fire a broadside into a sinking craft in

this way ? 1 wish I'd something to return it them with, if it was only

a j)opgun. "^Vhy theifre under sail— vvhy don't they put their helm
hard a starboard ? " Then as the wreck rapidly approached the seventy-

four, he once more bawled as loud as he could,—" Hard a starboard,

you land-lubbers, and don't be firing into us in this way, but fling us

the end of a hawser, that our crew may escape."

Of course the whole })ith of this observation was lost upon the

Frenchmen, whose only reply was a repetition of their former answer,

the discharge, namely, of a few more of their main-deck guns.
" Mon Dieu ! "cried the Frenchman, who seemed to be actuated by a

rage a very little less intense than that of his'brothers in distress, " shall

it be possible ! They refuse to help us in our distress for fear we did

endanger their getting on the lee- shore themselves."
" Well, well. Monsieur, that may be all very natural as far as it

goes ; but that does not warrant them in foundering a craft that is

sinking already ; and hang me if I don't pay them out for it. Here,
Spanker, you run aft to the helm ; and if you can contrive to make us

fall foul of the Frenchman, do ; while I stand by with this grapling

with a hawser bent to it and try to hook on to her. Now I think of it,

before you go, just hand me up that little bit of stream chain ; I'll bend
one end on to the grapnel, while you take a couple of clove-hitches on
the hawser at the other end, so that if the French thieves try to cut it

away they may be disappointed."

In a few seconds these preparations were made ; and by the time that

Spanker had got aft to the helm, the Prosperity's rapidly-sinking

bow was within a few yards of the French seventy-four, which still

inhumanly continued its fire at the wreck, in hopes of sinking it

before any coalition could take place, being apprehensive that in such a
gale an event so dreaded might be the means of sinking both. Still they
were not justified in the meansby which they tried to avoid that calamity.

From tlie fact, however, of the Prosperity's hull lying so very low upon
the water, all the shot which they aimed so profusely at her either struck

the edge of the bulwarks, which were already too much injured to be
further hurt, or bounded harmlessly above. The French seventy-four

not being able, for the want of light, to distinguish this fact, could only

perceive that the wreck still approached them. They were therefore at

last compelled very reluctantly to put the helm down, and run up in the

eye of the wind, as Simpson suggested. No sooner had they put
this manoeuvre in force, than a noise was heard eoual almost to the
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report of their own cannon, and every staysail they had previously

contrived to set was flapped into ribbons by the wind. While the wreck

of the Prosperity was driving rapidly to leeward, the stump of her

bowsprit brushed the Frencliman's weather quarter ; and Simpson,

exerting all his strength, threw the grapnel so far forward as just to hook

the Frenchman's rudder chains.

" There, you blackguards, if you can get out of that without helping

us, do ; but if you do I'm a Dutchman."
" Have you hooked them, sir ? have you hooked them ?" said Spanker,

running forward.
" Ay, my boy," said Captain Simpson, grinning with as much

delight as an urchin who has just caught his first gudgeon, " I have

booked them. Spanker, and deep in the gills too. If they don't break

the gut they must come ashore with us."

" All, ah, my good friend," said the Frenchman, " I am fear you

catch de Tartair.''

As Passoa said this he pointed to a line of soldiers and gun-barrels,

who, in all the dimness of that terrible moment, were very plainly to

be seen on the poop of the seventy -four, pointing down upon the decks

of the Prosperity.
" Croix de St. Jean ! I shall get up and hail them."
" So do. Captain Passover, as you understand their lingo. Tell them

they may fire and be d— ; but we will never let go our hold if they

will not draw us up on board."

Accordingly the Frenchman began the communication, which in the

state of the weatherwas no very easy task. But he had scarcely proceeded

beyond one response before he again addressed the English captain.

" They desire me to tell yoii. Captain, if you had not instantly cast off

they did slioot us all." " Tell them, with my compliments, they must
learn to be better shots first ; and that shot or not shot I won't cast off

until they have hoisted every soul out of this craft. Why tell them,

Monsieur, that there are women on board here; they never can be
beasts enough to go on firing then."

" Ay, and please Mounseer to tell them they are young and pretty

ones too," chimed in Spanker ; then turning to Simpson, " For you
know, sir, such an old and ugly piece of goods as Mrs. Archbishop
couldn't be much worth picking up on such a windy night as this."

' " No more it would. It's enough to raise a gale of wind to bring

such a craft to sea. But come, let's make ourselves comfortable. These
Frenchmen will begin to fire soon ; and one of their stray shots may
lodge in a man's little comforts before ho knows of it."

As the captain uttered this elegaut philosophic he seated himself under
the lee of the forecastle bulwarks ; and. Spanker following his example,
they there awaited the negotiations between Monsieur Passoa and his

countrymen.

"Cast off that tow-i'ope below there I tell you once again, or we'll

drive a dozen balls through your body before you are three minutes
older," hailed the officer from tlie stern of the seventy-four.

" Mon Dieu ! " replied Passoa, answering in the same language, his

native tongue, " what can I have to do with it ? I am only a prisoner
aboard."
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" Haven't you a knife ? cannot you cut the hawser?"
" If it were only a hawser I might, but it is a chain ; and the first

attempt I made would be a signal for my death. For the honour of

our country bestow a few minutes to save these young and beautiful

women who are on board here, if you have no compassion for the crew, of

whom there are only two left, and all mine are dead except myself."

A pause of several minutes here took place as if a consultation were

being held upon thetaffrail.

"Has your honour said anything about the young women?" said

Spanker from his crouching place below.
" I have just mentioned them, my good Spankaire, and I think it

produce effect."

" Ay, your honour, I knew that would touch them up in the raw.

Stick the young ladies into them. Mind you say how very particular

handsome they are ; and if there's any countrymen of yours aboard, I

know they'll have us up. But not a word for your life, sir, about

old Mrs. Archbishop, or they'll smell a rat directly."

At this moment another hail came down from the seventy-four. In

an instant the Frenchman was all attention.

" Did you say you had any women on board ?
"

" Yes, five."

" How in the name of fortune are Ave to save them in such a sea as

this ? No boat that we have on board could live for an instant. Of
what use can it be to hang on there at our stern ?—we shall only both

drive on shore,"

On hearing this much more reasonable expostulation, the Frenchman
interpreted it to the English captain, who desired him to answer he

had a boat that would live in any sea if they would only fling them a

hawser, and haul them up to leeward as soon as they were ready.

Captain Passoa having communicated this intelligence, a second pause

ensued ; and at length a tardy promise was given of the assistance

required, provided every haste was used.
" Ay, ay," said Captain Simpson, " tell them. Monsieur, they need not

fear our being quick enough, when every minute we delay we stand an

extra chance of going to the bottom. Since we have at last forced

them to a little Christian feeling, ask them to throw us the end of a

hawser, \vith a small mess breaker made fast at the end of it, that we
may manage to catch hold. Tell them to bear a hand, for every sea that

strikes us I expect we shall go down."
With a reply signifying that De Passoa had been long of this opinion,

he very kindly translatecl the captain's request ; and in a few minutes

the end of a hawser, made fast to a small nine-gallon barrel, was let go
from the seventy-four, and washed on board the wreck in the natural

drift of the water.
" Here it is," said the French captain, as he beheld their little ark,

" but I fear it takes us no farther off from the bottom ; for how we shall

get a boat to live in such a sea"—a shrug of the shoulders filled up the

rest of the sentence, and expressed tliat despair which, though the

worthy Gaul could not help deeply entertaining, he did not wish to

utter, to the discouragement of those fellow-sufferers in misfortune, on

whose exertions he felt that the lives of all on board must depend.
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'• If you don't know how to make a boat live in any 8ea, my boy,

just you look on, and you'll be a little wiser for the time to come. We
have ])ut you up to a wrinkle or two already."

" IJv gar you have."

" AV," chimed Spanker, witli his usual broad grin, " if you look

sharp, JMounseer, when you go back to France you'll be able to teach

your grandmother how to suck eggs."

" Sock egg !" repeated the Frenchman, " Vat mean sock egg ?
"

" Oh it's only this fellow's never-ending nonsense," pointing to

Spanker. " Come aft with us. Captain Passover, and lend a hand to

rig our temporary life-boat."

With ready acquiescence, the Frenchman accompanied the other two

aft to the poop, taking with them the hawser which they had cast loos3

from the breaker ; and passing on their way the melancholy group of

])assen()ers gatliered round the capsjtan. The fat Mrs. Archdeacon Pon-

tifex was sjuted on the deck, wet to the very skin, and dripping in every

robe ; while around her were gathered three or four others, and her

husband kneeling by her side, officiating in the way of chaplain, as far

as he could persuade his memory to assist him with any orthodox

implorations at the disastrous hour : however, his mind, naturally never

very strong, was too much opprei-'3cd with the sense of present danger to

go back with any sort of success to past duties ; and the only particle

of the Church of England rubric which he could at this moment recall,

was the Collect for Rain ; and, accordingly, there he knelt supplicating

with all his might for this mark of favoui-, while the clouds were

pouring down an incessant deluge : and for fear that should not be

sutBcient to lueet his desire, a decent portion of every other sea poured

its briny torrent over them.

"What are you about, Mr. Archdeacon? " cried his wife. "Do you

forget that you are in my presence, that you commit yourself in this

extraordinary manner ? I don't want rain—I didn't tell you to ask for

rain— one would think instead of the first scholar in Europe you'd been

brought up all your life as a farmer, to hear you crying out for rain in

this way, an;' I wet through to the skin already."

On hearing this expostulation, the first scholar in Europe paused a few

seconds, looked vacantly in his wife's face, tried most ardently to recollect

some more i)roper department of the ritual, and then utterly failing,

went on once luorc to beg for rain, lie would have rain, and nothing

else would serve him. '

'•Gracious me, the man's gone mad '.Captain, Captain," shrieking loudly

as she saw the bulky form of Simpson coming forward; '• My husband's

gone madi— stark, raving mad ! As an archdeacon of the church 1 begged

his services
—

"

" Well, ma'am, and very proper," said Captain Simpson, attempting

to pass on, for he had kindly stojjped to see if there were anything in her

cries, " very proper for you to ask, and him to do it."

" But he hasn't done it, Captaia Simpson. I tell you he does

nothing but ask for rain."
' JNlore sensible he, ma'am," gravely rejoined the captain, pursuing

his route alt ;
"• 1 can tell vou it's no use to ask for anvthinjr else till the•11" ' . n

^\ inil clian'fes.
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CHAPTER THE TWENTIETH.

CONTAINS THE NOVEL LIFE-BOAT AND THE INCONSOLABLE HUSBAND.

" Now, Spanker, my boy, wlii'.e I and Captain Passover clear out the

boat, do you run down and bring np four large breakers."

Swift at the word the obedient seamen turned and ran below ; v/hile

the two left on the poop got into the small cutter tliat was hanging on
the quarter of the Prosperity, and cleaied everything away preparatory

to its being lowered down into the sea. Tliis being done, as Spanker
brought up the empty casks—technically termed " breakers"—from
below, each was lashed at the end of a couple of stout oars; and four

having been prepared in this way, two of them were fixed as outriggers

on the larboard side of the boat, and two were placed on the starboard

side. But as the ship Avas yet too close to allow of these being fairly got

out, the barrels only were left hanging between the boat and tlie ship,

ready to be projected to their projwr position so soon as ever the former

should get free from the latter. Thus was given a protection to the

otherwise fragile bark, which not only rendered it next to impossible

for her to be turned over unless the spars gave way, but made her so

buoyant that even in case of filling slie would be able to support her

crew without going down. With that haste which was now so necessary,

Spanker, when these arrangements had been completed, prudently shipped

a small keg of spirits and a scanty supply of some other provisions,

in case the seventy- four should by any accident either break tlie hawser,
or, as the long-headed old seaman thought was equally probable, let

them go adrift out of sheer spite. This done, the passengers were
informed that they must take their places. No description can do jus-

tice to the scene which then ensued. In addition to the sketch which
we have endeavoured to give of the group sitting round the companion
hatchway, Nora, equally wet and dripping, stood beside it ; and in

addition to the task of clasping her own child to her bosom, was
engaged in tenderly imploring tlie scarcely reviving Eveleen, who
reclined upon the capstan-head, to sip the spirit with which Spanker had
so kindly provided her. On being first told that they must trust their

lives in a small boat, a flat denial was given by Mrs. Archdeacon in

the name of the whole party.

" lu'leed, sir, I shall neAer think of trusting myself in any cockle-

shell of the sort ; and I insist, Captain Simpson, that you stay on board
your ship, and do your duty here in taking care of me."
"The ship is going down, ma'am; 1 don't think she'll live five

minutes ; and if you were the first lady in the land wanting me to see

you down bclovvT in that fashion, I couldn't find it my duty to do so :

that's the long and the short of it."

" Surely, my dear," mildly interposed the first scholar in Europe,
" as the sliip is sinking, it would be more comfortable to be at a distance

during the operation."
'• Sinking, you fool," said Mrs. Archdeacon, for the first time in her
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anger forgetting—indeed we may almost say annihilating—the rank

which it was ever her delight to set an example to mankind in respect-

ing. " Sinking, you fool; do you think the ship will sink while I am
on board her ?

"

" ^Vlly, my dear," said the archdeacon very quietly, " to be sure

that might make a difference. Do you positively say you won't

come ?
"

" No, sir, I will not."

"Then, Captain Simpson, I am ready;" and Mr. Archdeacon at

once moved towards the poop.
" Stop, sir—stay, sir, I command you," cried his wife.

" Ay, there you go, ma'am," said Spanker, in an underbreath ;
" the

more you keep calling the more he won't come," as he observed the

archdeacon quickening his steps towards the stern, while the lady made
haste to follow him.

" Now, my dear, put your arms round my neck,'' said the old tar,

addressing himself to Nora.
" I do not require any support," said the heroic girl ;

" but if you
will carry my poor husband, who I fear is almost dying with

exhaustion, I will follow you."
" Very well, ma'am, any way yon like, long or short, it's all the

same to me ;

" and taking the faint and wearied Eveleen in his arms,

Nora laid her left hand on his shoulder, while her right supported

her child. In this way they walked quickly to the quarter boat, and
took their stations. Nor were the French and English captains idle

:

one carried the bewildered stewardess, who all the way kept singing

out, " My poor Thomas ! my poor Thomas !
" and the other bore

Mrs. Archdeacon Pontifex's once spruce lady's maid, who now,
sadly despoiled of her finery, insisted upon enlarging the stock of

knowledge belonging to all on board, by crying out with considerable

energy, and at very nice-timed intervals, " I know I have been a
great sinner—I know I have." Behind her followed one or two elderly

gentlemen, fat West Indian planters, one of whom for fear there should

be any mist .ike on the subject perpetually lifted up his voice, and said,

" Oh, Captain Simpson, this is an awful night !
" while the man behind

him occasionally endeavoured to knock the breath out of his body,

.saying as he did so, " If ever I get over this frightful peril I'll be a
different man—a very different man !" This the last intended for a silent

aspiration, but which, by-the-byc, everybody could have heard around,

had not every body been too deeply engaged with their own woes to

attend to the liumiliating weaknesses of others. At last every one was
seated in the boat but Mrs. Archdeacon ; both captains, French and
English, had endeavoured by every persuasion in tlieir power to induce

her to sliare the only chance for safety, and botli equally in vain. Ifer

husband perfectly knowing the futility of any application from him—
at least it is but charitable to take this view of the case— contented

himself with wrapping his wet boat cloak around him in as comfortable
a manner as he could, and saying from time to time, "• I .am sorry you
won't come, my dear :

" then turning to the passenger who sat next to

him—"It's very cold, sir, for the time of year."
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At last Captain Simpson's warm blood was fairly roused, and seeing

how the case stood, he roared out in a perfect fury, " I say, sir, it's

d— disbecoming to you as a parson, if so be a archdeacon is a parson,

to sit coolly there in the stern-sheets and leave your good woman to go
down in this here sinking craft without ever saying one single word to

show her what ad— fool she's making of herself. If you have any
sarmint in ye, why the devil don't you preach it now ? Surely the

woman's life's worth saving, though she is so old and fat."

" Sir," said tlie archdeacon very slowly, " it has always been a point

of honour and duty with me, never to interfere in my wife's amusements.
My belief is that we shall all be drowned anyway : I prefer being

drowned in this boat, she prefers being drowned in that vessel. It's a
mere matter of choice after all ; and I should not feel myself warranted
in influencing my wife's inclination either one way or other, for if I

were to persuade her wrong I should never hear tlie last of it, whether
our next meeting should take place here or elsewhere."

" Well if you won't influence your wife's inclinations I will," gruflfly

cried Captain Simpson, somewhat unceremoniously seizing Mrs. Arch-
deacon round the waist, and trying to compel her to her own advantage
whether she would or nay.

But quick as his movement had been, the excited state of Mrs.
Archdeacon's mind was such, that she was equally ready in discerning

his intention. Springing back with more strength than he could possibly

have given her credit for possessing, she kicked, and screamed, and strug-

gled in the most determined manner, uttering all the while cries of so

agitating a nature, that any hearer might fairly believe she considered

her murder as among the most trivial of the offences meditated against

her. In vain Captain Simpson endeavoured to lift the lady in his arms
and leap into his place in the boat. What with the motion of the vessel

and his weighty burden, he twice very nearly precipitated himself into

the water; while, to crown his confusion, the seventy-four, angry at the
long delay, fired two guns in quick succession, the balls of which
hissing over the stern of the Prosperity, gave a very forcible hint of the

temper of the French officer, and the danger of trifling with it.

" Well," said Captain Simpson, resigning his hold round the waist of

Mrs. Archdeacon, " if you won't, you won't, and there's an end of it. I've

done my duty in trying to get you out of this poor water-logged craft,

and now you may stay aboard for all eternity, for me ! If Neptune's
of my mind, there's not much fear of old Prosperity going down. For
what the devil they'd do with you in Fiddler's Green I'm hanged if I

know. One such woman is enough to upset all the discipline in the

world. There, make way for me. Spanker, in the boat, and stand by to

lower away."
As the captain said this he took his place in the stem-sheets, and at

his signal Spanker began to lower the foremost fall tackle, while
Simpson did the same with the aftermost.

" It is von great pity, sar, that your lady vill not come," said the
Frenchman.

" Rather, sir," replied the Archdeacon ; " because if she has to remain
long on board, I think she may feel lonely."
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" Oh, vary lonely, vary lonely, indeed," and Captain Passoa shrugged

his shoulders. " Even de cat, he come aboard de boat. IMaddam will

have nobody but de rat to make de society ; the rats jioor company !

vary poor ! But your good lady, she seem equally as moch distress to

stay as to go, and to go as to stay,"—seeing that Jlrs. Archdeacon ct)n-

tinucd to roar just as lustily now the boat was lowering, as when
Captain Simpson had his arm round her waist.

" Yes, sir," said the first scholar in Europe, in answer to this last

remark, " it is natural to expect that in a vroman who is all sensibility."

Mr. Archdeacon, after the last expression of his opinion on the wife of

his bosom, fell back in the stern-sheets, and contemplated the bottom of

the boat with all that philosophy with which he always regarded, when
on shore, the eddying of the fire-smoke.

No sooner did the cutter touch the first crest of water than the

captain, with a loud voice, shouted, " Unhook."
Quick as thought Spanker replied, "Ay, ay, sir;" and, in accord-

ance with the v/ord, disengaged tlie bow of the boat from the foremost

tackle, while Simpson himself, with equal readiness, cast off that one

nearer aft.

Scarcely had the little craft felt herself once more in her own element

than she swiftly glided away from the ship's side, sucked down as it

were into the trough of an enormous wave, and then glancing on to the

crest of the next with the utmost velocity, like some enchanted being,

that having been too long imprisoned, no sooner regains its own liberty

than it becomes perfectly wild with delight and motion.
"• Out v.'ith your starboard float, Spanker," cried the captain, " with-

out losing a moment. You secure yours forward, and 111 do the same
here astern."

In a few seconds the two oars on the right-hand side, which the

proximity to the ship had not yet allowed to be brought into play,

were, with the small kegs lashed at the end of each, thrust out,

and lashed fast. Up to this period, nothing could exceed the awful

nature of those few seconds wl>ich had elapsed since the lowering of the

boat, to all on board. In silent terror they had felt themselves gra-

dually sinking down from the ship's side, where a single unlucky
movement, one break of the sea, the slightest awkwardness in unhook-
ing the tackles, or the giving way of any of the fastenings, would have
precipitated every soul on board into the raging element beneath, from
whence escape would have been utterly impossible. When, however, they
found themselves not only afloat, but their boat actually living in the sea,

they began to consider that tliere was some fair chance of escai)e ; and
the thoughts of each, hitherto engaged in the absorption of individual
life or death, had power to take in the surrounding circumstances of the
scene. The fir:^t object that now attracted their attention was the
lonely Mrs. Archdeacon perched upon the taflrail of the wreck, shriek-
ing and shouting with all her force, and waving her arms in the gale
like the sails of a windmill.

" ^^>5 you old fool," growled Captain Simpson, very angrily, " when
I wanted to sarve ye, ye wouldn't let me."
"Mon Dieu!" said the Erenchman, "she is beg us to take her on

board. Captain Simpson."
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Simpson took no further notice of this information than to bawl out

lustily, " Spanker, haul aliead."

" Ay, ay, sir," returned the old tar, who, with his eyes fixed on poor

Mrs. Archbishop, as lie called her, did not seem in a fijreat hurry to

withdraw from the unfortunate woman her last hope of life.

" What is y'on elderly lady saying ?" demanded one of the passengers,

a Scotchman, from behind his comforter.
" She's changed her mind, and asking us to take her on board,"

replied another.
" It appears to me," joined in some one else, "that she is calling out

to us to take care of some danger that we are in."

" No, sir," said the first scholar in Europe, without lifting his eyes

from the bottom of the boat, or in any way disturbing that equanimity

which established his title to the claims of philosopher. " Slie says that

the wreck is rapidly going down,"
Captain Simpson lifted his eyes at this declaration, " By the living

man, so it is ! Sj^anker, vast heaving there. Captain Passoa, JMr.

Archdeacon, seize an oar for your lives. Will you see your wife go
down before your eyes, without putting out a finger to save lior, and
be d—d to ye—God forgive me for saying so. Leap, ma'am, leap,"

addressing the agitated woman, who, under the influence of momentary
horror, darted to and fro, now to one part of the poop, then to another,

shrieking and screaming, and tossing up her arms, calling in her agony
on every one, in turn, to save her, and not knowing what to do, or

where to pause for a moment.
" Tiiere she goes," cried Captain Simpson, almost equally frantic

with the excitement of the scene, " poor old Prosperity, there her bow
dips—down plunges her bowsprit. Pull, Spanker, pull, for your life

;

pull the bow oar—there she goes at last. Pull, Captain Passoa, that's

a jolly Frenchman. Leap, ma'am, leap as near the boat as you can,

aud we'll pull you in. By G—, she doesn't hear me. If slie doesn't

leap now, she'll be sucked down as sure as fate. Leap, ma'am—leap

for your life !" shouted the warm-hearted and energetic captain, in a still

louder tone, which not even the roaring of the gale could drown. The
unfortunate woman heard the cheering sound as she stood irresolute

upon the poop of the foundering vessel, whose bow was already madly
plunging amid the boiling surf, and whose poop was elevated at an

acute augle towards the sky. Another instant", and the wreck would
have taken her final surge below, and rendered futile every effort to

escape.

At this critical period, the friendly voice of Captain Simpson reached

her ear—desperation lent her courage ; and while the rapid exertions of

the three seamen had brought the boat as near the stern of the Pros-

perity as the safety of all would permit, she very wisely shut her eyes,

and springing with all the strength in her power, in the direction of the

boat, fell heavily down into the raging sea.

" Bravely done, by the lord Harry !" cried Captain Simpson, dex-

terously thrusting an oar down under the falling body, to arrest its

descent, which the quantity of clothes also greatly impeded. "Now,
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Captain Passoa—now Spanker, my boy, shift your oars, get away from

the vortex. There she goes—there she goes, by Jove ; she's gone at

last ! Poor old Prosperity !
!

"

Simpson, who seemed unable to withdraw his eyes from the sinking

ship imtil the black mass shot swiftly down the agitated foam, gazed

for an instant on the vexed surface of the water where she had so

lately floated, and then drawing his rough arm across his eyes, with as

much feeling as if it had been a human being or favoured friend, which

had perished, exclaimed, with a sigh, " Poor old girl, her troubles are

all over !"

"What, sir!" said the first scholar in Europe, quickly looking up,

" have I lost poor dear JNIrs. Pontifex ?"

Captain Simpson, who had succeeded in getting hold of the lady's

hand, appeared too savage to make any reply; but Spanker, taking the

matter up, in his usual modest manner made answer, " Nothing is lost,

your honour, while you know where to find it ; the good lady is still

in the sea."

" Alas !" groaned the archdeacon, " this is a night of heavy losses,

indeed—all my extensive outfit and my wife gone."
*' Don't consarn yourself, sir, about the latter," maliciously added

Captain Bimpson at this junctu'-e, " your wife's not likely to go yet

this many a year, I can tell you,"—then as another gun was heard from
the seventy-four—" Ay, ay, we are coming. Spanker, haul ahead, my
boy, as fast as you can. It's a heavy piece of goods, this. Captain

Passoa."
" It is, sare, indeed," replied the Frenchman. And after one or two

heavy groans, and as many severe pulls, ]\Irs. Pontifex, more dead than
alive, was pulled on board the boat, and the two seamen then joined

their efforts to those of Spanker, in hauling the boat alongside the

seventy-four. After the lapse of some time, and the exercise of consi-

derable patience, this was at last efi'ected ; but not before a vast wave
poured its full contents among the unfortunate passengers, and filled

the boat to overflowing. Owing, however, to the care taken by Captain
Simpson, it still remained buoyant ; and one by one, the party from the

wreck were put in slings, and hoisted over the stern of the larger

vessel, when the water-lodged cutter, whose qualities as a life-boat

had been so severely tested, was rapidly cut adrift, and Captain Simpson,
with no more property in the world than those in which he thanked
God for his deliverance, was the last to be hoisted up to the quarter-

deck of the seventy-four.
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CHAPTER THE TWENTY-FIRST.

THE PLEASURES OP A LEE-SHORE.

"Thank God, here is something like a dry plank at last," exclaimed
Captain Simpson, as he leaped down from the hammock-nettings of the

seventy-four, on which were gathered all the officers of the ship in a
semicircle round one man, who appeared to be theii- superior.

" Ah ! here is de mate," said Captain Passoa, in a loud voice, then
quickly whispering in Simpson's ear, " remember you was no longer the

captain who was drowned on board de wreck, if you wish to save your
life. You shall maintain that you are only de mate."

" Why what's up in the wind now ?" replied Captain Simpson, begin-

ning, and with much justice, to fear that his troubles were never to have
an end.

" Ah, my good Captain Simpson," replied Passoa, " I did warn you,

you have catch'd de Tartare, the French commandant on board here has

sworn he shall flog de English captain for fastening on his rudder-

chain."
" Will he though ? " energetically exclaimed the Englishman ;

" just

point the cowardly blackguard out to me— I'll knock his teeth down
his throat."

" Patience, patience, my good friend,' or you shall undo all that I have
effected. Ah I here comes some one to examine you. Stick to my
story, and you shall be safe. The captain was dead, and you not

responsible."

As Passoa said this, there came up the hatchway an old-looking man
in the French uniform, who, having first saluted the French commanding
officer, turned about, and demanded of Captain Simpson how it was
that he had dared to run foul of a French seventy-four.

" Oh !" said the unblushing Simpson, fully up to the manoeuvre,
" I had nothing to do with the matter : I was only the mate. The
eaptain commanded on board."

Having stoutly adhered to this statement, he was next asked what
had become of the captain.

" Worse luck to the wretched day, he is gone down in the craft that

foundered astern. All that we could say or do, we could not prevail

on him to quit the poor old boat. You see, sir, she was his own
property : she was the first, and I suppose in all human probability she

will be the last ship of his own that he will ever command ; and whether
it was from this, you see, or whether, perhaps, he didn't feel himself able

to abide the smell of a French ship's decks, unless he walked the planks

as prize-master, I can't say ; but he stoutly declared he'd^ rather go
down in his own craft, than be saved in yours : so you see he's kept
his word."

As nothing more than this audacious statement could be got from the

N N
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stout-hearted Simpson, the Frencliman seemed to abandon his former

kind intentions of flogging him ; and after bestowing on the Eng-

lishman a volley of the choicest oaths in the French language, of

which Captain Simpson in the serenity of his ignorance did not xinder-

stand one single word, our male friends were allowed to go below and avail

themselves of such rude hospitality in the way of blankets and refresh-

ments as the crew of the seventy-four were, under the circumstances of

the moment, enabled to offer.

This little episode in their own adventure being thus terminated, the

officers in the French man-of-war redirected their own energies to the

safety of their ship. Certainly a far more agreeable position might have

been chosen for the vessel than a lee-shore and frightful gale, which

wooed her on either side : pn the other hand, it would have been a

gross neglect of duty had the Frenchman persisted in his resolution

not to afford such succour as lay in his power to the crew of the

foundering Prosperity. It was now for the first time that the latter

discovered how greatly they had been mistaken in their own supposed

position : instead of their being in the throat of the Channel, and

somewhere off Plymouth Sound, they now learnt that the land to

leeward was the South-Western coast of Ireland; and the light, which
was by them supposed to proceed from the Eddystone Lighthouse, was
in fact nothing less than one of those treacherous beacons which the

wild people of that coast used to kindle along the deadly heights of their

rocky shores to increase the number of those shipwrecks by which they

reared their wretched fortunes upon the destruction of others. This at

least was the account given by* the French officers, viho having taken

their departure from the Irish coast the preceding day, when they were
hotly chased by two English men-of-war, seemed to be perfectly aware
what portion of the land was then in sight ; and as they had possessed

themselves of some of our best charts, there certainly was no kind of

lighthouse laid down anywhere near the spot oft' which they supposed

themselves to be.

Horrible as this charge of wrecking appears, and matter of history

as we trust it is now for ever become, there certainly was one circum-

stance whicn appeared to bear out the assertions of the French officers,

namely, that the light, instead of being stationary, as in a lighthouse

it must have been, was in the present case plainly perceptible by the

compass as changing its position, not in a gradual continued manner,
which would have been accounted for by the drift or progress of the

ship, but rather as though the beacon were dependent upon the
capricious movements of some living body. This the beholders

explained by reference to the well-known melancholy truth that

wreckers, both on the Cornish and ^the Irish coast, are in the habit

of fixing a strong light on a horse, and walking the animal on the

edge of a clift' in such a manner as may be best suited to their project

of betraying the unwary mariners who might steer their vessels by
such deceptive rays.

Stripped by the gale of every atom of their property, almost dead with
exhaustion and exposure, and deprived of their liberty as prisoners of war.
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our friends yet found they had one pohit on which to be thankful to

Providence that had preserved them from the horrors of being driven

upon the rocky coast, where the murderous arm and unpitying spirit of

the wrecker were ready to extinguish every spark of life, and rifle every

particle of property that the fury of the tempest might have spared. Far

better than such a fate would it have been to have foundered on the deep;

while comparing it with their present lot, their position on board the

French man-of-war seemed happiness itself. As amid every partial

lull of the storm, the deep and distant thunder of the surge beating

to leeward came distinctly on their ears, they silently returned their

thanks for the escape they had ali'eady experienced, and implored

a continuance of the same protection from horrors that could gain

little additional terror from the aggravation of their fancy. Accus-

tomed as the dwellers upon land are to magnify their petty griefs, and

cavil at the unavoidable sorrows of existence, how little do they imagine

the magnitude of those ills which darken the horizon of life through

almost every hour of its existence, to those who are defending their

property and securing their freedom upon the perilous wastes of the

ocean ! It is amid scenes like these that a real philosophy is learned,

which the study of the scholiast or the pride of the sage aould never yet

inspire or support.

As if to mark to the overweening arrogance of the French captain

how insufficient human knowledge was to declare Avhat should most

promote or endanger his safety, our friends had scarcely been taken

below from his quarter-deck, before the wind slanted round a couple of

points to the westward, and the storm-staysails having been once more

replaced, the seventy-four was enabled to stand fairly across the spot of

land near which had been seen the treacherous beacon.

As the stately vessel drew slowly ahead through the tremendous seas

which rolled in to the shore with all the impetus of the mighty Atlantic

behind them, her top-gallant masts struck, her bare yards pointing to the

wind, and nothing but a few triangular specks of canvas shown to the gale,

they formed the only human means of safety that her crew were able to

interpose between the gale and the destruction of the twelve hundred souls

on board, while the intense and awful feeling of her officers and men,

thus standing as it were on the brink of eternity, no human conception

can exceed. The lapse of a few minutes more would now determine

beyond all doubt whether their corses were to line the shore, the sodden

and mutilated fragments of humanity, or whether they were yet to

hope for a renewal of that life which the minds of so many now accused

them of having spent to little or unprofitable purpose. With each

passing moment the roar of the distant waves became more and more
deafening as they resounded along the bases of those granite mountains

on which they had howled and foamed from the hour that chaos

subsided into form. The spirits of the countless numbers who had

there lost their lives during the lapse of ages seemed to ride upon the

blast, and filled the air with mournful wallings as each terrific gust of

the storm swept over their bending masts and trembling hull. The long

white line of foam grew more and more distinct to their anxious and

N n2
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agitated vision ; the abrupt and frightful cliffs rose higher and higher

with each advancing moment, as the set of tide and the power of

the prevailing element drifted them gradually towards the fatal line

where the boundary of all their lives was irrevocably set ; still the

fiilse light seemed as distant as ever: as though delighting to mock their

enduring agony, it gradually retreated further and further inland, and
strove to cheat them into a belief that danger was more distant than it

appeared. During this brief but fearful period all the officers and crew,

the numerous passengers, and the various companies of troops that the

seventy-four was carrying, thronged the upper-deck of the jeopardised

ship, unable to withdraw their 'glances from the horrible spot where
the rocks and waves seemed battling fitr the prerogative of swallowing
them up alive. Some, the dangers of the surrounding scene awed into

silence ; others it moved to tears : one party gave way to frantic

exclamations of despair ; a fourth endeavoured reasonably to discuss

the probability of their escape. Whatever faults might belong to the

captain, want of resolution and firmness were certainly not among
them ; but the fieriness of his nation and savage traits of revenge

shaded what would otherwise have been a bright character. Instead

of viewing the favourable slant wind which had enabled lilm to improve
his course as a sort of compensa*^ing balance for any position he might
have lost in saving the crew of the Prosperity, the unreasonable part

of his disposition made him even view this advantage through a distorted

medium.
" If it had not been for those English beasts, we should now have

been safe with this change of wind ; as it is, ten minutes more and the

ribs of the Censeur may be breaking up into firewood for the cabins of

the Irish peasants. It is well for that fool of a captain that he spared

himself the trouble of coming on board here, for ." What followed

and formed the conclusion of this threat did not, it i^ to be hoped,
reach the ears of tlie officer to whom it was in French addressed,

or he would not have been guilty of the unnecessary cruelty of re-

plying.
"

" As to the captain, I am told, sir, that he is on board at this

moment, and below ; and in fact he it was who passed himself oflf as the

mate."
" What !

" said the French commander, whose growing excitement

seemed suddenly brought to a climax by this information, " how did

you learn that ?
"

" Your steward tells me that it has come out through the ladies in

the cabin."

" Go In person this instant," cried the captain ;
" take Joudin with

you to interpret, and ascertain the fact without a moment's delay."

Tlie French officer on hearing this command seemed for the first time
aware of the gratuitous unkindness of which he had been guilty, and in

a tone of remonstrance began to reply

—

" At this sad moment, sir, surely it cannot avail to ".

''Do as I order you this instant, sir," replied the captain, in a
jtooe of fury that permitted no hesitation on the part of his inferior.
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Accustomed to witness the outbursts of passion tliat characterised

the French commander, the Heutenant already foresaw that some
mischief was engendering, and knowing that no small part of the

blame was attributable to himself, moved leisurely onwards to the

fulfilment of the commands imposed upon him, trusting that the delay

might either enable his superior to regain his tranquillity, or, if they

were doomed to go on shore, that such a dreaded catastrophe might
not be rendered needlessly horrible by any useless cruelty to the

unfortunate men who had, as he conceived, a very fair claim on any
passing ship for succour and assistance.

These kind designs were, however, frustrated by the French com-
mander sending after him a second officer charged with the same odious

duty, and charged moreover in a special manner to use all the haste in

his power. In a few minutes then these two, accompanied by
Joudin, who acted as intei'preter, entered the cabin, which had been

temporarily given up to the use of the ladies, and whom they now
found ignorant of the new danger which threatened them, safely

reposing in some hammocks which had been hastily prepared for their

reception. Having pronounced the name of Mrs. Pontifex, that lady,

whose self-importance seemed rather flattered than alarmed by her

coming into such extraordinary demand, briskly replied, "that there she

was "—rather an unnecessary assertion, when we take into consideration

the bulk of the speaker. As a temporary screen had been hung up
round their hammocks, the other ladies with one accord begged

Mrs. Archdeacon not to let the officers enter, but to parley them from

the outside. Mrs. Archdeacon, however, had through life cherished a

strong notion, that of all known costumes, that in which she appeared to

the greatest advantage was her nightcap ; this, therefore, combining with

the strong request made by her friends to the contrary, induced her at

once to give an invitation to the officers to enter. The Frenchmen,
no way loth, at once obeyed the summons, and the ladies in another

second had the pleasure of holding a royal levee round their sea-

couches. Evelyn and the other females, unaccustomed to this honour,

at once hid their faces as they best might ; but Mrs. Archdeacon, who
was fortified not only by her nightcap without, but also by a very

considerable nightcap within—to wit, one glass of water and
brandy—raised herself bolt upright in her hammock, and with a most
fascinating bow and smile to correspond, said to the officers, " I am
much obliged to you, gentlemen, for the honour of this visit. What "

but before she could get any further, M. Joudin demanded in his

broken French if she could tell them where the captain was.
" Don't answer that question, Mrs. Pontifex," exclaimed the sharp-

witted Nora, who, without being able to explain her reason, clearly

perceived that some danger lurked in the inquiry, from the circumstances

under which it was made. Cunningly as the question was itself devised,

had Mrs. Pontifex given herself time to reflect, she also would have

seen the matter in the «ame light, for she was by no means deficient in

quickness when the other qualities of her disposition did not interfere.

In the present instance, drawing herself up in the most dignified
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manner, she made answer .to Nora, " After the way in which your

husband has neglected me this niglit, I am surprised, madam, that

you should presume to ask any favour at my hands ; " then turning to

the French officers, " Gentlemen, I am most happy to repay you by any

information in my power for the attention with which you so kindly

stopped your large man-of-war to rescue me from that sinking vessel.

I do not know where Captain Simpson at present is ; the last time I

saw him
"

" Pause ! pause ! Mrs. Archdeacon, I implore you," resumed Nora,

timidly uncovering her lips to give utterance to these words ;
" remember

the violent scene with the captain of this vessel when we came on board ;

if these officers mean no harm, what can they want with Captain

Simpson ? and if they do mean any harm—if they do mean evil, leave

them to work it by themselves."
" Child !

" angrily replied Mrs. Pontifex, " I am surprised at your

presuming to direct me ; I always speak my mind ; I have no conceal-

ments ; Captain Simpson has behaved to me like a brute. "What kind-

ness have I ever received from him—what attention—what civility ?"

Then turning to the French officers, " As I was about to tell you, the

last time I saw the captain was when he came on board the ship this

evening."
" Thank you," replied the Frenchman, moving to depart, as if this

was all the information they desired ; then pausing for a moment,
Joudin inquired, " How you say shall he be dressed ?

"

In reply to tliis, Mrs. Archdeacon described the bulky form of the

unfortunate Simpson, together with the various habiliments hung
thereupon, which was all that the Frenchmen desired. For the sake of

certainty, however, they put one final question

—

" Was you say his name shall be Sampson ?"

" Not Sampson, but Simpson, gentlemen."

The Frenchmen nodded their heads, dropped the screen, and
departed ; while Mrs. Archdeacon, repeating her most winning bow,
laid her nightcap on the pillow vpith the head in it, quite convinced

that she had done one of the most clever things in the world—to

say nothing of the decided conquest of three Frenchmen at a single coup.

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-SECOND.

SUMMARY JUSTICE AT SEA.

While this scene was enacting in the ladies' cabin—while all the

strife of passion and revenge was filling the bosom of the French com-
manding officer—while the strength of the tempest, the violence of the

ocean, and the howling roar of the rocky shore, were contending for the

destruction of the seventy-four, let us descend upon her lower deck, and
see what were the occupations of our friends below. Evelyn, together

with the first scholar in Europe and the other passengers, thoroughly
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wearied, and almost as ignorant of the danger that threatened them as the

ladies above, had all without scruple availed themselves of the accommo-
dation that had been kindly offered by the ward-room officers, and having
each of them taken some stimulus and refreshment, they were already

fast asleep. Spanker, Captain Simpson, and M. de Passoa, had, as we
have already said, been provided with hammocks on the lower deck

;

of these the two English seamen instantly availed themselves, and were
fast in their first nap within two minutes of laying their heads on
their respective pillows ; when Passoa, who after swallowing some
spirit and a biscuit had returned upon deck, and there beheld the

imminent peril that each moment more and more closely threatened those

on board, came running down to the hammocks of his two captives

and friends in adversity, and laying a hand on the shoulder of each,

cried out in a tone of great alarm, and somewhat worse English than

ever, " Capitaine Simpson—Vat, Spankaire, diable ! How you go to

sleep when the ship shall strand on a lee-shore in von minute ?
"

" Can't help it, my good friend, if she will go she must, bless her old

timbers. Tell her, with my compliments, she won't better herself if she

does."

" Vat diable you sleep still, Capitaine Simpson ? de ship on de lee

shore, I tell you."
" Very good," replied Simpson, in an elongated snore of the most

unquestionable drowsiness.
" Croix de St. Jean !

" exclaimed the Frenchman, stamping on the

deck with vexation. Then turning round to the seaman, and giving

him a shake that might have roused the seventy years' sleeper in the

Arabian Nights, " Spankaire, Spankaire, the ship is going on de shore

I tell you."
" Is that all ? " growled Spanker, turning on the other side.

" Why for you not turn out, Spankaire ?
"

" I've got a dry hammock for once, and I wouldn't turn out of it

for the finest lee shore in Christendom."
" Mon Dieu !

" cried the Frenchman, " est-il possible !
" Then renew-

ing his attack upon Simpson, " Sare,—mon ami, will you not try to

save your life ?
"

" 'Tisn't worth saving, when I've lost my ship," mumbled poor
Simpson.

" But," said the kind and persevering Frenchman, " try one last

swim for it. You shall gain a ship again ; but you could not get on well

without your life. Come, come on deck."
" I'm not captain of the ship, I tell you ; and idlers are at liberty to

be below."
" But I tell you de ship is sinking."
" Still it's a matter of choice," muttered Simpson ; " I prefer to sink in

my hammock ; I have had enough of deck to last me for a twelvemonth ;

don't disturb me, that's a good fellow ; time enough to turn out when
the ship strikes ; if you knew how sleepy—how very, very

—

" here the

captain was fast asleep once more.
" Quelle folk ! quelle sottise ! " exclaimed the astounded Frenchman,
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lifting up his hands in wonder ; then once more reletting to Spahkei',

whom he could not believe to be cognizant of the danger, he took hold of

Spanker's queue, and giving it a sharp pull till the seaman started up in

his hammock wide awake, he exclaimed, " Spanker, you bete, don't I

tell you the ship shall founder in von minute ?
"

" J)—, your sister's mother's cat's tail, Mounseer, what's that to me ?

don't you gee that I'm only a passenger ? Do let a fellow alone when he's

got a chance of a snooze ; and as to the ship's foundering, I dare say I

shall know nothing about it if you'll only keep quiet, and if I don't so

much the better, tisn't a matter of much consequence. But there's one

thing that does give me considerable consarn, if you walleys my friend-

ship, and that is, Mounseer, that you mustn't go again to lay hold

of my tail in that way, for a fellow's tail is a thing that every

English seaman is A'ery particklar about, so I tell you. No oftence to

you, Mounseer, as I dare say you meant it all for the best, thinking the

ship was going down, and so on ; but going down or going up, we English

seamen takes thirteen of them to the dozen ; and as we are paid for it

when they comes, they never takes us by surprise : but if any one else had
laid hold of my tail in that way, I should have knocked his thundering

teeth down his impudent throat."

As Spanker lowered his voice at the end of this sentence in order that

he might not wound the feelings of M. de Passoa, the threat was lost

upon the pillow, where scarcely had its conclusion been breathed, before

the utterer was once more giving sounds of repose.

Shrugging his shoulders, making sundry grimaces, and uttering divers

interjectional condemnations, the Frenchman once more retraced his

way on deck, wondering in his own mind whether English seamen

were made of the same materials as any other human beings ; and

fully believing that he had for the last time beheld those rude com-
panions of his late trials, who, whether they combated against him
or fought by his side, struggled with him in defiance of the tempest or

shared the mutual danger, had in every point of view exhibited traits of

manliness and worth that had very effectually endeared them to a mind
of a high and honourable nature. In his last conclusion, at any rate,

M. de Passoa was wrong; as he gained the quarter-deck his eager

and apprehensive glance was intensely fixed upon the threatening pile of

rock, that seemed momentarily advancing to swallow them up, and was
only disturbed from this by the sound of the French commanding
officer's voice on the weather side of the quarter-deck ; but it was not

the sound alone, but the substance also which attracted him, for he dis -

tinctly heard the question asked," Is the rascally captain on board ?
"

Tlie word captain pronounced at sea possesses a magic unknown to

landsmen. To all who bear that autocratic rank, the name is a personal

inatter that concerns each individually ; to all of an inferior grade it has

still great individual interest, since each is anxious to know what new
command is to be assumed over them. Turning quickly round there-

fore, De Passoa beheld the committee of inquiry issuing from the cabin

of tlie nightcap. Alas ! that unhappy nightcap, what mischief had it

not occasioned ! Monsieur de Passoa listened anxiously for the reply,
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^hen he heard the head of the committee make answer in a way which

it certainly was well for the utterer, that Mrs. Archdeacon did not hear

also.

" I believe, sir, yoil are right in yonr suspicions, that the captain of

the English merchantman is on board under pretence of being the

mate. An old woman in a nightcap has told Monsieur Joudin that his

name is Simpson, and described the person of the tall stout seaman."
" Bring him forward," said the French commander, with a curt

determination of tone that did not seem much to reassure the self-

reproaches of his more feeling lieutenant.

" The poor fellow, sir, is gone below, worn out with fatigue," replied

the other in a deprecating manner.
" On deck with both of them this instant, sir," and the Frenchman

stamped upon the deck in a manner that silenced all further intercession.

M. de Passoa, who had lost no word of this dialogue, which was of

t^ourse carried on in his own language, now quietly crept up to the spot

where the French commandant was standing, in order to watch the

proceedings, and if possible to prove serviceable to his friends. The
necessary orders having been transmitted below, half-a-dozen soldiers

were sent down to bring the unfortunate Englishmen before the

ferocious savage into whose power they had fallen. More imperative

than either death or danger, the captain's commands were not to bo

withstood. This time it was utterly in vain that our worn-out friends

])ut on the record a plea of being only passengers. They were forcibly

dragged from their hammocks, and signs made to them by which they

very intelligibly imderstood, that if they did not put on their clothes

they would be carried into the keen blast in a state of nudity.
" Shiver my timbers," cried the enraged Spanker as he thrust his

legs through his tar breeches, and donned his wet jacket, whipped his

Wet handkerchief round his neck, and thrust his naked feet into his

sodden shoes, with a thought-like celerity that astonished the French
soldiers; he called aloud to Captain Simpson, "I suppose, your honour, this

is what your blackguard French thieves call hospitality. Well, never mind
I says, but if so be this-here ship does go ashore, as little Mounseer was
talking about, why then if I don't pitch into some of these chaps for

disturbing a fellow's watch below in this way, I hope I may miss stays

and fall to leeward of Fiddler's Green altogether."

By this time they had arrived on the main-deck of the seventy-four ;

as they were about to ascend the ladder to the quarter-deck, some one

rapidly passed them ; it was De Passoa, who whispered in his comrade's

ear, " Mrs. Ass-skin," thereby meaning Mrs. Archdeacon, " was tell

that you are the real Capitaine Simpson, you shall maintain you are not,

and Mrs. Ass-skin one mad woman. You twicke ? " meaning thereby

you twig.

Simpson nodded his head in return, as much as to say that he did

twig ; and with this satisfactory intelligence, on glided the active little

champion of chivalry ; while the interchange of signs with their prisoner

had been so rapid that the soldiers, though they heard some words in a

language which they did not understand, had been unable in the faint
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light of growing morning to detect the person of the speaker. Thinking it

therefore a matter of no import, theydid not attempt to intercept him, but

pursued their route to the quarter-deck, on which they had scarcely

arrived, when M. de Passoa was seen to glide softly up after them,

wearing at his side his favourite long rapier, the only article of property

which he had attempted to save with his life, and which it seems he had

gone below to regain. "Whether because he thought the ship was on

the point of going ashore, and wished to make one last effort to rescue

his ancestor's venerated weapon with himself, or w^iether he wished it to

perish but with himself, or whether for some more active necessity for it,

remains to be seen.

As soon as the prisoners had arrived on the quarter-deck, they

naturally looked round as most seamen would to ascertain the position

of the ship with regard to the shore.

" A very nice offing this, your honour, in a gale of wind," said

Spanker, addressing his superior.

" Ay," replied the other, grimly smiling, " I don't think it would
take much to toss a biscuit among those breakers."

" No, your honour, when I was a boy I could flip a marble nearly far

enough for that."

" More's the pity, Spanker ; 'tis an awful night for some ten or

twelve hundred human beings to be cast away. I doubt, Spanker, if

we were altogether right in hooking on at the stem of the seventy-four

whether she would or no."

" Oh never mind, your honour, they're only Frenchmen, and if any-

thing does happen to them, why as long as we're on board they're

drowned in wery good company, to say nothing of the young ladies."

" Why, to be sure, Spanker, that's a great consolation, and so I feel

it, only somehow or other I have my doubts when our logs are over-

hauled for the last time aloft, whether we marchant captains have the

same latitude allowed us for killing Frenchmen that will no doubt be

found in the commission of you men-o'-war's-men."
" Why, your honour, I don't think you need be uneasy about that

;

no doubt there's a good British feeling aloft where we are agoing ; and if

so be as that':, the case, the clerk of the checque won't be over nice to

report us for an extra hundred or two of these varmin, because you see all

these parleyvous are what they calls infidels, and most of them, by what
I- can hear, are in the black list already."

" Why yes, Spanker, I believe it is pretty much as you say, only

unfortunately there seems to be some doubt as to what is the exact mean-
ing of the term infidels ; some folks assert one thing, some another ; the

parsons I believe say it's a matter of dead reckoning ; but there was a
very clever chap, a mate in my last ship, who always would have it

that the term infidel was only a more genteel kind of word for men that

eat one another."
" Why no, your honour, I fancy you must be thinking of carnivals."

" You're right. Spanker, my boy, carnivals is the name I was
thinking of

;
yes, carnivals is the men what oats one another, only car-

nivals doesn't sound quite like the word either, and if that's the case

you sec"

—
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" Holloa, shiver my timbers, what are these thieves about ? No, it

can't be, and yet it is—hang it, we'll have a fight for it first. Do you
see, your honour, these cowardly lubbers have been reeving a yard-

rope."

As Spanker made this last discovery, he darted his huge fist full in

the face of the Frenchman standing next to him, who felled by the

unexpected blow, came heavily to the deck; Simpson, following the

energetic example, struck dovsTi another, but it was all too late. While our

two friends had been wholly absorbed in the theological discussions we
have recorded, the French seamen had, by the orders of their com-
mander, been busily engaged in getting a whip from the yard-arm, and
fitting on at the end of it four running nooses. Spanker's quick eye having

caught sight of this deadly preparation, he conjoined the fact of its use

and the present arrest of himself and his captain with the previous

interrogation which they had both undergone, and jumping to the right

conclusion, made an effort at least to die fighting. But however gratify-

ing to the feelings of our friends thus to defy their enemies to the last,

the effort was in vain. The soldiers who had brought them up from below

stood prepared around: overpowered by numbers, the Englishmen's active

arms were seized, and while one party pinioned their hands behind their

backs, others bound their feet with strong lashings that forbade all

hope of escape. Thus then the only member left at liberty was the

tongue, and of this each made the most ample use. Every term of

invective, denunciation, raillery, and abuse, that the English language

is susceptible of affording was by turns brought into play ; but of this

the surrounding Gauls took no notice, for several sufficient reasons :

the first was that they did not chance to understand one word of the

tirade which was poured forth against them.
" Is the yard rope up all ready ?

"

" All ready, sir," replied the seamen.
'" Knot the nooses, and fix them on the prisoners' necks."
" Ay, ay, sir," replied one of the junior officers whose duty it was to

see this disagreeable office executed ; and in spite of all the threats and
contortions of both parties, as well as the fettered movements of Spanker,

a halter was placed round the neck of each, and at the command of the

French captain the yard rope was hauled sufficiently taut to give our

friends a very lively notion of the hempen cravats they wore.
" How many have you got there ? " demanded the French tyrant, as

his bloodshot eyes seemed starting out of his head from the fury of his

own passions.

" There are only the English captain and one of his crew," replied

one of his officers.

" Let the ship be searched instantly for the other two, and let them
be brought on deck."

An assent was given to this order ; and while the sergeant and one or

two soldiers went below to execute it, a temporary reprieve was granted

to Simpson and the still fuming Spanker.

In a few minutes the soldiers returned, bearing in their powerful gripe

the shivering and emaciated body of the first scholar in Europe, who
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certainly bore much the same sort of appearance that a sparrow might

be supposed to do in the talons of some remorseless ea.gle,if eagles could

ever be found prostituting their mighty natures to so miserable a prey.

" Who have you got there ?" demanded the French commander, seeing

his myrmidons appear, Avithout being able very clearly to distinguish

who it was they bore in their gripe.

" The English clergyman," answered some one,

" Where is the other scoundrel ?

"

" We can't find him, sir," replied the corporal.

"Try again," was the only answer.

Once more the soldiers descended ; after a lapse of a few minutes^

while the Frenchman continued pacing up and down the weather side

of the quarter-deck in vindictive silence, he suddenly stopped short,

turned fiercely round to his second in command, and after a volley of

French oaths demanded,—" What is the meaning of this delay? Go
down, sir, yourself, and see that this pretended prisoner is brought

this instant upon deck."
" Who do you mean, sir," quietly asked the lieutenant, " do you

allude to the French officer who called himself M. de Passoa ?"

"Who can I allude to, sir, but the false knave who assisted these

men to palm off a deceit upon ourselves, whether his name be De
Passoa^ or anything else ?"

" Base and tjTannical coward," cried De Passoa, starting forward

from his nook,—" if it is me to whom you allude, I retort back upon
yourself the unworthy terms you have used with the shame and the

falsehood that dictated them
;
you have taken a base and murderous

advantage of the power that protects you in our country's ship, to

exercise a murderous oppression over men infinitely worthier than

yourself : but if ever we live to regain the shore alive, I will hold you
responsible to me in the last drop of your blood for your conduct to-

night."

" Away with the raving madman," contemptuously answered the

French commander, " away with the lying emigrant to the halter lie

deserves," pointing at the same time to the soldiers, who had already

secured the three previous victims, and who now, rushing on the fourth

before he could defeat tlieir efforts, bound, pinioned, and haltered him,
like the rest. " Form a line along the deck," continued the san-

guinary monster, " and the moment the ship grounds, run them all to

the yard-arm. Those who waste the lives of Frenchmen, shall never
die the same honoui'able death as the victims whose existence they have
betrayed."

" May I be allowed to say one word, sir," interposed the first lieute-

nant, who now most keenly felt how much of this frightful scene was
owing to his own indiscretion.

" Not one syllable, sir, unless you wish to form the fifth," fiercely

interposed his l^rutal superior.

The lieutenant now saw that the case was hopeless, as far as his

interference could avail, and falling back in silent horror, issued those

orders which he had been commanded to repeat, while the crew, taking
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an tlieir hands tlie fatal rope on which four lives depended, formed

themselves along in line, ready at the first given signal, to commit tliat

official murder on which their superior seemed resolved. Well know-
ing their prejudices, and fearful that men on the brink of death them-
selves might hesitate at committing the dreadful crime in which tliey

were about to become the tools of a lawless despot, the captain had
cunningly contrived to raise the cry of his being an emigrant, a
term at that period sufficiently odious in the estimation of the

lower orders of the French people to justify any outrage, however
atrocious. Had it not been for this, there was a hope, however faint, that

the seamen would themselves have prevented the cruelty of their supe-

rior, by mutely declining to carry it into execution. They themselves

had most bitterly experienced the galling yoke of their present

-tyrant, and having frequently before this night shown symptoms of

mutiny and disaffi^ction, the first lieutenant was not without some hope

that this tendency, generally so productive of evil on board a ship,

would, ic this instance, achieve a most desirable benefit. The word
emigrant had, however, steeled tlieir hearts, the men silently formed on

each side of the yard-rope, while the seventy-four plunged every moment
nearer and nearer to those fatal rocks, her first dash on which was to be

the signal of our friends' disgraceful death. At this awful period, the

only human sound perceptible on board,was the stern unyielding pace of

the sanguinary wretch who had that night given such evidence of his

power, and the end to which he seemed inclined to use it. Every other

eye was fixed in intense excitement upon the circle of foaming waters to

where, a few hundred yards away upon their lee-bow, a gigantic

cliff reared its vast perpendicular bluff, in almost a straight line, five or

six hundred feet above the tormented sea, that boiled and thundered at

its base. Projecting, as this point evidently did, beyond the rest of the

coast, it was here in all probability that the seventy-four would first

encounter the land, and take up that bed from which no living being of

her crew could ever expect to rise; escape was impossible— not the

slightest atom of beach was discernible—the water for at least half a

mile flowed directly up to the wall of the cliff, and was in all proba-

bility many feet deep ; while the resistless force with which the whole

swell of the Atlantic beat on this gigantic barrier, was sufficient

to have beat into countless pieces the bulk and strength of a le-

viathan.

Towards this point, then, the ship gradually tended ; at last it ap-

proached fearfully near. The Bluff already bore a few short yards

direct upon the lee-beam, the outer line of the breakers seemed almost

directly under her main channel, and the gigantic waves culminated,

ere they fell with frightful vehemence. Suddenly a tremendous shock

was felt through every timber of the ship's frame, causing each man
upon her decks to stumble forwards, and cling to the nearest object for

support, while after the first severe concussion a heavy grating noise

was heard and felt, as if one of the ship's anchors had been suddenly

let go, and the cable were running swiftly out from on board. At this

instant a frightful cry arose from the ship's decks fore and aft, and
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in eTen- possible intonation of distress were heai\l the words, " She's

struck!" while a heavy sea washing in board of her to leeward

flooded the decks with water, and seemed to give but too good A foun-

dation for the subsequent shout of horror which it elicited of " We're

sinking, we're sinking !
" In the first pause which this tumult per-

mitted" the relentless French commander was heard shouting, •' Sway

awav the yard rope." Ah-eady the voice of some of the inferior

officers was heard repeating the brutal mandate ; already the fatal

line began to tauten, and the suffocating feeling round our friends'

necks warned them to take a last adieu of life, when forward dashed

the first lieutenant, and addressing himself to the crew :
—" Stop, stop,

my men," he cried, '' she's off again and floating, all may yet be

well." News like this arrested every movement, 4ike the spell of

an enchanter's wand. The seamen looked to leeward, and, to their

indescribable joy, beheld already receding upon the quarter the

gigantic headland which had been the cause of so much fear ; while

the land on tlie weathennost side of it trended away from them at

a right angle, and thus left ample sea-room for their ship to stand off

from the coast in safety, should her recent striking on a rock have pro-

duced, no material injury to her frame. The effect produced on the

seamen by this change in their pi-ospects can easily be imagined ; they

could not find it in their hearts ruthlessly to take the lives of four un-

happy men who claimed their protection, at the very moment when
their own had been miraculously spared. But the nature of their

superior was formed of neither such reasonable nor humane materials.

Perhaps not rightly seeing that his ship had escaped the threatened

danger, or believing that the blow she had received would yet prove

fatal, these feelings may have influenced him in the brutal course which
he pursued,—that, namely, of shouting, '* To the yard-arm with the

traitors. " Somewhat puzzled which to obey, the dictates of their own
natures, or those of the relentless being under whom they served, the

men hesitated ; but another second tlieir doubts vanished, the door
of the poop cabin was seen to open, and forth rushed a nightcap I

It was indeed no ordinary compilation of frills and muslin, but a
cap both of service and pretension, since it bore all the appearance of

having been wet and dry at least a dozen times since last it came
from any laundress' hands. This nightcap, too, was well supported
by as round and firm a figure of flesh and blood as need ever be seen
en robe de nuit upon the quarter-deck of a man-of-war.
We feel that it would be xmnecessary further to name the timid fair,

even if her own language did not sufficiently mark out her estate.
" "What ! hang my husband !

" cried this unwonted apparition.
" Hang my husband ! hang the archdeacon ! No, I never will permit
Buch a thing on board any ship wliore I am. Where is the monster

—

where is the wretch tliat dared to think of such a murder ? " brandisliing
aloft her arms, and scrambling along the deck with consitlerable diffi-

culty, from tlie rolling of the vessel.
"

As no one, however, understood the langiiage in which they were
couched, we do not conceive it to reflect upon the politeness of her
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auditors that she received no distinct answer to her inquiries. To this

taciturnity she had however of late been much accustomed ; but

knowing exactly where to look for the captain, from long experience of

the spot tabooed to that human deity, she glanced across to the weather

side of the quarter-deck, and there beheld the object of her search

standing on a gun,—his attitude,—the speaking-trumpet which he

bore in his hand,—his loud voice and imperious gestures to the crew,

all placed his identity beyond a doubt. She saw the urgency of the

case, and darting towards him like an incensed she-mammoth, in a

few seconds had drawn the ruddy imprint of her ten imperatives,

otherwise called nails, down the whole length of his stern physiog-

nomy.
" Who is this mad woman ?

" cried the captain, starting back with

pain and rage.

" He is my husband, sir,'' retorted the lady of the nightcap, without

understanding or caring to understand one word of what the other

said. " He is my husband, sir, and therefore sacred to all. He is the

archdeacon, sir, the Reverend Archdeacon, sir ! How dare you threaten

one single hair of his head ?" The very thought seemed to spur her on to

fresh demonstrations, and darting onward to a second attack, with

equal success she struck her opponent a most severe blow on the eye.

A look of demoniac rage scowled on the face of the Frenchman. In an

instant his naked sword was gleaming in the air, and the career of Mrs.

Archdeacon Pontifex seemed to be near its termination ; when another

rapier beat up the threatening blade, parried the thrust, and in the next

second had passed through the heart of the unmanly ruffian. Mrs.

Archdeacon saw she had a most favourable opportunity for a faint, and

was not slow to avail herself of it; while the arm that received was the

arm that had rescued her— that of her old and gallant friend M. do

Passoa. The seamen, who could not help laughing heartily on first

seeing their superior thus attacked by a woman, had released the pri-

soners from their bonds, and De Passoa's first use of his liberty was the

deed of justice and humanity we have recorded. The command now
passing by the death of the commander into the hands of his first lieu-

tenant, the prisoners were allowed to go below rejoicing in secret at the

punishment of their late tyrant, and the probability that existed of the

ship's weathering both the land and storm. As she made little or no

water, this was at last effected ; and in a few weeks, whose dull mono-
tony requires no record, the seventy-four arrived, late one afternoon, in

one ,of the harbours of St. Domingo ; on the same evening all the

gentlemen were sent ashore, the ladies having to remain till the morrow.
Evelyn being among the former, disembarked at once ; and though all

were strictly watched, nothing could be more exquisite than the house

to wliich they were carried a few miles from the shore. With all a

woman s curiosity to examine a new region, Evelyn rose before the sun

had risen, and watched that glorious and gorgeous spectacle from her

window. As she sat wrapped in thought and admiration, tlie remem-
brance of the same hour in her once happy home came over her in all

its power. The tears gradually rose, swelled, and at last poured down
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her lovely cheek in unrestrained abandonment ; and taking up a pencil

that lay near her, she traced on the painted window-sill a line—another

and another followed it ; till, the mind, soothed by this delightful

charm, left there the following record of its sorrows :

—

LINES

ON MY TWENTY-FIRST BIRTH-DAY, 25tH MA.Y.

Once more, sweet May, thy beams renew

The promise of the year,

And evanescent as the dew
Our dawning hopes uprear.

Yet 'tis not by the flight of spring

The length of life appears ;

Time measures life with winter's wing,

And gages it in tears.

And like to Ganges' lamp-lit bark,

That ne'er to land may turn,

So every year more dim and dark

The lights of memory burn.

And floating down the ocean stream

Of life, make out to sea,

And leave us on the shore to dream
Dreams of eternity.

'Tis sun-rise 1—O'er the living earth,

The Lord proclaims his power ;

A language in each hue hath birth,

A tongue in every flower.

Though mute the air and still as death,

I hear their anthems rise ;

Sweet is the ineense of their breath,

And bless'd their harmonies.

Theirs is the worship of the heart,

The temple of the soul,

No narrow sects their creeds dispart,

Nor bigots may control.

Theirs is the vo'ce of happy days,

The sound of early years.

Whose simple music oft betrays

The inmost soul to tears.

The cawing of the wakeful rook,

The rushing of the morning wind,

The wailing of the unseen brook,

The watch-dog baying to the hind :

These in the ever- varied note

Of Nature's sweet and ceaseless song.

Still to the pensive ear remote
The magic of our life prolong.

Fair Joy bedeck'd in violets,

The emblem of our youth
With many a troop of fond regrets

Which fear no test but truth ;

The days to passion and to love

By young devotion given,

And vows that rose to keep above
Their sacred watch in heaven :

All seem reviving still to bloom,
And mock the weary head,

Like flowers that deck the marble tomb,
Where all we loved lies dead !

Those eyes that once were all in all.

To us seem beaming still

;

And dear familiar footsteps fall,

Like roebucks on the hill.

Nor need our lips to breathe the name
That first our heart obey'd

;

When wounded saplings still proclaim
Its music through the glade.

Where are the faithful friends we tried

On life's tempestuous waves ?

Our fondest wishes scarce can guide
Our footsteps to their graves 1

Where are the joyous shouts that fill'd

Of old my father's hall ?

Now many a verdurous damp distill'd

Writes ruin on the wall !

By * * 's wooded flood it stands,

Where sweetly breathes the rose,

But far away in many lands

My brethren's bones repose !

Why do these thoughts unbidden rise ?

This day to peace was given ;

Vainest of votives 'neath the skies,

Peace only lives in heaven !
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CHAPTER THE TWENTY-THIRD.

IN WHICH THE CURRENT OP OUR STORY RETURNS TO CERTAIN OF OUR

CHARACTERS IN ENGLAND, AND SHOAVS HOW COLONEL SPRIGHTLY

OBLIGED DICK DOUBTFUL BY THE LOAN OF A HORSE.

Having now safely brought our heroine to that island which is to

prove the theatre of some of our future operations, it is only fair to

some of our other characters that we should, for a brief period, so far

interest ourselves in their fortunes, as for a while to turn back and seo

whither, and in what manner, their destinies led them.

It was a fine spring day in London, and Easter term was rapidly

drawing to a close, when, on the sunny side of Parliament- street, the

illustrious figure of Dick Doubtful was busily wending its way towards

the statua gentilissiina of Charles the First. Dick's head was hung on

one side—there was an expression of puzzled perplexity round his

mouth, which his right hand was kindly supplying with the tip of a

black-lead pencil, cut to the last verge of economy. The hour was

drawing nigh unto five o'clock, at which celestial period the various Inns

of Court, to wit, Lincoln's Inn, Inner Temple, Gray's Inn, and Middle

Temple, are accustomed to teach young gentlemen of moderate fortunes

and large ambition, how the road to the woolsack may be cut out by

the teeth ; but in a crisis like this, we scorn all metaphor, and we
therefore summarily assert that Dick Doubtful was making the best

of his way to be in time at one of the aforesaid Inns for dinner.

The perplexity of our friend's countenance arose from that happy

habit of perspicacious minds—the thinking of six things at once ; he

was busily engaged in reflecting upon certain predilections of his for a

certain young lady, which he feared, unless he looked to the thing

very narrowly, might ripen into vmcontroUable love. Dick had once,

a long time ago, sworn to die a bachelor ; it is at all times an im-

prudent oath, and we shall see how the fates punished him for daring

to aspirate it.

At the same time, Dick was also reflecting with much grief upon the

condemnation of Paul Periwinkle ; wondering whether he was really

guilty of murdering his kinsman or not—guessing at the actors and

agents in his escape—surmising how far it had been successful

—

whether the said Paul were alive or not, and, if alive, whether happy.

With all these various subjects of cogitation, each ramified into as

many hundred different distinctions by that dexterity which distin-

guishes lawyers in general, and Dick Doubtful in particular, there was

mixed up a very subtle question of legal nicety, arising Ratione Tenures;

whether the inhabitants of the parish of Stick-in-the-bog, or any of

them, were liable to repair the road leading into the said parish from

the village of Break-my-neck ; or whether the liability to repair such

road did not rest upon one Emilius Snoggins, the proprietor of certain

lands there situate, " Ratione Tenurce" as aforesaid.

This interesting case, which had been argued six hours in the Queen's

o o
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Bench tliat happy morning, and on which the Court had been pleased

to defer passing judgment for some indefinite period, at present great]}'

interested the mind of Dick Doubtful, who most diligently reported

generally in the Exchequer, but that day for a friend in the Queen's

Bench, for that inestimable periodical entitled " Tiie Legal Oracle," '

a paper wdiich was found of the greatest use in the cliambers of

numberless young barristers, for—the laundresses to light their fires ;

and for this grand purpose, or rather we should say for a part of this

grand purpose, Dick Doubtful sedulously and diligently devoted the

morning of his life. Woe is me, Alhama ! However, to resume our

story.

While Dick was hurriedly walking along, deeply absorbed in dis-

cussing whether the question " Ratione TenurcB " did arise or not, he

heard a hght and jovial voice sing out from the carriage road, *' Ah,
my dear Dick Doubtful, can that be you ?" For some time Doubtful

VFas unable to gather what question had been asked him, so busily

was he engaged in his mental occupations ; but at last lie comprehended
what was demanded sufficiently to answer, that he was quite sure it

was a delicate question; it certainly might be him, though not aware
who it was that seemed to have such active possession of his name.

" What, my boy I don't you reiuember me?" said his accoster, pulling

up a very handsome and spirited charger to the side of the pavement,
and frankly putting out his hand.

" Why, sir," taking the proifered palm, " it is a very nice matter
to say positively that I do not know you ; but, upon my word, you
really have the advantage of me, that is under my present impression;

I may have seen you before, or we may have dined together, or we may
have sat in the same box at the theatre, or in the same pew at

church, or"

—

Then the other interrupted him. " —Why, you old rascal, you are the

same dubious, perplexed, hesitating, mortal as ever. I didn't tliink I'd

been quite so much altered, look on me again, Dick ; don't you remem-
ber Fred Sprightly, your old chum of Trinity College, Dublin ?"

"Oh! re illy, 'pon ray word, I beg your pardon; so it is, I

declare. Well, Mr. Sprightly, how are you?"
" D your Misters, Dick, none of your nonsense, I'll have you

.call me Sprightly, or I'll call you out."
" Oh ! 'pon my word you're too kind. Well then. Sprightly, what

have you been doing with yourself tiiis age?"
" Why, my boy, I haven't time to tell you half of it now ; but

come, I am out for a ride now, and you must not detain me, I've

only a short hour to canter along in, and there's nothing on earth
that delights me more than talking to a friend. ]\Iy groom, behind
there, has a capital piece of horseflesli, I'll turn him off: you mount,
and, while we trot through the parks, I'll tell you all tliat's happened
since we parted."

" Oh ! 'p(jn my word, my dear sir, tjiis is a very nice question "

—

" Nice, to be sure it is ; it's the nicest bit of horseflesh you could meet
with in a day's march.—Here, Donaldson," calling for the groom.
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" But, my dear Mr. Sprightly, really I— I don't know, it's so long

since I rode "

—

" Never mind, d e, my boy, it'll do yon more good."
" But, Mr. Sprightly, I've no dress for riding ; I've no straps to my

' trousers."

" Never mind, the horse won't know that, you remember."
" But really this is a very nice question tho' ; I've got my note-book

that I take my legal reports with in my pocket."
" Oh! so much the better, it will answer instead of spurs—here, here

comes Donaldson." At this moment up rode the redoubted Donaldson.
"• Here, Donaldson, jump off, and give your horse to this gentleman."'

Swift at the word, the ready lackey dismounted, and touching his

hat with one hand, held the horse's bridle in the other. Nothing could

possibly be more inviting to a man who loved to feel a splendid piece

of horseflesh beneath him ; but Dick still hesitated, " Was the horse

perfectly quiet V
" Oh, quiet as an eagle !"

" But an eagle, Mr. Sprightly, that's a very nice point that ; does it

shy?"
"Shy! devil of anything shy is there about it. I've known him

been introduced to the finest women in Europe, and the deuce a blush

you'd see on his face, if you put on a pair of spectacles on purpose.

Come, don't stand debating so long, but mount, my boy."

Thus urgently requested, Dick Doubtful bestrided the horse provided

for him ; although, it must be acknowledged, with many a misgiving;

and he aiid his friend, Sprightly, made the best of their way up Par-

liament-street.

Dick's report-book flapped ominously in his coat-pocket: now against

the hinder part of his saddle, now against the hindermost parts of his

steed ; while the latter, not being what we may call quite " up " to

reporting for the " Legal Oracle," started vehemently every time that

his ribs and the note-book became acquainted.

Dick thought his horse was rather restive, but contented himself

with a silent consultation as to what could be the matter. Dick

was so much of a lawyer, he never could have believed any Christian's

horse capable of taking offence at a report-book. Did we say a law-

yer ? that term falls far short of the description. Ilis existence might

have been termed the law life-agsurance of hope deferred. In the world

he saw nothing else but materials for law ; the Halls of justice were, in

his eye, but so many alembics from which to distil precedents :—money
itself was only valuable as the fuel with which to work them. In the

mind, he could perceive nothing more than a store-house in which to

treasure up each learned cajnit mortuum. The true goal of human
happiness was the ermine ; and present contentment but another name
for briefs. His music was a chief-justice's judgment, written of course

and delivered in the deepest sense *•' ore rotundo ;
" while the finest idea

he ever formed of painting, was more than surpassed by a profound

report in the equity side of the Exchequer. Dancing conveyed to his

senses but a dim remembrance of mmning up and down the steps

oo2
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nf the Temple Library ; and the qualifications of a man versed in polite

letters were comprised in a memory that could sport, at any moment,

wish the best half of the year books: while to his friends it was often

a very serious question whether, in his theology, Bacon, Coke, Lyttleton,

and Hale, were not inextricably confounded with the Evanoelists.

To such an individual, therefore, it may easily be supposed how novel

a matter was riding on horseback. Dick certainly had seen the thing

very often done, and once or twice, on extreme occasions, he had

mounted a horse, and discovered the astonishing fact that nothing but

the most desperate clinging could secui'e his seat on the animal : how-
ever, there he was, and he determined, since fortune had played him
such a freak, so to comport himself for the short space of time he had
to ride, that none of the bystanders should detect his confusion. 'Twas

true that now and then his hand glided towards the pummel of the

saddle ; and we believe he went as far as to grasp the bridle with both

hands, and hold them as an ordinary rule nearly on a level with his

mouth : he looked aside, too, very graciously at the dangers he had
passed.

" Why, Doubtful, my boy, it appears to me almost as if you were
not accustomed to jog about in this agreeable manner."

" Why, upon my word, no; I- I apprehend not; and as to its agree-

ableness, that appears to me to be a very delicate question. Don't you
think he's rather hard in the mouth?"

" Hard in the mouth ! bless your heart ! he's as soft in the mouth
as silk."

" Well, well, I don't mean to say he is not, I merely just raised the

question ; tho' very possibly it may be quite as you gay. It's a very nice

matter that, to know how hard a horse's mouth—but—but—bless me!"
Here Colonel Sprightly broke into a nice gentle trot, which Dick no
sooner felt, than he exclaimed, " Dear me! I don't know, but this

motion certainly appears to me—Isn't this horse of yours considered a
little rough in his paces ?"

" Rough in his paces, my dear fellow ? why, Dick, he's as delicate

as velvet."

" Is he ? very possibly so—I don't mean to say he's not, remember.
I merely threw out the suggestion ; or, perhaps, it was this confounded
note-book which got between me and the saddle."

" Confound it ! if a man chooses to ride upon three-cornered books,
razors' edges, or bayonet points, it's no reason why he should find fault

with his horse," said the Colonel somewhat sharply, who prided himself
upon his flesh.

" Oh, certainly not— certainly not," said Dick, who replied in a most
deprecatory manner :

" only I think a little more gentle pace would
perhaps in these crowded streets "

—

" Oh, you want a walk. Very well, we can take a good rattling
cantor in tlie park, when we get out of these streets."

" I think a walk would be more desirable," replied Doubtful, with-
out noticing the rest of the, to liim, most dangerous proposition ; and
accordingly as they wound under tho base of the venerable statue of
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Charles the First, the Colonel reduced his paces to a walk, and his

companion gladly followed the example.
" Well," said Dick, " what have you heen doing since we parted at

College ?
"

"All sorts of tricks, till by good luck and better interest, I've just

come back from India, with three years' leave and a lieutenant-

colonelcy. "Will you come and dine with me to-morrow ?"

" Why, what is the hour
; you see it's a very difficult matter to get

away for dinner, for the Exchequer doesn't rise till "

—

" Oh ! d the rising of the Exchequer ; by the fuss you make
about it, one would think it was the rising of a very fine trout. My din-

ner-hour is eight o'clock; no man has a right to rise after that, so I'll

take no excuse—while I think ofit, I'll give youmy address ; Neilgherry

Lodge, Eoehampton. By-the-bye, I've changed my name since we
parted; however, I'll tell you about that after two bottles of Burgundy;
you'll be able to support it better. But stay, look a-head, Dick, here

comes a dog-cart."
" Oh, yes, Sprightly, but what of that ? we have a great many of

them in our metropolis ; I think it's a very cruel practice, which the

Legislatui'e ouglit to put down*; for, however ingenious"— But while

Dick, who could not conceive why a dog-cart should be a matter of

especial observation, was in the very act of expatiating on the great

ingenuity of making dogs do the work of donkeys, Dick's horse gave a

sudden and vehement shy to the other side of the road, in a manner that

very nearly consigned the rider to one of those little tiimuU of mud
which appeared in former days of the metropolis to be left expressly for

this convenience.

As soon as Doubtful had in some degree recovered that utterance, of

which momentary horror had deprived him, he addressed his accommo-
dating friend with "• Bless my soul ! this appears a very dangerous

horse of yours ; does he often shy in that way ?''

" Dangerous—poll, poll—shy ^ Nothing of the sort, except at the dog-

carts—scissor-grindcrs—milestones—red cloaks, and things of that sort.

I tell you the fault isn't in the horse, man, you haven't been riding

lately. Why, how many horses do you keep ?"

"Keep!" replied Dick, with a latent smile, "you'll be pleased to

remember, that I am neither a Colonel on full pay, nor am I just

returned from India ; so that unless I, or luy clerk, or my laundress,

are entitled to be called horses, I think it a very doubtful matter

whether I can be said to keep any."
" Why, not keep any horses, my boy ? why how, in the name of

fortune, do you pass your time ?"

" Why you know I report "

—

" O fiddlestick, report ! I suppose you're not always reporting ?"

"Why no, perhaps not exactly; but I have to rise by seven in

order to dress by eight, so as to have my breakfast and be down in

Court soon after nine ; and you see the Exchequer doesn't rise till nearly

five, and that barely gives me time to get to my Inn and dine ; and at

* Since the dutc of our story, the lAgiblature luu followed Dick's suggestion.
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seven o'clock I have to be at my chambers, and write out the reports

of the day, which takes me till eleven. After that, comes correcting the

proofs of the next week's Oracle, which occupies till about one ; and

then, with reading up a few cases and any stray briefs that may come

in, it's 7iearly two o'clock in the morning before I get fairly rid of my
business : after which come my private correspondence, my accounts,

and family business ; for you see I'm trustee to one of my brother's

children, as well as two of my sister's marriage settlements. And as

the husband of one has just died in Persia, and the other is trying to

get a divorce from a thief of a fellow—who has treated her very ill,

by the way—besides two or three other matters of business, w'hich my
friends have forced me into, and doing a little portion of a law book

—

treatise on evidence, in twelve parts,— I think myself very fortunate if

I get my head fairly on my pillow by three o'clock, very fortunate

indeed, let me tell you."
" And do you call that life ?" said the Colonel, looking at Dick's

pale face, as he rode beside him.

"Life! life!" repeated Dick; "why don't you think it a very com-
fortable life ?"

" No ! I'd sooner blow my brains out any day."

"Oh, 'pon my word, I differ from you—entii'ely ; for tho' you see,

I grant the brains may very easily be blown out, yet, should circum-

stances afterwards alter, they are Very difficult to be put in again
;

mind, I don't mean to assert that the thing cannot be done, only I

never met with any case recorded in the Books."
" I tell you what, Dick, you and your books have lived too much

together all your life ; at college you never gave yourself a chance of a
fresh breath of air, which most infallibly ruuied your complexion ; and
now I perceive you're carrying on the^ same game in London ; what
the devil do you get by it ? are you any richer ? are you a bit happier,

for what you call your infernal knowledge ? Cut the matter short, I've

plenty of horses in town, and I insist on your taking that one you're
now upon, and riding it an hour or two every day ;

you may either keep
it at your own livery-stables, or I'll send it to mine."
"Thank you, thank you, you're really very kind, but 'pon my

word "

—

" Poll, poh—nonsense I I tell you, you shall do it, man, I won't take
a refusal

; you're getting as lank, and as pale, and as miserable, as a
fed dog."

" Well, well, really, if I shan't be encroaching upon you."
" Poh, poh—devil encroaching ! not a bit of it, man ; I always say

what I mean, you know ; and now tell me what have become of all

our brother-collegians and chums, that used to be part of our set at
Innity f

In accordance with this request Doubtful entered into a long history
of their former friends; in wliich, as usual, it appeared that Jack Smith
had been shot, Charley lirown had been drowned, James Thompson
•lied uf the plague; India, Novogorod, Kamschatka, Crim-Tartary,
with other near and accessible places of abode, had all contributed tu
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swallow up and obliterate both class-fellows and brother -students.

And after riding very gently for ha!f-an-liour in the park, Colonel

Sprightly told his friend he was obliged to wish him good-bye, as he

had a very particular matter in hand, and must depart to keep an

engagement ; but that Dick was to be sure and not fail, and be down
at Neilgherry Lodge at the precise hour of dinner ; for he, the Colo-

nel, was very particular.

" Oh !" said Dick, " I won't fail. Sprightly, I'll be down there quite

by seven : to-morrow is the last day of term, I've no doubt I shall be

able to get away early, and I'll mount this horse of yours, which I dare

say will carry me well."

" Oil ! carry you—carry you—carry yovi like the wind, my boy."
" Thank you ; I don't intend to go quite so fast as that, not quite ;

but, however, you may be sure I'll be down there in very good time."

" AVell, do now ; so do, my boy ; now mind you keep your appoint-

ment, and I'll give you some cvirried shellfish in first-rate Indian

style ; if you keep my curry waiting, 'pon my word I won't forgive

you."
" Don't be alarmed, I assui'e you I won't try your patience, for once

I will be punctual."
"• Well, do ; and as a reward, I'll allow you to write a report of the

dinner for the OiMcle ; and remember, you don't transgress by way of

taking luncheon half-an-hour before you come down ; for, remember, I

am going to give you a first-rate tete-a-tete dinner, at which we can talk

over old times ; and after taking that trouble, whether you have any
appetite or no, by the Lord Harry yovi must and shall eat it."

" Very well, very well, I'll do my best at any rate ;" and Dick in a

brown study as to the oddity of meeting his old friend, and having a

horse forced upon him, whether he would or no, slowly paced home-
wards towards liis chambers. Here, as he drew near Lincoln's Inn, ho

began to consider the impracticability of walking his horse iip stairs ;

too;ether with the inconvenience of foddering the animal in his bed-

room : and his eye happening at this moment to alight on a placard

over an archway, he there read, in green and gold, that John somebody
took in livery horses to bait ; " 'Pon my word, this is the very thing,"

said Dick ;
" how exceedingly convenient ! what street is this ? let me

see, there's Portugal-street ; oh, come, 'tis close at home ; well, I may
as well use these livery-stables for my horse, since I am to ride whether

I like it or not." Accordingly, Dick dismounted, led his horse in,

and ordered it to be put up for the night, Avhich was done. The
ostler, who had been imbibing somewhat freely during the day, and

afterwards dissipating the effects of his potations by a slight nap, came
out to Dick's call, rubbing his eyes, received Dick's instructions, as to

giving it plenty of food, put the horse in the stable, and saw Dick limp

away as stiff and as miserable as if he had been tossed in a blanket.

" 'Pon my word," muttered Dick to himself as he walked along, " this

Is rather severe, I should almost have doubted if this could be called

pleasure—but I suppose it's very good for the health ; and as most

people seem to like it very much, or say they do, there must be some
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amusement discoverable in it at last, when one gets a little more accus-

tomed." With other similar arguments Dick Avent off to his chambers,

and after a lonely dinner, ventured to take what he thought would

be a quiet nap for an hour, to enable him to recommence his labours.

Wlien the nap terminated, however, he found himself utterly in the

dark, and a fe\\' minutes afterwards had the satisfaction of hearing St.

Dunstan's church peel forth two o'clock in the morning. " The devil

take this riding," murmured Dick—" think of my having lost a whole

evening ;" and with many a groan he once more roused his weary

limbs, and hobbled off to bed,

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-FOURTH.

fONTAINS DICK DOUBTFUL's RIDE TO DINNER ON THE LAST DAY OF

TERM.

" Seven o'clock, sir—shall I bring you a cup of coffee?" solicitously

murmured Doubtful's clerk.

" I tell you I'm not used to riding," said Dick in reply, who was

still in the land of dreams.
" Riding, sir,'' said the clerk, " it's the last day of term ; there's the

printer's devil waiting for copy for the Oracle."

" Bless my soul, so it is ;" and in a few minutes Doubtful crept out

of bed, and with many groans at Sprightly's kindness in forcing him on

horseback, waddled about the room, finished his toilet, supplied the

craving of the printer's devil, finally got down to Westminster, and

thought himself lucky beyond all hope, when he once more found him-

self growing, or rather vegetating, on one of the adamantine benches of

the Exchequer. After tlie same sweet routine that he had there wit-

nessed for years, Dick, as a great sacrifice, flung overboard the last

case, hurried back to his chambers, dressed for dinner, and then

proceeded to the livery-stables to procure his horse, with much about

the same sort of feeling that people in general visit a dentist. True it is

that getting rid of the toothache is very delightful, but no less certain

is the fact of the disagreeable mode by which this hai:>piuess is attained.

.When Doubtful walked into the livery-stables, it certainly did for a
moment strike him that it was not the same ostler; ho wasn't very

certain of the; matter, and more busily intent with an excise case which
he had that day been reporting, he considered the oastler's identity a

very secondary question, and in a somewhat absent mood entered the

stiible, and pointed out his horse to the attendant.
" Nice little mare tliis of yourn, sir," said the ostler.

" Very odd," thought Dick, " that this ostler should call my horse a

mare ; but I suppose ho is like one of your Devonshire ]ioople, with
whom. every thing is ' he' but a Tom cat : but still this man ought to

know that every mare is a horse, though every horse is not a mare."
Accordingly our abstruse friend was about to indulge the ostler with
this very original and highly-refined aphorism, but with a passing
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notion that it would be somewhat beneath his high dignity, unluckily for

Dick's peace of mind lie here restrained himself from the aforesaid jocu-

larity ; since, in all probability, had he tlius descended to enlighten' the

ostler, the ostler might in return have enlightened him on a very

important particular—however, the opportunity having been lost, turn

we to our tale.

However strange Dick thought the ostler's conduct, the ostler had
still stronger doubts respecting that of Dick, who for some time per-

sisted in his right to mount his quadruped, whether horse or mare, by
the right stirrup ; a matter which the ostler had some difficulty in per-

suading him was not orthodox.
" I always do it," said Dick, whose mind was still in ihe Court of

Exchequer.
" You do, sir ? " said the ostler, perfectly aghast.

" Always," said Dick.
" But don't you find it very difficult, sir ? " But to this, too. Doubtful

said nothing, for he always found it difficult whichever side he

attempted Unfortunately, however, he was not content with the right

stirrup, but he must put his left foot into it ; and it was only when he

observed the tendency which this action had to place him with his face

to the tail, that he began to have some distant notion of his conduct

was, so being—to use the phrase of the bar—^somewhat irregular.

" 'Pon my word—'pon my word—I believe you're right after all."

" Ees, sir," grinned the ostler, who began to have very great doubts

whether he was right in letting the horse go to such a rider ; as soon,

therefore, as Dick, with his assistance, had gained the animal's back, he

boldly and manfully put the question, " Please, sir, who shall I say has

taken his horse ?" This question effectually brought Dick to the

possession of all his faculties. Here was a case for hesitation ; two
courses might be taken. Dick was wholly unable to let slip such an
opportunity for pondering. " It is a difficult question," murmured
Dick to himself. " It is a very nice question ; who shall I say has

taken his horse ? I can't answer truly if I say that Mr. Doubtful has

taken his horse, because the horse is not mine ; neither, on the other

hand, can I say that Colonel Sprightly has taken his horse, for I am
not Colonel Sprightly ; and if I were to explain to the fellow this

transaction, Avhy, if he didn't see me bring Sprightly's horse in, he

might have some objection to my taking Sprightly's horse out : on the

other hand, it is a veiy delicate matter to say the least of it—a very

delicate matter for me to assert an ownership in a property which does

not belong to me.'' In either case Dick saw a thousand dangers, and,

like many other wise men, by hesitating to take either, eventually

adopted that which was most dangerous of any.
" Who shall I say has taken his horse ? " repeated tlie ostler, inter-

rupting Dick in his reverie, in not the most respectful manner, his suspi-

cions that all was not right momentarily becoming stronger.

" Do you really wish to know?" inquired Doubtful, with what he

intended to be a most resistless smile.

" Yes I do, sir," returned the ostler, in a most determined manner,

layiiig his hand on the bridle.
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"Why," replied Doubtful, " I've no objection to pay you the money

for tlie night's keep of the horse."

" That's o' no consequence, sir ; I've orders to let no horse go out of

these stables unless the gentleman as owns him gives his name."

" Oh, very well, if that's the case, you may say Colonel Sprightly."

" What's the address, sir ?"

" Neilgherry Lodge, near Roehampton."
" Very good, sir ; will you be back late to-night ?"

" Wliy, perhaps I may, or perhaps I may not be back at all to-night,

so I'd better discharge my reckoning at once—what have I to pay you?"
" Only seven shillings, sir," said the modest ostler.

" Oh, very good—very moderate, indeed." Doubtful, as he said

these words, observed a smile on the man's face ; and well he might,

for the ostler at first thought Dick was cognizant of the trick he had

played upon him, and was quizzing him for his dishonesty. In the

next moment, however, he perceived how the case really stood ; and

having further taxed Doubtful's purse by a demand of half-a-crown,

which he levied with the assertion that it was the ostler's usual fee,

lie allowed the unhappy fleeced one to depart.

As soon as Dick's unhorseman-like figure had cleared the gateway,

the worthy ostler rattled tlie lawyer's money in his pocket, and cross-

ing one leg over the other, and leaning against the wall, began to make
some shrewd reflections upon Dick's conduct and character, " That's

a very rum chap for a colonel," murmured the ostler; "I always

thoiight colonels was 'cute chaps, but a fool with his eyes shut might take

in he." And yet this impious wretcb was at this moment speaking of one

of the sharpest counsel and best lawyers supporting that monument of

research and learning the Legal Oracle ! Alas! how little do the pro-

fane vulgar know, ye shades of Holt, and Hale, and Mansfield, of what
really constitutes acuteness of the mind ! To tliink of a vile, vulgar

ostlei"—but our grief is idle, and our story waits. Dick had scarcely

turned the angle of the street leading into Portugal-street, than his

horse made a sudden demonstration of velocity, that, while it greatly

endangered the necks of an old woman and her child, caused at tlio

same time the learned rider quickly to gather in his reins, and address

liis whole soul to the task of holding on, Combermere— for that was tlie

euphonious name that .Sprightly had given to his horse—notwithstand-

ing Dick's intimation, seemed quite as much inclined to go a-head as

before. " Bless me," said Dick, " how very spirited this Combermere is,

he is even more lively than he was yesterday ; they certainly can't have
been giving him too much corn

—
'pon my word though I think they

have—they really have—he seems as if he'd perfectly fly. How very
unfair it is to say that livery-stable keepers always plunder their cus-

tomers by cheating the horses of their food ! I'm sure they have given
this animal too much corn—must be so. However, if I don't jiut a bold
face on it, he'll be giving me a good deal of trouble. I'd better, thei'e-

fore, take the fire out of him at once, and as he seemed so gentle yester-

*^''y^ 1 " j"3t let him take a gallop across Lincoln's-Inn-Fields ; and
then wlitn he sees I'm not afraid of him, I dare say he'll go quietly
through the streets. After all, if it wcrn't for the confounded stiffness,
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I sdiould have had a very pleasant ride yesterday, for 'tis a quiet

creature after all."

As our friend came to this conclusion he entered the square, which
Lincoln's-Inn has named, and giving Comhermere his head, away
the animal darted at full speed ; but still the motion was a relief

from the hardness of his previous trot, and Dick had no objection to

make on that score. The creature had been so gentle and so easily

managed on the preceding day, he entertained no sort of apprehension

as to stopping him ; and who that ever enjoyed a gallop on horseback

did not feel loath to terminate it ? To be sure Dick was in the heart of

the metropolis, and it did slightly occur even to him that his present

pace was not wholly suited to the locality. He tried very gently,

therefore, to pull the verj^ gentle creature up ; but the gentle creature,

the moment it felt the tightening of the bridle, seemed to go still the

more. In a few seconds the whole space of the square had been swiftly

rattled over, and Dick found himself rapidly approaching the north-

east corner, where, if he intended either to halt or to turn, it was abso-

lutely necessary that the operation should be at once carried into effect.

With a very vigorous effort on his part he certainly did endeavour to

carry out first one and then the other of these much-desired conclu-

sions to his gallop. Nothing of the sort, however, occupied the mind
of Comhermere ; his action was beautiful, his pace superb, his tail

flew out magnificently, and neither turn nor stop would he. On he

flew across the square, away he darted like lightning past the turning,

and with untiring hoof sprang up the blind alley, so well known to all

lovers of the classical antiquities of London as the Little Turnstile,

Holborn. The only passage here was, as our readers are probably

aware, one for foot passengers alone ; and for fear that even these should

have too much room, the houses wind and project till they almost

squeeze one another, and an iron post is fixed in the middle of each

entrance to aggravate the difficulties of the strait.

Dick knew the locality well, and, with the utmost horror, recollected

the utter impossibility of getting through this turnstile on one side, or of

stopping his steed before he arrived at it on the other : however, he

made the effort, and very gallantly, with both hands applied to his

bridle, exerted his utmost strength to pull back the gentle creature in

one direction, while his feet projected in the other.

The boys, who thickly people this confined region, were not slow in

perceiving his extremity, and gathering round the victim a joyous

group of sacrificers and rending the air with their various cries, they

urged on the already frightened animal to still further speed. At the

point where the blind alley ends, and the Turnstile commences, the

corner is gently rounded off, and a barber's shop stands conspicuous.

Now, whether Comhermere entertained any erroneous notion either

that he wanted shaving, or that his hair ought to be cut, or whe-
ther, by any inspection of Dick's phiz, he imagined that either of

these operations would improve the appearance of his rider, I know not

;

but towards this barber's shop he now directed his rapid course, on

perceiving which, the agony of the rider amounted to a pitch to which
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nothino' can do justice. With an expression of face which shovC-ed

all hisligony and ijerplexity, he strained and pulled, and, remembering

to haveleen more experienced jockeys do the same, resolutely worked

his bridle until lie sawed the bit from side to side in the mouth of

Combermere. It was lucky that Dick resorted to this alternative.

Combermei-e had, in truth, and in fact, taken the liberty to place Dick's

bit between his teeth, but when he found his rider would stand no more

nonsense, and had indeed jerked the iron into its proper place, Com-
bermere, with a sudden stop, that very nearly sent his rider over his

head, made an eftbrt to pull up a yard from the barber's door. The
apparition of the barber, with a razor in his hand, hesitating whether

lie ouo^ht or ouo-ht not to attempt cutting the horse's throat rather

than see his shop window diminished, may also have had some influ-

ence in checking the "gentle creature" ; but what with Dick's pulling

and the barber's shouting, the boys huzzaing and Doubful exclaiming

every minute, " The devil ! the devil !—if we're not dashed to pieces

no matter," Combermere at last contrived, by great good fortune, to

bring up when he had not done more than push his neck half through

the panes of one of the barber's windows.

Barbers, we regret to say, in London, often abandon themselves to

the very blameable habit, when their glass is broken, of putting in panes

of paper ; such was the case in the present instance, for exactly in that

spot where this barber exclaimed to the world, " shave for a penny,"

Combermere dashed through his handsome head, and got a very narrow
shave for nothing. The shout of exultation that hei-e arose from the

boys, the screams from the women, the jeers from the pie-man, the

reproaches from the barber, and Dick's muttered exclamation, not loud,

but deep, " Thank God for this escape," were all simultaneously given

at the denouement we have described.
" I hope you're not hurt," said Dick politely to the barber, as soon

as he had recovered his breath.
" You take your horse's head out of my shop, and then I'll talk to

yon," replied the tonseur, as soon as he could S])eak for surprise. .

" Oh, certainly, sir, certainly," said Dick, with much ceremony, as if

there could be some doubt on the question, endeavouring to coax back
liis steed from that admiring gaze which he had fixed upon a grocer in

a white apron, with his cheek half lathered within the barber's shop.
" I say, sir, do you intend to take your horse's head out of my shop-

window, or not ?" repeated the barber, who, being a bashful man, grew
mn-easonably wroth at the mob gathering round his doors.

" ^V'l»y> really"—Dick pulled as he spoke—" it seems rather a diffi-

cult question ;" for the horse, either from being winded, or some other
motive, reniivined with his head as quietly fixed inside, as if, like a
lierald's emblazonment, it was all proper.

'• Difficult matter ! then I'll soon make it an easy one," said the man
of razors. " I'll soon make it easy enough." And snatching up the
lathering brush, which he had temporarily laid aside, he apjihed it to
the soap-l)ox, and fiiiidly gave Combernu're so smart a brush over the
nose with the produce, that the sagacious quadruped, fully satisfied
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with his experience, jerked back his head, and instantly exposed it to

the oaze of the admiring multitude.
" Eh, mon, do that again," cried a ragged Scotch urchin.

"What! what!" cried Dick, who tliought it some piece of kind

advice. " Do what again ?" And he craned, and stooped, and looked

forward, but was nevertheless wholly unable to detect the kindness of

the barber, or the cause of those innumerable shouts of laughter raised

around him.

Now, as this was certainly not the purpose for which Dick had
taken such an early leave of the Exchequer, he gathered up his reins,

and at last succeeded in turning round Combermere's head. " This piece

of prudence effectually won for Dick the regard of the hot pie -man,

who, stepping up to the side of the rider, cond'escendingly made him-
self of his counsel in this wise. " I tell you what it is, young man,
that 'ere's a wery wicious horse, and I adwise you to stick to your shop-

board, and have no more to do with it."

" Vicious!" repeated Dick, in astonishment; and he himself thought

he had been rather rash to leave his " shopboard" for so unsteady a

seat. " Vicious, my good fellow, this horse is the gentlest creature in

the world, only they have given it too much corn at the stable."

" Corn," repeated the pie-man in the most contemptuous manner,

putting his hand to his nose with a motion indicating a great want of

respect, " what a precious spooney you must be to talk in that way,
as if we didn't know that it's all gammon ; why don't you go home
and mind your business; a pretty chap you are for riding; you don't

know a horse from a mare yet."

" It's a very astonishing thing," muttered Dick to himself as he made
liaste to extricate himself from his present companj', " 'tis an extraor-

dinary thing how very offensive vulgar people always are ;" and with-

out entering into any further argument, Dick indignantly paced his

horse down the blind alley, and turned towards Drury Lane.
" Will they never have done shouting?" thought Dick, as the mob

liallooed and as the little boys ran beside him ;
" I could excuse the

low canaille, but what can those respectable people see to stare at?"

He looked at himself— examined his dress—nothing particularly amiss in

that met his eye. " I suppose it is the friskiness of the horse," which
would every now and then persist in making start the second. Poor
Dick was wholly unconscious of the minute soap bubbles that still cir-

cled round his steed's mouth, with all the beauty that generally marks
a man disturbed in the middle of his toilet: by degrees, however, the

lather as it dried became less conspicuous to the passers-by, the public

stare gradually diminished, the little boys finding they had taken exer-

cise enough, dropped off one by one, and Dick was left alone in his

glory. Still the same hallucination possessed his mind;—still he would
persist in wondering how the livery-stable keepers could have exceeded

the allowance to his horse. Why tlie world should be so unjust as to call

them cheats, and what the devil Combermere meant. ".If he goes on in

this way, my arms will soon be as stiff as my legs: the whole temper

of the beast seems changed, he ought to have bran mixed with his
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oats for the fiitiiro; though if ever I get him safe to Neilgherry Lodge,

the devil, I think, will lodge in me when I take him away again.

Never mind, if I can only get him safe through the streets, witliout

beinw poked into a dray-cart, or having one of my knees knocked off

against the hroad wheel of a waggon, I'll turn into Hyde Park, and

give him such a hreathing on the grass, I'll answer fur it lie shall go

quietly down the road afttr that." With this prudent resolution.

Doubtful summoned all his philosophy, and patiently resisted every

effort of Combermere to accomplish either one of the aforesaid mis-

haps. In justice to the animal, we must say his efforts were unceasing ;

not a carriage, nor a van or vehicle of any description, did he pass

without a sedulous effort to run either into or against it.

After a most uneasy amble, Dick at length reached the park, gained

the sward, and gave his impatient nag that license of bridle which Dick

was quite convinced would take all the fire out of him. Off went
Combermere, but the more he went, the more he seemed inclined to go;

and on gaining the Kensington end of the park, where in those days

a swing bar was put up, and only opened for the royal carriages, Com-
bermere, with a daring worthy of his name, once more got the bit

between his teeth, and Dick, sweetly unconscious of any such pro-

pensity in any horse whatever^ suffered extreme peril of his neck,

as Well as a severe rebuke from a distant sentry by his nag coolly leap-

ing over the obstacle and darting into the western road. The ill-sorted

pair here quickly encountered the first turnpike. Doubtful, like an
honest constitutional liege as he was, prepared to pay the tax; but Com-
bermere, as if imbued with the despotic licence and irregularity of the

East, would listen to no impost of the kind : away he darted right

a-head, spurning alike the vociferations of the toll-keeper in the rear,

or the dangers that lay in bis path in advance. In vain the former ran
and <yied, " Stop thief! runaway!" and other courteous epithets.

The public saw Dick's hand alternating between his waistcoat pocket
and his bridle, and not much caring whether this was the sham of an
experienced pike -bilker, or the agony of an inexperienced horseman,
looked on, laughed, and said nothing.

" This is a very awkward," said Dick, " a very awkward predica-

ment to be placed in; I wish that the devil had those fellows at the
livery- stables if this thief goes on in this way to Roehampton. I shan't

be able to walk for a week." Then, as Dick looked on the road
around him, and recognised the fact that he was journeying post to

lirentford, he for the first time in his life acknowledged a deep sym-
pathy with a certain unhappy tailor who performed the same journey
with a manifest preference of his horse's tail to his bridle.

Now Combermere delighted to gallop close to the path side, and both
ladies and gentlemen passengers tliereon were indulged with particles of
all the accumulated mud which his hoofs flung up; now he would keep
crossing before some carriage posting down at a gallop as furious as his
own; now he would take the wrong side of the road, and keep it too,
while not imfrequontly he would pass some fellow equestrian so close as
almost to knock knees with him. That this conduct on a hicjh road
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should bepopular was impossible ; and Doubtful at last, in sheer despair,

determined to make an effort against the tyranny which bore him thug

furiously onward, and if not altogether to stop, at least to turn off from

the crowded thoroughfare which was taking him away from his destined

point, and to gain that less frequented, and for him more direct, road to

Richmond. Like the gods in Homer's Iliad, one half of this wish Com-
bermere accepted, the rest he dispersed to empty air. Though his steed

showed no signs of being blown, he still wisely determined to keep the

bit in his mouth for future use and occupation. "Whether he turned to

the right or to the left seemed to him a perfect matter of inditi'erence,

provided he was allowed to go somewhere: once, in a narrow and by-
lane, and Doubtful himself, always excepting his soreness, had not much
objection to the increased speed, accordingly away they vwnt along,

dashed in a short space into the Putney road, and then held straight

a-head for Fulhara and the parts beyond.

As Dick had risen very early that morning, and snatched but a slight

repast at breakfast, he had at various times in the day felt a strong

inclination for some slight stay by way of luncheon ; but the remem-
brance of Sprightly's pressing injunction to do justice to his fare, the

ardour with which his Eastern friend dwelt upon curried shell-fish, and

the bitter disappointment which his hospitality seemed likely to feel at

any indifference exibited towards his table, had induced our friend to

prefer the pangs of starvation.

This fact rendered his rapid speed less disagreeable to him, and
he soon arrived at the second tiirnpike on the Fulham road. Once
more Dick made an effort to pay, but Combermere treated it with

equal contempt witli the first, and the 'pike-keeper thinking he pos-

sessed a ticket to clear, contented himself with simply looking after

the rider, and saying "that's a going it" which it certainly was ; and
the same pace was most untiringly kept up until Dick found himself

entering the streets of Fulham.
Nearly ignorant of the locality, from having only traversed it once or

twice before, Doubtful conceiving himself wholly unknown, now made
but a very gentle effort to arrest liis steed, wliicii the latter took as an

encouragement the other way ; and Dick no longer fearing a fall from

the motion, and perfectly cognizant that it was the one which afforded

him most comfort, soon resigned himself to his horse's control. A sud-

den turn in the road brought him in sight of a curious-looking build-

ing, which the fading light rendered still more anomalous: it was nei-

ther a house nor an archway, but partook of the characters of both ; he

had an indistinct glimmering also of having seen it somewhere before,

though his strongest effort failed in recollecting where. A little low
pony chaise stood on one side of the way under the arch, and what with

Doubtful's skill being required to go clear of this, and his attention

being fixed to recollect the nature of the building, before he was at all

cognizant of v. hat he was about, he had darted past the gate, and was
already i.vc advanced upon the roadway of Putney bridge. No sooner

did our friend behold the broad and majestic Thames swelling out on

either side of him, beneath the painted railings, than he became pain-
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fully aware of his locality. Nor was this all wliicli forced 'upon him the

knowledge of his position, the animated crab-apple with the white apron

that then resided under the gateway aforesaid, left the prey that he had

alreadv secured, and darted forward, shouting at the top of his voice

—

"Toll—Stop—Stop Toll!"—then as he found that Dick's pace was not

at all moderated by tliese expressions, he sharpened them up to the

words *'Bilk—Cheat—Runaway"—and other terms of endearment that

seem especially to belong to the vocabulary of 'pike-men—toll-keepers—
et id genus omne. Nor was this all, seeing there was a great chance of

his beincr absolutely cheated out of threepence, he, corpulent and

apoplectic as he w^as, ran puffing and blowing at the heels of Comber-

mere as rapidly as he could, making at the same time every species

of clamoui^in order to alarm his brother extortioner at the other end of

the bridge. Not wholly it seems without a precedent for these flying

passengers, the toll-keeper at the Putney end no sooner heard the rout

than he was aware of its purpose, and while Doubtful was only a hun-

dred yards from his station, another white-aproned ball, who seemed a

very counterpart of the white-aproned crab-apple, rolled swiftly forth,

slammed fast the gate, and holding out his hand from a safe corner,

bawled loudly forth—" Pay here!"
" I wish I could," mumbled Dick; " if the money were only down

your infernal throat !" He had no time to say more, for Combermere took

the shutting of the gate as a mere incitement to gambol—a little piece

of playfulness on the part of the toll-keeper, and utterly disregarding all

Dick's manipulations at tlie rein, as well as his half-mumbled exclama-

tions of horror, went boldly at the six-foot gate with the spikes at the

top of it, cleared it in a twinkling ; and before the mouth of the toll-

keeper had recovered from the astonishment which set it wide open,

Doubtful had rapidly advanced up Putney-hill. After that, pursuit

was useless ; our hero paced boldly along the common, and having
succeeded at length in somewhat moderating his speed, foimd that the

sweet retreat of Roehampton lay on his right-hand side : hither then
he directed his course, and after sundry inquiries and numberless
directions, he arrived at a most romantic lane, lonely enough for any
hermit of the London season, and fully answering all those descriptions

by which London auctioneers are accustomed to let tlieir houses. At
the head of this lane, after many windings and standing perfectly

'alone, stood a cottage ornee, and on the brick pillars at its gates,

the glaring colours of the new paint, stood forth sufficiently in the
failing light of the evening to enable Doubtful's anxious eyes to read
Neilgukuuv Lodgk.
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CHAPTER THE TWENTY-FIFTH.

WHICH CONTINUES DICK DOUBTFUl's PURSUIT OF HIS DINNER.

" Thank Heaven at last," murmured the oraele of the Oracle, as

breathless and faiut fi-oni exhaustion and fiitigue he fanckd he beheld

the end of his journey. His first act was to look at his watch, and he

was gratified to find that he was before his time: knowing that he was
expected, he imagined that the Colonel would pop out from the porch

which he distinguished between the trees, and welcome him in to that

longed-for tete-u-tetc dinner and Eastern shell-fish curry which he had

so eloquently described.

Not choosing to seem over anxious, and indeed very glad to get a

little breathing space, he looked, and waited, and wondered that no

one made their appearance; and after vainly trying to coax Combermere
up to the bell-pull, he was fain most painfully to dismount, and ap-

ply himself with considerable vigour to the hospitable alarum. The bell

sounded cheerfully in his ears, as it poured forth its peal; it had that

right merry dinner-echoing sound which a hungry gentleman who has

left the metropolis for green peas and a friend's dinner holds next in es-

timation—ay and sometimes even in preference, to the sweetest quartette

at the Italian Opera. Delightfully as the bell sounded, it peeled forth

all its melody without that succeeding accompaniment upon which
so much of its magic pleasantness depends ; we allude to the quick

shuffle of the well-powdered footman's shoes on the gravel- walk, which
very intelligibly, though not distinctively, cries " All's right." This

delightful symphony, we say, was not to be heard: at first its absence

produced little alarm in the mind of the listener ; he turned round to

his friend Combermere, patted him on the head, told him he was a fine

fellow, assured him of his unceasing regard, and begged him not to leap

over any more six-feet toll-gates. By this time ten minutes had
elapsed.

" The servants arc busy laying dinner," thought Dick, "• they mayn't

hear me, I'll give another peal." This he accordingly did, listening

with some suspense to the full and ample sounds produced. " Was
that a step upon the gravel?"—No, it was but the sweeping gust of

the eATning breeze, as it rose mournfully and shook some of the abun-

dant foliage within view.
" Well," thought our friend, " I'll walk Combermere up and down

a little, as he is somewhat warm, for fear he should catch cold. It's

very odd"—after taking a turn or two—" it's very odd. AYliat can be

the meaning of it? and he desired me to be so punctual ! however, pa-

tience, and shuffle the cards: the breeze sets in coldly when the sun

goes down. Confound that Sprightly! what can have become of him?
a glass of his East- India Madeira were much better than waiting out

here. Devil take the fellow; I must remember and pay those turn-

pikes as I go home to-morrow, or I shall have the authorities about

my ears. If ever you catch me on the back of iVIasttr Combermere
p p
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arrain why, no matter." Doubtful took another turn with his steed,

and after pausino- again in wonderment, gave this time a most ferocious

suroe at the ek^ctric wire Avhich was to produce results so much desired

by Tiimsi'lf. Finding tliat no one appeared, that which had hitherto

been patient resignation, began to assume the colour of incipient

alarm. Dick was not particular in his gastronomic propensities, far

from it : feasting might be a good thing, but a little of it went a

lono- way with him, yet still he had no idea of mortifying his flesh

without very sufficient inquiry. " Can that fellow be playing me a

trick ?" And Doubtful, with the bridle in his hand, endeavoured

by short jumps to elevate his vision above the high gates, and

see if he could detect the Colonel peeping through the blinds. "He
was always a devil of a fellow for his nonsense; and those Irishmen

are never very steady. Well, if so, as soon as he's had his fancy out, I

may have my innings within : not but that it is rather a questionable taste

this keeping a guest outside your gates—that's the devil of it : men who
are fond of practical jokes never can distinguish. It's lucky there are

no houses near; 't wouldn't be very pleasant to have a thousand per-

sons looking on, to see one made a fool: however, trick for trick is the

best plan to go upon ; if he does not let me enter at this next ring, I'll

mount my horse, ride off as if I r^ave it up in despair, and so bring him
to his senses."

"While Dick's choler was thus rapidly rising, Combermere had gained

time to recover that full wind which had been a little tried by his

amusements ; and seeing no fun in staring at a green gate, nor yet any
chance of obtaining any of the corn within it, began to add his impa-
tience to that of his present master. However frequently Dick jumped,
he could see nothing ; and determining that tiiis should be his last pull,

he put forth all his strength, drew down the handle of the bell with a

tremendous jerk, and had the satisfaction of hearing the wire snap, as

well as the clapper within.

" The devil
!

" said Dick, " that is the last pull with a vengeance."

After a few seconds' wr.!*;ng, while the bell went ding, ding, ding,

in a manner which proved its deep sympathy and great reluctance to be
quiet, no one came—no one stirred—no one opened the door—not a

pace was heard on the gravel-walk—and the green gate remained as

complete a fixture as ever.

" Tiiis seems very singular ; can I have mistaken the house ?

he certainly told me Neilgherry Lodge ; I never could have invented
such an out-of-the-way plirase ; and it's not like Flora Cottage or

Paradise A''illa, or any of your regular cockney congregations of retire-

ment, and certainly tliis is Neilgherry Lodge," going up to the name
and spelling it, "NEIL: yes, there's no mistake about that. Well,
this is very strange ; it certainly must be something more than a joke.
Does he always receive his friends at dinner-hour in this manner?"
Dick now retired into the middle of the road, and took a stedfast

survey of the )>remises. For the first time he remarked, that not one of
the chimneys emitted the slightest wreath of smoke. " That settles

the question," said Dick, nodding his head ;
" there must be something
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wrong." The moment Dick had an opportunity of doubting, he was
happy; the exercise of that noble faculty at once appeased the pangs of

hunger, soothed tlie irritation of annoyance, and even acted like an opiate

upon his aching bones. lie returned to the inliospitable post, and leaning

his back against the barred gate, laid on Comberniere the ridiculous

injunction to be quiet, rested his fore finger against his thumb, and

proceeded to argue the case in due form,
" Now," said Dick, " this is either a case of quiz upon me, and

Sprightly has never resided in the house at all; or secondly, if residing

in the house, it is another case of quiz, and he is looking out from tha

windows ; thirdly, he may be residing in the house and not at home, in

consequence of some accident having happened to him ; fourthly, he

may have resided in the house and removed his residence, and so have

given me his old address in mistake ; or fifthly, there may be two
Neilgherry Lodges in this neighbourhood. In the first case, it is useless

to stay here ; in the second case, my pretending to go off would be the

only means of getting him to show himself; in the third case, my
staying here will be equally futile, and the case seems equally impro-

bable, since whatever has happened to the master, the servants ought to

be at home ; in the fovirth case, I shall be imable to help myself till I

see him again ; and in the fifth case, my only remedy is to inquire of my
neighbours : therefore, in any view of the affair, I must bid adieu to

my dinner at present, and endeavour to regain the back of the gallant

Combermere. The devil of the thing is I'm so stiff. No matter."

After numberless efforts, two or three false starts, much coaxing,

and considerable difficulty, Doubtful once more found himself moimted,

and his charger ready as ever to take to the old pace. To this, how-
ever, Dick objected ; curbing the gentleman up pretty tightly, he paused

opposite the next villa at which he arrived, and this time succeeded in

ringing the bell without dismounting. In a few minutes a servant came
to the gate,

" Will yovL tell me which is Colonel Sprightly's residence ?
"

The servant, who was a regular specimen of the London footman,

lounged very carelessly against the door which he scarcely opened, and
replied, surlily, " No, I can't," and slammed the gate in the face of the

inquirer.

" That's civil, at any rate," said Dick ; and with a readiness that

rarely forsook him, he called out. Won't you allow me, my good fellow,

to give you this sixpence for your trouble ?
"

The servant now opened the door and put out his hand with a most
subservient smile ; on wliich Dick, mimicking his tones with great

exactitude, said, " No, I can't," bowed low, and rode off.

" If I mayjudge of the neighbours," said Dick, " this is a remarkably

pleasant, sociable, agreeable place to reside in—but come, it's no use

to be disheartened ; I must try and get some information ;" and the

disappointed diner-out pulied up at the next villa. To Doubtful's

Inexpressible joy, a very pretty servant-girl came to the gate ; and as

our friend prided himself upon being very strong with the ladies, he put

his question in the most insinuating manner, " Can you favour me
p p2
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with Colonel Sprightly's address?" but the party to whom the appeal

was made, in terms equally courteous, assured Doubtful that she could

not, but she would ask hiT master.

Chesterfield has said that, from the manners of the servant w^e ma)'

always decide upon those of the superior. Although this assertion gene-

rally contains much truth, the present was a marked exception to the

rule ; for in a few minutes Doubtful heard a distant grumbling and

growling, and presently two forms were seen.

" What the devil do you mean, you stupid fool ?" mumbled the grum-
bling voice, " by leaving the gate open to strangers at this time of

night."
"•' I am sure, sir," began the other—who was the pretty maid-servant

—in a low tone, " such a nice spoken gentleman could never mean no

harm."
" Ah, you fool, you speak like a woman : all thieves, pickpockets,

and swindlers are nice spoken ; they can't afibrd to be otherwise." And
the broacher of this philosophy, confident of its truth, ran into the

opposite extreme, seemingly ignorant that rough-spoken rogues are

equally plenty, and only rogues of a later make, when the tactics of

dissimulation became deepened. In a few minutes, however, both the

master and maid stood in the gateway ; the former advanced one or two
feet before his companion, and his corporation advanced one or two feet

before him; his hands being thrust into his breeches pocket, with his hat

on one side, and his face puffed out with his own importance, and as red

as a purple anemone.
" Well, what do you want ? " demanded this pattern of politeness.

" Can you oblige me with the information of Colonel Sprightly's

address ? I believe he lives somewhere in this neighbourhood."
" No, he don't," answered the man, without further circumlocution.
" Indeed, sir," said Dick, who was too possessed a person to be put

aside by any low-bred personage, " I had understood that he resided

somewhere in this immediate vicinity, at a place called Neilgherry
Lodge."

" Colonol Who, did you say ?" demanded the fat man.
" Sprightly, sir," said Doubtful.
"• Ay, Sprightly enough, I'll warrant me," returned the other. " T

tell you what, young shaver, if you come here with any more of

your tricks and your gammon, you stand a chance of being ducked in a

horsepond. If there is such a person living here as you mention, I've no
doubt he's little better than a swindler; and, as likely as not, you're one
of the same kidney, or you would not come ringing at people's bells

at this time of night for peoi)le that w^ere never heard t)f."

" What do you mean, you atrocious old thief? do you mean to insi-

nuate that my friend, Colonel Sprightly, of Neilgherry Lodge"—
" Colonel Fiddlestick ! I tell you there's no such a place as Neil-

gherry Lodge in the neighbourhood."
"• Hut I say there is."

'' lint I say there is not."
" But I s«y I've .si'cn it."
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" I say you lie then ; fur I've lived here forty years, and I must have

known it."

" Use your own eyes," said Dick, giving a cut at the fat man with his

horsewhip, " before you dare, to offer that coarse insult to a gentleman."
" No, I wont," replied the stout man ; and suddenly slamming the

gate in Dick's face, he hit the high-spirited Combermtre such a rap on

the nose as at once terminated all further intercourse, quarrel, or dispute

between tbem.

"John—John !
" shouted the fat man to his groom.

" Ees, sir," shouted back the man to his master ; and his quick steps

were heard coming across the garden to his rescue.

These were, indeed, preludes to a serious war. Dick Doubtful heard

them not. Combermere had taken high offence at the treatment offered

to him, and turning his back upon such plebeian company, recurred to

his old trick of taking the bit between his teeth as he das^hed along.

Dick looked right and left for some more friendly roof tree where he

might ask a harmless question without being taken either for a swindler

or the kidney of one : none such appeared. Combermere swept swiftly

on, and in the course of a few minutes he found himself once more
upon Wimbledon Common.

It had originally formed part of Doiibtful's plan, after taking a bed at

the house of his friend Sprightly, to proceed to Wimbledon, near which
place Sir Job Periwinkle had lately been residing with that remnant of

his family which his distresses had spared to him. When, however,
Combermere proved on the second day so much less tractable than he

had been on the former, Dick questioned the propriety of proceeding on
horseback as he had originally intended. But now the case had altered

once more. He found himself at the beginning of night with a heavy
spring shower threatening in the west, in a condition of something very
like starvation ; without a possibility of getting into the house to which
he had been invited, tired and jaded to death, more than eight miles

from London, and scarcely a quarter that distance from Wimbledon

;

near which latter place were friends who would be delighted to see him,

where every rest and refreshment could be obtained, and where, more than
all, there dwelt a fair divinity to whom in secret Dick had long offered

up his vows. Involved in a threefold share of doubt—even more than
belongs to a passion, wliich is in itself the very essence of dubitation,

Dick had hemmed and hesitated, and pondered so long on every word
and motive, that scarcely as yet had he ventured to intimate to the lady
of his love the warm nature of his sentiments, otherwise than by that

perpetual following, which young ladies always seek, sometimes get,

from little dogs in strings. The lady formed a great temptation, it

must be confessed ; and after some difficulty, Dick yielded to it, and
turning his horse's head, rattled across the common, up the tremendous
hill which bounds it, and at length, full of joy, arrived at Sir -Job's resi-

dence. We may easily conceive his joy on once more sounding a signal

for admittance, where at hast he thought there was no doubt of his

happy admission. In a few minutes he lieard the servant coming, and
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was already preparing to jump off, and give up all furtlier care of his

nag, when the man opening the door gave, unasked, that melancholy

intimation—" There's no one lives here now, sir." The blow was so

severe that though Dick did not absolutely lose his seat, he staggered

in the saddle like one who has received the mortal thrust of his enemy's

lance.
" Not live here } nobody live here 1 Where's Sir Job and Lady

Periwinkle then?"
" Gone to Hawarden Hall, sir."

" How far off is that ?
"

*' Six miles to the left of Kingston, sir."

" What, does nobody live here now ?
"

" Nobody but I and my wife, sir. It's a very nice place with five-

and-thirty rooms in it, sir, if you thinks of taking one. But my missis

generally likes those who comes to see the house to come a little

earlier. There's a beautiful dining-room and pantry, sir. The last

owner was a very hospitable gentleman ; and he used to give rare

dinners here surely."

" Alas ! I know it, too well I know it," sighed Dick. " And I

fondly dreamed of seeing one of them this night." Then vrhile he mused
on his misfortunes, his mind reverted to a passage in Hector's parting

address to Andromache :

—

" Wliile some proud Greek who lives thy grief to see.

Embitters all thy woes by naming me.''

" A fine dining-room and pantry unfurnished ! and this to a man who
had been nursing his appetite for a first-rate tete-d-tete dinner, and an
Indian shell-fish curry. Was it possible there could be a greater cruelty ?

It penetrated Doubtful to the quick. " Thank you, thank you, my good
friend, I've no necessity for seeing either the dining room or the pantry, as

they are empty ; neither do I conceive at present any violent affection for

taking a house with five-and-thii'ty rooms in it ; but"—and here Doubt-
ful, although nearly fainting, felt his natural bashfulness so great, that

he hardly 1-ked to make the request he contemplated—" but if you could
oblige me with a glass of table-beer," putting his hand in his pocket to

give the man a trifle.

" I'm sorry to say, sir, my missis has such a nateral aversion to beer,

she won't let me keep a drop of it," said the poor hen-pecked wretch,
who no more dared to have given away a crumb of bread or a glass of
water, than to have trusted himself in the air on a broomstick. ~

At this moment a shrill screaming voice was heard in his rear, demand-
ing—" Thomas, you idle fool, what do you stand loitering there for

—

talking to a pack of lazy vagrants this time of night ?" and straightway
there appeared at his elbow a little vixen of a woman two or three sizes

larger than the child she carried, with a thin scragefy neck sufficiently

vouching for the vinegar cast of her disposition ; her eyes red with
crying and sulking ; and while her dress was that of a slattern, a gaudy
Artificial flower was stuck in her hair, as a compensating piece of finery.
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*' This gentleman," timidly said the hu&band, " would be glad of a

glass of beer."

" Let him get it at the public-house then," said the hospitable wife.

" Shut the door directly. Come you in, and get to bed. Do you think I

and my child are to starve while you give beer to every lazy vagabond
who comes here after dark ? ' And the little wife, who should not only

have been put to bed, but well whipped before she had been put there,

began dragging her husband by the arm, and attempting to close tha

massive portal which he held open.
" 'Pon my word," muttered Dick, " from the treatment I get, on«

might almost imagine that I had fallen on that spot

—

' Still further, wliere the rude Carintliian boor

Against the houseless stranger shuts the door.'

Here's a pretty little devil for one of the soft sex ! but I must
endeavour to get what I want in the ^3?^material line. Stay, my good
man, before you shut the door"— spurring his horse into the open space,

so as to prevent the closing of the gate, " Before you retire for the night,

be good enough to tell me how I slu.ll find Sir Job Periwinkle's

residence."

" Certainly, sir— certainly," said the unfortunate helot of female

domination ; a great broad fellow, that might have swallowed up tho

little tyrant as readily as the gulf in the Forum devoured Curtius, and
who knew, from long experience of his wife's amiabilities, that though
possessed of no information herself, she rarely grudged its being given

to others—provided it cost her nothing. " You can't well miss the road

to Sir Job Periwinkle's, sir ; it's straight on, and take the last turning

to the left before you get to the town ; it is called Hawarden Hall, six

miles the other side of Kingston."

"There, that's quite enough, Thomas," said the termagant from behind.
" Come in, and shut the door directly."

" Stay, madam," said Dick, who was particularly pleased with her

conduct, " will you not accept something for the trouble I have given

you ?
" The woman's face brightened up in a moment, and stepping out

of tlie shadow where she had stood, she advanced to Dick's side with

extended hand. The mischievous Doubtful, however, plunging his

heels into Combermere's side, made the latter rear most violently, and
then kindly added, in the softest tone, " Bless my soul, madam, it was
imprudent of you, knowing you were so ugly, to frighten my horse.

Come a little closer, will you ?
" But the little vixen had heard quite

enough, and seeing that the stranger was only making fun of her,

slammed fast the gate, bolted it in an instant, and turned round and
boxed her husband's ears most heartily. The latter operation Doubtful

but indistinctly witnessed, since, in addition to the intervention of a

brick-wall, he had himself given the rein to the far-darting Comber-
mere, and soon left the hospitable portal of Sir Job's former residence

far out of sight.

It was now a matter of debate with our friend whether he should cjo
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back to Lonilon, or forward to Sir Job's. The image of the lady very

soon prevailed over every other attraction. " Term is over,—that's

one good thing," said Doubtful ; and 1 have some right to a holiday, if

I choose to take it. 'Twill only be a mere forty minutes' ride, thanks to

Sprichtly's spirited horse-flesh : though it is true enough that in all

probability I shall not be able to put one leg before another to-morrow.

However,! beo-in to think there's more pleasure in the exercise than

I iniao^ined." And with these and similar ruminations, Dick resolved

to take a pleasant four days' rest at Hav»'arden Hall, and return at

leisure to the sublime occupation of writing out cases for the columns of

the Oracle, and waste his health between immaterial occupations of his

own and the material business of other people.

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-SIXTH

CONTAINS A NIGHT SURPRISE.

The weather for the season was remarkably fine; the moon in its

second week rose brilliantly over the wide expanse of Wimbledon

Common, and the old windmill stood forth in splendid relief against the

brio'ht sky behind it : as the night-breeze swept freshly along, Dick

asked himself if this was not just such a scene as Rembrandt would

have delighted to pourtray. Thoughts of this celebrated painter

led Dick into a reflection on the arts, which though he only knew them

at a distance, still appeared to him an agreeable mode of passing the

time : he then began to consider what would be the best subject for a

picture, and mentally resolved that the four judges of the Exchequer in

banco on one of the red days, with scarlet robes, and the full glare of

the skylight falling upon them, &c., would present about one of tlie

finest subjects for the historical flight of art that could be easily

imagined. " It's astonishing," muttered Dick, '' Avhat singular forms

the broken moonlight and ragged banks present. Yonder shadows now
almost look like tlie top of a man on horseback. What a delightful

.place this is for an evening ride !" Scarcely had these gentle accents

fallen in soliloquy from Dick's lips, when Combermere made a sudden
motion with his ears, first forward, and then laying them flat back, the

singular shadow of the man on horseback darted full into the road,

and a voice of thunder cried in his ear, " Surrender on your life."

Dick just indistinctly saw a pistol presented, and down went his head
on the neck of his horse, while the latter animal shyed to the right to

avoid tlie threatening stranger, and the whiz of a ball and the sharj)

quick report of a pistol reached his ear at the same moment together.

It was now that the gallant Combermere showctl his true mettle, as

putting fortli all his strength spring after spring, lie cleared the road in the

most rapid manner ; while Dick, who for the first time only began to
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know what was the real speed at which his horse could move, fult his

heart flutter within him at the flying motion, and while he clung to tho

pommel of the saddle with both hands, and lowered his body as much as

]iossible to avoid the shot of the enemy, he trembled at every step

lest his horse, who was now going down the hill towards Richmond
Park, should stumble, and finish his troubles and his neck at the same

moment.
" Stop, stop, you fool, or I'll blow your brains out !" shouted the same

drtaded voice from behind. Dick heeded not the summons, he con-

tented himself with holding up Combermere's head slightly, and allow-

ing the glorious animal to follow his own speed.

" Stop, I say, or I'll fire—I will by ."

" If I stop now—no matter," cried Dick in return.

Suddenly Doubtful plainly heard the hoofs of some other comrade in

atrocity advancing along another road that led into the main track, and
he could plainly perceive the head of the rider advancing along in an

acute angle over the heath. Now the whole body of the horse, as well

as the rider, being shown where the road was not so deep, and now
both being all but hid as the rising of the banks obscured them from

his view.
" Quick—quick—we've got him at last 1" shouted the villain from

behind, in tones every word of which Doubtful distinctly heard. " Cut
him oft'—cut him oft" at the joining of the roads !"

"Good heavens!" muttered Doubtful, "what bloody-minded
villains ; think of their waiting and way-laying me in this manner. I

never can escape two ; and if ever I'm lucky enough to report in the

Exchequer again—no matter. Well, I won't give in at any rate—go
it, Combermere—go it, Combermere," patting his steed on the neck,

who, stimulated to fresh exertions, threw out his fore feet in the most
splendid manner, simultaneously sending up in the face of his pursuer

a shower of dust and gravel, which nearly blinded him.
" Make haste—make haste," cried the man behind to his comrade.

" Now we've got him. Cut him off" at tlie cross-road."

" Cross-road," echoed Dick—" think of being cut off" at a cross-road.

How many a place have I seen in old Ireland where such a thing has

happened ! How little I ever dreamt of coming to such a horrible fate

myself !—Go it, Combermere—go it, Combermere," once more patting

the eastern hero's neck. Then pursuing the train of his exclamations

—

" How thankful I feel to the honest stable-keeper for giving him so

much corn. As the saying is, if he had not the corn in him he never

could go tliis pace."

In the mean time, near and more near at every moment appeared the

glancing figure of the horseman darting across tlie common. The cries

of anger and revenge swelled every second more fiercely and loudly in

his ear.

" Why tlie devil don't you drive a bullet through his head ?

"

demanded the new-comer, as he got within hail.

" Yoii trv and cut him off" at the cross-roads first," cried the other.
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as he laid on Iiis horse the full burthen of a heavy wliip, every sound of

which came distinctly to the ears of Dick, horrifying him with the

inevitable certainty that such cruel punishment must ensure the suffering

steed out-stripping his own. Fortunately, however, Combermere heard

these stripes as well as his master ; and at every sweep of tlie high-

wayman's horsewhip through the air, renewed energy and blood

appeared to invigorate Combermere's haunches, and away he sprang,

gallantly taking the lead beyond all competition.

" I—can—im-a-gine—now," mumbled Dick, as the breath was almost

driven out of his body, " why men sought to make gods of their

horses—bless my soul, this second villain must be coming very close ;

why I declare I see the moon shining through the gap where his road

runs into mine. Now or never—go it, Combermere—go it, Com-
bermere."

" Cut him off, I say—cut him off/'

" I can't, I can't—he's gaining a-head of me. Blow his brains out,

you're nearest him."

"No, you fool, we can only do that at the last."

" Only" muttered Dick—" only blow my brains out at the last.

What considerate villains !

"

" I tell you," cried the interceptor, " he's better mounted than I am,
and he goes two paces to my one."

" Tiiank Heaven for that !" cried Dick ;
" but he appears to me to go

twenty for mine."
" Why the devil don't you drive your spurs into him ?" cried the

ruffian in Dick's rear, who, to his heated imagination, seemed so close

that he expected every moment to feel his grasp on his collar.

" You've only a few yards more," proceeded the instructor of the
two, " and if you give him the spur to the rowel he'll clear that at a
bound."

" I'll try it ; but you're a damned fool not to nab him while he's

almost in your hand."
" Never you mind that—there, go a-hcad. Now you'll do it, you'll

cut him off yet. Keep your nag up to that—now spur—spur—there
you go, drive bang against him—knock him over—jam him up against
the other side of the road."

" What outrageous villany," muttered Dick ; " to think of riding
up against a man at this pace. If we do come together, notliing
can save me from being knocked into atoms ! Then if it does not take
the rascals some days to pick me together again—no matter. It's

all over with me— it's all over with me— I feel him coming : now
for the shock. Oli, there's the angle of the road—it opens—now
•I see it. Thank Heaven ! he has not gained it yet ! Now, Comber-
mere, now or never, get me out of this scrape, and, like a Roman
onipcror, I'll make you consul of my kingdom—here comes the thief
full tear."

"^

Now you have him—whip and spur, my boy, drive full against
lum—d—n the fall, pin him against the bank ; I'll cut him down if he
attempts to get up."
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At this moment all three of the contending parties had gained, within

a few feet, that point of the road to which they had so often alluded,

the two paths intersecting, an old finger-post stood np in the bright

moonlight to direct all whom it might concern, that one route led to

Wimbledon, and the other to Putney. The paint had long since been

effaced from this venerable informant, and the many gales and storms

which had passed over it, had chipped off, in various places, those recti-

linear edges, corners, &c., which generally make finger-posts somewhat
unpicturesque, until their original usefulness becomes a matter of tradition.

To Dick's eyes nothing could look more beautiful than the rugged and
deep shadow which this antique record of travel presented ; it was a

sort of link which connected him with that living world, which he had too

much reason to fear would soon pass away for ever from his possession.

He had only time to glance at it for a moment ; but in that moment
what a host of associations rushed upon him ! All the coaches, mails,

gigs, and other vehicles, on which he had either passed, or paused
beneath a similar familiar index, flashed on his mind their dear departed

memories. What would he not have given to have seen crouching

beneath that finger-post, the jolly old figure of some fat coachman or a
guard—a mail-coach guard, with his red coat and blunderbuss. The
idea was happiness in the extreme. Or even a stout passenger, ay, or

a mere beggar, the veriest pattern of rags and wretchedness, provided

that he had only a tongue to cry out, and a thick stick to shake in the

air. So convinced was Dick that any appearance of ordinary mortality

would have scared from their prey the demons who were chasing him, that

he looked and looked again, as if the very wish could conjure up what
he desired, but it was all in vain ; there stood the finger-post, cold,

stern, and dark, not a moving thing beneath it save the horrible and
rapidly-darting figures of the man and horse who dashed round the

other side, amidst the redoubled shouting of the pursuer behind, and the

execrations of both.
" Go it, go it—nov/s your time."
" Why don't you fire ?"

" Drive slap into him—jam him up on the other side of the road."

And between these and other similar recriminations. Doubtful dis-

tinctly heard the horrible whizzing of the repeated and vengeful blows
which fell on the pursuing horses. His heart sank within him, and
he fairly gave himself up for lost ; but involuntarily as it were he

patted the neck of his own charger, and in mingled tones of kindness

and despair, repeated his exhortations, " Go it, Combermere, go it

—

if ever you save your master's life, you'll save it now,"
By this time the intercepting party appeared almost on his flank ;

but Doubtful's strained vision, like that of a coursed hare, took in the

objects which were behind him, and presented these to his excited mind
in that position in which they would naturally have been seen. The
moon fell full upon the figure of the interceptor, tall, stout, and powerful

in every way ; the shadow came upon his own person, while he

could distinctly perceive beneath the over-hanging hat the fierce con-
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traded brow, the glaring evil eye, the compressed mouth, the foam

still hanging on the lip, and tl)e broad and determined chin of a regular

desperado. He held tl)e bridle of his horse in his left hand, and by

the glitter of the moonbeams. Doubtful discovered that he also carried

a pistol in that hand, wliile with his right arm he most unceasingly

showered upon his horse a succession of blows from a heavy horse-

whip, which sounded distinctly along the echoing road, above even the

thunder of their hoofs, tliat sounded like a charge of cavalry, and raised

a cloud of dust along the common sufficient for the advance of a whole

" Now's your time—now's your time," shouted the man from behind

him. " Drive right against him."

Some exclamation followed from the other, which Doubtful lost

;

thou-Th from after circumstances he concluded it to have been the

words, " I can't," since from the exertions he had made, and was still

making, it was evident that this bravo was nearly exhausted ; but from

the sounds which we have mentioned, together with the seeming

increasiu'T quickness of their horses' feet, it was quite evident that they

were nearing liim, and also tliat both were making the very climax of

their exertions. But to Dick's infinite joy, while he lay patting the

neck of Combermere, his eye imprrceptiby lost the figure of the cloaked

horseman on the left. The moon threw his shadow more and more
aslant the road ; and he had already gained the middle of the gap,

where the junction of the two courses was effected, when a sudden cry

of rage arose from the new-comer.

"Shoot him! damn him! or he'll escape."
" No—give your horse one good spur more, and you must drive

right into him ; up to the very heel with it !"

A fearful execration here followed, and the horse gave a tremendous

spring. Dick saw the shadow of its rider sliooting past him ; the

threatening forms of both once more became distinct ; while the neck

of the other animal, outstretched, and intensely eager from the punisli-

nient it had sustained—its red, bloodshot eye glaring like a ball of fire

in the darkness of the night—dashed just against his horse's shoulder.

AVitli a readiness that did great ciedit to his presence of mind, he

seemed to foresee the outsti'etched arm intended to grasp him, and
throwing himself with full weight on the near stirrup, bent his body
80 as to eluile the clutch ; while Combermere, indignant at this viola-

tion of his person, threw out his heels with tremendous fury, striking

both rider and steed opposed to him, on the head, neck, and thigh.

Down they came to the ground witli a heavy fall and a shrill cry of

})ain ; and Dick was triumphantly borne a-head, past every danger,
and right down the steep declivity of that long, and, in those days,
very dangerous hill.

"Thank God! if you're not settled, no matter," said Dick, with a
<leep aspiration of jo)% that seemed to come from tlie innejmost corner
of his soul. Ho now saw there was some chance of his winning the
day, and as this bright hope ilawued upon liini, began to enter into the
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spirit of the cliase ; that timidity and apprehension, too, which is the

greatest cause of had riding, was now rapidly wearing off, as his Wood,
heated with the exertion, circulated rapidlj through the system, and

by its accelerated pace, increased tlie electric power on which life

seems to depend. As the wind was blowing deliciously from the south-

east, Dick could distinctly hear the groans and cries that proceeded

from the man he had upset ; but this, liowever slight the credit it may
do to his philanthropy. Doubtful certainly did sustain with wonderful

philosophy. There were other intonations, however, which seemed to

possess greater interest ; inasmuch as the man behind, taking no notice

of his wounded comrade, still continued to hang upon Dick's rear, with

as much relentless determination as ever.

" Stop, you fool—stop, I say, you infernal foul, or I'll send a bullet

through you!"

Dick, however, not seeming to hold the highwayman's moral or

intellectual information in sufficient account to follow the advice here

tendered, a brief, but brilliant, light shot over the path which our legal

friend was pursuing in this hurried manner ; and, while something

whistled nervously by his ear, the sharp report of fire-arms informed

him that the threat of the highwayman had been as nearly put into

execution, as the power of the amiable gentleman would permit.
'•' It must be rather a nice matter," said Dick, when he perceived he

was in a whole skin, " to take a good aim on horseback, at this pace.

And what is to my mind still more extraordinary, is the ill-regulated

state of police ; which, on an open common, surrounded by dwellings,

can allow a heartless and systematic endeavour, thus obstinately and
openly pursued, to take away a man's life ; accompanied, too, as this

has been, with a frequent discharge of fire-arms!"—Dick most firmly

believing, in his own mind, that, at least, a dozen pistols had been

discharged at him, in the course of the short career which he had that

night held.

In the mean while, the man behind, finding his aim inefficient, and
his chase ineffectual, began rapidly to tire of the pursuit; while Com-
bermere having discovered that he was beating his competitors in high
style, seemed to gather fresh courage from the fact ; and, gaining at last

the bottom of the long hill, gave a loud snort of defiance, and away ho
went up the one next succeeding with undhninished speed.

Now Dick had heard that this spot, to Avhich he was coming, wag
even more famous for gentlemen of the road, than the common which
had produced the pretty specimen behind him. "If," said he, a "• fresli

pair should start out from these thickets, I can't expect even the gal-

lantry of Combermere to carry me through ; but ' faint heart never

won fair lady.'
"

At every ten yards' distance, Dick turned his head to mark the pace
of his adversary; and, on gaining the top of the hill, which is faced on
one side by r";iLii Wood, and on the other by Richmond Park, Doubt-
ful had the inexpressible joy of being able neither to see nor hear
anything of the second highwayman. Concluding therefore that he
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had now completed his escape, he resolved to give a little breathing-

time to Sprightly's horseflesh.

Our readers may conceive the pride and joy with which an inex-

perienced horseman, a man of peace and gentleness, listened to the

breathino- of the animal that had gone so splendidly, and the tumult of

his own heart, whicli had beat so fearfully during the chase he had

undergone ; and, in the calm stillness of the night, each sound echoed

like a note of triumph; while tlie beauty of the scene suddenly changed

the period from one of deadly peril to a moment of extreme delight.

The moon had now risen to one third of her height; and while the sub-

dued rays were sufliciently mild to induce the eye to rest upon their

beauty, the bright orb itself became a part of the picture which the

senses took in : before him lay the rounded outline of a deep groA^e,

below which the country stretclied away in soft meandering lines of

light and shadow, until the blue hills of the distant horizon bounded

the prospect ; on his right, the town of Kingston, now beginning to be

seen, filled up the valley, while the regal Thames glanced like a silver

arrow, for a moment, amid the buildings of the city, and then was
lost to sight ; on his left hand, was the deep descent up which he had
so recently bounded, and this lay hid in impenetrable gloom, while the

brilliant light rested fully on the long stretch of Wimbledon Common,
and the sails of the windmill momentarily arrested the rays of the

moon passing over it ; behind him, stretched away the beautiful park

of Richmond ; and, as Dick, turning in his saddle, beheld its seemingly

interminable groves, memory wandered to the traditionary interest

which belongs to that spot, whence the brutal Harry witnessed the sig-

nal proclaiming him the murderer of one of our loveliest queens.

Immersed in these reflections, he for a time forgot the peculiar cir-

cumstances that had accompanied his evening's ride. A sudden motion,

however, of Combermere's head recalled him to a more fitting observa-

tion ; and, observing the creature tlirowing its ears forward, and then

laying them back, suspending its heavy breathing, and altogether

giving symptoms of uneasiness, he, too, took the alarm and listened.

" Was it ? No—he heard nothing—and yet, surely, that was very like

the fall of a horse's hoof—still, the hai-d road would certainly give

forth a louder sound than tliat—there certainly was however a sound."

— It increased both in noise and frequency. Combermere turned to-

wards it, shook his head, and then endeavoured to start off": Dick
reined him up for a moment, to be convinced that he was not flying

from a shadow, and, stooping low, endeavoured to bring up into the

horizon the fi<^arc of any person who might be advancing on horseback.
" There certainly was a figure stealing onwards cautiously beneath the

shadow of tlu! trees near the park wall—and yet, it might be only fancy."

This dubious matter, so important to our friend, and over which he
would unquestionably have remained hesitating, until he had fallen into

any trap tliat lay for him, was at once decided by Combermere, who,
having never reported cither in tlie Exchequer or for the Oracle, was a
gentleman of much more decided wits than his master. Seeing clearly
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how the case stood, he gave a loud and sudden neigh, wliich, in a few

seconds, was answered from the direction in which Doubtful had seen

the suspicious figure: a loud oath followed almost simultaneously from

the same quarter, and Dick's friend, the highwayman, slipt into the road

from the velvety bank, on which he liad been cautiously creeping along.

" Tiie devil!" quoth Dick; and involuntarily his legs clasped tlie body
of the horse, and his hand gave a jerk on the bridle ; but Combermere
little needed this hint to proceed; to him it appeared a mere matter of

fun his master was enjoying; and never having felt what it was to

come in actual contact with five or six drachms of lead, commonly
called a bullet, we must forgive him for entertaining a very imperfect no-

tion of what it was to be shot at. He speedily, however, had an oppor-

tunity of correcting his views of this subject, for the chasing party, who
had taken the precaution to re-load his pistols during the few bars' rest

which had occurred in Dick Doubtful's running accompaniment, now
took a third and more deliberate aim than any which he had yet formed,

and firing with as much coolness as was practicable, the ball grazed

Combermere's back, and lodged in the saddle. Dick felt most palpably

that something had struck something; he had distinguished the twitch

of his coat, the passage of the ball beneath him, and a crashing of the

wood, as the bullet made its way through the saddle frame; but he
certainly was not prepared for the way in- which the tried hero of

Oriental fields received this overture to the combat. The horse now,
for the first time, thoroughly frightened, dashed, like the herd of ^\vine,

" furiously down the steep place" that leads into the town of Kingston
with a speed that, in Dick's opinion, outstripped even that whicTi he
had exercised before. The highwayman followed with equal energy;

and albeit, at every yard the race was less and less in his favour; he

seemed determined that if perseverance could " cut a purse," he would
have it. He now also, for the first time, began to raise a loud and
most vehement war-cry, much in the same manner as if Dick had been
the thief, and he had been the victim on more than one occasion.

Afterwards, Doubtful was heard to confess that it did appear some-
what strange to him that a highwayman should tlius o^Denly and un-
blusliingly pursue his avocation in a thoroughfare where he was liable

every moment to be interrupted by passing coaches, chaises, carriages,

and other travellers. It ditftred, Dick admitted, from what Dick had
always read of the Turpin tribe ; still knowing that practice is the best

teacher of the law in all cases, he thought that the cut-purse behind
miglit be some enthusiastic pursuer of his art, to whom all considerations

of detection or capture were mere secondary matters. It must be con-
fessed that Doubtful's position was not the best for deliberate consider-

ation of a difficult matter: the hill, down which he was rushing with
the swiftness of an avalanche, was one wliose steepness would have
rendered even a gentle trot somewhat venturesome; and what between
the attention enforced by a plane so inclined, and the reproaches which
Dick vented on himself for not having made the best of his way while
it was in his power, it is little to be wondered at if his usually subtle

powers of discrimination did in some degree fail him, while before
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many niinutos had clapr^ed, the demand upon their exercise was altoore-

ther suspended.

Our friend had not proceeded more than one third way down

the abrupt descent, when a series of oaths and Lmientations, accom-

panied by a deep groan, led him, as well as he could, to take a peep

round at his follower. Who shall describe the infinite delight of the

learned counsel on perceiving a dark and struggling mass in the middle

of the road, which a few seconds more of observation plainly proved

to be the highwayman and his steed delightfully rolling over one

another in all the confusion of a regular downfall?

" You've tried very hard for that, my friend, and at last you have

o-ot it," exclaimed Dick ; and although it is much to be doubted if

this piece of information reached the ears of him for whom it was in-

tended. Doubtful did not at any rate attempt to follow it up by
pausing to make any inquiries. It is true he did try to pull up Com-
bermere, but experience seemed to have acted as a much better lesson

ou the horse than it did on his master, so the former gallopped straight

forward until he reached within a very short distance of the entrance of

the town. Here, as there were no clattering of hoofs behind, and a more

level space presented itself, Doubtful was enabled to descry the turn-

ing which he had been desired to take, and, leaving Kingston on the

right-hand side, pursued his journey to Hawarden Hall. Through all

that remained of his route, it must be admitted that Doubtful looked

with more than ordinary anxiety at the shadows presented on each side

of him, as if half expecting some new compagnon de voi/age ; he even

doubted whether the last man were not a third cut-purse, who had

slipped out to do a little business on his own account: so extraordinary

did it appear to him that a lawless thief, however well mounted, should

keep up a chase so obstinate. Highwaymen had that night darted up
so plentifully on every side, that like Minerva from the head of Jove,

tli(!j' began to spring fully armed from his own brain. After what
therefore might well be called an. " interesting ride," he did at length

arrive at the much-desired portal of Hawarden Hall. Putting out his

liand, he rung the bell as a man might do in olden times of enchant-

ment, witches,- vdz:ads, &c.; or as mortals of the present day would
act in a dream—half expectant, namely, that the whole solid building

before him would " melt, like the baseless fabric of a vision," and
" leave not a wreck behind;" or that before the echoes of the bell had
ceased, Mr. Highwayman should come up upon a steed of brimstone

and fire, and claw him oft'. During the uiterval that the servant took

to answer the bell, he rubl)ed his eyes repeatedly to ascertain that he
had not been dreaming, and finding that he, Dick Doubtful, reporter

in the Exchequer for the Ijegal Oracle, really awaited admission into

Hawarden Hall, and that the porter, moreover, was lazily crossing the

court-yard to admit him, he became somewhat more composed and satis-

fied ; and liaving b(>ggcd the servant to make haste, dashed desperately

through tlie narrowest inlet that would admit his horse, ordered the
gate to be quickly barred, and thi-n with all the breath his lungs ecu -

t.iined, cried "• Heaven be ])raised!"
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CHAPTER THE TWENTY-SEVENTH.

PORTRAYS DICK DOUBTFUL IN LOVE.

" Does Sir Job Periwinkle live here ?" eagerly demanded Doubtful, as

soon as he could find breath enough to speak.
" Oh yes, Mr. Doulttful," said the porter, who well remembered our

friend. " Sir Job, my lady, and young mistress, are all at home ; they

are just sitting down to supper, and glad they'll be, sir, to see you."
" Ah, indeed ! that's great ! They can't be half So glad to see me as I

shall be to see them."

. " Why, sir, you've ridden your horse a smartish pace hav'n't you ?"

" Yes, my good fellow, I have. .Are you much troubled with high-

waymen in this neighbourhood ?
"

" Highwaymen, sir ! I don't think there are any more than silly

people talk of ; I've never seen e'er a one, sir, or met any that could be
believed to say so. Why, sir, what makes you ask ?

"

Here Dick was rather caught on the horns .of a dilemma. TVith his

usual caution, he had not ventured to state what had occurred to him
before. He had felt his way'jto see liow the intelligence would be received

;

and finding that it would be treated as somewhat marvellous, resolved

to conceal the whole transaction, and at any rate to say nothing of the

affair until he had slept upon it. Having seen the steed, to which he was
so much obliged, led off to the stables, he endeavoured, to the best of

his ability, to find his way into the presence of Sir Job and Lady Peri-

winkle. Somehow or other, however, each leg had a marvellously strong

reluctance to advance before the other ; and though he might have

greatly improved his riding on the back of Combermere, his walking
was altogether out of the question. Having limped through the length of

the hall, he was there met by his most hospitable host with open arms;

and while the latter shook him by both hands, expressed his gladness to

see him, and wished him welcome, he perceived with regret that

sorrow had worked its usual ravages both upon the face and figure of

the patriot. Deep furrows on the brow and cheek—a stooping of the

shoulders, and general wasting of the flesh, proclaimed at a glance how
much Sir Job had suffered from the series of disasters which had so

quickly followed one another in his family ; while the frequent sigh,

the abrupt wandering sj^eech, the thoughtful and abstracted eye, all told

the same story. Doubtful even fancied that he could discern the traces

of more immediate annoyance ; but wliatever may have been the truth

or error of these conjectures, they in no degree affected the welcome which
he gave to the defender of his condemned and banished son, Paul ; and

having led liim into the supper-room. Doubtful there found sittingat table,

Lady and Miss Periwinkle. With the same tact which always cha-

racterised Dick's manner, he walked hastily up to the former, holding
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out his hand, and saying, "How do you do, dear Lady Periwinkle?

Now that I at last have the pleasure of paying my respects to you, I

hope I may have the delight of congratulating you on the restoration of

your health."
" There is nothing the matter with my health, sir—there never was ;"

and Lady Periwinkle ruse from the taible, and drew herself up with as

much rigidity as if she had been the first giraffe imported from Africa, or a

peacock particularly requested to show his tail. Instead of meeting

Dick's proffered hand with her own, she employed this in offering to

her aquiline nose a bottle of smelling salts ; returning Dick's most

respectful bow, with the merest motion that could be called a curtsey.

Dick, perfectly astonished at this cii'cumstance, stood for a few seconds

vacantly staring from Julia Periwinkle to her mother ; but without

beinof so nuich abashed as her ladyship seemed to thiijk he ought to feel,

he consoled himself for the rudeness of the mother by walking up to

the daughter, and taking her hand, whether she would or not. Julia,

who had followed the example of Lady Periwinkle in rising, had been

standing gazing upon the ground, alternately blushing, and growing

pale again ; and although she really had not Doubtful's Excuse for it,

kept her eyes steadily fixed on her plate. Doubtful was, however,

in all matters pertaining to thf sex, a more skilful manoeuvrer than

could have been at first credited. He, therefore, with a very agile move-
ment, in which he seemed to forget all the woes of horseflesh, lifted

Julia's passive little hand to his lips, and printed sundry kisses on the

same, while merely pretending to be bowing, and hoping that she was
well. Sir Job, who saw nothing of this by-play, had, in the mean-
while, taken his wife to task for saying she never bad been ill ; and
while they were indulging in one of those little family spars, which had
become far from infrequent since the accusation of her son for the murder
of his cousin, Doubtful wisely contrived to make the most of the oppor-
tunity by can-ying on that conversation in which the heart hears so

much, though the lips utter never so little.

As a faithful historian dealing with a professed reporter, we are

naturally anxious to do justice to all the eloquence which may have been
displayed by Doubtful on tliis occasion ; but the dilficulty of our case is

apparent, for unless we had recourse to the Egyptian characters of eyes
and dimples, smiles, sighs, and glances in all their affinity of combina-
tion, and rainbow chameleonism of colour, how would it be possible

faithfully to repeat Love's telegraph ? This, however, we may safely
affirm, because it was observed by the butler, to whom we had' to pay
by the way half-a-crown for the information, that between every change
of Dick Doubtful's plate, his right hand slipjK'd down—quite by acci-
dent, of course—and finding— by equal accident—that of Julia Peri-
winkle, who sat by his side, nuitely clasped it under the sacred shadow
of tlie table-cloth. Lady Periwinkle, in the meanwhile, remained at the
head of the table, with so acetic an aspect, that Dick Doubtful declared
hiinsolf enabled to eat his salad without any further dressing.

" Now, the devil," muttered Dick, for he was always talking to him-
self, " there is something wrong here. If I allow that old thief, Lady
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Periwinkle, to sit watching us like a cat, I shall never be able to have a

Avord with Julia ; for Lord knows what tricks slie'll play to-morrow
to keep her out ofiny way. Let me see now—however !—I'll manage her

yet. The man who could ride and master such a horse as Combermere,
is not to be foiled by tlie grey mare so easily. I must set her and Sir

Job by tlie ears ; and whilst they are busy fighting, I can go on with

my affairs. What's the subject they fall out about most?—Oh! I

have it. Pray, Sir Job," raising his voice to a conversational tone,

" when did you hear last from your beautiful niece, Mrs. John Peri-

winkle ?
"

"Who, sir?" demanded her ladyship, discharging her broadside at this

mark at once, and showing as much fire in her black eyes as might
have exploded the Royal George without the trouble of Pasley's

cylinders,

" Of course," said the malicious Dick, " I allude to your widowed
niece. Miss Nora that was."

" Mr, Doubtful, I'm not at all aware, sir, what authority you have for

giving her the title of the late Mr. John Periwinkle's widow. My belief

is, sir, that she has no claim to it whatever ; and once for all, I beg to

assure you, that nothing can be more unpleasant or distressing than to

mention that ungi'ateful person at my table."

If Lady Periwinkle's attack on Doubtful came in the shape of a

broadside, the reply to it was absolute thunder.
" IMadam !

" said Sir Job, in a quick roll of deep bass that made the

tumblers ring again—" I say, madam, that she was fully entitled to the

style in which IMr. Doubtful mentioned her—poor Jack's widow !—I've

no doubt of it ; and I tell you further, madam, that she never was un-

grateful ; though God only knows what calamity has befallen her, or

what unfortunate events may have caused her continued silence. And
what's more, I tell you, madam, there is no name so pleasing to be

mentioned as hers at a table which lost its brightest charm, in the

absence of her grace, and worth, and beauty."
" That'll do," muttered Dick, " they'll fight on that for half-an-hour

at least ; they're bound to do that as man and wife." Then the deep

hypocrite pretending to be quite shocked at the storm he had raised,

gently bent his head till lie could whisper in Julia's ear, and demanded,
" Why have you never answered any of my letters ?

"

" I cannot," answered Julia, blushing.
" Why not, Julia ? Did you not tell me I might write to you ?

"

Julia remained silent.

" Why, then, if you allow me to write, why do you not answer my
communications ?

"

" Ought I to tell you ?
"

" Yes, I entreat you, Julia ; for if there is not to be candour between
us, misery will infallibly supply its place—at least on my part."

" Well, then, to convince you that the fault is not mine, I have been
so closely watched day and night, I have no opportunity of putting pen
to paper. I am surrounded with spies ; and I greatly fear that my
mother has intercepted several of your notes. How many have you sent

Q Q 2
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since I last saw yon ? and why, if you are really so much attached to

me, have you remained so long away ?"

" "Why, to answer the latter part of the question first, for I very much
douht if it isn't the most important, you see that reporting

—

"

" Don't mention it to me ! Reporting !
" with an energy that almost

attracted tlie attention of her mother; "I hate reporting. What has

reporting to do with me ?
"

" Very possibly not," said Dick ; and this was an immense admission

for hira. It was generally supposed by Dick's friends that he believed

reporting to influence the whole known habitable globe ; and that if he

was not found sitting upon the oaken benches of the Exchequer at five

minutes to ten every day, in term, to receive tlie judges on their entrance,

some fundamental error would take place in tlie celestial system, by which

England might suddenly be visited by the climate of ^luscat, and the

Carnatic be perpetually covered by the snows of Spitzbergen. For Dick,

therefore, to admit that reporting was no concern to the lady of his love,

was as great an admission in its way as—but no matter what—I was
going to say sometliing personal, which is improper.

" It's very possible," whispered Doubtfvil, " tliat reporting may be

notliing to you, and I'm sorry for it. To give up that plea, therefore, and
to go to the other matter in is'^ue :—since I last had the pleasure of

s'^eing you, I have written twenty-eight or twenty-nine letters— I

won't be exactly sure Avhich."

" And I have received two."
" What, the devil ! and has your mother got all the rest?"

Julia said nothing ; but gave one of those expressive looks, which even
in ancient days must have made Cadmus very much ashamed of his

letters,

" Oh, oh !" continued Dick, " that's the way the cat jumps, is it?

Here's a pretty kettle of fish, truly. Enter INlacbeth kicking his wig!"
What Dick Doubtful meant by this exclamation in the midst

of a love dialogue, we hardly feel ourselves called upon to explain.

As it really did occur, however, it may be satisfactory for the
reader to know that these were a few of Doubtful's little flowers of

langu.Tge, with which he saw fit to grace every subject alike, whether of

law. pliysic, or divinity : to which latter section, of course, a gentleman's
mistress most pre-eminently belongs.

Having, therefore, announced the arrival of the murderous Scotch
usurper, playing football with his peruke, a circumstance of which Shak-
spearo has forgotten to inform us, Dick gracefully glided back to a
forni'T part of his conversation, by remarking, " If the murder isn't out
now, no matter! It really struck me that I^ady Periwinkle was very cool

in her manner ; though the mere fact of her getting five-and-twenty of
my letters to you is hardly enough to account for her conduct. Tell
me, truly, is there not something else acting upon her mind ?"

Tlie rosy colour mantled over Julia's brow as the question was put
;

and seemingly not daring to look up, she remained silent.

" I could have sworn it," cried Dick—" I could have sworn there was
some other cause of anger, ' timtanie aniinls ccelestihus ine !' " All of
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which Julia, of course, understood to be a dehcate manoeuvre on the part

of Doubtful to pay lier a high compliment which might spare her blushes.
" No, do—do tell me what it is that has made her so angry," resumed
Dick, who seemed to have a marvellously incompetent idea of a mother'rf

feelings on the crime of love-letters from a poor suitor. And after pressing

this question on the reluctant witness once or twice, it was only by his

skill in cross-examination that our friend elicited a query in reply, which
tended to thi-ow some light on the matter. It was to this effect :

—
" Have you not heard of the odious offer that has been repeated

until—I shudder at the word—

"

" Offer ! " cried Doubtful, his cheeks paling to a far more bloodless tint

than any to which the pistol of the highwayman had been able to

reduce them ;
" no, I've heard of no offer. By whom—what—when ?

who has made it ?
"

The ruby of Julia's lips had already parted to answer this interesting

question; but ere anything had proceeded from them, further than a

gleam from the prettiest set of teeth imaginable, a sudden blow upon the

table, which produced an extensive .dance to its accompaniment, and
recalled Dick Doubtful to a remembrance of that amiable contest which
he had been the means of setting on foot between Sir Job and Lady
Periwinkle; and this having reached the climax, it was the heavy hand
of the former which emphatically clenched some argument he had laid

down.
" If this ungentlemanlike violence is to proceed in my presence, I

shall retire," said the lady.

" Madam," returned Sir Job, " it gives me great satisfaction to find

that you have so much notion of propriety remaining : it will only be
very fortunate for, you, if your retirement does not speedily become
much more complete and severe than any you at present dream of ; and
advantages now contemned may be displayed in their real value when
too late to be regained."

As Sir Job said this, his eye, whether intentionally or not, glanced

towards Dick Doubtful and his daughter ; but the imperious damo
addressed, answering with a look of as much scorn as she could

safely dare to exhibit, swept haughtily from the room, having previously

made the most rigid bend to Doubtful, and addressed her daughter with

a curt "Miss Periwinkle, lead the way." Sir Job and Doubtful remained

sitting alone. Conversation had bi'oken off in the most interesting

. situation for the former, and the most awkward for the latter. After a

pause of some moments, the worthy citizen looked up, saying, " My
dear Mr. Doubtful, I've a very important matter on which to consult

you ; and, therefore, if agreeable, we will adjourn the wine to my study,

where we can be uninterrupted."

Doubtful having signified his acquiescence, and the servants having

supplied every thing required from them, even to their absence. Sir Job
opened his budget.

" You remember, Mr. Doubtful, the melancholy trial of my son

—

a trial which, I am sorry to say, still leaves me more in doubt than ever

as to whether he had been the party guilty of the death of my nephew."
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'* Of course, Sir Job, I remember all circumstances connected with it."

"Do you also happen to recollect the rascal of an attorney named
Costs-in-the-cause ?

"

" That's the man—that's the scoundrel—but there's another, Taxed-

Costs."
" No, it is Costs-in-the-cause of -whom I speak ; though the other is

equally bad, I've no doubt."
" Yes, I think we may pass them over as being one equally bad with

the other."

" No doubt, sir, no doubt."
" Well, sir, this rascal had the impudence to come and propose to me,

that I should be a party to a conspiracy to defeat the ends of justice,

by hiring a mob of armed ruffians to carry oft" my unfortunate boy Paul

from the place of execution."

" Indeed, sir," said Doubtful, with as much gravity as if he had never

been consulted again and again on the subject, and as if he bad never

heard of the imprudent communication which the cupidity and avarice

of Taxed- Costs had led him to make to Sir Job, a brief interval before

trial.

" Yes, sir," said Sir Job, all the indignation and wrath which Lady
Periwinkle had excited finding a free vent at the bare mention of the

attorney's name; " that scoundrel had the impudence to make a propo-

sition to me, one of the first magistrates in the land—for such I consider

the Lord Mayor of London to be—I may almost say a judge. You may
imagine, Mr. Doubtful, what I did on that occasion, I did everything

but kick the knave down stairs; and verily I must have been forced to

do that also, but the door was locked upon me. The only serious dif-

ference I ever had with my son Charles, was occasioned by that atrocious

villain. However, to make a long story short, this wretched creature

has ever since been pestei'ing me for money, making, as the ground of

his demand, the covert insinuation that he has to keep in pay a set of

rogaies, a few degrees less vile than himself, whom he has the audacity
to say were useful to my family on a melancholy occasion. A gentleman
should hav J no secrets from his counsel, and I may as well tell you that
he alludes to the escape of my son, and his being carried off by a set of
smugglers to sea : in this I greatly fear that Charles was implicated,

against all my remonstrances. I ought not to speak harshly, for under
Heaven's kind providence, that disgraceful scene and violence was the
means of saving my poor son's life. God bless him, wherever he may
be."

The old gentleman here came to a dead halt ; unable to meet Dick
Doubtful's eye, his oAvn glance sought the fire-place, but there was no
cheerful glance to warrant it in resting there; Sir Job then tried to fix

his gaze on the ceiling—on the floor—and then by turns on each object
near him; but all would hot do; the lids fell slowly over the suftused
eye, and drop after drop rolled brightly to the ground. Dick, too, was
affected, and, taking the old man's hands between his own, said, in
the kind tones of a heart that has been too severely tried itself not to
feel for the sufferings of another, " Do not distress yourself, my dear
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friend, with these recollections; you forget how near I was, and how
cognizant I am of everything tliat passed: whatever mystery may hang-

over the fate of Paul, still while 4ifu is left, there is room to hope. But
to the immediate story, has this designing knave been giving you any
fresh trouble?"

"He has, sir, he has," convulsively gasped forth the father, delighted to

find in the expressions of genuine anger that vent for the excited feelings

which the remembrance of his son's position had called forth, "UnwiUing
as I naturally ought to be, Mr. Doubtful, that the feelings of my family

and self should be any further harassed by having ovir names again

dragged before the public, and the whole details of my son's unfortunate

rescue ripped up and submitted to the scrutiny of a Criminal Court,

whoever might be the parties implicated in them, I confess that I

imprudently, and, in an ill-omened hour, sent to this harpy a draft for

such a sum of money as would, I hoped, for ever sweep away all further

claims upon him as to this matter: too soon I found out my error; the

Vulture had no sooner discovered that, like the fable of the Pelican, I

was ready to give my blood for my offspring's life, than on one pretext

or another he has set up a perpetual drain, and seems to grow more and
more extortionate with every new demand. You may be sure that no

little trifle would make me disturb my family's peace by going into such

an odious subject; but I have already given him upwards of a thousand

pounds, and he now makes a fresh claim upon me for five hundred more,

under pain of instantly disclosing all the true facts of the case, and im-

plicating those most dear to me. The villain has even had the audacity

to come down to Kingston, and limits this night as the last of his for-

bearance, when, if I don't send him an answer signifying my acquies-

cence in his extortion, his threats are to be put in force. Now, I wish

to take your opinion as to what course I had better pursue, or shall I

endeavour to find out whether we can safely and certainly fix a prac-

tical limit to that wliich is, after all—I blush when I say it—mere ' hush
money?'"
We hope we need hardly inform our readers, that if there had been-

only one man in the world with whom it would have been dangerous to

advise on such an occasion, Dick Doubtful was that man: nay, even more,if

it had been desirable to consult a gentleman—most certain to lead him
into an irretrievable scrape—that man was Dick Doubtful.

The learning acquired apart from the fierce contests of mankind invi-

gorates, adorns, and elevates the mind, but it is of a kind the least likely

to be useful in those sudden emergencies which a rough contact with

the various rogueries of our nature quickens into life—such a learning

was it that marked our legal friend ; but thought with him was the de-

cision of a philosopher, attained by careful consideration of all the evi-

dence, not the combination of a general, with whom reason and feeling

are equally rapid, and often identical. When Sir Job, therefore, had stated

his case to Dick, the latter drew a long breath, put his head on one side,

shrugged his shoulders convulsively, and. then brought out that pro-

found remark with which he generally enlightened all seekers of his

opinion.
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" Ton mv %vord tliis is a very delicate case, Sir Job, a very delicate

case. You see there are so many points to be considered," and thus he

went on dividing his attention into useless channels, starting objections

only to answer them, splitting the subject into innumeralde divisions

only to reunite them into one inextricable whole of confusion, until at

last poor Sir Job Periwinkle saw himself surrounded by every horror

under the sun, witliont the slightest chance of being able to avoid one of

them; and when this happy point had been arrived at, and tlie clock

happening to strike one in the morning. Sir Job ventured finally to ask

what Dick's opinion really was: that dark .lantern of the Exchequer

gravely made answer, that the case submitted to him was of so delicate,

intricate, and important a nature, that he could not undertake to give

any opinion at all until he had slept upon it.

" But," said Sir Job, in great dismay, " the man must have his

answer to-night ; this is the last hour that I am allowed to act, and if

I do not take some step to quiet him before to-morrow morning, it

will then be too late to do so. If," said the innocent Sir Job in his

simj)licity, " you think that you'll be able to tliink clearer after a little

sleep, lay down on that sofa—take a nap for an hour—I'll take up a

book in the mean while, and call you at the end of it."

" Why, thank you," said Doubtful, " it is not that exactly; when I

said I'd sleep on the matter, I merely meant I sliould like to have time:

as to sleep, I'm so tired, I dare say I shall not be able to go to sleep

even when I retire: questions of this difficult natui'e always take

time."
" But that's just what we can't afford to give them."
" Oil yes. Sir Job, Costs has merely threatened; but depend upon it,

he will be just as ready to be bought to-morrow as he is to-day :'" and
with arginnents of this nature, Dick at last ])revailed u]>on Sir Job to

allow him, as he said, to sleep on it: a measure which has proved to

be fortunate in one case, and to be fatal in fifty. Accordingly, with
this determination, the hospitable ho>-t lighted his guest to liis room,
and retiring to his own, they met on the next morning at the break-

fast table. After the usual salutation and inquiries. Sir Job's first

question was, whether Doubtful had come to any decision on the
case last night submitted to him.

" 'Pon my word," said Dick, with the usual shrug, " the more I look
into this matter, the more convinced I am that this is a very delicate

question, very!—You see
—

"

Sir Job's countenance fell in a moment, which. Doubtful observing,
he exclaimed by way of parenthesis, "• not but that I have come to a
decision on the subj(>ct, that is, I think

—
" What Dick tJTOUght was most

unfortunately cut short by the entrance of the servant with two letters

on a salver, which he presented to Sir Job.
" Ah!" said the latter, seizing them eagerly; and as he did so, his

countenance clianged colour:—" here's good and bad news, I suppose.
Here's a letter from that rascal Costs, and one from my son Charles;—

'tis kind of him to have been so quick in answering those questions I

liave put to him, but I suppose he sees it's a matter of immediate mo-
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ment;—let's have tlio buil news first. I'll open Costs" letter to begin

Avith."

—

A deadly paleness overspread tlie features of Sir Job as he

perused tliis document, and, laying it quietly down before Doubtful, he

observed with a sigh, " these are the usual effects of indecision." On
hearing this, the other snatched it up immediately, and read as fol-

lows:

—

" Sir,—As you have not thought fit to follow my proposition, I feel

that it is my duty to lay before Government the share which you took

in the riot wliich defeated the execution of your son. ^

" I am, yours, for self and bi-other, C. Costs."
" Wliat the devil his brother has to do with it, I can't make out,"

said Dick, as if it vs^as a mere matter of no moment.
" But do you see, Mr. Doubtful," replied Sir Job, nettled at his non-

chalance, " that the whole affair will now be raked up again—that the

whole object for which I have been labouring and flinging large sums of

money into the gutter"

—

" Never mind—never mind," said Dick, coolly ; " since it has come to

this, we must make the best fight we can of it."

" Never mind, sir!" echoed Sir Job, in a complete passion, "is this

a time or a matter to say never mind to? " But here he contrived to

check the anger that was so nigh past mastering; and turning his eyes

to the other letter from his son, he there found in the postmark matter
sufficient to withdraw his attention from everything besides.

" Falmouth !—what can have taken him down to Falmouth ?—and
the letter a week old—it is very extraordinary." But if he had been
moved by the preceding epistle, his emotion, on the breaking the seal

of this last epistle, increased tenfold ; he lield it in his hands for a few
seconds, as if doubting the reality of its intelligence, and then laying it

down beside him, remarked with a deep sigh, " Misfortunes never come
single."

Doubtful, anxious to atone for any pain which his carelessness had
occasioned, inquired into the cause of the expression, and in reply received

the intelligence that Charles, finding at every turn in his profession the

prejudice against him, on account of the trial and conviction of his bro-

ther, had determined, at least for a while, to withdraw from the sphere

of its influence, and fearing his father's opposition, had privately ac-

cepted the appointment of attorney-general to the island of Jamaica,

for which he had sailed ten or twelve days since, and had given that

letter to a friend to place it for him in the post. At this emergency Sir

Job naturally felt that the adviser on whom he had the strongest right to

rely, was withdrawn from him at a period when he most desired his as-

sistance. While yet mourning over this double complication of annoy-
ances. Lady Periwinkle took the happy moment of observing

—

" I am sure. Sir Job, you cannot want either counsel or advice when
you have at your elbow that of INIr. Doubtful, who has so ably advised

you in the matter of Costs the attorney." This was said with that air

of triumph which female antagonists have, before now, been known to

put on, at a time when triumph and ridicule could be least endured.

The shaft, as it w^as intended, penetrated deep into Doubtful's soul,
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and he mentally vowed to take some opportunity of paying her off in

lier own coin. There was also a more praiseworthy resolution which

he made, and as soon as he rose from the table, this he put into execu-

tion, of riding, namely, into Kingston, and seeing Costs, and using his

best endeavours to defeat the machinations of that cool traitor.

Sir Job received the proposition with many thanks, but little hope

that it would be conducive to any benefit. He felt that a heavy blow

was about to fall on him; and he considered himself in the position of

the disarmed Hector when about to fall beneath the stroke of Achilles,

since tlie son, who would have been shield and spear, and armour too,

was unfortunately absent ' from his side, at the moment when it most

needed to be invulnerable. However, Doubtful's going into Kingston to

see Costs could be productive of no harm, and might elicit some good

—

and so he set out.

" Well, " muttered Dick to himself, as Combermere was once

more brought from the stable, and Dick, in thirty thousand agonies

of stiffened limbs, at last placed himself once more in the saddle.

L'homme propose, ma is Die ii dispose;" and, taking his nag with a wary
bridle, off he started. The refreshment of the morning air, the bril-

liancy of the sun, and the beauty of the scenery in that neighbourhood,

which is most exquisite— the noble object of the majestic Thames
winding from shore to shore, amidst every variety of shaded nook
and peopled hamlet, town, and villa,—all contributed to swell Doubt-
ful's breast with emotions of delight ; and wrapped in delicious

reveries, he forgot his aching bones and Lady Periwinkle's severity,

thought no more of Costs than he did of the Cadcr Idris, and drowned
the sorrows of Sir Job in the brilliant ripples of the neighbouring
stream. In this state of absence he had ridden some three miles, at

which distance from Hawarden Hall the road bends down towards
the water, and at the spot nearest where it approaches the banks, a
vista opening through the trees affords a long continued glance across

one of the loveliest reaches of the Thames : from this point the road
again rises, while on the other side a high hedge divides it from a com-
mon. As Doubtful was about descending into this little valley, he thou£:ht111 •

./ ' o
lie observed two strange-looking horsemen rising upon the crown of
the hill on the other side ; it being daylight, however, and having no
further fear of such an escort as last night had waited upon his heels, he
took no further notice of the matter. The water shallowed at the bank,
where a pure bright gravel left it undefiled, and Combermere exhibit-
ing an inclination to take a drauglit, Doubtful allowed him tiiis indul-
gence, while he himself remained gazing on the prospect: thus absorbed,
the noise of approaching hoofs passed unheeded ; the two strange-
looking horsemen trotted briskly down to the opening near the river,

and one spurring his horse up on each side of Dick, they laid their un-
ceremonious hands upon his collar, with a shout of—-"Damn you, you
old villain, we've got you at last."

" Well, gentlemen," said Dick, turning round, exceedingly startled,
as he lawfully might be, and surveying one fellow with his nose broken
and patched, and the other with a fearful contusion on his ear and eye,
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and liis face covered with scars of very recent infliction—" well, gen-

tlemen, as there are two of yon, all resistance is useless; I'm only sorry

you're guilty of such a crime for so small an inducement;—you'll find

very little in my purse to reward you for this deed : however, since you're

determined to rob me of it, you had better take it at once, and let me
go about my business."

" Let you go about your business, you rascal, none of your gammon

;

that bam won't do, you know: don't you think that we're quite so green

as you take us to be. Take your hands out of your pocket, I say, we
know your tricks. Handcuff 'un Bill, while I hold'en fast: most
likely he's got a pair of cracks in that pocket."

" Cracks, gentlemen ! what do you mean ?"

" What do we mean ? you never heard pistols called cracks before.

Oh, no—of course—certainly not—we won't trust you, though, for all

that. Bill, have you got them irons ready ?"

" Yes ; here they be."

" Well, then, whip 'em on at once, before we have any further

bother."

There was something in the voices of these two ruffians that sounded

very familiar to Dick's ear ; and having surveyed their battered coun-

tenances and jaded horses, both of which appeared to have been greatly

over-ridden, and each to have had a fall in its turn—one having a

wounded shoulder and nose, besides a broken knee, the other, a broken
knee only—one part of the truth at least flashed upon his mind.
" Pray," said he, very politely, to the one who seemed to be leader,

"may I ask if you are not the—the"—here Dick seemed at a con-

siderable loss for a word ; for a moment he felt inclined to supply the

omission with such an expression as " the rascally thieves who nearly

broke my neck last night ;" but the uninviting, not to say impudent,

natiu-e of this interrogatory, made him change its phraseology into the

very accommodating phrase of, " pray, may I ask if you were not my
fellow-travellers of last night V and Dick indulged in a smile of very

great meaning.
" His—his—his—fellow-travellers !

" said the fellow, returning the

grin with ample interest. " Do you hear that, Bill ? His fellow-

travellers—that's not so worser, is it V Then turning to Dick, " Yes,

my covey, we were your fello.w-travellers last night, and you'll be ours

this morning, I can tell you. But, for fear you should catch cold, you
must put on this pair of comforters," producing the irons.

'' Those 1" said Doubtful, starting back with so much horror, that he

nearly lost his seat. " What, in the name of Heaven, do you take me
for ?"

" Why a horse-stealer, of course ; do you think you am't well enough
known by this time? Why, what the devil did you think we was ?"

" Highwaymen !" gasped Dick,
" Well, d— your impudence ! do you mean for to say that you're

going for to try to make us believe that you took us for higlnvaymen

last night, when we kept bawling to you to surrender in the king's

name?"
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" It's false," said Dick ; " I never heard you use the king's name, I

heard you ba'wl out something about surrender, or I'll blow your brains

out before you get to Kingston."
" Come, come,—that won't do; we know you're an old hand

at the trick ; 'tisn't as if this was the first horse you ever helped

your neighbours to get rid of; you know very well, you've been in

trouble on account of horseflesh before now ; it's a little liking you've

a got, you know, so it's no use denying it."

" Upon my honour, I protest
—

"

" Oh, it's no use your protesting here, we've had your description in

our office years agone ; I dare say there's half-a-dozen charges to come

out against you yet, more than we've a got."

" But, on my honour, gentlemen, I assure you you're mistaken."

" Oh, gannuon ! your honour—we know there's no more mistake

about you, tlian there is about our being gentlemen. Mr. Smith, alias

Brown, alias Thompson, alias Dyas—I suppose you've got another

name by tliis time to the boot of all,"

" Dyas ! gentlemen, I assure you, my name's not Dyas but

Doubtful."
" Ah ! ah ! Bill, didn't I tell you so," said the other, when both of

them burst out into a boisterou,'-- laugh. " Doubtful ! I believe you

are Doubtful, and d—d Doubtful, too ! I never met with such a pre-

cious hypocrite in all my life. Now this morning, by daylight, you
pretend you're such a bad rider, as to be scarcely able to sit your

horse, reeling to and fro, catching hold of the pummel, and pretending

you've got no seat on your saddle ; and there was you last niglit, when
you wanted to escape, going like the very wind—down hill and up 'twas

all the same — sticking to that unfortunate creature's back, as if you grew
out of her flesh ; knocking Bill down to the ground as easily as if lie had
been on the top of a Shetland pony, and leading me such an infernal

pace over Kingston-hill, as nearly broke my neck and the horse's also,"

" Upon my honour, gentlemen, I took you for highwaymen."
"Highwaymen!" said Bill, here interfering in the dialogue.
" Why," said Dick, stung to exceeding wrath, " you certainly look

more like two than one, for the matter of that—a pair of more atro-

cious looking scoundrels I never beheld."
" Ay, my covey, now you're coming out," replied the man, whose

good-humour returned as Dick's departed ; " we shall hear something
spicy now, I'll warrant."

" Well, all I can say is, that you're a brace of most accursed fools, or
still worse, knaves ; if you persist in perpetrating this absurd blunder,

you shall bitterly repent it." >

'' Ay, my lad, so we suppose ; but unfortunately, you see, you're not
quite the boy to preach repentance, for you never tried it yourself—so,

come along ;" and having placed the unfortunate Doubtful's hands in

the handcuffs, which Mr. Bill had produced from his pocket, they
placed themselves one on each side of his horse, and set off at a gentle
trot towards Kingston.

"But," said Doubtful, making one further eftbrt at remonstrance,
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" are you determined upon getting yourselves into this scrape ? I tell

you, my name is Richard Doubtful; I am a Barrister of Gray's

Inn."
" Ay, ay," interrupted the thief-taker, " I've no doubt you are ; I

believe, too, you've been a Colonel in the army, a Rector of Diddle-

come-Diddle, a Captain of his Majesty's ship Dreadnought, Bishop of

the Isle of Dog?, and half-a-dozen other great people."
" You are either a most atrocious scoundrel, or a most infernal fool,"

said Dick, losing his temper, and getting into a rage for him alto-

gether unprecedented. " What, in the name of fortune, is the use of

getting into this scrape, and depriving an innocent gentleman of hia

liberty from sheer wilfulness ?"

" Innocent ! you looks like an innocent gentleman!"
" Well, if you don't believe me, just ride back a little way to

Hawarden Hall, the seat of Sir Job Periwinkle ; I have just come from
his house, and lie'll tell you who and what I am."

" Oh, no doubt! we have a great respect for Sir Job Periwinkle, and
we hope his healtli is good, but we're not going to fall into tliat trap, I

can tell you : how do we know that, before we get a hundred yards,

we mayn't fall in with some of your pals, and not only have our brains

knocked out, but find ourselves taken prisoners into the bargain. No,
no ; we have you very safe, and we intend, to keep you so, until we
get to Bow-street, where you may make the best of your own story."

" Yery well," said Dick—" very well. I can tell you, you will

find this very much to your cost. But remember, I protest to you,

that you're mistaken, and that I am wholly innocent of any such

charge as that you impute."
" Ay, ay ! we couldn't well mistake that, seeing that you make it

every other time you open your mouth ; but it won't do, so you may as

well give it up."
" Yery well—very well : we shall see, at the last, if you do not regret

this outrageous conduct. Pray what, may I ask, is the particular

offence of which you accuse me."
" Oh ! now! come! do not try to make yourself so precious innocent

as that, you really will make me laugh."
" I insist, I say, upon knowing, sir."

" Yery wrll; if you will make me inform you of what you have been

about, I must make bold to tell you, that you stole that horse you are

riding on."

" This horse
!"

" Aye, that horse, isn't that English ?"

" Oh ! 'pon my word, this is too ridiculous."

" Aye, so I suppose ; you looked the creature in the face, and it fol-

lowed you directly, didn't it
?"

" As you like, gentlemen—as you like," said Dick, who now really

was amused ; " 'tis right you should enjoy yourselves now, for you'll

have to pay very dearly for your amusement, I assure you : however,

that you may have no excuse for your conduct, I now inform you, that
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this horse is the property of Lieutenant -Colonel Sprightly, of the

Bombay army, who has lent it to me as long as I choose to retain it.''

" Oh ! he has, has he ? A very accommodating gentleman, isn't

he, Bill? "lis well we know where to look for a friend when we

want one ; but, unfortunately for you, young man, that horse, as you

call it, was never Colonel Sprightl3-'s to lend, for it belongs to one

Squire Higginbottom, as you must very well know, seeing you stole it,

only yesterday afternoon, from the ostler of the Three Bells Livery-

stables."

" Oh ! come, if that's all, the ostler himself will soon disal)use you

of your error. What the name of the tavern may be I don't know, but

I'll direct you where to find it, and I beg that he may be sent for as

soon as we get to town."
" Don't be alarmed, sir, you'll find him waiting in Bow-street, and

very glad to see you in such good health."

" Very good," said Doubtful—" very good ; and this ridiculous mis-

take will soon be set to rights : though how it can have arisen, appears

to me a most mysterious affair."

" Come, come, now, do let us have no more of your gammon : I'm

tired of hearing such a heap of lies told for no sort of manner of use. Do
you think because you went to a better school, when you were a boy,

than Bill or I, that we're going to be taken in by your rubbish ? Ride

on, and hold your slack, will you ?"

" Very well—very well : have it as you like. I must say, the

society is not very inviting for discussion;" and, with a sigh of vex-

ation at the awkward prank which Fortune had played him, Doubtful

resigned himself to his fate ; and, filled with conjectures as to the origin

of this ridiculous and annoying charge, the elegant trio jogged slowly

forward into Kingston. Here the erudite reporter of the Legal Oracle

had the supreme satisfaction of finding himself the " observed of all

observers ;" and an escort, most considerately formed of all the tag-rag

of the place, escorted him till placed in a post-chaise, in which, between
his two friendly guards, he was conducted in triumph to the metropolis.

It is now time that we return to our friend. Colonel Sprightly, in

order tliat we may account for his uncourteous absence from home on
that day, when he had specially requested his old collegian to partake
of the Indian curry, &c.

Dick Sprightly was a bachelor, and if there arc any privileges be-

longing to that estate, or rather usurped by it, Avhich some people are

ill-natured enough to assert, it must be confessed that Colonel Sprightly
was the last m:in in the world to let them remain in any state of abey-
ance. After a brief and fortunate service in India, he had returned
home in the very flower of manhood, with a mind naturally prone to

excess, and not very well fitted by his education to restrain it. He had
fitted up the place, which he had called Neilgherry Lodge, after the
most approved fashion of Eastern luxury and magnificence. He was
also a great admirer of beauty in every guise and shape ; and though
he had never possessed sufficient courage of mind to remain so constant
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to one affection as to unite himself to its object, he was still sufficiently-

fond of female beauty to select, and not with the best care, a young

and very pretty lady for hisi housekeeper—it is to be feared, also, that

her face was the only part of her character on which he had bestowed

any attention; but the reader can judge of this for himself : suffice it

to say, that, on the day in question, after Sprightly had parted from

Doubtful, the former passed in the park a beautiful woman, very elegantly

attired, and accompanied by two dogs. There was something about her

air and manner that attracted Sprightly's attention ; and, having tracked

her into Kensington Gardens, he rode hastily away to a livery-stable in

Kensington, where he kept a relay of horses, got rid of the inconvenience

of his steed, and, entering the gardens on foot, determined to follow up
his adventure with the lady of tlie dogs ; but, however fond of the canine

species, his innamorata intimated by her conduct that she did not require

a third puppy in her train ; and having gone there, in all probability, to

meet some more favoured suitor, she was very anxious to get rid of the

colonel's attentions. The colonel, like some other determined suitors,

was very anxious not to be got rid of; and it ended by the lady appeal-

ing to one of the keepers of the garden, who making use of rather oppro-

brious language, the colonel, with Eastern impetuosity, knocked him
down, and was for the same incontinently carried to a police-office.

Having been for a proportionate time locked up in a cell with all the

drunken and profligate individuals of that neighbourhood, he was at

last brought before the magistrate, who perceiving how the case went,

and aware that no fine would amount to one tithe of the punishment

that the simplest exposure of the offijnder's real rank would prove,

desired, as the first preliminary, to be informed of the colonel's name.
" O'Riley," said our gallant friend, giving one of his Christian

appellations, and thereby hoping to escape all further torture.

" Very well," said the magistrate ; " now give me your residence,

and tell me what you are."

But the colonel, wisely knowing that at the spur of the moment he

might give some account of himself, which it might be in the ma-

gistrate's power to prove incorrect, he, in his ignorance, adopted the

equally inconvenient course of declining to make any further statement

wliatever.

" Vrhat," said the Midas, "do you decline giving any description of

yourself ?"

" Yes, I do," returned the colonel.

" Then, sir, I shall commit you as a vagrant."
" You have no right to do that," said Sprightly. " I committed

an assault, and the man deserved the chastisement he got ;
proceed

then to fine me for it, but you've no right to commit me as a vagrant."

This was fatal : had he broached any other monstrosity umier the

sun, it might have mattered little ; but to question the poicer of a

magistrate was a species of high treason, which no aristocracy of person

or appearance could purge, in addition to which the colonel was unfor-

tunately wrong.
" Hav'n't I power, fellow?" said the magistrate, becoming as cul-
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pable in his turn as Sprightly was at first ;
" I'll very soon show you

whether I hav'n't power in tliis matter. If you don't ini mediately

give some description of yourself, as to your abode and calling, that 1

may judge whether I ought to fine or luld you to bail, I shall imme-

diately commit you as a vagrant to the House of Correction,"

" Whatever you do, sir," said the colonel, " I warn you, it will

be at your peril. I've given you my name, and I shall say no more
about myself : any penalty you may choose to inflict I shall immediately

discharge by payment."
" Fellow, you're committed a? a vagrant ! Call on another case."

And the haughty colonel suddenly found himself given up to the

myrmidons of the law, pulled vi et armis out of the ofiice, once more
locked up, and in the course of an hour driven off, with sundry other

delinquents, to that very questionable abode, the House of Correction.

"Truly, this is agreeable," mumbled the colonel as he looked round
him ;

" they call this a land of rational liberty, where, because a man
mayn't choose to have his name made a subject of comment to a vulgar

crowd, he is to be treated like a common vagabond : however, it's the

fortune of war, and I suppose I must submit; but if I can trounce that

jack in office for it, he may take his oath that I will. However, any-
thing is better than having one's name stuck in the papers, and all

the fellows in one's coterie furnished with a subject for quizzing

for the next month. AW that can be done now, is quietly to get my
solicitor to-morrow, and consult with him. Thank lleavcnj money is

no object to me ; and I suppose it will be the old story, by which, as

usual in England, anything may be had for paying for it ; even one's

liberty. I'll send off quietly for my solicitor, and at most, I suppose,

I shall get out to-morrow.
"

It was very pleasant to indulge in these anticipations, more especially

as the issue somewhat differed from them. Having arrived at the House
of Correction, all the delinquents were shown into a separate ward. A
couple of barbers made their appearance, together with some other tor-

mentors of the establishment, and the governor of the building ; Colo-
nel Sprightly was then informed, to his bitter consternation, that he
must be cleaned, and washed, and dressed in the workhouse unifoi-m

—

liaving previously had the satisfaction of getting his hair cut close at the

county's expense : after which he would be allowed to make up for the
•expenditure, by picking oakum for the county's consumption. Ti)e ludi-

crous expression of horror and dismay, which this intelligence called forth

on the dandyfic I colonel's face, was rich beyond all portraiture; he begged
—he protested—he prayed—he assured—he did all that a man under
such adverse circumstances could do, but in vain. All i)resent, even
the rogues who shared his commitment, seemed to enjoy his distress

with a savage vulgarity, and there appeared no hope near in time of need.
At last, however, he recollected himself sufficiently to take the governor
aside, and inform him that he expected his solicitor there, to get him
out, and that, if he would consent to o postponement of the inau-
gural ceremonies hereinbefore described, he, Colonel Sprightly, would
give him a guinea.
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** A guiiioa ?" said the governor, with a most incorruptible sneer

;

** What's your guinea to me, sir ?"

" I bog your pardon," returned Spriglitly, " I meant to say five."

" Your case does seem rather hard," quickly added the governor, on
hearing this last amendment. '* You say you have a solicitor ?"

" Oh yes ! a very eminent one, a Mr. Factor, of the firm of Factor
and Fee-'em-vs^ell, of Lincoln's Inn-fields ; he'd come to me directly, and
I am sure, through him, I should get out to-morrow morning."

" Well, then, stay a moment ; I'll just speak to Hutchings, who
brought you here." Accordingly the incorruptible governor spoke to the

incorruptible Hutchings, and, from the answer of the latter, ascertained

that this was a case in which the cleaning, washing, and dressing, and,

above all, the close hair-cutting, would be particularly acceptable, and
indeed indispensable, to the satisfaction of the sitting magistrate; and that

if the prisoner escaped these operations in consequence of the governor's

overstepping his authority, itwas far from improbable that the said gover-

nor might, in consequence, no longer possess any authority to overstep.

Still, to prevent the annoyance of the colonel's bribe being missed, it was
agreed by these high-minded men that the colonel, upon the payment of

the five guineas, should be remitted his tortures until the ensuing morning;
when, if the attorney did not appear, the whole machinery of the work-
house should be put into operation, as in that -case made and provided

;

while Hutchings, for his consent and advice in this matter, was to be
allowed to charge two guineas for taking the prisoner's letter to the

attorney : and in order that the sitting magistrate's spite might be,

nevertheless, gratified, the letter to the attorney was by no means to be

delivered till the afternoon of the following day ; by which ingenious

process, the attorney not arriving in the morning, the prisoner might by
the governor, with all show of justice, bo duly cleaned, shaved, dressed,

and clipped as aforesaid. Accordingly, this very candid and honourable

transaction was by the confederates carried into execution ; the governor

graciously consented to receive the five guineas on the conditions stipu-

lated, while Hutchings kindly undertook to carry the note, which
Colonel Sprightly wrote, for the consideration of two pounds two.

The letter having been accordingly written was delivered to the tender

mercies of the aforesaid Hutchings, with whom the incorruptible

governor withdrew, in order that his curiosity might be gratified by
knowing all that related to his prisoner ; accordingly, having carefully

removed the damp wafer with which the note was closed, /?ro forma,
the worthy pair read the following lines :

—" One of your oldest clients

has immediate need of your assistance. Come to me on the instant

that you receive this." This mysterious communication, being duly

dated from the very corrective spot that had so admirably corrected the

bad propensities of its own governor, was duly pocketed by Hutchings,

together with a brace of those inviting guineas which Sprightly had
earned under a much warmer sun, and a still more corrupt administra-

tion. This trusty messenger having departed. Colonel Sprightly re-

quested to know if he could not be accommodated with a private room,

R II
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whicli, on the moderate condition of converting tlie governor's five

guineas into ten, was also genernily accorded to him.

Here, tlien, our eastern friend had the satisfaction of passing the first

night ever by him devoted to any correcting impulses. Confident that

the respectable solicitor whom he had summoned would be in attend-

ance very speedily, he ordered a most excellent breakfiist, to which wo
must admit he did full justice ; and when, at eight o'clock, the governor

entered his room, he concluded, as a matter of course, that he came to

announce the attendance of Mr. Factor ; however, a somewhat different

purpose engaged the mind of the governor, and he thus delivered him-

self:—
" I'm very sorry, sir, that your friend, the lawyer, aint come ; how-

ever, in this world, as jou know, we must all do our duty ; it is already

an hour past the time when I set the prisoners to their work, and
they have been walking into the oakum ever since eight o'clock ; you
have behaved like a gentleman to me, sir, and as such I shall always

respect you, but if I make any out-and-out distinction among the men,
some of them will lodge a complaint against me with the magistrates,

and I shall lose my bread."
" What's the matter ?" said Colonel Sprightly, beginning to be some-

what alarmed.
" Why, sir, as this attorney of yours doesn't come, I'm afraid I must

subject you to the usual prison rules of dressing, shaving, &c."
" But, my good fellow, you haven't given him time to come, yet."

" Lord love you, sir ! yes, I have ; if he ever intended to show at all,

he would have come by this time—those people know our customs as

well as if they'd lived here all their lives."

" But this isn't one of your prison attorneys—He stands among the
first solicitors in London ; a man who has nothing to do with criminal

cases : he's only engaged in civil practice."

" All's one for that, sir ; take my word, he knows as much about the
matter as ever you can teach him, so don't trouble yourself. I know
what these fellows are very well. They're all up to what goes on in

every prison in London. But the real truth of the matter is this, if

they aint quite cock-sure who their client is, they always think it

some hoax ; but perhaps you took the precaution of signing your real

name to your lawyer, although you would not give it before the
magistrate."

To this wily observation thus thrown out, tlie unhappy Sprightly
made no reply, for, as the governor argued, his mind was filled with
doubt, lest, some suspicion of the kind mentioned really entering into

the conception of his attorney, the latter might be prevented from giving
that assistance so essential to him. Vainly in answer to the governor's
assertions respecting the necessity of doing his duty, did Sprightly, rely-
ing on his former generosity, ask for the indulgence of another hour. He
then had recourse to his old friend, the purse; but like most men who
have bankers, he never carried any money with him, and now therefore
found his stock diminished to a solitary guinea. The idea of this molan -
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clioly coin purchasing another hour, was by the governor Iiekl in the most
virtuous abhorrence ; till finding in his despair that lie must be content

with an instalment of his desires, he turned round upon the governor,

saying, " Since you make such a fuss about the necessity of doing your
- duty, I'm sure I don't want to stand in your way ; I've not the least

objection to being shaved ; since I agree with you, it would be highly

beneficial. As to washing, you may champoo me if you like ; but do
not, I implore you, begin your process of cutting close my unfortunate

hah" for at least another hour. Give my attorney till then. The note

may have miscarried, or he may have been busy, or a thousand acci

dents may have occurred ; and for this extra indulgence, here's the last

piece of gold I have in the prison."
" Well, to oblige you, sir," said the governor, pocketing the guinea,

which at the first blush of the question might have been thought to shift

the obligation upon other shoulders, " to oblige you, sir, I'll step so far

.out ofmy way, though I assure you I run a very great risk by it. So,

that point being settled, perhaps you'll walk into the ward and have
your dress shifted ; and then you may just make sham to pick a

bit of oakum with the rest, and the overseer won't take notice if you're

a little slack or so."

" Oh gods ! ye gods ! must I endure all this ?" muttered the gay
cotonel, as the idea of being obliged to become -an oakum-picker recurred

to his gallant mind. However, we must say this for him : as soon as he
bad satisfied himself that the day would not go in his favour, he sub-

mitted to his hard destiny with all the grace in his power, ruthlessly

exposed his chin to the parish barber, donned the rude vest, and seated

himself on his hams to disentangle rope-yarn, with as bold a front and
as resigned a manner as if he had been born to no other employment.
" At any rate," muttered he, " this is better than seeing my name in the

papers ; and surely if a man can find so much consolation in his own
obstinacy, that quality is not so great a vice as some people have pro-

nounced it."

The acme of Sprightly's trials, however, had not yet arrived ; the

dearly-bought hour of grace and favour had elapsed—another had suc-

ceeded it—and the colonel was in full hopes that his worst fears might be
averted. Colonel Sprightly had one source of peculiar pride about hirn

—it was his hair ! Of a beautiful glossy black, he daily devoted to it

half-an-hour of his time on each day, during the last twenty years of

his life ; through sickness, sorrow, and privation, through all the perils

of war and vicissitudes of climate, this head of hair had been the rallying

point of hope; whatever happened to him, that had always been the

primary object of his. solicitude ; whatever he had suffered, that had
never been neglected ; to have brought it home untouched by grey from
the burning suns of India was, he conceived, a sufficient object of pride

to endure through the life-time of any man ; no one could be more
thoroughly alive to the conspicuous object of beauty which it fonued
on his person ; the bare idea, therefore, of having it cut off in the Houf e

of Correction, of having it cut close by the prison barber, who would
value it no more than that of any other vagrant, was in itself a matter

R R 2
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of such deep chaorin, tliat he could barely bring himself to contemplate

such desecration. AVhile yet, therefore, he was indulging in the hope

that it miwht have been forgotton, up stepped the governor, who in the

utmost joy at witnessing' such a scene, and with his vile familiar at his

heels, bean what he called his duty. Of course every prisoner in the

place was gathered round to behold the interesting operation. Every

attempt at persuasion, every promise of a future bribe, every effort that

despair could make, was in vain tried by the colonel to avert the dreaded

consummation. Sprightly, seeing that recourse would be had to force if

necessary, quietly resigned himself to the surrounding demons, and in a

few minutes those locks, which had been his delight for years, as well as

the admiration of the peerless and high-born beauties of various coun-

tries, lay soiled and severed on the filthy floor of a House of Correction !

When the deed was done, the colonel fairly gave himself up to despair ;

he would change and discharge his solicitor ; he would expose the ras-

cally governor ; in short, there was no end to the unlimited I'evenge he

would take in every direction. He scarcely thought of poor Dick
Doubtful riding down to have a tete-a-tete dinner with him on an

eastern curry; nor did he reflect on the scene of confusion to which
his absence from home would give rise. The groom from whom he had
taken his horse to mount Doubtfn.l in Parliament-street, had, in his way
back to Neilgherry Lodge, called at the stables in Kensington, where his

master always kept some of his horses, intending to take therefrom one

on which he himself might ride down. Here he was informed that the

colonel had put up his steed for an hour, and would in that time i-eturn.

The groom waited the hour ; and when that and the succeeding one

elapsed without Colonel Sprightly making his appearance, he rode

home, fully persuaded that some freak had taken his master out of the

way ; and that when the whim had terminated, he would present him-
self at Neilgherry Lodge, however late the hour might be. In the

morning, when the servant found his master still absent, he became
somewhat alarmed at a circumstance so unusual ; and riding back to

town, and finding the horse still at the stable where his master had put
it, and yet being able to obtain no tidings of the colonel, alarm deepened

into certainty, and he spent the day in going round the West end of

London, and indirectly endeavouring to find out whether the colonel was
staying at any friend's house. In the mean time the young and pretty

housekeeper, seeing this was a moment of doubt and confusion, took that

opportunity of giving the cook two days' holiday to see some relations

wlio lived in Kent, while she and the housemaid, who had been chosen
by herself, kindly relieved the colonel of the greater part of his family
plate, which she took oft' in a glass-coach, considerately locking the
door, lest either the colonel or his servant might return to get in. A few
hours after these events, when Doubtful had the delight of arriving, he, of

course, found the house swept and empty ; while far off, amid the
miseries of the House of Correction, the gallant colonel mourned the
loss of those hyacinthine locks divine, which it must take him some
months, even if ever they could be restored to tlieir former beauty.

About three hours after the completion of the dreadful deed which
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Sprightly had striven so hard to prevent, in walked that most respect-

able attorney, Mr. Factor. He had never received the letter till that

morning ; and, besides the delay on the part of the worthy Ilutchings,

ho had himself been out of town when it arrived. The deep grief,

however, which he expressed, at once convinced the governor that

they had been playing their pranks on a man of station and' fortune ;

and struck with compunction at his daring, he certainly now atoned for

it as far as in him lay, by forwarding the views of both parties.

Mr. Factor having heard the state of the case, informed his client

that there was only one way of getting out of the affair ; the good old

plan, namely— paying through thick and thin. The colonel had

explained quite enough of the House of Correction, and gladly consented

to take any steps that could forward his release. Thus authorised, the

attorney procured an interview with the magfstrate's-clerk ; and the

affair was then arranged : the clerk, having received twenty pounds,

kindly acted as plenipotentiary in the matter ; and procured to Sprightly

the favour of being permitted to pay tliirty pounds more for his release,

to what was facetiously termed a public charity—of course that public

charity did not mean the magistrate's pocket by any means—of course

not ! However, this being resolved, Sprightly was to make his appear-

ance at the office once more, be again called upon to give his name,

and having again given the name he had already promulgated, together

with any address on which he chose to fix, no further questions were

to be asked, and no officer to be sent to ascertain whether the address

giv^en were the right one ; after which, having received a lecture from the

bench, he was to depart, promising never again to do so 4io more, &c.

Shall we not, then, admit that this was as edifying a process of impar-

tial justice as coidd bo found anywhere out of the dominions of the

great Cham of Tartary?

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-EIGHTH.

A COUNTRY MAGISTRATE.

While the unfortunate Doubtful was in the act of being placed in a

post-chaise at Kingston, he heard one of the bystanders demand of his

guards, whether they had got an old offender ; to which the answer

made was, " Oh, ay, a regular desperate 'nn ; an old hand on this road

as has been known for years—that is, off and on."

If Dick had gone the home circuit instead of the northern, this would
have been very intelligible. In the present case, however, the assertion

was chiefly valuable, as tending to illustrate the great knowledge and

modesty of the constabulary.

When once they had succeeded in getting this desperate character

into the post-chaise, they courageously ventured to take oft' the hand-

cuffs with which they had previously guarded against any surprise on
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Dick's part ; and one of the men having aliglited on Wimbledon

Common, close to the spot where Dick had first encountered what he

considered the highwaymen, the other escorted him to the police-office

in London.

On the moment of Doubtful's arrival, he very prudently sent a mes-

senfjcr with a list of three friends, all of them barristers, but unfortu-

nately they were all from home, and the unfortunate prisoner had to

make the best of the fight by himself. Doubtful, having announced his

name and station to the magistrate, received the comforting information

that he was no respecter of persons ; that he should act upon the

evidence alone.

" I'm very glad of it, sir," said Doubtful, " it is the proper course,

and will at once throw this silly charge to the ground."
" I hope so, sir; I hope so; however silly the charge may appear to

you, I consider it a very serious one; which, if yoa are the person you
pretend to be, you must know as well as I do."

" Exactly, sir, and therefore I should be obliged by your postponing

this examination for a few hours, that I may have time to communicate

with my friends, and call the Avitnesses by whom I intend to prove my
defence."

" Sir, I've told you I'm no respecter of persons; were John Jenkins

or Tiiomas Johnson accused before me, I should not think of granting

such indulgence to them, and I cannot to you; innocence, sir, doesn't

require the making up of a defence; it appears at once. Besides,

sir, you're not upon your trial now; this is a mere preliminary inquiry."

" Which, if it ends in my committal," interrupted Dick, with great

truth, " will as completely blast my character as anything can be well

desired to do."

" I can't help that; parties should be more cautious in what they're

about;" and witii these, and equally reasonable dogmas, this light

of justice proceeded. The first witness called was the ostler, who
proved that on the day on which the horse was stolen Dick had come
and desired him to saddle the animal in question, which he had since

seen in the possession of the police, and which he was able to identify

as the same horse which Dick had taken away, and he had saddled

at his request;—that at the time in question, observing something very

sus{)icious in Doubtful's manner, he had asked him to give his name,
which he had at first declined to do, and ultimately gave that of Colonel

Spriglitly; that he at first shammed not to know anything about a

horse, and pretended to get up on the wrong side ; that he, the ostler,

thinking there was something suspicious in his manner, had gone to

his master, and his master had said

—

" Stop, stop," said Dick, " that's not evidence."

"What, sir?" said the magistrate, who appeared scarcely to know
the meaning of the word.

" Why," said Doubtful, " he was going to repeat what his master
said— that's not evidence against me."

" But I say, sir, it shall be evidence," replied the magistrate.
" What!" said Dick, perfectly aghast; " can you alter the laws of
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the land, and make that evidence whicli was never received as such in

any court of justice?"
" Don't talk to me in that way, fellow; what do you know about

evidence ?
"

" Why," said Dick, " considering I'm a barrister, and the laws of

evidence form a very material point let me tell you in my profession, I

think I ought to know something about it."

" I know nothing about your being a barrister, sir; that doesn't ap-

pear."
'' Well then, refer to the Law List."

" I have nothing to do with tlie Law List ;
produce it yourself when

you come to your defence."

" No," said Dick, bitterly, " God knows you've not.

" I tell you what, sir, don't attempt to bandy words with me, be-

cause I'll not stand that sort of thing ; whoever you may think you are,

you are charged here as a felon, and that's all I know about you."

" Precisely," said Dick, " and that's all you wish to know; but, for

all that, I shall insist on shutting out from this examination everything

that is not strictly and legally evidence."
" And I tell you, sir, that you shall shut out nothing: a pretty thing

indeed, if fellows like you are to go stealing honest people's property,

and then are to be able to shut men's mouths against them. Now,
witness—what did your master say to you ?"

It was in vain Dick Doubtful objected again and again ; that he

quoted, argued, used every effort to show the magistrate the distinction

between hearsay and proper evidence. The worthy man who had been

bred up as a cobbler, and voted for Lord Burrowbridge in Lord knows
how many parliaments, was as little able or willing to take a distinc-

tion in law as he would have been to take a degree in physic; and

therefore we suppose he had been placed on the bench to jeopardise the

lives and characters of every one brought before him, because Lord

Burrowbridge must not be refused his nomination.

Doubtful seeing how hopeless was the argument against a man
equally able and determined to do wrong, wisely gave up the fight,

trusting to his own innocence to repair whatever injustice was done

him, however trying and iniquitous it certainly was. The witness

having been called upon to state what his master had told him, it

amounted to a mere piece of information that Colonel Sprightly had no

horse at his stables ; and that in consequence of the alarm given by
the ostler, they both sallied forth and endeavoured to trace which way
Doubtful had gone. All that they could learn was that he had gal-

loped violently across Lincoln's Inn-fields, and then pursued a western

route;—having traced him into the Park, and put the matter into the

hands of the policemen, these latter worthies were next called to prove

everything they had heard on the road ; and, in admirable keeping with

the magistrate's knowledge of evidence, they were allowed to repeat

what this man said, what that man asserted, and what the other man
inferred, which was all made as m\ich a matter of accusation as if each

syllable had proceeded from Dick's own mouth.
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The livery-stable keeper proved that he had never heard of Colonel

Sprightly; no such a person had ever kept a horse at his stables, and

that the horse taken was the one found in Doubtful's possession, which

had been left in their care by Squire Higginbottom ;—that he had sent

to make inquiries at the address given by Doubtful, where Colonel

Sprightly lived, and that no such a person was there. One of the

keepers of Putney Bridge then appeared to prove that Doubtful had

cheated the toll, and that all endeavours to stop him had been per-

fectly useless; that he had been riding like a madman. The constable

was then allowed to prove that the same complaint had been made to

him by the keeper of the Kensington Gate, and that he had been

enabled to trace the prisoner's course by the fury with which he had

ridden. There was something said about a few old women and children

having been ridden over ; but, luckily for Dick, the Solon on the Bench

did not catch this important fact.

A fat individual now stood forward, and said that the horse was

his property, and that ho had lent it to his nephew, who put it up at

the livery stables in question. Doubtful turned round, tliinking he knevf

the voice, and there, to his horror, stood one of Sprightly's neighbours,

the man with the pretty maid-servant, whose insolence he had resentedi.

Mr. Grimsditch speedily pro-^ed not only that no Colonel Sprightly

lived in his neighbourhood, but that there was no such a place as Neil-

gherry Lodge; and that the prisoner, on the night of the robbery, had

come to his house in a very suspicious manner, and when he could not

obtain admittance, behaved with the most brutal violence, and tried to

commit an assault upon his person.

The next witness was a constable—he had been down to Rochamp-
ton—there was such a place he admitted as Neilglierry Lodge; but the

pei'son living there was called Brown; who had been residing with a

female of bad character, and had conspired with this woman to nm
away and carry with them tlie clothes of the unfortimate cook, who was
thus shut out of the house and left without cither home or character,

or scarcely a rag to her back; moreover, said constable strongly suspected

the prisoner at the bar was the identical Brown.
" 'Pon my word," said Dick, " this is manufacturing evidence with

a vengeance;—if you suspect that, why haven't you brought the cook

herself? but, no matter." It was then found that the cook couldn't

come ; but she was perfectly certain it was her master who had stolen

tlie horse : and the cook's conviction seemed to have so much weight
witli the magistrate as to help forward, very materially, that of Dick
Doubtful.

The cook having been disposed of, the tAVO constables who had ap-

prehended this desperate character next made their appearance;—having
ascertained that the thief was in the neighbourhood of AVimblcdon
Common, they had posted themselves there to look for him, and on
seeing him approacli they had called to him to stop in the King's name,
and used every effort to capture him;—that he had, however, treated

their autliority with tlie utmost contempt, and altogether eluded their

pursuit, having thrown both of them down, thereby greatly endangering
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their necks, &c. &c. That after his escape, he had taken the direction

of Kingston; and, thinking it likely that he had some confederates in

that neighbourhood, they had stayed there during that night, and re-

suming their pursuit on the following morning, had captured the object

of their search, who after making several efforts to escape, had oflFered

them a sum of money to let him go. This last fact seemed perfectly

conclusive in the magistrate's opinion; and what it wanted in probabi-

lity was fully made up by the two thief-takers declaring that he,

Doubtful, was an old hand at this work, and was perfectly well known
to them.

" Oh, oh!" said the magistrate, " I thought that would appear at

last. Now, sir, what have you to say for yourself?—you wished us to

postpone this conclusive evidence upon the ground that you were a bar-

rister, forsooth. Now, sir, what name do you say is yours?—here's the

Law List."

" I say that my name is Richard Doubtful."
" So I should think—very Doubtful, indeed;" interrupted the ma-

gistrate, at which all the constables laughed loudly, as in duty bound.
" Well, there is such a name," pursued the magistrate, looking into the

Law List, " Do you still mean to assert that you're the person?"
" Yes, I do," said Doubtful, " and here's the key of my chambers,

which you see dowTi in the Law List in Chancery -lane."

" We will soon prove that part of your story at any rate, by sending

the constable to unlock the door if you have the key."
" No, indeed," said Dick, " I've a decided objection to submit my

papers to the tender mercies of any constable that I have ever seen."

" Oh, very well, sir; if you prefer standing under the imputation of

such a charge as this, to trusting your keys, if you have any, to the

hands of a proper officer, who can have no corn\pt motives, the conse-

quences be upon your own head."
" Why," said Doubtful, " of two desperate choices, it is, i^erhaps,

better to prefer the least;" and he put his hand in his pocket to pro-

duce the keys, but fate seemed determined to tilt against him; he felt

first in one pouch and then in another, his coimtenance changing

frightfully at each effort made; and sundryexclamations, such as " The
Devil!" " Confound it!" &c., escaped him: at last, when, amidst the

jeers of the bystanders, he had gone three times over every receptacle

about his person, he finished the search by endeavouring to recollect,

and then exclaimed—" Ah, I remember now, I left them on the dress-

ing-table at Sir Job's."

" Sir Job's—what Sir Job's?" said the magistrate; and then, correct-

ing himself—"but I beg your pardon, sir, any name will answer:—^^no

wonder you were unwilling that an officer should go to these pretended

chambers. Well, now, Mr. Doubtful, or Colonel Sprightly, or JMr.

Brown, or whatever else you choose to be called, for it seems that you
have passed yourself by at least two of these names; which do you now
intend to stick to?"

" I feel that this conduct is very unfair," said poor Doubtful, grow-

ing desperately vexed.
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*' I never met a cihninal, sir, who did not entertain soiue opinion of

that sort," said the magistrate. " Now, if you have any defence to

make, sir, you had better make it; as I fear I must commit you to

take your trial for the felony at the Old Bailey."

" How is it possible, sir, I can make any defence, when you won't

allow me the least time to inquire for my friends, or what has become

of Colonel Sprightly."
" If you could give any reasonable account of yourself, sir, perhaps

I might grant you that indulgence,"

" All the account I can give of myself is the truth, sir; namely, that

as I was coming home from Westmipster, I met my old school-fellow,

the colonel; he asked me to dine with him, and lent me his horse,

which I put up at a livery stable; and on the following day I took it

away acrain, and rode it down to dine wnth my friend; he certainly was
absent from home, and I have not been able to account for his absence;"

and then Dick went into the rest of the story as it really happened.

The livery-stable keeper was here recalled, but he utterly denied

that Doubtful ever had put up any horse at his stables ; and that he

must have known that he was taking away what didn't belong to him ;

for that the animal in question was not a horse at all—it was a mare,

and thus it must have been evident to him that it wasn't his property,

which story was a mere excuse by which he wished to get rid of the

charge brought against him.
" So I think—so I think;" said the magistrate. " I don't see how I

should be discharging my duty if I did not send him to take his trial.

You have thought fit to make several statements, sir, and every one of

them proves to be unfounded."
" I grant it is unfortunate"—began Doubtful.
"—Yes, it is, very," interrupted the magistrate, " and so you'll find it."

Here a little gentleman came in, and said his client was now ready
to be discharged, if the magistrate could oblige him by going through a
little form at once.

" Oh, certainly," said the magistrate; " where is he?"
" Hutchings," said the little man, " just bring my client forward."

Obedienu to the word of command. Doubtful stepped aside, and out of

mere curiosity just gave a glance en passant. The client was a fine,

tall, well-built man, most fashionably dressed, and his head was shaved
as bare as a marine's, a regular close crop, through which the white skin
of the scalp glistened in bright relief against what had once been a head
of most luxuriant black hair. " Surely I have seen him before. It must
be him; and yet, how can it be?—it certainly is—here, stay, stay!" cried

Dick, " here is Colonel Sprightly himself, he can explain the whole
of this absurd afiair."

'The horror of poor Sprightly at hearing his name thus publicly pro-
claimed was intense; he felt as if he could have annihilated Dick upon the
spot: all his labour, all his sufferings were now vain; what could he do?
he seemed jiausing for a few moments in consideration of this emergency;
and then, adopting a desperate resolution, turned upon the unfortunate
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Dick, and said, with all the fashionable nonchalance imaginable, " Truly,

you have the advantage, sir ; I never had the pleasure of seeing you
before."

" What—do you mean to say you're not Colonel Sprightly?"
" Yes, sir, I do; I never heard the name imtil this moment."
" I'm afraid, young man," interrupted the magistrate, addressing

Doubtful, " that every step you take shows more and more strongly

the fatal effects of falsehood and duplicity."

" Upon my word, sir."

" Never mind, sir, I'll settle your case presently. Now, sir," said the

magistrate, addressing the colonel, " please to state to me your address

and calling."

" I reside, sir, at Three Lantern- street, Kentish-town. I am a land-

surveyor."
" Yery good, sir, that's perfectly satisfactory; I shall now fine you five

shillings for the assault which you yesterday committed, and I hope it

will be a lesson to you never to appear here again; or if, by any accident

you should at any future period come before a magistrate, you will at

once acknowledge the propriety of giving the full name and address:

as it is, you see you've had a hair-breadth escape;" just touching with

his fingers at this word his own bald pericranium. A convulsive

shudder seemed to creep throiigh Sprightly.'s frame, as he recollected

his loss, and while the myrmidons who understood it, tittered at the

joke, the discomfited officer withdrew;—as he departed, however, he
could not help feeling that he had put a vMe trick upon his friend

Doubtful, and, touched with compunction, he said, " You seem, sir, to

have taken me for some one else; perhaps, if you can explain imder
what circumstances you made the mistake, I may possibly be of some
use to you."

While Doubtful followed this suggestion, so far as briefly to run over

circumstances of his case, Sprightly contrived to give him a sly wink of

the eye, thus intimating his desire to remain inco(/.,and when Dick looked

inquiringly at his cropped hair, the colonel completed the intelligence

by raising his finger to his lip. Having heard the story as Dick told it,

Sprightly, with that tact which marks the quickness of a man of the

world from the man of letters, said to the magistrate, " Although I

have not the honour of knowing Colonel Sprightly, nor can speak to his

residing in any given spot, yet I am aware there is such a person in the

East India Company's service now at home, for I met him the other

day at dinner: there seems to be some extraordinary mistake in this

matter, for one party persists in calling- the animal a horse, and the

other calls it a mare; but perhaps if you were to inquire if there was
any other livery stable in the neighbourhood which has caused this

mistake, that might throw some light upon this extraordinary affair."

" Oil, certainly," said the magistrate. " Livery-stable keeper, are

there any similar establishments to your own in the same street ?
"

" Yes, sir, there's one next door
—

"

" That's it—that's it!" interrupted Doubtful ;
" I thought— I thought

as I entered—there was something about the place that didn't look quite

the same as when I saw it first !

"
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To this assertion the magistrate paid no sort of attention, as if Doubt-

ful wore a person wholly unentitled to any belief after the various blunders

lie had made ; but turning to an officer, he told the latter to go to the

stables in question, and request the proprietor and ostler to walk to the

office. *' And out of curiosity," said Sprightly, " I'll go too." For he had

had sufficient experience of such worthies to know that it was possible for

them to get up a job on an emergency. Accordingly, both the colonel

and the officer set out ; and after a brief interval, all four returned to

say that a horse had been left on the evening in question at the

stables next door to those which had been supposed to be robbed ;

and that on putting It beside the mare, they corresponded in an extraor-

dinary degree, with the exception of their sex, and the fact that the

horse was not quite so thorough-bred as the other animal.

As the ostler of the second stable entered the room, he looked round
him for a moment, and then walking up to Doubtful, said, to the inex-

pressible joy of the latter, " This is the gentleman what left that horse

with me a night or two ago. I wondered vhy he never came to fetch it."

The magistrate here generously admitted that this was one point in the

prisoner's favour ; but still he wanted to know where Colonel Sprightly

was. Colonel Sprightly had been mentioned, and no such a person had
appeared ; and therefore he cou'd not think, under the suspicious cir-

cumstances of the case, of allowing the prisoner to go at liberty withoiit

giving considerable bail to answer any charge that might be made
against him ; and for this purpose. Sprightly having departed in a cab,

brought back in the course of a few minutes two gentlemen of known
wealth, who having immediately given their required recognisances, the
innocent object of so much unfortunate suspicion was allowed to with-
draw, under the full impression of every one present that he was a very
loose character ; while Sprightly, who had completely hoodwinked poor,
blind dame Justice, was very civilly bowed out by her inefficient repre-

sentative whom he had so completely gulled ; thus affording one proof
more, if any were wanted, what abuses neglect will introduce into

even the best institutions which human ingenuity prides itself upon
devising.

With the events of the last two days, neither of our friends found
any great cause of satisfaction. Doubtful well knew he had got into a
position to be heartily laughed at, even if no more uncharitable construc-
tion were put upon his conduct ; while Sprightly, besides being consider-
ably bled, was rendered incapable of showing himself to his friends for

the next three weeks at least. This, however, should be recorded iu

Doubtful's favour,—he completely forgave tliat public denial of him
in the magistrate's office which had so materially injured his credit;
and while both were fully chagrined, each shook hands with the other
heartily, wishing at the bottom of his heart that his dear old college
friend had been dead, and something more to boot, before they had
"^ met and parted." The fact of Doubtful recognising Sprightly as his
friend, coupled with the previous anxiety of the latter on being
taken up not to disclose his name, the eyesore of his shorn front,
and his inexplicable disappearance from the haunts of fashion, where
he had necessarily broken many engagements he had positively under-
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taken to fulfil, would, he was convinced, all combine to point him
out to the laughter of his acquaintance. However, as he shook hands
with the melancholy Doubtful, a bright idea occurred to him

—

" Egad !
" said he, " I'll give out that I've had a brain fever, and had

my head shaved." And with this notable resolution, he hurried home
to make the most of his dilemma, while Dick mournfully and slowly

bent his way to Chancery-lane, now for the first time pondering on a
" most important case" which he felt not the slightest inclination to

" report."

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-NINTH.

siu job's innocence no suield at last.

Scarcely had Doubtful left Hawarden Hall, where his counsels had
been so little productive of benefit, than Sir Job Periwinkle received

notice of some ofiicial person wishing to speak to him. Having
desired that the party might be shown to his presence, the latter in-

formed him that he was a messenger from the Secretary of State's office

for the Home Department, charged to apprehend his lordship, on a

warrant from tlie Secretary of State, for conspiring with one Costs, an

attorney, to defeat the course of justice, by riotously preventing the

execution of Paul Periwinkle, and causing the said Paul thereby to

escapej with all of which he was charged by the confession of his

accomplice Costs. This was pleasant information. Trusting, however,

to his own innocence to defeat the machinations of the villain who had
planned this matter, he quietly gave himself into custody, ordered his

carriage, and set off for town.

Sir Job was one of those good people who imagine that any party

innocent of the charge is sure to escape from it. It may be an old-

fashioned, and what is emphatically called an English feeling; but it is far

from being without great benefit ; and circumstances frequently occur

to prove its fallacy. The man who has himself suff'ered an unmerited

prosecution, will ever afterwards be more likely to admit the possible

innocence of others whom he may see accused ; and it is a prejudice far

too common in England, particularly among the magistracy, that every

man placed in the prisoner's dock, is therefrom necessarily guilty. These

feelings had been greatly prevalent in the mind of Sir Job, even in the case

of his own son, in relation to whom conscience had frequently whis-

pered that he had allowed too great a leaning in his own mind towards

the darker side of the question. It was a melancholy feeling for a

father who had himself given some of the most important evidence on
which that son was convicted : and now that he found himself accused

of a matter in which he had not only been wholly innocent, but which
he had done his utmost to prevent, he more than ever questioned the

prudence of his past conduct, and felt a degree of curiosity to see in

what way Costs would support an accusation so wholly without found-
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ation. Sir Job was, however, very little acquainted with the character

of Costs, if he imagined basis to be at all a necessary ingredient in

anv prosecution that Costs might undertake : there was only one matter

to 'which the attorney would have considered it needful to look for

an instant—the fees, namely, and not the foundation of the case. On
arriving in London, he had a somewhat better notion of this, when,

being taken before the magistrates, he found Costs ready to proceed with

his information. Sir Job having denied all participation in any such

matter as that with which he stood charged, Costs was called upon to

prove his case, and made oath to the following effect :

—

" That immediately after the trial of his son. Sir Job had solicited

him to procure Paul Periwinkle's rescue from the gallows, or some

facility for his breaking out of prison ; that he had made great efitbrts

to dissuade him on the score of the impropriety of his proceedings ; and

at last, being overcome by the distress which he felt for the family, he

had consented that, if a pardon were not obtained, he would introduce

him to some party who might be likely to assist him in the accomplish-

ment of his wish :" and, in short, witli every ingenuity that could be

devised, he contrived to place upon the back of the unhappy Sir Job

every particle of the guilt of that transaction, which had been effected

wholely and solely by himself r.nder the superintendence of Charles ;

who, however much we may blame him, as a subject, for his part in

that transaction, we should be unable at all to contemplate as a bi'other

if he had acted differently. For our own parts, we have the most
thorough contempt for one part of the Roman virtues ; and, right or

wrong, we should be inclined to uphold a brother against all the govern-

ments that ever existed, in rescuinof a beloved I'elative from an ifjno-

minions death.

On hearing the deposition made by Costs, the magistrates had no
alternative but to hold Sir Job to bail in a very large amount, which
they did, binding, at the same time, the wily Costs over to prosecute

;

this done, the unfortunate knight was left to consider how he might
best make apparent to the public that innocence which he had been so

accustomed to believe was a perfect shield against all enemies and
attacks whatsoever.

The result of that day's examination had slightly shaken this notion;

arid when he lay down on his pillow, he found it was not so easy to

make an escape from a disastrous combination of circumstances. The
first question he asked himself was, who could best prove his entire

immunity from the transaction ?—the answer in a moment was, his son
Charles, who was now on his way to the West Indies, a matter per-
fectly well known to Costs, before he took a single step in this prose-
cution. Well, then. Doctor Bamboozle might be useful to prove the
anxiety with which he had sent the latter off to inform the government
even against his own son ; but Costs had doubly shut him out there ; in

the first place, Bamboozle had been carried off to Lord knows-where;
and in the next place. Costs had cunningly sworn that this informing the
Secretary of State was part of Sir Job's plot, to divert suspicion from
the; real channel ; an assertion to which circumstances gave an air of
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great probability, when we remember that the information to the Secre-
tary of State arrived much too late to do any good, but that the same
intelligence communicated to any of tlie neighbouring magistrates would
most eflfectually have prevented that escape, which really did occur.

As Sir Job turned these matters over in his mind, his restlessness and
misery increased with every moment ; the idea that he who had taken so

much pains, and inflicted so much misery on himself and otliers, in order

to stand perfectly unspotted before the world—the idea that he should
now be placed in such an awkward position, was indeed misery in the ex-
treme. After many futile cogitations he at last, in a paroxysm ofjoy, made
quite sure that he had discovered the remedy for all his sorrows by
simply moving to have his trial postponed until a material witness could
return from the West Indies, intending instantly to send out a mes-
senger to Charles. But then again, he reflected that in all probability

Charles was himself a guilty party, and that in this light it might be
highly inexpedient to put him in the witness-box. Thus, then, his

dilemma increased at every turn, and he was finally unable to see any
mode of extricating himself from his position. He fell into a troubled

sleep, perfectly convinced that innocence, though a veiy good thing to

possess, was, nevertheless, not quite that extraordinary and infallible

protection for which he had once taken it.

Early on the ensuing morning, a council of Sir Job's friends was
summoned; and it was unanimously agreed, after a long discussion, that

less evil would result from requiring the attendance of Charles in Eng-
land and putting off the trial, than from any other course. It was true

it might appear that Charles was implicated in the escape of his brother;

but the motive was so natural, and the prejudice of every right feeling

so strong in its favour, that it would be much better this should so

appear, than that Sir Job, who had the wisdom and gravity of forty

more years to sustain, besides the high office of London's chief magis-
trate, should be placed in the same position ; moreover, by this course,

the villany and roguery of Costs would meet its just reward.

After great groaning, and grief without end, Sir Job agreed that this

was the only course that could witli safety be adopted. A messenger

was accordingly despatched to the West Indies, and leave obtained to

postpone the trial till such time as he should return.

Costs, on hearing what had taken place, exhibited signs of consider-

able horror; and, as Wrynecker was known to be Sir Job's attorney on

many occasions, he lost no opportunity of putting himself in the way of

Leather-breeches, thinking it possible that Sir Job might desire to buy
him oft". He had imfortunately now got himself into such a complete

dilemma by his rapacious villany, that he began to be somewhat uneasy

in his position ; as, however, no off'er was made, he was too knowing a

soldier to be over anxious in proposing any such step himself, but wisely

trusted to a friend of great influence, who had often before assisted him,

but whose name, it seems, ought not to be mentioned to ears polite

;

and as he was universally said to possess this person's luck and his own
also, it did not surprise the majority of those acquainted with his pow-

erful connexions, when intelligence was received that no such a person as
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Charles Periwinkle had ever arrived at the island of Jamaica ;—they

were perfectly aware of the appointment, it is true, but neither ship nor

attorney-general had come to hand. On the stating of these facts on

affidavit, a second postponement of the trial was allowed for a brief

period, to give time for the arrival of one or two packets, which Sir Job

fondly hojjed would contain cither intelligence of his son's safe appear-

ance in Jamaica, or perhaps bring back to him his son in person.

Packet after packet, however, came in, but still nothing -was heard or

known of the Jamaica attorney-general. Sir Job had thought his case

sufficiently melancholy and unhappy before : now, when to every other

calamity was added the probable loss of his eldest son, fortune did

indeed seem to bear him utterly down ; and growing indifterent to life,

as one trial after another succeeded, his usual energies at length ap-

peared to give way, and he made no farther effort to postpone his trial.

In this despair, however, Doubtful would by no means allow him to

continue ; and while the attorney-general prosecuted by order of the

government, for the monarch had taken into his head a very strong

notion as to Sir Job's guilt, and, as was usual with him who could not

even allow the time-pieces of his palace to go without his personal

interference, somewhat of the resemblance of a state prosecution was
thus given to a matter, which, h'-.d the character of the witness support-

ing it alone been considered, would have been laughed out of court.

Some of the most eminent counsel of the bar were, it is true, engaged
on the other side, but nothing could have been more difficult than the

game which had to be fought ; for not only had they to combat with
the direct evidence of Costs, but the incautious conduct of Sir Job
himself.

Accordingly, the day of trial came on : Costs positively swore that
Sir Job had hired him to arrange the rescue, and that the remorse at
having taken part in an illegal transaction had made him frequently
determined to reveal his share in the affair, but that Sir Job had from
time to time entreated his concealment, and given him repeated sums of
money to secure this infonnation; similar having been given at the time
of his first examination. A search warrant had been granted; and, under
its authority. Sir Job's papers had been seized, and amongst them had
been discovered a whole quantity of Costs' receipts for the various sums
so advanced, and which Sir Job, with the precaution rather of a trader
than a lawyer, had taken from the rascal, thereby fondly imagining
that he was getting some security upon the fellow's good behaviour,
whereas in reality he had been sedulously tying the rope round his own
neck. These, combined with Costs." "direct testimony on the most
minute points, and the production of several letters which he had
received from Sir Job, declaring that the inclosed draft shouLi be the
last lie should ever receive, whatever disclosures he might make, and
other similar language, had tlic effect of so corroborating Costs, as to
make the otherwise worthless testimony of a notorious scamp a mass of
evidence now very difficult to deal with.
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BOOK III.

CHAPTER THE FIRST.

DISCLOSES A SLIGHT FISSURE IN THE '' U^'FAILING SHIELD OF

IxNAOCENCE."

We left ilie patriarch in consideraLlc difficulty; and every step that

lie eitlier took himself, or witnessed taken for him, seemed to increase

the intricacy of the dilemma in which he was placed.

It was in vain that Sir Job's connscl cross-examined the witnesses with

all the ingcnnity and severity of which that difficult art is capable.

True it was that Costs appeared there a most undeniable villain ; but

while it was impossible for the defendant to prove with what purpose

these letters were written, the belief was xmavoidable, that a villain had
for once spoken the truth, however corrupt might be the motives which

liad led him so to do. The only chance that remained for Sir Job,

was by calling testimony to character of so strong a description as should

lead thejury to give a feeling rather than a strictly legal verdict. Unfor-

tunately for the cause of innocence, our criminal laws did not tlicn

admit any speech of counsel in behalf of prisoners unless accused of

treason. The searching argument, therefore, which might have Ijeen

addressed to the jury on the subject of Costs on one showing, and of Sir

Job on the other, was here lost. The case was submitted to the careful

summing up of a judge celebrated rather for his severe strictness than

any weak failing towards the side of mercy, and with nothing more to

lenicise it than a chain of splendid and cold reasoning, the case Avent

to the jury. After ten minutes' delibei'ation. Sir Job found that the

bhield of innocence had such a sad hiatus in the centre of it as to allow

of his standing at the dock of the Old Bailey convicted of a criminal

misdemeanour—he who had done his utmost to prevent anything of the

sort ; while the truly guilty party, within a fev/ yards of him, stood

pardoned, and rewarded for committing the frightful crime of swearing

falsely against him.

When Sir Job beheld the jury turn round without retiring from their

box and give a verdict of guilty, accompanied by a recommendation to

mercy, he hardly knew whether he breathed in the same world which

s s
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for the last sixty ycnrs lie had so gratefully inhabited. It seemed to

him so incredible and monstrous that a British jury—for that was the

Forrow of tlie thing to him—could believe the word of such a perjured

traitor as Costs, tliat he almost in his anger and despair acknowledged

that he was ashamed of his country. The sonorous^ voice of the

iutlge, however, who began passing sentence, awoke him from these

sad reveries ; and in order that our readers may form some faint idea

of Sir Job's feelings, we will transcribe the sentence word for word as it

was passed.
" Sir Job Periwinkle, after a most long and patient trial by a jury of

your country, you art found guilty of having unlawfully conspired with

William Costs to pervert the course of justice, by the rescue of

your son, Paul Periwinkle, who had been condemned for one of the

most atrocious crimes of which the laws of God or man take cognizance.

Such a case as this"

—

" My lord," interrupted Sir Job, with an earnestness of manner that

might have carried conviction to a very doubtful mind, " I enter my
most solemn protest before God and man that I am innocent ! !

"

"—The jury say that you are not,'' resumed liis lordship ;
" and

you will remember that they have no interest in giving an opinion

either one way or the other. I am sure if they could have acquitted

you consistently with their duty, it would have afforded them as well

as me one of the greatest pleasures ; but you have yourself by your

actions and letters put that beyond their power. It is not for

me to reweigh the trial already decided; I am here only to pass

sentence, and in so doing I feel it my duty to express hoAv painful is the

part your conduct has imposed upon me. Courts of law at all times

present a melancholy view of human life, but never do the spectacles

herein Avitnesscd produce so much pain as when they present a lament-

able instance, as in your case, of one whom excess of proper feeling has

led to the sacrifice of a character sustained through a long series of years

with honour, integrity, and respect. It is more especially my duty to

point this out in your case. Not only have you been tempted into a

breach of those laws which, as a magistrate, you have sworn to protect,

but you have even been seduced to carry into effect a system of

hypocrisy, violence, and untruth. These vices, the possession of no other

virtues can redeem ; and the law in punishing you for the exact offence

you have committed, is the mere instrument of Providence in bringing
down upon your head a severe retribution for the other unworthy
acts of which you liave been guilty. Though a strong and uncon-
trolhilile affection for your son might have hurried you into an outbreak
of violence to save him from an ignominious death, there must, notwith-
ptatiding, have been an utter want of principle in that breast which
could needlessly parade the pretended virtue of hurrying to the secretary
of Btate with the information that a son was about to be rescued from
the operation of the law. This assumption of the patriotism of a Brutus,
combined with the very worst hypocrisy, must, I am sure, present to
you a picture of your own character which the contrition and remorse
of a whole life will barely suffice to obliterate."
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" I declare to you, my lord, upon my lionour I am innocent
; your

lordship and the jury are labouring under a perfect delusion."

" Don't interrupt the Court, sir," said his lordship, very sharply ;

" it is neither decent nor proper in you to say that either the jury or the
Court are labouring under a delusion."

" Good God !" exclaimed Sir Job, in bitterness of soul, " is it possible

that such things can be in Britain ! " But he soon found that they
could be, and that with marvellous facility. Botli the usher of the

court before, and the governor of the jail behind him, seeing that the

lion was already in his death throes, and that the glory of the lord

mayor had for ever departed, bawled out, in most vociferous assistance

of his lordship,

" Silence, prisoner, silence !"—And this too from the governor of the

jail ! a man who had hitherto trembled at his very nod ! It was too bad.

When all this occurred, bitterly did Sir Job's conscience prick him
;

not for the want of principle on which his lordship had expatiated so

freely, nor because he acknowledged that kind of Providence which his

lordship had so very questionably invoked, but for the doubt and
disbelief with which he had heard the agonised cry of his favourite son

Paul, from a very similar dock, and yet in defiance of its exclamation

had still rejected the truth of his asserted innocence. However, silence

being once more restored, his lordship proceeded—" The sentence of this

Court is, that you shall be imprisoned for the space of one calendar

month, and pay a fine of one thousand pounds."
" My lord," said one of the junior counsel, quickly bobbing up, " I

have a motion to submit to your lordship for expenses of the witnesses

in the last prosecution but one ; they amount to a mere trifle, my lord,

and have always been granted in similar cases."

Alas ! poor human vanity ! Thus was the great and rich Sir Job
sentenced to degradation, fine, and imprisonment, in one breath ; and
a mere trumpery matter of some odd shillings occupying equal import-

ance in the next.

It is only when the wheel of Fortune leaves us at the base of her

arbitrary orbit, that we really can estimate the position we may have
once held near its summit. Upon the bench where sat the judge pre-

siding. Sir Job beheld many men with whom he himself had sat in judg-

ment, whom he had entertained at his table, and allowed to bask in all

the sunshine of his prosperity. From these, not one pitying look

accompanied him back to his prison ; not one kindly expression of

sympathy, not one particle of doubt as to the justice of the sentence,

nor one breath of suspicion as to his guilt, now reached him. Heart-

broken, despairing, praying that Heaven might then resume that life

which he in the first bitter moments felt only a torment, Sir Job turned

to depart, scarcely able to repress the bursting tear which his agonised

frame longed to discharge.

" Give me your hand before you go," cried a voice thick with
the emotion which coined it. " God bless you, my old friend," said the

sturdy Trojan, scrambling up upon the coimsel's seat, in utter defiance

of wigs, powder, &c. " and if you're not as innocent a man—for all that's

ss2
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pfist as any in the king's dominions, I never ask to breathe God's

breath again."
" Who arc you, sir ?" said the judge, who had heard this, and beheld

with no very pleased expression of eountenance the sturdy grasp with

which "NVrynecker wrung the hand of Sir Job over the front of the

dock, in defiance both of prejudice and decorum.

" I am John Wrynecker," bawled the worthy solicitor in a tone that

left no doubt as to his identity.

" You arc, are you sir ?—Then as you seem so fond of the society of

the guilty, you had better accompany him to prison.''

" 1 should have no objection to do that, either, my lord."

" "What do you say, sir?" demanded the judge, in great wrath.

" That I should feel it a happiness to accompany so iunoccnt a friend

to prii^on," stoutly bawled old Squaretoes.

" Oh! you do! do you?—Then your happiness is complete, sir. You
now stand committed for contempt of court."

•'I heartily thank you, my lord," said Wrynecker. " I believe the

present is the only act of kindness which has ever distinguished your

lordship's judicial career."

This intemperate reply, however natural to the speaker,by no means
improved his case. The usher of the court had hold of him in a twink-

ling, and away he went to prison as magnanimously as one of the

seven bishops. Tliere was something in this devotion that deeply touched

Sir Job : and though he orieved that an old and valued friend should

have got himself into disgrace on his account, he could not but feel that

it was almost worth experiencing the injustice of his lot, to feel the

exquisite pleasure of knowing all his adversity and disgrace had been
imablo to deprive him of so staunch an affection.

AVhilc absorbed in watcliing AVryneckcr's exit, there was another

dcmonstiation made towards him wliich he failed to perceive ; to this

his attention was, however, drawn by the words uttered on the occasion :

" Sir Job Periwinkle, I have been trying to catch your eye for the

last ten minutes. Permit me to pay my respects to you before you leave."

Did he hear aright—respects to him? was there any one left who
would still pay him tliat formal courtesy which he had so often heard
witliout attaching to it the slightest value ? —the kindness of which
now, however, a])pearcd to him indescribably great. He looked round,
and could scarcely believe that these words issued from the lips of some
one in the canonicals of a counsel. At first he was unable to recognise
the sp(;aker, but another moment's glance convinced him that it was
Dick Doubtfid. Sir Job found that he could not trust his words to
speak, he therefore contented himself with mutely expressing all he felt

by a bow.
" Before you share the fate of Sir Walter Raleigh in an unjust

iinprisonnicnt," said Dick, magnanimously choosing to think for him-
self, in spite of either judge or jury, " you will do well to remember
his words :

—
' Stone walls do not a prison make—you cannot chain

the mind.' Kemeniber me to all the authorities at Ilawarden when
you SCO them next." Doidjtful had no time to add more, for the turn-
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key, wlio saw a storm gathering on the brow of his lordship, thought

better to avert it from his own liead, by quickly removing this un-
expected object of sympathy ; and with a melancholy refleation on
the instability of all human happiness, Dick Doubtful walked to his

robing-room, and Sir Job Periwinkle to his cell. " After that," mut-
tered the former, " who can pride liimself on anything but the surety of

death and quarter-day!"

CHAPTER THE SECOND.

CONTAINS A PROPOSITION llOt FOUND IN EUCLID.

As soon as Wrynecker found himself in the same prison with Sir

Job, he took advantage of that part of the judge's committal of him-

self which recommended him to carry his companionship to prison ;

and bribing tlie subordinates right and left, lie ordered an excellent

dinner to be served for himself and friend, and determined tliat \w

furtlier care should molest him. It was well for his companion in

adversity tliat Fortime had bestowed upon him this faitliful ally,

for so deeply had tlie shock of his misfortunes struck his mind, that

in the first ebullition of despair he might have given way to the

melancholy feelings which seemed to crush him to the earth. Finding

that the task of consolation was heavier than he expected, Wrynecker,

at the conclusion of the second bottle, startled his friend by a sudden

declaration for which lie had been little prepared.
" I tell you what, Sir Job, I've long had half-a-dozen minds to give

lip all farther bothering about a profession. I've made more money
already than I can ever live to expend ; it's perfectly idle to fret myself

for the benefit of some other man, Avho may come after me and disperse,

with the utmost prodigality, what I have taken so much pains to collect.

I have, therefore, determined to enjoy a little bit of travelling in my own
fasliiou, drop tlie shop, and see what the world is like at large—in

short, having heard you declare your intention of visiting your estates

in the AYest Indies if tliis iniquitous trial went against you, I now
propose to get my preparations complete by tlie time your imprison-

ment ends, and go with you. I've often had a great longing to see

what these parts are really like ; and though I can tell by the curl of

your lip that you're going to make some objection, I warn you it's no
use, my mind's made up to go."

For some time. Sir Job, thinking this was the result of a second

bottle, endeavoured by every means in his power to combat his friend's

resolution ; but when on the next morning "Wrynecker informed him
that he had commenced the steps necessary for accompanying him
abroad, Sir Job found to his delight that he was sincere in his inten-

tions, and that a companion of no ordinary quality was to cheer the

dreary nature of that absence from England which was now the only

cheerino; point to which he could look forward. Wearily as the allotted

period of punishment crept by, it at length passed, and the requisite
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measures having been previously taken, Sir Job on bis release stepped

from tlie prison-door into bis carriage, and drove off for Portsmoutb,

•where his suite were waiting to embark with liini.

Doubtful, since the first hour of his committal, bad been assiduous to

a deo^ree, in paying every sort of attention to himself and family; and

on the evening* of his arrival at the sea-port, when Lady Periwinkle

and Julia had retired to rest. Sir Job, who was very anxious to follow

tliem, well knowing how much he had to get through, watched with con-

siderable anxiety what appeared to him the dilatory conduct of Dick the

Dubious. After what he considered one or two broad hints, Avhich the

otlier seemed very slow in apprehending, Dick gulped down a glass of

wine, and, Avitli sundry fidgetings in his chair, the examination of his

nails, and other bashful preliminaries, thus delivered himself:

—

" Now, there is a very delicate matter, Sir Job, on which I have
long wished to speak to you."

Sir Job opened liis eyes in considerable amazement, fully prepared to

hear of some new misfortune, for these of late had been showered so

plentifully upon him, that he almost doubted whether they were ever

to cease again : however, he prudently waited the issue of Doubtful's

communication, well knowing that a fidgetty and bashful man would
take as much time to bring any matter to an opening, as two tolerably

patient people occupy in bringing it to the most successful issue. By
this prudent management, therefore, Doubtful gradually found courage
to say,—

" I suppose I need hardly inform you. Sir Job, that I have long-

been most sincerely attached to your daughter, Miss Julia Periwinkle ;"

-—here Dick paused for some expression of surprise, approbation, or

disapproval—being relieved in his extremity, however, by neither of
which, he was obliged to proceed.

" While the world went prosperously with you, I confess I had
many doubts and difficulties how I ought to act, since any suitor to
your daugliter, unless one of much larger fortune than I can pretend to
be, might have been open to the imputation of interested motives."

" My df.ir Mr. Doubtful—" began Sir Job.
" Yes, 1 know it is the case; you need not attempt to hide the fact

from my conviction; it is at once obvious that it always must have been
so. But although it is a very delicate matter to assert, I do believe
that I do not wrong the young lady in imagining that if your consent
were granted, I might be so fortunate as to crown it with that of the
lady herself: I don't know, you know; I perhaps mav speak from too
partial impressions

; I am happy to say that fortune 'has now so far
altered our relative position, that I may venture to open the subject to
you without fear of having any other motive wliatever attributed to me
beyond that sincere alFection and esteem which your daughter's virtues
and beauty are so well fitted to inspire;—in a word. Sir Job, can you, if

S;^ y .

''^^>''^ consent, add yours, to consider me as your son-in-law?"
"Son-in-law

!
" gasped Sir Job, grasping Doubtful most warmly by

the hand;—lie could get no further, but, jumping from his chair, and
striding up and down the room for a few paces, mutely endeavoured to
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regain that composure which would enable him to express those feelings

which rose uppermost in his generous bosom on this occasion.

" How little," he at first exclaimed,—" how little in this world can

we distinguish happiness at first sight ! Ah, Mr. Doubtful, she comes to

us in a thousand guises, and how often and how blindly do we not

reject her in all ; while adversity and shame, because they're often

cloaked in gayer habits, are clasped to our bosoms—with all the

frenzy of delirium !—Accept you as my son-in-law !—there was not

a moment in the brightest hour of my worldly fortunes when I should

not have been delighted to think that such a title was borne by one I so

much esteem. I can only rejoice that your choice has fallen so well.

A few nights after the first bitterness ofmy recent calamity, nothing but

the soothing kindness, the unlooked-for fortitude, of that poor girl whom
we both love, prevented me from terminating my own sorrows : and

now mark what a happiness would have been lost to me. It is

umiecessary for me to say I consent to your marriage, I do more, Mr.

Doubtful; I acknowledge I receive your offer with the highest pleasure,

for it has long been known to me that my own child's happiness is

involved in this question; and though you have been too manly to say

as much yourself, I am sure you are equally aware of it."

Dick's ears tingled with delight at this announcement ; for though Sir

Job was so far right that Doubtful had abeady received sundry assur-

ances of the fact from the party—whom, in his own phraseology, he
would have termed the best evidence on the point,—yet, still he found

it was, if possible, even more delightful to be assured of this interesting

truth from one who had enjoyed such ample opportunities of observa-

tion as Sir Job, without the least motive for colouring facts. " There

is only one thing," continued the latter, "which makes me at all uneasy

for your future mutual happiness ; namely, your profession."

" Why yes. Sir Job, I thought of that; and though it is true that

the slight fortune I possess can scarcely accustom Julia to all the lux-

uries she has hitherto enjoyed, yet still, as she is content to encounter

their privation till such a time as
—

"

" For a time !" interrupted Sir Job, with considerable emphasis ;
" do

you still know me so little as to imagine that any consideration of for-

tune would induce me at such a moment to mention your profession?

No, thank Heaven, w-hatever mischances may have befallen me, they

have, at least, left me the power of putting all whom I hold dear be-

yond the reach of any pecuniary vexations. No, sir, you need never

more trouble yourself with any concern on that subject; but as I know
the honours of a profession like yoin-s cannot be relinquished without

deep regret, I was merely considering whether an alliance with a family

like my own, which Fortune for some inexplicable cause seems to select

now for the butt, as it was once the cherished object of her cares,—I say,

sir, I was thinking how far such an alliance might aft'ect you at the bar."

" Oh, Sir Job, if that is all, I beg you will not distress yourself. I

have considered tlie subject maturely, and have fully resolved to give

up the practice of the Bar in England to those who think it more agree-

able in pursuit than I do."
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Had tlie Governor of Tortsmoutli waited upon Sir Job at that mo-

ment to profftT to liim the crown of Enghand, such a step could not, in

the worthy citizen's mind, have produced more perfect surprise than

did this last assertion of Dick Doubtful.

" Give up the practice of the Bar in England ! why, I thought you

liad been perfectly devoted to it!
!"

" And you thought riglitly, but injustice would make hateful a pa-

radise; and that you may not think me capricious, I must tell you that

I have been so teased and annoyed by certain parties of my own stand-

ing about that silly scrape into which Colonel Sprightly got me, that I

have determined to abandon the Avhole aftair altogether, and go out to

practise in the colony for which you arc now starting ; while it is not

impossible that if you see fit to allow of my union with your daughter

before you start, I may obtain a passage in the same ship with your-

self, wliicli will greatly add to the comfort and convenience of us all."

" ]\Ir. Doubtful, I think you're acting hastily, and if you'll be advised

by me, you'll consider the matter twice before you give up your pro-

spects in England for a little mere silly bantering on a matter in which
chance had laid your conduct open to a disagreeable, but, after all, a

harmless joke. Consider for a moment—after all that may have passed,

can any one believe that you wee actuated by the least improper mo-
tive on that occasion? The supposition would be too absurd for the most
distant consideration."

" Wiiy yes, I am perfectly aware of that; but still you see it is a

very delicate luatter, and I confess, it has given me a good deal of au-

nu)-ance to whicli there is no possible occasion for my subjecting myself;

and moreover, competition at the Bar is of that close nature, that un-
less a man possesses brilliant abilities of the first order, to which I don't

pretend, or numerous connexions in the law, which I certainly do not
possess, tlio struggle is a very long—a very delicate, and a very doubt-
ful one, let me tell you. In a new colony, this is not so ; there—
there is a comparative opening for all wlio choose to be moderately
industrious, and a humbler style of capacity is suflicient. I have no
ties to bind me to England, and I should be sorry to deprive my wife
of a father like yourself, or to deprive a friend like you of the com-
panionship of so inestimable a daughter."

" Mr. Doubtful," said Sir Job, " this is kindly and nobly argued of
you

; and whether you take lior from my side, or whether you do not, I
shouhl equally bo delighted to have you for a son-in-law. But, however,
it IS a matter which, under all the circumstances of the case, requires
some consideration: I will, therefore, give no decided answer on anyone
pomtoftliis marriage until to-morrow morning. In the mean time,
permit me to assure you, that for all your conduct since I first had the
gratification of your friendship, I shall ever feel the deepest thankful-
n..i«s."

AVith this, Sir Job stretched forth his hand, and Dick having firmly
clasped it, bade him good night, and withdrew in a state of purturba-
tion and suspense, which it aj^pcars the fate of lovers of all classes to
undergo.
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CHAPTER THE THIRD.

CONTAINS A lady's REASONS.

" But why, madam, wliy—I insist on knowing—do you oppose
tills union ?

—
" angrily demanded Sir Job, stopping short in the tiger-

like pace with which he perpetually strided from one end to the other

of the apartment, or rather cage, in wdiich breakfast had been served at

the hotel.

" Why do I oppose this union !" petulantly returned Lady Periwin-

kle, drawing up her majestic form, and tossing her head on high, as lo

might have done after some special communication with Jupiter ;

—

" I have many reasons, Sir Job, for my conduct."
" D—n it, madam, so you've told me fifty times; but will you name

one of them ?"

" Oh, certainly, sir—certainly, sir, since you ask for it in so gentle-

man-like a manner. I oppose this union for the best of all reasons,

because I do."

" Patience of my fathers—was there ever such a provoking fool in

this woidd ! I do believe, though naturalists have failed to inform us

of the fact, that after fifty, a woman changes her sex, and thus makes
the third in the creation."

" What do you mean, Sir Job? what do yort mean?—It is time you
should give me some reason of yours when you give utterance to such

free-thinking opinions as that," quickly returned her ladyship, who
now felt touched to the quick by her opponent's exclamation,—for this

simple cause, that she was not able to understand it.

AV^ithout noticing, however, the emotion which his language had
called forth, Sir Job continued to pace the room muttering broken ex-

clamations to himself;—" I'm sure she's attached to him—must be

attached to him ;—better by far to see her married to a man she cares

for with nothing, than mistress of any establishment amidst a splendour

unable to occupy the heart."

" One would think. Sir Job, you were still in your childhood— to

hear you talk in this way about hearts, and similar nonsense : liearts

liave nothing to do in the matter."
" In marriages like yours, I grant not, madam ; but In this I'll take

very good care that they have everything to do In the matter."
" You may be as personal as you like. Sir Job: a man who has

l)rought his family to this pitch of ruin, deserves a refuge in universal

compassion ; you can say what you please, sir, I shall not be at the

trouble to contradict you; but this I must remark, that your intentions

in favour of my daughter are somewhat too late, as I have already ac-

cepted for her the otter of Alderman Quickstead."
" What, madam, do you dare to tell me this to my face,—and with-

out having consulted me in any one part of the step you have taken ?

" In my opinion, Sir Job, it is quite enough for a young lady if the
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mother sees tlie propriety of tlie marriage ; she is the parent to le looked

to. You Iiave your sons, sir, and very prettily you have brought them

up, it must be acknowledged."
_

" "Well was my name Job ! " exclaimed the patriarch, clasping his

hands, and looking upv>'ards, " for I much doubt if my namesake had

half such a blister of a wife as I have.—It is my positive orders, ma-
dam, that you sit down and write instantly to Alderman Quickstead,

and make him acquainted with the fact that you have acted without my
concurrence."

" Indeed, sir, I shall do notliing of the sort. It is too late to retract
;

and even if it were not, it is a much more fit and proper match for my
daughter than one of your moneyless aristocratic professions, which
scarcely allows a man to keep himself, much less a wife and chil-

dren."

While Lady Periwinkle was still speaking, one of the attendants

brought in a letter, saying, " From Sir Charles Quickstead."
" Ah, this decides the matter!" said Lady Periwinkle in great

triumph, holding out her hand.
" It's not for you, madam, but Sir Job," said the bearer—delivering

it to the husband.
" That is like you men," exclaimed her ladyship, endeavouring to

master her chagrin :
" though neither constant nor consistent in any-

thing else, you none of you forget to support one another in tyrannising

over women. The Alderman might have known A'ery well that I was
the proper person to whom to address such a correspondence."

" I wish he had, madam; I should have been spared tlie degradation
of receiving this note, which, at least, I have not deserved :" and, having
previously glanced over the contents, he proceeded to read aloud the
following exquisite communication :—

"Alderman Quickstead presents his compliments to Lady Periwinkle,
and has received her note on his return from the country. The Alder-
man certainly would have felt great pleasure in connecting himself with
Lady Periwinkle, but the circumstances in wdiich your "ladyship's fa-
mily at p.esent stands, render such a union no longer possible."

" What!" shrieked Lady Periwinkle, " does he dare
—

"

" Yes, madam, he docs dare: it is the only piece of daring in the
Alderman's character for which I can commend him. Pray make the
most of it. The note is very matrimonial. It is as nice an inter-
mingling of the second person and tlic third as I have seen for some
time;" and Sir Job laid down the letter for Lady Periwinkle's
perusal.

"It's all your folly, sir," gasped forth the unhappy mother; "all
of you and your folly that my daughter's marriage is broken off, and
my happiness ruined."

" As to your own happiness, that was settled the moment you had
aiiytlnng to do with it, so don't be concerned about that ; vour
dauglitir now stands a chance of a marriage really suitable for 'her,
and if yoii'vo lost your ha]rinnes9, she has gained hers." And, far from
8ony that las wife had thus brought tliis crisis on liersdf, Sir Job
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retired, leaving her, as a plea, to the use of that meditation which

he trusted would reconcile her to a union which she could no longer

oppose with success.

Sir Job was certainly not a very deep thinker, or he would have

abstained from forming any such absurd expectations of his wife's

docility; for no sooner was she left alone, than having torn the treach-

erous Alderman's letter into portions as minute as possible, she devoted

her attention to the consideration of how and in what manner she could

best prolong the struggle, and gain her own way. Not that by possessing

this she expected the least possible benefit ; that had nothing on earth

to do v/ith the matter. Had she been questioned on the subject, she would
doubtless have confessed that she wanted her own way because she did,

and marvellous indeed would have been the skill that could have ob-

tained from her any more rational account of her opposition.

After various cogitations pro and con, she at length satisfactorily ar-

ranged in her own mind the only line of operations by which she could

succeed ; and certainly they were sufficiently subtle to warrant even her

expectations of success. Slie resolved to abandon the open warfare, and
retreating to the fastnesses of hesitation, doubt, and delay, there to fight in

detail that enemy whom she found was not to be conquered in the unpo-

sitioned plains of opposition. With this purpose she sought Sir Job forth-

with, and putting on all the appearance of a penitent, expressed her regret

that her views should have differed from his—her great anxiety for her

daughter's happiness, and other common-places, which all opponents

even of the smallest capacity learn to use with great facility. In

conclusion, she expressed her readiness to withdraw all resistance to her

daughter's marriage, provided only that Mr. Doubtful should not press

any union before their leaving England, and should abstain from seek-

ing a passage in the same ship.

Sir Job, good man, who was all candour and innocence, or at least

as much so as the naughty knowledge of this world will permit any de-

nizen of London to be, was on tlie -pressnt occasion perfectly deceived.

He took every statement made by his wife to be a matter of literal and

perfect truth, and being almost as ignorant as herself of any actual rea-

son why she should so oppose Doubtful's marriage with his daughter,

he looked upon these dubitations of Lady Periwinkle as proceeding from

a real motherly regard, fearful of too easily confiding the happiness of

a daughter to a member of the conamon enemy of the sex—man—and

therefore anxious befoi'eliand to gain as large a security as possible in

the tested strength of their affection.

It was a very beautiful species of reasoning; but how would the patri-

arch have been startled, could he have seen in it the real truth ! as did

the more germain quickness of his daughter Julia—at once detecting

the manoeuvre and intention ; namely, to gain fi'om the last chances of

delay that object which she had failed to obtain in a more straight-

forward manner; and all this matter for the simple reason, that having

once opposed the matcli, she could not bring her mind to adopt any

other line of conduct towards it.
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CHAPTER THE FOURTH.

FATE AND LADY PERnVINKLE FALL OUT AT SPITHEAD.

"When the lovers were made acquainted with the mutual compro-

mise of Sir Job and Lady Periwinkle, their dismay certainly was great,

and oven the most callous looker-on cannot but condemn the cruelty

which tlius denied them that pleasure which is the greatest in life

;

namely, the mutual enjoyment of two young people in the society of

each other, while attachment liad surrounded it with a brightness and

a witchery too brilliant to endure. However, as there was no help

for tlieir misfortunes, our friends were obliged to submit.

Doubtful took his passage in a vessel which was to sail in the same
convoy with Sir Job's, and, removing liis few household gods to Ports-

mouth, the patriarch, now disgraced and degi'aded in the eyes of all the

friends of his prosperity, and only supported by that innocence which
is, indeed, a bitter tonic in such a case, embarked the diminished num-
ber of liis family on board the ship. IMoney had procured excellent

quarters for him, and Doubtful having seen him safely ensconced

in his cabin on tlie night previous to their sailing, went on board liis

own transport—thinking to content himself with watching the A'essel

wliidi contained his own hopes unmoor in the grey twilight of the

morning, and proceed in company with his own to sea.

Poor Dick was cirtainly very much downcast as he returned from
the leave-taking, and fully conscious how much of his present afliiction

he oweil to his future mother-in-law, in an abstracted mood he allowed
his mind tO'glance at the various contingencies of a sea existence, in a
low soliloquy uttered wliile the sleepy ship's boys were rowing hiiu from
one vessel to the other, tlius :

—

""Well, Lady Periwinkle, if I should have seen the last of j^u, I

don't mean to say anything uncharitable, but if I sliould have seen the
last of you, no matter! If sea-sickness—but, no, I'm afraid that the sea
will be much more sick of her than she of the sea, before they get to the
cml of their journey;—however, if, by any blessed stroke of fortune, as

I said before, sea-sickness, a roll of tlu; shiji, a loose block, or any other
happy little matter, should de])rive Julia of her mother before I see them
again, it's not myself that would weep my eyes out, anyhow!" And with
this fortifying niatter of consolation, he, with some dilliculty, mounted
to the deck of his own vessel, and feeling his hand somewhat warmly
clasped, peered forward to take a look at the friendly grasper, and there
to his astonishment and delight stood AVrynecker, his shoes as broad, his
coat as wide, and his buckskin breeches as undeniably smooth and dirty,
as when he iirst Ix-held them.

'• What, IMr.Wryneckcr, you here!—whatcouldhavebrought you down
to Portsmouth?" *

'' The coach," rei.lied "Wrynccker, making one of those profound rove-
latious which occasionally illumine maukiiul.
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" Yes, Mr.Wiyneclici', I understand that—but I mean, what brought

you out here onboard a ship ?"

" AViiy, tlie boat."

" Ah! ah! I see, you have some important matter in hand, whicli you
can only communicate to mc in private: I only meant, without any
oflence, to inquire what you are going to do here."

" My duty."

Dick now fiiirly gave up the task of gaining any information from
" Square-toes" until such time 'as he should be pleased to afford it, and

resigning himself patiently, in hopes that the stream would gush from

the rock at last, then learned as follows.

" The fact is, Mr. Doubtful, for the last sixty years I have been gra-

dually getting more and more disgusted with that trumpery island be-

hind there, (pointing towards Portsmouth,) till now—when having lived

to sec one of my friends condemned to be hung, and the other impri-

soned, and both, as I think, falsely, I have become more and more con-

vinced that my notion bf English jurisprudence is right."

" Ah ! let's hear that," said Dick, pricking up his whole soul at the

mere sound of that delightful word, " Did you say jurisprudence? let's

hear that : what are your notions of English jurisprudence V "

" Why, Mr. Doubtful, I once thought that the greatest crnne known
to the English constitution was poverty—and so I made haste to get

rich. I now find I was wrong—the greatest crime known to the Eng-
lish law, I perceive, is innocence. AN-'ith this view, it endeavours to

make every one as guilty as it can, and, in order not to be out of the

fashion, I am going out to mix with West Indian slave-owners, plan-

ters and overseers, for the benefit of the best examples in vice ; having

no doubt that if I live to return to my native country, I shall then and

there acquire that honour and emolument which I see the most profi-

cient professors of the art engross."
" Oh ! 'pou my word you don't mean to say so; you really don't mean

to say you are going out with us to the West Indies—though it does

strike me now that I heard something of this before—you don't mean
to say that it was so, do you ?"

" No, I don't, sir; because, having said it once, I conceive that's quite

enough for any one."
" J3ut since you've come to this determination, why did you not en-

deavour to get into the same ship with your friend Sir Job ?"

" Because Sir Job has been such an ass as to take out on his back a

blister that he can't help rubbing on all his friend's noses."

" Ah," said Dick, with peculiar satisfaction; " I see, you allude to his

wife."

" Who the devil else could I allude to, sir? isn't she the very essence

of cantharides and savine ointment, combined ? No allusion at all, it's

downwright plain speaking, which no one can mistake."
" I quite agree with you, quite," said Dick, delighted at the sympa-

thy which here existed between himself and his companion ;
" she's not

only a blister, but a cat to scratch it afterwards: I only wish"—but what
Dick here wished was as strangely interrupted as if he had been
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Faustus himself, with Mephistophiles at his elbow, to realise his un-

formed desu-e.

The niffht way beautifully calm, and though no moon was visible,

there was still that indistinct glimmer which is seen in the heavens

wlien its new-bora mistress is in the early minority of a few days old

—

tlic sluwf^ish waters rolled out a black but gleaming surface all around,

without discovering any further motion than that made by the slight set

of the tide towards the shore, while the air was only broken by the oc-

casional sounding of the ship's bells among the mighty fleet then lying

at Spithcad, and reposing like giants of the sea upon the liquid field of

their innumerable victories.

A few yards off lay the Dromedary, the name of the ship which was

to carry Sir Job to his new destination; while the Mary Jane, on bonrd

of which Doubtful and Wrynecker were embarked, was anchored

almost directly in the Dromedary's wake ; and at various distances

around were the other ships of the convoy, about to sail at the same
time.

The hour was rapidly approaching twelve, and after the last cries of

the sentinels had pealed forth with every variety of- tone " All's well !

"

—an xmbroken silence was once more renewed upon the waters cf

Spithead.

As Doubtful was In the very act of uttering his wish, however, as we
before said, a confused sound of voices and the rapid motion of feet were
heard on board the Dromedary a-head.

" What the devil's in the wind now?" suddenly exclaimed Dick, who
was the first to catch these extraordinary sounds.

In a few seconds a voice was distinctly heard shouting " Mary Jane,

a-hoy, there !

"

" Holloa !
" answered one of the seamen who happened to be on the

forecastle smoking his pipe.

" Send a boat on board here, quickly," was the reply; "we're sinking."
" AVhat do they say ?

" cried Doubtful, whose quick ear instantly de-

tected some catastrophe in the dolorous notes which the seamen had but
indistinctly heard ; and rushing hastily down to the cabin of the captain
below, Dick implored him to come on deck, expressing those fears which
he entertained for the safety of his friends.

" What!" cried the worthy merchant officer, scarcely aroused from
his sleep, " what the devil is the matter ? Going down at Spithead in a
calm, man alive !—you're dreaming."

" No, I am not; I implore yoii to come up, and sec yourself to the
truth of the statement ; for if you delay much longer, you will be too
late to effect any good."

At this crisis, while the merchantman could not yet believe that the
whole affair was anything beyond the inexperienced fright*bf a lands-
man, tluTo came distinctly through the captain's scuttle, which hap-
pened to be open, the words

—

" :Mary Jane, a-hoy there! why the devil don't you bear a-hand and
send your boats? do you wish to sec us go down before your eyes?
We've sprung a leak."
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" The devil!" cried the captain, to whom this simple explanation

had not, it would seem, before occurred; and, rapidly tumbling from
his cot, he rushed on deck, even as fast as Doubtful could desire. " All

hands, man boats !"—shouting to his crew, through his hands.

While there was yet any assistance to bo rendered, Wrynecker was
as ready as any one in oflering all the service in his power : at last,

however, when the crew were shoving off to take iip the people of the

Dromedary, he called out to one of the men as he went over the ship's

side, saying, " There's an old lady on board there, with a hook nose ;

now a five-pound note to any one of you who shall be able to tell me on

his return that he has seen the old termagant go down. A pretty thing,'

he remarked, turning to Doubtful, " for a man to be caught on board

the same ship with such a devil, after all the efforts v^^e have made to

escape from her !"

Notwithstanding, however, this, to all appearances, most rutliless ex-

pression of ill will, both Wrynecker and Doubtful lent their best aid

towards getting safely on board the parties who were soon crowding the

sides of the transport, shouting for assistance from other ships, and
experiencing the horrors of seeing their own vessel gradually sink lower

and lower in the water every minute. Fortunately for the crew, the

guard-boat of the fleet was at this time going her rounds, and, hearing

the noise and confusion on board the sinking vessel, pulled straight to

the spot, and rendering most effective assistance, managed to clear the

last boat-load just as the ship Avent down.

It may easily be imagined how great was the scene of confusion thus

produced;—most of the rescued parties were taken on board the Mary
Jane, as being the nearest ship; and when the captain was obliged to

protest against any further addition to his crew, the others were dis-

persed through the several vessels lying in the immediate vicinity.

Fortunately, Sir Job's family having received the alarm together,

were taken off in the same boat, and Lady Periwinkle was the first

person whom Wrynecker, in his generosity to be useful, helped on board

the transport.

" Was there any devil's luck, sure, so bad as that ?" whispered Wry-
necker to Doubtful, as he handed Lady Periwinkle down the hatch-

way, in a state of alarm bordering closely upon faintness ; "to think of

my not only seeing the old griffin safe, but having to lend a hand in the

act myself! However, we must grin and bear it." And, with this asseve-

ration, than which nothing could unfortunately be more true, Wry-
necker watched Lady Periwinkle descend into the cabin.

Doubtful, with equal care and delight, had quickly borne Julia

below, and resigning her per force to the care of the stewardess, fixed

his eyes on the loving pair Wrynecker and Lady Periwinkle, while

his thoughts wandered deeply into the singular mazes of fortune in

which the most unexpected rencontres take place between those who
hate* one another, at the same time that others who haA^e no existence

worth prizing but in a mutual presence and society are forced wide

as the poles asunder.

Just at this period of Doubtful's reflections, he heard a long-drawn
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sifrli, followed by the exclamation—" JMisfortunes never come single."

"'Surely I know that voice," nuittered Dick ; and instantly turning

round, lie not only beheld Su* Job Periwinkle standing close behind

liim, but bcrran to wonder in his own mind how it was he should never

have thought of the illustrious patriarch before.

" God bless you, Sir Job ! " cried the reporter, " how are you ? I

Iiope you liave received no hurt in tlic hurry-scurry of this sudden

cliange of shipping?"
" No, my good fellow," returned the other, with a melancholy smile,

" fortunately I have received no hurt, it is true, nor any compensation

either, for all my things are gone down' on that unfortunate Dromedary's

back. Not that I grieve for the loss, but, alas!—there is no time, I sus-

pect, to get any more ; more especially if the commodore makes good

his intention of taking the convoy to sea in the morning.
" Oh, never mind, never mind," said Doubtful, making use of tliat

very higldy-prized, but most enraging, exclamation with which he was
accuiitomcd to madden the irritation of every friend he possessed wlien

smarting under any loss, from that of a thimble to a toothpick, a hus-

band or a fortune.

It is a most impertinent mat+cr in any one living to make use of such

a phrase. If they intend it for consolation, it is arrogating an inlinity

<»f excessive self-importance to imagine that the cool injunction of one

man to anotlier—not to mind, can change the sable colour of misfortune,

or sweeten the gall of disappointment. If it be not intended for con-

solation, it is an outrage to intrude any such direction upon our woe.
" Never mind, Sir Job, never mind," said Doubtful ; " though it may

be very grievous to you, it is very delightful to me ; nor does it need
proving that as a man cannot look at his own face, he usually considers
liimself lucky when he can see it in a glass. You must, therefore,
try to see your happiness reflected in mine."
"Thank you, JMr. Doubtful, you are exceedingly obliging; but

though nothing would give me more delight than seeing you hai>py, I
should still like to enjoy that ])leasing vision witli a clean shirt on" my
bade and a change of breeelies in my portmanteau, a shorn beard, and
so forth

; biit how the devil that's to happen if we go to sea at day-
break, I can't very easily divine, more especially on so long a voyage as
ours.

" Never mind, never mind, ' God tempers the wind to the shorn
lamb,' says IMaria.".

" For Heaven's sake don't talk to mc about IMaria now, 'Mr. Doubt-
ful r said Sir Job, somewhat testily. " One would think I had enouoli
to do nothino' of Maria."do with I.ady l|eriwinkle and Julia, to say
"As to Julia, Sir Job, I beg you to trouble yourself no more on

t lat score
;

I flatter myself if you turn her over entirely to my attention,
she won t complain. All that I meant to prove by calling Maria as a
witui-ss was llii« :_that though you lose in one point, you have gained
in another.

—

i
^
j &

^'" >'""'"
''•'Pl'''»t'ss?" dcspondingly and inquiringly interrupted the

pat
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" Not only in my happiness, but in your own, Sir Job. I allude to

this individual ;" and Doubtful laid his finger on the back of AVry-
neclvcr, v;ho, however, very perversely neither turned nor took any notice

whatever of the appeal thus made to liini.

" Allude to this individual," muttered Sir Job ;
" I don't know who

he is."

" Dont you ! oh, I thought you did.
"

" No, no, I don't—do you ?
"

" ^Vhy, I thought I had seen his figure before."

" You have quite the advantage of me ; for I am sure I never did."

" You're a very ungrateful fellow to say so," suddenly interposed

Wrynecker, turning round briskly upon the Patriarch, who exhibited

no slight surprise and joy.

" What, Wrynecker, do you mean to say that's absolutely you ?
"

" Ay, me Eolla, as the play says ; though I don't often quote works
of that light cast."

" Then as another says, 'All hail,' though I confess you have put ofl"

joining till so late, that I almost feared you had been obliged to give

up a trip that I am sure was undertaken solely as a kindness, and no
ordinary one to me."

" Como, come. Sir Job," says Wrynecker, " don't you begin to flatter

yourself too highly, or you may oblige me to confess some much less

heroic and praiseworthy design. Perhaps I might
"

" No, no, Wrynecker," interposed the patriarch, " it is unnecessary
for you to deny tiie kindness to which this is owing ; for unfortunately

for your denial, it is so much of a piece with your whole life, no one
who knows you will ever believe any such defence."

" Well, Avell, if you're going to make a cumulative charge of it nothing
can help me but retaining Mr. Doubtful to conduct my defence."

" Why true," said Sir Job, " ho is sufiiciintly addicted to all tres-

passes of a kind heart over every other consideration, to enter into such
a defence, heart and soul."

" Well, perhaps, I didn't exactly mean that."

"What then ?
" inquired Doubtful, truly curious to know any rea on

for excelling ;
" if not that, what was the motive ?

"

" Simply this," quoth Wrynecker, who had no idea of losing a joke
against any one for a want of pressing it home. " I was certain if you
took up the defence, very little of that skill, for which you shine so

pre-eminently, would suffice to ensure its continuance until the ship

reached its destination."

" Ah ! very good, very good," said Doubtful, admitting the joke
against himself in its full force ;

" but" I tliink the same object would
almost be obtained, if you would consent to charge yourself with six-

and-eightpence for every act or deed, inditlerently, with which you
might be occupied during the suit, at the same time not very singularly

forgetting to hand me over my fees ; in such a case, I am sure no
attorney ever could make up his mind to bring his suit to a termina-
tion, even although it were to be in favour of himself."

" Come, Mr. Doubtful, you've hit us hard there, as the children say,

T T
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pax ! Xow let us go bolow, and sec what chance we havo of a bed to-

ni<dit. You and I are all right enough ; but what good fortune is to

take care of our friend liero after all his sorrows I don't know. Where

have you jnit Lady Periwinkle and Julia ?
"

" As to Lady I'eriwinklc, I hope she's put herself into the best quarter

she can find ; if not, I acknowledge my delinquency. To Julia I have

already given my own cabin, and I hope she will find that as comfort-

able as she can desire."

" Stay, Sir Job, there's a difference between
"

" Ay, ay," said Sir Job, laughing, " you need not tell me the reason

why."
" Come, gentlemen," interrupted the captain, " I advise you all to

turn in as quickly as you can. JMy orders are qiiite positive as to

sailing in tlie morning ; and you won't find it very pleasant to be
roused at daybreak, if you don't get some sleep to enable yon to stand

it beforehand ; therefore I say you had better all turn in."

" An advice I should readily follow," replied the patriarch, " if I

knew how ; but to confess tlie truth, it seems very doubtful if I am
not only to sleep at all to-night, but Avhether I shall ever have a chance
of sleeping again, or, at least, till the end of the voyage. Where am I to

coucli myself ?
"

" If that be all that troubles you,'' quoth the good-hearted captain,
" you may resign your cares. I have already given orders to the
ship's steward to prepare some spare hammocks for those whom the
siidcing of the Dromedary has left in a similar predicament."
Having heartily thanked the captain for this precantion, our party now

dispersed below, and were soon locked in that deep sleep which pre-
vious excitement rendered not less sweet than rapid.

Ik'fore Sir Job retired to rest, he could not help once again reflecting

with jo}- and happiness on that passed conduct during his former pro-
sperity, which, in his adversity, had gained him friends so fast and firm
as those around him.

Ilow few who have passed through the same ordeal ever enjoyed
the infinite happiness of arriving at a similar resnlt

!

CHAPTER THE FIFTfL

I'UTTIXG TO SEA—A SCENE AT SPITHEAD.

Day had scarcely broken on the waters of Spithead, when a ruddy
gleam, throwing out its rays on every side of tho anchorage, was fol-
lowed by the loud tliunder of a lower-deck gun. In a few seconds
another followed from the inner harbour ; as first the commander-in-
chief of the channel fleet at anchor, and next the admiral of the port,
discharged their morning guns.

litfdro the echoes of the ordnance had ceased, in the stilly air of
morning, to resound its mimic thunder along the surrounding shores, a
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slirill pipe disturljecl the crew on board the sliip belonging to the com-
modore of the convoy, and was followed by the deep bass of the boat-

swain's voice, "All hands np anchor !" "NVitli tlie true imitativoness of

gregarious man, the whistle and the cry seemed to spread from ship

to ship throngliout the fleet ; and as the signal ran, various xmcouth
sounds seemed growing into life. The black and motionless hulls,

rapidly quickened into existence, at first a moving figure appeared upon
one part, then a second, and presently a little group, which gradually

expanded into a swarming crew; while the before-squared yard gradually

pointed to the wind, liands were seen springing up aloft preparatory to

loosening sails, and in a few seconds more the notes of the merry pipe

were plainly distinguishable to some lively dancing air, to which a true

accompaniment Avas kept by the beating of some thousands of feet on
board the ships and vessels, as with one mind they proceeded to run
their various anchors np to their bows.

All was now life and animation. The various cries, orders, and
commands, the ship's companies competing one with another to see who
should be first under weigh, the merchantmen also clanking their lieavy

windlasses with more slow and progressive activity; first one ship

casting and crowding all her sail, and then another following with

emulative si^eed close in lier wake ; and a few of the traders running foul

of each other just for variety. These, together with many other

movements of boats, vessels, and men, all crowding on the surface of

one roadstead, with a bright morning sun rising behind, and giving the

last touch of vividness to the picture, made it a scene of extraordinary

life and beauty ; though many there were at that time spectators, on
whom it fell witli little or no interest, and among this immber we may
fairly include a few of the unhappy -looking junior midshipmen, who,
aroused thus early from their rest, would have seen no beauty in the

vale of Tempo, if purchased at a price to their aching eyelids so costly

and so dear.

Such was the scene that accompanied the putting to sea of one of the

largest convoys ever known to leave Spithead for the West Indies, and
certainly nothing could ever be more dissimilar than this auspicious

beginning, and that speedy termination which many of them found to

this voyage.

Doubtful, Sir Job, Wrynecker, and Julia had all been tempted by
the novelty of the scene, and the beauty of the day, to rise and witness

the operation we have attempted to describe, and certainly nothing

could exceed their delight at beholding so gorgeous a spectacle, nor any-
thing more flattering and prosperous than the auguries they drew of

their forthcoming voyage. How far these were right the course of our

tale will show.

Mankind would be enabled to bear their sorrows with an infinitely-

greater share of fortitude, were they but aware how frequently the

delights most fair and prized turn to the bitterest curses, and the mis-

fortunes most deplored lead to the most desirable results. And the

truth of this observation we may trace in almost every situation of life

;

from the lamented nobleman who takes pains to select as his valet the

T t2
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Avrotcli at -Nvliosc liands he is subsequently to meet assassination, to tlie

criminal whose career of crime has in former times been checked and

])uuishcd only to conduct him to a land where fortune and regained inte-

OTity spring from the detestation and punishment inflicted by his fellows.

As soon as the stately men-of-war had led the way round to the back

of the Isle of "Wight, with the merchantmen rapidly following, according

to the best speed that each could muster, thus somewhat deteriorating

from the grandeur of the previous sight, Sir Job and his companions

began to revert to those matters of worldly interest w'hich each consi-

dered as most engrossing ; and amongst the rest, Sir Job commenced
the most pathetic lamentations over his lost kit.

In the first burst of his enthusiasm he had entirely forgotten his

present destitution • but this speedily returning, he, in vain, demanded
of the captain how he should provide himself with a refit, and now was
informed, to his horror, that the only existing chance of once moro
making himself decent, depended upon the convoy being driven into

some port down channel by stress of weather ; and failing in this, the

captain informed Sir Job that he would find great consolation by
learning to grin and bear it. To tlie unfortunate patriarch this w'as a
doctrine, though certainly somewhat novel of its kind, yet one, never-

theless, in which he had already taken the first initiatory lessons. " At
any rate," replied he, " I have at least this to console me, that if Fortune
punishes me here, she owes me a good turn in some other quarter."

" What," said the captain, " do you think such a blind and aged old

hag, as they say Fortune is, ever takes the trouble to keep a regular

log of when she does wrong, that she may afterwards do right ?
"

" If I understand you right, captain, by log I suppose you meau
account. Is that so?"

" Wiiy, ay, Sir Job, I believe them much of a muchness; only to

my mind log seems more shipshape—for instance, if you owed me a
lliousand pounds, I should log it down."

" 15ut as I don't, captain, Avliy, thank God, you can't."
" Exactly. I merely meant to show "

"All, precisely, and in tliat light I imderstand it, and therefore I
mu^t t( 11 you, that I as firmly believe in Fortune keeping a strict account
ofall the bulfc'ts and the blessings she bestows, as I do in the correctness
of my own ledgers. In her time she has given me a few kind turns,
such as many mortals never meet with ; nowshe is showini: me a little of
the other side of the picture ; and when she has finished with that, I
hope slie will come round again. But whenever I sec a man fortunate
for any length of time, I always feel for him, because I know there's a
lieavy cloud about to break upon his house."

" Well, Sir Job, you being more learned than I am, I can't say I ever
observed what you mcjition ; and I should be rather sorry than other-
wise for all of Tis, if your mode of reckoning the longitude in this
matter is the right one. The last si.x voyages I have been, nothing
could I.e more fortunate than they have turned out ; whereas you see If
you re nuht, ten to one that this one will be unfortunate."

' 1 should not be at all surprised, sir," quietly returned Sir Job. " If
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what you say is con-ect about your formci' voyages, you had better

be prepared for the worst m this."

" Well, I must say you're well named Sir Job, but you ought rather

to have been one of Job's comforters, thus to damp a man at the

outset of a cruise in this way ; and as for as I see, I never saw a finer

start of any voyage yet ; and though I don't want to be disrespectful to

you, yet I must say, if it had pleased God to have kept you in your

own sliip, I should have been better pleased."

" Oh, don't bo depressed by anything I've said," quiclcly added the

kind-hearted citizen, intending as he thought to allay the fears of the

simple captain. " It is very possible that you may perform this voyage
in safety like the rest, and so make it your seventh, whde Fortune may
reserve all her indignation for the eighth, and so terminate your labours

altogetlier."

" What ! do you mean to tell mo, that I am to be cast away next time

I go to sea, if I should happen to land you safely on shore in this ?

On my word, sir, I am much obliged to you for the,insinuation, at all

events !
" and hastily pulling his cap down over his eyes, and muttering

some oaths which Sir Job did not distinctly hear, the disheartenecl

captain strode forward to the forecastle, without giving the patriarch

any opportunity of explaining his ill-omened doctrine of, and concerning

the equity of, fate.

" 'I'on my honour," said Sir Job, somewhat disconcerted, to Wry-
necker, who had been a silent, but highly diverted, spectator of this

scene ; " 'jion my honour one would almost imagine that sailors were

more peculiarly superstitious than other people."

" Why, Sir Job, have you lived so long and don't know that yet ?"

" Why, I confess I have heard of something of the sort before, but I

have always treated it as a gross libel on one of the finest portions of the

British character."

" Lord love you ! To use an original expression, a compass-needie

isn't truer to the pole than these tarry-breeched gentry are to every

species of nonsonse that aflfects the imagination by terror and supersti-

tion. That fellow's gone away, you may depend iipon it, with his mind
made up that you are a second Jonas : any ill that happens to the sliip

will infallibly be set down to your door ; and if you can find a v/hale to

creep into, so much the better. You did stand a chance before of

getting the captain to help you out with your kit. Now, if I am not

much mistaken, ho would as soon think of lending his breeches to the

devil."

" I am sorry to hear it," said poor Sir Job gravely ; " and under

such disastrous circumstances my only consolation will be that of my
namesake of old, namely, ' Naked came I into the world, and naked I

must go out of it;'" and with this last attempt at self support, the

patriarch descended with Wrynecker to avail himself of the offer

which the latter made of placing his toilet apparatus at the service of his

bereaved companion.
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CHAPTER THE SIXTH.

^ TIIK WRONGS OP ST. DOMINGO,

Leaving our friends to wliatever fortune might be in store for them

upon tlie open sea, our tale now reverts to the chances that befel Nora

and EvcUne at St. Domingo. The island which bears this name, ia

addition to those of Ilayti and Hispaniola, is one equally remark-

able, valuable, and interesting, both from the largeness of its extent

and the singular originality of history and example which it offers to

the world. Originally discovered to Europeans by Columbus, who
landed on it towards the end of the fifteenth century, and remarkable

as the first colonisation by that illustrious voyager within the limits of

America, the name of Hayti was that of which Columbus found it in

possession among the natives ; and in honour of the country to which

he was so much indebted, he gave to it the title of Hispaniola, or little

Spain. On the return of Columbus to Europe, he left in command of the

colony his brother Bartholomew, who founded on the southern coast the

city St. Domingo ; which, becor^.ing the capital of the island, has since

given its name to the whole of this remarkable, though petty empire.

The cruel tyranny of the Spanish colonists, intent only on 'enriching

their own coft'ers at any expense of the conquered natives, and anxious

to distil even the blood of their victims into gold, enacted so unsparing

and foolish, because unbearable, a code of labour laws, that by disease

and premature decay the original race of Hayti, in the space of a single

lustre, had nearly all expired beneath the avaricious yoke of their inhu-
man tyrants. Too indolent to supply, by their own labour, the posts

of those whom their merciless policy had exterminated, the European
colonists enticed forty thousand natives of the Bahama isles to those

shores which their inliumanity had already desolated ; but the same
love of slavery which had swept away the original population which, on
its first discovery by Columbus, averaged between one and three
millions of i)eople, found in the fresh draught from the Bahamas no
opportunity for the amelioration of a system so destructive, but simply
fresh victims to destroy. Before the following century had well-nigh
half expired, not two hundred of all these unhappy creatures remained
in existence.

As the extent of the island is upwards of four hundred English miles
in length, and two hundred and seventy in breadth, it may be easily
supposed how farcical, if it were not horrible, would be the condition
of such a land with some hundred and sixty people to cultivate it.

If tliere were one quality which, more than any other, appears to
characterise the Spaniards in history, it would seem to be that of being—The irreformable. As a nation, no lesson seems to teach them—no
c'.\i)CTii>ncu to instruct—no calamity to amend. Possessed of incom-
parably the finest island in the whole West Indies, they had introduced
mto it the culture of tlie sugar-cane from the Canary islands ; and after
enslaving and torturing to death bv excessive work both the orioiual
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inhabitants, and. those tlicy had imported into it, their idleness was
allowed to prove an entire bar to the slightest exertion of their own, all

culture ceased, and every prospect of utility was annihilated.

In order that we may have a fair view of the value of this gem,

which Spain first seized from its avarice, destroyed in Its cruelty, and

lost by its indolence, it may be as well to take a slight view of the pro-

ductions which St. Domingo presents for the cultivation of man. Of
large extent, and possessing harbours of sufficient capacity to trade with

the whole world, situated in a position that would make it accessible to

every empire on the globe, its mountains present a moderate and con-

sistent temperature of about seventy degrees, while alternate land

and sea breezes, which set in regularly with the rise and set of sun,

moderate the great heat, that render its plains some of the most fertile

upon the globe.

Among its productions are found the most exquisite mahogany, and the

finest satin-wood in the world. Vanilla and every Inferior species of

West Indian vegetable produce are abundant—the cotton- tree Included.

Among its procTuctions in the animal world, swine, horses, and oxen,

early Introduced from Europe, ranged the hills in wild abundance,

indigo, colfee, and the sugar-cane, were among the cultivations with

which art had been assisted by a prolific soil.

Such was the land which imbecility and the worst excesses of slavery

had reduced to a mere wilderness ; when, in the middle of the seven-

teenth century, the French erected a small colony on the west-end of

the island ; and, by treaties and perseverance, in the course of another

hundred years were all but the nominal possessors of the whole of

Haytl. The population of the Spaniards being less than one-tlilrd of

the Gallic inhabitants of the Island—slaves on either side Included in

this calculation—French Industry and enterprise bad rapidly converted

the sluggishness which before reigned in St. Domingo into commercial

activity, prosperity, and wealth ; and when towards the end of the

eighteenth century, the terrible revolution of Paris involved the whole

globe in its attendant miseries, the island of St. Domingo was annually

importing into Europe many millions of sterling value in cofiee, cotton,

cocoa. Indigo, and sugar.

The torch of popular liberty once lit in France, the Island of Ilaytl, as

may naturally be surmised, was but a depot of combustibles, which its

earliest scintillations could not fall to explode. Falling greatly into the

error of the earliest Spaniards, the French had also treated the Ilaytlans

with a marked degree of that insolence and cruelty from which no state

of slavery can ever be thoroughly exempt. Considering their slaves only

as so much animated property, the slightest sympathy with them as

human beings was denied. The black population had long outnum-
bered the white tyrants, in a proportion of neai'ly twelve to one ; and
the former, with all the impatience of wrong, no sooner perceived the

power of the multitude prevail in Paris, than they resolved to follow

the example by freeing themselves in the colony. With this view a

general discontent created insurrections in numerous portions of the

island ; and though the blacks had not at the period of our tale con-

certed, or rather executed;, any general rise, still the perpetual small
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outbreaks in different directions already indicated a coming storm ;

while, to add to the confusion, the wliite rulers of the island had not

even unanimity to offer them a shield from the effects of that tyranny

which they liad so mercilessly wielded when the political atmosphere

promised security for their government, and impunity for their crimes.

Among other enormities at wliicli liumanity shudders, it is stated by
some writers of this period, that proprietors were found in the island

sufficiently inhuman to throw into burning fnrnaces slaves who had
oftended them, while tlie government was too weak or too iniquitous to

bring such murderers to an account.

But for such further description as may be necessary for the under-

standing of our story, we must leave our characters to speak for tlienv

selves.

CHAPTER THE SEVENTH.

SUNRISE IN THE TROPICS.

" All, ah, mon ami, what you sliall think of a "West Indian sunrise ?
"

exclaimed the voice of Monsieur De Passoa, calling from a garden filled

Avith oranges, pine-apples, palm-trees, and other tropical production?,

to Eveline, who sat mournfully gazing at the prospect before her.

" WJKit can I think," replied she, starting with surprise at finding

herself thus observed, " but that a "West Indian sunrise, as you term it,

is one of the most glorious subjects of contemplation in nature ?
"

Built on the gradual rise of a small mountain for the sake of the

cool temperature and healthy breeze which this position ensured, Eveline's

room faced towards the east, where the sun had only yet risen a short

distance above the horizon, and the stretch of country that intervened

between the coast and the house in which she had slept, was lit up with
all the brilliant golden tints which the horizontal rays of the sun literally

streamed over it.

Not a house, hamlet, or plantation but this searching and beautiful
light displayed to perfect view. The dews of the morning lingered on
every leaf, and glistened like the diamond with prismatic colours. The
shape of every intervening obstacle appeared in the cool and refreshing

. tints of azure, varying from the lightest cobalt to the deepest blue ; while
in the far di.stance of the horizon, over which they had been so lately
borne, hung like a deliciously transparent veil—here melting into the
softest outline, there throwing back in burnished gold the image of the
sun—the gentlest cloudlets that the sky can bear. Now slightly
riifiling the crystal seas, the morning breeze came freshly to the check
like the breath of life itself; then, as the cat's-paw died away, the
ocean remained still and placid as a mirror in which the Deity might
coutcMuplate the beauty of his own handiwork the heavens. Upon the
bosom of the sea near the; shore lay the line -of-battle ship in which our
friends had arrived

; her straight lines, beautifully tapered masts, and
regularly painted hull, rejiDsiiig on her own image, like some vast sca-
bn-d (,f the clime, and putting'into beautiful, but subservient contrast,
the work of man with that of his- Creator.
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As Eveline gazed fortli upon the scene before her, and then looked

hack to the high inland mountains, whose glistening tops peeped out

in dazzling whiteness against the deep blue of the heavens behind them,

their salient points touched with i)urple and gold, and draperied half

way by the transparent mists that night was rapidly rolling back from
tlicir giant proportions, she thought she had at laf^t arrived in some
blessed paradise, wliere even the sense of her own sufterings would melt

away from her remembrance, and the atmosphere prove too sublimated

to allow the slightest sorrow, much less cruelty or pers'jcution, to exist

witliin its influence ; but these feelings, which Nature prompted, man
was speedily about to correct ; though it is a-melancholy subject of

contemplation to view all the capabilities of happiness that Heaven lias

placed within his reach, and then to mark how ho has distorted tliem

into opportunities for the exercise of every baleful passion, the perpe-

tration of every crime

!

" How did you get down there, IMonsieur De Passoa ? " demanded
Eveline, envying her French friend the privilege of enjoying the delights

of a walk amid the beauties of sucli a garden in the cool hour of sunrise.

" You will find a little staircase to the left of your room," replied

the son of chivalry, who felt an indescribable sort of pleasure in the

society of Eveline, which he ascribed to the gallantry that t!ie latter had
displayed in saving the lives of himself and Captain Simpson.

Thanking him for the information he had given her, she quitted her

window, and in a few moments joined the disciple of Mars in his walk
below. With the first impulse of a young and intelligent mind, Eveline

began to seek that information relative to the state of the island in which
slie now found herself, which when on board the seventy-four she had
hardly thought it worth while to direct her attention, since, such had
been the quick succession of her trials and misfortunes, that she hardly

credited her destination would lead her to any spot until she found she

had arrived on it.

De Passoa, who had before visited the colony, and knew indiflercntly

well every particular respecting its present position, was able at once to

give her mucli accurate information, from which she soon became con-

vinced how entirely slie had mistaken the history of the place in sup-

]iosing it to be the abode of either peace or happiness. Before, however,

De Passoa's explanation of its actual position had proceeded much
further than the first brief outline, they were interrupted by a powerful

but well-known voice bawling out, " A-hoy there! Captain Passover,

where are ye? be so good as to make your number, and give us your

bearing, the undergrowth is so thick here in these latitudes that a man
can scarcely make out his own convoy."

" Ah, ah! Monsieur Sampson, istliat you?" returned the Frenchman,

at once recognising the voice of the hailer, and giving him instructions

liow to reach the spot where the voices of our two friends had already

attracted his attention. In a few minutes the worthy seaman came up,

or, as he termed it, " joined company," blowing like a leviathan that

has just ascended from the deep; ami, applying his handkerchief to his

forehead, Avith considerable energy, said, " Good morning to yon, gentle-

men; after all the gales we have had to weather lately, there seems some
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comfort in a bit of a berth like this; don't you think so, Captain Samp-

son ? How is it we stand towards one another now, after all the changes

we have had backwards and forwards? Hang me, I scarcely know
whether I am my own man or anybody else's. How is it, sir; arc you

my prisoner, or am I yom-s?"
" Ah, Captain Sampson, these were nice distinctions; but we do not

need much to consider: if I guess rightly, we are soon found to be

both prisoners of another power."
" The devil we are ! " cried Simpson, starting, " how do you make

out that; for, if those chaps who you took us on board consider me as

a prisoner of war, I don't see how that can aflfect you, who are their

countryman ?
"

" My good friend, it was sometimes more difficult to see effects than

to feel them, and this you shall find to be our case."

" Why, what sort of an outlandish place is this we have got into !

I thought at first, by the cut of its jib, it was a good snug port, with

plenty of rum and backy. Do you mean to- say there arc cannibals

licre, Captain Passover, that there's such danger to both of us?"
'• Ah, ah! my brave gargon," turning to Eveline, "Capitaine Sampson

he tliink that a cannibal is the worst thing in the creation he shall fear."

" Why, odds bobs, my old cadger, what would you have worse? do

you know what I mean by cannibals—I mean gentlemen what eat their

prisoners of war alive and kicking ;—what would you have worse than
that?"

" Oh that, Captain Sampson ce nest rien—that is mere Christianity—

?m ^JCM severe; that is von little bit austere perhaps, but noting to

compare with these damn niggers.''

" Why, what the devil do these fellows mean to do with us, then,"

demanded Simpson, in evident perturbation—" we ai'C only prisoners of
war, take it at the worst, I fant^y ?

"

" What they did do with their prisoners of war I should not pretend
to say, but with tlieir bosom friends they think nothing of roasting

them alive first, and eating them afterwards."
"AVhew!" cried the alarmed Simpson, with a longwhistle of surprise,

" cannibals is a fool to them—such a delicate chap as this," givingEveline
a poke witli his elbow, " ihoy might take to munching just to divert the
hunger of 'em, but once they come to grub guch old chaps as you and I,

tlicy will find us d—n tough on the tooth, or they'll be as much mistaken."

_

" Oii!,oui,certa'memcnt, there shall be but little doubt of it—but these
niggers shall have only one good point about them, their teeth, so you
was expect little consolation on that score."

'I he wlioh; of this conversation was carried on with so much appa-
rent gravity by Simpson and Passoa, that Eveline, who shuddered while
she listened, scarcely knew whether to consider them as speaking in
joke or earnest; and when on the very point of putting the question
which woidd elucidate this important fact, a slight rustle in a small
grove of ])l;intains attracted tlieir attention; and, 'to the horror of the
trio, two large glaring ey(-s were seen twink]ing close to the ground.
'' 1 here's a tigtir going to make a spring on us \" said Eveline, in the
first mument of alarm, starting back.
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" No, Massa, me no tiger," said a laiigliino-, and not unmusical

voice, from amidst the thicket, " me only Jupiter Ammon, de poor nig-

ger; good morning, jMassa," addressing Dc Passoa, "whom \N'itli true

negro quickness lie recognised as a Frenchman, and believed to belong

to the rulers of the island.

" Good morning, Jupiter Ammon : have you got up so early to see

that the sun does its duty," demanded Eveline.
" No Sar, poor nigger !—he blidge to get up now because he love him,

massa; do him work. You have many slave, massa?"
" Oh, no, Jupiter Ammon, I've no slaves, I'm what you may call a

prisoner of war myself."
" Ah, ah, sir, you prisoner de war? then you have one dam hard,

time of it: perhaps the grand massa there lie have many slave," point-

ing to Simpson.
" Oh, no, he's a prisoner of war, like myself."
" Poor old gentlemans—he have worser luck before he have better."

" None of your clack, mister Jupiter Ammon, or I'll break your
nigger head."

" Ah, ah, poor Jupiter Ammon !—he have soft head, his head broken
twenty times a-day, massa; him nigger head like cocoa berry—all alike

massa : never mind, break de nigger head—him nigger have no feel-

ing;" and Jupiter Ammon grinned from ear to ear, showing his great

white teeth, A^ ith a look of happy indiflerence at Simpson's threat, and
yet a cunning smile of shrewd intelligence withal, that gave a silent

utterance to many things.

" ]\Iassa mustn't talk of breaking niggers' heads any more, now.

"

" Why not, yoii black thief ?
" demanded Simpson. Jupiter Ammon

grinned again, and then, with a very knowing motion towards his own
pimple, he replied, " Ilim nigger's head growing so hard now, they

bruise massa's hand in touching. You ever pull one prickly pear,

massa ?
" and quick as thought the negro took up one of the hoes which

they use in cultivating the cane, and which was leaning against a hedge

of aloes—and, with quick eye and single blow, he chopped oft" a large

piece of the species of the cactus to which he had alluded, and which
contain(;d amid the innumerable prickles it boasted, a small and circular

green pod, surrounded with small countless thorns; pointing to this

object as he held it with peculiar care, Jupiter Ammon favoured the

company with another grin of peculiar magnitude, and said, " Him very

nice fruit, massa, suppose you pick him." Simpson immediately put

out his hand to seize the lauded j^ear, but before he could detach it from

its stem, some hundreds of the sharp guardians of its refreshing pulp

ran into his hand.

With a characteristic oatli of anger and impatience Simpson gave
utterance to some words of dangerous import in Jupiter Amnion's ear,

and darted forward to seize that distinguished god by his woolly pro-

tuberance. Jupiter, omniscient both of the intention and the result,

dodged rapidly aside, and gave only his shoulder to the gripe of his

adversary, while the latter, taking the instalment as the best catch he

could make under the existing difficulty, prepared to pummel the delin-

quent fur his sins. In an instant, however, Jupiter extricated his oily
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skin from the grasp of his antagonist, and laughing heartily at the

trick ho had plaved, retreated to a short distance, saying, " There,

massa, you have 'taste the prickly pear ; nigger's head growing very

like the prickly pear now-a-days. Massa have much more comfort in

letting poor nigger alone."

At ilrst Simpson was inclined in his anger to pur.9uc tlie head of the

heathen deities for daring to take this liberty witli him, but Passoa

liavinf^ interceded and assured the rude but kind-hearted captain that

nothiiTff more than a little practical joke was meant, Simpson showed

such signs of moderating his anger that Jupiter Ammon from afar thus

addressed him :

• " IMassa, suppose you let nigger's head alone, Jupiter Ammon soon

take thorns out of massa's hand."
" Very will, you black tliief," growled Simpson, " come and do it;

I promise I won't touch you. Oddsliang it, I begin to think, Captain

Passover, that cannibals is fools to such as these; run Jupiter, jump
alon"-;" and, surrendering his mighty paw to Jupiter's attention, he was

freed from the annoyance of the prickles with a degree of ease that to

liim seemed magical.

While the black was thus busily engaged, Simpson again addressed

liim on the subject. " I say, blackce, what did you mean by that rig-

marole of yours, about niggers' heads ?
"

Jupiter Ammon looked up at this qu^tion very knowingly at each of

the faces of every individual of the party, and tlieu directing his attention

to tlie luvnd wiiich was imder his care, replied, "• Oil, massa, poor Jupiter

Amnion hab no meaning—poor ignorant nigger—him ncber hab no

meaning—him only taiky for talky—all de words come by accident."

" None of your lies, you black rascal. I know you had some par-

ticular meaning in that confounded lump of green thorn bush. So now
Irt's know what the devil it was."

The sameJook of intelligence which Eveline had before observed here

passed over tlie features of the black, and, looking up to Passoa, he re-

plied, " Monsieur, here he have one large estate—he keep many lugger

slaves—hr know poor nigger well—he tell you poor Jupiter Ammon
hab no mcaninGf."

" No, my good friend," said De Passoa in French, " I have neither

slave nor estate;" and in a few words he briefly explained the situation

in which they all stood.

" IMassa have neither nigger nor estate, and yet, massa, a French-
man !

" as if he could scarcely believe in tlie possibility of any native of
France, standing upon tlio soil of St. Domingo, unsullied by the cruelties

that liad made even their name a matter of loathing to the unfortunate
race they had so oppressed.

''• Not I," replied De Passoa in answer to this doubt ; " I have
already told you what brought us all here, and yonder lies the ship that
conveyed us,'' pointing to tlm seventy-four in the bay.
Some minutes .Jupiter continued to look at this object, as if weighing

in his own mind the truth or falsehood of the story that had been told
him; and then still hesitating to give his conlidence, demanded, with an
abstracted air, and as if he had totally abandoned the other topic,

—
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" Did niassa sec you come do-wn into do garden dis morning ?

"

pointing to tlie house.
" Massa, wlio the devil is your massa?" gruffly inquired Captain

Simpson ; " is it necessary that a man sliould have a massa every time

he picks his teeth or puts one leg before another ? We liave seen no

massa since we came licre; we were sent under guard of some sodger-

like looking chaps who received ns the moment we landed. Who is

your massa? I sliould like to have a little talk with him about the

latitude and longitude of his berth here, which seems a devilish snug

one, and ask him what he finds in his instructions to prevent us from

shipping ourselves for a passage home on tlie first opportunity."

While Simpson was making this reply, tb.e attention of the negro

seemed directed to some object far oflf at sea, and liis face wore all the

gravity of the deepest abstraction. No sooner, however, had Simpson

done speaking, than the former look of cunning and drollery resumed

its place upon Jupiter's image, and silently retreating a few steps

behind the shadow of the plantain grove from which he had just

emerged, and, making a sign of caution as if fearful of being overheard,

the other three, anxious to gain every possible information with respect to

their situation, stole a furtive glance back towards the house to see they

were not watched, and quickly followed their illustriously-named guide.

As soon as Jupiter imagined that his comrades were beyond the reach

of ordinary hearing, he gave utterance to a long low laugli which seemed

to aftbrd him particular satisfaction, and tlien remarked—" If massa

tink he get away—massa dam happy—but, if massa do get avv'ay,

massa dam clever, and happy too. Massa King Louis man, or massa

republican man ?
"

" The devil may take both for me," Simpson bluntly replied ;
" what

I say is, every man for himself, and God for us all. No more of your

humbugging, master nigger ; one would think I didn't ask you so very

hard a question when I merely inquired what you meant by that

prickle-plant, tliat you mitst take a fellow into a back wood here, and

make as many bones about answering as if you were going to open some

astounding information about the gunpowder plot. I say, Blaekee, tell

us now what did yoi; mean by it."

" Oh, massa, it was only poor nigger's hallegoly," returned Jupiter.

" Poor nigger's what?" demanded Simpson, who had the most pious

abhorrence of any word in the language which sliould dare to exceed

two syllables.

" Only poor nigger's hallegoly," repeated Jupiter Anuuon, who
had as proportionate an affection for line words as the other had an

abhorrence of them.
" Jupiter, you must not address such fine language to this stout gen-

tleman, he is only a poor ignorant English captain, and not competent

to understand it," said De Passoa, in French.
" Ah! is it so?" replied blaekee, with a most magnificent smile of

compassion, and intense delight; and, speaking in the same language,

" if that is the case, Jupiter will pity him;" and, had he i-eally possessed

the thunder-bolts of the Grecian god he could not have said this with

more impressive grandeur of forbearance."
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" What the devil arc you sayini:? in tliat outlandish lingo ?" demanded

Simpson, who saw the pair turning their glances upon himself, and

spoke wi'th all the jealousy of a man who thought himself iihout fifty

tliousand fold superior to both of them combined.

" I was merely informing this poor negro that he shall trust you,"

answered De Passoa, who would as soon have tried giving Simpson a

knock-down blow as have conveyed to him a literal translation of

his communication to Jupiter.

" Ay, thank ye—you're very good; and just tell the nigger not to

use such outlandish terms. I've had quite enough of two-deckers

lately on hoard that French craft yonder, without having them launched

at me all of a heap by a thief of a nigger who does not know how to

spell any one word that he utters."

" Sar, you very contemptible to me, I think," replied Jupiter, firing

up, and meaning that he was very contemptuous.
" I no accustom to such language, sar. I'm a member of de Repub-

lique of young France; " then altering his tone, " but I compassion-

ate you; that was what my hallegoly meant if you could imderstand it.

Nigger's day coming, sar; you see de sun !—he rise in de heaven—that

sun yoimg France ; nigger man soon be free as you."
" Hang mo if I understand such lingo as this !" replied Simpson,

perfectly perplexed, and talking to his friend.

" Ob course not," said the other, " ob course, you white man never

understand nothing but breaking poor nigger's shin, breaking nigger's

head, and breaking poor nigger's nose—but wait—one little time nigger

say to white man, massa, you look to your own dam tic head massa:
you mind your own shin, and wrap your dam nose in one good silk

handkerchief, or else him nigger pull him on every side."

" Ah, ah! it shall be coming to that ?
" demanded Passoa. The

negro gave a significant nod, and said nothing.
" I thought," rejoined the Frenchman, " that the island was in a state

of greater quiet and repose now than it lias been for years."

"Ah, you tought so, massa; but too many cook him spoil de broth—him make broth boiling hot in dat city, I can tell you," pointing in
the direction of St. Domingo.

" AV^hat do you mean by too many cooks ?" asked Eveline, who, in

the excited looks of the negro thought she detected some coming evil,

and, having already had enough of misfortunes, was anxious, if pos-
sible, to take them by the forelock.

" Too many cooks, massa—what you call 'em, too many party?"
" ^^'^hy, I suppose, that is the name we should give ; but how many

parties are there in the island—only the black population and white,
are there?"

" JMassa, him bcry young, bery young, massa, indeed. Gooramighty
say with you only two party ; the del)el and the white man. Dey
say," counting on his fingers—" one, two, three, four, five, six, seven,
eight, mne, ten—twelve—and all try bery hard to cut him other throat."

" Twelve parties in this island, Jupiter, how shall you make that
out { you shall have to make half-a-dozen yourself to make up that
number. ^
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" No, massa, dom all ready made to hand:—first, there is the black

and dc white, that's two parties. Blacks arc divided into slave nig-

gers and free niggers;—slave niggers, they can't say him life his own;
free nigger can say him life his own, bnt noting more; that makes
three parties: then de whites are divided into the great officers—army
and civil officers, that makes fonr. Then, again, comes de white mer-

chants, doctors, lawyers, and other debils children, call 'em priests."

" Come, come. Master Jupiter Ammon, you mustn't abuse the pas-

tors of the church, or you shall be a heretic."

"No, no, massa,me no hedgestic—me true Barbadianborn—come here

with my massa who die of the yellow fever, and I no able to get back

out of this dam island ; that's what you call a free nigger. I am a free

nigger, not a hedgstick."
" Ah, ah! then, perhaps, you shall be a Protestant?"
" Oh, es, massa, ob course I am a Protestant; me bery good Pro-

testant: me only have five wives, and go to church every Sunday when.

I am near the city."

" But there is no Protestant church in St. Domingo, is there?"

demanded Eveline, unable to abstain from laughing at the heathen my-
thologist's notion of a good Protestant.

" Oh, massa, that hab nothing to do with it; Protestant church

neber trouble Jupiter Ammon;— him go to church— him go to

church, Gooramighty him never fidget himself about such picaninny

trifles."

" Very good, very good," said Eveline, imwilling to hear any more

of what appeared to her such very questionable theology, " so now,

Jupiter Ammon, proceed with your description."

" Well den, massa, de lawyers, doctors, and priests, they make a

fifth party;—den come de j!;ci{i7s bhmcs, as they call them; dat is, de

little shopkeeper, who give demselves more airs than all de rest, put 'em

together, dey make a sixth: and now, since young France he come to

life in Paris, he divide 'em all into King's men and Republican men,

and every one him hate de other—that makes twelve parties: and every

one him hate de other w'orse than polsson."

" And which party, Jupiter, do you belong to?"
" I laugh at dem all, massa. I see dem all fools and rogues toge-

ther, not know what dey want, and all fighting to get what dey won't

like when they have it. Sad times coming in this island, massa; him

close at hand ; true Barbadian born; him wish he could get back to his

own island—cut him cable, and make sail."

" Now you begin to talk a little sense," broke in Captain Simpson,

who, as soon as he heard a touch of his own vernacular, thought it

very fit and proper that he should assert his dignity by joining in the

conversation.

"Whereabouts, my boy, do you expect the squall to burst from?'"

" Toussaint L'Ouverture, massa."

" What the devil quarter of the compass does that place lie in ?
"

" Him no place, massa."
" Him no place, you nigger—what do you mean by that ?

"

" Toussaint L'Ouverture a great man, massa."
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" Wliy, do you mean to say tlicre is a grand admiral in these parts

then ?

"

" Xo, niassa, no admiral, Toussaint L'Ouverturc, a great black chief,

a general."

"Ob, is that the chap ? what sort of a fellow is he then, tliat you

Kvm to think so much of him ? If lie is only a general, I suppose he

must he a sodger, and if that's the case, a few stout hlue-jachets Avill

iioon ]iut him to rights. ^Vhat sort of a fish is he ? has he much
nousc ?

"

" lie dam pious to talk, niassa, Lut him perfect dchil to do. lie

call himself a bcry good man; never read any book but del'ible;

but Jupiter Aimnon tink him one of do greatest rogues outside the

hot place below," and -Jupiter ]>ointed his linger significantly towards

the "earth. "AV here is he no vv Ju])iter not know nor care ; where he

should be Jupiter very glad to hear."

" 13ut is he not, as the black chief, the person who is fighting for

the benefit of the negroes ?
" demanded Eveline.

" Ilim say he light for de nigger, niassa ; if so he bery good man.
I say he fight for himself—Ave shall see ; he tinks as much of human
life as Jupiter Ammon would of a cockroach. But, sir, him a bery
powerful man, though I no like to talk too much of him. Toussaint

L'r)uverture very long cars ; him hear two hundred mile, and tink

noting of it."

" The devil he would, nigger! Come, I think you must be cram-
ming us ?

"

" Jupiter means he shall have spies everywhere," said De Passoa,
interpreting the negro's metaphor.

"' Hush, liubh," cried Jupiter, lifting up his finger, and bending down
his head in an attitude of intense listening, " I hear some one coming."

All parties now lent their attention, but declared their utter inability

to distinguish any sound whatever. The spot on which they stood
commanded the high road a].])roaching the ])lantation, Avitliin Avhieh the
house was inclosed ; and tliough all Jupiter's companions declared ho
Avas niist:keii, he re-asserted his c(mviction Avitli still stronger emphasis.
After the la]).se of a few moments, the eyesight of our friends bore Avitness

to the extraordinary accuracy of the negro's hearing, Avhen they beheld
a rude kind of litter stop at the plantation gate ; and Avhile the negroes
Avho had borne it carefully set their burden down, a figure leaped out
from the inside, habited in the dress of a sailor.

" AVho the devil's this!" exclaimed Simpson, who seemed to take
more particular interest in the arrival than any one beside.

''A\'hy, I declare," said Eveline, "it looks exactly like Spanker,
Avhom Ave left sick on board the line-of-battle ship last night ; and yet
as he Avas too ill to get out of his cot, one should hardly see how that
should be."

" 'Tis him, though," said Simpson, noAV distinguishing his old ship-
mate, as he drew a little nearer. " And some new misfortune has
ha])i)eiied, that's more. Don't you see he's Avalking with a game leg,
Avhci«e that confouudud block fell on his ancle. Let's meet him."
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CHAPTER THE EIGHTH.

THE HEROINE IN DURESS.

*' See, he is waving his hat," said Eveline, pointing to the new-
comer.'

" Ay," returned Simpson ;
" and as sure as we are standing here,

there's some new game in the wind, for the devil a word he utters ; I

say there you nigger, Jupiter Ammon, or what the devil you call your-

self, run and show him up to us."
*•' Something the matter do you say, Captain Sampson," repeated

Eveline; "what do you apprehend as likely to be the matter?"—her mind
instantly reverting to the unprotected situation in which they had been

obliged to leave Nora, and yet not liking to hint one word of misfortune

m such a quarter, fearing lest it should be confirmed.
" Lord knows what's the matter, sir, there's something in the wind

I dare say—perhaps Mrs. Archdeacon has got the mulligrubs, and has

sent Spanker on shore with the awful fact, because she knows he is

particularly lame, and it may do him harm to come ; however, we shall

soon hear the whole report of it ; here comes our old shipmate close

aboard of us,"—as Spanker, conducted by Jupiter Ammon, made his

way towards the conclave so busily engaged in speculating on his

mission.
" What's the matter, my boy, what's the matter, Spanker ?" demanded

all hands on his coming within speaking distance, for then it became
evident from the aspect of his rude countenance that something far

"moi'e serious had occurred on board the seventy-four than any internal

discomposure of even Mrs. Archdeacon.
" What's the matter?" grumbled Spanker in return.

" Oh, as usual, the devil to pay, and no pitch hot, as might be

expected, where one has to deal with a set of infernal Frenchmen,
asking your pardon, Captain Passover, for speaking the truth so boldly;

but the fact is, you are the only one of your country which was ever

worth a chew of baccy, so there's no use in making any concealment of

it. Here, sir, this letter's for you"—turning to Eveline—" your young
lady is in a bit of trouble at present, but I hope we shall soon be able to

get her clear out of that. So I trusts your honour won't go to

concern yourself too much about it ; one must expect these things when
one falls in with the Frenchmen, as I said before,"

"Trouble, Spanker!" said Captain Simpson in great amazement;
" why what trouble can the young lady have fallen into since we left

the ship last night?"
" Oh, not much," replied the kind-hearted seaman, giving them a

wink to be quiet, and motioning them on one side, where, as soon as

they were out of hearing, he added—" the fact is, Captain Simpson^

u u
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that thief of a fellow, the first-lieutenant you left on board there, no

sooner sees the lady's husband's back turned, as he thinks, but he makes

love to the lady, thinking himself, no doubt, a most captiwating sort of

chap, while she, you see, telling him plump and plain that he was no

go, tliey came to a bit of a scrimmage, and he threatens to confine her till

she alters her mind ; however, women are such cunning creaturs, they're

sure to outmatch all hands, and though the lady herself is locked up in

her cabin, she contrived by her servant to send me this bit of a line, with

a message to take it on shore right away to her husband ; to be sure I

was unfortunately in the sick list, and hardly knew how to put one foot

afore the other, but in such a case one can't very well be backward, so I

have done the best I could, and here I am ; now the question is, what
the devil is to be done ? I got away from the ship this morning on the

sly, as it might be, having found a jolly-boat lying astern, and taking

the liberty of using it without any particular sort of leave; 'twill never

do to let that young lady be bothered by such a chap as that French-

man, more especially as she has the good sense—in course—not to like

the fellow."

" Why," said Simpson, " there's no difficulty in managing this, I

should think ; all that we have to do is to represent it to the authori-

ties, and insist that she is sent on shore."

" Oh, my good Captain Sampson, where do you fancy yourself?

—

Did you think you shall be in England with what you call your
habeas corpus, and that you can't so easily manage this matter ?

Morhleu ! you will find it a very different thing in a rascally managed
French colony, where each knave in office is more corrupt than
the other—not I believe that the nation of the colony makes much
difference ; by all I shall ever hear, I am grieved for this—the dam
ras-caal— I would think that at last all the poor beautiful young lady's

troubles were over, then to think of this happening. Ah, I did think
he was too sweet upon that lady, all de voyage out ; but I did not
like to disturb the peace of mind of her husband, poor young man.

—

AVell, we shall do tlie best we can."

Just as the worthy Frenchman had come to this determination,
Eveline joined them to take their opinion on the best course to be pur-
sued : the whole conclave were soon, however, unanimous in holding
that an appeal should be made to the authorities of the place before
any harsher steps were taken.

" Ah, massa, you may spare yourself de trouble," said Jupiter
Amnion, with a knowing shake of the head.

" ^Vhy, Jupiter, do you say so?" demanded Eveline, who, wiser
and less self-opiniated tlian the rest, wislied to hear the reasoning of
one who, from his h)ng residence in tlie island, ought, as she conceived,
to know something about the result of such an application.

" Why do you think 1 may spare myself the trouble of applying to
the authorities?"

il ^ «

" Because, massa, you hab too much justice on your side—suppose
you hab no justice, den the govornnunt do everything for you

—

government him hate people who hab justice on their side ; if they once
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listen to justice in this island, nuffing else to do—no maky de money
—no fishy, no shooty—no do anything else. Government laugh at you,

massa, for asking deni."

This was a very comfortable prospect for Eveline, even though only

a bosom friend, and not the husband, of the party so cruelly used ; but

unfortunately for Jupiter's advice, there was so much of the aphorism

in it, that the sarcastic bearing which it took overbore any appearance

of sound judgment that it otherwise would have displayed ; and this

making Eveline believe that Jupiter spoke rather from some disap-

pointed feeling than from any mature knowledge of the fact, determined

her unfortunately to adhere to the resolution she had previously taken

of appealing to the powers of the law for Nora's relief, before adopting

any other course. With this intention the whole party retired into the

interior of their quarters, to acquaint the officer who had charge of them,

•with their wishes. When Jupiter Amnion heard of this resolve, he

smiled in a melancholy way, and as if more grieved than hurt at the

want of reliance such a resolution betrayed.

" Of course, poor nigger, he neber know anything, but white man,

him know a great deal," added Jupiter with a knowing wink—" when
it is too late."

While our friends went to ascertain what assistance they could render

to Nora in this emergency, we will take the liberty of glancing at

our heroine's letter, and thereby ascertaining whether the danger in

which she was placed was greater or less than Spanker in his rude way
had described it. The letter ran thus :

—

" Filled as my mind was with forebodings even at the short parting

which threatened us yesterday afternoon, I could not have believed it

possible that the lapse of so few hours would have proved the innate

truth that gave force to its anguish—where are our trials to find a ter-

mination? Did I not know the mute cowardice of the strongest heart

when death is really threatening us, I could almost imprecate the hour

that delivered me from our late dangers. You will scarcely believe me
when I inform you that the cruel and unmanly creature who now
commands this ill-omened ship, has insulted me with proposals of

the basest nature, and threatens the extreme of imprisonment in

return for the answer he received; if anything can assist me in this

extremity, it is that courage and presence of mind which distinguishes

yourself. I will not be so selfish as to ask you to court unnecessary

sorrow and danger ; but if you can prove of any assistance to me in this

last extremity to which a woman and a wife can be driven, I irhplore

you to lose not a moment in trying to rescue from the worst of horrors

your devoted Nora.—P.S. I am now firmly convinced that the pre-

tended necessity for keeping the ladies of our party on board was a mere

excuse to further the villany to be put into operation against me, by the

absence of every gentleman belonging to our party who could be of the

slightest protection."

U IT 2
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CHAPTER THE NINTH.

BAMBOOZLE DISCLOSES HIS GREAT AFFECTION FOR PAUL.

While our friends Eveline and De Passoa interest themselves in

the rescue of Nora, we will, in the mean time, recur to the fortvines of

our hero Paul Periwinkle. Perhaps our readers may rememher that

we left him on hoard the same craft which carried that light of science

Dr. Bamboozle, and tliat prince of honesty Jack Alibi. About an

hour after the latter worthy, in his province of captain, had sent on

shore Nora and her companions, Paul, who was yet very young in his

capacity of seaman, came upon the quarter-deck to observe where the

vessel was situate.

" How happy shall I feel myself when once the shores of the West
Indies heave in sight !" muttered our hero, as he wended his way up the

poop ladder.

" I've no doubt you will, Mr. Periwinkle," replied Bamboozle, who
happening to be close behind him, and anxious to re-establish the once
friendly footing that had existed between them, now commenced a dia-

logue, which he fondly hoped would lead to Paul's answering it in a

concihatory manner.
" I can easily imagine," resumed the doctor, "how anxiously you must

look for the arrival of the ship in some port of safety : and, for your
sake, 1 shall be very glad to see the West Indies too," continued the
doctor.

Paul turned round at the voice, and looking at the speaker from head
to foot, replied in the most dignified and chilling tones, " Nobody asked
you whether you will or will not;" and Periwinkle immediately hastened
on deck.

But Bamboozle was not to be so easily thrown off. He knew that he
must endure a hard fight before he could bring Paul to forgive his

conduct at the execution scene ; and, what is more, he was perfectly well
aware how richly he deserved all the scorn he met. Taking heart of
grace, therefore, notwithstanding Paul's rebuff, he returned incontinently
to the charge, thus:

—

" No, of course not, Mr. Paul, nobody asked me to express the joy I
sliould feel at seeing you in safety, because I consider it my duty, out of
affection for your family and self, to volunteer the remark that bears
witness to a feeling too strong for any ordinary control."

" O, no doubt of your affection," bitterly replied Paul. " I had
excellent proof of the quality of your affection even at the place of
execution."

"Well, really, Ur. Paul, I don't understand to what you can possibly
allude. If 1 (lid ^iiow my attachment to you then, it was only very
riglit and proper tliat I sliould do so, since I was really in such a state
of alarm tliat 1 scarcely knew what I said or did."
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" Wliat !" replied Paul, very angrily, " do you mean to tell me that

you can't remember having played the part of a thief-taker on that

occasion, and done everything in your power to frustrate my escape, and

to bring me to the gallows—do you mean to tell me that you can't

recollect that ?"—and the wrath of our hero seemed to rise with every

moment's fresh remembrance of the iniquity in question.

" Good heavens !" replied Bamboozle, with a well-feigned start, " you

don't actually mean to say that I did that ?" then seeing that the other

was about to reply, and very cogently, he added quickly, to prevent

Paul from speaking, and lifting up his hands at the same time, " I don't

mean, Mr. Paul, to doubt your word for a moment ; but all I can say

is, that if you hadn't told me this I never could have believed it. Well,

to think of that !—did I indeed ? and I all the while imagining I was

doing you a service !

"

There was something in this impudent lie so outrageously ridiculous,

that Paul, notwithstanding his anger, could scarcely keep from laughing ;

while Bamboozle, seeing that he had got an advantage, was not slow

to follow it up by saying :

—

" Well, you really have astonished me ! I am only extremely glad

that this opportunity has occurred of an explanation, or else you might

really have thought it unkind. How could you have possessed so much
nerve in that dreadful scene ? Why, you seerhed to have noticed every-

thing that was going on around. Pray, may I ask, did you happen to

observe what became ofmy umbrella ?—that morning, bysome mischance,

I happened to lose it, and the consequence is, I have been in some dis-

comfort ever since."

" AVell, Bamboozle," suddenly interrupted Paul, " of all the impudent

fellows I ever met, you certainly bear away the palm. After doing

your best to give me the most mortal cause of hatred against you,

you come and seek my friendship, as if nothing but some ordinary

-tiff had passed between us, and then mention to me your damned
old umbrella, as if either you or any one else cared a single straw

about it."

" Stay, Mr. Paul," said Mr. Bamboozle, catching at any subject that

would tuni off the conversation from his own misdeeds—" You may mis-

represent my own conduct as you like, because I am convinced that a

further acquaintance with the subject of your delusion must infallibly

remove any wrong notions under which you labour ; but the subject of

my umbrella is too delicate to be thus called into question. I am con-

vinced you cannot be acquainted with its history, or you would not

attempt thus to wanton with my feelings. Do you know the history

of that umbrella ?"

" No, Doctor Bamboozle, nor do I care one curse about knowing it !

I know this that the ovraer is
"—but this was just what Bamboozle did

not want to hear ; he therefore interrupted Paul with—" a gi-eat thief no

doubt, whoever he may be, for into whose hands soever it may have

wandered, he must know he never came by it honestly."

" Well, then, in that respect perhaps he's like you," said Paul, de-

tennined to have a rap at the doctor in some way or another.
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"No, Mr. Periwinkle, I was just going to explain to you its history,

liow it first came into my possession."

" And I toll you, Dr. Bamboozle, I don't care one rush about it or

you. I,tell you my candid opinion—which is, that you are both a

couple of humbugs, both the umbrella and you ; you're an animate hum-
bu(T, and that's an inanimate humbug ; and v.'hat's more, ever since I've

known you, I have thought you a humbug altogether."

" Humbug, Mr. Periwinkle," said the doctor,—" humbug is a very

harsh term, very much so, particularly when applied to my umbrella,

which I am sure never did or ever contemplated any harm to you ; and
from the way in which you use the term, will you give me leave to ask

whether yovi have considered the derivation ?"

" Eternal perdition take the derivation, and you too ! I have no con-

sideration to yield to either; man alive, can't you take a hint, can't you
see I wish to cut you V

" God bless my soul ! cut me ! cut me, did you say ?"

'' Yes, I did say cut you, I want to cut both you and your acquaint-

ance. Can't you let me do it quietly without this scene and explanation?"
" No, indeed, sir, I cannot."
" You can't, sir," beginning to be surprised in his turn, and fiercely

turning round upon the other—" What, may I ask, is your objection?"
" The length of the voyage, the smallness of the ship, and my affection

for yourself and family."

" Your affection for myself and family is all a pretence, I want none
of it."

" Well, then, the want of society."
" I want none."
" But I do a great deal."

" Then w^ant must be your master !

"

" Well, Mr. Periwinkle, tliis is of course just as you please ; but I
must take the liberty of entering ,my protest against such an unreason-
able waste of the accommodations of the ship. Among which I hold
a very leading one to be sometliing to talk to. Now the captain is no
man of educ tion either for you or me to hold any intercourse with. If
you have any misconceived notion respecting my confusion on the day
of your execution, that is, the day on which you were to have been
executed for the

"

"— I don't want to hear anything about it."

"Oh, I beg your pardon, I did not know that was such a very sore
subject, or I would not have touched upon it for the world. I only
meant to say, tliat if you have misconceived my conduct on the day that
tlie gallows broke by accident—quite by accident, of course."

" Can't you hold your tongue, sir, and be off."
" ^'ay, just hear me to the end of my sentence, just hear my ar<rii-

™^uU"if ''?"^l'"''*^°'
''^"'1 then pronounce what sentence on it you like.'

;
>\ ell, sn-, smce you force me, I suppose I must submit ; bxit pray,

brmg your matter to a speedy peroration, for I had almost as soon
have the pestilence breathing in my ear. What is it ?

"

" AVliy simply this, sir, if you're inclined not to enjoy my acquaint-
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ance, be it so ; I am sure I should be the last person in the world to

solicit a continuance of it against your will ; but I will merely suggest,

for mutual convenience, that the declination had better be postponed

till the end of the voyage,—for instance, when we arrive at Jamaica,

if you choose to walk on one side of Port-Royal streets, while I am-
bulate on the other, well and good, I can have no possible objection ;

there will be several thousand other persons with whom I can have the

honour of conversing, though i\one perhaps exactly situated as you are.

There are, to be sure, to be found a few persons equally menaced, but

they have not managed an escape yet, and therefore they perhaps are

not entitled to consideration."

" What do you mean, sir?" demanded Periwinkle, growing very

pale at Bamboozle's repeated sarcasms.
" Oh, nothing, nothing, Mr. Periwinkle."
" But I say you do mean a great deal. Dr. Bamboozle, and just take

care of your words, that I don't have to wring your neck before we get

much further."

" Oh, never mind that, Mr. Paul, though in a neck heat^ they do

say you are rather a dab hand at that sort of thing."

Here Paul's temper, wholly overcome by the taunts of the other,

broke out into downright rage, and making a dash at Bamboozle as he

stood near him, the latter jumped on one side, and dodged our hero

round the mastf escaping all his blows with both the agility and

chattering laughter of a monkey, with whom the enjoyment of com-
mitting mischief goes for very little, if he cannot also have the delight of

witnessing its consequent confusion. At last Paul, finding from want
of what the sailors call sea-legs, that he could not lay hold of his agile

antagonist, gave up the chase, and walked aft, which, the other, as

instantly turning to advantage, danced nimbly behind him, but keeping

prudently out of arm's length, and repeating,— " Never mind wringing

my neck, Mr. Paul, you can't wring my heart, and that, I assure you,

is by far the severest punishment of the two, vv hich I dare say you will

be able to admit, even if you deny all my other arguments ; but I was
going to say, we had better tolerate one another's society while we remain

on board here, it will be time enough to cut when we get to land.

We can cut and come again at Jamaica, you know, though perhaps you
may have an objection to that island, as the English authorities are

in power there."

Stung to excessive irritation by these taunts, Paul, who called to

mind in a most lively manner the Old Man of the sea in Sinbad the

Sailor, walked up to the gigantic bulk at the helm, saying,—" Captain

Alibi, I wish you would compel that scoundrel to hold his tongue, or

not to address his remarks to me. You're aware how he behaved on

the day that witnessed my embarkation on board your vessel, and I'm

sure, remembering that, you will agree with me that I am the last

person whom he ought to trouble with his remarks. I've told him
half a dozen times that I wish to cut his acquaintance, and the black-

guard won't take no for his answer."
" Hollo there, yon varmint little gallipot,'' cried Alibi, now hailing
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Bamboozle, " do you hear what the gentleman says ? if you think

I'm Toing to allow any of my passengers, that is officers I meant to say,

to be blackguarded on board my craft, you will find yourself rather out

in your reckoning, I guess ; therefore keep a civil tongue in your head,

and don't give Mr. Paul any of your slack, do you hear ?—he doesn't

want it."

" Oh, very well, Mr. Alibi," replied the undaunted doctor; " that

gentleman, as you call him, has merely threatened to wring my neck,

and I think, after what has happened with him in that line, I am the

person most entitled to call on you for protection."

" Come, come, doctor, no allusion at the gentleman's misfortunes,

which I must say isn't handsome any way ; if the gentleman wants to

cut you, why haven't you spirit above being told twice upon the

matter."
" Oh, he wants to cut me. does he? oh, now I understand it,—if the

gentleman wants to cut me, of course I can have nothing to say to it."

And as if Bamboozle now for the first time comprehended that this

was a matter desired, he drew up on the quarter-deck, took his hat oft'

to Paul, and making a low bow, continued— "Really, sir, I beg your
pardon for the mistake I have made ; but somehow or other in the

matter of cutting, I thought thrt you were the person who ought to

have been dissected, and not I ; however, since you have escaped, sup-

posing that you desii-e to keep the art of doing so all to yourself, I

wish you joy of your patent, and you good morning." With that the

doctor, in considerable glee, walked below, leaving Paul in full possession

of the deck, and no very enviable state of feelings at finding himself made
the but of a time-serving fellow, for whom he had the most thorough
contempt.

As soon as he saw Bamboozle's head disappear below the hatchway,
he felt as if one at least of his torments had departed ; but in this

matter he had begun to crow before he got out of the wood ; in

another second up mounted Bamboozle again, and walking up to.

Alibi with all the appearance ofmock gravity, he said,—" As it appears,

Mr. Alibi, that this is the last opportunity which I shall ever enjoy of
any intercourse with Mr. Paul Periwinkle, perhaps you will allow me
to ask him one single question in which I have a very great stake ?"

" Well, if it is only one, you may make haste in your putting it,"

grumbled Alibi, " and let's have done with this sort of nonsense."
" I will, sir," replied Bamboozle, with another low salaam ; and then

turning to Paul, who stood wondering what in the name of fortune was
coming now, the doctor proceeded,—" Pray, Mr. Paul, will you allow
me to ask you before we finally separate, whether you really did
murder your cousin or not ? Because if you really did murder him— "

But scarcely had Bamboozle proceeded thus far, when Paul starting
from the spot where he stood, seized a tomahawk from over one of the
guns, and made a motion as if to hurl it at his persecutor ; but as Paul
liad anticii)ated, the motion was enough, for Bamboozle no sooner be-
held it, than he nimbly darted down the companion-hatchway, taking
refuge in the cabin below.
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CHAPTER THE TENTH.

THE hero's first PRIZE-TAKING AT SEA.

As Paul's vessel drew further and farther from the land, the sense

of security consequent on the perfecting of his escape gradually pro-

duced the most favourable effects on his spirits. Naturally possess-

ing a sharp quick mind, he found no difficulty in adapting himself to

the exigencies of his new profession ; and though in the comparatively

short space during which he had been on board, it was impossible that

he could have learnt much of the sailor, still Alibi took advantage of

his manifest fondness for the profession, to put him forward as a sort of

overlooker of his crew, when he happened to be desirous of boozing

himself, with the companion of his iniquity, the mate. In this capacity,

the difference of his manners and education somewhat made up, in the

feelings of the men, for his evident want of seamanship. It is true, that

as he paced the deck, hour after hour and day by day, with all the zeal

of the recruit, memory would often bitterly revert to those whom he had
been forced to leave behind, and to the very great doubt that existed in

his mind whether he should ever be blessed by beholding them again.

By degrees, however, the anguish of his feelings diminished as he

became more certain of having escaped the disgraceful death that had
impended over him, and absorbed in the endeavour to obtain as great a

degree of proficiency in his novel pursuit, and that in as short time as

possible, he gradually learnt to dwell less and less forebodingly on the

future, and to become more reconciled to the past. A week elapsed

since the ship's departure from the land, and of all the sails they

had chanced to behold from their little deck. Alibi, with wondrous
prudence, had always made it a point of honour to run away as

rapidly as possible. At last, however, to Paul's longing ambition,

they chanced to fall in with a small French craft that had been

blown off its own coast while fishing. The moment Alibi perceived

the insufficient size and nature of this bark, he boldly made all

sail upon it, and pounced down upon the little piscator just as some
voracious perch might dart at a minnow entangled among the weeds,

—not that the disparity between the vessels w\as near so great as

this comparison would imply, although the savageness of the attack-

ing party was infinitely more,—still the gallant little Frenchman,

mindful of the war between the countries, had prudently brought to

sea a good supply of muskets ; and as French fishing-boats are not un-

frequently filled with men, they opened upon the schooner a very

sharp and effectual fire, just as her amiable captain, in the full con-

sciousness of resistless strength, ran up alongside his weak prey to

perform an operation emphatically termed " cleaning out."

" Right your holm, bear a hand, run, the blackguard's stem on.

—

Show fight, will you, you thieves!" cried Jack Alibi, shaking his
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huge fist at the schooner's crew, and getting for his pains a rap from a

b iflet, which grazed the nerve, passing over that part of the arm

we call the funny bone, and made him dance with the most lively

emotion.
" Cast loose the bow-gun there, some one of you on the forecastle,

you French thieves of night, surrender will you, or I'll blow you out of

the water."

But as the French thieves of night did not understand one particle

of the words addressed to them, they very naturally paid not the

slightest attention thereto, albeit discharging another volley, one ball of

which went through Paul's hat, while another killed one of the crew at

liis side, Alibi found himself under the necessity of terminating so un-

pleasant a reception as speedily as possible.

" Come forward with me, Mr. Paul," cried he, dashing forward in the

bows of the schooner, and turning to the helmsman as he went,—" Stem
into them, my boy, take her just abaft the midships. Are you ready with

the bow-gun ?" addressing his men on the forecastle, and rudely snatch-

ing a handspike fi'om the hand of one of them, he lowered the carriage

so as to bear directly down on the Frenchmen in the fi?hing-boat, and
discharging its contents among them with the' words "there's a jolly

shot, Mr. Paul," looked back tc our hero, who was not a little shocked

to behold several of the unfortunate wretches fall a victim to their vain

resistance. Still when men have arms in their hands, which in another

second may take your own life, the mildest-tempered people can
easily palliate the fortune of war going against their antagonists

instead of themselves. This was so far the case with Paul, that in the

excitement of the moment, he considered the whole affair a very fine

thing, and as the first instalment of that glory which—in some way or

another, though he could not exactly comprehend how—'was, he was
certain, coming due to him. The moment that the unfortunate French-
men perceived this fatal proof of the powers of their antagonist, they
set up a cry for quarter. Fortunately for them chance stood more
their friend than man, for the helmsman being unable to follow up
Alibi's instructions as closely as he was desired, the schooner instead of
running stem into her antagonist, merely struck her with a grazing sort

of blow. In an instant the vessel's sails were down, and the mainmast
overboard from the violence of the shock ; while had Alibi's orders been
closely followed, she would have foundered on the spot.

" Tiirow down your arms, you blackguards, rendez-vous" cried
Alibi, summoning the little portion of French he had learnt in his smug-
gling expeditions to mingle with his barbarous English. However, on the
Frenchmen obeying his orders to disarm. Alibi turned to our hero, saying,
" Now, sir, if you just look, you will see me favour those chaps with
a little of that discipline which learns folks good manners." Without
making any remark as to the fitness of J\Ir. Alibi for the ofiice of public
instructor in such a matter, Paul quietly leapt after his leader into the
j)rize, which, as there was very little wind I)lowing, was now secured
alongside, ({rcatly to his surprise, ho beheld the gigantic captain of
tlie schooner pin a couple of the lean Frenchman together by the collar,
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and thrash them with the flat of his sabx*e, until they yelled most
dolorously.

" I'll teach you, you blackguards^" cried the flagellator, " to play
tricks with my funny bone, besides shooting the crew; if I were to

serve you right, I should send every one of you to Davy Jones's Locker
together. Here my boys, jump on board one or two of you," hailing

his crew, " and do a turn or so of justice."

After the ominous language already indulged in, Paul began to be
afraid as to what this word justice might mean. His fears, however,
were allayed wlien he perceived his shipmates simply strip the French-
men and their craft of every article worth possessing. All the fish-lines,

hooks, nets, et ccetera, were bundled together on board the schooner witli

wondrous expedition, the muskets and ammunition followed, after which
the English sailors turned to and stripped their gallant foes so completely

of their clothing as to leave them almost in a state of nature, and when
thus reduced to the last condition in which life could be maintained. Alibi

addressed himself to the shivering sons of Gaul :
—" I^ow, you miserable

undersized Vifhelps of the sea, if you have anything like common decency
among you, you will be grateful and thankful to me for the rest of
your lives." On what exact score this feeling of gratitude was to be
.evinced, the modest Alibi forgot at that period to state, and Paul, pre-

ferring to cross-examine him at some future stage of his meek existence

when he might be less excited and engaged, obeyed the command to

quit the unfortunate fishing-boat, which was then cast oiF, and given
up to the guidance of its destitute crew, who no sooner found them-
selves out of hearing as they thought, than they set up a universal

outcry of French execration. As it happened, however, this was very
distinctly audible to all on board the schooner ; and when it met Alibi's

ear, his hideously scarred visage broke into still more revolting laughter,

as he exclaimed with a jeer to the men who surrounded him, " Growl
away, ye thieves of France, I never wish to hear better music." Then
turning to our hero, " Tliere, Paul, you have been at the taking of our
first prize, and if you agree with me, you must say it's as jolly a pro -

fession as any going ashore ; to be sure, we haven't got much this

haul, but of tins you may be sure, we shall have a finer mess of turbot

for dinner to-day than many a crown'd nob sits down to."

" Indeed," replied Paul, who felt that he certainly wanted some
consolation to reconcile him to a species of enjoyment so very
different from that whicli he had always been accustomed to re-

gard. " Pray, may I ask, Mr. Alibi," added he, " what is the exact

species of commission under which we are entitled to capture the

enemy ; have we what are called letters of marque, or are we regular

privateers ?
"

" Oh, we're in the privateering line," Alibi replied with a smile, that

struck Paul as being rather peculiar, and which seemed to extend its

electricity from the face of the huge skipper to those of the seamen
around him within hearing

This, however, our hero attributed to his own ignorance in asking

such a question, and therefore, by way of making the matter more
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clear, he continued, " In that case, I suppose, if we were to fall in with

any kngll&h man-of-war, we should be obliged to show her our

'< oil, of course, of course, Mr. Paul ; but under all the carcum-

stances,'l suppose j/om would see the propriety of avoiding, if possible,

any such craft."

Such an obvious stress was laid on the word you, that Paul was at

once silenced ; and seeing Bamboozle approaching him with a broad

grin on his countenance, as if to renew an acquaintance which he had

already declared to be so disagreeable to him, he, to put an utter denial

on any such affliction, at once hurried down below.

CHAPTER THE ELEVENTH.

SOMETHING VERY LIKE PIRACY.

On retiring to the little spaco which Paul was fond of nominating his

cabin, he very religiously took down a book which he called his journal,

and, with all true forms of gravity, therein entered a detailed account of

what he termed his first action. The real sorrows which Paul h.ad

luidergone, had Induced upon him what is commonly called a thirst

of glory. Now, so dire a desire is, as it ought to be, only the result

of some most awful draught, vague notions of dying on the field of

battle—falling like the Cliinese admiral Rag-tag-and-bob-tail, while
" gracefully leaning on the mast," with various other poetical and
suicidal ideas, crowded themselves upon his mind ; every object of life

in his own legitimate name and person did indeed appear so lost to him,

that we scarcely wondered at the melancholy train which his thoughts

now took for gaining an honourable death, even if all else were denied

to him. Having for several minutes regarded the above entry with
much complacency, he replaced the journal in its nook, and thankful that

his service had at length fairly commenced, laid himself down upon his

cot ; still he could not help questioning, with some degree of doubt, how
far the exact line of operations in which he was embarked was suited to

those lofty notions we have ventured to particularize. This doubt
turned his attention more especially towards the navy. He remembered
to have heard that the king's ships in time of war were accustomed to

board the weakest kinds of their country's vessels, and take men out
by violence to serve in the fleet. Revolting and cruel as he had always
admitted this system to be, he now, so great was his extremity, deter-
mined, that should the pressgang come on board the schooner, he would
allow himself under his feigned name to be taken on board a man-of-war,,
wliere, such is the sanguine temperament of youth, he doubted not he
should be able either to cover himself with glory, and so falling in the
moment of victory, remain an immortal theme on the lips of his grateful
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counti'ymen; oi", meeting the favourable eye of his captain, be promoted
to the qiiarter-dt'ck, and so with his own good sword carve out his way to

honour and to fame. These considerations also led him en passant to con-

sider, whethertherewas not something funny in theexpression of Alibi and
his crew, when answering that very natural question which he had put
concerning the ship's papers ; but so wholly inexperienced was Paul in

matters of the sort, that after reflecting for several minutes on the subject,

he was unable to detect any reason why Alibi should so have behaved,

and therefore gave him credit for having accidentally fallen into a manner
that concealed no import. With these reflections he fell fast asleep.

After several days spent in the usualmonotony of an uninterrupted sea-

voyage, he was one morning disturbed from the enjoyment of a book which
he had been reading, by the discharge of two of the schooner's forecastle

guns; running up on deck to share in the fun, the first person he
encountered was Alibi.

" Well, captain, what's in the wind now ?"

" Oh, nothing, Mr. Paul, but a sail of the enemy."
" Enemy, Alibi, where ? let me have a look at her ; where 's your

glass ?"

" Here it is, sir, but I am afraid it's had a strike with the sun, for I

can't see very clearly through it myself."
" Oh ! never mind, I'll manage to get it at the right focus ; so now I

have it—why, she's close up with us."

" Ay, Mr. Paul, she's tripping along there, all snug on our weather

bow, thinking no doubt to get clean o&, but come a little less wind we'll

soon show her what the schooner's made of."

" What, is there too much wind now ? I thought this was a glorious

breeze
!

"

" Ay, so it is, for a heavy square-rigged craft like that yonder,

but the schooner's best point of sailing is a few points free, not close-

hauled ; once let us have our own way in that little matter, and we'll

soon be overhauling that chap's lockers. Forward there on the forecastle,

send another shot across his forefoot : the fellow may be fool enough
to shorten sail, and ask who we are."

In a few seconds after the command had been given, Alibi's men, ever

ready to work mischief, quickly followed their master's order, and dis-

charging the vengeful missile with but too good an aim, it skimmed
lightly over the surface of the dark blue waters, and dashing playfully

from w^ave to wave, lifted slightly as it went, and striking some of the

bowsprit-shrouds of their antagonist, resulted in the springing of the

vessel's bowsprit.
" Who fired that gun ? " demanded Alibi, the moment his keen eye

detected the advantage he had gained.
" Capper, sir," replied the voice of the mate from the forecastle.

" Let his grog for to-day be doubled, that was a right good shot,"

with an oath returned the politic chief, who knew the value of such

marksmen much too Avell ever to allow one to go unrewatded.
" Capper, my boy," continued he, " try your hand at another shot

;

see if you can come that dodge again."
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" Stay, stay, stop your fire," wildly cried Paul Periwinkle, " 'tis not

an enemy's sliip you're firing into at all ; see, see, she hoists the red

English ensign. It is a friend's ship."

A loud laugh burst from the men on the forecastle, and once more

Paul observed the same peculiar look pass over the sinister countenance

of Alibi, as the latter replied with a strange indifference upon so important

a subject,

" Is it ? let me look—give me the glass, Mr, Paul."

" There can be no doubt of it. Alibi; can't you see the red with your

naked eye ?
"

" Oh, as to the ensign, Mr. Paul, you'll soon learn to know that

goes for next to nothing,—even those rascals the pirates can hoist that

upon an occasion; I'll soon tell you whether she's a friendly build or

not
;

" then, pretending to scrutinize the vessel very narrowly for some
minutes on one knee, he slowly rose, and addressing his men on the

forecastle,

" Fire away, my hearties, she's no friend. Now, Mr. Paul, just

look at that craft again, and you'll see a sort of something about her

build which no English vessel ever had." Paul, on hearin<r this

assertion, was naturally anxious to improve his slender stock of informa-

tion as much as possible, and therefore, taking the glass in his hand
once more, he tried very hard to detect that distinction so important
in its results, and which the worthy Alibi asserted to be so plainly

visible.

Strange to say, however, whether from Paul's natural obtusity or other

cause he knew not, for certainly to Paul's eyes tlie craft in question

looked as like an English vessel as any it had ever been his lot to see in

the countless crowd of London Pool. Still he thought that no human
being ever could or would incur the risk of firing on any parties that
looked at all like fellow countrymen, without being previously quite

certain that it was a false resemblance only; never doubting there-
fore for an instant that Alibi had spoken the truth, Paul looked, and
looked, and wondered, in what this marvellous difference could consist.

Afraid, however, of showing any ignorance before the crew, in whose
eyes lie naturally wished to appear as knowing as possible, he thus
fell blindly into the snare laid for him, and resigning the glass to his

captain with a troubled countenance, began to rub his eyes and
brows with the air of a man conscious of looking very considerably like
a fool.

" Well, Jlr. Paul, don't you see the difference now?" demanded the
astute Jack Alibi.

" Why, really," replied our hero, sadly bothered, " now you point it

out to my notice, there is a something about the vessel that—that—
that—but truly I feel my experience so slight, when put in comparison
with your own, that I really don't like to give an opinion on the
matter. I can only trust, therefore, to your superior judgment to save
us from the horror of firing on one of our own nation."

'• Lor', Mr. Paul, do you think"
" Oh no," interrupted Paul ;

.'< I'm quite certain that you wouldn't
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for a moment contemplate such an atrocity, unless you were perfectly

certain ''

" Certain ?—Lord, no, sir, I should never sleep again if I thought of

sixch a thing." At this instant—bang went off two of the forecastle

guns. Quick as lightning, Alibi forsook the interesting discussion with

his young pupil ; and leaping on the bulwai'k of his brig, and anxiously

scrutinizing tlie course of the shot just fired, cried out, in rapid encou-

ragement to his men

—

" Tliat's right, my boys ;
you've hulled them ; go it again ; a few

more like that will soon bring her to her senses." And accordingly
" go it again" the amiable creatures on the forecastle did, until shot after

shot striking the merchant vessel, she seemed by degrees to become
aware how powerful was the antagonist against which she was striving.

As one wide rent after another was made in her canvas, she necessarily

fell more and more to leeward, while, from the firing of the guns, the

breeze gradually died away : she now by degrees grew within such close

range of the schooner as to feel tempted to open the fire of her own com-
paratively weak and ineffective metal. This, however, only excited the

laughter of their more powerful adversary, and while it gave an oppor-

tunity for the fire on the scliooner to become more deadly and severe, it

encouraged the crew of the latter to gain all that strength which an

abortive resistance always excites in the minds of the attacking party. As
soon asthemerchant vessel, which was of some size, perceived the dangerous

and almost hopeless nature of the contest in which she was engaged, her

officers and crew seemed to have come to the determination that a last

desperate effort at boarding was the only alternative left in their poAver.

With this view, Paul distinctly saw them put their helm up, and run

down, as if to lay the schooner aboard upon the weather-bow. By this

time she had approached so near, that being already to windward of

them, Paul almost fancied, as the fresh breeze wafted towards them the

smoke of her guns, that he could also distinctly distinguis^h with it, in

familiar English, the well-known cry, " Up with the helm ;" and if he

were right in this conjecture, there could of course be no dovibt that Alibi's

crew were destroying the lives of fellow-countrymen. Full of this impres-

sion, Paul hastened aft to Alibi, and communicated to him his fears.

He might, however, have spared himself all further trouble on this

point, since he received nothing but laughter for his pains. Indeed^ so

intent was the worthy skipper upon watching the necessary manoeuvres

of the figh.t, that a shout of derision would be even a better term for the

nature of his reception.

" Now, my boys," cried Alibi, when he had thus effectually got rid

of Paul's interruption, " pepper away at. the heads of every mother's

son of them that you see popping above the liammock nettings. Pitch

it into them." Then, in a muttered tone of voice to his mate, who
stood at his elbow, while he fondly imagined that Paul did not hear

him,
" I wish to God a stray shot would take off that d d prying

youngster. We shall nevcT have any peace till he's disposed of. Now, my
mate, here she comes ; down with the helm—quick—round with it.
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We'll show her a nimble foot, now that she's coming a dodge before

the wind. Ease off the weather-braces—round in the lee."

Swiftly as the command was given, it was complied with ; and in a

few seconds the rapid schooner was shooting down to leeward three

feet for every one of her more bulky antagonist. When this course had

been persevered in for a quarter of an hour, the crew of the merchantman

suddenly beheld all their efforts to close with their nimble opponents

rendered nugatory. The provoking schooner now lay at nearly the

same distance at which she had first opened fire, and which the schooner

already knew was too distant for her enemy's guns to have any beneficial

effect. After sustaining the unequal contest for as long a period as she

possibly could, she was at last obliged to have recourse to the stern

necessity of all captured craft, and haul down those colours respecting

which Paul had so reasonably entertained the doubt we have expressed.

As soon as Alibi detected the sinking of that ensign which he so much
disliked, he set the example to his men of giving three cheers over the

fallen foe, and then the word of command, " Pipe away the long-

boat." For the first time, Paul now began to think that this I'eally

was a prize worthy of some contention. As soon therefore as he heard

the long-boat piped away, he girded on a cutlass, and prepared as before

to accompany his captain,, and aid in taking possession. Singularly

enough, however, that worthy individual no longer appeared to feel as

formerly the necessity for his services ; and, greatly to the lowering of

Paul's zeal on this occasion, gently laid his hand upon the volunteer's

collar, saying, as he did so,

" Bravo, Mr. Paul ; who says you're not always the foremost where
duty's to be done? Just allow me a private word with you," taking

our hero slightly on one side, as if he had a matter of great importance

to communicate,
" AVhat is it ?" anxiously demanded the young aspirant.
" Why, it is this, sir. We may have some tough customers on

board that craft which we have just made strike, and therefore I can't

in prudence attempt to lay my boat alongside of tliem without taking
my mate Nvith me, as, in case I should get knocked on the head, my
chaps might be disheartened, and not only beat us oft", leaving me lying
bleeding on the decks, l)ut as luck generally runs in a dead-set in one
way, when once she commences it, the matter might end perhaps even
in our losing the schooner, and you being made prisoner among the rest.

The favour therefore I want to ax of you is this : if you wi.U be good
enough to stay on board here, and take charge of the barky, Avhile I and
the rest of them take possession of the prize ?—you see 1 shouldn't like
to trust the ship without some one in her."

" Oh, certainly, certainly," said our hero, cheerfully acceding to this

proposition, which to his unpractised fancy seemed to contain within it

a great deal of honour and confidence.
" Thank ye, sir, thank ye," returned the wily Alibi, grasping Paul's

liand with every show of the most obliged friendship. Then turning
rouuil to one of his mates, and muttering, " I've stopped the mouth
of that gull for a time. Now, my boys on the forecastle there, stand
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by to jump on board the boat as soon as she draws up alongside

;

and mind, you dogs, you're all of you armed for sharp service." There

was something in the heartless tone in which these words were

uttered that caused Paul to turn round for an instant and regard the

speaker. Surely he could not have been deceived ; and yet if he were

not, he was unable to account for the fact which he observed,- namely,

that the sariie sinister smile which had so often before attracted his

attention now again lent its odious light to the features of Alibi: it was

but for a moment, and ere he could well remark it ceased to be ob-

servable. In a few more seconds the seamen had all leaped into their

long-boat, and left our hero in charge of the schooner, with no one

to form his crew -save Bamboozle, whom he so coixlially detested, and

an old cook, whom the fortunes of vv-ar had rendered lame of a leg.

Possessed of this resplendent ship's company, our hero trod the

quarter-deck with quite as much pride as ever filled the bosom of

Nelson, exulting, in the Gulf of Genoa, on the evening before the gale

which dismantled his squadron. Little, indeed, did the kind-hearted,

but now thoroughly elated Paul imagine the purposes to which his aid

was made subservient. There is an old adage, which youth generally

disbelieves, or rarely tolerates until every step in life forces it more
and more on our acceptance : it is this,—" We cannot put old heads

on young shoulders." Unaccustomed, as we all must be, at the outset

of life, when confidence and enthusiasm are among the leading charac-

teristics of the mind, to look for roguery and deceit in every kindness

that is prolFered to us, youth is necessarily the age for being duped and

betrayed on every side, and there are few indeed who gain much ex-

perience without undergoing their full share of this penalty. There

was one, however, on board the schooner fully alive to the game which

Alibi was playing, and equally anxious, at all hazards, to make Paul a

participator in his knowledge ; but, unfortunately, Paul had in another

matter discovered his knavery, and thus all power of disclosing the

roguery of others was taken from him. Unfortunate as this proved,

it was one of those evils to be lamented rather than helped, and the

burden of it fell, where it was most proper it should fall,—namely, on

the guilty party. This was, we need scarcely say. Bamboozle. As
the long-boat left the schooner, the doctor stood eyeing it with incon-

ceivable emotion ; and it had scarcely got beyond hearing when Bam-
boozle, running up to Paul, exclaimed

—

" Now, Mr. Paul, now is the time for our liberation at last : quick,

quick, for Heaven's sake; anotlier may never arrive." Paul looked at the

speaker for a few moments, as if it was impossible that any mere glance,

or even words, could ever give utterance to the feelings pf intense hatred

that boiled in his breast ; and then having silently measured the unfor-

tunate doctor from top to toe, in the same mute style, turned his back

upon the light of science as if he were unworthy even of a sound.
" What!" exclaimed Barhboozle, with a look of the utmost bewilder-

ment ;
" won't you speak to me now ?" Paul here treated Bamboozle

to a second look of unspeakable disdain, and then walked forward to

the forecastle.

X X
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" For God's sake. Mr. Paul," said the other, following him close,

and in his anxiety catching at a part of his clothing, " if you have any

cause of quarrel against me—for mercy's sake postpone it to some more

fittino- time, and be pleased not to let it interfere to work the ruin of us

both at a moment when our union should be of the closest kind."

To tliis energetic appeal Paul replied with the coldest disdain,—" So

far from union with you, sir, it is a drawback on the bi-cath of life, that

I'm compelled to inhale it in the same atmosphere with one whom I so

thoroughly despise."

" Can't you consent, for your own sake, to let this unreasonable

hatred have some breathing pause ? Can't you let me inform you on

what a precipice you are standing ?"

" I know I am, the moment I descend to any communion with your-

self; villany likf yours endangers every thing that approaches it."

" This is hard to bear, Mr. Paul, very hard for one who's known
you from a child ; can't you give me credit for some degree of truth

in this matter ? Isn't my own stake in this ship sufficiently heavy to

warrant you in believing that I shall deal in a straight-forward manner?"
" Psha ! Doctor Bamboozle; have I not already tried you? do I

not know your character ? the eagle cannot swim, nor can the dolphin

fly ; where would be the advantage of again trying an experiment
which has already failed most utterly ?"

" But, Mr. Paul, hear me only for this once : I tell you, you do

not even know what sliip you are standing on; you do not—you can-

not know who and what Jack Alibi is."

" This I know. Doctor Bamboozle, that he rescued me from an un-
merited and di,sgraceful death, while you did your utmost to bring me
to the gallows ; what your motives were for aiding in such a judicial

murder you best know; they cannot have been anything creditable, and
therefore I will not hear one word from you in disparagement of any
being's character, much less that of one to whose courage and daring I

owe my life."

" But it is to preserve your character as well as life

—

"

" — I won't hear you even speak," replied Paul, retreating. " I

disbelieve each word you utter
; your object is clearly to seduce me from

my duty, and I have no doubt you would be the first person to betray
me to Alibi's just resentment, if I were fool enough to listen to your
tempting."

" I see how it is," at length cried Bamboozle, in a rage, " I sec
now, for the first time, that you are no longer the dupe that you i)rc-

tendcd to be. No, Mv. Paul, I see very plainly that you are the accom-
l>lice of Ain)i in all his villany, and I shall live' to enjoy a bitter
reveng(>. You can't always be successful, and if—"

" Down below, you pitiful, spiteful caricature upon humanity ; down
below, you charlatan, or, old as you are, Pll pound you to a mummy."

There was sonuthing so savagely fierce in the aspect of our hero's
countennnce as he uttered these words, that a sudden ])anic seemed to
reduce Bamboozle to the position of the heroic Hector, for taking to his
heels, he fairly fled along the deck,—Paul pursuing him across the
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gangway up to the very companion-hatcli, into whicli the nimble

little doctor jumped with wondrous quickness, and shut and bolted

the door, so rapidly, that the otlier could not get at him ; while

Bamboozle remained grinning like some mischievous monkey spurred

into wrath by well-deserved chastisement. When Paul saw his funny
little phiz chattering and mowing at him through the trellis-work

of the companion, that was left uncovered to obviate the effects

of the heat, all his wrath vanished, and he could scarcely forbear a

hearty laiigh at the ridiculous spectacle presented by his diminutive

tormentor. Seizing the padlock that made fast this entrance to the

cabin, so that the worthy " Bam," as the sailors called liim, could no
more exude, Paul resumed his stately march upon the deck of the

schooner, where, delightful thought ! he was supreme lord and master.

As, however, he was perfectly susceptible of having been considerably

ruffled ; hero as he was, and nursing thoughts of high ambition, he,

for the sake of soothing the perturbation of his mind, walked forward
to that portion of the schooner called the galley, but which landsmen
term the kitchen, where the one-legged cook, whom Heaven had
favoured in so quarrelsome a region with the blessing of deafness, was
busily occupied in doing summary justice upon a tender but now ex-

hausted turtle, which had been caught napping upon the high seas by
those who termed themselves the lords of the domain. Taking his seat

upon the schooner's bits, which commanded an elevated view of the

whole premises aforesaid, the fresh breeze, as it rolled gloriously over

the bright blue water, and rejoiced in the unsullied purity of a cloudless

sky, bore upon its fragrant wings the rich steam of sundry spices,

wines, and condiments, already gently simmering in a huge and vene-

rable cauldron, from which the one-legged cook had already removed the

cover, previous to freighting it with the luxurious tribute of old ocean's

game. At sea a man is always hungry. It is one of the greatest blessings

peculiar to the world of waters :—that is, when you have anything to

eat. Day breaks to find you ravenous ; the duties of tlie arduous hours

succeed, enlivened by the recurrence of occasional repasts, the only

time-mark of their solitary life, and the glorious sun returns to its

resting-place but to find you in the same delicious state of ferocious

greediness with which it lighted on you sixteen hours before. The perpe-

tual exercise of limb, and the passing of existence in the open air, not

only demand a continual supply, but render the ills of j^lenty the bug-
bear of a slothful landsman. There is to be found nothing that ever

approaches to fat ! No dreadful visions of forthcoming coi-pulency set

snares around the appetite, or garnish the favoured dish with tares ;

and though, to be sure, famine sometimes stares sailors in the face en

passant, and a short allowance of salt horse is often deemed a godsend,

while a stinted allowance of stinking water too frequently becomes an
unobtainable luxury, yet still, when food is to be had, it nowhere
carries with it so keen a sense of enjoyment. We feel this explanation

due to the memory of the one-legged cook; without it his conduLt

might on this occasion be considered by the fastidious as bordering on

the indelicate and corporious. Ah, how greatly would this estimation

X X 2
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of Ills cliaractir rcrnlcr injustice to the sublimity of liis soul ! He
was a Frenchman, a real professor of his art, one of large reading, pro-

found sentiments, and an inimitable fellow for a sauce. He had heard

the quarrel between Paul and Bamboozle, and treated it with merited

contempt. Tlioy might or they might not proceed to blows, and if

proceeding to blows, one might or one might not be slain. With that he

liad nothing to do. In his time he had seen five hundred quarrels

;

lie himself had lost his leg in one, and seen many others lose their lives

after the same fashion ; but in all his experience he had never seen the

dinner of the survivors at all affected by the result. With the dinner,

therefore, he proceeded. That was the point in issue. The turtle was
one, too, of unusual make and beauty; and all the previous steps having

been taken, Paul came upon him just as he drew near his lovely victim,

who lay languidly flapping its huge fins, thoroughly exhausted by
previous effort. As Paul took his seat, the cook drew from a cupboard
a large tankard, and with a sharp-pointed knife in his hand stood for

several seconds musing on the magnificence of the sight before him. Then
when his eyes Avere sated, he gently lifted up the doubtful fish upon a seat

at hand, so tliat the hawk-like head and neck hung down. Placing his

tankard below this, he seized the throat of the victim in one hand, and
while the animal was occupied in a last desperate struggle to regain its

liberty, the one-legged cook, with amputating skill, swiftly circled his

trenchant weapon round the yielding tube with the other, and thus by a
single incision decapitated tlie illustrious sufferer. In an instant the
red volume of the vital fluid ruslied through the severed arteries into

the tankard below ; the left hand of the one-legged cook guiding the
palpitating neck as a fireman does the engine tube, until the last throe
of life was extinct, and the vessel filled. So far, Paul considered this

to be one of those terrible necessities which aU statesmen contemplate
with more or less severity. The next step taken by our culinary
friend did somewhat surprise him ; it was that of raising the filled tan-
kard to his lips, much as an Englishman would a pot of porter, and
after carefully wiping the same with his hand, he paused for an instant
to contemplate tlie draught, and then took it oft' with a single breath,
seeming infinitely deliglited by the same.

" If this is not a queer taste," muttered Paul, " I don't know what
can come under the denomination."

Fully impressed witli this notion, he was about to interrogate the
one-legged artiste, when his whole attention was wholly absorbed by a
piercingly shrill cry coming down from to-windward, where still lay
the merchant vessel witli Alibi and his men on board. Another and
another succeeded in startling succession; even the one-legged cook
suspended his operations and looked up, while Paul, with his whole
frame agitated, darted to the weather-bow of the schooner, as the nearest
point of observation.

" Hark !
" cried Paul, as if addressing some one at his side, " there it

IS agam
; what a shriek of agony ! surely it cannot be a woman's ! and

yet I hear it still as if sinking lower and lower from exhaustion.—It is a
woman's,—it must be, it can be nothing else ;—yet surely they liave
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What formed the sequence to this impossibility in our hero's mind we
know not, since lie uttered nothing more, but remained some seconds

gazing intently on the decks of the merchantman with his telescope.

Whether the thoughts quickened into action by this singular occurrence

may not have recalled to his mind the stifled observations of Bamboozle
we know not. It is very likely that they might, since being unable to

detect anytliing stin-ing on the vessel's decks, he in a few minutes re-

sumed his muttered soliloquy in broken sentences thus :

—

" They cannot have been guilty of any imnecessary violence to the

crew or passengers on board
—

" Here, however, any further reflections

were terminated by a shout of triumph, and Paul perceived Alibi and
his crew descend the sides of the captured vessel into their boat. It

certainly did strike him, that the pace of none of these heroes was
remarkable for its sobriety. He could also plainly distinguish that

they bore in their hands various goods and chattels, which he rightly

set down as the spoils of the enemy, and getting ready a rope to fling the

first of the boats on its arrival alongside, he waited impatiently for some
explanation of the mysterious sounds he had heard. In addition to the

schooner's barge, which had originally boarded the merchant vessel, he
now perceived several other boats approaching, and these were manned by
parties whom he had never seen before, and whom he therefore concluded

to be volunteers from the captured vessel. As the boats drew within

hearing, our hero's attention was wholly absorbed by the loud cries of

triumph which they set up ; and a single glance sufiiced to show him
that commander and crew were all in a state of furious intoxication.

As soon as the former reached the side, he struck our hero familiarly

on the shoulder, exclaiming with the accompaniment of sundry interven-

ing hiccups, "Now, my boy, your fortune's made at last! The chase

we have captured was a craft homeward-bound from Mexico, laden with
quicksilver, and we've got all our boats crammed full of it."

" Ay, Bo !" interrupted the mate, " and it's almost as walyable as

gold if we can once bring it to land."

"7y^, you fool!" angrily said Alibi, "who says there's any doubt
about it ? You attend to getting it out of the boats, and don't interfere

when you see your skipper talking to a brother ofiicer."

"Brother devilskin!" sulkily murmured the mate, turning away
evidently not very well pleased with this new assumption of authority

in one who had hitherto treated him as an equal ; and going forward
among the men, Paul either heard or imagined some remarks to the

effect that Alibi was beginning to be uncertain whether he stood on his

head or his heels now that he had met with a little success, to say nothing

of words still more significant, beginning with—" Whoever heard of

brother ofiicers I should like to know among"—the sound that followed

was one Paul hardly dared believe, and though almost certain he
had not mistaken it, he wilfully excluded its hearing. However, in a
few minutes the quicksilver, which was contained in leathern skins of

goats carefully sewn up, was handed on board the schooner, and while

Alibi in maudlin joy was boasting of the fortune they had encountered,

Paul observed the seamen sink the extra cutters and jolly-boat they
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liatl broiiflit from tlie prize, and then hoist on board their own
Lar^c
As the booty they had acquired was of a species very new to our

hero, one indeed of which he had neither ever heard or thought, he

cnd(!avoured to ol)tain from Ahbi some account of the vessel from which

it had been obtained. All Alibi's answers on this head were, however,

very vaguely replied to, and from the evident wish to turn the conversa-

tion into a different channel, Paul soon discovered how very unwelcome

was the subject, and abandoned it.

" But where have you allowed her to go ?" said our hero, thinking

tliat at least there could be no harm in this question. In reply, how-
ever, to so plain an inquiry, Paul observed the same suspicious smile

steal over Alibi's countenance, while the latter hastily rushing off the

deck into the cabin below, muttered some words which, to our hero's

ears, sounded exceedingly like—" To the devil if she likes !

"

At this juncture Paul also heard a burst of merriment from the cabin

below, and knowing that only Bamboozle and Alibi were the tenants of

it, began to put together the variovis suspicious circumstances of the

morning, the shrieks in a female voice which he had heard from the

prize. Alibi's broken answers, and Bamboozle's evident wish to make
him the depository of some dangerous secret,—then coming most
unwillingly yet still very naturally to the conclusion, that Alibi's

conduct must be at variance with his professions, and that in short

it was such as required Paul to examine, fur his own sake, he looked

round for the merchant-vessel whence the shrieks had proceeded, in

order to reconsider to what nation she belonged. The reader may,
however, judge the horror which possessed him when in the place

where she had so lately floated he perceived nothing but the dark top-

mast and yards protruding from the water, and almost in the very
instant that he observed them— they were gone ! On witnessing this

extraordinary disappearance, Paul drew his hand across his eyes in

considerable doubt of its reality.

Had the vessel sunk ? It was scarcely possible not to believe the
forcible evidence of his own eyesight, and this was of a nature so terri-

ble, that every limb trembled under him at the bare iiossibility of its

truth. AYith eager eyes and anxious pace he snatched up the telescope,

and directed it successively towards every quarter, in the vain hope of
finding liimself mistaken, and detecting the object for which he sought
ill some other direction of the horizon.

Perhaps the schooner might have swung with some flaw of wind,
whde he was engaged in his own sad reveries ; and this would account
for the merchant vessel having momentarily escaped his eyesight. This
hope was, however, but the idle longing of a mind driven to those
confines wlu;re expectation borders on despair. The breeze had died
away, and the burning circle of the distant horizon lay still as a shield of
silver, round every quarter of the schooner. Not the slightest pretence
for a vessel could he descry throughout the whole range of his eyeglass.

" It was no mistake," sorrowfully muttered Paul; "she must have
?vii>k with every soul on board, and this could only have been Alibi's
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doing ; and if so, what in the name of fortune can be the object of our
cruise, and what, indeed, the character of ourselves ? That is the

worst part of it. If these be our deeds, what then are we ?
—

"

"—Pirates !" said a low and startling voice of triumph at his elbow.

Turning swiftly round, Paul perceived beside him tlie grinning counte-

nance of Bamboozle. Tiie word had been the echo of his own thoughts ;

and so stricken was our hero at the strange coincidence, that all remem-
brance of his quarrel, and the hatred which he bore to the speaker,

vanished in a moment.
" Good God !

" exclaimed Paul, seizing Bamboozle's hand without a
thought, " is this the secret that you wished to impart to me ?"

" If you would have heard it while it was of any use," replied the

doctor, who felt it was his turn to lead, " I would have given it you

;

but now that we must grin and bear it, you may as well learn to turn
pirate as anything else, upon the cards. It is but a prejudice of society

which puts the profession to a discount."

This was said evidently with a feeling of pique, which Paul rightly

interpreting, hastily, and with that generosity which was inherent in

his nature, he replied

—

" Forgive me. Doctor, for the suspicions I have entertained, and for the

wrongs I have done your motives. Even you, however, must admit the

provocation you have offered; and, since we are thrown into this position,

let us resume that acquaintance which perhaps I ought never to have
laid aside. If you are earnest in your belief of this vessel's character,

come to my cabin this evening, and we will consult on the best mode of

escaping from the predicament into wliich we are both unhappily cast."

" Agreed," muttered Bamboozle, returning the friendly pressure of

the other's hand. " Believe, me you have not done justice to my mo-
tives in that matter of your escape : but we will talk of this hereafter."

" Ay, at any time but now. If the pir—that is the crew—perceive

our reconciliation, they will suspect it bodes them little good."
" Riglit," returned Alibi ; and putting his finger on the point of his

nose with a surprising intelligence. Bamboozle dived to the cabin, and
Paul resumed his walk upon the quarter-deck.

CHAPTER THE TWELFTH..

THE INNOCENT CONSPIRACY.

The last sound of the pirates' drunken revelry had died away—the

silent midnight at length knew no further interruption than an occasional

oath, and the last dying effort of some persevering bacchanalian to

raise the rude hymn of his destroying idol.

" It is time that the Doctor made his appearance, if he intends

coming," muttered Paul, turning anxiously on his berth-place to listen,

and looking at his watch by the faint moonlight that stole through the

quarter-deck skylight, ever and anon, as the vessel rolled sufficiently
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to admit the welcome ray—" It has not struck twelve yet, though

nearly an hour has passed since that double-faced hypocrite Alibi

retired. Can Bamboozle have meant to betray me ?
" pursued our hero,

and then he paused as if his muttered musings had led him to a point

whence the view beyond was too painfully interesting to permit of

further endurance. AYell, indeed, may he have seen thence an aspect

of the future sufficiently absorbing in its melancholy to banish all con-

sciousness of the present. Well might his mind, taught by past horrors,

wander on to future evils. The thoughts of being embarked, if not in

the actual pursuits of piracy, at least among those who had no other

aim,—the shuddering reflection that deeds of unspeakable atrocity

might, nay, undoubtedly had been, perpetrated but that morning under

hid own eye, and by the very aid of his own assistance,—the recollec-

tion of those piercing cries, uttered, for aught he knew, in the last extre-

mity of human agony, for a mercy never to be found on earth—coming,

for aught he knew, from some one yoimg in the pleasing anticipation

of life's joys, lovely, beloved, and capable of attracting sympathy from,

and affording delight to any beings less callous than those whom he had
made his comrades, his friends,—the grief of having owed his own
life to such help and to such an association,— the feal- of being captured

in such society, from a share in whose villanies no protestations could

be expected to free him— all these thoughts and reflections must no
doubt have weighed with unavoidable horror upon a mind so framed
by nature to avoid scenes and imputations such as we have described,

and to cherish all that might be most opposed to them. Twilight had
scarcely descended on that league of reprobate adventurers, when
happy at the release that excluded such villains from his eyes, he
had sought the cabin where he knew he could at least be alone, and
lying down undressed, had passed the weary hours in ruminating on
the sudden disclosure Bamboozle had made. Sleep did not even mock
him by a feigned approach, for parched lips and tlirobbing eyeballs

—

the frequent sigh and restless motion of the limbs—all proclaimed the
fever of anxiety that preyed upon him. The ship, which had long
since been xcsigned to her own guidance by the inebriated seamen, gave
out no sign of time, but Paul had already struck the hour of twelve
some minutes since on liis repeater : when, amid the slow creaking of
the ship's timbers, as the schooner gently rolled upon the almost calm
surface of the water, Paul distinguished a slight sound, that seemed not
to belong to the inanimate matters that alone were then moving.

'^ That's something like a foot-pace at last," murmured our hero,
springing silently from his bed-place. The sound ceased opposite the
cabin-door, and was succeeded by a noise like the nibbling of a mouse
on one of tlie little rails outside tlie bulkhead.

" That must be his signal," added the excited tenant, undoing the fast-
ening, wliich, since his discovery of tlie character of his shipmates, he
had tliought it doubly necessary to use. In an instant the door was
cautiously opened outwards, and the unmistakeable figure of Bamboozle
presented itself, his bald pericranium just catching the liglit of the
moon upon its sunmiit, and the rest of liis queer limbs remainino in the
contrast of deep shade.
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" You've come,"— at length—Paul would have added to the whisper

that saluted his visitor, but no sooner were our hero's lips unclosed, than

Bamboozle grasped him tightly by the arm with one hand, while he

pressed a finger of the other on his mouth, and swiftly and silently clos-

ing the cabin, drew one of the schooner's dark lanterns from beneath his

coat, and quietly sliding it so as to emit the slightest possible ray of

light, turned this on Paul's face with a look of over-cautious cunning,

as who should say, " No one is planning an extra trick on an old rogue,

is there ?'^ Then, certain that he had got hold of the right man, he put
out his shrivelled paw, which the other, maugre his suspicion, frankly

clapped.

" Sjieak in your lowest whisper," began old Bam, opening the

conference. " Though Alibi sleeps, his is but grimalkin's nap. The
scoundrel has taken so much, and taken so long about it, he's drunk
himself sober ; and, as you know, he kicked his cabin door off its

hinges yesterday, because he chanced to strike his shin against it. Why
scarcely a few yards of thin air separate us."

" I will, Bamboozle."
" Good, Mr. Paul ; now to business. As I am only a civilian, and

you a man of metal, war, and wounds, and so forth, have you thought

of any plan for our escape ? You know you're rather a dab hand at

that sort of thing ;" and a malicious grin was visible as he spoke these

words, which showed how deeply the trick of enjoying a taunt on the

sore points of others had infixed itself in his habits.

" No, I haven't, doctor," quietly returned Paul, whose eyes flashed

fire at the first moment of the other's sarcasm, though he could -scarcely

make up his mind to believe that it was not the result of unintending

chance.
" No, Mr. Paul, none ? Thought of nothing to get away from this

den—but you understand me ?"

" Quite : but so it is, I don't see what we possibly can effect till we
get to port."

" When will that be, I should like to know ? The day after dooms-
day ?

"

" Very true, doctor, I see little chance of it."

" And when we do, ten thousand chances to one but the port to

which Alibi will make, may be some infernal Spanish harbour, in the

most out-of-the-way part of the West Indies, where we shall be without

a single friend to assist, but fifty spies instead to watch us : for I

suspect they won't long try to keep their true character from you, but

let it break out by degrees ; and then, if you don't join them. Heaven
help you."

" The very thing I most fear."

" And the very reason, therefore, why you should take most pains to

hasten your escape."

" But what are we to do. Bamboozle ? Are we strong enough now
to rise and secure the crew ? If you think so, and will do your best, I

am ready at once," and Paul pointed to the weapons which he had

laid under his pillow.
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Extending his hand once more to grasp the arm of Paul, with a look

of derision, Bamhoozle replied, " A sharp razor would cut your throat

with equal case, but not much more surely, than such an act of madness.

We couldn't dare to use a pistol ; and in slitting the windpipe of the

first, the row would be sure to wake all the rest."

" Pistol !—Slit the windpipe !" repeated Paul in utter astonishment,

for these were novel proceedings for him to embark in—" slit the

windpipe ! I never intended any other step than binding their hands

and feet."

" Pshaw ! you had much better bind a dozen cold shot round your

neck and jump overboard, than make such an old woman's attempt.

In such a case as this you must trust no bonds, but those of death; you

might have learnt that from their proceedings this morning."
" Tliis morning ! — How know you what their proceedings

were ?
"

" Simmons, who acts as a sort of loblolly boy for me, must needs get

as drunk this evening as the rest, and I therefore, to pass away the time,

set on him in a little cross-examination, and got out of the maudlin

dolt the whole story."

" And what in the name of mercy was the cause of the ship sinking?

for startling and horrible as tlie idea seems, I can believe nothing

else."

" If you did, you'd wander very far afield from the truth."

" I feared so ; and to what nation did the unhappy crew belong?"
" The English—"
" —Is it possible ? How shall I ever be able to endure myself

after my culpable neglect in not acting on those sounds, ' Helm a-lee !'

And then to think of my allowing myself to be lulled into a disbelief of

my own senses ? Ass I—dolt !—idiot !—and to reflect on what may
have been perpetrated—what endured for my credulity !"

" Hush ! hiish ! be silent. Let us be detected in this meeting, and
we shall follow the objects of your compassion."

" Where ?

"

To this question Bamboozle made no reply, but silently pointing
downwards with his finger, an expression of mingled fear and cunning
on his speaking features told the rest of his story.

" What !" demanded our hero shuddering, " do you mean that Alibi
would dare to take our lives?"

" As soon, ay, and much sooner than he would a spider's, for that
would bo of no use to him, but your death would. Do you imagine
he \v(juld pause at that, after sinking a vessel with her whole crew on
board ?"

" Is it possible then that they were alive?"
" Ay, and as well as you or I."

" Atrocious villain ! I had hoped that the only parties on board were
those killed by our shot, and that the rest had found refuge here in
the schooner."

" Pshaw !—These virtuous volunteers only amoiuit to five ; whereas
at least a dozen souls were drowned in the merchantman which you
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beheld go down, and among them four women, a motlier and two
beautiful girls of nineteen and twenty-three, with their servant."

" Worse and worse! This is too hideous for imagination ; then it was
a woman's cry I heard, before Alibi and his villains returned on board."

" No doubt."
" And these helpless unfortunates were actually murdered before our

eyes ?

"

" You needn't throw away your regrets on that head, since it was
the only merciful part of Alibi's conduct to them."

" What, then, had any violence been offered to them ?"

" The very worst that they could recceive."

" To which
—

"

u —All !—

"

"—And did none interfere to save these hapless creatures from such

a fate?"
" Their father, two brothers, and the captain, all fell in the vain

attempt ; and when these were slaughtered, the crew and other pas-

sengers ran below. Those who chose to volunteer were allowed to

come on deck again ; the rest, as soon as the ship had been thoroughly

pillaged, and every possible outrage and excess perpetrated, were bat-

tened down; the ship heeled over to port; the vessel scuttled in four

places under the starboard counter : the craft then righted, and all the

unfortunate women left locked up in tlie cabin, where death was the

only relief tliat this world could ever offer for the wrongs they had
undergone. After this Alibi rowed on board with his plunder, and you
beheld the closing catastrophe ; the ill-fated ship went down with all

on board."

For some minutes a deep pause succeeded this horrid explanation,

during which Paul seemed unable to draw his breath, so intense was
the interest excited in his mind by circumstances whose atrocity he had

never till then conceived possible. The remembrance, too, that he had
been disporting—absolutely amusing himself—within sight of the very

theatre of all this incredible violence and rapine, combined almost to stun

the mind that thus suddenly heard it. In addition to these agitating

thoughts, Paul now perceived how slight must be the protection that

was extended over his own life the moment that the fact of his existence

might begin to clash with the interests of Alibi and his lawless and

black-hearted myrmidons. A single suspicion—the slightest off'ence—

a

word— a breath—might at any moment sweep him from the earth to

follow those unoffending but unhappy beings, whose dreadful fate had

just filled him with so much distress.

While Paul continued thus musing on Bamboozle's narrative, the

latter sat regarding him Intently ; and having given full time for it to

produce the effect he desired, resumed the consultation, by asking in

the same whispered tone as before

—

" Do you see now the necessity of acting vigorously, and so as to

ensure the success of our efforts at the first start ?

"

" You are right ; for I now perfectly observe, not only the immi-

nence of our danger, but that no second opportunity will ever bo granted
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to US. But what arc we to do ? You yourself have enumerated all

the difficulties of our undertaking, and since you condemn the only

project on which I can hit for our rescue, is there none which your

greater experience can suggest ?
"

" I tliought, master Paul," said Bamboozle, with a grin of superior

intelligence, " that you would be obliged to come to me for assistance,

and I hope that it will not be in vain. I flatter myself that I have

not lived so long in the world without possessing a slight grain of in-

vention whenever the pinch of adversity may put me upon its produc-

tion ; and the scheme which I am now about to propose to you is one

which will incur no risk to either of us, provided that I can rely upon

you not to betray the secret."

" On my life—on my soul—that is as truly as I exist before you at

this moment, I swear that nothing shall ever draw from me the slightest

disclosure of any plan you may communicate."

As Paul said this, he seized the vacant hand of Bamboozle, and

shook it with all the warmth of sincere gratitude.

The doctor at once perceived, in the unmistakable candour and

truth of youth, the surest guarantee that his confidence would not be

misplaced.
" Well, then, Mr. Paul, upon this agreement I will unfold to you

my own intentions, and afford the utmost assistance in carrying them
into effect. But remember, if by accident or design, Alibi comes to the

knowledge of my having proposed this method of escape, I shall hold

that you, and you alone, are equally to blame."
" Agreed ; and now, what is your plan ?

"

At this toucliing demand, Bamboozle dreAV himself still closer to

Paul, and exhibiting no small share of delight at his own superior

cleverness, waited for a few seconds in mute triumph, and then pro-
ceeded :

" You are aware, Mr. Paul, that the unfortunate merchantman that

you saw sunk this morning was laden with a quantity of quicksilver ?
"

" I know it, doctor ; I saw the boats coming on board laden with
the ore in tlie skins, and could not at the time make out what in the
name of fortune was the heavy lading that nearly sunk them to the
water's edge ; for I could see nothing appearing above the gunnels to

warrant me in supposing that the boats were close stowed."
" No, Mr. Paul, so heavy a freight packs in a small bulk. The un-

fortunate man who perished in defending his daughters, owned in

Mexico a considerable property in quicksilver mines ; the ship and all

the lading belonged to him ; and after a life spent in the acquisition of
wealth, ho was coming home, as he fondly thought, to enjoy it. But
that has nothing to do with our present project, so let that pass. The
skins on board the merchantman were originally packed in cases,—three
skins, I hear, in each case,, in order to render this part of the cargo
more stowable. In the wanton eagerness and desire to cram into the
boats as large a booty as possible, most of these cases were by Alibi's
men broken open and destroyed ; the (pucksilver, therefore, now lies

on our lower deck protected only by the leather in which it was first
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enclosed. Now, so far tliis is I'iglit, that nothing but the impermeable
texture of the skins will keep in the subtle metal imprisoned in it ; but
in destroying the wooden cases that were to protect the leather, our
friend Jack Alibi has been guilty of an egregious blunder, of which I

thus propose to take advantage."
" What, in the name of fortune, this quicksilver can have to do with

our escape, doctor, I am utterly at a loss to conceive."

" No doubt you are, Mr. Paul, and that is the very point on which
I propose to enlighten you, and which you could not possibly divine

without my assistance. Did you ever happen to see a patient in what
is called a state of ptyalism from the effects of this very metal ?"

" No, I confess I never have."
" "Well, then, I will describe to you the effects as well as the cause

by which it is produced ; for that, I perceive, will be necessary to make
you fully understand the details of my plan. Mercury is merely the

name given, as you know in the medical profession, sometimes to the

pure quicksilver—as is common also among the rest of mankind

—

but generally applied to tlie oxides of the metal prepared for medical

use. All these oxides, when given internally to an excess, act

upon the glands of the mouth and throat, and produce an excessive

secretion, and at the same time an utter prostration of strength ; and
even, if pursued far enough, the destruction of life itself. But these

effects are also to be produced upon the human frame by the external

application of the same metal, as well as the internal exhibition of it.

Many of our authorities have doubted this point, but I am convinced

it must be so, and at any rate I am resolved to try the experiment for

our liberation."

" But though I clearly understand the principle of your plan, how
shall we be able to put it into execution ?

"

" In the simplest manner possible. I propose that one or both of

us should wound several of the skins containing the quicksilver. By
this means large quantities of it will run out upon the lower deck, where

all the seamen are living. The ore is, as you know, exceedingly divis-

ible. Millions of small particles will instantly scatter themselves

throughout every crack and crevice of the deck, the berths, and the

ship's sides ; it will get into the men's clothes and hammocks, their

naked feet will be unceasingly exposed to it at every step they take

while awake, and their clothes and hammocks impregnated with it

while they sleep. No metal is more easily oxydizable, and the slightest

acid, the dirt of the ship's decks, even their very breath, will produce

this result, and the first man among them upon whom the poison causes

ptyalism will be merely a means of accelerating the infection of the

rest. Thus, then, I hope, in the course of a comparatively short time

to have every one of these fellows, from Alibi downwards, laid upon

their beam-ends, with they: tongues twice too large for their mouths,

their heads swollen almost to the size of their bodies, and their strength

utterly prostrate. When once we obtain this point, we will take pos-

session of the schooner, run for the nearest point, and deliver them all

up to be
—

"
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Here Bamboozle made a sort of motion with his finger behind his

right ear, expressive of that last ceremony of justice, which is, after

alT, but a poor apology to virtue for the crimes perpetrated by wrong.
" Hush," said Paul, lifting his finger to his lips, and glancing fear-

fully around, as if he expected to see the hyrena-like eyeballs of Alibi

glaring from every corner, or was sensible of having around his ovrn

nock that noose which Bamboozle had so significantly hinted his inten-

tion of gaining for the pirate. " Hush, hush ! For Heaven's sake, re-

member that the overhearing of a single word might cost us both our

lives. Amid this partial poisoning of the crew by tlie effects of quick-

silver, how can you expect that we alone are to escape ? do we bear, as

Shakspeare says, ' a charmed life,' or is our clay of different temper

from that of those around us ? Your plan is very ingenious, and might,

for any thing I can see, answer perfectly, but here is the hole in your

cockle-shell that sinks the tiny bai'k, with all it carries. The very acts

that ptyalize the others will, by placing us in the same situation, pre-

vent our profiting by the plan. How came you to have overlooked

this ?
"

" If I had overlooked it, your remarks would have been just ; but I

liave provided against that contingency. Here is a bottle," drawing
one from his pocket, " containmg diluted nitric acid ; by taking ten

drops of this twice a day, living as much as possible in the open air on
deck, wearing thick shoes, and keeping the surface of your body oiled

from top to toe, you will find your system very little, if at all, affected

by that influence which will completely subjugate those not similarly

protected."

" A thousand thanks, doctor, for your ready kindness in this matter,"
said Paul, receiving the phial, and bestowing it in a place of security.
" Once more I offer you my best thanks and repeated apologies, if any
are necessary, for the wrong opinion I once entertained of you, and the
rudeness with which I fear I carried that opinion into effect."

" Say no more about it, my dear Mr. Paul, you have already amply
atoned for any mistakes into which you may inadvertently have
fallen. Lcc us now lose no more time, but sally forth and complete
the attempt at our liberation on which we have just resolved, while I

puncture the skins on the larboard side of the deck, do you go round
and wound those on the starboard."

" But where shall I find a nail, doctor? for any other weapon might
lead to our detection."

" Catch a surgeon without his lancet," returned Bamboozle, produc-
ing two rusty nails ; one of which having been taken by Paul, they
both quietly left the cabin, having previously shut up and secured the
dark-lantern.

Tiic skins containing the quicksilver were lying but a few yards
from the place where this consultation had been hekl ; in number they
might amount to some hundred and fifty ; and each party, inserting
his arm into tlie midst of the heap, thrust his nail into "the bottom
of some eight or ten skins successivi'ly on cither side ; the superincum-
b<'ut weight caused the metal to be instantly pressed forth from eaeli
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of the wounded sacks, and as Paul and Bamboozle performed the

operation, they felt the liquid metal gush forth with an icy coolness,

while the flickering moonlight was reflected brilliantly back from a

small sea of perfect silver, as it surged noiselessly around them. It was
a perilous undertaking, and this was the crisis of their danger. If a

single eye had been wakeful and observant in that part of the vessel,

their detection would have been inevitable, and on their detection would
have followed instant death. Fortunately, this imminent risk was but

of brief continuance ; and in a few seconds, having accomplished the

design they had originally proposed to themselves, each of tlie actors

in this singular scene slipped quickly back to his cabin, and laid his

head on his pillow—but not to sleep. Every sound that stirred, every

roll of the schooner, every ripple of the waves outside, or the motion

of the mercury within, gave fresh cause of alarm, and fear of detection.

Their terrors were, howevei-, vain. The sun had risen high in the

heavens before either Alibi, or any of his crew, arose from those slum-

bers in which excess had steeped them. The spectacle presented by
the mercury excited both surprise and remark. Naturally enough

the evident leakage in their prize was attributed to accidental injury.

As neither Alibi nor any of his men were able to conceive any possible

motive for the wilful waste of their treasure, so the suspicion never

having occurred to them, not the slightest examination was made of the

wounded skins, to see by what means the quicksilver had leaked out.

They were extracted from the middle of the heap where they were

found empty, and at once flung overboard, by which means was
for ever lost all trace of the artifice our friends had used. For
a few days no results appeared to follow the active remedies pre-

scribed by Dr. Bamboozle, Divers and sundry consultations were

held between him and Paul as to the probable success of their endea-

vours. The latter was inclined to despond as to their ever reaping the

harvest of their midnight toils ; but Bamboozle remained firm to his

original opinion, and the result justified the confident opinion he had

expressed. One by one the crew began to make sundry complaints to

their medical traitor. The atmosphere of the lower deck was sensibly

afi"ected by a curious coppery odour. This man complained of pains in

his teeth, another of uneasy sensations about his jaws ; and on the fifth

day Alibi had the pleasure of awakening with his head only twice the

size that his neck could conveniently carry. From this moment the

effects of the poison spread with a rapidity that utterly astonished the

inexperienced mind of our hero. Within a fortnight from the eventful

evening of the consultation, the whole of the crew, with Alibi at their

front, were rendered so completely Jiors de-coinhat, that the charge of

the vessel seemed to be resigned to chance, or any other governing power

that might feel inclined to assume it. One seaman only, an old north-

countryman, wdio had passed his time chiefly upon deck from the insup-

portable heat, was partially exempt from the influence that had prostrated

his fellows. Totally unable to account for the scene they witnessed

around them, the men could only form an imperfect guess at the

cause of their calamity. The matter was naturally referred to Bam-
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boozle, who stoutly denied tliat tlie capture of quicksilver had any

influence on the matter, and attributed the whole attection of the ship'.^

company to some endemical disease which must have been caught on

board the mercliantman they had sunk. To this professional falsehood

some show of probability was given by the fact, that himself and Paul

remained in full health, while the stings of conscience lending still further

vigour to these facts, all hands readily agreed in the propriety of the

schooner seeking the first port in the West Indies she could possibly

attain for increased medical assistance. Singularly enough, of all the

invalids on board, the strongest symptoms appeared in the person of one

whose strength of frame seemed to warrant the supposition that he

might utterly have defied its utmost influence, namely Alibi. Unable

to speak, or scarcely to see any one around him, the unhappy wretch

entertained not the remotest suspicion of the real truth. So fearful

and so rapid were the powers of this baneful mineral, that Paul could

not help entertaining a strong belief that Bamboozle, who had shown

such ability in the prevention, had carried out the same principle by

administering medicines in furtherance of the malady. The north- coun -

tryman being wholly ignorant of navigation, and both Paul and Bam-
boozle in nearly the same happy position, it is impossible to say whither

their united eflForts might have guided the ill-omened schooner, had not a

gale of wind arisen, and taken into its own helping hand the little vessel's

destination. The confusion that occurred on board under the double in-

fluence of Bamboozle's machinations and the wind's distress may easily

be conceived. Innumerable vessels Avere seen in the course of their

drift before the fury of the elements ; but fearful of falling into the

hands of the enemy, neither of our friends cared to take special pains

in speaking to any stranger, and the heavy sea running added increased

difHculties. After eight days' continued course, however, they knew
not whither, Paul descried some highlands on the lee-bow, and no

difiiculties of navigation presenting themselves, they ran onwards xuitil

they found themselves entering a most capacious harbour. Tiie very

sight of shore was sufficient to induce our friends to anchor at all

hazards. On they ran before the gale, and on coming up with the

shipping already moored, and much too busy in attending to their own
perils to scrutinize those of the schooner, the latter dropped her anchor.

Seeing the tricoloured French flag flying at the gaft's of all of the men -

of-war, Paul prudently agreed with the worthy Bam to hoist a little

bunting of the same nation and description. The object now was to

get safe on shore ; and though Paul beheld the land of promise and
security on all sides of him, he had already suffered too many cruel

disappointments to count with any certainty on his escape, till it was
perfected— little dreaming under what circumstances a few hours were
destined to see him acting as interpreter at a meeting of bankrupts'
creditors, and Bamboozle more firmly than ever enslaved and im-
prisoned.—But this is anticipating our story.
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CHAPTER THE THIRTEENTH.

THE CONSEQUENCES OF INJUSTICE AND OPPRESSION—THE SLAVE SYSTEM.

Nothing could exceed the joy, both of Bamboozle and Paul, on

finding themselves once more "within the shelter of civilised society

;

anything that proraisetl them a refuge from pirates and cut-throats

wore all the comparative delights of heaven.
" I am afraid, gentlemen," said the north-countryman, coming out to

his shipmates on the quarter-deck, " I am afraid, gentlemen, we have

stumbled upon an enemy's port."

" Never mind your enemy's port
—

" Paid was about to commence in

the fullness of his heart, when a motion from the elbow of the more
wary Bamboozle cut short this manifestation of his joy.

" Why so I fear," said the Doctor, taking up the conversation, " and

perhaps you would not object to just going ashore in the jolly-boat

and ascertaining that question for us ?
"

" Not object ?" replied the north-countryman .;
" the de'il I would not

oject ! but I tell you I would object, and that in the most resolute

manner possible. Do you take me for a downright fool that I should

be so ready to run my head into an enemy's port for your satisfaction ?

If you want to find the matter out so particularly, why tlie de'il don't

you go yourself?"

Paul now plainly perceived what the wily Doctor had been driving

at, and after a sham remonstrance with the seaman, on the propriety

of his refusal, the farce ended by our friends expressing their great

regret at the necessity of going themselves ; and the north-countryman

retreating under hatches, that he might not, by any trick, be seduced into

accompanying them on this dangerous expedition.

" For that good turn, Bamboozle, I have to thank you," said Paul

;

" I have been discussing in my own mind numberless schemes for the

last three or four hours to get rid of that spy upon our movements,

but could hit on no mode of effecting my purpose. You have done it

most effectually ; and now, I think, we may go on shore in safety."

" Yes, my boy," returned the elder of the two, " the way I think is

now pretty clear before us ; Alibi is too ill to trouble us, and that

fellow is too frightened to harm us. Now you run below and get

your traps ready, while I do the same."
" Traps ! do you propose taking anything on shore with you ?"

" Of course I do, nearly all ray kit ; and you're a fool if you don't

take the same opportunity."
" Not I, Bamboozle ; I run no risks, and I implore you to follow my

example and do the same. Reflect how little we have on board of any
value, and if the wretches were to detect us in the removal, they

would at once suspect us, and all our efforts might be lost."

'• Tut, man, it is not worth while being nervous after having come
Y Y
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throuo-h so much. Besides, there are two or three things on board I

can't well do without. AVho is to observe us, I should like to know,

when we have already frightened below the only man of the crew who

is able to show himself on deck ?"

" Well, Bamboozle, of course you must act as you think fit, but

T declare my resolution not to attempt the removal of one single

article."

" Well, Paul, my boy, as you are rather young in the trade, you may
stick to your opinion and I'll have mine ; at any rate while I go below

to get my chattels together, you lower down the jolly-boat and stow

away a few arms for us, in case of any emergency."

" Ay, ay, I'll be quite ready by the time you will be back ; but if

you take my advice

—

" Advice, my boy, is never v/orth anything unless it's asked and paid

for, and even then ten thousand to one it isn't taken."

After this plain hint, Paul saw it was in vain to attempt altering

the determination at which Bamboozle had arrived, though had he

guessed tlie purpose of the latter to its whole extent, he would have

striven still harder to, avert an act that could scarcely fail of being

calamitous in its result. As it was, bowever. Bamboozle had his way,
and Paul having lowered dowr the jolly-boat and stowed it with half-

a-dozen loaded pistols, and a couple of cutlasses, quietly waited the

issue of Bamboozle's return with those chattels for which he risked the

whole issue of himself and companion's safety ; in due time the worthy
doctor appeared, and, as he had already said, no one was on deck or

apparently within observation distance, while he and Paul hastily

freighted the little bark that was to carry Ctesar and his fortunes. In
the course of comparatively few minutes, everything on which Bam-
boozle appeared to place the least store, including of course his own
illustrious person, being safely embarked in their little jolly-boat, Paul
shoved her off from the side of the schooner, muttering a thousand
grateful blessings to Heaven for the opportunity ; and away they rowed
as fast as their oars could carry them towards the land.

" Docti^r, my boy," said Paul, scarcely able to speak from exces-

sive emotion, " if there is anything like pith in that sinewy arm of

yours, show it now. Pull like a true Israelite escaping from the
Egyptians. Twenty minutes' good rowing and we are safe beyond
their power."

" Take it coolly, my boy, take it coolly," was the reply of the old

Doctor, as his little round back bent with the labour now imposed upon
him, " there's not the least chance on earth of their discovering our
absence ; and if they do, I don't see how such cripples as we have ren-
dered them, thanks be to the name of the great Apollo—I say I don't
see how such cripples as Alibi and his crew could, in the least degree,
interfere with us, armed as we are."

" Perhaps not. Doctor," replied Paul, who observed his friend direct-
ing sundry uneasy looks towards the schooner, which ill accorded with
the confident tone of his remarks ; "but even you yourself would, I take
it, bo very loath to resume your old i)osition on board that very fast-

sailing craft, as Captain Alibi was pleased to term iier."
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" Why, not exactly, Paul, I confess," said the Doctor ;
" wo have

hardly been well enough treated on board to solicit any such reappoint-

ment."
" How did you manage, Doctor, with regard to Alibi at starting;

did you allow hira to know when we were coming ?"

"^ To be sure I did ; when assurance is necessary, there is nothing

like producing a good stock of it, so I went down to our worthy cap-

tain to ask his advice about taking the boat on shore, making a com-
plaint at the same time of that worthy Scotchman for refusing to go."

" And what said the captain to this ?"

" Why, to tell the truth, he is so confoundedly frightened at dying,

that he was in a humour to have granted me anything ; he merely

therefore asked how you and I had become reconciled, when I took

the liberty of replying that your alarm at the general illness had pro-

duced this wonderful unanimity : and no further objection was taken to

any part of our proceedings. Now let us double yonder cape and we
are safe." As Bamboozle said this, he pointed to a little promontory, on

which could be seen an armed sentry parading up and down in the

French uniform, from beneath whose authoritative aspect they rightly

concluded that not even Alibi would have dared to attempt snatching

them, even though he had known the treachery of their intentions

towards himself.

" Now Paul, my boy," said the Doctor, " I hope you perceive the

notable sagacity of my having brought with me all my traps, and the

no less notable folly of your having left your own behind."
" As to the folly of my having left my own, on that score I am

truly indifferent. I am too glad to find myself once more my own
master even to regret the loss of fifty times as valuable a kit as any I

possessed, though I cannot help rejoicing at the fact of your having

secured your own, without incurring that detection of which I still

think you ran a most unnecessary risk."

" Why, Paul, it is true there was something in that, but when you
know the whole facts of the case, I think that even you will admit I

did not incur it without sufficient grounds, for during Alibi's illness

the rogue was fool enough to tell me how he had gained on board the

merchantman no less a prize than two large bags of doubloons."
" The devil he did. Doctor !" involuntarily exclaimed Paul,
" Yes, and more than that," added the other, " he was even ass

enough to show them to me."
" What of that—there was no harm in showing them, was there ?

"

" Only this, that scandalised at the mode in which he became

possessed of so much property, I determined to take the liberty of

transferring one of the bags to my own safe custody, as well with a

view of restoring them to the rightful owner or his heirs, should I

ever chance to come across them, as in the mean time of reimbursing my-
self for the great loss and damage to which Alibi's unjust detention has

put me in my profession."

" Well, Doctor," said our ' hero, after a few minutes' silence, into

which this singular disclosure had startled him, " I regret most exces-

Y y2
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sively that you should have been betrayed into doing anything so,

so
—

"

"' So wliat, my boy ?"

" Why if the truth must be out, so dishon— that is to say, so

imprudent."
" AViiy what the devil harm can come of it ? How young you must

be in the ways of the world to take such notions into your head ! If a

pirate isn't fair game, who the devil is?"
" Well, I am not going to argue a question of abstract principle ; all

that I can say is, on the first blush of the matter, that I had much
rather you had left this piece of cleverness alone : but you know best, I

have no doubt,"
" To be sure I do, boy ! what's the use of a man being knocked about

in the world, here, there, and everywhere, if he is not to gain a little expe-

rience? However, toss in your oar, for here we are landed at last. Let mo
caution you, wliile I think of it, Paul, not to make any sudden inquiries

as to the name of the island or anything of that sort, it will only lead

to our being apprehended ; I believe you speak French pretty well, so

remain in charge of the boat while I go up and take the first lodging I

can find, and if any one asks you what we are, say that we are a pri-

vateer from the Isle of France."
" But why use any deceit. Bamboozle ?" demanded Paul ; " why not

go to the authorities, inform them that we have escaped from on

board a pirate, and at once give up Alibi and his detestable wretches

to the law ?"

" Hem ! would that be exactly fair, Paul ? " replied the Doctor

;

who knew that this was his friend's weak point, and had his own
reason for desiring that Alibi should not be brought before any judicial

power.
" Besides," continued he, " we have already severely punished him

in the very mode which we adopted for our escape."
" Why certainly, Doctor, there is something in that ; then you pro-

pose to let Alibi find out the trick we have played him by our
continued absence, and so afford the villain an opportunity of putting
to sea?"

" Exactly, Paul, that was the very plan which I have been cogitat-

ing; don't you think that will be more equitable after all, than bringing
to tlie gallows the man to whom you owe your life, and whose bread
we have both been eating for the last month or two ?"

" Well, I admit there is something that soimds like an argument in

what you say ; and yet my heart misgives me sadly at the prospect of
loosing on society so black a villain as we know him to be. Suppose
now, for instance, we had sisters or relations crossing the sea— wiiat
scoundrels we sliould hold those men to be, who by sparing such a
miscreant gave him an opportunity of working the iniquity which
Alibi and his bloodhounds perpetrated on board the unfortunate mer-
chantman!"

" Yes, but remember he has wrought you no harm. As I said before,
you owe your life to him, nor do you know that he would not have
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been ready to have set you ashore the nioiiicnt you asked the niatttr at

his hands. However, while I go and secure lodgings, turn the ques-

tion over in your own mind, in the meanwhile I may as well take with

nie a few of my traps ;" and Bamboozle, loaded with nearly every

bundle he had brought ashore, set ott" among the narrow streets

that led down to the water-side where their boat was lying. "While

Paul was ruminating on the course which his duty dictated, Bam-
boozle's hints had time to take effect in a kind nature like his. The
longer the period that mercy had to plead, the more certain was she of

triumph, and in twenty minutes, when Bamboozle returned, he had reluc-

tantly made up his mind to resign to Heaven the task of punishing Alibi's

enormities in its own proper time ; he preferring the duty of gratitude

to that of justice, if this was a failing it is one which certainly leaned

to virtue's side, and for which his youth must be responsible. On the

return of his acquaintance the Doctor however, he could not help

feeling, in some degree, the shame of his softness, and very reluctantly

admitted the relenting at which he had arrived. Bamboozle received

the announcement as a matter of course, as though it could not have
gone otherwise, and then, infinitely to Paul's surprise, proposed that

they should both row back to the schooner.
" For what earthly purpose," demanded our hero ; " to be captured and

detained ?"

" Oil, there is not the slightest chance of that."

" But I see a very considerable chance of that ; so. Doctor, my
fixed resolve is, never to return to her."

In vain Bamboozle tried by every argument in his power to turn our

hero from this very prudent resolution, but Paul plainly observing in

Bamboozle's manner some hidden design, which from motives of his

own he did not choose to disclose, our hero as resolutely resolved not

to come into any such folly, and therefore remained inflexible,. At
last, when the other perceived the futility of trying to lead Paul
blindfold, he condescended to explain what was the real object he had
in view, namely, that having counted over the bag of doubloons, which
he had already secured, he found it to contain so large a sum, namely,

about eight thousand pounds English, that he could not I'esist returning

to the schooner in the hopes of capturing the other, and thereby making
himself, as he termed it, comfortable for life. On hearing this proposi-

tion so coolly expressed, it required all Paul's strongest efforts of philo-

sophy to keep within bounds the indignation which he felt in hav-
ing such a proposition made to him, and the contempt which he enter-

tained for the maker. However, conscious that he was in the same boat

with Bamboozle, and, what was more, without much chance unfortu-

nately of being speedily freed of such mateship, he confined his wrath
to the most indignant refusal of any participation in a matter of such

more-than-questionable honesty; and having again and again vainly

tried to induce Bamboozle himself to resign it, but without effect, the

Doctor expressed his determination of setting oft" for the schooner alone,

for the purpose, as he said, of " spoiling the Araalekites." Never
for a moment believing that this threat was based on anything like
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an earnest intention, and in fact altogether doubting that the Doctor

was sufficiently master of the oar to venture on such an expedition, Paul

replied, " You're perfectly welcome to go by yourself, but no power on

earth shall draw mo into any such expedition."

" Very good," replied Bambwozle ; and getting into the jolly-boat, lo

the great amusement of Paul, who expected to see him after the first

dozen strokes give up in despair, old Bam., with more valour than

prudence, coolly proceeded onward on his route towards the schooner.

Paul stood on the jetty watching the Doctor labouring with the heavy

sea, and utterly forgetful of every other consideration than that degree

of wonder which filled his mind as to the magical charms of money, to

obtain which, men could perpetrate atrocities such as he knew Alibi and
his crew had recently committed on the one hand, and Bamboozle
under his own eyesight was running risks on the other, at last,

after very great labour', he beheld the Doctor gain the schooner's side,

and get on board.
" There he is," cried our hero ;

" the old blue-bottle fly has thnist his

head into the spider's web, and let him get out of that if he can."

Strong as were the misgivings that Paul entertained as to the safe

return of Bamboozle from the schooner, he nevertheless had sufficient

faith in the cunning of the Doctor to be fully convinced that if any one
could escape so much peril, it would be his old and wily acquaintance of

medical memory. Curious to watch the issue of the attempt, for the first

half-hour that Paul remained watching on the sea-shore he considered
it an equal chance whether the Doctor would get back or not ; but when
forty minutes had elapsed since the little boat gained the pirate's side,

and still no symptoms of his return became apparent, our hero more
than suspected that the Doctor was for once outwitted. Every passing
moment lent strength to this supposition ; presently Paul belield the
north-countryman appear on deck and veer the jolly-boat astern : and
this was very ominous ; a few seconds more elapsed and our hero was
scarcely able to believe his own senses when the bulky form of Alibi
slowly emerged from the hatchway, and, if the distance permitted Paul
to observe rightly, Bamboozle came up after him, and as our hero
thought, proceeded under a ^ow of violence from the other two to
assist in getting the schooner under way. But this might have been a
mere delusion of the imagination : that the pirate actually did make sail

and stand out to sea, Paul could not for a moment doubt, since his
own eyesight afforded unquestionable evidence of the fact, while several
other figures appearing upon the deck assured him in an equally indubi-
table manner that the pirates had discovered the danger which threatened
them, and living or dying had made the last eftbrt to avert it. That the
imminent peril which threatened them had also greatly improved their
health, arid given strength to limbs which before were deemed powerless,
was manifest in tlio hoisting up the jolly-boat in a very decent style.
The French men-of-war took no notice of the schooner's departure ; and
mtlie course of a brief time, during which Paul was struggling in much
acjitation between his desire to inform the authorities and his
<l(nil)t as to Bamboozles position, he beheld his late vessel once more
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diminish on the horizon, and himself left utterly friendless and desti-

tute upon a foreign and unknown land.

We have all had the misery, at some period or another, to

experience tlie torments of sleep when surrounded in our dreams with

every species of horror : we have all experienced the intense delight

—

almost worthy of being purchased at the frightful jirice paid for it—of

finding ourselves restored to safety ;
just so did our hero feel when he

watched the sail of Alibi fading in the distance. A frightful incubus

of crime and atrocity was in a moment removed from the breast where it

had pressed so heavily, although witliout one single hope of existence

on w'hich he could count securely, one friend to whom he could unbosom
the passing sorrows of the time, or any of those usual comforts without

which we are accustomed to consider life unbearable; yet, under all

these disadvantages, Paul clasped, his hands in mute ecstacy at his

deliverance, and acknowledged a greater joy and a deeper gratitude

than he had ever experienced in life before. At last then he was
—free ; what a concentration of all imaginable happiness lay centred

in that word ! The sentence of death which still rendered him an out-

cast from his own land, the ties of relationship, all seemed alike for-

gotten in the delight of his escape ; and confident that the crisis of his

sorrow was past, and fortune about to shine on .him more kindly, he sat

down upon a rock from which Bamboozle had so lately shoved oft" the

jolly-boat, and enjoyed the mute gratification of seeing the schooner

grow gradually less and less, and at last sink into the dim misty line of

the horizon; then he knew they could trouble him no more. With all

his faults, now that Paul himself was safe, he could not help bestowing

a passing regret upon the fate of the unhappy Bamboozle. Carried to

sea amid a set oi men whom he at once feared and hated, nothing could

well be more miserable than the Doctor's position; they would naturally

distrust his every step ; every look would be watched, and perhaps

when he had served the purposes of the miscreants sufiiciently long,

violence might terminate at once his hopes and his captivity

;

but still as Paul could not help perceiving that all these disasters had
befallen the Doctor from his own want of principle, our hero consoled

himself with this reflection, and then finding the pangs of hunger grow-
ing rather urgent, he bethought himself of the necessity of taking some
steps to secure a breakfast ; Paul now remembered that Bamboozle
had secured lodgings before he went so foolishly back to the schooner,

but as our hero had no money to pay for these, it was idle to attempt

discovering them ; it was true that in all probability Bamboozle had at

these lodgings left that money which he had so questionably taken from
the pirates; but disinclined as Paul would at any time have been to use

such funds, this disinclination was not in any way removed by the fate

which had overcome his late companion. The ills of being left in such

destitution w-ould at any other period of his life have driven our friend

almost to madness ; now they were unable to aftbrd him one uneasy
thought ; and fully confident of quick success he moved onwards to the

town. It very often happens in life that some kind destiny w\atching

over us imparts to our minds in prosperity some particular taste or
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acquirement which, when fortune frowns on us, becomes of the greatest

vakie; and the more regulated and active the mind may be, the more

probable is the occurrence. Thus at the very time of which we are

writing, when those terrible commotions in France drove so many of her

most i^rosperous children into banishment and poverty, an illustrious

emi<Trant supported by the labours of tuition a life that was afterwards

to found a fresh dynasty in France, and become a mark for the solicitude

of every crowned head in Europe*. Thus, when no cloud had shadowed

the rising hopes of our hero, he had always shown a passion for

languages, which Sir Job Periwinkle, aware of their unfailing utility, had

fostered to the utmost : little dreaming that while he contemplated his

son's future capability of correcting his'own foreign clerks, those acquire-

ments would in reality be called into exercise to procure that son daily

bread on a shore so distant that the great name of Periwinkle had nevtr

reached it. Such, however, was to be the fact, and as Paul pro-

ceeded on his course, he observed his appearance attract the attention

of several passers-by, and what was more material, he heard the observa-

tions which were made upon it. Sundry doubts were expressed as to

the genuineness of his Gallicism, various inquiries and conjectures were
bandied to and fro on the quarter from which he had come; and one
fellow, to Paul's horror, went so far as to suggest that he must be a spy.

Under this verbal artillery our friend hardly knew how to act ; if he

quickened his pace, that very action would go to condemn him, while

by loitering in an unsuspicious manner the integrity of his pace would
only subject him to redoubled remark ;

great therefore was his joy when
he gradually found himself mixing w\i\i the population of the town,
thereby losing his identity in their numbers, and more especially on
turning an angle of the street to hear the rude but familiar and still

more welcome sounds of " D—n my eyes."
" That's good English !

" exclaimed Paul, " if ever I heard any ;" and
darting forvi^ard to see who could be the speaker, he ran against as fair

a specimen of John BuUism as any man could reasonably expect to

meet at such a distance from the original manufactory. Not venturing
to address the exclaiming party however until he saw a little more of
his character, our hero drew up within a few yards of the Englishman,
for such Paul had no doubt he was, and pretended to be busily
engaged looking into a grocer's window, where sundry bottles of
liqueurs, pi'eserves, and other unconsidered trifles, appealed most severely
to a man who had taken no breakfast. The intense interest, with which
Paul listened to any further utterance of his countryman, had the power
of throwing quite into the shade all the attractions of the epiccrio.

"What a confounded set of ignorant rascals these Frenclimen are!"
nuuubled tlie angry Briton ; taking ott" his broad-brimnaed straw hat,
and rubbing liis sconce as if in a state of very great perplexity :

seemingly quite forgetful that his ignorance was even still greater than
that of tlie Frenchmen of whom he complained.

" I'd be bound 1 iniglit walk liere, there, and everywhere,
before 1 could hiy hold of the sort of man I want. One would

* Louis-Pliiliiipc.
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think tlie Dutch isn't such an unlainable language as that nobody
should know it."

" Did I understand you to say you wanted somebody that could

speak the Dutch language ?" timidly asked Paul, turning to the com-
plainant beef-eater.

" Halloa, Britisher, what do you do here ? " was the ready and
astonished reply of the Englishman.

" Wliy, sir, at present, I do nothing, but I hope soon to do more, or

I shall very soon do less ;" and Paul laid his hand over the tenderest

portion of the liuman frame.
" Did you say you could speak the Dutch language ?"

" Why I do know a little of the Dutch, but the German I am well
acquainted with ; and I doubt not that the persons for whom you require

an interpreter will so far understand it as to meet me half way."
'• AVell maybe, as you understand German, you don't understand the

French lingo ; for unfortunately, you see I want a sort of cliap who
might have mixed the mortar at the tower of Babel. Here's a list of

the languages you must speak, for the fact is—By the way, my boy,
can you write as well as speak?"

" O yes, sir," said Paul, very moderately, " I think I can answer for

that."

"Very well, my boy, then as I was going to say, here's a regular

list of the lingoes :" giving one into the hand of Paul, who glancing his

eye over the paper, found that this catalogue of tongues comprised Dutch,
Spanish, French, and English.

" Can you manage those ?" demanded his newj acquaintance.
" I have little doubt of it," was our hero's answer ; for in everything

but the Dutch he was a proficient.

" Well then, my name's Dick Brown, and if you'll come along with
me, I'll introduce you to my employer, who wants somebody to log

down the proceedings of a bankrupt's court-martial—Van Scamp, do
you know the fellow ? he is what they call a general marchant, which
means a fellow what swindles everybody right and left ; he has left us

nothing but what I call melancholy satisfaction."

" What's that ?" said Paul, somewhat interested.

" What is it ?" returned the other ;
" why in course it's infernal loss of

time and trouble in making useless inquiries. But perhaps this Van
Scamp is a friend of yours, and I may be hurting your feelings by these

remarks of mine ?
"

" Oh, not at all, not at all ; I don't even know the individual you
allude to ; though I must confess I know the family, which I think is

rather a large one."

" Very much so ; there's a very large family of them over the other

side of the island, where this one comes from ; but they I think are

principally in the hardware line," said the other, mistaking Paul's

sarcasm for a sober matter of fact.

"Indeed, sir!" said Paul, not taking the trouble to explain himself

any further ; and in a few minutes they both arrived at the house of

what his friend termed his governor. The latter was a much more civi-
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Used sort of being than his employe^ the latter being simply an English

captain of a trading -vessel, and the governor the American merchant

from whose house he sailed. Paul now found his services were required

as translator and amanuensis at a meeting of the creditors of a Dutch

bankrupt, bearing the very ominous and not unapt name of Van Scamp.

Ilavino- been engaged as a general mercliant in a large way of business,

the Dutchman had contrived to let in the inhabitants of various coun-

tries resident in his neighbourhood, and tlius arose the necessity for a

sort of dragoman amanuensis. The natural curiosity of a Yankee speedily

desireil to know from Paul whence he came, who he was, and in short

everything couQected with him.

Our hero had seen enough of romance and invention to be now per-

fectly disgusted with them, and he therefore very candidly gave to his

inquirers almost an exact account of Alibi and his schooner, and the

partially successful escape of himself and Bamboozle, Truth, like a

golden coin, always bears about it undeniable evidence of its own value,

and notwithstanding the fact of Paul having come from another coun-

try, the American merchant seemed to feel considerable compassion for

our hero's youth and trials ; telling him, if he discliarged his duty well,

he should not want for employment in that island, he considerately

asked Paul whether he had broken his fast yet, and on hearing an

answer in the negative, ordered him a meal that to Paul's f;imished and
sea-reared appetite seemed to comprise every luxury under heaven.

" Pray, may I ask," said our hero after the first ravenous onslaught,
" what is the name of the island on which I am thus thrown ?"

" Is it possible that you have not even this quantity of information

respecting us ? " said the other, who seemed to speak with as much
surprise as if his was the only island in the West Indies ; while Paul on
the other hand put the question with as much nonchalance, as if the

whole West Indies altogether formed a petty nook of the globe,

scarcely worth considering.
" This, sir, I would have you to know," continued the American

merchant, " is an island which must shortly rivet the attention of the
whole civilised globe."

" Indeed, sir!" said PauL^ only partially able to speak, from the degree
of vigour with which he was attacking a delicious pine-apple.

" You quite surprise me by that information. Pray, may I ask
what it's made of?"

" Why not green-cheese, sir," angrily replied the other ; Avho seemed
to feel his own dignity called in question by Paul's ignorance of those
affairs, that were indeed objects of the most vital importance to himself.

However, Paul soon perceived his error, and making an apology suf-
ficiently humble and polite to efface the effects of his previous ignorance,
the American then detailed to him many of those points in the history
of the island which have been already laid before the reader ; and in

conclusion stated tlie alarming fact, that the black slaves had broken
out into insurrection in various parts of the island, and under different
coloured chiefs, with whom the French autliorities were of course at
f'pen war, but whom they liad not hitherto been able to subdue, on
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account of the numerous and rancorous divisions that prevailed among
themselves. Paul naturally concluded from the fact of his employer
being an American, that he would naturally lean towards the side of

liberty ; in this however he was mistaken ; the former had resided on the

island some years, and at his first coming had married the heiress of a

rich French planter, whose prejudices he had inherited with his wealth :

several large estates near to the town, where they then were, belonged

to him. The American also let drop in the course of his conversa-

tion the fears which were entertained on every side, owing to the

weakness of the government, lest the insurgents should march upon
that city and put all the white population to the sword, as they had
already done in other parts of the island. This was comfortable

information for our hero !—to find that he had hopped as it were from

the frying-pan into the fire ; but he consoled himself with reflecting, that

if he should thus meet his death, it would at any rate be an honourable

and gviiltless one ; and therefore he had still reason to congratulate

himself on escape from his quondam friends the pirates.

Breakfast being over, the merchant consulted his watch, and finding

that the time for business had arrived, conducted our hero to the hotel

where his services were required. In a large room which overlooked the

sea, and the windows of which opened on a sort of trellis-work that per-

mitted the entrance of the delicious breeze, Paul found assembled a motley
congregation of all nations. The day was intensely hot, and the whole
party seemed to be trying who could throw off from the surface of the

skin the greatest quantity of warm water. Railroad locomotives were
not then invented, or it would only have been necessary to have put the

fat chairman in an uneasy chair at the head of a train of carriages, to

have insured his steaming along beyond all competition. This individual

was the American merchant, who was assisted in his labours by several

other gentlemen present ; and as it seemed to be the primitive rule of that

assembly, that not more than five persons and three languages should

speak and be spoken at once^ and that the bankriipt should be called upon
to give his answer before he understood the query to which it related, it

may readily be conceived how great was the business done, and how very

satisfactory its nature. As for Paul, he was almost torn to pieces by
the demand made upon his powers of interpretation; while he could not

but be infinitely amused at the eager anxiety with which the whole
bevy of creditors regarded the unhappy Van Scamp. It was almost as

though they expected the powerful influence of a tropical sun should

cause a stream of virgin gold to start from the pores of his shining

countenance. Nor less amusing on the other hand was the coolness

with which the bankrupt replied to all the pressing inquiries of the parties

he had swindled—he seemed a perfect master of humbug and evasion

in every branch ; and after some time thus fruitlessly employed, the

meeting, Avhich was one purely extra-judicial, and voluntary on the

part of the creditors, was about to arrive at some resolution highly

condemnatory of the bankrupt, when all parties present were startled

from their propriety by the sudden thunder of artillery, accompanied
by the rolling of drums and the shouts of men, the heavy tread of some
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lar^re and not far distant military body, the screams of women and

children, and all the accompaniments of war,

" Mercy on us ! " said the president, throwing down his pen, " can

these be the insurgents marching on tlie city ?
" The question of itself

suspended every other thought ; and while perfect silence and still more

perfect fright reigned in the breasts of all present, the shouts and tumult

rolled gradually nearer and nearer, until at length one name was dis-

tinctly audible above all the rest.

" What cry is that we hear ? " demanded the chairman ; but the

•whole of his auditors seemed too much engaged in their ovvn fears to

make him any reply. Paul therefore, whose ears were very good, and

his wish to be obliging equally perfect with his ears, strained the latter

to the utmost to catch the watch-word shouted, but not very satis-

factorily

—

" They're crying something about an overture, sir."

" Good heavens ! can it be possible ?" replied the chairman. Paul

cei'tainly thought it was possible ; nay more, he had his own impres-

sions that it was a positive fact ; but what there was so horrible in a

musical people wishing for a particular overture our hero was at a loss

to conceive. Anxious to inform himself, he ventured to make tl>e

inquiry by saying

—

" Is there any harm in the piece of music which the mob desire ?"

" Piece of music, young man !" replied the chairman ;
" they ask for

no piece of music : they are shouting the name of that rebel scoundrel

Toussaint I'Ouverture, the black-hearted hypocrite, who pretends to be

fighting for what he calls his suffering brethren, and perpetrates the

blackest enormities in the name of religion. Mercy on us, what's to be

done ?
" and the chairman in his extremity had recourse to a favourite

trick when oppressed by any weighty question, that namely of wiping
his spectacles.

" What is to be done, gentlemen ? I say, shall we adjourn this

meeting?" Perceiving no reply, the chairman had placed his glasses

upon his nose, and looked round the room, but lo ! no one save Paul
and the i.nperturbable Van Scamp remained before him. The last

solitary particle of a creditor that was visible to the distressed vision of

the chairman was jyst the fly of a Frenchman's peaked coat, as in the
extremity of his horror its owner clambered over a row of palings at the
bottom of the garden, which the window of the room commanded.

" Well, Van Scamp," sighed the deserted chairman, " it's no use
keeping you here, now all your creditors are gone. You may therefore

consider this meeting as adjourned sine die."

" Ver goot," said the Dutchman, with the most infinite sang-froid ;

and taking up his hat without the utterance of another word, nor even
removing his hands from his pockets, the Hollander marched out at the
door.

" I^—n "le, that's what I call taking it cool," said the chairman,
who seemed somewhat wroth at this specimen of the Dutchman's phi-
losoj)liy.

" It's ii part of their national character, sir," said Paul.
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" I don't want to be told that," replied the chairman, exhibiting evi-

dent marks of a ruffled temper, whicli, however, was speedily explained
by the remai-k whicli followed.

" You wouldn't think, sir, to see the blackguard marching out

in that way, that he's cheated me out of eleven thousand dollars ?
"

Of course, Paul said that he should not ; and this being the reply that

the American wanted, he exhibited signs of being somewhat pacified by
Paul's discrimination in making it, and was about to enter into some
explanation of the why and wherefore he had trusted Van Scamp to so

large an extent, when the noise of rapid feet was heard without, the

door suddenly burst open, and the landlord, pale and breathless, rushed
into the room, exclaiming,

" Hide, hide yourselves, if you value your lives ! the blacks, I hear, are

in full force, and slaughtering on all sides, without respect to age or sex."
" AVhere shall we fly ?

" cried the naturally excited chairman, whom
Paul, in the midst of all his danger, could scarcely forbear laughing at,

when he contemplated for a moment the flying of such an immense
body in any direction whatever.

" Fasten the windows, I hear them in the garden. Fasten the win-

dows, or we are lost ! I have barred the house up on the other side,,

so they may perhaps think it's deserted."

On hearing this frightful intelligence, Paul needed no solicitation to

lend his utmost assistance, and darting to the window, he closed and
secured both bolt and bar with infinite rapidity, though sorry to observe

that the light fastenings used in that climate were of a species wholly
uncalculated to repel the slightest application of force. This, however,

was not contemplated, since the appearance of a deserted house was the

main protection on which they relied. Scarcely had Paul discharged

the voluntary but efficient service he had taken upon himself, when he
heard by the footsteps and shouts in the garden without that the enemy
were already on the premises. The terror of the worthy American now
became extreme. In the faint light which struggled through the

cracks of the shutters, Paul could perceive the old man wring his hands,

calling out in the utmost bitterness

—

" Good God ! what will become of my wife and children ! They
know I am a loyalist and a large proprietor. Heaven have mercy on
me, I am lost."

" Hush, hush," whispered the landlord, putting forth his hand so as

to stop these imprudent exclamations ;
" you forget they are within the

garden ; follow me to a hiding-place, and all may yet be well."

" My wife and child, my wife and child !" cried the planter in reply,

as if his mind was utterly unable to embrace any other idea.

" Pluck your heart up, never say die !" wliispered Paul, who enter-

tained the true Englishman's notion, of having at least a fight for the

victory. " It's never too late to despair ;
" and taking the left arm of

his employer under his own, while his landlord supported him by the

right, they thus bore the agonised American to the door. Just as they

were on the point of leaving the room, they heard the application of the

enemy's muskets to the window without ; and this so totally overcame
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the nerves of tlie late chairman, that after an effort of repeating his for-

Tner cry of " IMy wife and children !
" he fainted.

" Poor soul, that's the best thing that could have happened to him,"

said the landlord. " Help me to bear him along, sir, and we'll soon get

him into a place of safety, if any place is safe in these sad days." Fol-

lowin(T the landlord's instructions, Paul half dragged the fainting man
until they got him outside the room where the bankrupt's examination

had been held, when the landlord hastily locking the door, the little

party hurried on as quietly as possible to the cellarage of the hotel.

Hurrying down a flight of stone steps, and locking one or two doors

behind them, Paul in a few minutes found himself in a large maga-

zine, the artillery of which had been laid up for a very different pur-

pose than the present horrible emergency. Goodly rows of long claret

necks, interspersed with bins of other wines, rose tier above tier on every

side, and on gaining this retreat—the refreshing coolness of which made
it seem like a perfect paradise—they found burning the perpetual lamp
that lit this shrine of Bacchus,

" We haven't much breathing time—this will be the chief point of

attack," said the host to Paul, motioning him to lay the senseless Amc-_^

rican at his length along the ground.
" Then why in the name of fortune bring us here," returned our hero,

not at all sorry to be temporarily rid of the heavy bvirden of his unfor-

tunate employer, " if this is to be the chief point of attack ? "Would it

not have been far w"iser to have hid ourselves at as great a distance as

possible from it ?
"

" No," replied the host, snatching up a bottle full of wine and a small

hammer that lay near it, and dexterously decapitating at a single

stroke the former, a portion of whose contents he hastened to pour down
the throat of the American, " in any other part of the house we should

have been the objects sought—here the rascals will come only to intoxi-

cate themselves with wine : all search will be over before they break in

here, and then they will have other objects to engross them."
" But how can we escape, when they must see us the moment they

enter?" nat irally enough demanded our hero.
" I have arranged that," said the other, with a smile of confidence

that threw more light over that gloomy dungeon than the lamp which
. illumined it.

By this time the American had returned to a consciousness of what
was going on around him, and opening his mouth, the landlord naturally

concluded that he was about to call on the only people who could not
help him, namely, his wife and children ; checking, therefore, the worse
than useless expression of his affection, mine host beckoned his two com-
panions across the cellar to a little gate, composed of the slightest mate-
rials, and which opened into anotJier vault, filled as Paul had at first

supposed with empty wine -bottles. The landlord, however, who had
lit a torch at the lamp burning in the first cellar, now pointed his com-
panions' attention to a ladder which led over the rack of empty bottles,

and u]) which mine host moving very rapidly, disappeared on the other
side, making a motion to Paul to follow him. This our hero quickly
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did, and the more rapidly, because his ready car detected overhead
indubitable signs of the enemy breaking into the cellar. Having
mounted himself, his next effort was directed to the assistance of the

planter, whom he had the happiness of helping over, with no more
material drawback than a few slight cuts from bottles he had kicked and
broken on his road. They had now left behind them the lamp burning
in the cellar, and between the interstices of the bottle-racks over which
they had clambered, they could very well perceive everything that

passed behind them in the v^ault they had just quitted, while our hero,

partly by this admitted light, and partly by the rude torch Avhich the

landlord bore, discovered around him an arched and bricked passage,

whose termination was lost in gloom. The host no sooner saw that

his friends were safe within the covered way than he mounted to the

top of the artificial barricade, which they had passed by means of a

pair of steps placed for the purpose, and drawing over the ladder which
had rendered such essential service, committed both these means of

escalade to the custody of our hero, and quickly led the way along the

subterraneous passage.
" Heaven have mercy upon us !

" sighed the American, as they quickly

hurried along its devious windings, " I do believe those rascally blacks

have broken into the cellar already. Oh ! what a place this is to

die in."

"Can't be very comfortable to die in, but a Vi^ry good place to be
buried in," added Paul, who distinctly heard the crash of the yielding

cellar-door behind them : the very sound seemed to strike silence into

the heart of the talkative American, who followed his conductor, beat-

ing his bosom in mute despair, and looking back every moment as if he
expected the reeking dagger of some revengeful black to be guided over

his shoulder into his palpitating heart. Such remorseless deeds of

unnecessary bloodshed had been perpetrated on both sides, that the

American knew too well how ready the first of his captors would
have been to put to ransom a large proprietor like himself; con-

scious, as in all probability he was, of not having used his own day of

success with too much moderation. In a few seconds our friends arrived

at a flight of steps, and having descended these with some care, Paul
was not a little surprised to find himself within an enormous vault,

whose thick -ribbed arches of stone totally excluded every ray of light.

The end of this artificial cavern there was not light enough for him to

observe, but on one side of it a large crucifix had been hastily propped
up against the wall, and at its foot were kneeling a small group of

females, who proved to be the wife and daughters of the landlord. On
hearing the entrance of our friends, they all rose from the ground, and
rushing towards him, embraced his person with a degree of affection

and excitement which at once betrayed their relationship.

" Ah, if my defenceless ones had but such a retreat as this!" said the
unhappy American, bursting into tears, and exhibiting the utmost
agony.

" Rude as it is, it has cost us weeks to prepare," said the Frenchman.
" I have long thought the fools of governors would leave us no resource
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but such a miserable refuge, and I am only happy we have even this to

offer you."

PluntTcd in his own melancholy reflections, which the sight of his

liost's blooming girls seemed to have quickened into more poignant

life, the American made no reply, but, seating himself on the ground,

buried his face in his hands, and gave vent to the most passionate flow

of grief. Both tlie landlord and Paul were equally distressed at wit-

nessinty his anguish, but seeing that all their arguments failed to con-

sole, they judged it best to let the fit wear out its own violence. The

shouts and cries of the blacks, who as the host had prophesied had

evidently broken into the cellar, and were now feasting on its contents,

rang in fearful echoes along the vaulted passage, but they were seem -

inffly too deep in their drunken revels to have their attention aroused

by the echoes these created. At first, every fresh shout of their brutal

enjoyment seemed to curdle the very blood within the heart of those

who heard them : by degrees, however, this feeling wore off, and Paul's

eyesight becoming accustomed to the gloom of tlie dungeon,began to trace

out its boundaries, and remark on the peculiar character of its walls.

At every ten paces, Paul observed large iron staples in the massive wall,

to which were attached huge rings of the same metal, with small frag-

ments of chains hanging to them, all mouldering and falling to pieces

with the rust of years. Struck by so singular an appearance in the

cellar of an hotel, Paul was advancing to examine some of these chains

more minutely, when the landlord, springing forward, seized his arm
and dragged him back, saying,

" Hold, where are you stepping ? Another moment, and you would
have fallen into the deep," lowering his torch, so as to display a frightful

chasm at their very feet.

" The deep ! what in the name of fortune is that ? Has this cellar

any communication with the sea ?" demanded Paul.
" None whatever," whispered the landlord ;

" the deep is merely the

name given to the lowest dungeon. There, can't you see it before you ?"

and as the man spoke he lowered his torch until its light fell upon a
liideous, V'ack abyss, the slimy sides of which glistened in reflection of

the light now thrown upon them.
" What, in the name of everything that's horrible, is the use of that ?"

demanded our hero, starting back.
" It was the last punishment for disaffected slaves who woxildn't

work, and is half filled at this very time with their mouldering skele-

tons, scorpions, mosquitoes, cock-roaches, and every other abominable
reptile that would live there. I had intended to have got it boarded
over, but we hadn't time."

" Do you mean seriously to assert, that living beings were ever im-
prisoned in such a spot ?

"

" Ay, sir, more than either you or I can dream of. At one time
there used to be a place like that on many slave estates in the island."

" Rut I thought this was an hotel."
" S9 noio it is ; but it has seen other days, and was for years the re-

sidence of a large proprietor, and afterwards the head-quarters of his
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chief overseer. When slaves grew so refractory on the country estate

that their examples veere dangerous, they were brought into town,
and imprisoned here ; every staple that you see in those walls could, if

it had language to speak, repeat the death-groans of those it has
enchained."

"To whom then did this frightful dungeon belong?" asked Paul,
shuddering at the information he had received. His informant bent his

head downward, as if the intelligence was to be more than ordinarily

secret ; Paul stooped forward to listen, and the landlord pointing to

the prostrate form of the American, answered

—

" To the father-in-law of that very man you see yonder. In right of his

wife, for whom you hear he is so much concerned, he inherited these
premises, and let tliem to me as an hotel. I had a hint of tlie outbreak
that was coming, and so have been enabled to prepare for it."

" Strange retribution," muttered our hero in reply, " that the very
scene of his father-in-law's iniquity should now prove his only place of
refuge

!"

" So it is ; but still more marked is the fact, that the child of the
proprietor who used to imprison his unhappy slaves would perhaps, at
the very moment we are talking, gladly resign all his ill-gotten wealth
for the precarious safety of her father's dungeon."

" Alas," sighed the Frenchman, " I tremble to think what horrible
fate she maybe undergoing; for"—and hero the Frenchman's Avords
died into the faintest sounds—" both she and her husband have unfortu-
nately acquired a character for great pride—an hauteur^ whicli will not I

fear be forgotten now the reckoning-day has arrived ; though I am sure
I ought to speak kindly of them, for Madame has taken a fancy to my
youngest child, and educated it, I may say, with her own. Thank
Heaven, the little thing is here amidst all these horrors : I wish her
protectress could have shared the same shelter." At this moment,
through the arched passages that led to the first cellar, was suddenly
heard a commingled burst of sound, which almost made the heart
grow still. Such a melancholy chorus of cries, imprecations, and
shrieks of agony, Paul had never before believed it possible for tlie

human voice to produce. It was quite clear tliat some most terrific

scenes of violence were enacting in the street close to the hotel, and
that the sudden opening of some door had let in a flood of misery to the
ears of the refugees, while, as if to render it still more horrible, with all

these groans and cries for mercy were mingled the drunken shouts of
revelry, evidently proceeding from the wretches who had taken forcible

possession of tlie outer cellar, and become intoxicated witli its plunder.

No sooner did this unhappy burst of sounds reach the ears of tlie Ame-
rican planter, than starting from the ground on wliich he had before

lay writhing, he made a rush back to the entrance by which the whole
party had come in, exclaiming as he darted along, " Oh, my wife

!

my wife and child."

" Merciful Heaven, would you ruin us all !" energetically whispered
the landlord, springing forward, seizing him by the shoulder, and forcibly

arresting his progress.

z '/.
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" Arc you a Ininian being, aud do you attempt to stop my flying to

the rescue of those who have such claims upon me?" demanded the other,

" do you not liear those slirieks ?"

" And if I do, of what possible avail can your single arm be to help the

sufferer ? do you imagine the drunken, infuriated mob of negroes will

allow you to reach your house in safety ? you will only be slaughtered

on its tlireshold, and thus call attention and vengeance down on those

who perhaps are now overlooked or in a place of safety."

" They cannot be overlooked, how should it be possible ! when for

the last six months you know I have been receiving anonymous threats

in every direction ; and as to their being in a place of safety, my house

is a modern one, and has no stronghold like this ; do not detain me
another moment, it is my duty, I must go."

" But at any rate it is not your duty to involve others in your own
ruin ; if you do not choose to believe that you are throwing away your

own life in the attempt, at least open your eyes to the fact that you are

sacrificing every person here;" and the host pointed as he spoke to those

around him.

"lie must not, he cannot have the barbarity, nay he shall not be

permitted to depart," said the landlord's wife, rushing forward as soon

as she understood the question la debate ;
"• does he think that I am to

see my daughters abused, and then butchered by the drunken slaves

before my face, because he doesn't happen to know his own mind ; he
should have thought of the danger of his family before he consented to

save his life by sharing our retreat, and not when he has taken every

advantage of it make our kindness to him the means of giving our throats

to the knives of the drunken negroes." Then, as she saw that her power-
ful arguments had weight even with the mind of the agonised American,
she added, as she pointed along the passage, "How can you ever expect
to reach your wife and children when those black beasts whom you now
hear carousing a few yards off would take a pleasure in ploughing your
very heart with the broken bottles they have just drained ; if you must
be 80 mad as to leave the place where you are so safe, wait at least till

the wine 1 as made the wretches insensible, it cannot be long first; and
then perhaps we may find some means of getting your wife and child

hither ; when once those drunken brutes have emptied our cellar, they'll

never trouble themselves with any further search."
The American, on hearing tliis attempted consolation, wrung his

hands as if uncertain in the midst of his perplexities how to act, and
then turning to his host, eagerly demanded, " Can we not see whether
they are still in the way—is there no means of observing who is in the
outer cellar ?"

" Certainly," replied the landlord, " if you will consent to be reason-
able, I and tliis gentleman," pointing to Paul, " will step forward and
see what's going on."

Obliged to receive this small instalment of his desires, the frantic
American once more flung himself on the ground, as if to exclude those
sounds which horrified him, while Paul and the landlord, using the
utmost caution, gently crept along the arched vault, and on arriving at the
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barricade of bottles, endeavoured to find a peep-liole through which to

observe the enemy, whose oaths and songs they could as distinctly hear

as if they had themselves formed a part of the drinking party. At least

a dozen negroes were seated round the ground armed with every species

of weapon, and lighted apparently by every candle they could find in the

house, the latter being thrust into the lips of broken bottles. Their cups

formed from the same resource, and thus they were drinking in the most

curious manner all the best wines that the cellar ajfforded ; their mouths
and hands bleedingprofusely from the contact with the sharp glass, and the

blood mingling with the intoxicating liquors which they drank. To render

the scene still more disgusting if possible, five or six negro women were

partakers in these orgies, and were either severely wounded by their own
carelessness amid the innumerable splinters lying and flying around, or

else had been partakers in still more atrocious excesses in the town above.

The uproar of cries aud screams that were audible at this more ad-

vanced post had now become so horrible, from the fact of all the doors

in the hotel being left open, that Paul was really but too glad to get

back to the comparative silence of the large vault, where on telling the

American how completely blockaded was every avenue of escape, he

gave way to a despair so bitter that every one present became more or less

partakers in his anguish. Throwing himself on the ground, he endea-

voured to suppress the hearing of those sounds from without, and alter-

nately called upon the names of those for whom he was so much inter-

ested, and accused himself with the most bitter acrimony of neglect and
cruelty of having in the first moment of self-preservation forgotten the

relations who had so large a claim upon his consideration. In vain Paul

and the rest stood round the unhappy man imploring him to moderate

his anguish, or at least to be more guarded in the expressing of it, since

the state of frenzy under which he laboured was such that his brother

sufferers momentarily dreaded that his meanings would be overheard,

and the effects of his indiscretion wreaked upon themselves. On this point

however he appeared perfectly delirious ; one moment he acknowledged
his folly, promised to guard against its recurrence, and the very next

instant grewmore obstreperous than ever; at last a sudden shriek from the

streets without in a female voice thus far overcame all prudence that he

burst into an exclamation of anguish so loud that every one in the vault

felt perfectly convinced that it must have been overheard by the was-

sailers. In an instant they all flew towards the planter, and in a whisper

whose earnestness carried with it the life and death which seemed to

hang on its appeal, implored the unhappy man not to betray them all

to the worst of deaths by his insane grief; but while they were yet

speaking, a terrific shout rang through the arches of the vault, a crash

followed, as if the whole masonry of the place had given way above

them, and then the heavy tread of hasty feet, the bellowing of oaths, the

wild infuriate screams of negro joy, and the flashes of approaching light,

all told the tale of what had happened.
" Heaven have mercy on us !—we are discovered !" cried the unhappy

mother, throwing herself before her children as the whole troop of

drunken slaves, led by the negro women, came reeling in, brandishing

z z 2
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their lights aloft with furious exultation, all of them in a perfect state of

nuditv, and Weeding from head to foot with the gashes they had inflicted

on themselvea in throwing down and scrambling over the barricade of

glass ; while to crown the horrors of the hour, every man and

woman among the negroes bore one of those large fearful weapons, some-

thiniT between a scimitar and a carTing-knife, which are generally used

in cuttinof down the sugar canes, and which were already reeking in the

vital current of those whom they had massacred in the street above.

To spring forward and interpose his unarmed body between this troop

of demons and the unfortunate women vrho were thus exposed to

those horrors they most dreaded was the immediate and generous act

of our hero, while the panic-stricken American, wliose folly had called

down all this evil upon the heads of those to whom his life was owing,

appeared too panic-stricken to decide on any line of conduct whatever.

Xot so however the French landlord ; uttering a bitter malediction on
the head of his friend, he hastily seized the arm of his wife, and pointing

to his daughters to precede them, ran nimbly round on the other side of

the frightful chasm, into which Paul had so nearly fallen, whispering as

he did so to our hero

—

^ '^

'• Dodge them nimbly, sir, and if we mind what we are at we shall

trap some of them into the deep."

Paul heard the caution, and determining to act upon it, fixed his eyes

steadily upon the advancing negroes ; the latter startled at finding them-
selves in the presence of so many people, when they imagined they were
the sole occupants of the house, paused for a moment in their furious

career, and then with renewed shouts rushed on.

CHAPTER THE FOURTEENTH.
THE PLEASURES OF A LA>DSMA>'s CRTISE !>' THE WAR TIME.

Wb left, if we mistake not, our friends Sir Job Periwinkle and party
in a position not unattended with some disagreeable circumstances ; and
at the time of which we write, these were far more frequent and easy of

encountering than folks who live in times of peace can readily imagine ;

it is only fair then that our story should so far revert to the sufferers as

to mark what, under tl^e circumstances, befel them. During the whole
of the day which succeeded the brilliant sunrise at Spithead which we
have endeavoured to describe, the barometer continued to give increasing
signs of an approaching storm ; the wind, which had gradually headed
the enormous convoy until it finally settled in the south-west, multi-
phed by slew degrees in its power, until at noon it seemed to blow upon
the ships with that loud snorting violence of which seamen have at all

times particularly disapproved ; signals were from time to time given
out by %he prudent admiral to shorten sail, until the whole mass of
ships were to be seen under double and treble reefed top-sails, jib, and
spanker, standing slowly down the channel, and endeavouring: to keep
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as large an offing as possible from the English or leeward shore. By-

degrees the heavens, which but a few hours previously had looked so

bright, were now gradually obscured, patch by patch, as the dark
leaden clouds vollied up from to windward, until the whole surface

of the sky wore the same sad livery. The captain, who had been
busily watching this change for the worse, and standing very moodily on
the weather-side of the steerage-wheel giving his orders, now approached
Doubtful, who was musing on the same spot, and opened the conversation
with that subtle lawyer by saying, " I don't at all like this change of
weather, Mr. —," but not being able at this point to recollect our friend's

exact name, he saluted him with the very questionable compliment of
" Mr. Doubleface." Had the captain been fully informed of Doubtful's
manoeuvres during the love-making dinner, when he set Sir Job and
Lady Periwinkle by the ears, in order to get a fair opportunity of mak-
ing love to their daughter, there might have been a good excuse perhaps
for saluting Dick with this very questionable cognomen; but as the party
to whom it was addressed did not feel particularly pleased on hearing it,

he waited for its repetition to set the captain right, meanwhile replying

to the natural assertion of the official, that he could readily imagine
such a change in the weather as they had witnessed to be anything but
pleasing " to a gentleman of your vocation," Now as the merchantman
was wholly ignorant of what vocation meant, he felt very much inclined

to take offi'nce at this allusion to him, and nothing but hearino- the

word " gentleman" interfered with his so doing ; after a pause, therefore,

he consented to renew the conversation as follows :

—

" No, JMr. Doubleface, I can't say I like this weather."
" Not Doubleface—Doubtful if you please," interposed Dick, with

one of his blandest smiles.

" I beg your pardon. Doubtful is it ? I knew it was either Doubtful
or Doubleface, but knowing that they both mean much the same in Eng-
lish, I thought that Doubleface was the most straiglit-forward of the two,
though it's natural enough a man should like to be called by the name
his godfathers gave him.

"

" There is a prejudice that way, certainly," replied Dick, not a

Httle piqued at the aspersions which had been thrown on his cognomen,
" though I have met people in the world whose chief delight seems to

be in calling people by every name but the right one."
" Very improper indeed, sir," replied the captain, wlio had not the

most distant notion that he was the party alluded to ;
" however, sir, I

was going to ask you if that stout gentleman that's lost his kit isn't

always very unlucky."
" Why not always, for in the first place he has acquired a most

magnificent fortune by his own effiarts alone, and I must say I don't

take that to be any very great sign of ill luck."
" Why no, sir, I can't say I think it is, but hasn't he been unlucky

lately ?
"

" Well, perhaps," said Doubtful, " I think you may say he has."

" Ah !" sighed the captain with a heavy groan, " I was afeard of it,

now mark my words, sii', you have heard him talk in that belter-
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flkelter way this morning, about being prepared for the worst, and

80 forth. See if we don't get into some infernal scrape before the day's

done,"
" Oh ! this must surely be your fancy, the day is half over already,

I had often heard that you sailors are superstitious, but I never knew
you carried it to such a length as this."

" Superstitious, sir! Whoever says sailors are superstitious, understands

nothino- about it, but as for me I don't know what the thing means at

all. But this we are, if you like, we're reasonable people, sir, and know
that these things shouldn't be lightly talked about upon the open sea,

that's the plain truth of it."

" Why not talked of upon the open sea as well as on the dry land ?

What's your reason ?"

The captain shook his head, and made no further answer for some
minutes ; at length, after squinting in every direction for some time, he
indulged Doubtful with a very solemn look, telling him it was no

use to argue the matter. In this Doubtful was perfectly ready to

concur, though perhaps from a very different reason from that of the

captain.

" It's no use to argue the matter," said the latter, " but I suppose

you wish well to the ship and her crew ?"

" Of course I do. Captain Brown, how could you doubt it ?"

" Then perhaps you can tell me whether that stout gentleman would
have any objection to be put ashore at any place betwixt this and the

Land's End?"
" Most decidedly," said Doubtful, most highly amused at such a

proposition ;
" I should say he would have the very strongest objection

to be put ashore at any place but the destination to which he intends

going."

" Well, sir, do you think we couldn't, by a little management, con-

trive to drop him somewhere by accident as it might be ?"

" Most decidedly not. Captain Brown, for he is as watchful and as

wide awake as you are, and you'll only get yourself into a terrible dilemma
by the attempt."

" Very well, sir, if that's the case you need never count upon this

ship's getting safe to the end of her voyage, so mark my words, sir, and
• if she does, I give you leave to tell me that I know nothing about the

matter."
" Well, can you give any reason for this strong opinion ?"

" It's no use to argue the matter," said the captain, resigning himself
to his former taciturnity ; and Doubtful, finding that his friend was the
very reverse of the man who had " reasons plenty as blackberries," was
obliged to content himself with the absurdities he had heard, and go
below to put Sir Job on his guard against being made a second Jonah,
Sir Job, when the conversation was repeated to him, treated the matter
as a perfect farce, but Doubtful, taking every bearing of the question,
imparted considerable comfort to the patriarch's mind by pointing out
the probability, in case Sir Job should fall overboard, of the captain
not stopping to picking him \ip ; an hypothesis which the otlur one met
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by offering not to go on deck during the remainder of the voyage.

Doubtful, however, persuaded him from taking such great precaution as

this, and his health therefore had a lucky escape from sucli an imprison-

ment, while the old gentleman himself was put upon his parole that he

would not fall overboard on any account or pretence whatsoever. A very

good resolution certainly, for those who possess any power of keeping

it. Fortunately the ladies of the party were not informed of the cap-

tain's scruples, or there is no saying whether Lady Periwinkle might

not have joined in the suggestion of landing her spouse and self at the

nearest port. Towards the evening as the gale increased, and the Captain

from his surly manner displayed positive proofs how deeply the folly of

his superstition had sunk into his mind, the question was raised between

Doubtful, Wrynecker, and Sir Job, whether it would not be wiser, if

any opportunity occurred, to shift the whole party into some other vessel

bound for the same port, instead of confiding their lives and happiness

to the care of the superstitious bigot, who however kind in his nature

had evidently started under feelings of fear and distrust. This matter

combining with Sir Job's loss of luggage, at once determined the question

in the affirmative if any such opportunity should arrive. JMeanwhile

the gale increased, the sun went down, and during the night the wind

shifting round to the southward produced suclia frightful cross sea that

the whole party of landsmen almost despaired of ever placing their feet

on terra firma again. With the earliest breath of morning, Wrynecker,

Sir Job, and Doubtful, scrambled on deck amid every possible discom-

fort. The horizon was still covered with a thick grey haze, the sea

was a mass of foam on CA^ery side of them, the gale whistled through

the rigging with fearful fury, blowing a perfect sheet of spray in their

faces to such an extent as almost to preclude the observation of any-

thing around ; by dint of shading their eyes with one hand, while they

secured themselves from the rolling of the ship with the other, they

perceived the sails reduced to a mere treble -reef main -topsail, the

helmsman lashed to the wheel, and the captain similarly secured to

the weather hammock-netting, and all of them cased in dark tar-

paulin dresses from which the water streamed in petty rivulets. The
deck itself was as clean as a well-washed trencher, the ropes all

contained little pools of salt water within their coils, spars and every-

thing likely to be moved by the violence of the sea were secured in

their places by strong lashings, and at every plunge of the vessel's bow
vast quantities of the briny element came flooding aft from the forecastle.

" Mercy on us !" exclaimed Wrynecker, as he beheld this sight, " are

we foundering or what ?" For some seconds no one answered him, and

then Doubtful took up the matter by saying,
" I think, Mr. Wrynecker, we must be ' ^chat^ for foundering is a

quicker process."

" Oh, Mr. Doubtful," groaned Sir Job, " surely this is too awful a

matter to make a jest of."

" Never mind, never mind," said Doubtful, forgetting the peculiar

horror which his friend entertained of that odious expression.

" But I do mind," cried both in one voice, " for if I mistake not, here

comes some water."
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As Sir Job said this, he pointed to the forecastle, towards which

liis friends turning their eyes with considerable apprehension, beheld

a dark green sea come pouring onwards, and before they conld escape

from its fury, tliey all found themselves borne with the helplessness of

children, kicking, scrambling, and spitting the water from their mouths,

half swimming and half sinking towards the stern, over which there

was every apparent probability that they would be carried. Fortu-

nately, however, Sir Job's bulky person came full butt against captain

Simpson, who as we have already stated was lashed to the hammock
nettings. This material obstacle brought Sir Job up by what is termed

a round turn, for no sooner did he feel anything like an opposing body,

than he clung to it most pertinaciously ; while Wrynecker and Doubtful

were simply dashed against the steerage wheel, and at the risk of hav-

ing then)selves reduced to their original atoms were thus saved from a

watery grave. When tlie hubbub subsided, the captain released him-
self from the grasp of Sir Paul, and looking at the passengers with a

mixed feeling, between laughter and vexation at the escape of

Jonas, advised them if they wished for safety to lash themselves to the

vessel.

" I think, sir, yovi might have told us that when you first saw us
come up," said Doubtful, who feit both sore and angry.

"It's Robusinessof mine," returned the captain, "to beanybody's nurse-

maid. Wliatbusinesshaveyouondeck,ifyou can'tkeep yourown footing?"
" AVell, perhaps we had better go below," suggested Dick, who felt

tl)at he was considerably out of his element.
" Indeed I shall do nothing of the sort," said Wrynecker, whose

litigious breast was now on fire. " I have paid my passage money, and
have quite as much right to the deck as the captain, or any other part

of the proprietor's cargo."

" I'm quite of that opinion too," said Sir Job, who could not forgive

the atrocious design of putting him on shore on the first opportunity

;

and Doubtful being unable to desert his friends, though sorely longing to

retire to his dry cot, and dream again if possible of Julia, was obliged to

lash himsel: to the mizeu mast, and experience the fullest blessings of

a south-wester. By degrees, as the sun gained a little strength

above the horizon—though not the faintest beam was visible—and
the eyes of our party became accustomed to the obstacles obstructing
their vision, they caught slight glimpses of what remained from
the immense convoy that only the day before had sailed with them
from Spithead. Instead of groves of masts studded with canvas, that
had before stretched out on every side, headed by a formidable squadron
of men-of-war, they saw the yeasty surface of the sea, dotted here
and there at long intervals with some twenty or thirty vessels, each
labouring most heavily with the gigantic seas, and only able to spread
t

)
the gale one, two, or at most three close-reefed topsails. In the latter

class were found none but men of-war, while certain of the merchant
vessels were lying, strii)ped of every shred of canvas, some witli their

to])masts struck, others with one or two of their masts rolled overboard,
and a few reduced to the condition of perfect hulks, at the mercy of
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every wave tliat broke its fury over them. One of the hxst Doubtful

speedily descried on the weather-bow, and in the haze of morning she

looked mucli larger than she really was, and rapidly drifted on board

the J\Iary Jane. The tempest, as it howled first over the former and
then the latter, bore to the ears of every one on deck cries of agony,

which could only have proceeded from beings who considered them-
selves in the utmost extremity of danger. By degrees this floating log,

for it could be called little better, approached within a few hundred
yards, and then it was plainly perceptible that they were hailing the

Mary Jane for help. Seeing that no one stirred to take the least notice

of the cry, Wrynecker drew the attention of the captain to the fact, but
the latter was too much incensed to pay any further observation to the

remark, than such as an expressive shrug of tlie shoulders might convey.

On came the helpless hull, and while every one strained their eyes to

examine its deck as it drifted past the transport's weather-beam, our
friends plainly detected the whole of the wretched passengers and crew,

lashed in different parts of the vessel, stretching out their arms with
looks of the utmost agony towards the transport, as if imploring by this

attitude that assistance which the tempest would not allow them more
distinctly to demand.

" Is there no possible way of helping those poor creatures ?" repeated

Wrynecker, shuddering as he contemplated the extreme look of agony
which their aspect betrayed. The captain never troubled himself to

make any reply ; but the mate, who seemed to possess more of the milk
of human kindness, answered as he stood at the helm

—

" Nothing but a boat could assist them, and no boat whatever could

live in such a sea. As far as we can judge from this distance, that

craft appears to be water-logged already. Do you see how slow she

sinks ?" Wrynecker had already made the same remark to himself, since

at every wave that broke over the unhappy vessel, she seemed to stagger

from deck to kelson as if it required the utmost effort to rise again to the

surface ; while the miserable beings clinging on her decks, were plunged
above their heads in salt-water at every roll she took. Among her crew
too it was evident there were several females, and Wrynecker could dis-

tinctly perceive one with a child clinging to her breast, even as she

remained lashed to the bulwarks.
" Surely, if we were to manage our helm rightly, we might put our

bow near enough to that vessel to take those unfortunate people off,"

said Doubtful, addressing the captain.
" Yes," said the latter, " and go down ourselves in doing it."

"" What is to become of those poor souls if we don't ?" asked Sir

Job. Before any answer could be returned to this question, a terrific

shriek on board the water-logged vessel drew all eyes towards her,

when the passengers and crew of the JMary Ann perceived a huge sea

strike the wreck on the weather-bow and sweep completely over her. As,

however, they had seen several do this before, they did not apprehend

any immediate consequences from it. The vessel gradually settled

lower and lower, until she came upon the transport's quarter ; her deck

being upon a level with the foam.
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" Now she win begin to rise again," said the mate, as a weather-

roll of the transport gave them full command of all that took place on

the other's decks, where men, women, and children, were stretching out

their arms towards the transport for that assistance, which no one was able

to afford. For a moment the wreck became stationary, and then spars,

timbers, men, and women, all gradually disappeared beneath the surface

of the devouring element, and nothing but the cold white glaring

surface of the foam reflected back the light to those horrified eyes, that

had thus witnessed the perishing of so many fellow-creatures, almost

within hail of the human voice.

"Why don't they rise ?" said Wrynecker, turning to the mate, and

utterly ignorant of what had occurred.

" Tliey'Il never rise till the last day now, sir."

" What ! do you mean to say they've foundered ?"

" Ay, sir, every soul of them."
" Mercy on us ! and can you take the drowning of so many human

beings with so much coolness ?"

" Coolness!" interrupted the captain ; "what's the' use of breaking

our hearts about a matter that may happen to ourselves within an

hour ?"

" And these are men !
!" said Wrynecker. *' Well, Mr. Doubtful, this

is one view of humanity, but if I ever get safe out of this, and you catch

me taking another on the high seas, may I be ."

The oath which was in Wrynecker's mouth died away as he contem-
plated the awful scene around him, and breathing a deep sigh, he turned

to Sir Job

—

" As we have maintained the principle of our right to come on
deck, I think we shall be just as happy in making up our minds to our

fate below, as we shall be here."

Sir Job readily yielded his assent to this proposition, and cautiously

unlashing themselves from their various securities, the unhappy pas-

sengers departed below, much better enabled to give a vote on navy
estimates, and to discuss the question whether British seamen are under
or over paiJ, than they had been twelve hours before.

CHAPTER THE FIFTEENTH.

AN AWKWARD CUSTOMER—A ROUGH " PROFESSION."

For several successive days the gale continued with unabated fmy

;

one by one, Captain Brown had the pleasure of losing sight of those

ships of the convoy which had at first been participators in the disasters

of the tcni])cst ; tlio force of which had been so exceedingly violent as to

have compelled tlio admiral in command to put back to Spithead, with
the loss of an immense number of the vessels under his charge, while
before he regained his anchorage he had the mortification of beholding
numbers of thorn founder within view of his flag-ship, though utterly
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unable to afford them the least assistance, like the vessel whose fate we
have attempted to portray.

For a fortnight the whole line of shore in the neighbourhood of Port-

land Roads was constantly covered with dead bodies ; no less than

twelve hundred of which, mutilated by the force of the waves and half

devoured by the inhabitants of the deep, were cast up within the short

extent of a few miles along this part of the English coast. Of all these

melancholy facts, the enlightened Captain Brown knew nothing ; he,

with the characteristic short-sightedness of his race, imagined that his

ship had been selected for the special vengeance of old Neptune because one

of the passengers had happened to speak rather lightly of the dangers of

the deep, when in reality his ship hud been specially preserved amid the

violence of a hurricane, such as no living mariner ever remembered to

have seen on our shores before. The want of this material information

led to the worthy Captain Brown being extremely sulky ; and like all

sulky people, excessively disagreeable. He would scarcely speak to any
of his passengers ; and the latter therefore gladly anticipated any termi-

nation or interruption almost to their voyage. In this respect they cer-

tainly had their wish ; for while quietly enjoying the luxury of their

cots ons bright morning, unembarrassed by any fear of danger, they were
aroused by an unusual comm.otion upon deck, and on hurrying up,

found themselves hotly chased by a low, black-hulled schooner, that sat

as close upon the water as if it had been some mere wild bird of the

element, while her masts raked so excessively that they appeared falling

over her stern. On the moment that this vessel became clearly per-

ceptible on board the transport, the consternation of Brown and Co. was
excessive. The hurrying to and fro to accomplish nothing ; the load-

ing of little pop-guns that might have exploded in a man's pocket with-

out doing the bearer much injury ; the spying and cursing one's luck

and looking out for assistance, the arrival of which was as improbable

as any escape ; all these matters would have proved highly amusing to

any unconcerned spectator with any knowledge of nautical affairs. To
our friends, however, against whom the charge of being unconcerned
can be as little brought as the crime of possessing any naval experience,

affiiirs wore a very serious aspect, and so in truth they did. Both Wry-
necker and Sir Job repeatedly asked what the vessel was likely to

prove, but finding themselves unable to obtain even a civil answer, they
resigned themselves to their fate. Doubtful very sagaciously observing,

that he entertained very little question but that they should learn the

character of the vessel as soon as she came up. The profundity of this

remark entitled the maker, as we submit, to more attention than he
really gained, which, truth to say, was not very great ; Wrynecker and
Sir Job being more engaged in random guesses as to a matter they could
not possibly understand, than paying attention to Doubtful's truly in-

genious hypothesis. At this time a good stiff breeze was blowing, and
Brown taking advantage of it, crowded every stitch of sail to get away

;

putting the vessel upon a favourite point of sailing as far as the relative

position of the enemy would allow. This manoeuvre was however
wholly in vain ; on came the schooner, rapidly bringing the slow-paced
merchantmen within gunshot, and then opening her fire.
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" Bless my soul," said Sir Job, " this must be what they call a

privateer."
" Yes, it must," said "Wrynecker, " but since it is an enemy I had

much rather it had been a regular man-of-war, whatever nation she had

belonged to, for I hear that these privateers, having neither the gallantry

nor responsibility of national colours to fight for, sometimes use their

prisoners very scurviiy."

" Ay indeed," said Sir Job, " I wasn't aware of that."

" Then I'll be hanged if you won't be before long, sir," unfeelingly in-

terrupted the captain. " I'd rather be standing at the bar of the Old
Bailey this very minute than have a wife and daughter of mine on board

here now."

As the unfeeling Brown said this the ruddy cheeks of Sir Job grew
blanched and colourless ; forgetting his quarrel with the captain in his

anxiety for his wife and daughter, he replied,

" Come now, you're joking
;
you only want to tease me a little, captain ;

surely whatever the necessities of war may be, no one can take a

pleasure in wreaking its extremities on poor helpless women."
" God send it may be so," said Brown, in answer to this appeal, " but

as to the joking, I never was more serious in my life ; and all I can say

is, if my wife and daughter were on board here this morning, there

would be only one point I should debate in my mind."
" What is that ?" eagerly demanded Doubtful, "Wrynecker, and Sir

Job.

The captain looked roimd upon the three, and then fixing his eyes upon
the schooner, paused deliberately as lie did so, ultimately replying,

" Why, gentlemen, the only point would be whether I should put a

pistol to their brains or to mine."
" For what tlien do you take her ?" eagerly demanded Sir Job.

"Why, as to that, gentlemen, I won't take upon me positively to

answer yet, because I may be mistaken ; and what's more unfortunate,

we have lost sight of the sun so many days that I don't know where
this gale has blown us to, any more than a child ; but to my mind, I fear

she's just cne of those customers that we couldn't well have fallen in

with a worse—if you know what that means."
" Why," said Sir Job, " you don't mean to say she's a •"

At this moment another gun from the schooner drew all eyes upon
her ; while the shot came skipping along the water, and crashing through
the spars of the merchant-vessel, volumes of dense white smoke rolled

away from the mouth of the gun, discovering a dark black mass flutter-

ing like some enormous bird at the tail'rail of the little vessel. With
intense horror our friends watched this substance gradually rise, and as

it mounted in the air, stream to the passing breeze, flutter forth fold

after fold of its deadly field, and finally soar to the schooner's royal mast-
head and there remain. The evidence of this act it was impossil)le for

any one to doubt ; and with simultaneous utterance they all exclaimed,
" A pirate .'" The consternation that now prevailed on board the mer-

chant-vessel was indeed terrific ; Sir Job for a few minutes seemed
deprived of speech ; the captain swore and raved like a man deprived
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of his senses ; while the only persons on deck who appeared to retain

these in any eminent degree were TVrynecker, who screwed liis brows
into a look of the utmost fierceness, and Doubtful, who with a visage

of intense agony and care broke out with,
" Never mind, never mind."
" You'll drive me mad with that eternal never mind of yours," said

Sir Job, stamping on the deck in the first moments of grief, " what in

the name of fortune are we to do now ?"

" Do, sir V said Doubtful, coming to the right conclusion in a moment;
" why fight it out to the last ; there are ten of us, and ten Englishmen
determined to sell their lives dearly, are worth thirty in an ordinary

fight ; Captain Brown will lend us his best assistance, and we'll all put

ourselves under his command."
" Captain Brown will have no fighting here with pirates," said the

timid merchantman, showing in the wildness of his looks how com-
pletely the danger had unnerved him ; " that vessel has on board her,

perhaps sixty hands, men of all nations, the strongest fellows she could

pick out from all the prizes she has made. What's tlie use, gentlemen,

for you to talk of fighting such fellows as those ?—what chance would
these elderly gentlemen (pointing to "Wrynecker and Sir Job) have
with a set of cut-throats accustomed to sleep with swords in their

hands, and risk their lives on them daily, when scarcely one of you
knows how to hold his footing on deck, and the youngest man among
you has perhaps never held a cutlass in anger in his life ?"

" No, nor in play neither," said Doubtful, who remembered at this

juncture his essay on horseback ;
" but what of that ? Are we to

be tamely butchered, or see our friends and nearest relatives insulted

before our eyes ? Surely it would be better to fall at least with swords
in our hands, if we could do no more."

" And what would be the good of that, sir ?" demanded the captain,
" it will be a useless defence, which must irritate the pirates to greater

violence than they would otherwise use, and call down on your friends

perhaps those very outrages from which they would otherwise escape."

To the inexperienced ears of Sir Job and his friends, this was a pow-
erful argument which they had not previously considered, and the cap-

tain seeing the effect it produced, followed it up by asserting that he
had known many instances in which the crews of the merchant-vessels
had owed all the barbarities they experienced to a ridiculous and inef-

fectual resistance, instead of doing at first what they were obliged to do
at last, namely, surrender the cargo to their captors.

At a moment like the present, when everything like calm reason was
rendered impossible by the fearful position in which our friends found
themselves placed, it may readily be imagined that assertions like these,

coming from the lips of a man likely to possess infinitely more experience

than themselves, had very great weight with our friends in deciding their

line of conduct. That resistance must, as the captain said, end in their

own destruction ; and the leaving those whom they loved at the mercy
of their destroyers, was a fact self-evident ; and ignorant of the character

and habits of pirates, hope led them too easily to believe that plunder
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must be their only object, and that where no resistance was offered to

them, it was not improbable that they would, as the captain stated,

forbear to molest those who could seemingly be objects of as little gain

as harm. Whether this reasoning was really entertained by Captain

Brown, or whether it was put forward to spare his own conduct, it ia

impossible to say ; for him the result was equally unfortunate in either

sense. After a consultation not long nor loud, but deep indeed, it was

aoreed that the advice of the captain should be followed, their flag

hauled down, and no further resistance shown. Having come to this

resolution, it would only have been a matter of common prudence to

have carried the reasoning out to the utmost, and shortened sail ; but

here the weakness of the captain's policy again prevailed. When the

common sense of Doubtful suggested this obvious proceeding, it was met
by this argument, that perhaps some sail might appear in the horizon,

some English man-of-war, and by protracting their surrender to the last

minute they ran a chance of benefiting by such assistance. By this

means the real fact of the case stood thus—all the results of any actual

defence were thrown away, yet the benefit of this proceeding was lost

by rousing the anger of the pirates, in a delay that was all but useless, it

being highly improbable that in the few extra minutes thus gained any
vessel would cast up to save then; from capture. The consequence was,

that the schooner's commander no sooner beheld the English flag fall

down, than taking it as an unconditional surrender, he ceased firing, natu-

rally expecting, as he must have done, that the merchantman's next pro-

ceeding would be to shorten sail. A lapse of a few minutes having been
allowed, and no canvas being taken in on board the prize, the pirate

commenced firing more heavily than ever, so that in a few minutes the

merchantman's spars were entirely crippled, one of her men killed, and
two of them wounded. The captain now made some excuse for going
below,and deserted the helm, and Doubtful in this act beheld when too late

what he was fearful might be the real key to the line of conduct which
Brown had advised. With Doubtful's usual foresight of everything that

might possibly happen, whether likely or not, he quietly ran down to his

cabin, pockrted a brace of loaded pistols, which for form's sake rather

than any other motive he had been accustomed to keep there, and
seeing a short stout dirk hanging up at one end of the general cabin, he
.looked at it very wistfully for a few moments, and sighing deeply,

knocked at Julia's cabin, saying, that the ship was unfortunately
likely to be taken by an enemy's vessel, and begging her to dress without
delay, he gave to her maid, who opened the door, the little implement we
have mentioned ; then hurrying on deck, took his station by the side of
Sir Job. The schooner was now within two hundred yards,—not a
sound was to be heard on board her as she came rapidly sweeping up
on the weather quarter, but the dashing of the waters, which she threw
off" in large volumes from her graceful prow, curling up in thin transparent
sheets one after another, while she swept majestically on.

It may easily be imagined how overpoweringly intense were the
emotions that reigned in the bosoms of Doubtful and Sir Job as their
eager eyes rested upon the dark line of heads with which the lee bul-
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warks and whole of the schooner's forecastle were covei-ed. Already
you might have tossed a hiscuit on board the dark low hull and yet be-

yond the outline of the men's forms, and the figure of an enormous sailor

standing above the rest on the forecastle, holding on by the forestay yet
perfectly motionless, no sign of human life could be discovered. So
closely did the schooner approach her prey that the terrified crew began
to utter a shout that she was going to run them down, and indeed the

point of her bowsprit so nearly overhung the taffrail of the merchant-
man as almost to justify this apprehension. At this very moment
however a brief shout was heard as if from the lips of the gigantic

leader, for such he appeared to be, " Port your helm ;" in obedience to

the command round flew the spokes of the steerage wheel, the head of

.

the schooner gradually fell off, and advancing at her full speed under
the lee quarter of the merchantman, the weather-bow of the former just

grazed the latter for a few seconds. Scarcely had it seemed to touch,

when the huge seaman who had been acting as commander waved an
enormous cutlass over his head, and leaped on board the merchantman
followed by thirty or forty of his crew, armed to the very teeth, and
exhibiting in their complexions proof of their varied birth beneath in-

numerable climates. Our friends who stood quietly by the taflrail now
beheld themselves surrounded by these rough conquerors, while the rest

of the sailors and the mate, seeing that their captain did not return, and
doubtlessly imagining he had some good reason for his absence, followed

his example by running down below.

"Hallo ! you land lubber, where's the captain and his crew ?" de-

manded the leader of the pirates, who was no other than Alibi.

" They're gone below,'' answered Sir Job, who was determined to

run no risks by screening men with whose conduct he now felt in-

tensely disgusted.

" Fetch the cowardly thieves on deck," said Alibi, turning to his

people, " if it's a good hiding-place they are anxious for we'll put
them up to a better one than any they'll find in this craft." A signi-

ficant wink and a laugh here passed among the pirates, and several of

their men going below, headed by the mate, brought up in few seconds

Captain Brown and the rest of his crew.
" Who are you ?" said Alibi, after giving several orders to his mates,

and hailing the schooner not to stand far away. " I suppose," continued

he, " that you call yourselves the passengers," for it was to Sir Job and
his companions that he was now addressing his inquiries, since dressed

in their ordinary costume of long-tailed coats, round hats, &c., it was
impossible to believe they had any other connexion with the merchant-
vessel.

" Yes, we are," frankly answered Sir Job ; " and trusting that you
would treat us with all the courtesy in your power, we have forborne

to annoy you by any useless resistance. You're perfectly welcome to

everything we possess on board, and therefore we hope you will allow us

to proceed on our voyage as soon as you have satisfied the ends of your
profession."

"Well, old boy, as soon as we have satisfied the ends of our
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profession, as you call it, we will. Do you know what our profession

is?"
" Why no, sir, I really do not/' replied Sir Job, speaking as politely

to the huffc cut-throat as if he was addressing Her Majesty's com-

mander-in-chief, or any other accredited hero.

" Well then, if that's the case, you just look on, old cock, and if you

likes the profession as you sees it, speak the word and you shall have

a taste of the bounty."
" Here's the captain and mate, sir," said Alibi's second in command.
" Fit them with their walking pumps," was the answer.
" Walking pumps for the captain and mate," cried Alibi's second, a

sinister-looking rascal with one eye ;
" Walking pumps," re-echoed a

couple of the pirate's crew. Two strong muscular Malays, on whose
dark swarthy countenances no gleam of pity ever appeared to have yet

shone, seizing the trembling Brown and his scarcely less agitated

mate, they pinioned their arms behind them, and took their shoes off,

while two or three of the pirates picked up a few of the cannon-shot

intended for the merchantman's trumpery popguns, and fitted these in

rude temporary slings of rope. While these preparations vpere being

made. Alibi sat himself upon the caboose with a grin of exultation on
his coarse features, and while his men ranged the seamen of the

merchantman in a row before him, he thus cross-examined Captain
Brown :

—

" Where are you from ?"

" London Pool."
" What's your cargo ?

"

" Cotton, slops, ironware, and tools."

" For what port?"
" Sidney, Yun Diemen's Land."
" What are your passengers ?"

" Four males—three gentlemen and a servant—."

" Surely that scoundrel won't name my wife and child," muttered
Sir Job, who regarded this scene with the most feverish anxiety,

and thus whispered his futile hopes in the ears of Doubtful and Wry-
necker ; but the very next moment dashed them rudely to the ground,
for proceeding as slavishly in his account as if he either cared not whom
it implicated, provided its subserviency saved himself, or as if the terror

of his position had banished alike all kindness and all reason. Captain
Brown added in the next breath,

"—Three females—two ladies and an attendant."
"What age?" demanded Alibi.
" About nineteen, three-and-twenty, and forty-five."

The brutal shouts of triumph with which this intelligence was
received by the pirate's crew chilled the very marrow of the unhappy
passengers who heard them. Alas ! what did they not forebode !
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CHAPTER THE SIXTEENTH.

WALKING THE PLANK.

Than the undisguised triumph of the pirates, nothing to our friends

could have proved more maddening. Hitherto they had hoped, from

the demeanour of the pirates, that the captain's prognostication, as to the

good effect of surrendering, might be realised. Now all their worst

feai'S were re-awakened, and came upon them with the greater strength

from their feeling how utterly inadequate they were to help them-
selves.

The leader of the pirates having made a signal to his men to be quiet,

proceeded with his examination.
" Who do these ladies belong to ?

"

" They are the wife and daughter of one of the passengers—that gen-
tleman," pointing to Sir Job.

" Good-looking ? " demanded Alibi, amidst the shouts of his men.
" The eldest one is rather queer, the other two are very good-looking

indeed," answered the captain
;
joining the poor fool in that heartless

merriment which he observed them so ready to indulge in, and in which
he might have thought by sharing, to propitiiate their anger.

" Very good," said Alibi. " Now, Mr. Captain, do you wish to volun-

teer as one of my crew ?
"

Mr. Captain looked undecided for a few minutes ; and then judging
from the jocular manner of Alibi that no mischief was intended him,

made answer that " If it was quite the same to Alibi he (Captain Brown)
would rather not."

" Oh, it's just the same to me," said the chief of the pirates with a

grin, which, if the other had known anything of the human face divine,

he would at once have recognised as boding him little good. " It's quite

the same to me, captain, whether you join us or leave it alone."

" AVell, then, I'd rather leave it alone, as I have a wife and child of

my own ; and in your line of service I mightn't be able quite so well to

look after them as I can in my present one."

" Very likely not," replied Alibi ; " great comfort no doubt you'll be

to them ! What do you say, Mr. Mate ?
"

" Why, sir, I say, sir, with my captain, I have a wife and child too,

I prefer remaining as I am."
" Very good, j\Ir. Mate—affectionate beggars no doubt you both arc,

very ! Ho there ! men, walking pumps for the pair of them."

We have already said, though it was almost imnecessary, that Sir Job
and his companions had watched this scene with the utmost interest,

but they were wholly unable to imagine wliat the captain of the pirates

could mean by the walking pumps. Some misgiving had also arisen in

the minds of the captain and his mate touching this expression ; and
they did think it worth their while, as parties considerably involved,

to make some inquiry touching the matter. While, however, they >vere

3a
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still debating and communicating with one another, by mute signs and

looks, the opportunity Avas lost to them, since the two stout Malays

seized the captain, and two otlier scarcely less powerful of the pirates,

the mate, and before they could utter another word, they were gagged,

so as to prevent all speech, and on the shoulders of each were slung a pair

of those shot which had already been prepared as we have stated.

Now, -when it was too late they began to exclaim and make motions, as

if desirous of being heard.

" Shall we ungag them, sir ?
" asked the pirates' chief officer when he

observed these signs.

" No," replied Alibi, " I won't have them upon any terms ; they are

both fools and cowards ; they don't know their own minds in the first

place, and they can't act upon them in the next, if they did ; walking

is the best thing for such fellows' health. Let them step out."

" Ay, ay, sh,'' replied the mate in a tone of svich complete unconcern

as showed how accustomed he was to such exhibitions.

The sufterers in the meanwhile now for tlie first time perceived

what was intended towards them ; and though Sir Job and Wryuecker
remained in the dark, it was evident to the latter, from the symptoms
of agony, the desperate struggles, the imploring looks and piteous

sounds of their late shipmates, that some horrible cruelty was about

to be inflicted on them. Still wholly ignorant as they were on these

matters, they never for an instant dreamed of the real truth, or they
would have made an effort, however futile, to prevent it. As it was,

they thought that some slight punishment was about to be inflicted on
the captain ; and perceiving that he had acted from cowardice in mislead-

ing them on the subject of their defence, this combined with other parts

of his previous conduct, made them not wholly unwilling that he should
slightly taste of the bitters of that cup, he had brought to their lips.

While, however, these tAvo stood wrestling on the gangway in

charge of their captors, some of the other pirates selected from among
the booms a long broad plank, and projecting one end over the
merchant-'^essel's gangway, three or four heavy men placed their feet

on the other extremity to prevent its tilting. When the proceed-
ings had reached this pitch, the whole crew of the pirate vessel gathered
round with joyous looks and sparkling eyes, and every appearance of

anticipated pleasure, just as folks arc accustomed to regard punch
and the puppet-show ; while Alibi, like some great man before whose
liouse the wooden heroes have halted, and who therefore intends to pay
for the exhibition out of his own pocket, came in advance before
the rest, and taking a look round to see that the sport was not likely
to be interfered with by any mal-arrangement, was pleased to signify
his approbation of the same by holding up his hand.

" That'll do, my boys—fall back—fair play's a jewel—keep a ring
!

"

" Oh ! they intend to make these two fight," said Sir Job, whose mind
Avas considerably relieved by thinking that nothing beyond this British
pastime was intended.

" Curious kind of fight," cried Wrynecker, although he could not
compreliend what was going on himself, yet hardly knew how to
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reconcile Sir Job's account of it, with the preparations which he saw
making before him.

" I must confess I don't like the look of that plank," said Doubtful,

who was intensely puzzling himself to remember the exact authority, in

which he had read something relative to the use of the plank at sea.

All doubt, however, was cleared upon the point, by the next order of

Alibi.

" Now then, my boys, walk them forward."
" Come, march ! " said the rude pirate who had charge of the unfortu-

nate prisoners ; but instead of obeying this command, both the mate and
captain seemed to shrink back with the utmost horroi", and make every

beseeching signal to their savage persecutors that their fettered state

permitted.
" Ay, I thought they would want the spur,'' said Alibi ;

" draw
your cutlass." When the mate and captain heard this order, they

appeared to reconsider their former line of conduct, looked at one

another as much as to say, " this may be merely intended to try our

courage,"'and advanced, though certainly in a very tender manner, to the

end of the plank. Now a sudden and unexpected push forced them
about two feet upon it ; but instead of proceeding onward to its most
undesirable point of elevation, they faced about towards Alibi, and
regarding him with looks of tlic most agonized entreaty, were only able

to utter some inarticulate sounds, in rescue of the lives so imminently

perilled.

" None of your gammon, cut your sticks," exclaimed Alibi, with just

such an oath and manner as a rude man would apply to a strange dog,

that had intruded by accident on his premises. Still undeterred by
this brutality, the others renewed their dumb show of entreaty, while

the captain, in the most abject manner, threw himself on his knees upon
the fatal plank, at the feet of those whose fiat appeared all-powerful.

" Up, out of that, you hound, and slip your wind, or I'll very soon

make you !" was the only advantage which this humiliation gained to

its maker. The latter speech being accompanied on the part of Alibi

by the drawing of his cutlass, the point of which was immediately

applied to the merchant captain's prostrate person.

" Didn't I bet you, he wouldn't do without the spur ?" said one or

two of the seamen standing by, as they remorselessly seized the trem-

bling coward, and turned him with his face towards the end of the

fatal walk. Up to this period, our friends astern had contented them-

selves with speaking in whispers ; but at this juncture, the mate who
was in advance of his superior ujoon the narrow path, and who saw
most distinctly how hopeless was every chance of mercy, seeming to

disdain the possession of the few moments that remained of life, if these

were to be bought by the fruitless degradation he saw his captain

imdergo, came to the more rash, but more manly determination of

taking his fate into his own hands. With a sudden dart up the out-

stretched board, the unfortunate sailor made a terrific spring from its

extremity, and bounding forward into the air seven or eight feet, fell

3 A 2
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with a heavy phuige into the sea below, and sank with the swiftness of

a shot into the bosom of its unfathonied tides.

" Heaven have mercy on us !— they are making these poor men walk

the plank !" cried Sir Job, who had remained standing by the wheel,

doubting, and lioping, and doubting again, until the last fatal sight had

prevented him from doubting any longer,

" JMr. Doubtful,—Mr. Wrynecker," continued he, " shall we stand by
and see this system of cold-blooded murder pursued beneath our very

eyes, and that too by British subjects, without making one single effort

to rescue the unfortunate victims ?"

" Never ! never I" cried the parties addressed, springing forward with

equal enthusiasm upon the hopeless crusade.

" Holloa ! old gentlemen, where are you going ?" exclaimed one of the

pirates, an old English seaman, whose grey beard, hair, and moustaches

curled in such profusion round his . face, as almost to exclude the

appearance of his features.

" Where are wc going I" said Sir Job, in the most honest indigna-

tion. " Do you think we can stand by and see such a scene as this going

forward, without trying to help the unfortunate beings you are mur-
dering ?"

*' My eye and Betty Martin !" returned the sailor, " I see you don't

understand the prudent use of your own language. There's no such

a word among pirates as ' murdering ;' what you see going on forward

there, is only what wc call jolly justice ; which we practises when we
gets hold on civilised society, and civilised society practises when they
gets hold on us ; so don't fret your heart to fiddle strings about any such

nonsense as that. Besides, suppose 'twas as you say, what sort o* use

now could you three gentlemen be to stop such a roaring set of boys as

you see around you, when they could eat the whole bunch of you.

Don't be foolish now, that cowardly son of a sea-cook at the gangway
wasn't over particular in taking very great care of you, so now let him
take care of himself ! If you don't interfere yoii stand a pretty good
chance ; but once put our skipper's pipe out by interfering in his little

amusements, and you're as good as four-hundred fathom under the salt

water already ; for I'll be hanged if you won't have to walk the plank
after them yourselves next."

" That's nothing to do with discharging our duty !" exclaimed Sir

Job, in the most outrageous spirit of integrity.
" Certainly not, certainly not," chorussed Wrynecker.
" Discharge your duty !

" said the old pirate, " I like to see every man
do his duty ; learn to do your duty to yourselves first, and to your neigh-
bours afterwards. You can only do yourselves harm, and that cowardly
lubber at the gangway no good ; therefore the first man of you that tries

to pass forward to bother the skipper, will get such a crack on the pate
with my cutlass, he won't know whether he is in this week or the
next." As the old boy said tliis, he drew his sword, and made it circle

round the heads of our friends in no particularly pleasant manner;
while as Doubtful afterwards remarked, it looked most lUcc a Pata-
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gonian razor, so frightfully keen had its edge been made. Thus arrested,

Sir Job still determined to prosecute his duty despite of any risk, looked
towards Alibi to arrest his attention, viva voce; but his whole soul

became so riveted on the sight which at that moment met his glance,

that he felt himself unable to articulate a syllable. Forcibly made to

advance towards his own doom by the pirates surrounding him, with
jeers, shouts, blows, and laughter on every side, the captain was at length
obliged from the intense pain inflicted by those who were pricking him
with their naked cutlasses behind, to recede step by step, until he was
fairly beyond the bulwarks of the vessel. Here he was still busy in

the dumb show of seeking for mercy, when the heavy sailors who had
fixed their feet upon the further end of the plank withdrew their weight,
and the long beam instantly reversing its position, that part which had
been inboard tilted into the air, while that portion which had been
extended over the sea dipped violently downwards. Despite of all the
efforts which the crew had made to deprive the imhappy captain of the
power of speech, a violent scream of intense agony rose high above every
other noise, as the victim felt the plank giving way beneath him.
With a wild effort to fling himself upon it, and hold fast with his legs,

he dashed himself forward—the body was arrested for a few seconds in

its fall, and then the writhing limbs gradually glided off the inclined

plane into the sea ; while the shouts and cheers of the cut-throats around,
all but drowned the stifled soxmds of their victim. A heavy sudden
plunge succeeded to the fall, and downward the wretched man shot into

the abyss below.
" That's what you call dying hard, my boys !" said Alibi, turning

round to the crew. " Now those blackguards are disposed of, where
are now our volunteers ?"

" Here they are," said the mate, pointing to a row of men, who had
entered from the crew of the merchant-vessel.

" Now my lads," said Alibi, " we're easy masters on board this craft,

and don't want to force your inclinations by any means
; you see your

captain and mate are gone, and if you don't like to enter for the schooner
yonder, you are at perfect liberty to follow them."

" Thank your honour, we are just as content to leave that matter
alone," said one of the men acting as spokesman for the rest ; and thus
in an instant, from following an honest calling, the unfortunate crew were
transposed into part of as frightful a set of rufiians as the world—so pro-
lific of such fruit, cA'er produced.

" Now then," said Alibi, with the air of a man who has done the

state some service, " having settled with the crew, let's turn to the pas-
sengers," motioning to our friends to advance to where he stood ; they
had, however, conceived such an antipathy to him, from witnessing

the late murders perpetrated under his eye, that between fear of the
consequences of disobedience and hatred of his atrocious character,

they scarcely knew how to act. Luckily for them, Alibi did not
rightly interpret the causes of their hesitation, but attributing this

to terror solely, advanced towards them himself. Scarcely had he
Dpened his lips to address Sir Job, when a sudden and furious exclama-
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tion of Doubtful caused him to turn round ; and he there beheld the

ph-ates' mate bearing in his arms the almost senseless form of Julia,

while several of the sun-ounding ruffians, struck by her beauty, had

already fixed on the unfortunate girl eyes of eager approbation and

applause, very similar to those which the kite may be supposed to

extend towards a peculiarly plump barn-door chicken. The confusion

that now reigned upon deck was extreme ! To the screams of Julia

were added, the exclamations of Sir Job, the oaths of the crew, and

the vociferous outcries of Wryneckei', all of which were however
drowned in sounds, more potential than the whole of the rest com-
bined ; while, as if to increase the Babel, another sailor now appeared,

bearing in his Sabine grasp, Lady Periwinkle's maid servant, a damsel

nowise slow in developing the resources of her lungs, or the ticklish

nature of her position.

" Where are you bearing that lady to ?" demanded Alibi, in a voice

of thunder, while his brow resumed the expression of far darker pas-

sions than had been found upon it, even when he was dooming the

mate and captain to the barbarous deaths they died.

" To the forecastle," replied the mate, " away from her mother."
" What part of the day did I order you to do that in ?" demanded

the other.

" No part of the day that I know of," replied the mate, " but I

thought
"

" Take her back to the cabin directly," said Alibi ; but the other
neither obeyed the command nor released his prey, nor seemed even
inclined to do so. At first the crew did not appear inclined to take
any part in the matter, and in all probability had already enjoyed
one or tvro forcible lessons, as to the doubtful propriety of running riot

against Alibi's authority.
" Take the lady down to the cabin this instant !" said the enormous

skipper, thundering upon the deck with his foot, until the planks shook
beneath him. Still the mate gave no signs of obeying, but as if gather-
ing courage from his own audacity replied,

—

" I don't see why tliat sort of difterence should be luade on board
here, the women have been always

—

"

"—Take her down, sir, this instant as I order you !"

—

The mate, instead of answering this fresh command, looked towards
the assembled gang of pirates, saying, " Will you stand to have your
rights trampled upon in tliis way, my men ?"

Something cold here touched the cheek of the mate, while the scream-
mg Julia still struggled in his arm, imploring her friends to rescue her
from such a grasp. Tlie mate turned round to observe what it was that
he had felt

: at this moment his eye came full upon the muzzle of a pistol,
the eye-ball almost cntirelylilling up the dark round thrcateningvacuum.
A look of sudden fear and surprise was seen upon the countenance of
the mate, as he became sware of his danger ; but before he could carry
mto ellect the impulse of starting back—forth flashed the contents of the
weapon

; and when the sharp report and dense white smoke had passed
away, the corpse of the mate was lying on the deck,.the features no
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longer discernible as belonging to the human race ; striding over it

with the still reeking pistol in one hand, while he supported Julia

with the other arm, was our friend Doubtful, who had certainly shown

at this important crisis, that when worked up by sufficiently high

pressure, he could be as decided as any man. At first the impression of

the crew seemed to have been, that Alibi had shot for his disobedience

;

but when it was perceived that this prompt step had been taken by

one of the passengers, a sudden rush was made, by the pirates, at

Doubtful.
" Back all of you," cried Alibi, stepping in most opportunely to the

rescue ;
" the fellow deserved it," pointing to the dead mate. " If you

don't want to have a little of the same salve, youngster," addressing

the man who still detained Lady Periwinkle's servant, "you will

bring that young woman aft here and set her down." This being done,

the leader turned to Doubtful, and with a very ominous shake of the

head, continued :
" You'd better have kept that pistol till you were told

to use it ; as it is, you see, unluckily, I may have to hang you for de-

stroying one of my crew, after striking your flag."

" Oh, very good, very good, hang away," replied Dick, with more

valour than prudence, " I would have killed fifty of your men and you

at the head of them, rather than have stood tamely by, and seen such

indignities perpetrated upon a friend."

" And I advise you to keep that tongue of yours fast between your

teeth, or you may chance to have it pulled out by the roots ;
" and with

this gentle admonition Alibi, as if determined not to revert to the subject,

ordered his men to make sail for the schooner. Then calling to him

the old seaman with the grey beard, lie commanded the latter to set

a guard of men whom he could trust, over the hatches, to prevent any

spirits being drunk, as well as over tlie companion, to guard against

intrusion into the cabin ; after which ordering Sir Job Periwinkle and the

other two to go down before him with Julia and the servant, they all re-

paired to the saloon, whichserved asa general apartment tothepassengers.

" Now, sir, wliat do you call yourself when you're at home ?
" said

Alibi, seating himself on the table, and turning to the patriarch.

" My name is Job Periwinkle," replied the latter.

" What ! Sir Job Periwinkle ?

"

" The same." Here Alibi uttered some sound which the bystanders,

as far as they could catch its import, understood to be the words—" I

thought as much."
" Pray, Sir Job, how came you here ? " resumed the pirate, after a

few minutes' musing. This at once induced a long recital of those

various events with which, as the reader is already acquainted, we
need not again trouble him. AVhen the narrative was concluded,

and Alibi had informed himself of the whole particulars of our friend's

peregrinations, he seemed to ponder for a considerable time, and

with a hypothetical tone proceeded, " Supposing, Sir Job, I were to de-

termine for my crew that it would be more profitable to ransom you

and your family, than to make you walk the plank—which of course
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you will have to do, if I do not—what could you guarantee us as the

price of letting you all go scot-free ?
"

"Why," said Sir Job, very frankly, "you may take all that belongs

to us on board."
" Tliank you, equally, Sir Job, but that wc have got already, as a

matter of course."

" Well, but how is it possible I can give you what I haven't got ?
"

Alibi smiled a ghastly leer at this, and then returning to the charge,

made answer

—

" That's true enough, but a gentleman of your respectability, you

know, can always make property out of pen, ink, and paper ; and for the

convenience of my friends I always keep a few bills ready for signing

on board the schooner^ because you see there are a few such very good

discounters in the Havannah, that the sight of your name at the tail of a

six-months' kite, would be better for their eyesight than any lotion in

the world."
" Well, sir, if this is the only way to procure the proper treatment of

myself and friends, I suppose I must submit ; but I hope you will be

reasonable in your demands, in order that I may meet these acceptances

which you require on their coming due."
" Of course," said Alibi, with as much gravity as if he had been

making tlie most reasonable proposition in the world. " I hope you
don't think I would bear hard upon a gentleman merely because I have
the good fortiuie to make his acquaintance witliout, what is termed in

the world, a formal introduction."
" Certainly," said Sir Job, interrupting him, " you do not stand upon

form. I must at least do you that justice."

" Tliank you, sir, thank you—well, suppose wc say ten thousand
pounds."

" What !
" screamed Sir Job, with a degree of rage that made Doubtful

recur most nervously to the late operation of walking the plank ; though
he could not at the same time help feeling for the annoyances of any
mercantile man, thus suddenly obliged to surrender vshat was in itself a

little fortune to feed the pocket of an odious cut-throat.
" Ten thousand pounds," repeated Sir Job ;

" why don't you ask
for a half million at once ?

"

" And if I did," retorted tlie other quickly, " I dare say it would
leave you a plum or two to fatten upon ; so the less you say about
tliat the better."

Sir Job began to entertain something of the same opinion himself, and
therefore moderating his manner, he replied

—

" You seem greatly to mistake my means, sir, and I am very sorry
for it, because it may lead to maltreatment of my family as well as my
friends. If my life is to go,—1 suppose it's Heaven's will that you
should bo the instrument ; but I shall submit to any tortures before I

consent to take a step that may either ruin my children, who may hajipen
to be absent from me, or beggar my creditors. Still I am willing to do
anything in fairness ; and if therefore you will let us go free, on my
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signing bills for five thousand pounds, I'll do It ; and what's more,

in that case, I'll give you my word of honour they shall be paid :

—

much more than, under attendant circumstances, any court of justice

would be likely to enforce."

" AVell, well, old gentleman, perhaps your oft'er is a handsome one

;

and as I make it a rule never to stand haggling about these matters,

why I say agreed. Just write down on a slip of paper what's the amount
and I'll send it over to my secretary."

Sir Job accordingly made a memorandum on a ])iece of paper as to

the sum required, and Alibi with this document left the cabin. As soon

as he w^as fairly out of hearing, Wryneckcr grasped the hand of his

friend, saying

—

" My generous fellow, I can't for an instant hear of your bearing

this heavy loss on your own shoulders. I have neither chick nor child ;

you may therefore consider me responsible to you for half of it."

" Pooh, pooh," said the patriarch, " I shall do nothing of the sort

:

it's a mere fleabite after all ; but I thought if I did not make some
resistance, that fellow or his crew might discover some pretence for

coming back and making a second demand."

Here further conversation was interrupted by the voice of Alibi

giving to one of his men a direction which seemed of so singular a nature

as instinctively to catch the ear of all three."

" What did you say I w-as to do with this paper, sir ?
" demanded

one of the crew of his roguish superior.

" Why d—n it, you fool," replied the latter, '• don't I tell you you're

to take it on board to the old , and ask him if it's the hand-

writing of Sir Job Periwinkle, and then bring back any paper he may
send you." After this they heard Alibi giving directions to sack every

part of the ship that was valuable, except the cabin, and to report

to him what they found. Tiie noise and confusion which took place

consequent on the issue of this order were extreme ; and after a lapse of

time, that to our anxious friends appeared interminable, a boat arrived

alongside the merchant-vessel, and the first word given by the party

who arrived in it was " All right ;" while the same voice went on to say
" He wanted sadly to come on board here, but I wouldn't let him."

" The d—d thief," returned Alibi—" that was quite right ; we've

had enough of his treachery already."

" In the name of fortune," exclaimed Wrynecker, " who can be on

board that craft that should know your hand-writing. Sir Job ?
"

" Why ?" answered the patriarch. But before, however, the conjecture

here following could be finished, the appearance of Alibi himself, silenced

all further discussion. The bills were drawn out in favour of a Mr. John
Browne ; and Sir Job had his pen in his hand to sign them, when Alibi

interposed

—

" Now remember. Sir Job, it's understood between us, that you pay
these bills without one word of remonstrance, or any attempt to entrap

the holders at any distance of time ; and if you don't happen to be

living yourself, you shall take such steps as shall cause them to be

equally honoured."
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" I promise it faithfully," replied the patriarch, " on the express con-

dition that I and my family are at once relieved from the presence of

yourself and crew."
" Afjreed on both sides," said Alibi.

Sir Job signed the bills, which Alibi gathering up and placing in a

huge pocket-book as fast as they were dry, finally consigned to his

pouch, and then making a profound bow said

—

" Gentlemen, I wish you good morning. As for you, Sir Job, after the

very virtuous principles you have laid down touching your family and
creditors, it may be some consolation for the expenditure of this money
to know, that you're the first person who has ever put the substantial

means of reformation within reach of an erring member of society."

" Then sir," said the patriarch, " I hope you'll use the acquisition to

such an end as will spare you the pain of levying any further contribu-

tions of this description."

" Why, Sir Job, unless I am very successful in the course of the

present cruise, I intend with this small independence to rear up a

virtuous family. Before I and my crew leave your ship, we'll take

the liberty of making it what w^e sailors call all snug. Once more,

gentlemen, I have the honour to wish you good bye ; and I hope you'll

have better luck next time." With this Alibi, making another profound
reverence, removed the light of his countenance to the quarter-deck, to

the infinite delight of the cabin party, who in a short time heard his

crew quit the merchant-vessel, and row with great laughter and glee

towards the spot where they supposed the schooner to be lying. For
half an hour they deemed it prudent to remain quite quiet, and utterly

to abstain from any appearance upon, or attempt to regain the quarter-

deck, for fear the pirates might return. After the lapse of that time,

however, Wrynecker agreed to go up the companion hatchway and
take an observation. Finding some difficulty in opening the companion
slide, he called Doubtful and Sir Job to his assistance, and the horror
of the party may be imagined when they discovered themselves to be
battened down. As the object of such a trick was not clearly discern-

ible, they did not readily believe the fact ; it soon, however, forced

itselfupon their credence, and wliile they were racking their brains to dis-

cover some method of egress, their attention was diverted by a curious
noise beneath them as of running water, and quickly afterwards sundry
plashes and dashings were heard against the deck below. To the noise of
the sea rolling on the outer bend of the ship they were accustomed,
and it had long since ceased to alarm them. A similar sound, however,
from the middle of the deck beneath their feet, was a matter so strange,
that even unaccustomed as they were to nautical matters, they could not
help feeling considerable apprehension about it ; Avhile, however, they
were busy pondering and surmising what this could mean, a sudden
noise in the steward's sanctum, which was in the precincts of the cabin,
again diverted their fears, and after a considerable riot of pots
and pans, forth rushed one of the ship's boys, the very impersonation of
horror and dismay, crying as if his heart would break

—

" O gentlemen, we're sinking—we're sinking ! Them villains has
scuttled the ship."
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" Scuttled ? what's the meaning of scuttled ?" demanded all the party

so eminently interested, all of them speaking at once.

" Scuttled," blubbered the boy ; " why I mean of course they have
cut a hole in the ship's bottom, and the water's coming in like winking !

It's floated the orlop deck already, where I got to hide away

;

don't you see how" wet through I am. Lord ! O Lord !"

Here the boy renewed his crying with a degree of force and vigour

which had any effect but that of re-assuring those who witnessed it.

Lady Periwinkle and her maid, with a fellow feeling for tears, rushed
forth at the sound, and generously added their sobs to the concert

;

while still further to distract the senses of one of the gentlemen at

least of the party, they left the door of their cabin so far open
as to disclose the beautiful form of Julia Periwinkle in an attitude of

prayer. Amid this lamentable din, it was almost impossible to dis-

cov^er what was saying, what had been done, or what was proper yet

to do. Sir Job having ordered the female party of the conclave to

retire, proceeded to ask where the orlop might be and other questions,

which speedily convinced himself and friends that Alibi had given

them a specimen of " the very fiend's ai"ch mock" in keeping the promise
to the ear, and breaking it to the sense. After obtaining the bribe

he desired, he had battened them down and scuttled the ship, so as to

sacrifice the lives of all on board : it was it seemed rather at variance

with his own interest, since some question might arise as to the payment
of the bills ; and then it was suggested by one of their party, that

a feeling of revenge in some of Alibi's people might have led to the

perpetration of the atrucity without their superior's knowledge.
But whatever the origin of the cruelty, it could avail little to pene-

trate its malignant darkness, nor indeed were our friends in the best

situation for any such exercise of the reasoning powers. TJie water

speedily began to make its appearance on the decks of the cabin, and
from the state of the ship, it was clear that at any moment she

might not go dovm with all on board. In this horrible conjunc-

ture not an instant was to be lost ; while the first stejo was. if

possible, to regain the open deck, even though the pirates should be

within sufficient distance to observe their escape and return on board.

After the Avhole strength of the party had been exhausted by
personal attempts to force the door open, a diligent search was made
throughout the cabin for some powerful implement ; none however
being discoverable, a fresh consultation took place ; and despei'ate as the

expedient was, from the smoke it would cause and the time it would
occupy, they resolved that their only chance of escape was by burning

their way out ; the wardrobes of the party were quickly searched,

and the laundress saved all further trouble as to the past voyage by the

piling up beneath the rebellious hatchway of those various articles which
would have otherwise required her renovating care—the covers of a few
lockers and other small articles of Avood at hand, were placed on

the summit of these, and a light being applied to the whole, the fierce

flame shot up with such instant fury as rendered it very doubtful

whether those who had promoted it, would be able at their wish
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to extinguish the fire. This at first created some alarm, but it was

speedily swallowed up in the still more imminent apprehension of beino-

suffocated ; not calculating sufficiently on the volume of smoke pro-

duced, this, unable to find an exit, eddied down into the cabin and

drove its occupants to the furthest extremity by its excruciating

torture ; the eyes formed the principal point of suffering ; and when too

late, they remembered how universally unbearable the vapour of

burning wood was found, more especially when that wood had been

previously covered with paint.

" I have heard," said Doubtful, " of people tumbling out of the

frying-pan into the fire, but I never expected to have the risks of

drowning on one hand with those of being burnt on the other; or the

pleasures of being suffocated in medias res."

" It's a pleasant position, truly," said Sir Job to "Wrynecker, coughing

as he spoke to such a degree, that it was scarcely possible to dis-

tinguish what he advanced. " Upon my honour, I think as it has

turned out, it would have been wiser to have taken the choice first

offered us, and to have gone down at our leisure."

" What an infernal set of villains these pirates seem to be !
" was

the reply, " they must have played us this trick merely for their own
private amusement ; it was scarcely worth my while now I think of it

to have come so far from home for their gratification."

" A man, j\Ir. Wrynecker," said Doubtful in reply to this speech,
" is always acting a very questionable part in point of policy, when
he leaves a certain good for an uncertain improvement. Good heavens,

how stifling this smoke is ! is there no cabin window we can break
open ?"

" No sir," said Sir Job, mournfully, as with his cheek upon his

hand, he sat listening to the alternate prayers and sobs of Lady
Periwinkle, coming forth in all the wildness of despair from her state-

room. Sir Job believing that all was over, or soon would be, made
a last effort to smooth the bitterness of death to those who were so

nearly related to him ; and for this pui-pose, went into Lady Peri-
winkle's cauin to represent to her how much better it was to possess

the poor privilege of even dying thus quietly together than to have
been submitted to all the tortures, maltreatment and exposure, which

' death at the hands of the pirates would doubtlessly have brouglit with
it. The first words of this intended consolation were still upon the
lips of Sir Job, as he entered his wife's cabin, when the sharp quick
sound of a boat rowing outside the ship, struck upon his eager car, and
rendered him nuite, while Doubtful exclaimed

—

" Hark, Sir Job, I hear a boat pulling up alongside ; don't you
hear tluiy're bumping against the ship."

"Heaven defend us, it's those villains the pirates come back !

"

replied Sir Job, " even in the very moment when I was congratulating
myself upon their absence."

'riie frequency with which this coincidence does occur in life, gave it

additional probability ; and the cheek which had stood unmoved the
danger of drowning, burning, and suffocation, suddenly blanched to the
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extreme of pallor, at the prospect of once more falling into the hands of

tho.se atrocious wretches, who had already behaved so ill. Not a word
was spoken in the cabin for some seconds, during which time its tenants

heard the new-comers jump on deck, and exclaim in the French

language

—

" No wonder the shii^'s deserted ; she's on fire as well as scuttled,

we'd better make our way off as soon as possible."

" Stay," said another voice, " she appears to have been battened

down. Surely there cannot be any one-

-Yes, there is!" suddenly interrupted Doubtful, at the tup of his

voice in the same language. " — There is some one on board.—There are

five of us below battened down."

Owing to the confusion and roaring of the fire, which was now
bursting out from the companion hatchway in long jets of flame, the

exact words thus uttered were not understood by the party to whom
they were addressed ; but this mattered little, as it was evident that

there were people below, and our friends soon heard the heavy blows of

some instrument employed to break in the caboose head, while sundry

exclamations, urging the party on to haste, were made during the opera-

tion. In a few seconds the passage was once more clear. Doubtful

nearly smothered by the quick succession of two or three buckets of

cold water—thrown on the burning fragments to quench them, and

the whole party again on deck. On looking round the scene, Sir Job's

first fear was that he had fallen into some kind of ambush, for there

to windward of him lay a long low black three-masted schooner.

" Why, surely, that's the pirate," whispered he to his companions.
" It does, indeed, look very like it," groaned old Squaretoes. But

Doubtful quickly set their minds at rest onthat particular point,bygiving
tliem the result of his conversation with the party who had just come
on board, from which it appeared that the schooner in question was not a

pirate, but merely a pirate's first cousin, a slave-ship, namely, belonging

to a French proprietor, and bound for the not far distant port of San
Domingo. Being short of water and provisions, and seeing as he

thought a ship dismasted by the late gales, and deserted by her crew,

he had come on board to search for supplies. The thankfulness which
all our party experienced at the intelligence can scarcely be conceived.

Doubtful was commissioned to express their joy and gratitude, to place

everything on board at the disposal of the strangers, and to say how
ready they were to take a passage to San Domingo ; though that was
not the exact port which they were then seeking.

" As to taking what's on board," said the Frenchman, " of course I

shall do that, as I have possession of the vessel ; but as for taking you
six people on to St. Domingo, I wonder you can expect such a thing in

a slave-ship."

Doubtful imagining that the other must be joking him, replied,

" It's very true, we don't any of us approve of the principles of the

slave-trade, still, in an emergency like this, it can hardly be expected

that we should sacrifice our lives rather than avail ourselves of safety,

because the means proffered may not be exactly what we could wish."
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" Haug your principles ! who ever troubled himself about those ?

No doubt you'd be willing to go in the slave-ship, but I tell you the

slave-ship won't have you ; how can you expect to be taken on board

a craft where from ten to twenty are daily thrown overboard, from the

crowded state of tlie decks ?
"

" Wliat !
" exclaimed Doubtful, " do you mean to say you won't

take us ?
"

" Certainly I do," replied the slave-captain ;
" I have told you so

once already."

" What, then, are we to do ?
"

" AVHiat's that to me ?
"

" Do you mean to say you'll leave us here on board ?
"

" Why shouldn't I ? I found you here."

" But the ship is sinking."

" I didn't scuttle her."

" Oh, this is too monstrous for belief ! you can never intend to allow

this lady, and her daugliter, and husband, to perish by so horrible a

death, when the slightest exertion on your part Avould restore them to

life and safety !

"

" As to the death, young man," said the slaver, laughing, " you'll soon

cease to trouble your head about that one way or the other—Ave must all

come to the scratch sooner or later ; it's a more question of time whether
you shall go by the morning coach, and I by the afternoon, or the reverse,

just as you may chance to toss up ; if you hadn't a fancy for dying, you
should have steered clear of blue water, more especially as we find it in the

West Indies, where nomau's life is worth a month's purchase atthebest of

times There, stand aside, and don't interrupt me more now, that's a
good fellow, for I want to get what water and provisions I can out of your
hold as soon as possible ; you'll be going down in less than ten or fifteen

minutes, by the state of your lower deck. If there's a sealed bottle, or

a letter, a will, or any little paper of that sort 1 can send to Europe for

you, why I have no objecticm to do you an obliging turn, but I advise
you to bear a hand about it, for you haven't much time to lose."

The cool way in which tliis man proceeded to wrest from the grasp
of our party tlie saving plank which Heaven appeared to have sent
them, struck Doubtful as so incredible as well as dreadful, that he stood
staring at tlie slave-captain in a i)erfcct trance of bewilderment, hardly
knowing how he should inflict upon his own party an intelligence

which in atrocity seemed, if posslbl", to leave behind it even the very
nuirders of the pirates themselves.

" What has happened now, Mr. Doubtful ? " said Sir Job, at once
perccnving from the countenance of Dick that something very unusual
had happened to disturb him.

Taking the ])atriarch and Wrynecker aside. Doubtful at once unfolded
to them this new source of grief, and demanded what step, in their
ojiinion, had better be taken. It was diilicult to say whether their
surprise or rage was the uppermost, at hearing the refusal to assist them.
Wrynecker was for taking a few loaded pistols and boldly informing
the slave-people that they sliould never quit the decks of the schooner
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unless they bore "with them, to a place of safety, the whole party of our
friends.

" Have patience, "Wrynecker," said Sir Job, " that scheme would never

do ; a slave-ship is always armed, and by running alongside of us we
should be given to the sabres of her crew, and the ladies be left without
any protection. You seem to forget that we possess a universal remedy
which must come in with admirable effect ; this man commands a
slave-ship from a mere love of money, which his atrocity realises ; to

secure that money he is ready to leave us to perish on the wide sea,

but if we can make it still more to his profit to save us, of course he
will prefer saving us instead. After the trick those pirates have played
us, I consider myself perfectly released from the word of honour I

pledged them."
" Of course you are," exclaimed "Wrynecker and Doubtful, in one

breath.—" And therefore," pursued Sir Job, " I shall resist the payment
of the bills so fraudulently extorted from me, by every means in my
pow;er ; and I now propose, instead, to employ as much of the same
sum as may be requisite, or even twice the amount, in purchasing a

passage with the sordid villain who stands before us," pointing to the

French slave -captain. This proposal having met with instant approval.

Doubtful, who was appointed to carry it into effect, approached the

mercenary philosopher, and with as polite a bow as if he had con-

ceived him to be the most reasonable man in the world, thus opened
the bargain :

—

" When I spoke to you a few minutes since, sir, of taking a passage

in your vessel, I forgot two things— first, the extreme value of space in

your sliip, and next, the amount of passage-money which you would
be entitled to receive for any accommodation you might afford us.

The gentleman whose family is here on board, is a man of some little

property, and would be well content to make it worth your while to

take himself and party with you."

"That is quite a ditierent thing," said the Frenchman, shrugging up
his shoulders ; " what will he give ?

"

" Why, at a round sum," said Doubtful, " tw^enty thousand francs."

" It is impossible," returned the otlier, " I have too great a stake to

lose; make it forty thousand for tlie whole party, and it is a bargain."
" Sir Job," said Doubtful, turning round, " he offers to take us on

board for sixteen hundred pounds."
" Close with him, my boy," said Sir Job, eagerly ; " tell the blood-

merchant that the money shall be paid dowm the very day we land."

" My friend agrees to the sum you name," said Doubtful to the

other, "and you shall be paid the money the day you put us ashore."
" What is the island on which you propose to land us ?

"

" San Domingo," said the Frenchman ;
" and now if your party ever

wish to see it, they had better jump into the boats alongside as rapidly

as they can. 1 don't think tin's craft will live above five minutes longer.

Pierre," turning to one of his seamen, " hail the ship for another boat,

and then hand those ladies and gentlemen into the one alongside,"

Doubtful, for once in his life, was certain that he never before heard
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any word that afforded liim half so much delight ; even the judgment of

tlie court in banc grew faint beside it ; and grasping Julia in his arms,

he hurried her into the boat so quickly as almost to give her the benefit

of a plunge-bath into the bargain. Nor were Sir Job or Lady Peri-

winkle more slow to follow. "W^rynecker's gallantry found occupation

in the assistance of the maid-servant ; and thus without a particle of

property or clothing, more than that in which they stood upright, our

friends pushed off to the slave-ship, under charge of Pien-e and another

seaman, with whom the French captain had sent them on board the

slaver. The joy and gratitude which they experienced on bidding adieu

to that ship which had so nearly proved tlieircoffin, found vent in some-

thing a])proaching a shout of joy as they passed under her counter. The
slave-sliip, in obedience to the hail of Pierre, had rim down close to

windward of the transport, and then hove-to once more,—the one being

about five cables' length from the other. As our party came up, the

second boat, which the slave-captain required, was on the point of

leaving the vessel's side, when a sudden and vehement hail, in French,

from the ship he had just quitted, attracted Doubtful's attention.

" Hark," said he, putting up his hand to arrest the noise of the men
rowing, '' what is your captain saying ?

"

The seamen paused for a few seconds, and distinctly heard the captain

of the slave-ship cry out to his men, " Bear a hand with that second boat,

will you. Don't you know that this vessel is sinking ?
"

" We're coming, sir," answered the seamen, flinging down their oars

not very hastily, as they naturally concluded from his sending away
the first boat that tht; danger was not imminent. Scarcely had the

reply been uttered, v^'hen the hail was repeated :

" Bear a hand, there, with the second boat. I tell you Ave are going
down—we are sinking—there is not a moment to spare."

"Perhaps we had better turn back," said Doubtful, kindly forgetting

intliis extremity of the slaver, his heartless conduct towards them.
" Here, why don't you turn back, Gregoire ! Pierre, 1 say, help

—

we're foundering !

"

All the French seamen in both boats put forth their whole strength now
to gain the sinking vessel, which Lady Periwinkle comprehending, set

up a loud shriek, imploring them not to risk her life again. She might
"have spared herself the trouble however, for tlie rapid settling of the
nierchant- vessel was now evident to all eyes, as plank after plank of her
hull gradually dipped into the water, and the large broad streak itself

began swiftly to disap})ear.

" There slie goes by Jove !
" cried 1 )ick. " Give way my boys, or we

shall be too late."

" "W^e arc too late already," answered Wrynecker. Doubtful lifted

his eyes, and beheld tlie bowsprit of the ill-fated transport make a
sudden plunge downwards,—her masts and yards fell slightly over
on one side—and in another instant all were swallowed up within the
vast bosom of the ocean.
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CHAPTER THE SEVENTEENTH.
TUE BEAUTIES OP THE SLAVE TRADE.

With the utmost rapidity that the rowers could command, both

boats were now urged forward to the spot whicli the merchant-vessel

had so lately occupied, in the hopes of discovering and assisting any of

the survivors who might still be floating on the Avavcs, So rapidly,

however, had the catastrophe taken place, that some difficulty was at

first experienced in determining which was the exact point sought.

At length, however, a few floating spars seemed to indicate this, and

all hands were then employed in looking for the party whom they

had left on board. Anxiously, however, as they searched, it was in

vain. Again and again they called the name of the captain, and then

successively those who were known to have been on board with him,

but nothing like an answer reached the anxious ears of the seekers.

Once or twice something like the dark head of a human being seemed

floating on the waves ; but no sooner did the boats row up to it, than

it proved to be some block or other fragment of the sunken vessel

which had become detached when she went down. After a fruit-

less search, therefore, the passengers having been taken on board the

boats, returned to the slave ship, were hoisted up, and the vessel made sail.

If our friends had been horrified at the scenes on board the merchant-

ship, how were these emotions increased by the sight that now presented

itself to them ! Upon the small deck of a vessel of scarcely three hun-

dred tons burden, were crowded fifty or sixty slaves, whom the close

stowage of several hundred more, below, rendered it unsafe to keep

beneath hatches. Chained in pairs, in every state of sufl^ering, from

those who could scarcely be called living, to others whose more robust

constitution had as yet borne up against the fatigue to which they

had been exposed, in a state of perfect nudity, parched and blistered

by the sun, and without the least delicacy or respect to age or sex,

—

many of them were seen with their limbs still bleeding, where the

manacle had cut into their flesh ; others remained motionless, as if

despair had at last brought them the only rcfnge remaining—Death
;

and not a few with the briny evidences of their anguish coursing

rapidly over their dark cheeks—their large and once lustrous eyes

rolling with an expression of agony and despair on every object that

presented itself. There was the mother severed from her children

—

the husband chained apart from tlie wife—the living riveted to the

quickly putrefying dead, while the sable hue of all these living crea-

tures thus hideously huddled together, and agitated by all the strongest

and most deplorable passions, combined with every other accompanying

circumstance to present altogether such an object of horror as fairly

made Sir Job start back with unconcealable terror and disgust. Hur-
rying his wife and child quickly towards the quarter-deck, where
their senses would be spared a scene which, but for beholding, he could

3b
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not believe to exist in nature, he was at once met by the liiate of the

ship, wlio, in as infinite surprise as if the party had dropped from

the clouds, demanded who they were and whence they came. To our

friends, who had hoped tliat all these preliminaries were over, this

proved anything but an agreeable query. However, having patiently

endured the assertion that thei'e was no possibility of making room
for them on board, and again witnessed the talismanic powers of

gold, it was agreed that the deceased captain's cabin should be given up
to Lady Periwinkle and Julia'; while Sir Job, Doubtful, and Wrynecker,

were to be provided with hammocks, and initiated in the art of what
the mate called " roughing it." 'We need not say how thrice happily

this order was embraced by the- parties alluded to, the only alloy being

unfortunately a whisper addressed by the mate to one of his subordi-

nate officers, and which if Doubtful did not hear amiss, was to the

following import :

" You can easily rough it, Tom, for a few nights. It won't be long

now before we get in ; and if you can't manage else, you must just turn

those niggers out of the starboard pen."
" And where the devil are they to go to ?

"

" Send them up upon deck."
" And suppose it comes on to blov*^, how the deuce can we manage to

work the ship ?"

" Then just chuck them overboard, as you did those sick devils last

night," replied the unscrupulous mate. The subordinate seemed highly
tickled by this I'esource, and went away, whether to execute his worthy
directions or for what other purpose Doubtful knew not; but deter-

mined to keep a watchful eye on the proceedings of such a set of

scoundrels, he forbore to impart any suspicions as to what had passed
to any of his party. The night approached, and faithful to his inten-

tions. Doubtful forebore to undress on retiring to his hammock, and for

some hours struggled successfully against the weariness that oppressed
him, listening most anxiously, the while, for any suspicious sound that
might call for his benevolent interference. No such occasion however
arose, until a sudden noise and violent shake caused him to leap Avith

the utmost precipitation to the ground. What was his surprise to find

Wrynecker standing ready dressed by his hammock, and the broad
sunlight streaming down upon the quarter-deck ! It was nine o'clock
in the morning. There was something so perturbed in the manner of
Doubtful, as he demanded of his friend what might be the hour, that
Wrynecker instantly detecting the emotion demanded to know its cause

;

while the othef, shocked at his negligence, and fearing that it might
have led to the perpetration of some enormity, was glad to unburden his

oppressed spirit by communicating his fears to, Wrynecker ; tlie result
of whicli Avas the determination of both parties to repair on deck, and
diligently to cross-examine tlic mate; and Doubtful was selected as the
ablest hand to carry this design into cflcct.

,
Dick having quickly com-

pleted his toilet, hastened with AVrynecker to the quarter-deck, and
finding at the steerage-wheel the man who had received the uncere-
monious directions the evening before, our friend after tlie first two or
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three preliminary courtesies of the morning, which were very gruffly

received, Doubtful and his friend proceeded to take a brief walk on the

quarter-deck ; and the former turning shorty round upon the seaman,
abruptly demanded,

" Didn't I hear you flinging overboard something very heavy last

night V This was taking an unfair advantage of the man, but as he
was not in the witness-box, nor supported by counsel to take any objec-
tion to the illegality of the question, and as the rascal Avas moreover a
slave-driver, Doubtful without one feeling of compunction determined
not to spare the villain. In an instant our friend saw, by the startled

and confused expression of the man's face, that some roguery had been
perpetrated ; and having recourse to that'expedient, which so frequently

exposes villany in a court of justice, he gave the sailor no time to re-

cover from liis panic, before he followed up his first question with the
second

:

" AVho was it crying out in that extraordinary way ?"

" Oh, sir," said the man laughing, " it was only some of them there
blackies up to their nonsense."

" Nonsense ! what do you mean ? It was no laughing matter that I
heard, I'm sure. It was a cry of the greatest agony. "What was it all

about ?"

" Why you see, sir, this was all the long and short of it," said the
mate, finding he was driven into a corner. " These here niggers die so

fast of sea-sickness, we're obliged to fling the corpses over as soon as

we can, to keep the ship in anything like health ; and last night we
had two or three to launch on their long journey, and as they left some
of their relations on board, it was their friends was kicking up the shindy
that you heard."

" Do you mean to swear all those men youthrew overboardwere dead?"
" I'm no doctor, sir, and therefore I don't mean to swear anything

about it. As you ain't my commanding officer, I should like to know
what right you have in poking your nose into what doesn't concern you ?

You landsmen never know when you're well off, or you wouldn't want
telling in a slave-ship to hear, see, and say nothing ; it's awkward in

such a place, I can tell you, to be asking questions that don't concern
you, more especially about people going overboard ; you might try it

some night yourself, and nobody would be much the wiser ; you shore

gentlemen have walked in your sleep before now."

There was something so ominous in these ruffianly threats that

Wryneckcr's blood crept to hear them, and drawing Doubtful away by
force from any further pursuit of such investigations, he thus addressed

him

:

" For mercy's sake, Mr. Doubtful, don't unkennel any more of the

villany on board here. It's very easy to let the blood-hounds of crime

loose, but none of us can say what prey they may course down ; remem-
ber who is on board here, and how entirely they depend on our prudence
for immunity and protection. These men have not declared them-
selves pirates yet, so take care how you drive them to desperation, by
even thinking that we have any of their secrets in our keeping. As to

3b2
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helping these poor wretches of slaves, we are utterly powerless ; and if we

saw them throwing overboard tlie whole cargo before our eyes, our

interference might lead only to our whole party sharing the same fate ; it

could not possibly arrest the destruction of one of the others. It is

a stern necessity, but Lady Periwinkle and her daughter have claims

upon us before any of those poor beings we see lying in chains,

however deeply we may feel for them ; and as to your lamenting your

not having kept awake in the night, to rescue those whom we may well

suspect of having been ill-treated, or even perhaps murdered, as far

as I can see your sleepiness appears a kind intervention of Providence,

that has perhaps saved the whole of us from an unsparing massacre."

Giving a deep sigh at the obvious but melancholy truths thus forced

upon his attention, Doubtful agreed that silence was the most prudent

course, unless something very monstrous should be perpetrated under

their observation. With this promise to his friend, and an agree-

ment not to hurt the feelings of Sir Job by any communications of their

suspicion, the disconsolate pair descended to breakfast. Lured by the

promised fee on restoring them to terraJinna^ the mate had certainly

made every endeavour to place entirely at their disposal such cramped
accommodation as the slave-sluD afforded. With this view, he renounced

in their favour a sort of general cabin or messing place ; and here, to

avoid the distressing sights on deck, the little party were assembled, dis-

cussing their expected arrival in port, when the cry of "land on the lee-

bow" produced a most joyous sensation in the breasts of all, and caused

the three gentlemen to rush on deck. Here, unfortunately, the fresh

breeze and glorious sight Avere denied to the ladies of the party, by
the spectacle we have endeavoured to describe.

A fajnt dim line on the distant horizon, was for a long while the only

trace of land that could be discovered, and when at length it rose suffi-

ciently from the deep for the seamen to recognise its form, it was
declared to be that which they so anxiously sought, namely St. Domingo.
Scarcely however was this question finally decided, when the look-out

man at the mast head shouted forth the well-known cry,

—

" Sail on the weather-bow."

At sea this incident occurs so frequently, that our friends paid no
attention to the occurrence, imtil half-an-hour afterwards, when the laud
of Haiti had showed its bold distinguished mountains in the distance,

and the mate of the slaver seeiued to regard the strange sail with
increasing anxiety, that the possibility of their being interested in the

question presented itself to our friends' minds ; and then it came
in this guise, namely—they hoped and trusted that the ship to windward
was not their old friend the pirate. All fear on this score was however
soon banished, by their perceiving the rig of a square-masted vessel,

seven or eight times larger than the dreaded schooner from which they had
escaped; and as the stranger continued to approach under all the crowd of
canvas she .could display, the slave-ship began to make signals to her.

Of these not the slightest notice was for some time taken; at last, how-
ever, when distant some nine miles, the look-out man at the top-
mast-head of the slaver hailed the mate below, saying,

—
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"Strange ship is hoisting her colours !"

" What are they ?" demanded the mate, with great anxiety.
" It seems a white-and-red flag," replied the seaman.—" No," then

correcting himself, " a white flag with a red cross and,"—stay—" yes, a

wliite flag with a red cross, and a vinion in the corner."
" A thousand curses !" muttered the Frenchman, staiTiping on the

deck, then hailing the man at the mast-head.
" Do you mean to say it's the English white ensign ?"

" Yes," replied the man, " I do, sir, and she's coming up to us very

fast, as she's binnging the breeze along with her."

The joy of our friends at this intelligence was intense. Doubtful
hurried down below to communicate it to and share it with the ladies

in the cabin ; and many and ardent were the prayers put up for the

arrival of the English frigate, for such the stranger's sails seemed to denote

to be her size. In the minds of the mate and crew of the slave-ship, as

might naturally have been expected, feelings the very reverse of those

we have described were engendered ; all was bustle and excitement, rage

and apprehension ; and Sir Job and AVrynecker, not wishing to exas-

perate tlieir captors against them, retired below. By the sounds and orders

which they heard from the cabin, it was plainly indicated that the

British ship was gaining on the slavei', while tlie heavily flapping sails

of the latter proclaimed the gradual dying away of that breeze which
had hitherto borne her onwards, and which indeed was their only chance

of escape. In proportion as this became more evident, the anger and
vexation manifested in the mate's orders increased, till at last the secret

happiness of the little party in the cabin was suddenly and rudely

dispelled, by a shriek so loud, so piercing, so full of horror and dismay,

that while it caused Sir Job and Doubtful to spring from their feet. Lady
Periwinkle fell senseless and fainting upon the arm of Wrynecker.

" What in the name of fortune is that ?" cried Sir Job.

Another shriek succeeded—and then another—and another !—each

if possible increasing in intensity, and each torturing the soujs of

those who heard it, still more cruelly than that which went l»efore.

" Something horrible must have happened," said Doubtful, as if

in answer to Sir Job. The loud thunder of a distant cannon here

came booming down along the breeze.

"The frigate has begun to fire at us," said the latter, " and her shot must
have struck some unhappy creature on deck." At this moment the fright-

ful shrieks were once more repeated, and before the ear had recovered

from the revolting effect, the harsh voice of the mate was heard saying

—

" Overboard with them, I say ; this is no time to be chicken-hearted;

it's either they or us."

" The atrocious villains !—they are flinging the slaves overboard, to

lighten the ship !
" exclaimed Sir Job, starting to his feet with all

the quickness of one whose motions are the effect of some electric feeling.

In an instant all Wrynecker's previous alignments, as to the policy of

non-interference, vanished before the genuine shock of nature ; and while

Julia fell back almost as senseless as her mother, the three gentlemen

rushed on deck. Here they beheld the frigate at a distance of something
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less than five miles, discharging her guns in quick succession at the

slaver, thono^h unfortunately without effect, as all the shot dropped short,

at a very considerable distance from her hull, while gathered aft upon

her taffrail were sundry demons, in the guise of men, flinging over-

board those struggling wretches whom the cupidity and fear of the

slavers devoted to the waves, in order to lighten their ship, and thus

escape from a mitigated form of that imprisonment whose bitterest

pangs they inflicted without the slightest compunction upon the un-

happy wretches in their power. With an eye towards gain, even to the

last, the slavers had selected for this dreadful fate all the oldest and

most infirm slaves on board. Tims when Wrynecker and Sir Job
arrived on deck, two strong and hardy seamen w^ere dragging to the

taffrail a female, between forty and fifty years of age, two of

whose daughters were among the mass of wretched beings lying chained

together in the middle of the deck, and whose agonised and lingering

eyes were fixed on their unhappy parent, as she was dragged by the

wretches who had hold of her to the spot of her horrible murder,

—

uttering at every step the most heart-rending shrieks, which w^ere

re-echoed by her agonised but more useful and more valuable children

!

At the very moment, moreover, that this poor creature was thus im-
ploring to be, in her own rude dialect, which no one knew nor heeded, al-

lowed one parting word with those her tortured breast had suckled,

—

she, the mother from whose loins they had sprung, was hurled from
before the very eyes of our friends into the deep below.

" Loose that woman, you iinheard-of fiends ! " cried Sir Job, as soon
as his excessive rage allowed him utterance ;

" loose that woman this

instant ! do you know that you're committing murder ? " But as the

whole of this speech was uttered in the speaker's native language, of
which he in his passion had forgotten the ignorance of his auditory, it

of course produced not the slightest effect, unless a volley of French oaths
be entitled to class under this head. Doubtful, however, seeing the
mistake his friend had made, addressed the atrocious villains in Frencli,

and begged them to pause while he spoke to the mate. In reply lie

received the startling information, that unless he and his friends went
below, they would stand a very fair chance of following the negroes ;

since, as the breeze was failing them, the whole question of capture
or escape was reduced to a matter of weight, and he, the mate, had
never yet heard that there was anything in an African's blood that
made it at all more heavy than an Englishman's ; more especially when
an English frigate was the vessel chasing.

" Do you mean to persist in this most villanous atrocity ?
"

" Yes," replied the Frenchman, " and what is more, if you persist in

interfering, it may speedily be beyond my power to protect you. It
is always the custom when slave-ships are hard pressed, to allow them
to get rid of their dead weight, and if I were to attempt to jeopardise
the safety of my crew by attempting to preserve these cursed niggers,
it might only end in my brains being blown out, and tlie whole bundle
of you tossed overboard; so take my advice—go below and stuft'your
cars with wool.—There ! just as I said, there it begins !

'
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Alarmed at tlie expression of the mate's face, Doubtful turned and
beheld Sir Job struggling in the gripe of the wretches who had just

thrown the poor woman overboard. Having persisted in attempting her
rescue, as far as lie could, the seamen had turned suddenly round on
him, and in their murderous ferocity were now hurrying the patriarch

towards the stern, for the purpose of hurling him after the wretched
negroes, some of whom were hopelessly swimming on, in water crim-
soned by the blood of their companions, on whom the sharks had
already commenced their banquet. Sir Job, no way dismayed at his

impending fate, seemed chiefly bent on calling his captors all the most
opprobrious names in that language of which they were, perhaps luckily

for him, most entirely ignorant.

" Yes, you are villains !
" proceeded Sir Job ; " yes, you are villains !

I say, blood-thirsty, murdering, ' scoundrelly, cowardly villains, thrice

double- distilled assassins ;" and as he gave forth this strong yet im-
potent language, his enormous fists kept plunging into the sides and
faces of the Frenchmen, with a vigour that delighted yet grieved
Wrynecker to the core.

" Overboard with him !—overboard with the meddling fool !" and
other similar and agreeable shouts were raised by the French seamen ;

when their mate interfering, at length so far appeased their anger as to

rescue the patriarch from this imminent peril at the risk of his neck
;

he being summarily thrust down the hatchway into his cabin, to-

gether with Wrynecker and Doubtful, and the hatches once more
closed upon them, leaving them in a state very similar to that in which
they were first found by the slave-ship. There existed, however, this

marked difference between the two positions that, although no danger of

sinking now threatened their vessel. Lady Periwinkle and her daughter
gave way to still stronger emotions than they had shown even before.

The sight however of their friends safe and sound, though breathing ven-
geance and chafing their contusions, reassured the party, but still at con-

stant intervals the distant thunder of the frigate chasing the slaver, and
firing her guns every moment with more and more eft'ect, did not tend
materially to tranquillise the nerves of any of our party. As the sounds
increased, and their augmenting strength foretold the approach of the

English frigate, the eagerness, the mingled hope and fear, the thousand
and one emotions of expected succour or dreaded imprisonment, grew so

powerful, as to bid fair defiance to any description. Still, tlie captives in

the cabin could distinguish by the hurrying to and fro, the screams, cries,

oaths, and prayers, mingled in horrible confusion, the occasional sudden
plunges, and then the stifled oaths that died away astern of the vessel,

that the murderous work of throwing overboard the slaves still pro-

ceeded. At last Wrynecker, who could no longer bear such a state

of doubt and horror, remembered that there was a small scuttle in the

aftermost cabin which had been blocked up ; this he determined to

break open, and thus endeavour to descry how they were situated with
the frigate. The poker speedily accomplished the breach, and he then

beheld the object of all their hopes and wishes, the English man-of-
war.
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" How far is she off, Wrynecker ?" demanded Sir Job and Doubtful

in one breath.
" AVhy I should think, as near as I can guess, about two miles and

a half ; she certainly has come up with us very rapidly. I can see

a distinct line before her bows, where she is what the seamen call

' brinorinof the breeze down with her.'"

" But how are we going through the water, Wrynecker ?" demanded

Doubtful. " Are we making much way?"
"I am sorry to say, more than we were ; I should think about five or

six miles an hour. Heaven have mercy on us ! there goes another slave

overboard, and there's another. Oh ! Tliis is too frightful for human
credence. If I hadn't seen tlieir faces rise close to me, it would seem

more like a dream than a reality. What detestable wretches these

slave-ship owners must be ! There, one poor fellow's just gone down,

while tlie other still swims on."

" Can't you liclp—can't you help them ? put out your arm."
" My arm, Sir Job ! I should require an arm nearly a quarter of

a mile lon'T. Ah ! didn't you hear his scream ?"—But before any one

could answer, a sudden blow struck the stern of the slave-ship, as if it

were about to be beaten in, and the whole party were in an in-

stant covered with a sliov^-er of s;diuters and chips from the woodwork
of tlic vessel ; Doubtful receiving a very severe contusion on the

shoulder, and all of them being thrown upon the deck.

" What next !" exclaimed Wrynecker, scrambling upon his feet

;

'• will fate never have done whacking us ! that must have been a shot

from the English frigate, which on the way has taken off the liead of

poor blackee, for I don't see him floating any longer on the water."

" Nor I," added Doubtful ; " and if that same shot hasn't given me a

good crack on the shoulder, wliy no matter."
" Jlercy !" exclaimed Sir Job in pious horror, " you're absolutely

squinting through the hole tliat shot made ; are you not afraid of

another coming in and killing you on the spot ?"

" No, Sir Job, just the reverse ; I think this is now the safest place

in the ship, because there are ten thousand chances to one that any other

shot comes in exactly at the same spot," Here another licavy plunge

was lieard, several dark masses were seen descending over the stern,

and Wrynecker with a shudder remarked,
" There go some more unhappy slaves."

" If this is to continue," said Doubtful, drawing back and shading

his face with his hands, "—and there does not seem to be any probable

termination to this scene of murder—let us at least avoid the torture of

beholding sufferings wliich we cannot remedy."
" With all my heart," echoed tlie patriarch, leading the way back to

their cabin ; and as he went endeavouring to apply, unperceived, a hand-
kercliief to those eyes which such a sight of infamy and horror had
unmanned.

" AVlien the devil gets hold of these fellows," muttered Wrynecker,
" I do trust—if he has any pluck in him worth talking of—he won't for-

get the doings of tliose fellows overhead. Ilillo ! what's that I see ?
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why It's a line-of-battle-ship getting under weigh !—why there's a
frigate at anchor, besides several smaller craft. Unless I am a
Dutchman, these rascally slavers have made their port after all, and are
safe from the English frigate." ^\^ryueckcr's lips were yet moving
witli the articulation of this sentence, when a sudden crasl), more
violent even than the first, once more tiu'ew him upon his lews. A
shot had come in, a few inches from the first, and had Sir Job and
Wrynccker been standing where they were, nothing could have saved
them from being killed upon the spot. After passing through the
stern-timbers, the iron ball, which iiad ricoched upon the water and
was very nearly spent, had struck up through the planking of the
deck, and there, by the shrieking which seemed to follow its arrival, had
in all probability done considerable execution. While Wrynecker arose

from his position, one moment blessing his stars that he and his friends

had had so lucky an escape, and then in the next instant giving
utterance to sundry expressions about the shot's eyes which are

generally acknowledged to be much more pithy than correct, the
hatchway of the cabin was rapidly unbarred, and three or four seamen
appeared, bearing in their arms the body of the mate.

A timely wave of the hand from Doubtful had enabled Lady Peri-

winkle and her daughter to obtain refuge in their sanctum, before

their eyes were distressed by this addition to all their previous horrors.

The seamen, as they laid their dying comrade on the mess-table, looked
with no friendly eye at the English party, and uttering numberless
maledictions on tlie country to which the chasing frigate belonged,

repaired on deck for the 2:)urpose, as it appeared by tb.eir own conver-

sation, of seeking for a surgeon from one of the neighbouring ships.

Great as was the horror which Sir Job entertained of the slaver and
all that belonged to her, an involuntary impulse induced him to ask the

mate if he could be of any service.

The wretched seaman, however, had been wounded in the spine, and
was already speechless. Doubtful therefore asked the one who seemed
the next in command, " whether they might go on deck," and in reply

was most politely informed, that he might if he pleased go to a place

which many suppose to be considerably warmer than the warmest
point of the East Indies. Comforted by this assurance, our friends

ascended, and found themselves at anchor in a most capacious

harbour, with several men-of-war lying round them ; while in

the ofiing towards the sea they beheld the English frigate, standing

swiftly away to get clear of tlie land ; while the seventy-foui*, they

had beheld unmooring, was following tothe best of her ability ; like a huge
cow endeavouring to overtake an antelope. jMindful of the unfortunate

companions of their voyage, they looked down to the hold, which, but a

few hours since, had been crowded to suftbcation with their fellow-

creatures, while the surplus were obliged to be received on deck. Now
they beheld, huddled together, scarcely twenty miserable wretches out of

three hundred. This sad fragment being, unfortunately for themselves,

the youngest and finest among the whole cargo, kidnapped from those

homes to which they were bound by all the tenderest ties—where
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they were pursuing innocent and industrious occupations, and from

which they were torn by the most sordid wretches for the worst of

purposes, by the least pardonable means. When Sir Job and his com-

panions beheld this tacit proof of the wholesale murder which had

been carried on while they were below, horror and surprise kept them

silent. "Walking aft to consult together without risk of being over-

heard, they met a young lad whom they had not before noticed. There

was on his countenance an ingenuous smile of youthful carelessness,

which convinced them that he stood unstained by the atrocity of his

shipmates.
" What harbour do you call this, my boy ?" inquired Doubtful.
" St. Domingo," was the quick reply.

" Then in St. Domingo, since Fate so wills it," said Sir Job, " will

we for tlie present set up the staff of our rest, and as soon as we can

get out to sea again upon our original destination, why we will ; till

such time as that happens, let us warm our toes, and make ourselves

as resigned as Heaven permits to us."

This sentiment met with the entire approbation of all hearers ;

and while Sir Job took steps to carry it into execution, let us for a

brief space refer to the dilemma in which we left our heroine Noi'a

Creina.

CHAPTER THE EIGHTEENTH.

* COLONIAL GOVERNMENT.

On the moment that Eveline and the rest of Nora's friends received

information of the dire strait to Avhich our heroine was reduced,

they set off, as we have already stated, to the governor of the Fort.

Having stated the object of their visit, they were told with many bows
and much Gallic politeness that they should be attended to immediately,

and were shown into a room, where they found waiting one or two
other individuals, whom they concluded to be all equally desirous of an
interview with the high authorities whose interposition they themselves
desired. They could not help remarking, however, that while they sat

disconsolately waiting, the others in the same room moved off one after

another with a degree of briskness which seemed most enviable. This
however was but natural : they had arrived before our friends, and of
course had a right to pre-audience. When however the last of

those whom they had found waiting had gone before them, our party
naturally thought that their turn for preferment had arrived. Con-
siderably to their disgust, however, thoy perceived the person who
acted as official walk up to a dirty little scrubby animal, who had come
in a good half-hour after themselves ; and giving him a most provoking
preference, after a brief species of whisper, which seemed to infer matter
of high moment, the lucky individual was led off into those sacred
penetralia, which appeared equally remarkable for the double fact of no
one returning from its gloomy ways when once entered, and they
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themselves being utterly unable to enter it at all. They conceived that

something very peculiar had given to the favoured one the selection

he had gained, and tlierefore they waited patiently for tlie next opening

of the door, -svhen they were quite certain their own turn must arrive.

After a few minutes the portal once more yawned, and all three of our

friends rose in a hurry, to anticipate the trouble of the master of the

ceremonies, such as he was, in bidding them rise and follow. Any such

idea, however, seemed very far from that worthy person's contemplation,

since tliey beheld him walk straight to a second personage, and lead

him off in like manner to the former. To this disappointment also our

friends found philosophy enough to resign themselves, still confident

that some very efficient reason must' exist for this preference; nor was
it until they discovered they had been thus four times victimized that

they ventured upon an open remonstrance. On taking this decided

step, all their fears were at once assuaged by being informed, that the

other gentleman came by appointment.
" What," said De Passoa, " are they all here by appointment then ?"

" All except that gentleman," said the official, pointing to some
unhappy wight, " of whom," he added, " you shall certainly have pre-,

cedence." Three or four hours passed, and still the appointed people

continued pouring in and towering to the object of their wishes over

the heads of our friends, who still received the same satisfactory

answer to their application ; until it began to strike Eveline very

forcibly, that while they waited to get the ear of the governor, the

party for whom they were interested might be borne beyond the reach

of assistance. Again and again they urged this circumstance upon
the attention of the very polite gentleman who had charge of the

department where they then were ; and still they received the same
reply, of the excessive sorrow felt by the utterer, that being unable to

depart from the official duties, &c. &:c. At last, after four hours and
a half's waiting, they found themselves left alone with the solitary

gentleman, before whom they had received the kind assurance that

they really shovild enjoy that kind priority to which they wei'e entitled.

Now there they were, on the threshold of attaining the first point of

their desires, and a few moments would doubtless suffice with the

upright governor to procure that exertion of his authority which
was so necessary for them, and to which tliey had so strong a claim

upon every showing. It certainly was rather unfortunate tliat the

business of the last applicant appeared so urgent ; what possibly could

detain him so long ? it was absolutely nearly an hour since his exit

;

and they heard no footstep nor any sign of being sent for, nor any one

stirring within those mysterious passages, that led to the terrestrial little

deity, in whose worship they had seen so much anxiety shown.
" Is the governor always at tliis here fun of doing justice and seeing

these here folks?" demanded the sea-captain, whose rude stock of

patience, never very extensive, was beginning to be rapidly exhausted

by these delays of office, of which till now he had enjoyed but a very

slight experience. De Passoa shrugged his shoulders at the question,

as if scarcely comprehending to what it tended. The captain, how-
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ever, speedily'made that clear by adding, " If the governor gives this

sort o' audience every day, he can have time to do very little else by

the hours we've been here ; if we don't look sliarp and see him, ten to

one hut he'll have cut off."

" I have had some fears myself on that head," said Eveline, " but

wliat are we to do ?" At this moment the door opened ; not the magic

door through which the privileged suitors passed to their desires ; but

that less-guarded one through wliich they came to show how tliose

desires agitated them. The party entering was an old man, (he had been

of the preferred suitors,) who after looking about tlie room for some

seconds as if unable to find what he sought, turned round to our party
;

and Eveline with her natural quickness guessing at his position, said

in French

—

" You're looking for your hat, are you not ?"

" I am," replied the other ; "but I'm afraid I've lost it."

" Oh ! no, you've not," said Eveline. " I saw you put it very safely

in a corner when you came in ; and it struck me as you did so that

you might very probably forget it, from the very care which you
bestowed on its safety." Going up to that part of the room where the

old man had been originally sitting, Eveline piished aside a small

fauteuil, and underneath it was discovered the missing golgotha. The
old man returned this civility with a world of bows and thanks ; and
either from the handsome countenance of Eveline or his own natural

urbanity, he certainly seemed to set more store upon the act of atten-

tion rendered him, tlian it could have possessed any right to claim

from its intrinsic value.

" May I ask, sir," said the old gentleman, hesitating diffidently for a
moment. " May I ask how it is you are still waiting liere ?"

" Certainly," replied Eveline ;
" we are waiting for our turn to see

the governor."
''• Your turn!" said the other ;

" why I found you here before myself."
" Yes, but you had an appointment."
" Not the least on eartli," said the stranger.
" No !" said the others, starting back in the greatest surprise.

" No certainly, I assure you not," said the other :
" indeed, so far

from an appointment, it w:as only half an hour before I came, that I

had the least notion I should have any occasion to trouble the

jackanapes who dwell in this concentration of all charlafaner'te."

"Is it possible?" exclaimed the others, all crowding round the
stranger at this intelligence.

" What can be the meaning of our being so trifled witli ?" demanded
Eveline.

" Ay, I should like to know myself," said the other party over
whom our friends were to have had the ])reference.

" "What can be the reason of the officers treating these gentlemen
thus ? What is the business, gentlemen, you have come upon V

" Tliat has nothing cartlily to do with the question," said the old
gentleman ;

" how much did you pay, may I ask ?
"

"Pay ?'' repeated Eveline.
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" Pay !" repeated the sea-captain,

" Of course, pay," quietly continued the old man.
" Pay for what ?"

" Pay for the interview you are desirous of getting."

" To the servants here?"
" To the servants here."

" At the governor's house?"
" Yes, here at the governor's house ; why do you make such a secret

of it ? I won't tell. How much did you pay for the interview you
wished to gain?"

" Why, of course nothing !" exclaimed the whole party in one breath;
" we never dreamed of such a thing !—or that it would be permitted."

'• Then you may learn from me, gentlemen, who possess a little more
information on the matter than seems to have fallen to your share, that

nothing is here permitted without it ; pay well, and you may get all

you want. I have the honour to wish you a very good niornino:."

With this broad hint the little gentleman popped on the recovered hat,

and smiling knoAvingly on our disconsolate friends, tripped gaily away.
Nothing could exceed the consternation this produced upon those

expectants who had been thus wasting their hours in vain imaginings

after justice, &c. Money was a commodity in which, from the pecu-

liarity of their circumstances, none of them were very redundant.

Mustering all they could on so short a notice, and being able to spare

only the small sum of three pounds, Eveline was rather afraid that

this would be of no avail, till being reassured by De Passoa that it

was a very respectable bribe for a Frenchman, one in short which
was recognised as being well worthy the acceptance of a member of

the grand nation, he, as a fellow countrymen, was deputed to un-
dertake its offering ; this he accordingly did ; and having managed to

summon the attendant, De Passoa made a slight jingle in his waistcoat

pocket, as if about to produce it, and then asked in an assured manner
if their turn had not arrived for audience.

" What is it you say, sir ?" demanded the faultlessly-tutored servant,

who was not going to commit himself to any positive answer before he

had received that full reward which he sought. De Passoa saw this

too, and pulling out the coin from its retreat, he slipped it into the hand
of the official, and repeated his question.

" I say is our time for audience not yet come ?
"

" Oh ! I beg your pardon, sir," with the most ready impudence. " I

was just coming to conduct you onwards, when you rang the bell."

In the innocence of her heart, Eveline felt for a few seconds some
regret that they had been so precipitate in listening to the suggestion

of the elderly gentleman with the hat, since the money, which she now
conceived had been needlessly paid, would have been extremely useful

for many other necessities that were rapidly growing up around them.

Her sorrow was, however, instantly removed on their gaining the second

room, through which their present guide led them, and from which
they actually caught retreating, in evident haste and perturbation, the

identical little gentleman whose friendly communication had imparted
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to them that spirit of bribery wliich, as he said, had such perfect

dominion thronghout the governor's palace; certainly they could no

lono-cr doubt the information was correct ; for there upon a peg, most

quietly reposed— perfectly at home—the very hat, to recover which, in

such seeming perturbation, the little gentleman had originally intro-

duced himself to their notice. The whole truth now flashed with

painful conviction upon the mind of Eveline. The civil little gentleman,

it was quite clear, was nothing more than a fellow -confederate of their

conductor, part of whose business it was to bring up to the requisite

point those defaulters, to whose slow apprehension this monetary system

Avas not sufficiently apparent. Greatly enraged at the trick whicli had

been played upon them, she followed through room after room, fully

resolved in her own mind to expose the whole system to the governor,

that upright and all-avenging officer Avho was to set free Nora, punish

his venal defendants, and enact, in reality, the mimic equity of the

Baratarian prince and philosopher—Sancho Panza. In the midst of

these calculations, however, they were checked by their conductor

entering an apartment where a gentleman was engaged in w'riting.

Making a most polite bow, their guide informed them that here his de-

partment ended, and he must therefore wish them good morning.
" But stay," said Eveline, " have you informed this gentleman what

we want ?—or is this the governor ? " whispering the latter in a low

" Oh ! no, it is not the governor," said the guide, in a tone which

showed his great indifference whether the person of whom he spoke

heard the conversation or not, " it is not the governor, it is only the

under-secretary's secretary's second clerk, and as to my explaining to

him your business, it is not the etiquette for any one to do so but your-

selves."

Determined to have no more nonsense or shilly-shallying of false

delicacy, Eveline took the liberty of asking, in the same loud voice that

the other had used, whether the second gentleman must be paid also.

" Really, sir, you can't expect me to make an answer to such a

question,' \, as the reply ; and in another instant the party speaking

left tlie room.

Growing desperate from the increasing difficulties that thus sprung

up in their path at every step, Eveline boldly marched \\\) to the writing-

gentleman.
" Sir, we arc here to see the governor ; pray may I ask what is your

fee?"

Something like a smile at this open-handed mode of proceeding

seemed involuntarily to gather round the lips of the second clerk as he

replied

—

" Anything above forty francs."

" What, tlien," said Eveline, returning to the charge, " are you in

your price less than the man who is just gone out ?
"

" 1 have nothing whatever to do with him," said the other sulkily.

" I am sorry for that," returned Eveline ;
" but we have just given

liim seventy-five francs for leaving us here in the lurch."
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"The devil you have!" quickly returned the man who had
nothing to do witli it. " This is too bad ; he shall disgorge half of that

to this department."
" Don't do that," said Eveline, who saw the danger of making any

enemy in such a place, " we will make it up to you ourselves ;" and once

more mustering their funds to the best of their abilities, they were
advanced three higher rooms, itntil they met with a vulture of higher

rank. Here their second guide halted, telling them that this person's

fee was twenty-five francs higher than his own. On this De Passoa

and the other implored his protection, saying they were unable to i-aise

such a sum between them then, at all ; but that if they were allowed

the interview they desired, they wovild faithfully return and render

up the fees demanded at their hands. On this the party appealed to

made a representation to the one most interested ; and the latter, to the

horror of all the suitors present, made answer :—
" As to seeing the governor to-day, that's impossible, for he's been

gone out these two hours."

The fury and the rage of Eveline and her party on finding how
they had been cheated and cajoled, was great beyond expression. So
full of fury did they feel, they could hardly bestow the slightest

attention on the request made by the presiding demon of the place,

that they would return at an early hour on the following morn-
ing, when he, the said first clerk, would see abovit granting their

request. Turning on their heels without making any answer one way or

another, our friends hastily quitted the governor's palace in a state of

excitement and disgust which no words could utter. They had not

proceeded far from the door of this imposing den of iniquity, and
were yet consulting on the steps which it would be most advisable

for them to pursue, when a lad came running past them, not as if his

attention was to address themselves ; but as he ran by, he slipped a

scrap of paper into Eveline's hand, and then darting down some neigli-

bouring street, was out of sight in a few seconds. Eveline, naturally

anxious to know what this proceeding could mean, eagerly opened the

paper, and read these lines :

—

" The object of your visit to the governor is known. Orders for the

arrest of all of you are written out, and only waiting the return of the

governor to be signed and executed. Tear this and fly." With the

rapid speed of a mind accustomed to receive affliction's heavy blows
when there was the least appearance of their falling, Eveline read three

or four times over the note which we have mentioned, almost

doubting, either that her eyes misled her senses, or that some of her

party had contrived this for a hoax. AVith equal swiftness she

found, however, that the alarm given was nothing more than the

sober truth, when, quietly handing the slip of paper to her com-
panions, she beheld the immediate alarm which its contents produced.

Hurrying forward till they gained the obscurity of some unfre-

quented street, a hasty consultation was held as to the course

to be pursued. Eveline, with characteristic boldness, proposed,

that as they were unable to procure the interference of the authorities
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with the captain of the French man-of-war for the restitution of Nora,

the next most advisahle step would be to take boat, and return to the

ship themselves, trusting to their presence or persuasion to produce the

effect they desired. Here, however, the startling difficulty presented

itself. It was quite evident that the captain's influence with the gover-

nor liad produced the arrest ; and if they should venture themselves on

board his ship, in the hopes of rescuing Nora, might not such a step

simply end in tlie detention of all, without their being allowed to see her

whom they sought ? It was quite evident that the tyranny which could

plot and arrest those who were rather entitled to protection and con-

fidence, was quite equal to any further breach of fair-dealing, by way-

laying all who w^ere likely to be troublesome. On the other

hand, they found themselves open to this dilemma: if they remained on

shore,—how could they escape from imprisonment ? Or even if escaping,

by wliat species of undiscovered power could they compel a man armed

with resistless authority like the French captain to send without the reach

of his guns those whom he desired to retain ? The more they examined

into their present position, the more hopeless did it appear ; and while

they were yet debating in the full conflict of their various fears, wishes,

and opinions, Eveline v/as nearly thrown down by the quick passage

of some enormous negro as he ran past the spot which witnessed

this agitating council of war.
" Ah, the very thing ! It shall be Jupiter Ammon !" exclaimed De

Passoa, attempting to catch the arm of the negro, who however only

quickened his pace the more for the interruption.

" Jupiter ! I say, Jupiter Ammon!" cried several of the party. But
Jupiter, who could no!; possibly have missed hearing these calls on his

attention, only walked the faster, as if to avoid them. Eveline, how-
ever, speedily recovering from the rude shock she had received, saw in

an instant, of what marked service the negro could prove in such an
extremity ; and darting forward and catching his arm, so as to compel
him to look back, he no sooner recognised the forms of those who were
appealing to him, than Avith every manifestation of pleasure at the meet-

ing, he at c.ice halted, and turning round, retraced his steps to where
the consultation was now held.

" Where are you hurrying so fast, Jupiter ?" demanded Eveline.
" Ah, sir, me get into one terrible scrape by talking to you dis

niarning—him massa, him discober ebery ting, him promise Jupiter

Ammon floggeo, floggce, so Jupiter him run away to join Toussaint
rOuverture."

" How far must you go to join Toussaint?" demanded the others.
" Only a few miles, massa. Toussaint him bery near. IHm come

into de city to settle de dam whites. Jupiter care for white massa
no more."

" Neither is we; so, Morblcu! we shall go with him," cried De Passoa.
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CHAPTER THE NINETEENTH.
THE DANGER THICKENS.

The first few rapid questions of our friends soon elicited from pJupitcr

that the governor was about to fly for safety on board the seventy-four,

and that all who remained in the city were in danger of being massacred.

On hearing this intelligence, a fresh consultation was held, at which it

was unanimously resolved to embark in the same boat witli Jupiter, and

by throwing themselves on the protection of the powerful Toussaint,

endeavour to enlist him in the recovery of Nora from on board the

seventy -four. The next question was, whether they were sufficiently

disguised to pass through the town unnoticed, and so get a fair start to

the negro camp. In order to effect this securely, Jupiter advised them

all to come with him to the house of a friend, where he would disguise

them as people of colour ; and thus the out-posts of Toussaint's force

would be less likely to arrest any strange inquirer for the General

;

while the authorities of the town would feel sadly puzzled how or in

what way to account for the sudden disappearance of those victims,

for whom the resistless and relentless noose of power had been prepared.

If anything like force could succeed in gaining back Nora, it must be

a force put forward in the manner named; for it was quite clear, that it

must otherwise be impossible to strive against the coalition, which it

is evident the French captain had, and still v>-as prepared to execute.

Since they had come to this resolution, it was utterly impossible

that they could have selected a more sure and unerring guide than the

assistant they had chosen. On the other hand, Jupiter capered and

danced around them for a few brief seconds, with as much delight

as if they stood triumphant over all the white possessors of the

island. Much had, however, to be accomplished before this victory was
awarded to them. In the mean time, Jupiter conducted them to

the house of a friend, who lent th.e readiest assistance in colouring

their skin, and clothing them in dresses suited to the change. Thus
equipped, they lost not a moment in stealing through the most

unfrequented part of the town, until they arrived at the house of

another of Jupiter's friends. Tliis luan was, it seems, in the confidence

of the insurgent party, and indeed a kind of spy kept within the

enemy's camp, for the purpose of forwarding the views of the insur-

gents. Here, as the sun was now in its full heat, our friends were

shown into a large and cool apartment, where they were enabled to

enjoy two hours in refreshing sleep, so necessary in that climate.

About four o'clock in the afternoon, they were led to the outskirts of

the town, and being previously mounted on some mules of superb breed,

they pushed rapidly forward towards the insurgent camp, which they

reached at midnight, without any misadventure worth recording. They
found the insurgent forces encamped, in and around a small hamlet or

village, situated in the gorge of a deep valley. The houses, such as

they were, were principally occupied by the highest oflncers and imme-
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diate staff of Toussaint, while the men slept in any sheds or outhouses

available to their necessities ; and the great majority of the army,

for so they termed themselves, were obliged to bivouack under very

rude apologies for canvas tents. It was to one of these that our party

was conducted in the still hour of a beautiful tropic midnight,

with the moon nearly at its full, and shining directly down
upon them with a strength and purity denied to colder and more

healthy regions. Word had been brought from the self-styled General

Toussaint, that he would see this accession to his standard to-morrow

morning at daybreak ; and while our party paused at the door of

their new retreat, to gaze on the beauteous scene before them
in tlie full enjoyment of a hardly-purchased security, Jupiter, who
had already tethered up the mules and given them a supply of forage,

now bustled into the allotted tent of his party, and laid out for a hasty

meal the few cups and other utensils which he had hastily borrowed for

the piirpose of furnishing his companions with a supper, composed of

real West Indian cocoa, some plantains, dried iish, bread, &c. Worn
and tired to death, Eveline stood at the door of tlie tent, leaning upon
the arm of the kind-hearted De Passoa, gazing dovs'n upon the

picturesque assemblage of village-huts and canvas roofs. Here were, at

the time of which wc write, encamped sometliing not far short of tliirty

thousand negroes, all of them gathered from ditterent estates in the

island—all of them slaves, but a brief space since—and all of them
sworn to wear the galling chain of servitude no longer, or perish in the

attempt to unrivet it from their necks. Never on any occasion could

words more fitly apply to men and circumstances for whom they
were not written, than did the forcible lines in Lara correspond with the

position in which Eveline's new allies were placed :

—

" Tliat morning had been freed the serf-bound slaves,

Who digg'd no hinds for tyrants, but their graves."

It may easily be conceived, that, at such a juncture, the camp of

the rebels presented all the elements of -confusion in no ordinary

degree. Many thousands of the creatures there assembled were in a
state so near to savage wildness, that only a step of the slightest

extent divided them ; and not a step above, but one beneath tho

rude advantages of untutored nature made the difference. Every species

of extravagant expectation had obtained ground amongst them. Most
of the vast assemblage, hitherto steeped in misery to the very lips, now
imagined that they were suddenly to be made kings at least ; others, who
had passed years of their lives in undergoing a system of the most brutal

tyranny, whose nights and days had crept away from them in dungeons,
whose backs had been subjected to the torture of the lash, who had
witnessed their wives and daughters helplessly given up to the same
system of outrage— these, all thirsting for revenge, now found approach-
ing the hour that should bring fruition to their unsparing hopesof revenge.

Others, who had endured less, dwelt with delight on the speedy prospect
of plunder and unrestrained licentiousness; while all were strung to the
last pitch of excitement, by knowing they were on the eve of deeds that
must either give tlu^m death or liberty, and that consciousness that the
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expected struggle of many years must now all depend upon their strenu-

ous exertion. Agitated by these various causes, the whole army had

divided itself into knots and parties ; and, enjoying themselves in the

refreshing coolness of evening, eagerly debated the expected issue of the

morrow, or interchanged their wishes, hopes, and fears. The hum of

the vast multitude rose up to Heaven like the low and deep mi;rmur of

the distant sea, which from the highest spot, wliere our friends were

standing, was just visible, as it closed the prospect of the picture,

and reflected the bright moonlight in a stream of vivid brilliancy, or

like the far-oft' and flaming sword that guarded the gates of Paradise.

After gazing on this novel spectacle for some time, Jupiter came
running to our friends, to say that supper was waiting. . After the long

journey they had sustained, sometimes on foot, and for the greater part

on the backs of mules, as tired and exhausted as themselves, it needed

no second summons to make the whole party rapidly avail themselves

of the agreeable invitation. Rude as their fare was, few of them remem-
bered in their happiest hours a meeting more agreeably appreciated than

the present ; while, to crown their satisfaction, an oflicer from Toussaint

L'Ouverture, calling himself colonel and aide-de-camp, presently entered,

with a message from the general, to say that that distinguished func-

tionary would honour them with an audience at sunrise on the ensuing

morning. Eveline, who had a keen sense of the ludicrous, could

scarcely help laughing as she contrasted the pompous manner of the

colonel and aide-de-camp with that worthy officer's appearance. That
the reader m.ay form some idea of the matter, we will describe it.

The aide-de-camp was a fine, tall man, of some six feet in stature, well

made in proportion, with as much thick-lip and flat-nose as might have
answered for a whole tribe of North Americans. Shirt he boasted none,

for the last he had the good fortune to possess he had worn nine weeks,
and the sole remaining tail had parted company with the gallant

colonel that morning. By dint of coaxing, however, he had persuaded
the wristband of the left sleeve to stay a little behind its body ; and
there it certainly did remain tied round the flesh with some fibres of

strong grass, but rather unfortunately sticking out a full inch beyond
the coat which should have covered it, and thus leaving an hiatus

between its own ragged rim, where the sleeve had been gradually

torn off from it, and the cuff" of the coat—the black skin, of course,

appearing beneath. Some people may think that it would have
been better to have dispensed with this fragment of happier hours, but
they are wrong : this clearly showed that he once had a shirt. The fact

had as great a moral influence upon his regiment in its way as the Earl
of Cardigan's black-bottle story must doubtless have had on his. The
coat of the colonel was in its style of the same unique description : it

had once belonged to a private French soldier—some century and a half

before by the frightful wear that every part of it displayed, while, in

strange keeping with its leaden buttons, a pair of English naval
epaulettes, frayed down to the very yellow silk padding, and that of

course dirty in the extreme, ornamented the shoulders. A pair of drab
knee-breeches came below the coat, patched and spotted with grease,

3 c 2
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and worn without any braces, to compensate for the want of which,

appeared round the waist a midshipman's old belt and dirk. On his

head he wore a footman's hat, with a black cockade, which he seemed

to consider much enhanced by a tarnished gold band round its base,

while, his legs being as bare as his mother originally produced them,

he wore on his feci a pair of half-boots, not a little the worse for

exercise. The pomp and vanity of his manner made up for all other

deficiency; and for fear of there being any doubt of his rank and

consequence, he was followed at a respectful distance by two orderlies,

alias a couple of negroes, bearing wretched firelocks, and having no

particle of covering upon them beyond a rude sort of cloth wrapped

round the middle. It is true that as this "officer of rank" walked into

the tent where our friends were at supper, and had an op]iortunity of

comparing their better appointed habilhnents with his own, there seemed

to be some little abatement in his great assurance ; and certainly, had

he been acquainted with the real sex of Eveline, this would not have

tended to set him more at his ease. After a few minutes' conver-

sation as to his message, and the hopes and resources of the insurgents,

this specimen of the independent army of Hayti left them to their

repose, which was not more prized than necessary. Jupiter, who acted

as their commissary, had procured several native hammocks worked
in grass ; and tliese being suspended in the best manner practicable

across the tent, by various poles stuck in the ground, our exhausted

friends scarcely perceived the want of any clothes, but jumping into

them with every possible alacrity, were soon securely sleeping. To
Eveline's luind scarcely an hour seemed to have passed, when the strong

hand of Jupiter, laid upon her hammock, called upon her to arise and
hasten to the interview with the negro chief. Witii much reluctance,

and some strong remarks on the part of Simpson as to Toussaint's pro-

priety in holding such an unreasonable levee, they arose, underwent
various apologies for the toilet, and followed their guide into the presence

of L'Ouverture. If the appearance of the aide-de-camp had been absurd

and trying to the gravity of the beholder, the scene that now presented

itself banisiied into forgetfulness all previous incongruities. Nature
alone, by her majestic aid, prevented the whole scene from becoming ridi-

culous ; and, in the bright beams of the morning sun, gave to the motley
group now gathered, the only redeeming appearance it possessed, that of

rude power. Toussaint, who appeared to be on the borders of fifty years,

stood on a rising ground, backed by a screen of palm-trees, prickly
pear, and cane brake, beyond which towered mountain upon mountain.
Before him lay stretched a succession of fertile valleys girt in by the fair

blue outH'ie of tlie sea. At some distance from his potent person were
ranged in a semicircle something like a hundred negroes, who called

themselves the elite of his officers, and body staff. Every variety of

costume seemed to be in high favour among these warriors, except the
military. Some were decked out with pieces of bed-hangings-; others
wore scarfs from some gaudy French silk counterpane ; numbers upheld
the proprietyof dressing themselves in window-curtains, worsted lace,fur-

niture covers, and, in short, everythiugthatseemtd likely to attract the eye,
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from feathers downwards. L'Ouverture himself appeare<l In some degree

aware of the langhable nature of this clothing, and to be in liis own person

an exception to its general use. Ho was a man tall in stature, strong in

mould, and possessing a remarkable smile about the mouth, which was
utterly at variance with a certain lurking devil in the eye that seemed

to caution you how you trusted him too far. He wore nothing but an

undress uniform blue coat, with brass buttons down the front ; some of

which announced him to be of the 50th regiment, others of the 90th,

22nd, 43d ; but this discrepancy in their evidence afflicted him but little.

On liis head ho wore a sadly- battered cocked hat ; and by his side hung
an enormous cavalry sabre. As Eveline approached the knoll of ground
on which he stood, she started back with apj)rehension, since among the

motley group around the negi-o, she either saw, or fancied that she saw,

some hated foce she knew. Pausing for an instant to look again, and

assure herself of the fact, her eye wandered in vain over tlie large circle

of swarthy countenances; and trusting that she had been deceived, she

recovered sufficient possession of herself and manner to walk on. The
reception wliich Toussaint gave to De Passoa, who, speaking the same
language, was put forward as interpreter, was kind in tlie extreme.

" I am delighted," said the astute cliief, " at having any opportunity

of rendering a service to one of your nation, for the English only have

any proper respect for true liberty."

De Passoa, wlio here perceived that his nationality had been mis-

taken, prudently forbore from correcting the chief upon the point, since

no one knew better than himself the bitter animosity whicli all the

negroes felt against the soil and natives of France, and which led to the

passing of the memorable Haytian law, that no Frenchman should ever

be able to hold property in the island. De Passoa was yet smiling

within himself, when lie observed some amiable one-eyed youth whisper

a few words in Toussaint's ear.

" How is this ?" immediately replied the other, the smile rapidly

vanishing from his lips, while his large dark eyes grew round with

rage. ' " Is it true that you are a Frenchman ? How dare you take

to yourself compliments that were never intended ?"

" You mistake, " said the well-bred Gaul ; " compliments form a coin

in which I never yet desired a payment. If any reproach is duo to me,

it is from forbearing to take ott'ence where I believe that no offence was
intended. Though I am not an Englishman, the gentlemen who seek

justice at your hands ai-e all of that nation. This young gentleman,"

pointing to Eveline, " is of high birth in Ireland. This gentleman,"

pointing to Simpson, " is a distinguished naval officer ; and this gentle-

man," pointing to the true-hearted Spanker, " also follows the profession

of the sea."

" Me bery glad to shake your hand," cried Toussaint, extending his

hand first to Evelyn and then to the others, and seeming to disco\er in

the countenance of the former something that gave him especial pleasure

to contemplate. Then, finding himself rather at a loss to carry on the con-

versation in English, he added, as he turned round to De Passoa

—

" Tell them, they may rely on my doing justice to their wrongs as
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far as shall He in my power. I will give you in charge to one of my
aides-de-camp to keep you as safe as possible from harm ; and you had

better each of you mount a cockade of our colours ; for though I have

taken what steps are in my power to prevent any excesses, yet among so

large a body of undisciplined troops"—a mild term, as our friends

thought, for such an assemblage—" I fear that you will witness some
frightful scenes, when we arrive in the town ; tell me briefly what is

the particular point you have at heart."

On hearing this invitation, De Passoa hastily ran over the facts

of the case as they then stood. Toussaint shook his head when he

found that our friends required from him the release of parties held

prisoners in a French line-of-battle ship, assuring them, that if it

depended upon any of the shore authorities, they might rely on their

obtaining their wishes;—" But," said Toussaint very emphatically,
" my strength only exists on the land ; and to tempt me to exert it on

the sea, is to render me utterly powerless. If, however, the vessel

remains in harbour after we get possession of the town, I certainly will

open my batteries upon her ; and should she surrender, you may rely on
gaining your wishes. In the mean wliile you have found the only

point of refuge the island affords ; and if fortime will but second your
wishes, I'll do the same." Having arrived at this conclusion, Toussaint

once more shook hands with the party all round, and waving his hand
for the next batch of suitors to advance, our friends returned to their

tent.

"What do you think of our position?" said De Passoa to Eveline,

as tliey gained the inside of their canvas walls.
" Badly enough," was the reply ;

" but we have achieved all that was
in our power."

CHAPTER THE TWENTIETH.
WHICH TREATS OF THE NOTIONS OF MRS. PONTIFEX ON LOVE AND

LOVERS—A DISTINCTION AVITII A DIFFERENCE.

While thus engaged with the friends of our heroine on shore, it may
not be amiss to revert to the proceedings relative to that young lady
which took place on board tlie man-of-war, where we left Nora,
Archdeacon Pontifcx, and she whom he had one time delighted to call

his better half. IIow imcqually must Fate seem to have divided the

goods of this world among tailors ! since while they themselves are

miserably conscious of being in their own persons each of them onli/ a
ninth of a man, thoy can tluis look round upon a Benedict like Arch-
deacon Pontifcx, and behold him revelling in the superiority of being a
man and a half. But this may be thought a digression ; and to come
at once to the story :—Nora's perplexity and fears grew to a most dark
comi)lexion, when she found that lier messenger, the rugged Spanker, did
not return, nor any one of her party appear to render the slightest

assistance. When, however, the time passed over, and she found that
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the seventy-four was not only about to unmoor, but to go to sea, her

apprehensions reached to a pitch of agony and despair, that little danger

could have augmented. She debated within her own mind, what were

the probabilities of the case. If she sent for her cruel persecutor, and

insisted on a release from this imprisonment, an imprisonment which

amounted to forcible abduction, there came the reflection, that her

sending for him into her presence might be construed into some
species of encouragement covertly given to his suit ; while it was
very improbable that he should accede now to a mere simple request,

after having mocked at every prayer and claim for her enlargement

already made. It then occurred to her, that to make no effort for

her freedom, at the^ very moment when the ship appeared to be on

the point of sailing—she knew not whither—must in the ungenerous com-
mander's eyes appear a direct submission to the fate inflicted. It was
just barely possible, that, wearied with her obstinacy and refusals, he

might at last give way ; as a middle course, it now occurred to her

that if she despatched to him Mrs. Archdeacon, this lady could urge

the justice of her (Noi-a's) liberation with equal force with herself, but

without those objections that would attend any interview of her own.

As for the Archdeacon, she might as well have sent a child ; the impe-

rative mood was one which the first scholar in Europe conjugated but

very indifferently, while his wife certainly excelled in that department.

As Nora was on the point of summoning the female dignitary to her

assistance, the door opened, and in walked Mrs. Archdeacon herself.

" I am so glad to see you !" said Nora ;
" I was on the very point of

sending to you."
" For what pui-pose ?"

" I wish you to go to the French officer in command of this ship,

—to implore—to insist, that we should be set on shore, before the

vessel leaves this anchorage."
" Ah, my dear," returned Mrs. Archdeacon, " that was the very

point on which I wanted to talk to you. I have such good news
!

"

" Good news," repeated Nora; '' I began to fear that such a sentence

was doomed never to reach my ears again. Can it be possible that you

come to prepare me for my departure V
" Departure ! departure ! no, child ; what can put such nonsense into

your head ? We're going to have a most agreeable cruise to some delight-

ful port not far from here, and coming back again. I told the captain

I thought you would like it as well as myself."

" Then go directly and tell him you have made a mistake, that I

would not go on any account whatever. All I ask, all I beg, all I

entreat, is to be set on shore immediately, and restored to my friends."

" Friends, child ! I am quite surprised to hear you speak in such a

way. You seem to forget that you are mi/ governess, to say nothing

of my being the only matron of the party. AVhat can you want to join a

pack of men on shore for ? But that's always tlie way with you young

married women—you never can believe yourselves happy out of your

husband's company. Why don't you take a lesson from me ? You see

how comfortably I and the Archdeacon get on together. If my duty
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compelled me to stay away a whole twelvemonth fi-om him, you would

never hear me complain."
" No, I dare say not, ma'am ; but it is impossible for me to mistake the

attentions of the commander of this vessel ; and it is equally impossible

that those attentions can be anything but odious in the extreme ; and

therefore it would be more proper for me to remain in any other place

than this ship. And as you must be well aware that a husband's societyis

the only protection a married woman ought to know,—and as, indeed,

I have only entered your family from a belief that I should be able

to continue under the guardianship of that intimate connexion, who
for the same reason became your husband's secretary,—I do hope,

under these circumstances, you will interpose the weight of your autho-

rity to have me immediately set on shore. It's very true, I have no

right to influence or derange the proceedings of yourself or Mr. Arch-
deacon ; but if it is not convenient for you, madam, to be landed here,

as you once proposed, I must beg very respectfully to quit your
service."

" Heaven bless me, what a silly girl you are !" returned JMrs. Ponti-

fex, laughing immoderately ; " but I am so glad I have it in my power
to silence all your fears, even thougli it is at the expense of one of my
own secrets! But will you promise to keep it very faithfully if I tell you?"

" I hope, madam, it is hardly necessary at this period of our

acquaintance to make any such assertion. You must be quite con-

fident that no inducement could ever lead me to betray the least

important communication you can make."
" "Well, I do believe that of you, although you are so young—so listen.

You believe that the French commander here is making love to you."
" I should be sorry, madam, to dignify his conduct with any appella-

tion half so honourable. For I hold that no married woman can be
made love to, unless she is equally criminal herself."

" Fie, fie, my dear, you don't know what you are talking about
;

this language is exceedingly wrong in so very young a person. Besides,

it's altogether a mistake."
" Withou'; attempting to go into that point now, Mrs. Pontifex

—

"

" Mrs. Archdeacon Pontifex, if you please, madam."
" I beg your pardon, Mrs. Archdeacon Pontifex ; but, however, with-

.out attempting to go into the second question which you have just

raised, it is enough for me to know that the French commander's atten-

tions to me are equally detestable and dishonourable."
" Oh ! but my dear madam, allow me altogether to undeceive you.

The exquisite joke of the affair is, that the French commander is not
paying any attentions to you whatever."

" What, Mrs. Archdeacon !" exclaimed Nora, in the utmost surprise,

beginning at first to entertain some fears that the French commander
had foimd some means of corrupting over to his assistance this female
luminary of the church.

" Yes, you may be as nmch surprised as you like ; but I can assure
you that his attention to yourself is all a feint, and a pretence to hide
Bonie other matter."
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" Impossible, Mrs. Archdeacon ! From whom did you gain tliis

intelligence ?"

" From himself."

" Then he has been deceiving you."
"• Impossible, impossible, madam ! I am not to be deceived ;" and

Mrs. Archdeacon drew up her stag-like neck with an air of the most
insulted virtue.

" But, Mrs Archdeacon, one of us must be deceived."
" That's very likely, madam."
" Well, I'm sure, I did not think it probable / could have been

mistaken iipon the subject, madam."
" I dare say you did not."

" Well ; but, Mrs. Archdeacon, w'on't you inform me on what
grounds you come to this conclusion ? I am sure I should be only too

happy to find that you are right. Will you not so far confide in me,
as you before hinted, as to prove to me that your impressions on the

point are con*cct ?"

" No, madam ; I must say the tone and temper of mind you have just
shown, is not of a character likely to elicit confidence from me, more
especially on so important, I may well say so delicate, a subject aa

the present."

" My fortune is certainly very hard," returned poor Nora, the >ears

forcing one another rapidly over her handsome cheeks; " I find myself
thrown on an unknown quarter of the Avoi'ld, with only one friend of

my own sex, and she suddenly, for some cause, I know not what,
refuses to continue me in her confidence."

"Well, my dear," said Mrs. Archdeacon, considerably mollified by this

proof of her power, " I am glad you see how improperly you have
behaved, because it will lead you to take greater care for the future

;

but if I do intrust you with the real facts of the French commander's case,

will you promise me solemnly not to breathe one word of it to any one ?"

" Certainly !" said Nora, her wonder increasing every moment, " I

have no hesitation in making you such a promise in the most solemn
manner I possibly can."

" A\^cll, my dear, that's like a good girl—that's what I expected of

you ; but remember, more especially, you must not say a word of it to

my husband, because he is not a man of the world, and does not imder-

stand these little matters."
" Oh, certainly, madam. I should never think of taking your husband

into my confidence ; of course that would never do."

" Exactly, my dear, you are quite right ; and though you have been

a married woman but a short time, I see it's been quite long enough to

allow your sense of propriety to dictate to you in these matters. And
now what do you think my secret is

?"

" I am sure, ]Mrs. Archdeacon, it is utterly impossible for me to tell."

" Well, I am sur^jrised that you can't guess it ; haven't you seen

anything ?"

Nora waited for a few minutes in thought, but nothing occurred to

her, and at last she was obliged to say,
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" No, madam, I must admit I have not seen anything very parti-

cular, except those attentions of which I have complained."

" Pooh, pooh, child, you can see nothing. Are you not observing ?"

" Why, madam, I endeavour to observe all I can."

" Well, then, it is very extraordinary ! One would have thought that

such a marked matter could never have escaped any one. I should

liave seen it long ago, but there is no accounting. Well, my dear, the

real fact of the case is this
—

"

Here Mrs. Archdeacon paused, and went through one or two little

feminine manoeuvres, by which bashful ladies are generally supposed

to indicate overwhelming diffidence and modesty, a sort of alternate

bridling up and holding down the head, an ogling of nothing, and

glancing at nobody, which may be better understood than described.

But as Nora did not come to her assistance with any surmises tending

to anticipate what she meant, Mrs. Archdeacon, after a delicate pause

of a few minutes, was obliged to proceed herself.

" The real fact of the matter, my dear, is this : the French commander

in reality entertains a profound respect and regard—mind, my dear,

nothinc more !— don't misunderstand me for the world !—a sort of

respectful friendship, you understand."
" Yes, ma'am, I perfectly understand ; but all I can say is, if that's

the case, he does not take the proper mode of showing it for me."
" For you—no, not for you."
" Then for whom ?"

" Why for me^ to be sure."

" For ^j?<, Mrs. Archdeacon !" exclaimed Nora in great surprise,

starting back a few paces, and wholly unable to conceal a slight smile,

wliich the other, perceiving with all a woman's intuitive quickness,

immediately answered with a corresponding frown, retorting back upon
her quickly,
" Yes, I said for hzc, ma'am ; and if I mistake not, you must iiave

heard me perfectly well. Is there anything so surprising, I should be

glad to know, in a gentleman expressing a sentiment of friendship ?"

" Oh, certainly not—certainly not, jMrs. Archdeacon ; I was only

surprised at finding under how great a mistake I had been labouring,

to have imagined these attentions were directed to myself," said tlie fair

little hypocrite, endeavouring to back out of her error as quickly as

possible. " That was the cause of my surprise, which you must admit
was very natural."

" Why yes, as for that, I must admit that it may have been," said

the elder lady, completely taken in by this explanation on the part of

her youthful rival ; " but now I hope you see how the real facts of the

case, as I have stated them to you, agree with the apparent attentions

of the lieutenant to you."

Tliis was a fair puzzler for Nora ; for the very point on which Mrs.
Archdeacon seemed to expect her perfect understanding and acquies-

cence, Avas the very one on which she was most puzzled, and which she

felt most inclined to deny. AVhat could she say ? At first she pretended
to make a motion of acquiescence with her head, hoping that her
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senior, with her usual volubility, would run on ; but this would not

do, for Mrs. Archdeacon was bent on no partial victory, but a perfect

conquest.
" Don't you see Nora ? noiv, I ask you, don't you understand ?

"

Thus forcibly urged, Nora could no longer escape, but was obliged to

come to a direct reply, whicli she accordingly did, but very timidly,

saying,
" Why really, madam, I do not quite comprehend how the French

commander can hope to show a virtuous friendship for you, by paying
the most improper addresses to me."

" Child, I tell you, he has never paid any addresses to you. How
very stupid you are ! I shall be quite provoked with you directly,

I wonder you can't see the case as it stands. The real facts of our

mutual position are these :—the French commander has for me a sort

of—ahem—a kind of—you understand."

"Not exactly, Mrs. Archdeacon, I confess," said Nora, who didn't

feel particularly pleased with the appellation of ' stupid,' and was deter-

mined not to assist her calumniator in the very awkward explanation

she had undertaken. Mrs. Archdeacon, on the other hand, bit her lip,

on finding she was thus called upon to define what certainly would
have sounded much better without any definition. Having got into the

mire, however, there was no alternative left her but to go through it.

" AVhy, you see, my dear, the French commander—I was going to

observe, feels for me a kind of a—that is" to say, there is a degree of

friendship between us, which induces him to feel a degree of pleasure in

my society. Well, my dear, there is no harm in that."

" No, ma'am, probably not," said Nora, very tenderly, " probably

not," scarcely liking to show her decided disapprobation of such a step,

and still less choosing to say an)"thing that might commend it.

" Why, of course there can't be any harm in it. How can there be ?

where can be the liarm in an accomplished, gentleman-like man solacing

himself, after the arduous duties of his profession, in the society of a

witty, clever woman ? On the other hand, is it to be expected that our

sex are to forego every species of fascination towards mankind at large

merely because they have happened to show a little partiality to one

individual in marrying him ? I say, certainly not."

" Of course, ma'am, you're the best judge."
" Of course I am ; and this, I say, is the French commander's posi-

tion : he, like a prudent, sensible man, knows that I, as a woman of

character, and having a husband on board, wouldn't like to have these

little attentions paid me, unless one of my own sex remained also in the

ship as a sort of safegviard against anything the world might say ; and

so, don't you see, the clever fellow has been making love to you as a sort

of foil, a kind of device to show to my husband and the other ofiicers

of tlie ship, that it is a mere feeling of general gallantry which thus

induces him, as it were, to pay marked attention to every lady alike ?

Now, therefore, when you see this is the case, of course all your own fears

will cease, and you will have no longer any objection to remain on board

with me : for, after all, you must admit that the people arevery civil here.
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-vvhicli might not be the case if we went on shore ; and the commander'a

society is that of an agreeable, intelligent person ; and though I have

every possible respect for the Archdeacon, as every lady ought to have

for her husband, yet still, when one knows all a man's thoughts and

modes of speech, opinions, and so on, one certainly does begin to lose

one's acute relish for his companionship, more especially if it be never

varied. So now I hope you'll remain on board, as I am sure I must
have long ago satisfied all your scruples as to the commander having

any attachment for you;—haven't I ?"

If any sum of money at poor Nora's command could have prevented

Mrs. Archdeacon from putting such a question, she certainly would
most willingly have given it : for as to answering it in the affirmative,

the thing was impossible ; and any otiier answer, she foresaw, would
create the direst quarrel. When, therefore, she heard the query put,

she endeavoured to remain silent ; but this the other would not for an
instant permit—not that we for a moment mean to assert the lady had
anything like jealousy in her composition

; yet, still one thing was
quite clear, that the French commander must be false to one of them ;

no gratifying knowledge to any woman, nor, by the way, to any
man either—we must be candid enough to admit that. ]\Irs. Arch-
deacon's anger, at any rate, be the cause what it might, reached a very
alarming pitch, when she perceived that Nora tried to evade the

answer to this question. She therefore repeated it much more ener-

getically :

" I say, madam, do you not most plainly perceive that it is utterly

impossible tliat this man can for an instant have entertained any sort of

idea of paying his addresses in any degree to yourself?
"

" Why, madam, really," simpered forth the distressed Nora, " I do
not see anything in what you have told me, to alter the opinion I had
originally formed of his conduct."

" No !
' screamed INIrs. Archdeacon. * " Then what sort of proof do

you require ? Do you dare for an instant to disbelieve me ?"

" No, madam, I do not think of it for a second."
" Do you know I had it from himself word for word as I told it

you ?
"

" That is very likely, madam," said Nora ; " but I can't see how
.that alters the matter."

" What, then, is it possible "—and the bare supposition seemed to

give i\Irs. Archdeacon such surprise, as almost to deprive her of breath

and utterance,—" Do you—can you—dare you—think it possible that

he has purposely tried to deceive me? "

" On that point, Mrs. Archdeacon," said Nora, determined not to be
browbeaten, " I shall give no o])inion ; but I am sufficiently able to

judge from what I have seen myself, to form a very correct notion as to

liis conduct, which nothing that I have yet heard has at all tended to

shake."

" Well, young lady, in your station, this language is very pretty

—

very dutiful—very el(>gant indeed. Pray may I ask, madam, since you
are so sceptical—since you have such a tendency to believe that every
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one you meet is in love with you, what, in the name of fortune, will you

accept as sufficient proof of the correctness of my view of the

question ?
"

" Of that, Mrs. Archdeacon, nothing will convince me."
" I thought as mucli ; upon my word I thought as much ! Modest

young woman ! Of course, every one is to fall in love with you—every

creature you meet is to admire you
;
you are to he the leading personage;

no -one, of course, is to hestow a thought on myself; I am to be nobody !

of course no one is to admire me ; that is to be a perfect heresy when
you are in the way. Modest, unassuming young woman ! one really does

not know how enough to commend you. As for myself, no doubt you
have perfectly made up your miud, that nobody overdid, or ever could,

think me worthy of tlie slightest attention." Here Mrs. Archdeacon

stormed up and down the room, as if she would have spurned the very

planks which supported her, turning round every now and then on

Nora with more " last words," whose vehemence of utterance is much
beyond our powers of language to convey.

" Why, JMrs. Archdeacon, I am sorry to find you have taken what I

have said so much amiss."
" Taken what you have said amiss ! No, indeed, madam, not I. To

me I assure you it is a matter of perfect indiiference not only as to

what you may say, but as to how or whtn you may say it."

" Well, Mrs. Archdeacon, let that case be as it may, you are

quite mistaken, I assure you, in accusing me of thinking for a moment
that you are not likely to attract regard. In the present case of which
you have been speaking, it is very true you do not know what private

causes may exist to render particularly hateful the conduct of the French

commander ; and as for yourself, I can readily believe how strongly

attached others may become to you, by knowing how warm is the

affection which I feel for you myself."
" Yo2i, indeed, talk of affection to me ! What's the affection of a

woman for a woman ?—Envy, hatred malice, and all uncharitableness ! !

I am surprised at your audacity. I detest woman's littleness, madam ;"

and Mrs. Archdeacon here advanced to the very feet of the terrified

Nora, bridling and tossing her head in the utmost disdain, and scruti-

nizing our heroine with glances of the most penetrating supercilious-

ness from crown to toe. "And what is still more, I detest their

vanity. It is their vanity, madam, that renders them ridiculous ! It is

their vanity, madam, which renders them so unamiable ; it is by their

vanity that ninety-nine out of every hundred of them are ruined or

rendered unhappy 1 That vanity, which leads them to think that every

one is in love with themselves, and every person they meet an adorer ;

that vanity which begets in them so much envy at every companion

who has the slightest preteijsion to beauty. It is unnecessary to name
who I mean, madam ! No, indeed, I like the esteem of men, for in

their manly and straightforward character you can place some depend-

ence
;
you can at least believe that they won't deceive you with a soft

voice, or take you in by their appearance. And since you have forced

it from me, madam, I must honestly tell you, your husband has an
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opinion of me very different from your own : your liusband is sincerely

attached to me ; he knows how to admire a lady of mind and person."

" My husband !" shrieked Nora, convulsed with laughter, and in a

moment of unguarded surprise and merriment at this mistake of IMrs.

Archdeacon's, who, after thus railing against her own sex, and talking

par preference of the baser animal, had fallen into the ludicrous

blunder of instancing one who was only a sham man at the best—an

animated coat and breeches, filled and put in motion by one of those

very women whom she so detested and abhorred !—as she in her passion

said, though far in reality from thinking or feeling anything of the sort;

for we must do Mrs. Archdeacon the justice to say, that though she

had her little foibles—as which of us has not ?—she was, after all, a

noble-hearted creature in the main, as the sequel of our story will fully

prove. However, in the present case, she had got into her altitudes,

and certainly evinced no very great intention of quitting them, but

jDroceeded

—

" Ay, madam, I say your husband is devotedly attached to me

;

and though you may pretend to laugh, you must know, as well as I do,

that you are as jealous of me as one creature can be of another."

" Ileally, Mrs. Archdeacon, on my honour I assure you I am not,"

replied Nora, trying in vain Lo look grave ; for besides every other

weighty reason for not being jealous of ]\Irs. Archdeacon, was this very

potent one, her intimate knowledge that Eveline entertained the greatest

antipathy towards the female light of the church, whicli she, Eveline,

was only able to mask from the politic reason of making everything

smooth and agreeable to Nora. However, ]\Irs. Archdeacon no sooner

beheld a suppressed smile on the countenance of the latter, than her rage

appeared again, with tenfold fury ; she looked as if she almost doubted

the evidence of her eye-sight, and, panting for breath, as if to say or

do somethino; which should convince the heretic against her will, she

gasped forth rapidly

—

" Well, madam, on—my—word, your vanity and assurance have

reached beyond all bounds !—Do you pretend not only to disbelieve your
husband's attachment to me, but even to assert that you're not jealous ?

Well, I declare, this is the most outrageous Why, woman," screamed

Mrs. Archdeacon, " your husband's attentions and regards, which he

has expressed to me, have been carried to such a point as often to

make me debate whether I ought not, in my duty, as an upright woman,
and an honest and virtuous wife, to communicate his proceedings to my
husl)and, and put myself under his protection !!"

There was something so utterly ridiculous in the idea of an enormous
creature, like Mrs. Pontlfex, putting herself under the protection of a

little morsel such as her husband undeniably was—and that too against

tlie improper attentions of a woman dressed up in man's clothes, that

Nora, though possessed of every wish to do the projier and i-espectful

thing, was unable to restrain herself from bursting into the most im-
moderate laughter.

" How dare you, madam ?" screamed the other lady, almost beside

herself with passion ; and still the more .she stormed, the more cxcru-
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elating became the merriment of Nora ; and still, the more Nora
laughed, the more boundless became the wrath of Mrs. Pontifex

:

" How dare you behave yourself in this way?" repeated the latter lady,

advancing to the side of her governess, with an aspect as much inflamed

as if she actually contemplated some personal chastisement

—

"—What is the matter ? what has discomposed you, my dear ?"

suddenly interposed the quiet sleepy tones of a third party. No one
Avho had ever heard that soporific voice could for an instant doubt
to whom it belonged. Nora looked up, and there stood tlie Arch-
deacon ! The sight of his composed, tranquil, and most peacable-lookintr

phiz, contrasted with tlie highly-coloured and still more highly-excited

countenance of his wife, and the idea of the former guardino- and
defending the latter, seemed to Nora the more ridiculous the more she

thought of it, and instead of staying her merriment, caused it to increase

to the last pitch. This of course made Mrs. Archdeacon still more
furious : again and again she demanded, stamping with her foot, " What,
madam, do you dare to mean?" and the more energetically this ques-

tion was asked, the more wholly unable did Nora feel herself to an-
swer it.

" What is the matter, my dear ? Why do you thus agitate your-
self ?" repeated the husband.

" How can you ask that question, Mr. Archdeacon? Am I not
tlie most insulted, injured woman, it is possible to conceive ? and can
you stand there, and ask in that imperturbable way, why I agitate

myself i"

" Well, well, my dear, how was I to know that you are insulted,

without explaining it to me ? Indeed, I may say, how am I to know
it yet ? What is it you complain of? What are the facts ?"

" What is it to you, sir, what the facts are ? I tell you I am in-

sulted !

"

" So you say, my dear ; but I don't see how I am to help you, if

you won't tell me who or what it is insults you."
" Well, then, sir, it is nothing less than this ;—this woman's husband

has been making downright love to me, and when I tell her of it, in-

stead of promising to bring him to his senses, you see she's vastly

amused at it. It's a very fine joke for her—serves for her mirth !

"

" What does, my dear?"
'' i\Ierciful heavens ! you'll drive me raving mad betw^een you ! Have

I not told you that she pleases to take for her amusement the fact of

her husband choosing to make love to me ?"

" But has he made love to you, my dear ?"

" Why, don't I tell you he has ? Don't I tell you he has made the

most direct attempts upon your honour ?"

" Ah, indeed ! I'm sorry to hear it, but," said the archdeacon, quietly

moving towards the door, and then adding, as he was upon the point of

leaving the cabin, " as long as you take care of your honour, my dear,

I have no fear about mine ; and have long been convinced that both
are in the very safest keeping."

" But, Mr. Archdeacon, I insist that you take notice of this."
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" Do you, my dear ?"

" To be sure I do."

" Very well, my dear, I suppose I must ; but there is plenty of time

for that, you know, because the young man is not here. 1 can't say

anything till we meet again ; in the mean while, it does strike me tliat

vou may be quite safe about the propriety of his attention, or his

wife would not be so much amused at it. Good morning, my dear.

I hope you won't agitate yourself. I dare say it will all prove to be a

mistake ;" and the Archdeacon went out of the cabin with as much
placidity as if a favourite cat had been mewing for a caress, and he

had kindly bestowed it on the animal at parting. By this time Nora's

mirth had settled down into a calm philosophical smile of amusement,

and it being of course too late to do any service, she now began a thousand

apologies to the outraged Mrs. Archdeacon, who, versatile in her wrath,

now seemed inclined to be as much, if not more, incensed with her

husband, than she had previously been with Nora.
" Upon my word I don't know which takes the matter most coolly,

you or JMr. Archdeacon Pontifex ! Here's a gentleman pays improper

addresses to me;—I complain to his wife, and she laughs at me ;—I men-
tion it to my husband, and he says, ' Very well, my dear.'— I don't know
what an insulted or injured woman may mean. Certainly not; but if

this is all the return made for my sacrifices—I, who as a girl, might have

had any match I pleased—I, who have acted the part of a kind and
considerate friend— all I can say is, I shall know better for the future,

at any rate. I hope, madam, that you are satisfied at last that it

is to me, and not to yourself, the French commander's addresses are

paid."

" Why, truly, Mrs. Archdeacon, I cannot see that anything has

transpired to alter my opinion on that subject."

" Well !" sighed the reverend lady, in despair, " all I can say is, some
people are very hard to be convinced ; but however, if it is possible

to assure your mind on this subject, I'll do it."

" Why, Mrs. Archdeacon, I don't see how that can be possible."
" Oh, nothing on earth more easy. Give me pen, ink, and paper."
" Here they are, madam ; but before you commit yourself to any-

thing, I hope you'll not find it necessary to introduce my name."

.
" Stuff, child, stuff". What I propose to do is this— you say

the commander's attention is directed to you. Now I have repeated
to you his assurance that it is intended for myself; in this it seems
you don't believe. Now what I propose to do, is simply to write to

the commander, and say, that it is absolutely necessary, before we go
to sea, (for our comfort as ladies,) for one of us to go ashore to make
a few purchases, before the voyage; and then we'll put it to him, as we
are his prisoners of war, to choose which of us shall go."

" But what inference will you draw from that, madam ?
"

" Wliy this, of course, that he will keep on board the lady for whom
his attentions are intended."

" Well, but suppose he should keep mc on board, consider in what
a dreadful position I shall be placed."
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"• Impossible ! have I not told you over aiul over again, tlmt he

does not care one straw whether you remain on hoard or no, or go

on shore ?"

" Yes, madam, but suppose—,
just suppose for one instant that it

sliould be the other way, what course would you take ? Do you mean
to say that you would go ashore, and leave me to any fate which tliis

atrocious man could endeavour to inflict upon me ?
"

At this question Mrs. Archdeacon remained silent for a few seconds,

(rather an unusual thing, it must be confessed, for her,) and then, after

taking one or two paces up and down the cabin, she replied

—

" Even in that case you would have the protection of my husband,

on board."
" As to that, it is very true I have every respect for the archdeacon,

and should be very sorry, even for a moment, to say any thing that

could reflect upon him ; but still, I leave it to yourself to pronounce

what kind of protection a gentleman can be esteemed, who, in the case

of his own wife, takes so very coolly the attentions of another man."
" Very true, madam—very true, my dear friend," said Mrs. Pontifex,

warming in her manner towards Nora on the instant ;
" I see you feel

for me. It is very true the archdeacon is the first scholar in Europe ;

but little do women know who marry fine scholars, or indeed any man
connected with letters, or authorship, the fate in store for them. I do

assure you, my dear, often and often have I been kept awake till three

and four o'clock in the morning, while the Archdeacon has been sitting

up reading some musty, detestable, abominable old book ; and I have

seen him lie on a sofa a whole day, turning over leaf after leaf, and

never addressing to me a single word ; and would you believe it, after

patiently watching this infatuation for two or three long hours, I have

only taken a seat by him, (just as a sort of remembrance that there was
such a person in the world,) and all that I have got for my pains was
the archdeacon saying, in that odious, quiet, tranquil tone of his,

' ]\Iy dear, you're sitting in my light.' I have been so mad with his

conduct, I have got up on purpose, early in the morning, and gone

down and torn the book in pieces, and given it to the girl and seen her

light the fire with it; and, can you credit it? even after this it made
no sort of difference—the very next day you'd see him getting anotlier

book, and doing the very self- same thing again, until I have hardly

known how to bear myself ; more especially if there didn't happen to

be a few agreeable young men in our diocese to call in, and help one to

pass away the time."
" Why, really, Mrs. Archdeacon, jealousy could never have extended

to a book ?"

"Jealousy! my dear ; ahem—ahem—hem. AVhy, do you call tlui

jealousy?"
" Really, Mrs. Archdeacon, if it isn't jealousy, it's not very far from it."

" Well, however, my dear—however that may be, to resume—I agree

with you that the archdeacon is not, perhaps, quite so efficient a protector

as a young married woman ought to have; and, therefore, it just occurs

to me, that in case the French commander should turn out to be the

3 D
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base and improper person yoii suspect, and send me on shore instead of

you, this is the way in which we'll punish him— we'll contrive to dis-

guise you up in my clothes, and so send you on shore, under the charge

of the arclideacon."

" But how, in that case," said Nora, " will it be possible for me to

carry with me my imfurtunate child ?
"

" Why, to be sure, that is rather perplexing ; there is some little

difiFerence in our figure. Don't you think we might use the child as a

sort of padding?"
" Gracious heavens ! Mrs. Archdeacon ; what are you dreaming

of?"
" Oh, that wouldn't do, would it ?" said the other, who did not seem

to be quite mi fait in bestowing that care which children generally are

supposed to require. .

" Certainly not, Mrs, Archdeacon ; the poor little infant would in-

fallibly be smothered !"

" Well, then, I tell you what will at any rate answer. I'll write to

say that the child must be taken on shore by one of us, and leave it to

the commander to signify which shall go : by this means we shall find

out what his designs really are, and not only be enabled to rescue you,

bvit the child also."

" Well, it strikes me that this is a plan which may answer very well

;

I have no longer any objection to your writing the note."

This knotty point being settled, Mrs. Archdeacon sat down and wrote,

in the terms she had proposed, to the French commander ; simply stating

that the child was drooping, from its long confinement on board the ship,

and begging that one of the ladies might be allowed to take it on shore.

As no particular stress was laid on the selection of the mother for this

ofiice, the commander was left quite at liberty to choose as he pleased, and
before many minutes had elapsed, an answer to their note was bi'ought

back, addressed in the French commandei-'s hand, to Mrs. Archdeacon
who had written to him. This was very cunningly contrived ; for, by
this means he appeared to have escaped making any choice whatever;
for after a lady's writing to him, it was scarcely in her power to say

that he had made any decided selection in merely returning her an
answer. Ou breaking the seal, the contents of the document ran thus :

—
" Madam,

" I have had the honour to receive your note, and in accord-

ance to your wishes, I have ordered the boat to be ready to convey you
immediately to the shore. I have the honour to remain," &c. &c. &c.

On perusing this lillct, the countenance of Mrs. Archdeacon grew
pale with anger, while that of Nora with fear, lest, taking the French-
man at his word, Mrs. Archdeacon should quit the ship, and she be
left without the only protection she had on board. However, in this

respect she certainly did her friend great injustice. After remaining a
few minutes in mute surprise, the female dignitary turned suddenly
round to Nora, and without a particle of her former pique against our
heroine remaining, exclaimed

—
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" Now, my dear, you have convinced me what a base xAretcli the

creature is, I'll help you to defeat him !

"

Without any farther loss of time, Nora joyfully embraced this ofFer;

and repairing to the wardrobe of Mrs. Archdeacon, selected one of her

dresses, best known and usually worn on board, and by dint of great

industry in the padding and stuffing departments, at last our heroine,

with the further aid of a little paint, rouge, thick veiling, &c., presented

a very tolerable impersonation of the " first scholar in i]urope
;"

or rather, we should say, the better half of him. With her frame

trembling in every limb, and a pidse that beat beyond all possibility

of counting, Nora crossed the quarter-deck of the French man-of-war
towards tlie boat, that was ready for her use ; scarcely had she left the

cabin, when at her first glance she— alive, of course, to every danger,

—

encountered the object of her horror, the French commander, on the

opposite side of the quarter-deck. Everything seemed to swim around
her, as she contemplated the possibility, or, as she afterwards called it,

the inevitability of his addressing lier as Mrs. Archdeacon, and at once

finding out the trick that had been put upon him ; so far, however,

from this, either by accident or design, he never even turned round his

liead to take a single look, but allowed her, unquestioned and in safety,

to gain the gangway, and hurry down with every possible speed into

the boat, tliat was destined for a very different end than that of her

escape. Mrs. Archdeacon, who with her servant was peeping from one

of the cabin windows, vociferated, in an agony of rage, as she beheld

our heroine's departure

—

" To think of that !—the villain could even let me go away without
so much as wishing me good-bye ! Oh ! I am so glad that I discovered

him—his villany is properly rewarded. Well, well, sir ; we shall

settle accounts presently."

And with this comforting assurance she locked the door against

all intrusion, and went to another window which commanded the

departure of the boat from along-side.

" Well, I declare ! Why, actually, they have put my husband into

the boat."
" Aye, and see, ma'am," added the servant, " if there isn't all our lug-

gaoe too."....
" Well if this isn t a deep laid scheme of villany I never heard of one;

the. poor girl was right after all."

As to the correctness of Nora's sxispicions, there could be indeed little

doubt of that, and so indeed she felt, when she arrived in the boat and
beheld the preparations that had been made fot getting rid of every

one but herself; while even the Archdeacon, for a moment abandoning

his reveries, exclaimed,

—

" Don't you think, my dear, it would have been as well to have

brought that poor governess with us ?
"

The " first scholar" never having been taken into his wife's secret

originally, and therefore still remaining wholly unaware who sat beside

him, Nora felt this to be rather an awkward place to explain in, with all

the French seamen sitting round her, one of whom by some unfortunate

3 D 2
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accident might understand English ; slie therefore quietly gave the

Archdeacon as gentle a squeeze as she could, and he accustomed to receive

his orders from head -quarters, readily taking this as a command to be

silent, sunk back without another word into the stern-sheets of the boat,

deeply immersed in some abstruse question, which had as little to do

witli his present occupation as possible.

The French man-of-war having been lying at some distance from the

shore, it took many minutes' pulling to obtain thel anding-place, and

every moment that passed by in their progress thither, inflicted a

thousand tortures on the unfortunate Nora ; her fears and apprehensions

were busy on board the French vessel, conjecturing how long the

French commander would remain in ignorance of his victim's triumph,

and whether he would by any possibility discover it in time sufficient

to take steps for defeating its ultimate success. In this respect,

however, Fortune so far favoured her, that she had a very efficient ally

in the person of Mrs. Archdeacon. About a quarter of an hour after the

boat had started from the vessel, the commander, thinking that he

might at length intrude on the unfortunate Nora without any interfer-

ence on the part of friends, approached the cabin, and knocked for

admittance. Not getting any answer, he became more importunate

in his demands, and applied a degree of force to the dooi", threat-

ening to demolish its frail consistence. Mrs. Archdeacon, who felt that

her hour of triumph was now at hand, sent the servant with a message

that the commander could not come in till the return of Mrs. Arch-
deacon. The servant was a sharp girl, and Nora had taken great pains

to teach her the French language, and this aided by her own efforts, and
occasional conversation with some of the men's wives on board, had
rendered her perfectly competent to undertake an abigail's part at

translating through the keyhole.
" Tell your mistress," said the French commander, when he heard

this message, "that the old harridan will never more set foot in this

vessel. I have got rid of her at last, and never intend to see her face

again."

" Don't you, you impudent villain !
" exclaimed Mrs. Pontifex herself,

her intense rage overcoming every other more prudential consideration,

and throwing open the door which she suddenly unlocked, she darted

out upon the astonished little Frenchman, and before he could be at all

prepared for such a coup-de-main, gave him so tremendous a blow on
his face, that he not only staggered under the violence of it, but with
difficulty retained his footing. This summary vengeance inflicted, INIrs.

Archdeacon, like a prudent general that has made a successful sortie,

instantly recalled her forces within tlie citadel, and quickly slamming
the door, before the commander could either foresee or prevent so exqui-
site a manoeuvre, locked, bolted, and relocked it, and set up a shout
of triumph from within. This successful piece of revenge on the
Fiench commander, at once dissijiated every lingering spark of resent-

ment against Nora, filled her heart with most intense good humour,
and made her ny'oice with unbounded exultation over that act of gene-
rosity which had left lierself in the power of a disappointed scoundrel,
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in order to secure the escape of his victim. The determined vigour,

however, of Mrs. Pontifex, liad somewliat endangered the last. Could
she have kept her secret until the return of the boat, all would have
been well ; but no sooner did the Frenchman recover the electric shock
of tlie lady's hand, than he at once perceiv'ed the cheat he had sustained,

and pouring forth a volley of French oaths, he darted to the ship's side,

snatched a spy-glass, and directing it on the rapidly diminishing boat
tliat bore Nora to the shore, instantly detected to his unspeakable orratifi-

cation that he might yet defeat our heroine's escape.
" Hoist the recal flag for that boat !" rapidly vociferated the Gallic

officer, his cheek still smarting and glowing under its warm salute.

In an instant the recal pendants were fluttering on the maintop-gal-
lant-mast-head of the French seventy-four.

" The recal's hoisted," said the French lieutenant, reporting the fact

to his mortified superior.

" Take up your glass," was the reply, " and mark if the signal's seen
and answered."

The lieutenant snatched the second telescope, and both for a few
seconds anxiously watched to see if the recal signal had been perceived.

" I don't tliink they see it," said the commander,
" No, sir, I am sure they haven't seen it yet ; and in a few seconds

more, the barge will double round a point of land, which will shut us
out from their view altogether."

'' Quick then— quick before they turn— fire a gun—lower the signal a
little, and hoist it again ! We may thus get their attention. Quick,
sir, quick with the gun, they've put her helm round, and there goes
her head, another moment and it will be too late."

" Aye, aye, sir," cried the lieutenant, flying down on the main-
deck, and in a few seconds a long volume of smoke darted forth from the

Frenchman's side ; and as the heavy thunder of the cannon was rapidly

wafted over the water by the strong breeze then blowing, it reached the

ears of the men who were pulling in the boat, and for a moment they
laid on their oars.

" They see it, by Jupiter, they see it, we'll have them back on hoard
here after all !" cried the French captain, crowing with delight. Dart-
ing from the place where he stood, he snatched the signal halliards out

of tlie hands of the seaman who held them, and having lowered the signal

down a few yards, hoisted it up once more, to signify that such was the

object of the gun, and that the duty of the boat was to return immedi-
ately on board.
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CHAPTER THE TWENTY-FTRST.

WHICH TREATS OF THE LOVE AND SORROWS OF PRESTONE.

We know not if it be so far back in our history, that the memory of

our readers runneth not thereto ; but if by any accident they sliould still

have a faint recollection of one Master Prestone, and the dismal strait

into which Fortune had cast him, perchance they may not feel disin-

clined to hear what were the sequents of that disastrous night, on which

every second that passed by was a fresh death to the unhappy trio

that wished and waited for the light of morning. With a sort of dull

sensibility that could scarcely be called life, Prestone, whose strength

had best withstood the conflict of the night, gazed with a dull hopeless

eye on the gradual lightening of the heavy clouds in the eastern sky.

Not that he any longer entertained the slightest hope of present rescue

or of future life, but rather vacantly watched the only object of novelty

and interest, the rising day, while his thoughts wandered with an ago-

nized fondness over scenes far distant, and beings infinitely dear. Thougli

scarcely conscious why he enhanced his present sufferings by the remem-
brance of past joys and comforts ; he nevertheless was unable to prevent

himself from recalUng the numberless times on which he had risen to

enjoy the fresh breeziness of morning upon that beloved portion of the

coast, on which much of his infancy had been passed ; beside him sat

the frantic mother, clasping to her bosom an infant long since dead, and
almost endeavouring to clieat herself into the belief that life was only dor-

mant in its curdled veins. As each sparkling sea struck on the wreck, and
then poured over her the briny droj)s, glistening with all the splendour

of nature's brilliants in the rapidly increasing light, a low indistinct

moan was barely detected by the pitying ear of Prestone to issue from
the heart-broken bosom of the patient and enduring sufferer. Not far

from them lay, to all appearance perfectly dead, the listless body of the

wretched creature, whose pride and vanity had occasioned all the misery
around them. With a last effort of consciousness, he had lashed himself

.to the remains of the foremast-bits ; and as the seas washed the deck of

the vessel, they floated up the body deluged in water ; to let it fall

again on the deck, whence nothing but the lashing prevented it being
washed into tlic surf beyond ; and in this state of hopeless, helpless,

despair, the little party remained for several hours without word or
sign passing between them. At length, Prestone became conscious that
the wind had gradually changed some points in its direction. This first

formed a rallying post for his oppressed senses ; and as morning had
considerably advanced, he endeavoured to raise himself somewhat from
his i)osition, and look about him. But such was the extreme torture
of attempting to move—such the paralysing effect of tlie intense cold of
the vvinter'a night, aggravated by the alternations of wet and wind,
combined with the length of time he had remained in one posture, for
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the sake of the slight additional warmth it conferred, tliat he no sooner

made the effort to regain the use of his feet, than he fell back against the

side of the vessel, in such excruciating torments, as made him hastily-

utter a prayer for speedy death, in preference of such a prolongation of

torment. While leaning thus with closed eyes, and a heart whose
pulsations were imperceptible to the being whose life they formed, the

sound of a distant ffun came rolling down the sale, and caused the

yet remaming blood to flutter in his bosom Avith a quickness, that whde
it almost brought liim to faint upon the spot, still plainly tohl how
valued was the life that he had a second since wished to resign. Starting

onhis feet witii a degree of power, that a fewseconds since he could scarcely

have believed in his possession, in defiance of the gale blowing, and the

masses of water which it hurled along, he fixed an eager untiring glance

on the weather horizon to search for the vessel that had fired the gun.

A long irregular line of light was alone visible, broken here and there

by the enormous summit of some foam-capped billow, more enormous
than the rest, that reared its shaggy head into the misty line of the

distance. Long and anxiously did he look for the column of smoke,

which must have arisen from the gun just discharged ; none however
could he perceive.

*•' x\las !" said he, mournfully, " this terrific gale has blown away all

traces of the smoke, even before I could hear the gun. At any rate

the ship must be within sight;" and he once more commenced his search.

Not the faintest speck, however, could he discern in the enormous
circle the eye took in. " Alas !

" continued he, " perhaps that gun may
have been fired in the extremity of some distress, not even second to my
own, and the unfortunate vessel may have sunk to rise no more."

AVith one last scrutiny, the unfortunate Prestone was about to resign

himself to his destiny, and resume the spot he had so lately quitted,

when once more a similar report broke upon his ear ; and this time frop^

his better position, the sound appeared to come from an opposite

quarter. Turning quickly round, he beheld, to his infinite joy, a

crowd of gazers lining the edges of the cliffs in- shore, and tho column
of smoke drifting rapidly to leeward from tlie gun which had just

been discharged, in all probability to attract the attention of anyunfortu-

nate being who might yet be living on the wreck. If such was the inten-

tion, it was fully answered in this case. "With a last desperate effort of

strength, Presfone untied the handkerchief from his neck, and allowing

it to flow out upon the breeze, waved it above his head. In an instant

he beheld the crowd ashore take off their hats, and wave an answer

back ; while something like the faintest murmur of the human voice

seemed to assert that they had accompanied the action with a cheer.

A quarter of an hour before this event occurred, Prestone would have

declared it impossible that such a love of existence could ever again have

returned, or tliat the heart, before circulating so feebly, could have

bounded in such tumult as that which he now felt raging within him.

No sooner did the pai'ty on the land perceive that some one still sutvived

the fury of the gale, than a posse of the spectators ascended the beach,

and launched a boat for the rescue.
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"They come to save us," said Prestone, whispering in the ear of the

mother that consolation, the full force of which he was so well ahle to

estimate himself, when he felt the limbs, before so powerless and

numbed, now comparatively able to execute the desires of the mind that

controlled them, and already beginning to feel the returning warmth of

circulation.
"• My poor child !

" said the mother, clasping the human corse to her

bosom, and a lorge tear slowly running down till it fell on the dead

lips of the infant that never more might smile to her embrace. A
slight shudder seemed to pass over the countenance of the distracted

woman ; and her head drooped against the side of the vessel.

"What is the matter, mykind creature? " said Prestone, stooping down
and tenderly supporting herhead. She returned no answer to thequestion.

" Are you ill ? Cheer up ; the boat will soon be here ; and once on

shore all will be well.

Prestone became alarmed, and tenderly taking her arm, he felt at the

wrist, for the indication of her being still alive. No pulse, however,

was to be distinguished. He gazed at the lips, but it was impossible

to detect the faintest motion of breathing. He lifted an eyelid, but it

fell down powerless and paralysed into its former position. The truth

was now too apparent. Clasping his hands with more intense agony

than his own miseries had been able to call forth, he exclaimed, and

indeed too truly, " She is dead !

"

In that brief, but melancholy truth, half the joy of his own preserva-

tion was already swallowed up. None but those who ha^e been sud-

denly thrown into situations of great danger and distress, with a com-
panion to share the same sorrows, to be agitated with the same
horrors, soothed by the same good fortune, and dependent upon the

same hopes, can tell how inexplicably dear the companion of such trials

will instantly become, however much a stranger before. Turning away
from the melancholy spectacle of the dead parent and her little one, Pres-

tone leant with his hands over the shattered bulwarks, and wept like a

boy that first makes acquaintance with deep grief. The solicitude the

poor womar. had expressed for him, her sex, her affections for her child,

all tended in the brief space of the horrid night that had passed, to give

her a firm place in his admiration and regard ; and it was as if a heavy
• condition had been fixed to some undoubted advantage, when he found

that, however much life might smile upon him, it must be upon him,

and him alone ; all his warm wishes for her had perished ; all grief

for her fate was now futile, as the effort of the water to resist the

wind. Slowly, and after many an inward struggle, Prestone turned

his attention once more to tlie approaching boat. Much as he tried to

crush the glowing feeling, by degrees the love of life grew stronger and
stronger within his bosom ; the anxiety with whicli he regarded it,

increased with every fresh difficulty over which it mounted, until it had
at length approached within a few hundred yards of tlic bow of the

wreck. Already beginning to distinguish those rugged faci-s, than which
notliiiig human luul ever a])peare(l more handsome in his eye, he saw that

the steersman had of course endeavoured to pull to windward of the object
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he wished to gain. Prestone could now hear the voice of the hohusman
haihng him ; the exact words were completely lost in the roar of the

gale ; but as far as they could be made out, they appeared to convey
some request in which tlie word " rope" was mentioned. Prestone imme-
diately took up part of a small coil, which he had already prepared for the

purpose, and held it aloft to show his friends. The steersman answered
this signal by taking his hat from his head, with the wish, it is sup-
posed, of encouraging Prestone, when, at this moment, the boat rising

on a heavy sea, a sudden eddy dashed the command of the rudder from
the steersman's hand, the bow of the craft as instantly fell off before the
wind, an overwlielming mass of green sea swept the boat fore and aft,

and in another second the black keel, turned upside down, came
slowly floating past the wreck, riveting the eyes of Prestone on this

sole remaining vestige of his new found friends, while his ears yet
rang with the short sharp piercing shriek their agony had called from
them in the moment of their sinking. As the capsized bark slowly
drifted with the wind towards the shore, from whence it had so lately

come, filled with life and hope, and the desire of doing good, Prestone
gazed with a degree of horror, which scarcely permitted the power of

breathing, while there gradually arose on his mind's eye the scene of

misery and distress which must have been thus caused among the nume-
rous spectators lining the distant shore ! There, beyond all doubt, must
now be watching—the widow suddenly bereaved of the means of exist-

ence ; the father of his children, and the children of their parents.—The
strong warm ties of life, snatched and wrenched in every direction ! and
this, to save one who, even if he could gain the shore that moment, felt the

powers of nature so exhausted by exposure that he greatly doubted
whether any care could revive him. Few of us, however, can estimate

what we are capable of undergoing until tlie horrid hour of trial arrives.

After the loss of the boat, Pi'estone remained vacantly gazing at the shore

for a long space of time, scarcely conscious of his occupation, and having
utterly lost all calculation of the hours. Day briglitened up, and by
degrees the clouds lightened more and more, as the wind continued shift-

ing still further from its original quarter, until at last out came the sun,

making a scene of strong though savage beautv through that whole ex-

pause which but a brief space since had seemed too homble for any
power to adorn. Every crest of foam now sparkled in the beam, and
seemed rejoicing in someimtold pleasure of which he and his alone were
forbidden to partake. The dense blue mass of vapour, which had before

canopied the sea, now gathered in high banks about the land, under the

dark mass of whicli the light cliffs on shore shone forth with a golden

streak, like a distant line of hope in the lives of the unhappy. Here
Prestone could plainly perceive little knots of people gathered together,

seemingly gazing at the remains of the imfortunate frigate, and discussing

her fate. No eflbrt, however, seemed making for any further attempt at

rescue ; nor, indeed, did he expect it, for the risk of losing seven or eight

more lives in trying for the preservation of his own, lie, hopeless as was
his position, did not for an instant desire. Some vague impulse, he could

scarcely define what, induced him once more to remove the haudker-
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chief from his neck, and wave it in the air. One of the officers' spy-

glasses had been washed from the quarter-deck, and got jammed in

anion o- the ringing near him. Applying this to his eye, he watched to

see if any notice was taken of his signal ; since, however desperate the

attempt to put off to the wreck might have been at an earlier part of

the day, the wind had for some time been moderating to a point which

promised a speedy possibility of communication. Thinking that his little

flaw micrht not be observed for want of height, he contrived to fish out a

studding-sail boom from one of the hammock nettings, and fixing his

handkerchief on this, succeeded, with great difficulty, in getting it

upright. A few minutes afterwards, by the aid of his spy-glass, he

beheld a lady leave a little cottage under the cliff, and join a knot of

men who were standing at the edge of the beach. After the hipse of

a few minutes, she went back into the house, and presently returned,

accompanied by a man, on wliose person Prestone thought he could just

discover the glitter of some kind of uniform. A few minutes after these

two had approached the others, the whole body moved away a few

paces, and a third gim was fired. To this Prestone replied by lowering

his signal-post a little, and elevating it again. He then perceived the

party on shore go to a boat that lay upon the beach, and the female

was the first to enter it ; from this she was, however, removed by the

others, and led back into the house ; after which the rest began slowly

to launch the boat towards the sea. With mingled feelings of grief anti

hope, Prestone beheld this second attempt made for his rescue. It

was natural that he should wish, if possible, to escape the horrors of

drowning ; and yet when he remembered the grief which he expe-

rienced on witnessing the first boat lost, he almost prayed that tlie crew
of the second might desist from their most dangerous attempt. With
a view of seeing if it v.-ere not possible to save such generous-hearted

people as those on shore, a risk so frightful as that they imdertook,

Prestone made an effort to crawl around the deck, and sec if anything

yet survived that might be converted into a raft ; nothing of the sort,

liowever, could he discover. Already he began to resign the project in

despair, when his eye alighted on a small cask, which was kept lashed

near tlie foremast, full of fresli water for the seamen's use. Over this a

quantity of small wreck had fallen,and hidden all but one end from view.

Taking a long draught of the water, which was, however, not a little

brackish, he emptied out the remaining contents of the cask, and driving

the bung in very tightly, fixed the barrel to a secure lashing, with a long

end, which he fastened round his own body, lowered the cask overboard,

and then resolutely trusting the rest to Heaven, leaped in himself, and gave
the direction of his little bark to the winds. 'Twas an adventurous step

to take ; but once adopted, Prestone was not a likely person to shrink

back ; lie accordingly struggled on manfully, giving his chief attention

to guard against the exhaustion of his own strength, and soon perceived

that tlie wind was quite strong enough to take him to the land. In
the mean while, his greatest fear arose lest his friends on shore, not
seeing the step he had taken, would pull off to the vessel, and so lose

their lives in a vain attempt to assist one no longer on board. lie quickly,
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liowever, had tlie pleasure of perceiving that this was not likely to be

the case, since, though the boat was duly launched, and did venture out

to his rescue, it attempted to go no nearer to the wreck than just far

enough to approach himself, and watch over his safety. By this time

the storm had so far moderated, that the task was one of comparative

ease ; and when at length the rowers came up to the curious contriv-

ance to which Prestone had been driven, he contrived to make them

hear a request, that they would only tow him to the land, as this saved

time, and might after all perhaps not exliaust him more than making

the efforts necessary to be taken on board. They acceded to his request

;

and picking up tiie tow-rope from the cask, left the latter as a sort of

breakwater to Prestone, and thus pulled as rapidly as they could for the

shore. During the latter part of this operation, Prestone scarcely re-

tained enough of life to be dignified by the name of sensibility, though

he afterwards remembered perfectly well some old officer holding up

his arm as he staggered along the beach, and whispering words of

consolation in his ear. Having been immediately taken to the officer's

house, and placed in bed, Nature, overcome by the immense exertions

she had made, threw the sufferer into the most profound sleep, yet not

until he had whispered some incoherent speech relative to others still

remaining in the wreck, which, though vague and indefinite in the ex-

treme, was yet sufficiently significant to induce another crew to put

oft', after the lapse of a few more hours, and bring back the bodies of

Fidget and the unfortunate mother, in hopes that care and attention

might by some possibility restore them to life. With regard to the

woman, all attempts were found unavailing ; but extraordinary as it

afterwards appeared to Prestone, Fidget gradually exhibited signs c
returning existence, sufficient to excite the hopes and perseverance of

the humane friends, into whose hands he had fallen ; and by the fol-

lowing morning, when Prestone awoke, nearly well, he learned, to his

infinite surprise, that a considerable chance existed of Fidget's recovery.

This intelligence was conveyed to him by his host, a French officer,

employed in the service of the customs on the coast, and whom he had

seen on the previous day from the wreck. Prestone having expressed,

in the best manner he was able, the deep obligation under which he

laboured for the preservation of his life, the kind Frenchman replied,

" You must ]ftserve your thanks till you see the person to whom
they are really due."

" To whom can that be," asked Prestone, " if not to yourself ?
"

" To a very different person," was the answer ;
" but you shall soon

have an opportunity of judging for yourself. It was my daughter who

insisted on the men putting out to you a second time ; for after the loss

of the first boat, which has occasioned great distress in our little village,

I did not feel that my authority woidd bear stretching so far as to risk

the loss of a second crew ;—but your physician has interdicted you from

talking—lie quiet—keep yourself still—I will send up to you your

breakfast,—give yourself all the repose you can."

It was in vain that Prestone insisted on his being perfectly able to

come down stairs ; the old man would hear of no such proposition ; and
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after o'ently reprimanding him for this early symptom of disobedience,

insisted on his remaining in bed, and went down stairs to prevent any

further discussion on the subject.

" I owe my life to his daughter !
" muttered Prestone, pillowing his

head on his hand, and giving way to all those delicious day- dreams that

hallow the couch of the sluraberer when the first long sleep of the

night lias passed, " Ah ! I do remember," continued he, pursuing the

welcome idea, " I saw a lady's figure on the beach ; something seems to

remind me that she even got into the boat to put otF to my rescue. His

daughter, ah ! He is a fine-looking old man, high forehead, large trans-

parent eye, apd sharply angled features ;—his daughter ought to be a

pretty creature. How delightful it is to contemplate anything that's

beautiful ! most especially when the object is a beautiful woman ; and to

owe them anything is so exquisite a joy,thatone could wish never tobe out

of their debt. I wonder," but the object of the youth's debate—a debate,

by the way, which youth only could so enthusiastically entertain—was
here cut short by the entrance of a servant bearing the breakfast, which
tlie old officer had promised. Accustomed to the odious fare and the horrid

privations of a man-of-war, with what trebled elegance and refinement

did the simplest preparations of comfort and cleanliness now strike on

Prestone's eye ! To his mind, a more luxurious meal had never been

offered to an emperor, than the simple cofi*ee, toast, honey, and dried

fish, which were now placed by his bed-side, by the lively little soubrette

that waited on him. Full of his host's daughter, the young sailor

looked up into the damsel's dark-olive countenance, to see if he could

there detect the transparent eye, sharpTangled features, &c. &c. ; but
though she appeared very pleasing, and'did not seem at all to object to

the scrutiny of a good-looking youngster, Prestone soon came to the con-

clusion tliat this was not the deity that already filled his mind. Con-
jecture now resumed her sway ; a thousand countenances were formed,

and fancied, and rejected, as not being suitable to the fair being to whom
he owed his life; and breakfast being concluded, he tlirew himself back
on liis pillow to dream of her once more.

Brains, they say, are divided into four classes,—thenervoxis, the san-

guineous, the melancholic, and the lymphatic :—tlie nervous is all woi"k

and no play ; the sanguineous, less pl<iy and more work ; the melan-
cholic, is of the gloomy ; and the lymphatic, of the Dutch or devil-may-
care cast. Prestone's was a nice balance, a sort of nervo-sanguineo-lym-
pliatic, a clever temperament, added to a strong body, and a lazy-lux-

iirious disposition. There was to him no greater delight on earth, than
lying dozing cat-like in a sort of rest between dreaming and waking,
his mind filled with voluptuous images of the lady of his love. Giving
liis soul, therefore, up to this delightful enjoyment, he settled hunself
down, determined to revel to the utmost. He had not, howevei', been
tlius entranced for above an hour, when he heard some one remove the
breakfast things, an<l presently in his dreams lie distinguished a light

gentle pit a-paW— it could scaicely bo called a step—across his i-oom ; a
hand, t he fairesfaiid gentlest he had almost ever seen, softly seemed todraw
aside the curtain, in order that its owner might gaze down upon him, A
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feeling like that of deep awe temporarily suppressed his breath ; he tried

to distinguish the fair stranger's features, but in vain ; at last, with a sud-

den effort, he turned his head slightly round, quickly opened his eyes, and
beheld for so brief a spaee—it could scarcely be termed a sight—a light

sylph-like figure, tall, yet of the most exquisite proportions, with a face

delicate as tlie tints of sunrise, or the lights of day just blushing upon the

mountain-tops, a profusion of dark clustering ringlets surrounding it on
every side : one of those enchanting beings whose very existence we are

led to doubt for the first twenty years of our lives ; to acknowledge
their reality with broken hearts for the remainder ! Yes ! there indeed

was the transparency—the beautifully moulded, sharp, clear features of

her father.—The smile that bespoke benevolence, and the forehead

radiant with intellect !— a\Iore,far more in short, than Prestone's warmest
visions had conceived, was now bending over him—him !—Prestone!—
with looks of the deepest interest, and mute anxious inquiries for his

well-doing. Surprise for many seconds kept him motionless, and then his

next impulse was to spring from his recumbent position, press those

taper :^ngers to his lips, and pour out on them all the gratitude he so

deeply felt for his deliverance. But ah ! on the very first effort which
he made to carry his impulse into effect, the beautiful vision started

from his side, glided in an instant across the room, and vanished !

—

leaving our friend in agitated debate, whether he had seen an inhabitant

of earth, or whether his own too active fancy had not conjured up a

spirit of a fairer but less substantial realm. Poor Prestone ! his lot

seemed to be the fate of escaping from one danger to fall into another.

Shipwreck, certainly, is a frightful thing,—the sea, a terrific mastci', and

gales, and hurricanes, terrible calamities. But does not he venture on

a stormier ocean who steers his bark upon the sea of love ? Is not he

tossed by fiercer tempests whose sail the breath of passion fills ? And
is not his ruin the most deadly, whose affections are in danger of ship-

wreck ?

For some time Prestone could do nothing but lie still, and repeat

to himself " How beautiful ! how very beautiful ! I wish I hadn't

seen her ! She must be his daughter—and yet she seems too exquisite for

any mortal being. It must have been a dream ! or, if not— I'll not

think of her again. What right have I to disturb my fancy with such

visions ? I shall be soon at sea once more, and then, everything I have

seen on shore will, thank Heaven ! be forgotten !

"

—A few minutes, and Prestone was asleep again ; but the fairy crea-

ture he had seen by his couch, formed the leading part and feature in

every vision, let it take w^hat aspect or device it might. At last, un-

able any longer to bear the excitement and suspense, he sprang up,

determined to array himself, and seek out this destroyer of his peace
;

to ascertain if she really was so exquisitely beautiful as he believed.

As he jumped up with this resolution, and felt his weakened and ex-

hausted limbs give way beneath him, a vague and indefinable, but yet too

well-known feeHng of the heart, told him how great was the danger

on which he was rushing. But alas for youth and affection ! they are

always ready heedlessly to throw themselves into entanglements of the
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passions, at a minute's notice, from which they sometimes never escape,

tlirough life, and even those most lucky, only at the cost of years of suf-

fering. But as this is a point which every one likes to teach himself,

Prestone resembled the generality of mankind, and resolutely made up
his mind to a little self-instruction. On examining into the state of his

toilet, he discovered that a very slight portion of his sea-drenched dress

remained in any state fit for use ; but his host, with a continuation of that

kindness which first made them acquainted, had taken care to supply

his wants from his own wardrobe : hastily completing his attire, he

softly stole down into the rooms below. Here everything at first

appeared so still and silent, that he almost doubted whether the house

contained any tenant but himself. It was a large old-fashioned cottage,

that seemingly had known better days, from the number of apart-

ments it contained ; and after peeping into two or three, in a vain

search for the being whom he sought, he was about to give up the

chase in despair, and wander into the garden, when seeing the door

of a small room open, opposite to him, he gently pushed the portal

aside, and stole softly in : here he was soon convinced that earth really

did contain a being quite as adorable and beautiful as she who had flitted

through his dreams. The room was a little narrow slip of a chamber,
fitted u}) in a style between tho book-worm's studio and the lady's

boudoir; while, in an old bay-window, hung a canary-bird, taking some
food from the long and taper fingers of its mistress, who presently turning
round, discovered the same sweet happy face that had looked upon our
hero, as he lay sleeping. After many apologies for having intruded

on her sanctuary, Prestone now tendered to her, with all the glowing
gratitude of a noble heart, the thanks he felt for his deliverance. In this

his fair listener at first denied having any share ; but Prestone having
quoted her father's authority, and dechired, moreover, that he himself
had seen her from the wreck, urging the men to embark, she disclaimed

all thanks with such gentle diffidence, and true modesty, as quite com-
pleted the conquest she had already made. To sailors, cooped up as they
are on board a ship, and possessed of but little opportunity for enjoying
female society, any woman tolerably young or pretty, is a goddess of
the first divinity ; but Prestone, thus suddenly encountering a young
creature, with whom the most fastidious would have been in consider-

able danger, at once was plunged, beyond all redemption, most irre-

trievably in love. Severe as had been the martyrdom through which
he had passed to this island of Calypso, he felt that he could cheer-
fully go through all his trials a second time, to gain an equally delight-

ful result.

Being anxious to see what had become of the remains of his old ship,—we say nothing of the transports of a tete-d-tete—Prestone proposed a
walk to the sea-side ; and on their road he learnt from his companion her
father's station and employment : not far from the door they encoun-
tered the old officer in person, and they could have spared the pleasure
of his company. They now proceeded together to examine the state of
the wreck. On their road Prestone learnt Avith grief, that all his worst
fears of the raft's loss were but too correct—not one livng soul had
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readied the shore. By this time, not more tlian one or two timbers

were to be seen at low tide ; "while the waves continiied to cast up
the bodies of Prestone's shipmates, who, as soon as they appeared,

were taken by the men under the old officer's command, and affi>rded

the rites of burial, with as much tenderness as if they had formed
part of his own crew. Our hero's next solicitude, was to ascertain

how far he was liable to be considered a prisoner of war. But on
this point, his host told him that it was unnecessary to give himself

any concern, as he would undertake to prevent any notice being taken
of his residence, until such time as he might be able to liear from
his friends in England, or return to them. This was the only intelli-

gence that was wanting to complete our friend's joy, and he secretly

determined that his letter to his friends in England should not be more
particularly hurried than he could possibly avoid. In the mean time the

old officer, whose name was Lieutenant Tournon, continued to behave to

him with the same kindness as ever ; and the passion which had at first

been limited to Prestone, rapidly stole—as such contagious niatters fre-

quently do— into the bosom of the fair L'Egerie. They certainly were
worthy the perils of shipwreck—those moonlight walks, that constant

intercourse from the hour of rising till the period of retiring to rest,

and all the sweetest confidence which youth can know. It was well

that Prestone snatched these joys, when the opportunity was offered to

him; for Fidget, in whose constitution death and life seemed to have

fought a hard struggle, now revived sufficiently to come down stairs,

and being equally stricken with the daughter of his host, he also made
fierce love. A very few days however sufficed to show him, that the fort-

ress had been gained before his forces had approached ; and his rage was
proportionate, when he discovered that his successful rival was no other

than one of his own seamen. In love and war, they say, all's fair ; and

no sooner did the captain make this discovery, than he took the father

aside, and communicated to him the pleasing fact that the fair L'Ege-

rie, a creature formed to grace and adorn any circle, had fallen in love

with what a landsman would call " a common sailor." The old father,

who was certainly no common person himself, heard this to an end, and

then speaking in French, put this pithy question :

—

" But, Monsieur, do I understand that you're anxious to pay your

addresses yourself to Mademoiselle Tournon?"
" Why," replied Fidget, blushing, and'not exactly wishing to commit

himself ; neither knowing, on the other hand, how positively to deny the

fact, without giving offence to the hospitable person, who had not only

preserved his existence, but whose table and whose roof were at that

very moment given to his wants ;
" as I said before, any man, however

high his rank, might proudly strive to boast your daughter as his wife
;

but it was not on that ground I spoke. I was anxious to point out to

you, for your own sake, the danger in which your child now stands."

" I have a thousand thanks to offer you," said the Frenchman, with

a most meaning manner. " And believe me, Monsieur, I shall ever

remember the efforts you have made."

On hearing this, Fidget went off considerably delighted^ and firmly
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belicvlncr that tlie father was his friend for ever. In the interim

the old otficer, who had formed a strong affection for Prestone, did not

by any means feel so well satisfied with the motives of his captain, to

save whose life he knew, from the assertions of the one and the admissions

of the other, that Prestone had run a risk of losing his own existence,

which risk had been all but realized. Going, however, immediately to

his daughter, like a manly and prudent person, he simply said,

" My love, I am told that you have formed an attachment to the

young person who was saved from the wreck ! Is that so ?"

L'Eo-erie made no direct reply ; but her father, who was too well

skilled in his daughter's feelings to need any other information, at once

perceived from her silence how the case stood.

" Does he know this?" said the old man, pursuing his inquiry.

" He has never asked me," said the fair girl, blushing. " Neither

have I told the secret to you."
" And, therefore, you infer, love, that what your father can find out,

so also can your lover?"
•' Alas ! my dear father, how melancholy would be our lot if- the

Almighty had not placed within our hearts his oracles to tell us where

we really are beloved
!

" And L'Egerie threw her arms round her

father's bosom, in a manner that bespoke her perfect confidence as to the

affection treasured up for her within.

" Are you aware that this young man is a common English sailor ?"

" Impossible !" said L'Egerie, starting back in the utmost surprise.

" But I assure you he is, for his captain has just told me so, and put

me on my ghard ; indeed, drawn my observation to the fact of his

paying his attentions to you."
" The ungrateful wretch ! And this is his return to the yo\mg man

but for whose courage he would now have been a part of that earth

which, vile as it is, he disgraces by connexion with a thing so mean as

himself."

" I cannot certainly say that his conduct has improved my opinion of

him, because I certainly think he should have spoken first to the lad

himself, whir;h he has not done ; and if that failed to jiroduce the effect

he desired, he might then have appealed to me ; but, though this is my
opinion of his conduct, it does not alter the necessity of our considering

the facts he has communicated. I do not think the worse of tlic young
man for his humble position, becaiise by our service this would be no

bar to his promotion ; but with the English the case is diffei'ent. You
must conquer this attachment, my love, and the young man must
leave us."

" But, my dear father," said L'Eg(^'rie, bursting Into tears, " the

whole is a base falsehood !—Believe me that it is, and, I am convinced,

the captain's story arises from the simple fact, that I would not listen to

his own addresses. Contemptible creature !"
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CHAPTER THE TWENTY-SECOND.
A NIGHT M.vncn axp the battle-fikld.

" This is the eventful dawn that decides our destiny ! " exclaimed

Eveline to De Passoa, as tlie midnight slowly waned into morning of

the second day, and displayed the towers and Iiouses of the devoted city

on which they were marching. The Frenchman laid his hand on his

left breast with a quiet solemnity that proclaimed far more truly than any

language, the deep excitement aroused in his own bosom by the scene

and occasion—though these miglit have impressed the most careless

mortal with emotions of no ordinary kind.

The rebel army, too well acquainted with the climate to undertake

a heavy action under the scorching rays of a noontide sim, had halted

on the previous morning a few hours after Toussaint had given to our

friends their memorable audience. Tiiroughout tlie heat of the day the

" troops," if they may be so called, had received orders to refresh them-

selves with sleep and food, while a detachment, chosen bylotj were stnt

out, some to forage, and others to act as spies on the enemy's camp,

which, by all accounts, was formed in advance of the city to be

protected, their videttes being pushed alm.ost to the oixtposts of the

insurgents' army : not long after sunset the latter was once more put

in motion ; while the gorgeous splendour of a Yv^'est Indian moon at its

full, lighted on the rude, but enthusiastic, masses of men, who needed no

spur to their intense revenge, to undergo all hardships for that victory

they were sworn and determined to gain.

Through valleys of t]:o most enchanting form, the dai-k tortuous mass

of the sable army wound like some vast living reptile, whose powers are

magnified the more from tlic indistinctness tliat conceals it. Now
the moonlight lay sleeping liolily on the mountain tops, or flashed

suddenly back from tlie tranquil mirror of the sea, as its gentle

murmur fell in distant thunder, sighing deeply Avhile its heavy waves

swept back witli a low lengthened roar to the parent ocean, as

some sudden break in the woods allowed the eye and ear to indulge

in these evidences of its proximity. Gigantic cotton-trees, and the

enormous spreading mahogany, afforded objects of deep shadow ; while

on the dancing spray of some long slight palm, the light seemed

walking by their side, reflected witb all the vividness of electricity ;
and

as the deep rolling of the sea became once more hushed while the army

moved along, the night- breeze gently rose sweet with the perfume of

the forest, and bearing on its bosom the wild and distant songs with

whicli these strugglers for liberty cheered their present toil, and antici-

pated pleasures that should never arise for them.

At this instant the loud report of cannon came faintly to the ear

;

and in the distant horizon sharp quick flashes of a far ruddier colour

than the pure moon's rays, announced that the skirmishing between the

diff'erent outposts had begun. Tliese sounds only the more increased

O E
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the already intense excitement felt by our friends ; while shouts of

joy and eager prognostications of victory arose among the undisciplined

negroes.

As the troops continued to advance, all the tumult of an approaching

conflict grew nearer. The low thunder of cannon was followed at no

loncif intervals by the crashing peals of musketry. The cries of wounded

men, the flying past of injured horses, whose masters had been already

thrown or slain, while with impetuous fury others galloped to and

fro, to bear orders and replies,—all impressed the sense with the fact of

a near approach to tlie battle-field.

Amid these engrossing portents the sky suddenly began to lighten in the

east, and presently the sun burst forth in what might most truly be termed

oriental magnificence. Eveline now distinctly beheld beneath the ridge

of the hill on which the rebels were marching, the city, whose capture

they desired ; while drawn up on the rising of the plain before it, were

the French troops hastily collected for its protection ; supported it is

true along the whole extent of their rear by the hearths and altars for

which they fought, but quite commanded by the higher position which
the slaves possessed, and which the colonists had considered either too

distant or too extensive to be successfully held by their limited forces.

A party of the insurgents having previously gained possession of the

higher ridge, now moved forward to drive in the advanced lines of their

enemy ; while the main body of the rebels having passed the defile

Avhich they had been traversing during the night, and spread out into

open line, advanced in this order, and thus suddenly arriving within

sight both of their foe and their desired prize, halted for a few minutes,

wJiile their general determined on his line of attack.

The fierce yell of exultation that rent the skies, as the large body of

the blacks first caught sight of their opponents in the plain below, made
the flesh creep on Eveline's bones, and gave her a fearful intimation and
but too true prophecy of all the horrors whicli their victorious and un-
restrained licence A-sould perpetrate. After the pause of a quarter of an
hour spent in most anxious suspense, the chief of the insurgents gave
the word f' r his troops to advance ; and, accordingly, tlie left wing,

headed by a negro of great power, rushed down upon the plain with
an impetuosity which it seemed impossible for anything to withstand.

Tlie opposite or right wing of the colonists was, however, composed
of some of the most tried and veteran troops from France ; men who
had been seasoned in the battle- field in their own country, and even when
transplanted to the unhealthy climate of St. Domingo, had resisted tlie

attacks of its innumerable diseases and perpetual heat. Filled with an
intense hatred of the blacks, and the cause for which they fought, long
accustomed to tyrannize over the negroes, as well as to consider them a
degraded and all but helpless species of brute, the more annoying, from
its possessing tlie power of speech and complaint, conscious superiority,

long triumph, and still greater detestation, combined with the powers
of discipline to give them every advantage.

" There," cried De Passoa, touching Eveline on the shoulder, " there
is something like fighting for you ; see how the blacks go to it—fine
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strapping fellows ! But French shot shall soon take the pride out of

them."
" It will indeed. See, they begin to fall already. How firmly tlic

enemy's right wing stands ! Why don't they open fire on 'em ?"

" Some old experienced soldier was commanding there, depend on it.

Never fire till you will see the whites of your enemy's eyes. See now
they open."

" And there fall the unfortunate negroes right and left. What a
horrible sight it is to contemplate a battle field and all the outrageous
fury of a combat, unstimulated in the slightest degree by the fierce

struggle of personal encounter ! See, see, how the negroes are falling

now in whole lines together. What is this better than the coolest

butchery V
" Butchery ! not at all. This was just as it should be," criedDe Passoa,

rubbing his hands with glee, while his eyes sparkled intensely in the
growing light of morning. " Go it. Old France."

" Hush, for Heaven's sake, De Passoa ; remember that you are in the

midst of those who hate France and all that belongs to her ; have a care

of what you say."

" True, my good young friend, I shall thank you for the caution
;"

then whispering closely, " These damned niggers shall be thrashed in one
hand gallop yet."

" See, there they run ! Heaven save them !" cried Eveline, " the cause

of liberty in every clime against all tyrants. Here, Spanker ! Simpson !

who'll charge with me to the rescue ?
"

Had the issue of that day's fight depended only on the assistance which
these few with willing hands could render. Tyranny at least would have
won no victory over the advancement of mankind. Toussaint L'Ouverture

had, however, been busily engaged in watching the progress of the fight,

and while to all appearance he had been coolly regarding the slaughter of

his men, he was in reality applauding the determination with which
they returned again and again to the charge, utterly regardless of life or

limb provided that they conquered. In order to insure this, Toussaint had
moreover sent a detachment of bush-rangers round the end of the plain

through a kind of jungle, with instructions to take the enemy's right

wing in the flank, and thus endeavour to rout it ; while to support the

men he had already pushed forward, he determined to hazard all upon a

single die, and moved down into the plain with his whole line to join

battle. Before Eveline with her /riends, Spanker and Simpson, who
readily rushed to her side on hearing her summons, could perfect the

act of madness which, like raw soldiers as they were, would have led

them to rush from their own ranks on certain death, they found them-

selves surrounded and protected by the whole body of negroes, who
with a thousand hideous yells and exultations bore furiously forward

to the fight, rushing down the hill-side less like a body of troops

advancing to attack disciplined forces than the wild herd of swine pos-

sessed by devils in Holy Writ rushing from destruction. Now appeared

too in all their horror the endless variety of the rebels' arms ; knives,

daggers, swords, scythe-blades and bludgeons ingeniously studded with

3 E 2
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nails or broken fragments of iron, to aid in the work of slaughter;

Avhile at their head on foot strode the powerful Toussaint, urging on

his people alike by his speech and example ; the sash on his waist being

already streaked with the ensanguined stream that flowed around, and

his large dark eyes starting from beneath the grey bushy eyebrows that

surmounted them.
" Our liberty is lost for ever, or cemented now " cried the daring

chieftain in the French language. " Come on, come on—Death itself

is a release from slavery—God is with us—on
!"

With these and similar cries, Toussaint advanced to the very faces of

his enemies ; but while yet his sword was raised in act to strike, a bullet

hit the blade and broke it into a thousand atoms, while the foe raised

the triumphant shout— "They run, they run !"

" Take back yovir lie and give me back a sword 1" was the reply of

the intrepid Toussaint, who without looking behind, dashed on the

fellow to whom he owed his loss, seized with the utmost rapidity his

firelock from the fellow's hand, dashed out its owner's brains with the

butt, and then discharging the contents of the barrel into the bosoni

of an officer who was rushing to the man's assistance, snatched away
the latter's sword, and waving it above his head, cried to his men, " Do
the same each of you, and the daj is ours."

" Hurrah," cried the negroes, catching fresh hope and vigour from the

deed.

" Here come in the bush-rangers,'' exclaimed one of Toussaint's aides-

de-camp^ as the men despatched to turn the flank of the enemy's right,

now poured in a galling fire from detached posts, whence they could not

be driven, while part of them charged in person on the point assailed.

At this ci'itical juncture, some craven-hearted creature, either betraying

the side for which he appeared to strive, or betrayed by his own fears,

suddenly raised the cry, " "SVe are surrounded." •

Not more swiftly does fire extend along the open brow of some
parched common, where the withered gorse-bush droops a ready
prey for the flames, than did this sudden panic extend throughout the

lines of the ' olonists' troops. The very men wiio had been but a few
minutes before, to all appearance, strong in the assurance of victory,

now imagined themselves to be caught in some artful toil : and hcaringf

tlie cries of the negroes in their rear, and seeing their companions falling

from a line of fire on their flank, concluded that some large unknown
force was there concealed. Thus impressed, they first halted, then
wavered, and as the negroes became more encouraged, finally fled. In
vain the French leader with his own hand cut down one of the fugi-

tives, and endeavoured by every sj^ecies of imprecation and entreaty

to arrest their flight. His words no longer seemed to have the least

autliority with any of the soldiers who listened to them. The first

moment that gave to the rebels the least advantage, rudely dispelled

the prestige of superiority which had hitherto afibrded them so much
moral strength against superior numbers : this gone, the immense
personal power of their eneniics, the ferocious-looking appearance
they brought with them into action, the relentless cruelty with which
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tlioy massacred all who fell, tlioir hideous cries, their numtTous arms
and naked bodies, all contributed to increase the effect which a mo-
mentary terror had produced. Rudely pressing against their com-
mander, his horse was thrown to the field by the shock of his troops

in their precipitate flight. Before the unfortunate beast could regain its

legs, a swarm of dead and living bodies covered it, while the rider still

uttering imprecations on their cowardice, was trampled into silence and
insensibility by the iron heels of his own soldiery. It wanted but thi«j

to enable the negi-oes to carry all before tliem. A flotilla of boats

about this period anchored in the bay, on the right wing of the colo-

nists' army, which they had been instructed, but which they had neg-

lected, to support. Seeing how matters were going, they opened fire

to the best of their abilities ; but in the confusion of the moment,
their shots either buried themselves harmlessly in tlie ground, or killed

as many friends as foes ; while, as the colonists were in full fliorlit into

the city, and the negroes in as full pursuit of them, the whole squa-
dron were obliged rapidly to unmoor to seek safety for themselves, in

consequence of the appearance of an English squadron, that under a
press of sail came doubling round the neiglibouring promontory.

SuiTOunded by his staff, Toussaint, as soon as the battle was fairly

won, gathered together by a great effort such few of the older neo-roes

as yet retained any sense of discipline. With these men, Tou^ss^aint

endeavoured to spare the lives of such of the enemy on tlie field as had
not already fiiUen ; and having in several cases effected this humane pur-
pose, he -next entered the city in which the great majority of his troops

were rioting, with the humane desire of moderating by his presence those

outrages he could not altogether prevent, as well as of affording to all who
should need them whatever powers of protection he still possessed. In
the mean while, Eveline, Simpson, and Spanker, had been borne onward
like mere feathers on the crest of some large wave towards the very thick

of the battle.

Having fortunately escaped any severe wounds, they now espied

Toussaint, and joining his staff, they all entered the city, where the pan-
demonium of cries, shrieks, and musket-shots, with every other sound of

horrid confusion, grew more and more intense every moment.

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-THIRD.

REVERTS TO THE FORTUNES OF ALIBI AND BAMBOOZLE,

The progress of our story demands that we should noAv, for a brief

space, revert to the fate of some of our other characters ; and as the one
leads into the rest, we will take up that of Dr. Bamboozle.
Hard as the task was, the doctor succeeded in pulling off to the

schooner and boarding her, wlien he found on deck the worthy indi-

vidual who had refused to render his assistance by going on shore.

Knowing full well that notliing could be done while this man remained
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on deck, our friend determined to have recourse to his old trick, and

by pretending that he very much wished the benefit of the malcontent's

society, thus drive the latter once more down below. The other

also seemed inclined to fall very readily into the trap set for him, since

he no sooner perceived Bamboozle coming, than holding out his hand

as much as to say " Avaunt thee, Satan !" he exclaimed

—

" I tell ye it's no use, I won't go on shore on any of your devil's

errands, and so it's no use to ask me."
" Well, but I say you must and shall come on shore, so it's no use

refusing," retorted old Bam, chuckling inwardly with prodigious

delight at the humour in which he found the other. " The fact is, the

blacks are in a state of rebellion ashore yonder ; there's no safety among

them ; would you see Mr. Paul and myself murdered before your eyes,

for want of your helping, when just stepping into the boat and putting

a bold front on the matter would set all right ? three, you know, might

face
—

"

"—De'il a fiice ye get from me, unless it's hacked from my shoulthers :

I wonder ye ha' the face to say a word about it ; I tell ye I won't

come, nor have any living matter to do wi' either of you, but I'll just

go below and speak no word more."—and down below dived the generous

individual.
'• But Mac ! Mac !'' shouted old Bam, scarcely able to do his ma-

noeuvre justice from excess of laughter. No word in answer, however,

would Mac deign to give, and Bamboozle at length, convinced that no

danger was to be apprehended from that quarter, turned round and

proceeded down the companion hatchway.
" What the devil's brought you back ? '' growled Alibi, as the other

set his foot on the first stair. Bamboozle muttered an oath of disap-

pointment.
" I've only forgotten something. Alibi," returned he, not very warily

giving an evasive answer.
" Forgotten what—Forgotten ! the devil forgotten I say ! It must

be a precious piece of forgetfulness to bring you all this way back to

the schooner ! What is it ?

" O ! O ! ahem ! that is—what did you say ?''

" I say what is it you have forgotten, to bring you all this distance ?"

' " Why, my lancet-case I tell you. How often must I bawl a short

answer like that in your ear before you can imderstand it ? My lancets

want grinding so bad, I thought my last patient might have died from

inflammation of the veins, the lancet was so rusty. The French, you
know, are just the boys for doing that sort of thing right well, so I

thought I'd give 'cm a trial—I shan't be long."
" You may be as long as you like," said Alibi in his usual bearish

manner, and turning round in his cot as if going to sleep. Bam-
boozle, quite assured that all was right, walked boldlj' to his cabin,

whistling some ballad, and after a few minutes spent in ])reteuding to

ransack liis chest, and sundry exclamations, half aloud, half to himself,

of " Well, I'm sure I put them here—I remember the day—yes, they

must 1)0 here—No !— where the devil can tlioy be? sure they couldn't
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have been left in the cabin that day when 1 bled the cook ?—though I

do believe they must have been," together with further passages of

dialogue filling up the pauses, Bamboozle walked into the captain's

cabin as if to search for his missing lancets, opened the door which

secured the gold, with the most excessive agitation and excitement,

clasped the weighty hoard, and heavy though it was, lifted it like a

feather, and placed it underneath his coat in front, the breast bulging

out over the treasure like the distended plumage of some old carrion

crow over his crop, when gorged beyond all decency. " Darling

angels," muttered old Bam, as he hugged the aureant coins still closer

to his bosom with one arm, while he extended the other to close the

cupboard do ir. This duty accomplished, he had now nothing more to

effect but his retreat, and turning swiftly round

—

Jack Alibi stood full before him !

Now Jack never was a pleasant-looking being. What then nmst

the unfortunate Bamboozle have thought of Alibi's appearance, when
that enormous original stood before him—naked from his cot ; his

hair matted and hanging over his face in wildest confusion; his eye

bloodshot from long sleep and present fury; his lips swollen and his

tongue half protruding from his mouth, and not only his head, but all

the features in it, were distended to twice their natural size, by the

excessive effects of the quicksilver ; while added to this, the most deadly

rage threw its grim and distorting effects over his whole person, and

his beard, which had not been shaved for a week, blackened around

his infuriate muzzle with the deadliest aspect ! Such seemed Alibi's

unutterable anger and surprise, that many seconds elapsed before he

could command himself enough to articulate. In this interval, the

whole desperate condition of his present plight so completely revealed

itself to Bamboozle, that his treacherous claws even forsook their duty,

and down fell on the deck, with a sound as dead as his own doom, the

bag of glittering bait that had lured him to this extremity.

" How long have you used those golden lancets, you infernal thief of

perdition ?" demanded Alibi, in a voice scarcely human, as soon as he

recovered the power of speech. In vain Bamboozle endeavoured to

coax up a reply from the bottom of his throat, the words were frozen

there. He got as far as " I—I—I," and then the heavy fist of

Alibi finished the rest of the sentence by the most forcible of all argu-

ments, w^hich the learned have termed the argumcntmn laccuUnum,

and the unlearned " the knock-down."
" I hope that's finished you ! You thrice-dyed incarnation of lies

and rhubarb !
" proceeded Alibi, speaking in his wrath as loudly as

if the words could still annoy the bleeding ear of poor old Bam,

who lay as flat upon the deck as if he never should rise more. " I

dare say the blackguard has taken the other bag already;" then

looking, and at once perceiving the loss he had sustained, " "Well, if he

hasn't, blow my eyes and limbs into every quarter of the globe, but

where I want them ! " with many other equally elegant and certainly

quite as useful exclamations. Alibi took a spyglass, opened one of the

scuttles, and directing his disabled vision to the shore, there beheld poor
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Paul waiting disconsolately for the boat. At this sight all the worthy

pirate's rage seemed to find fresh fury and double vent. " Ye.«, there he

stands there—there—for the return of the boat ; if he doesn't, may my
mother never wop her blessed cat for cream -stealing—and my gold beside

him all the while, I'll lay my life. If Bamboozle has any brains left,

when he gets up, hang me but I'll beat them out into a pap-boat, and give

them to my dog as sauce Vv-ith his indigestible liver. And to think of being

done by that Paul, the young cheat-the-gallows ! Honesty's come to a

pretty pass, when you can't save a boy from hanging, but he must

rob you of the gold you got fur doing it ; ay, and more too, that's the

worst of it, may I be smothered if 'tisn't a temptation to turn to some

honest calling, just to prosecute that young hypocrite for the theft, and

give the gallows its due. So smooth as he is, and yet to rob a man
he owes all to, and has seen work so hard too for his money ! Hang me
if ever I believe in any man's truth again."

Gom<y on deck and calling to the Scotchman, the latter, after some
consultation, agi-eed with Alibi as to the necessity of an immediate

departure ; and partly with a view of making use of his pair of hands,

and partly with the amiable intent of exposing him to the French shot, if

any should be fired. Bamboozle was pulled up the hatchway, more dead

than alive. As Paul had seen, old Bam was here made, by dint of

threats and cufts, to render what little assistance lay in his power towards

getting the schooner under weigh ; and then, as soon as she had passed

the French man-of-war, and got faii'ly out to sea without being fired

on, he was told to prepare for death. The scene that here ensued was
one in every way painful to humanity to witness ; it was painful to see

tlie wretched Bamboozle, utterly forgetting everything that science or

philosopliy had taught him, and craving his life with the most obse-

quious submission, from the hands of one who could scarcely be called

a human creature. Alibi was at first, however, inexorable; he told

the doctor, with a manner that too sadly enforced belief, to prepare

.for death in thirty minutes; which death Alibi added, by way of com-
fort, should be inflicted by beating his liead in with the b;ig of gold

he had attei.ipted to steal. When at length Bamboozle saw that

neither contrition, entreaty, lying, nor even the inost obsequious sub-
mission could avail in softening Jack's brutality, he luckily thought of

attacking the enemy through that never-failing quarter self-interest.

Springing from his knees, with a ludicrous air of pettishness, that

seemed almost to warrant the supposition of his having been only
feigning beforeliand, he exclaimed

—

" I tell you what it is, Mr. Jack Alibi, knock my brains out as soon
as you will. If you kill me, you won't live long yourself, that's one
comfort; but that you must know, yourself, as well as I do; and if

you doubt it, you have only to go and look at yourself in the glass."

" Go below, you lying old hypocrite, or I'll toss you overboard from
where I .stand," replied Jack, somewhat staggered at the intimation ho
had just received ; while the other, seeing that his words had not alto-

gether lost their effect, obeyed the conmiand, and sulkily retreated to his

cabin. Here, however, instead of preparing iiimself for diath, he took
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every precaution by barring and bolting the door of bis cabin, to resist

all intrusion as long as wood and iron could stand. Scarcely bad lie

quitted the deck when Alibi desired the Scotchman to fetch out from his

cabin the lookinff-ixlass that hun<x over his desk : and this beinw done.

Alibi commenced examining into the truth of Bamboozle's last assertion.

Again and again he swore to himself that be certainly would knock
Bamboozle's brains out, and that nobody should prevent him ; but as

often as he said this, he took up the tormenting looking-glass, and thought
be perceived death written in every line of the most frightful features

be had ever beheld in his life, for not all his partiality could conceal this

fact from his own observance : then again Bamboozle might be playing

with him ; and yet, if so, what could make him look so hideous ? "I
was once upon a time," muttered Jack, " a tolerably good-looking youno-

fellow:" then he longed for some one to whom to communicate his cares

in order that he might be consoled ; and after resisting this inclination

for many minutes, be could no longer endure the struggle, but going

up to the Scotchman abruptly, began with

—

" I say, Mac, do you see anything particular in my face?"

Now Mac as a Scotchman, who was very conscientious, and always
read good books, whenever an opportunity offered, because, as he said,

the sin as he did oftentimes " required to be' thus piirified." ]\Ioreover,

with this worthy man it was a leading rule of life, which cannot be

too highly applauded, that nothing ever should induce him to tell a

lie, unless he could most clearly perceive bow it was to benefit him.
Now in this case INIac could not see how it was to benefit him : or

what was still more puzz^.ing to Mac's mind and principles was, that

though he doubted not a beneficial lie might be told somewhere, he

could not yet perceive exactly wdiere the lie beneficial might lay; be

therefore thought it better, under all tl-e difficulties of the case, to steer

a middling course, which he conceived himself to do by very agreeably

shaking bis head : but your very prudent people are often getting into

scrapes, from which their less thoiightful neighbours go free,—so in

this instance it happened that not tlie most direct assertion he could

have made, would have scared his captain half as much as the simple

motion of the Presbyterian.
" D—n me, sir, do you think I am dying ?" demanded the pirate, with

as much fury as Henry the Eighth could have shown. The Scotchman

now perceiving which way the wind blew, trimmed his sails by it

so vividly, that Alibi, seeing through bis motive, grew still further

alarmed, turned a deaf ear to all his consolation, and began to number
his hours. Tiien came the question, should Bamboozle live or not for a

quarter of an hour ? Alibi chewed the cud on this eventful point

for some time wholly undecided. Finding himself, however, rapidly

growing worse, and the pains in his limbs and head becoming almost

insupportable, he resolved in his own mind to make use of Bam-
boozle's professional abilities so long as be lived, and to leave orders

for the doctor's immediate destruction in case of his own demise.

Having communicated these his resolves to the scrupulous Scotch-

man, who, hearing the Avhole, took care to compromise himself to
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no definite answer, and yet to leave Alibi perfectly convinced of his

intended obedience, Mac was now sent down to summon Bamboozle to

the deck. The doctor had, however, completed his arrangements for

defence. Strapped round his person were some of the sliarpest instru-

ments he had left on board ; for in addition to his misfortunes, our

readers will remember that he had carried to the shore most of his

valuables ; an old amputating knife, of the French description, with a

pointed blade, a most fearful weapon to encounter, together with

another of the same description, though both considerably past surgical

use, still remained behind,—and these he had appended to his person

by a silk handkerchief, tied round the waist ; two formidable bottles

full of mineral acid stood at hand, with their stoppers out and their

contents smoking like small steam engines, ready to be dashed in the

face of anyrude assailant; while in addition to these defensive and offensive

preparations, a large pair of ship's pistols, cocked and loaded, lay on the

doctor's cot,—the lid of his chest, his mattress, and, in short, everything

that could be tortured into a barricade, were ingeniously bolstered up
against the door, as well to resist its being forced open, as to prevent
bullets being fired through; from within this strong-hold the doctor

parleyed with the Scotchman, and on being told that Alibi wanted him
on the quarter-deck, positively and resolutely refused to obey the

summons, under any pretence whatsoever. In vain Mac assured him
that no harm was meant, that Gentle Jack had only desired his medical
advice, and so forth. The doctor vowed by eveiy particle of the fame of

Celsus, that no patient, be his rank what it might, should induce him
to come out of his cabin that night ; nothing but burning him out, blow-
ing him up, or sinking the ship, should move him ; he was fully

armed and prepared for a siege ; and if they took him, they should
never take him alive.

" Ye old fool!" said the angry Scotchman, " d'ye think I'd trouble
myself to tell you a lee?" and the northern attempted to force Bam-
boozle's door. Witli a degree of celerity that could hardly be expected,
Bamboozle dipped a syringe into the bottle of nitrous acid, and having
drawn up Vie piston, discharged its contents full on the Scotchman's
boney hand ; while the latter, at first thinking it was only water, ex-
claimed in a jeering manner, " What child's play are ye after now ?"

then in a second feeling the intense agony the liquid inflicted, imme-
diately dropped the lock of Bamboozles door, and dancing round the
deck with pain, cried, " Deil tak tlie fellow! Wiiat is it? How it

burns
!"

" No child's play that. Master Mac," retorted Bamboozle, grinning
heartily as he watcjied the otlier's sufferings tlirough a crack in the ]>anel.

" Don't be calling names, and swearing in that way; but tliink your-
self very lucky I didn't aim that at your eye : you wouldn't have seen
double again, in a hurry, I warrant you.

" Now, go on deck, and tell

Alibi if lie w^ants to consult me about his health, lu; must come to me,
not send for me to him : and what's more, tell him to keep his distance.
A mad dog is a safer animal, any day, tlian a desperate doctor."
Witli this message Mac returned to the quarter-deck, and Alibi being
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infinitely amused at the sufferings of the Scotchman, was fain to accede

to Bamboozles terms, and seek his advice, with a barricaded door
between them. The leech having told him to go to bed, promised to niako
some pills for him, and let them roll through the space under the door-

way ; wliile Alibi, assuring him that lie had left oi'ders that the surgeon
should not outlive his patient, expressed his readiness to take whatever
was prescribed, and then sought his hammock. Bamboozle, as he made
up the medicine for his unruly patient, took up the bottle of arsenic,

looked at it wistfully, shook his head, and then put it in its place again;

made up the proper medicine, rolled it under the door-way, and listened

to Alibi while he swallowed it.

Contrary to Bamboozle's expectation, the following morning found
the pirate much better ; no cold came on, as might have been anti-

cipated from his sudden exposure to the open air, and in a few days
Alibi seemed to have got beyond any relapse of his illness ; with the

exception that two or three of the crew who had chosen to remain below,

the rest of the seamen made what the sailors term a hurricane-house upon
deck, and by living there, gradually recovered from the effects of the

deadly mineral, by which they had been poisoned. By degrees Bamboozle
became convinced that his life was to be spared, and so gradually

emerged from his den. The pirates cruised with indifferent success till

they fell in with the vessel containing Sir Job Periwinkle, and played

the worthy Briton the detestable trick already recorded. What with

jewels, coin, the quicksilver, various articles of merchandise, and the

bills they had extracted from Sir Job, Alibi imagined that he had now
procured nearly enough plunder to abandon piracy for the more secure

occupation of living on its produce ; for the completion of this scheme

he more particularly experienced the want of some friendly port,

where the refinements of civilization would enable him to realize in

hard cash, with the least possible loss, the various prizes he had made.

Any colony belonging to England was, of course, wholly out of the

question ; nor was it easy, from the number of cruisers, to get safe into

any large port with which the English were at war ; neither, on the

other hand, would any small settlement have presented the facilities Alibi

desired to meet under these circumstances : the ease with which he at

first entered and escaped from the harbour of St. Domingo ; the know-

ledge which he had obtained of the various commotions by which the

French authorities at that time were distracted ; its large population and

great commercial intercourse,—all indicated it as a proper and very

desirable point on which to base the realizing part of his operations.

Resolving to use the-utmost possible circumspection, he now sailed for

that island. On his road thither he gave chase to what he considered

to be a prize, but which proved, in reality, to be a brother-labourer

in the same vineyard of iniquity : having spoken this vessel, and received

on board some of her crew, to supply the places of those who had died,

four sturdy villains of various nations came on board the schooner,

and at their head no less a person tlian the redoubted Envce ; obliged to

run from the service from a report of his having been involved in the

outrage on the Irish vicarage, ho had thought fit to follow the long-felt
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inclinations of liis own heart, and sail to the West Indies in a sloop

which he knew was to join Alibi. Warm was the greeting which took

place between these worthy compeers, and after a long carousal

some of the invalid seamen were exchanged from Alibi's ship into the

other, and fresh hands received in their stead, after which either vessel

stood away to fulfil her own object. Nothing adverse having occurred,

Alibi's schooner at length made the port she desired, and got ready to

come to an anchor ; but as she had hoisted French colours, and it was
necessary to sustain the character, the gentle Jack, who had not yet

been able to accomplish much in the French language, and certainly

looked as unlike a devoiirer of soupe-maigre as could well be imagined,

was sent below, together with several of the most Enolish-lookincr of

the crew, while Envee, who had made it his study to pick up every

kind of knowledge that would give effect to roguery, took command of

the craft, and prepared to answer any hail to which he might be sub-
jected. Greatly, however, to his delight, a line-of-battle ship getting

under weigh was the only French man-of-war to be seen ; while she, ap-
parently too busy to regard the interests of any but herself, took no notice

of the privateer schooner, but allowed the latter quietly to proceed to

her anchorage near the town. The order had been already given to

see the cable all clear, and in a Tew more minutes the pirate's anchor
would have been let go, when Envee's attention happened to be
attracted by the sound of a gun, discharged from the French line-

of-battle ship. With all the vigilance of guilt, he immediately looked
up and perceived a signal flying from her main-topgallant-mast-
head. Fearfnl that this might be intended for himself, and utterly

ignorant how to answer it, he eagerly looked round to ascertain

whether it could apply to any other vessel : in an instant he beheld
a man-of-war's boat answer the signal, and while this set his mind
at rest with respect to himself, it left him more at liberty to ex-
amine into the characters and purposes of the party whom the boat
contained ; in particular his eye was directed towards a lady who sat

closely veiled in the stern-sheets, and who, less from her appearance-
than the disguise and mystery which seemed to envelop it, drew down
the misfortune of his most especial scrutiny. We need hardly tell our
readers that this lady was no other than our heroine—Nora.

. It will be remembered that when the French man-of-war's signal

vfus seen and answered by her boat, the latter was all but hidden from
sight by a projecting promontory, while the unfortunate Nora thus
suddenly found tliat liberty was brought almost within lier grasp only
to be tlie more cruelly snatched from her enjoyment. With a natural
effort to secure her'own safety, she endeavoured by every argimicnt and
promise in her power to persuade tlie seamen to land her first, and tlien

return. Again and again she assured them that the signal could not
relate to her; that it must regard some other matter totally distinct

;

and that, in fact, to turn back Avhen now so near the shore, was, in

reality, to give themselves the trouble of returning to accomplish that
which the least delay would now effect, and by this negligence bring
on themselves the reprimand of the commander. Unfortunately she
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pleaded so energetically, that the young officei- in command of the boat,

struck with the silent apathy of " tlie first scholar" thought the voice
wondrously musical for the fat Englishwoman, who had so lou"- been
the subject of merriment in their mess-place ; while the second gun from
the line-of-battle ship at this moment sounding on his car, he reluc-

tantly ordered the steersman to put down the helm and turn back. Nora,
carried away by her feelings, still more energetically implored to be set

free ; while, as if she had not already sufficiently forgotten her diso-uisc,

the alteration in the boat's position caused a momentary flaw of wind
to blow aside the neglected veil, and thus, in an instant, to all eyes the
imposition was discovered.

" Bless my soul, my love, who would have thought that this was
you !" exclaimed "the first scholar," with that milucky predisposition

to blunder which has distinguished so many otherwise illustrious people,

while a shout of laughter from both officer and men convinced Nora
that her last hope was gone, and in another instant she sank senseless

in the stern-sheets of the boat. As far as her own individual

feelings were concerned, perhaps this was the most merciful provision

for her comfort that could well have arisen. At the very moment that

this scene of entreaty was proceeding in the boat, Envee, avIio in his

schooner' had gained within a few yards, of the spot, had his gaze
intently fixed upon Nora's person. Sometliing in her attitudes—the

proud carriage, of her arched neck—the graceful movement with Avhich

she clasped her hands in wild entreaty to the young man who sat

beside her, all awoke a dim remembrance that its wild improbability alone

forbade to be received, even while the utmost hopes of his soul desired

its realization. No sooner, however, did the unkind breeze toss by
the veil and give those pale but exquisite and eloquent features to his

view, than despite of every precaution the words burst from Envee's

lips.

" 'Tis her, by Jove."

Never yet was stimulant invented by man's misdirected ingenuity

one half so powerful in doubling the pulses of the heart, as that brief

glance.

" She's mine at last," muttered Envee in continuation of his thoughts,

and wholly unconscious that he was giving utterance to the secrets of

his odious heart.

The eager desire of grasping the prey thus unexpectedly brought

within his reach, and m a quarter of the globe where he had least

expected to behold her, even if ever again, threw Envee into such a pei*-

turbation of spirits, that for a few seconds he hardly knew what he was
doing. Indeed, nothing less than this could explain the atrocity of

which he was guilty, since with the momentary conception of a

madman, he determined at all hazards to capture Nora, even though
he should have to brave the fury of the seventy-four.

The briefest consideration should and would have shown him the

folly of such an enterprise ; but he Avas transported beyond either

reason or humanity, though not left without that degree of cunning

which gave force to his atrocitv. A kind of lightning argument
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seemed to flash before him, that to seize the boat as well as Nora would

be ruin; and with a luind that hesitated at no depth of guilt, he

instantly resolved to run the boat down, drown all her crew except

Nora for whose safety his own arm should be responsible—pretend that

the resultwas the effect of unavoidable accident, and claim at our heroine's

hands the gratitude due to a man who had saved her life at the risk of

his own. Even had he wished it, not an instant was left for the recon-

sideration of this villany : now was the moment—the boat was already

beginning to pull across his bows, and if this chance were lost, no such

second ever could occur—the helm was in his own hands. Putting down a

little to port, as if he were desirous of luffing up to the utmost possible

extent, so as to entice the boat still more securely to pursue its path

across his bows, he no sooner watched his prey advance to that point

where retreat or progression was equally destructive, than reverting the

helm with instant rapidity, he directed the bow of the schooner full on the

gunwale of the French man-of war's gig: the crew and officers, all

busily employed in listening to Nora's intreaties, little expected this dis-

astrous encounter, nor were even aware of their proximity to the schooner,

until roused by the cry of Envee vociferating with every apparent rage

and surprise, " Back astern." Starting to their oars which they had before

been but slowly pulling, half ir hopes that the young French officer

would yet grant Nora's prayer, and set her on shore, they now became

so paralysed from fear and the suddenness of the occasion, as to be

wholly unable to take any course together ; and while some cried out

to back astern, the officer roared " Pull for your lives." The neces-

sary consequence ensued ;
part followed one instruction, and part the

other, until the boat becoming stationary, on came the schooner under

full press of canvas, her bowsprit shooting over the heads of the

devoted crew, and her huge cutwater crushing in the frail gunwale,

and burying in the swell of water that she carried before her bows,

every living creature that the boat contained.

" Why the devil didn't you get out of the way ? " cried the atro-

cious scoundrel, who had caused tliis wholesale murder, rushing

forward at the moment of collision, and shaking his spy-glass at the

seamen already struggling in the embrace of death, as if the whole affair

had been to him a cause of the most complete astonishment and
sorrow.

In thus doing, however, his ciiief object had been to ascertain the posi-

tion and secure the safety of Nora ; but so instantaneous had been the

destruction of the boat on coming in contact with the schooner, that to

the horror of the wretch himself, he was unable to discover a single

particle, even of her dress. Fully believing that she had been drawn
under the bows of the schooner, and was, or would be, drowned, if

not immediately rescued, he called immediately to his crew to lower

a boat, and rushing aft to the stern, Avatched for Nora's rc-appearance.

In the mean while it had so happened tliat Nora and Archdeacon
Pontifex, being seated in the stern of the gig, they all three were carried

by the eddy of the water under the lee-bow of the pirate, and so

along her side in comparative safety ; while the French midshipman,
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quickly recovering those senses wliich the suddenness of tlie catastrophe

had briefly stunned, snatched at an oar floating by, and placing Nora's

hands upon its substantial support, generously seized the next passer-

by, who proved to be the first scholar in Europe ; and then he himself

joining the unfortunate couple, and placing himself at Nora's side, the

better to watch over her safety, thus waited for the schooner to pick

them all up, and so far atone for that which he conceived to be the

unavoidable accident of her steersman.

In the mean time, however, Nora's bonnet and shawl had been rudely

torn from her person by one of the bowsprit shrouds, and earned by
the wind, fell some yards farther aft than their owner, they thus making
their appearance under the stern a few seconds before herself. Envee, ex-

cited by fear and hope beyond the power of very distinctly recognising

anything, had stripped ofl^ his jacket and shoes in preparation for Nora's

rescue. On the instant that he beheld those parts of her dress which
we have named, he plunged down after them ; and sinking deep into

the water by their side, Nora and the other two were floated past the

spot Iwhere he had sunk ere he reappeared ; while the oar and the

shoulders of the swimmers being acted on by the wind, drove them con-

siderably to leeward before Envee had dashed the water from his eyes,

and sufiiciently recovered from the shock, to -discern objects around him
;

when he did so, he perceived three heads floating at a little distance

;

but as none of the faces were towards him, it was impossible to say

whose or what they were, and, therefore, clasping the bonnet and shawl,

in the vain hope of finding Nora's form beneath them, he once more
dived below to recover the body which he conceived the hull of the

schooner had tended to bury, in passing over it. By this time the

crew of the pirate, accustomed to act with alacrity, and certain from the

manner of Envee that the whole affair must have been the result of

accident, had swiftly lowered down the boat hanging at their stern
;

and unable in the confusion to see which of the human heads around

was that of their comrade, they naturally enough pulled for the three

whom they saw clinging to an oar, and whom they knew they could

save.

Without much ceremony either being sought or rendered, Nora, the

Archdeacon, and the young Frenchman, were one after the other rapidly

drawn into the boat ; while the last of the three underwent a narrow

escape that made his blood curdle wherfever in after-life he chanced to

remember it. A shoal of sharks, in all probability detained by ban-

quetting on the bodies of the men who had sunk, appeared to have

seen the dark figures floating on the surface of the water, and made
towards them just in sufficient time to miss the midshipman as he was

dragged on board—the ferocious creatures, rushing against the oar as

it protruded from the boat, and darkening for an instant with their fins

the spot from which Nora had been rescued. With that thorough detes-

tation of this animal which all sailors possess, the pirates seized a boat-

hook, and struck at the snout of the nearest fish, but in an instant they

were gone ! A frightful scream, or rather shriek, of agony succeeded,

and presently Envee's voice was heard crying in tones of the most har-
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rowino- import,—"Help ! help !
" Throwing aside every other considera-

tion, the pirates gave two or three rapid strokes in the direction wlience

the cry came, and shot swiftly over a patch of sea covered with blood,

and dyed to the extent of many yards around, with a bright crimson

stain contrasting horridly against the clear transparent blue in every

other part of the water. In the midst of this frightful circle, they

perceived Envee swimming in his shirt -sleeves,- which shone ruddily

through the water the most fearful expression of agony visible in his

features and apprehension, his hair standing erect upon his head with

horror, while he continued crying out momentarily,—" Save me ! save

me
It needed no further explanation to tell the story of Envee's punish-

ment. Though not particularly attached to his person, the pirates had too

acute a feeling for the horrors of his position not to render the most
effective assistance in their power. While the French midshipman threw
himself on the opposite side of the boat to prevent its capsizing, the

others laid a hand one on each collar of Envee's shirt and waistcoat,

and thus by main force dragged him from the water.

The sight that his person now presented was horrible in the extreme:

both legs had been bitten oflf by the sharks—one just above the

knee, and the other at the ancle ; while on the latter the marks of

the bloodthirsty creature's teeth were seen extending the whole way
down the calf of the leg, where an attempt had been made to drag it off.

That under these circumstances it should be possible to rescue a being

so frightfully maimed from their very jaws, may seem incredible to

those who are unacquainted with the habits and nature of this fish ; but
with all its ravenous habits, nothing can be more timid than its nature

;

and only the most desperate hunger will drive it to attack a body in

motion. The act, tlierefore, of swimming had kept them off to a
certain degree ; and the attacks they had made, had doubtless been at

some moment when Envee's limbs had been in temporary repose, and
obscured by the blood which his wounds had diffused around him, they
were waiting for a fiivourable moment to finish their morsel.

As the p'rates rowed back to the schooner, similar patches in various

directions clearly proved, tliat many other victims had gone to gorge
these vultures of the deep. Having succeeded in getting on board the

_
vessel with the four, whose lives they had saved, and being unable to

detect any other sufferers floating on the waves, the 2">irates dropped
anchor under the command of Alibi, who hearing the rout, had found the

necessity of coming on deck and resuming his post ; while Bamboozle,
in great amazement, discovered among his four new patients an old

friend. By dint of brandy and chafing, Nora returned to her senses

sufficiently to feel the bitterest grief a mother can sustain the loss of her
child, which dashed from her arms at the first shock, had been instantly

drowned, though happily then she was too insensible to know it.

Having locked herself within the cabin of Bamboozle, which he gave
up to her use, she hastily Avrapped herself in a dry blanket, and threw
herself down on Bamboozle's cot, thoroughly heart-broken at the

apparently interminable succession of sorrows presented to her. As for
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the wounds of Envee, the manner in which they had been inflicted,

soon caused the hcemorrhage to cease ; and Bamboozle having no in-

struments left on board proper for amputation, applied temporary
tourniquets till such time as better assistance could be rendered. In the

interim the French commander's spy-glass had been most vigilantly

directed towards the schooner ; and by this means undeniable evidence

was afforded to him of the wanton outrage committed on his boat by
the pirates. To all the fury which he felt as a man-of-war's man at

thus seeing the king's pendant outraged by what he took for a mere
privateer's-man, every emotion of jealousy on Nora's behalf was
put in action to give unneeded acrimony. The seventy-four's barge
was at this time waiting alongside to be hoisted in previous to her

going to sea. In a moment of passion, the commander ordered the crew
to be piped away, fully armed ; and jumping into her himself, with a
couple of his lieutenants, he dashed away in a state of furious revenge
for the schooner.

Now as Alibi had been below at the time of the original accident,

and not only was in perfect ignorance as to its cause, but did not even

know to whom the boat belonged, he, imagining that he had done an
unusually hospitable thing in giving the least assistance to the half-

drowned passengers, had proceeded very busily intent on furling

the sails of the schooner and putting her in proper order. Never
thinking that its mission could be directed to him, he saw the man-of-

war's barge pulling into the bay towards the town, and imagining

that its destination was the shore, took no further notice of the fact.

A sudden cry from one of his men aloft was the first notice he received

of any danger, and then directing his attention to the object pointed

out, he perceived a dozen soldiei's sitting in the stern-sheets of the

barge, their arms and accoutx-ements glittering in the sun.

Though wholly unable to guess at the object of this visit, of one thing

he felt quite certain, namely, " that it boded him no good," to use his

own language ; the efifect, therefore, that this sudden and unwelcome

sight produced on the gentle Jack, was to make him put to his lips the

silver whistle that hung at his breast, and pipe all hands to repel

boarders. Had Alibi been certain that the barge belonged to the

seventy-four, he might perhaps have hesitated before involving himself

with a power it was so hopeless to resist. But, happily for man-
kind, it is the misfortune of guilt, that the mask of innocence must

fall from her face at some point, however small. The confusion of the

moment—the conviction that the barge was coming to search, on some

previous information—the fear that his schooner had been descried and

recognised as a pirate—and the perfect knowledge that any inquiry into

his papers must end in the discovery of his real character, together

with his own utter inability to play the Frenchman with any chance of

success, all tended to drive him into the most hopeless course he could

possibly have adopted. Accustomed, at the peril of their own lives, to

obey the pipe to quarters with lightning speed, the sound had scarcely

left the lips of Alibi, when his rigging was swarming with a band of

desperadoes, armed to the teeth, and bristling with daggers, pistols,

3 F
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swords, and muskets, as if they had been the mere feathers in which

these birds were born.
" Upon my soul this is pretty !" exclaimed the French commander,

who, habituated to carry all before him, witnessed with extreme fury

8uch preparations for his reception, and being at no time a man
likely to be trifled with easily, his measures were equally prompt; and

while Alibi was demanding " What do you want here?" in his best

French, the commander gave the word " Soldiers, present, take your

aim, fire!" The effect was instantaneous; the Frenchman had heard

of the wanton attack made on their own boat, and conscious of

superior discipline and power, not only acted with the full desire to

do execution, but under every circumstance favourable to fulfilling it.

As sparrows perched on a house-top and unsuspicious of the fowler's aim
are seen to drop in abundance on the snow below, so did the unfortunate

pirates fall headlong fi-om their rigging into the sea at this unexpected
discharge. Alibi himself escaped with only a slight wound, which his

usual good luck directed against the least sensitive part of his huge
carcase, namely, his thick head ; and though the ball had made free

with the tip of his right ear, there was still enough of that organ left

for any moderate man's donkey. Wincing severely from the pain,

and maddened at being thus outwitted, he quickly gave the word to

return the fire ; though this was hardly needed, for his men understood
how to conduct an argument of that noisy description as well as any
cutthroats that ever drew trigger; while their chief himself, casting loose

one of the quarter-deck guns, pointed it, as well as he could, into the
centre of the barge, and discharged its contents into the midst of the
French seamen and soldiers. This return quite made up for the previous
surprise, and between tlie two parties, the sharks, who had been so
lately disappointed, had their meal supplied in double abundance, and
while the combatants were fighting thus angrily above, were seen
scrambling for and tearing the wounded limb from limb below.
"Board

! board ! and hack them to pieces !" cried the Frenchman,
finding that he had no easy antagonist ; and himself setting the exam-
ple, his men soon stood upon the decks of the pirate hand to hand,
—while he himself, seeing the terror that Alibi's huge form struck into
his opponents, rushed with uplifted sword against this bull of Baslian,
•and at the first lunge had nearly run him through the heart. As the
French captain's weapon was the simple small-sword, Alibi, fully
aware of his danger, felt not a little puzzled how to meet it, and
quickened to his utmost activity by the emergency of the moment,
dodged his body so far aside that the blade of the other merely passed
in skirmishing order through his fat ribs, and the Frenchman's hilt

came up against liis bosom with a force so violent, that, while it nearly
knocked the breath out of the i)irate's body, it deluded the conmiander
into believing tiiat he had slain his adversary. Unfortunately this was
not so

:
Alibi putting out all his strength, grappled his enemy's arm

vvith his left hand, and thus pinning it to his left breast, prevented the
Frenchman's extricating his weapon from the fiit sheath in which he had
imbedded it ; while Alibi, swinging round his cutlass in his right hand,
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inflicted a most potent wound upon the skull of his foe. In the awk-
ward position in which the parties stood, it was only the point of the

cutlass which could he made to strike the blow, and that which would
otherwise have carried with it a sentence of death, was now limited

in its effect to a frightful and disabling cut which extended from the

crown of the forehead across the nose, down through the teeth into the

mouth, and out through the under jaw, dividing in its passage tlio

tongue and everything that opposed its progress.

Senseless, but not killed, the knees of the French commander knocked
together convulsively for a few seconds—the countenance became
blanched and colourless, contrasting frightfully with that dark gory

wound, whose sharp clear edge divided the countenance, a moment
before animated with the strongest passion, and which to all appear-

ance had let out the soul that had before controlled it. Helplessly the

disfigured head fell back upon one shoulder ; the body depended for its

upright position upon the grasp which Alibi's huge fist still maintained

on its right hand; and as the pirate witnessed the ruin his sword had made,

a grin of exultation stole over his own sinister face, he relaxed his grasp

of the Frenchman's arm, and the body slowly falling to the ground, still

retained its hold upon the small- sword, which it drew all ruddy from

the wounded side of Alibi, as if it could still rejoice in the thrust it had

inflicted—a perfect mockery of the living, a hideous insult to the dead.

But though fortune had gone against the French in the person of their

commander, his fall had been wholly unable to save the pirates from

capture. After the first brief struggle, they found themselves already

over-matched ; while a second boat from the seventy-four, which had

been ordered to follow the first, was now seen rapidly advancing to

the assistance of the French. Hoping more from surrender than they

could possibly expect from resistance, those who still survived threw

down their arms and ran below, leaving Alibi to fight the battle out,

single-handed. Such a contest . could not of course long continue, and

after selling his liberty as dearly as he could, his sword was beat

down, his arms pinioned to his side, and bleeding from numerous and

superficial wounds, he found himself at length made prisoner. Having

been bound beyond all escape, and flung upon his own deck to

live or die as chance might dictate, he beheld with the suUenness of

despair his captors take possession of his ship, with all the ill-gotten

treasures his iniquities had collected, and make sail for the French

seventy-four.—Here the wounded were handed over to the surgeon.

Envee, who had both his stumps amputated, was told, as if by way of

great consolation, that he might yet recover,—a recovery which he

well knew would lead him to the gallows ; while the French com-

mander, though faint hopes were still entertained of his life, wa3

declared to be in so precarious a state, that death might supervene

at any hour.

Bamboozle now found himself placed in an awkward position. He
first determined, on finding that Alibi's race of prosperity was run,

to turn strictly honest, and to declare all he knew : but the pirates

suspecting this, found an opportunity of intimating that if he said one
0p2'
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word to criminate them, they would not only contradict his testi-

mony, and declare that he had always acted as one of their volun-

tary officers, and shared their profits, but reveal the plan by which he

had actually attempted to rob them of an undue share of the plunder,

to verify which tale Paul might yet chance to re-appear—and that

this, and this only, was the cause of his speaking against them. Urged

by these fears, old Bam determined once more to take the tortuous path

instead of the straight one ; and inventing some rigmarole story of his

havino- been engaged to act as surgeon in a merchant-vessel, and been

thus enticed away from a smaller craft in which he was sailing passenger

to Jamaica but a few days before the capture of the schooner, with

whose nefarious character he was therefore wholly unacquainted, he

passed for a simple English apothecary,who had been extremelywronged, -

and was received with all the honours of martyrdom by the ward-room

mess of the French seventy-four.

The command of this vessel had now devolved upon the senior lieute-

nant who had assisted in seizing the pirate. A very brief examination

of her crew, papers, and stores, coupled with her conduct that day,

dispelled every doubt from the minds of the French officers as to her

beino- an out-and-out corsair. Those who survived of her crew were

taken on board the Frenchman and put in irons. Nora was consigned

to the care of Mrs, Archdeacon, who partly by the information of their

tyrant's danger, as well as by her own motherly care, soon restored her

to as much tranquillity as her deep and afflicting loss would permit.

A prize crew having been put into the schooner, and the most valu-

able of her plunder taken on board the line-of-battle ship, they both

weighed and stood out to sea. With a view of keeping Nora as quiet

as possible, the real destination of the two vessels was pretended to be

some neighbouring island, while in reality the French civilian who had

taken refuge on board, had done so for the express purpose of proceeding

to France—a most idle and futile hope, crowded as the sea then was

with English cruisers ; and thus in reality it proved. Night had scarcely

fallen, witli the island of St. Domingo little more than thirteen miles

W. by N., when both seventy-four and schooner became enveloped

in a thick fog, and in the course of twenty minutes were alarmed by the

ringing of bells and the burning of blue lights. Utterly taken by sur-

.prise at the sudden contiguity of otlier vessels, the Frenchmen returned

the signal, and in a few moments, to their infinite alarm, found them-

selves surrounded by a squadron of line-of- battle-ships, of whose nation,

destination, or intentions they were alike ignoi'ant. Had the officers re-

mained quiet, they might yet have escaped; but the junior lieutenant

having the watch, thoughtlessly hailed the nearest ship. In an instant,

the French tone and language were detected—the difference of build,

spars, and rigging closely examined, and quickly pronoimced to belong

to a stranger. A sudden peal of drums was now heard from the squa-

dron, lights burst forth from every port, and the Frenchmen suddenly

found themselves among six English ships of the line, who demanded
instant surrender. By this time the alarm had so far spread through

the vessel, that the Frenchmen themselves had flown to their guns ; but
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an English seventy-four ranged up within :i hundred yards of either

quarter, her guns bristling, her lantcrnsi liglited, and her men distinctly

visible, each at his post ready to pour in a deadly torrent of shot and
fire at a single breath ; while close astern appeared a third, with equally
formidable preparations, on the watch whenever it might be necessary
to luft' across the Frenchman's wake, and rake her from stern to t-tem.

Besides these three, the lights of other seventy-fours were seen close

at hand.

No alternative remained—resistance would have joined madness to

murder, and the Frenchmen were obliged to surrender to the squadron
of Admiral L , who, with six ships of the line, was bound to St.

Domingo, to secure if possible that island for the English. Taking pos-
session of his prizes, the admiral anchored next day in the bay which
the French seventy-four had lately left, and with a view of protecting

the few English merchants on shore, landed a sixfficient force of marines
and sailors, and seized the old English Consulate.

Not many hundred yards from the walls of the latter stood the house
in whose cellars our hero Paul had found refuge, and on whose retreat

the drunken slaves had broken in under so many circumstances of

horror.

When the negroes beheld their comrades fall headlong into the fright-

ful chasm, from whence they could still hear their groans, the whole

party set up a most unearthly yell ; and some of them darting round the

further end of the pit, shouted to the rest to follow ; the foremost being

in the very act to spring on the unhappy European mother. Suddenly,

like some fearful climax of their chorus, a noise as of a thunderbolt

drowned even their own wild scream; and while Paul was expecting in-

stant annihilation, and wondering how by any possibility they could

have produced such a terrific sound, the whole hideous group, negroes,

women, children—all suddenly vanished from before his eyes; a mass of

something, he could scarcely credit what, fell from above, and a heap of

stones, mortar, dust, and human beings rolled to his feet ; while full on

his surprised but more delighted eyes burst down the light of day, and

in a few seconds, round the broken edge of the aperture above, he

beheld a crowd of negToes armed, and bearing all the soiled appear-

ances of a heavy fight ; and among them three Europeans, in their wel-

come dresses.

" Are you hurt by the shell ?" kindly inquired the j-oungest of the

three, whose sharp eyes penetrated into the dust and gloom of the cellar.

In an instant the truth flashed on our hero's mind—the sound whicli he

had heard must have been the explosion of some bomb-shell, wliich,

falling in the street over the cellar, the arch of the latter, decayed

perhaps from age, and never intended to stand such a rough assault,

had yielded beneath the combined force of the powder and the blow,

and, by falling, buried in its ruins all those who happened to be under

it. A few moments earlier, and our friends from standing in that

part of the cellar must have shared the destruction, even if they had

not borne it solely.

" Follow me and fly !—if you would save your lives," cried the
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generous Paul, darting back to the group who still remained wonder-

stricken at what they had seen, and not comprehending how their

deliverance had happened, nor almost able to believe that it was at hand.

But the eye is more convincing than the ear ; and when they beheld

Paul snatch up one of the young ones under each arm, and, thus encum-

bered, begin to clamber over the rubbish, which had already subsided

in its fall, the thankful husband, seeing the path open before him,

followed, bearing his wife in his arms ; while the American, almost

paralysed by fear, brought up the rear. Well it was that no time had

been lost. Loud cries were now heard in the vaulted chambers they

had left; and scarcely had the last of the refugees been assisted by
Eveline and Spanker into the street above, when a second party of the

revengeful negroes, alarmed by the bursting of the bomb-shell, and ap-

prehensive that some ill had befallen their friends, rushed into the breach,

and attempted to cut down the American, who was nearest at hand. As
the town had however now been in possession of the slaves several

hours, and the marines sent to seize the Consulate by the admiral had
been rescuing whomsoever they could, a party of these admirable troops

coming up at the moment, the unfortunate Yankee found under their

bayonets full protection ; and while three or four of the corps accom-
panied Spanker and the others m escorting the rescued party to the

boats of the squadron, now actively engaged in taking off" to the

English ships all desirous of such a retreat, the rest of the marines

obeyed the call of a stout and elderly person, who, with two ladies

and as many gentlemen, was seen by Eveline waving for assistance

from a garret window, a mob of the intoxicated conquerors endeavouring

to force the barricaded door of the house, in order to submit its contents

and owners to plunder and violence.

"Forward, my boys—to the rescue!" shouted the officer who com-
manded the detachment of marines; while in the middle of the privates

was hurried along the American, imploring them to hasten to the relief

of his own household, so soon as they should have succoured those

who previously required their aid.

While therefore the American was hurried one way, Eveline and Paul,

and the rest, made the best of their passage in the opposite direction to the

boats : no easy task, as the infuriated negroes pressed forward on every

hand. By dint of determined courage, slowly retreating step by step,

and shooting on the road the more furious of the leaders, the defendants

at length came in sight of the boats. When the crews of the latter

beheld their shipmates so hardly pressed, they also rushed forward to

the rescue ; while the marines in possession of the old Consulate, under
the walls of which they passed, commenced firing on the mob at the

same time. An open road was at length formed to the quay, and while
the weaker fugitives took to their heels, the others followed with less

precipitation, and all embarked together for the seventy-four lately

taken from the French.

Just as they were pushing off, Eveline to her joy beheld, rowing
before them, De Passoa and the old stout gentleman whom they had
lust observed imploring aid from the garret window. Pointing them
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out to Spanker and Simpson, she expressed her delight at the safety of

a party for whom slie felt an unusually strong interest. De Passoa, as

a true son of France, could not help entertaining a sense of duty which

forbade him to draw the sword against his countrymen, and remaining

therefore on the brow of the hill while the battle was fought, he took no

part with either side, but entered the city soon after our friends, and

pulled up on one side of the French prize, while Eveline and her com-

panions ascended the other. In the excitement of the moment, neither

Spanker nor Simpson recognised in the shot-battered hull and half-

wrecked spars of the seventy-four, with all her bulk-heads thrown down,

the vessel which they had so lately left. Moreover, as Europeans of

every sex, age, and appearance continued to crowd alongside, this

necessarily added to their confusion. Nor was it until they were shown

into the gun-room, that the least conception of this being the same ship

in which they had lately sailed, crossed the minds of any of Eveline's

party.

As however our friends began to look around them, the young man
whom Eveline had rescued, hastily pushing aside his benefactor, rushed

tumultuously into the arms of a beautiful creature, who, with equal

rapture, sprang to the embrace, and hailed him by the title of " Dearest

husband !"

''•Her husband!" loudly exclaimed a female voice, the owner of

which, briskly bustling forward, displayed the rotund person of Mrs.

Archdeacon Pontifex.
" Her husband!" still more loudly and startingly exclaimed the

" stout gentleman," darting next into the little circle, and proving to be

no less a person than Sir Job Periwinkle. " Merciful Heaven sustain

me ! It is Nora. My son your husband^ Nora ?
"

" Paul Periwinkle !—Nora's husband !" repeated Lady Periwinkle,

making herself heard.
" Her husband!"' repeated Dick Doubtful, appearing.

" Dear Nora's husband !" echoed Julia, adding to the group.

" Her husband ! her husband !" severally added Wryneck er, Simp-

son, Spanker, and last of all " the first scholar," severally closing round

the youthful pair, who, transported beyond joy at thus meeting after all

their sorrows, clung in each other's arms as if nothing short of death

should part them again !—Nora's tears flowed freely on the neck of

Paul, and the latter imprinted burning kisses on her lips, forgetful of

everything but the rapture of having regained her who was dearer than

life—her whom in life he, but a few minutes since, had never thought

to meet again

!

" How can this be?—Nora ?" demanded Sir Job. " How can my son

Paul be your husband, when I always thought you were married to

my unf rtunate nephew JohnV
" Sir, is this your son ?" suddenly demanded Mrs. Archdeacon, with

an air of the utmost gravity, and pointing to Paul, before Sir Job could

receive any answer to his question.

" Yes, madam, he is," replied Sir Job.

" And is this, sir, your daugiiter-iu-law ?"
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" It would appear so, if she has married her cousin, madam, though
lier relationship is that of ray niece."

" Then, sir, I am very sorry to say, that I fear she is a very im-

proper—I fear I ought to say a very wicked young woman ; for all I

can tell you is, that she has not only been living in my family under
false pretences, but actually living with another young gentleman—my
husband's seci-etary, as her husband, and she as his wife."

"— Secretary !

—
" repeated Paul, starting back from Nora's arms as if

a thousand asps had stung him from her bosom.
" Yes !

" cried Mrs. Archdeacon, with infinite virtue and dignity,

addressing herself to poor Paul. " Yes ! injured and unfortunate

young man ! I say my husband's—Mr. Archdeacon Pontifex's secretary

—and there the young gentleman stands."

As ]\Irs. Archdeacon concluded, she laid a forcible hand on the collar of

Evelyn, and dragged the youth forward into the circle standing round her.

Confronting Eveline with Nora, she pointed out, to the approbation of all

eyes, the two culprits, blushing deeply, as if cither's cheek reflected

the other's colour, while both hung down their heads as though the
charge had been too sadly true.

"There! there!" cried Mrs. Archdeacon, unable to conceal, in the

midst of all her pretended horror, a tone of triumph at the confusion

and distress created :
" there, unfortunate young man ! there stands my

husband's secretary, and there stands the wicked young woman who,
up to this moment, has been my governess—though I have not at

present any children ; now let them deny, if they can, their having lived

under my eye, and having indeed first come to me at Liverpool as man
and wife."

" Villain ! is this true ?" cried Paul Periwinkle, turning as pale as
death, and seizing Eveline's collar by the left hand, while with the
other he snatched forth the sword with which he had so lately been
fighting his way and which he had picked up on shore.

" Hear me ! hear me ! " implored Eveline, as Nora, interposing her
body as a shield, fainted on Eveline's bosom, and thereby greatly in-

creased the vi' tuous disdain of the moral people around, who, however
willing to condemn, seemed very little inclined to listen to any explana-
tion that might exculpate the accused. Even Sir Job, as usxial, hasty
to. a fault, clasped his hands over his beloved niece, as if he never more
could look upon her ; while Lady Periwinkle, not altogether displeased
at this_ exposure, kept chiming in.

" I always told you, my dear, what sort of person she would turn
out. Come back, Julia, this instant !" pulling her daughter away by
the hand, as the latter affectionately pressed forward to render to her
fainting cousin all those sweet offiees which woman, w^ho most requires,

most ably renders. " Come back, I say, Child," continued the lady
mother, as if some contagious disease lurked in the very clothes of
Nora, so great was the strength she used to pull Julia from her side.

In the midst of all this confusion, De Passoa, Simpson, and Spanker
had too much regard for Eveline to see her unfiiirly treated before their
eyes, by a youth so visibly her superior in strength as Paul. Tliough
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they were vexed to find this supposed flaw in their friend's escutcheon,

they all agreed that the accredited " young gentleman" might have made
a much worse choice for the perpetration of a peccadillo, which their

lax morality did not view in the heinous light that every one else

regarded it, and therefore interposed their sturdy arms between Paul's

threatening sword and Eveline's bosom, crying " Hear him out ! hear

him out ! fair play is fair play all the world over."

" He is innocent of any wrong !" exclaimed Nora, half reviving, and
in her wish to exculpate Eveline throwing a tenfold weight of blame
upon herself, and thereby unintentionally aggravating to the last degree

the sufferings of her agonised husband.

All attention was now rivetted on the suspected couple for explanation.

Eveline, conscious of the awkward and disagreeable revelation to be

made before so large a crowd of strangers, and, still worse, so many friends

with whom she had acted a widely difterent part, still felt that a less

public eclalrcissement would ruin the character of Nora, and yet shrank

in horror from the task imposed on her. After gazing upon the ground
for a few minutes, trying in vain to tell the awkward story, the roseate

colour now shooting up to the very summit of her ample forehead, now
leaving her as "pale as monumental marble," a sudden thought occurred

to her, and lifting up her hand, she dashed her cap from her head, severed

with a sudden snap some little tie, and in an instant her beautiful person

was shrouded with a profusion of long black silky hair. Drawing off her

gloves and extending some of these beavitiful tresses towards Paul, she

exclaimed, while the tears gushed forth from eyes that had too long

been dry,
" Suspicious youth, too little worthy of the treasure you possess !

Are these ?—this hair ?—these hands ?—the characteristics of your sex ?

To prove the innocence of your wife, I abandon the disguise which was
assumed for her security as well as mine ! How could two friendless

girls have wandered through the world secure from insult, else ?—I am !

— I am !

—

"

Here a loud sob prevented the utterance of a word, full to the un-

happy speaker of a thousand bitter memories, and in the effort to pro-

nounce it, sense deserting the speaker, De Passoa's arm alone prevented

her from falling, w^hile the crowd around taking up her meaning, sup-

plied the wanting word, by the unanimous cry of "A woman ! a woman
!"

Now that the truth was proclaimed, numberless facts seemed to flash

upon the eyes of all beholders, to bear witness to its correctness ; the

exquisite complexion, the beautiful small features, the arching swan-like

throat, the fine thin voice, the rounded bosom, the full swelling hip and

fairy waist, with the slight symmetrical limbs which supported the

whole, even to the very height, all combined, not only to prove of what

sex Eveline really was, but to reproach the bystanders that tliey had

ever allowed themselves to be taken in by so palpable an imitation of a

man

!

" A woman ! a woman !" shouted Mrs. Archdeacon indignantly, and

yet utterly unable to deny the self-evident truth :
" No wonder that he

was never able to estimate me properly. This accounts then for the

coldness of his admiration !

"
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" A ladi ! a ladi !" repeated De Passoa, clasping his burden a little

more warmly, it must be confessed, than was strictly proper, as he

uttered the words—" 3Io7i Dieu! where is my eyes, that I shall never

have seen her little tricks ! Oh! c/iannante ! charmante !" pressing

her cold hands to his lips one after another, with all the rapid gesticula-

tion of a Frenchman, and slyly stealing in a very sensible manner, when
he thought no one was looking, a kiss from her ne(;k, that lay so

invitingly near, that forty thousand anchorites might well have been

forgiven for a similar theft ; while both Spanker and Simpson, who had

seen her in the front of battle, now started back, on the discovery of

her sex, with open eyes and still more widely distended mouths.

Paul, as might naturally have been expected, was among the last

to be convinced ; but after narrowly scrutinising the silky hair, and

beautiful little hands that had been presented to him, and watching the

troubled swell of that high-minded but tortured breast, that seemed

labouring at every throe for life, each lingering doubt vanished, and

rushing forward once more to Nora's side, he again folded her in a pas-

sionate embrace, that was the best assurance of renewed confidence and

love. At this moment the English lieutenant in command of the

prize came down into the gun-room, and in a loud authoritative voice

demanded
" Is Archdeacon Pontifex here ?

"

" Oil ! certainly," replied the archdeacon.
" Step forward this way then," continued the lieutenant :

" the advo-

cate-general wishes to question you relative to the running down of the

French man-of-war's boat by the pirate schooner."
" Oh ! don't trouble the archdeacon," chimed in a well-known voice

from the other end of the gun-room ;
" I'll come to him." The speaker

walked forward ; and to the astonishment of all who recognised him,

there, in the person of the advocate-general of St. Domingo, stood Charles

Periwinkle himself.

" Charles, my dear boy !
" exclaimed Sir Job ; and then pausing in

his utterance from fear—" but no, this cannot be—it would be too great

a blessing tc have both my children restored to me."
" My father !

" articulated Charles in equal surprise and delight,

hastening to seize the proffered hand ; and then as his eye fell on Paul,

and he pronounced his name, a change of the utmost sadness and misery
came over his animated features. Sir Job at once perceived that some
sad drawback to happiness was in store for him ; and after the first

salutations of relatives so long parted, he drew aside his eldest son, and
received the distressing explanation.

Charles on his first leaving England had, it seems, been unfortunate
enough to sau m a transport that was dismasted, and been blown to lee-

ward of the convoy, where he was picked up by a British squadron bound
straight to the East Indies. The English man-of-war landed him at the

Capo of Good Hope, as the nearest point at which he could wait for a
vessel to take him to Jamaica. Some time elapsed before this could be
arranged ; and on gaining the island, he found the supposition of his

death had caused his own post to be lilled up, as an equivalent for winch
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the governor-general had given him a temporary appointment in the expe-
dition to St. Domingo as advocate-general, our forces being sent to
Ilayti, at the instigation of some of the inhabitants, with a view to its

occupation by the British, if possible. So far Charles's intelligence was
well enough ; but unfortunately, a few minutes since, he had been informed
by the flag-captain, that orders had arrived to apprehend, wherever
found in the East Indies, and deliver up to execution, on the proof of
identity, one Paul Periwinkle, supposed to have escaped to that quarter
of the world, after having by force and arms defeated the ends of justice,

and so evaded his own doom in England. Thus at the very height of
their joy were these unfortunate relations plunged into the deepest misery
and apprehension ; nor wis it till Sir Job suggested the possibility of the
rumour being false, that a ray of hope illumined their despair. The
despatches and instructions in question were said to have been brought
by a frigate from Jamaica scarcely an hour since ; and Charles, by Sir

Job's advice, started off to ascertain from the officers in command,
whether any such despatches had really arrived for him. Filled with
the most intense anxiety and the deepest forebodings, Charles tore

himself away from the many friends he had so lately found, and rowed
as rapidly as possible to the frigate, whose men were even then loosing

sails, preparatory to the ship's immmediate departure with despatches

from the admiral in command of the squadron to the government in

England. Rushing up the side lest he should be too late, one of the

marines on guard at first refused to admit him on board without an
order from the officer of the watch, as the men were then running the

anchor up to the bows. Charles, on the other hand, rendered desperate

by feeling how little time he had to spare, was endeavouring to pass

the gangway, by stating who he was ; but the sentry told him, that

however great the advocate-general might be, he was not the corporal

of the watch, and therefore could not countermand a sentinel's orders.
" What's the matter ? " said the midshipman of the deck, coming up

to the entry-port : but the sight of the new-comer appeared ordy to render

matters more perplexed ; for the midshipman was no sooner beheld by
the advocate-general, than his face changed to an ashy paleness, a uni-

versal trembling came over his whole body, and but for the timely hand
of the other outstretched to save him, he would certainly have fallen

overboard.

"My cousin John!" exclaimed Charles, scrambling with much exer-

tion to claim his hold, " is it possible that I behold you here alive ?"

" Ay, to be sure, and hearty, Charles, my boy : hew are you ?
"

" For God's sake get me a glass of water, and let me sit down some-

where ; I feel as if my heart would burst. What inexplicable misery

you have caused us all
!"

Without waiting to inquire how he, the ill-used Jack, had caused in-

explicable misery, he instantly complied with Charles's request, because

he beheld in his present illness sufficient warranty of his sufferings to

know that the charge was at any rate brought forward in strict truth.

Once arrived on the lower deck, where they would converse together

uninterruptedly, an explanation was rapidly given by John Periwinkle,
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alias Prestone, which, while it completely exonerated the midshipman,

less delighted and astounded the advocate ; for in the same instant the

latter recovered a cousin judicially found to have been murdered, and

cleared the innocence of a brother whom a British jury had found

oTiilty, and whom he himself afterwards received orders to execute for

the murder

!

CHAPTER THE TWENTY-FOURTH.

WHICH SUPPLIES THE TAIL-PIECE OF OUR PICTURE.

Among the readers of all histories—true histories we mean—like

ours, which unthinking people have sometimes thought fit to call

novels, it is held by unanimous judgment and consent, that so soon

as the plot is developed, and the gist of the story told, the more briefly

the narrator sums up the concluding nothings, and dismisses his cha-

racters to their required repose, the greater the virtue to be tiscribed to

him. In the last chapter we have at length been enabled to place before

our readers the issue of that narrative, which, as it embraced such

a variety of actors, necessarily required so great a space in which
to delineate them. The explanation which Prestone gave to Charles

was simply this ;—and however much we may be supposed to have

drawn from fancy, the case, singular as it may be, is one recorded in the

law-books for the benefit of all who are more ready to judge ill of others

than to judge rightly of themselves :—On the night on which the murder
of John Periwinkle was supposed to have been committed, it is per-

fectly true that the cousins had a quarrel respecting Nora, to whom
Paul, and not John, as was believed, had been privately married. John,

to pique his cousin, and ignorant of the sacred tie which he had con-

tracted, had been paying great attention to Nora ; and having been
obliged that night, from a temporary want of room, to share Paul's bed,

violent wordf ensued between them. Whether from the excitement

thus produced, or any other cause, John was not able to decide, but not

long after the light had been extinguished in their room, John was
awakened by a sense of weakness and pain, and found that his arm,
which had been bled two days before, had burst out bleeding afresh.

Not choosing to ask the assistance of Paul, with whom he had quar-
relled, nor to alarm the household who had all retired to bed, John,
very generously, but, as it afterwards turned out, very unfortunately,

arose in silence, groped about the room for his clothes, sprinkling every-
thing with blood around, and quietly descended the great staircase to

seek the assistance of Bamboozle, whose handy-work the previous
operation had been. In the mean while, Paul, with the maddened
jealousy of the lover, was lying awake, filled with the most outrageous
suspicions, ignorant of what had really happened, and suspecting the
course John had taken towards the bottom of the liouse to be a mere
pretence for throwing him (Paul) oft' his guard, while the real object of
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Jack was to return up stairs and steal to Nora's room. Thus are we
always doomed to suffer for our own deviations from correctness. To
Nora's chamber, since his private marriage, it had been Paul's nightly

custom to steal himself, until the coolness which had that evening

arisen respecting Nora's encouragement of Jolm's flirtation. This our

unfortunate heroine had innocently enough appeared to suffer, in order

to throw dust in the eyes of Lady Periwinkle, whose hatred to herself

she well knew, and which indeed had led to the imprudence of her

having consented to a private marriage with her cousin. The latter,

maddened by that green-eyed monster, which is indeed the true phoenix

of the soul in rising from its own ashes, had crept out of bed soon after

John had quitted the room, and stolen to Nora's door. Here he fancied

that he heard voices, and in a state of perfect frenzy returned to his

own apartment, not knowing what to believe, or how to act, now lying

down and rolling on his bed, now rising to pace his room, and ulti-

mately committing those various acts which left his person marked
with blood, and fixed upon him all the suspicion of murder, and which

he had vainly endeavoured to explain at his trial.

Even at his trial, however, the same difiiculty beset his path—his

mind was still in perfect doubt and grief as to Nora's conduct, and being

unable to procure an interview with her, he was equally unable there-

fore to speak the whole truth, and the result was the verdict that went
against him. John Periwinkle, with all a sailor's carelessness, had pro-

ceeded straight down the avenue, towards the house of Bamboozle.

On his way he unfortunately met the press-gang, who, in spite of every

remonstrance, and the most desperate struggle John could make, seized,

bound, and carried him to sea. Here a fresh dilemma presented itself

—John, who had entered the service before as a midshipman, beneath

an unfeeling Tartar of a captain, and had actually run away, was afraid

to give liis real name and history,, and insist on his release, for fear of

arousing the wrath of his old superior, and being tried as a deserter.

This same motive, therefore, obliged him to use the utmost caution in

writing any letters to his family. To procure his freedom, he maiuly

trusting to be enabled to escape a second time and to get home, adopted

the name of Prestone, and determined to bear his sorrows as manfully

as he could.

In the mean time the frigate was wrecked, and himself cast upon the

French coast, where, as we have seen, though he saved his life, he

lost his heart : and being thus out of the reach of any newspapers

during Paul's trial, he remained wholly ignorant of the mischief he liad

occasioned.

Thus much at present of the fate of Jack, the disastrous turn of whicli

was owing to the machinations of Envee. The latter, imagining that

of Nora's two suitors, John was the one most favoured, determined

to be rid of him the first opportunity, and keeping a very narrow

watch upon his movements, and pretending all the while to be his sincere

friend, thus got possession of his secrets, and instigated a pressgang in

the neighbourhood to watch for him, as the best mode of taking him

quietly out of the way. The circumstances under which Jack happened
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to be pressed, seemed to be an unlooked-for advantage to Envee, which

he had not the virtue to forego. The crj' of murder against Jack's

cousin Paul suggested the hint of getting rid of the second rival, by

fixino- him with the assassination. Deepening in guilt as he proceeded,

it was by such devilish machinations that the greater part of that

evidence was manufactured on which Paul's sentence turned. A
body had cast up, on the morning of Jack's imprisonment, from

a neighbouring wreck, bearing the marks J B ; the latter part of tlie

B, Envee had scratched out ; and the face being mutilated, and the

body of the same age—and Jack in his struggle with the pressgang

having lost his shoe and jacket, the latter containing the fatal knife

of Paul, which Jack had taken the day before, to use,—these various

circumstances were so adroitly managed by the fiendish ingenuity of

Envee, as to produce the effect he desired. More than this, however,

had been the result. In the pocket of Jack, Envee had found one side

of a letter which, witli his usual want of principle, he had read ; it was
from some young schoolfellow, then articled to a solicitor, saying, that

Admiral Acorn had recently employed the principal of tlie office to

make a will, " bequeathing the whole of his large property to a certain

beautiful young lady, who would be found at the Vicarage, in Ireland ;"

and as the fortune would amount to upwards of one hundred and twenty

thousand pounds, the writer advised Jack to lose no time in running

off with her ; which he, the writer, had no doubt Jack might do,

more especially as the lady was not aware how large an heiress she was
destined to become. Now as this side of the letter had neither date

nor signature, and as it greatly piqued the necessitous curiosity of

Envee to find out who this great heiress could be,—and as moreover he

had never chanced to read the epistle until some little time after Nora
had been sent to the house of a clergyman, in Ireland,—Envee cheated

himself into a belief that Nora was the heiress meant ; and finding out

her address and overlooking the slight fact of her supposed indiscretion

with John, he resolved on proceeding thither, and obtaining posses-

sion of her person at all hazards. How this was accomplished we
already kno<v; and in every point such villany was destined to bo

defeated. This intelligence of the will was quite true ; but the lady to

whom allusion was in reality made, as the heiress, was our fair friend

Eveline, to whose family the admiral was distantly related by his fatlier's

marriage. But even this disposition of property was not destined to

remain ; the testy old admiral, touched by the devotion which his

nephew had shown to Sir Job Periwinkle when all the world fled from
liim, in a more reasonable hour re-made his will, and forgiving Dick
Doubtful at last for presuming to be a lawyer in preference to a sailor,

had cancelled the former testament, and left to Dick the whole of his

fortune, provided he married Eveline, and two-thirds if he did not, the

rest under such circumstances to go to the lady. Among tlie papers
which the frigate had brought to the squadron, was the intelligence

of the eccentric veteran's demise, and the contents of this his last

will. Tlie rest of our ex])lanation, as far as it relates to Envee, was
furnished by the dying lips of that wretched man, from whom the
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terrors of remorse had wrung this atonement, under the approach of

death, in one of its most painful forms—mortification, namely, of the

remnant of one of the limbs amputated.

On a representation being made to the admiral by Charles of the

various facts we have stated, he not only ordered the immediate dis-

charge from the service, of John ; but, on learning that Doubtful
was the nephew of his old bi'other officer Acorn, actually delayed

for twenty-four hours the passage of Jack's late frigate to England,

and allowed the whole of our at last happy and united friends to make
arrangements for their return home. This was soon completed. Some
of Alibi's crew having turned king's evidence, that worthy was given

to his proper destiny, the gibbet, without the intervention of any
of Sir Job's family ; while long before the frigate sailed, Lady
Periwinkle in the most gracious manner had condescended to give

full concurrence to Julia's bringing her a son-in-law with eighty thou-

sand pounds in the person of Mr. Richard Doubtful, barrister-at-law,

&c. &c. &c., in whom unnumbered virtues now shot up to view in the

eyes of her ladyship. Dick having most gladly resigned the additional

forty thousand to Eveline, that lady was also speedily surrounded by
countless suitors. After all the horrors she had experienced, she

naturally shrank from these ; though there were two among the crowd,

who each offering her his hand, already stood so Avell in her esteem,

that, almost despite of herself, she could scarcely avoid crowning the

happiness of one of them.—These were Wrynecker and De Passoa

:

but though she refused both for about the fiftieth time on reaching

England, many who professed great knowledge of that mystery of all

mysteries, a woman's heart, declared that the son of chivalry was sure

of his day, if he would but persevere. Be that as it may, on arriving

at Portsmouth a public solemnization of marriage took place between
Doubtful and Julia; at which also were re-married Nora and Paul.

John now set off to bring home, as he expressed it, by hook or by
crook the fair L'Egerie ; his parting from the lady of his love having

been to a certain degree a second impressment.

Captain Fidget seeing that his seaman was preferred before him,

not only determined to escape from the French coast himself, but to

carry off by force John, or in other words Prestone, also. IMoney, the

universal seducer, enabled him to bribe over a crew of smugglers. Pres-

ton^ was seized when least prepared, conveyed on board before he could

make good any resistance—which he could hardly have veutured, seeing

that he was still amenable to martial law and under Fidget's command;
and while the smuggling vessel was making for the coast of England,

they fell in with the Amaranth frigate, to the commander of which.

Fidget immediately reported himself. Being obliged, in common
decency, to make a very favourable representation of Prestone in the

matter of the Nero, he was promoted to the quarter-deck, where his

brother found him.

Having now obtained his father's full consent, he, as we have stated,

set forth to bring home the fair L'Egerie as his bride; an adventurous

undertaking in time of war between the two countries, but all the
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dearer to its projector for the dangers that surrounded it. The family-

happiness was now complete. Sir Job, exulting in the full power of

proving his own and his son's innocence, set forward for London, deter-

mined upon trouncing Costs at every hazard, in which Charles prof-

fered his able assistance heart and soul. Grateful to Mrs. Archdeacon

Pontifex for sheltering Nora in the hour of adversity—though she did

hire her as governess in hopes of reaching the honours of maternity

after fifty years of age—Sir Job, in the fulness of his heart, promised

the next presentation of the Rectory of Berrylea (some fifteen hundred

a year) to her husband, the present incumbent being already eighty-

seven.

Simpson received the appointment of captain-general and superin-

tendant of all Sir Job's shipping, while Spanker with a handsome
pension was made his chief mate. As the cortege was about to leave

the hotel at Portsmouth, Nora, who from a window was giving instruc-

tions as to putting some parcels into the carriage pockets, received a

profound salaam from a smart little fellow in a seaman's dress, and with
great joy recognising Jack Spratfc, she introduced him and his services

to her uncle, who at once took steps by which he ultimately succeeded in

procuring his discharge from the navy, and appointment as Paul's

confidential valet. Bamboozle nnally obtained forgiveness for all his

misdeeds, and secure of full employment for the future for his obstetric

art, he set ofi" with the family on his way home, where were already

assembled all the other minor characters of our story, and where, we
must add, " Old Bam " always continued to mourn and search for his

umbrella, which every one believed to be a piece of afiectation, until its

remains were discovered in the Imt of a fisherman's wife. Unable to

restrain his eagerness, Bamboozle broke the handle of it across his knee,

and discovered a secret hoard of jewelry, which this singular miser had
stored up through the greater part of his life, and never found courage
to deposit in a more regular, though more distant place of security.

With sucli little variations as human life must ever know. Good
Fortune now shone with her brightest rays upon our friends ; and here,

while the pi jture has all the benefit of such sunshine, we take our leave

of it, not wholly, we hope, unimpressed with the sound wisdom of suf-

fering our trials with the utmost fortitude and integrity we can call to

.our support, and leaving all beside to Heaven !

LONDON :
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